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PREFACE

This volume of Decisions of the Department of the Interior covers
the period from January 1, 1971 to December 31, 1971. It includes the
most important administrative decisions and legal opinions that were
rendered by officials of the Department during the period.

The Honorable Rogers C. B. Morton served as Secretary of the
Interior during the period covered by this volume; Mr. William T.
Pecora served as Under Secretary; Messrs. Richard F. Bodman, Hollis
M. Dole, John Larson, Harrison Loesch, Nathaniel Reed, James R.
Smith served as Assistant Secretaries of the Interior; Mr. Mitchell
Melich served as Solicitor of the Department of the Interior and Mr.
Raymond C. Coulter as Deputy Solicitor. Mr. James M. Day, served
as Director, Office of Hearings and Appeals.

This volume will be cited within the Department of the Interior as
"78 I.D."

Secretary of the Insterior.
(II)
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ERRATA
Page 33-Par. 2, Correct citation, Lester J. Hamel, 74 I.D. 125 (1967).
Page 38-Par. 2, line 16, Correct Citation to read, J. M. Beard (on Rehear-

ing), 52 L. D. 451 (1928).
Page 56-Pars. and 4, lines 2 and 4 delete 00 from time, correct to read

5 p.m.
Page 71-Topical Index Reading should read, Mining Claims: Common

Varieties of Minerals: Generally.
Page 82-Correct Topical Index Heading to read, Sodium Leases and Per-

mits: Rentals.
Pages 107, 135, 145, 147, 148, 150, 151 and 152, note change "Office of Appeals

and Hearings," Bureau of Land Management.
Page 153-Delete colon preceding date.
Page 175-3d Par., 4th line correct legal citation to read Castle v. Womble.
Page 220-3d Par. 3d line correct the Act to read, June 17, 1902.
Page 24-Line 10, Correct citation to read Estate of Joe (Joseph) Sherwood,

IA-P-20 (November 19, 1969).
Page 248-Footnote 9-line 3, correct citation to read Tooahnippah

(Goombi) * *
Page 254-Line 12, delete for, the phrase should read, settled heirship

rights* * *.
Line 19, correct date to January 25, 1970.

Page 297-Par. 7, line 5 correct spelling for National and Par. 8, line 2 correct
spelling for Director.

Page 303-Footnote 3 par. 5-line 1 correct date of Act to May 17, 1906.
Page 333-Par. 2, line 3, correct Allotter to Allottee.
Page 364-Par. 2-lines 5 & 6 legal citation should read United States v.

Loyd Ramstad * *
Page 398-Line 9 correct citation to read Madge V. Rodda *

Par. 2, line 9, correct citation (S.D. Cal. 1950)-
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CUMULATIVE INDEX TO SUITS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS PUBLISHED IN INTERIOR DECISIONS

The table below sets out in alphabetical order, arranged according
to the last name of the first party named in the Department's decision,
all the departmental decisions published in the Interior Decisions,
beginning with volume 61, judicial review of which was sought by one
of the parties concerned. The name of the action is listed as it appears
on the court docket in each court. Where the decision of the- court
has been published, 'the citation is given; if not, the docket number
and date of final action taken by the court is set out. If the court
issued an opinion in a nonreported case, that fact is indicated; other-
wise no opinion was written. Unless otherwise indicated, all suits were
commenced in the United States District Court for the District of
Columbia and, if appealed, were appealed to the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Finally, if judicial
review resulted in a further departmental decision, the departmental
decision is cited. Actions shown are those taken prior to the end of the
year covered by this volume.

Adler Construction Co., 67 I.D. 21 (1960) (Reconsideration)
Alder Construction Co. v. U.S., Cong. 10-60. Dismissed, 423 F. 2d 1362

(1970); rehearing denied, July 15, 1970; cert. denied, 400 U.S. 993 (1970)
rehearing denied, 401 U.S. 949 (1971).

Adler Construction Co. v. U.S., Cong. 5-70. Suit pending.

Estate of John J. Akers, 77 I.D. 268 (1970)
Dolly Cnster Akers v. The Dept. of the Interior, Civil No. 907, D. Mont.

Judgment for defendant, September 17, 1971; order staying execution of
judgment for 30 days issued October 15, 1971.

State of Alaska
Andrew Kalerak, Jr., 73 I.D. 1 (1966)

Andrew J. Kalerak, Jr., et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-35-66, D.
Alas. Judgment for plaintiff, October 20, 1966; rev'd., 396 F. 2d 746 (9th CiT.
1968) ; cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1118 (1969).

Allied Contractors, Inc., 68 I.D. 145 (1961)
Allied Contractors, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. C. No. 163-63. Stipulation of settle-

ment filed March 3, 1967; compromised.

Leslie AT. Baker, et al., A-28454 (October 26, 1960). On reconsideration
Autrice C. Copeland, 69 I.D. 1 (1962).

Autrice Copeland Freemnan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1578, D. Ariz.
judgment for defendant, September 3, 1963 (opinion); aff'd., 336 F. 2d 706
(9th Cir. 1964) ; no petition.

XvII
462-392-72 2
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Max Barash, The Texas Co., 63 I.D. 51 (1956)
Max Barash v. Douglas McKay, Civil No. 939-56. Judgment for defendant,

June 13, 1957; rev'd. & remanded, 256 F. 2d 714 (1958); judgment for plain-
tiff, December 18, 1958. Supplemental decision, 66 I.D. 11 (1959) ; no petition.

Barnard-Curtiss Co., 64 I.D. 312 (1957) 65 I.D. 49 (1958)

Barnard-Curtiss Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 491-59. Judgment for plaintiff,
301 F. 2d 909 (1962).

Eutgenia Bate, 69 I.D. 230 (1962)

Katherine S. Foster d Brook H. Duncan, 1I v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.
5258, D. N.M. Judgment for defendant, January 8, 1964; rev'd., 335 F. 2d 828
(10th Cir. 1964) ; no petition.

Samn Bergesen, 62 I.D. 295
Reconsideration denied, IBCA-11. (December 19, 1955)

Sam Bergesen v. U.S., Civil No. 2044, D. Wash. Complaint dismissed
March 11, 1958; no appeal.

BLlf-A-045569, T0 I.D. 231 (1963)

New York State Natural Gas Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2109-63.
Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 2109-

63. Judgment for defendant, September 20, 1965; Per curiam decision, aff'd.,
April 28, 1966; no petition.

Lloyd W. Booth, 76 I.D. 73 (1969)
Lloyd W. Booth v. Walter J. Nickel, Clvil No. 42-69, D. Alas. Judgment

for defendant, June 30, 1970; no appeal.

Melvin A. Brown, 69 I.D. 131 (1962)
Melvin A. Brown v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3352-62. Judgment for

defendant, September 17, 1963; rev'd., 335 F. 2d 706 (1964) ; no petition.

R. C. Buch, 75 I.D. 140 (1968)

B. C. Buck v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 68-1358-PI-I, C.D. Cal. Judgment
for plaintiff, 298 F. Supp. 381 (1969) ; rev'd., August 31, 1971; rehearing
denied, September 29, 1971..

The California Co., 66 I.D. 54 (1959)

The California Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 980-59. Judgment for
defendant, 187 F. Supp. 445 (1960) ; aff'd., 296 F. 2d 384 (1961).

In the Matter of Cameron Parish, Louisiana, Cameron Parish Police
Jury & Cameron Parish School Board, June 3, 1968 appealed by
Secretary July 5,1968,75 I.D. 289 (1968).

Cameron Parish Police Jury v. Stewart I. Udall, et al., Civil No. 14,206,
W.D. La. Judgment for plaintiff, 302 F. Supp. 689 (1969); order vacating
prior order issued November 5, 1969.
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Carson ConstrUction Co., 62 I.D. 422 (1955)

Carson Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 487-59. Judgment for plaintiff,
December14,1961; noappeal.

Chargeability of Acreage Embraced in Oil and Gas Lease Offers, 71
I.D. 337 (1964), Shell Oil Co., A-30575 (October 31, 1966)

Shell Oil Co. v. Udall, Civil No. 216-67. Stipulation of dismissal filed
August 19, 1968.

Chemni-Cote Perlite Corp. v. Arthur C. W. Bowen, 72 I.D. 403 (1965)

Bowen v. Chemi-Cote Perlite, No. 2 CA-Civ. 248, Ariz. Ct. App. Decision
against the Dept. by the lower court aff'd., 423 P. 2d 104 (1967) ; rev'd., 432
P. 2d 435 (1967).

Stephen H. Clarkson, 72 I.D. 138 (1965)
Stephen H. Clarkson v. U.S., Cong. Ref. 5-68. Trial Commr's. report adverse

to U.S. issued December 16, 1970; Chief Comiar's. report concurring with
the Trial Commr's. report issued April 13, 1971.

Mrs. Hannah Cohen, 70 I.D. 188 (1963)
Hannah and Abram Cohen v. U.S., Civil No. 3158, D. R. I. Compromised.

BarneyR. Colson, 70 I.D. 409 (1963)
Barney B. Colson, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 63-26-Civ.-Oc. M.D.

Fla. Dismissed with prejudice, 278 F. Supp. 826 (1968) ; aff'd., 428 F. 2d 1046
(5th Cir. 1970) ; cert. denied, 401 U.S. 911 (1971).

Columbian Carbon Co., lerwin E. Liss, 63 I.D. 166 (1956)
Merwin B. Liss v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3233-56. Judgment for defend-

ant, January 9, 1958; appeal dismissed for want of prosecution, September 18,
1958, D.C. Cir. No. 14,647.

Appeal by the Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead
Reservation, in the latter of the Enrollment of M1lrs. Elverna Y.
Clairmont Baciarelli, 77 I.D. 116 (1970)

Elverna Yevonne Clairmont Baciarelli v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. C-70-
2200, D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, August 27, 1971; appeal docketed
October 22, 1971.

Appeal of Continental Oil Co., 68 I.D. 337 (1961)

Continental Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 366-62. Judgment
for defendant, April 29, 1966; aff'd., February 10, 1967; cert. denied, 389
U.S. 839 (1967).

Autrice C. Copeland

See Leslie N. Baker et al.

Appeal of Cosmno Construction Co., 73 I.D. 229 (1966)
Cosmo Construction Co., et al. v. U.S., Ct. C. 119-68, Ct. opinion setting

case for trial on the merits issued March 19, 1971.
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John C. deArmas, Jr., P. A. Mcfenna, 63 I.D. 82 (1956)
Patrick A. MclEenna v. Clarence A. Davis, Civil No. 2125-56. Judgment for

defendant, June 20, 1957; aff'd., 259 F. 2d 780 (1958) ; cert denied, 358
U.S. 385 (1958).

The Dredge Corp., 64 I.D. 368 (1957), 65 I.D. 336 (1958)

The Dredge Corp. v. J. Russell Penny, Civil No. 475, D. Nev. Judgment for
defendant September 9, 1964; aff'd., 362 F. 2d 889 (9th Cir. 1966); no
petition. See also Dredge Co. v. Husite Co., 369 P. 2d 676 (1962); cert.
denied, 371 U.S. 821 (1962).

John J. Farrelly, et al., 62 I.D. 1 (1955)
John J. Farrelly & The Fifty-One Oil Co., v. Douglas McKay, Civil No. 3037-

55. Judgment for plaintiff, October 11, 1955; no appeal.

T. Jack Foster, 75 I.D. 81 (1968)

Gladys H. Foster, Executrix of the estate of T. Jack Foster v. Stewart L.
Udall, Boyd L. Rasmussen, Civil No. 7611. D. N.M. Judgment for plaintiff,
June 2, 1969; no appeal.

Franco Western Oil CO.7 et al., 65 I.D. 316,427 (1958)
Raymond J. Hansen v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 2810-59. Judgment for

plaintiff, August 2,1960 (opinion) ;no appeal.
See Saf arik v. Udall, 304 F. 2d 944 (1962) ; cert. denied, 371 U.S. 901 (1962).

abbs EFploration Co., 67 I.D. 160 (1960)

Gabbs Bxploration Co. v Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 219-61. Judgment for
defendant, December 1, 1961; aff'd., 315 F. 2d 37 (1963) ; cert. denied, 375
U.S. 822 (1963).

Stanley GartA hof ner, Duvall Bros., 67 I.D. 4 (1960)
Stanley Garthofner v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 4194-60. Judgment for

plaintiff, November 27, 1961; no appeal.

General Excavating Co., 67 I.D. 344 (1960)

General E xcavating Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 170-62. Dismissed with prejudice
December 16, 1963.

Nelson A. Certtula, 64 I.D. 225 (1957)

Nelson A. GerttuZa v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 685-60. Judgment for ide-
fendant, June 20, 1961; motion for rehearing denied, August 3, 1961; aff'd.,
309 F. 2d 653 (1962) ; no petition.

Charles B. Gonsales et al., Western Oil Fields, Inc., et al., 69 I.D. 236
(1962)

Pan American Petroleum Corp. & Charles B. Gonsales v. Stewart L. Udall,
Civil No. 5246, D. N.M. Judgment for defendant, June 4, 1964; aff'd., 352
F. 2d 32 (10th Cir. 1965) ; no petition.
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Glf Oil Corp., 69 I.D. 30 (1962)
Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2209-62. Judg-

ment for defendant, October 19, 1962; aff'd.. 325 F. 2d 633 (1963) ; no
petition.

Cuthrie Electrical Construction, 62 I.D. 280 (195 5), IBCA-22 (Supp.)
(Marcl 30, 1956)

C'uthrie Electrical Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 129-58. Stipulation of
settlement filed September 11, 1958. Compromised offer accepted and ease
closed October 10, 1958.

L. H. Hagood, et al., 65 I.D. 405 (1958)
Edwin Still, et al. v. U.S., Civil No. 7897, D. Colo. Compromise accepted.

Raymond J. Hansen, et al., 67 I.D. 362 (1960)
Raymond J. Hansen, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3902-60. Judgment

for defendant, June 23, 1961; aff'd., 304 F. 2d 944 (1962) ; ert. denied, 371
U.S. 901 (1962).

Robert Schulein v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 4131-60. Judgment for
defendant, June 23, 1961; aff'd., 304 F. 2d 944 (1962) ; no petition.

Kenneth Holt, an individual, etc., 68 I.D. 148 (1961)
Kenneth Holt, etc., v. U.S., Ct. 01. No. 162-62. Stipulated judgment, July 2,

1965.

HZope Natural Gas Co., 70 I.D. 228 (1963)

Hope Natstral Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2132-A3.
Consolidated Gas Supplj Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 2109-63.

Judgment for defendant, September 20, 1965; Per curiam decision, aff'd.,
April 28, 1966; no petition.

Boyd L. Hulse v. Wiliama H. Grigs, 67 I.D. 212 (1960)
William H. Griggs v. Michael -P. Solan, Civil No. 3741, D. Idaho. Stipulation

for dismissal filed May 15, 1962.

Idaho Desert Land Entries-Indian Hill Group, 72 I.D. 156 (1965)
WalZace Reed, et al. v. Dept. of the Interior, et al., Civil No. 1-65-86, D.

Idaho. Order denying preliminary injunction, September 3, 1965; dismissed,
November 10, 1965; judgment adverse to U.S., July 10, 1970; appeal docketed
February 9,1971.

Interpretation of the Submerged Lands Act, 71 I.D. 20 (1964)
Elopd A . Wallis v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3089-63. Dismissed with prej-

udice, March 27, 1968.

J. A. Terteling & Sons, 64 .D. 466 (1957)
d'. A. Terteling d Sons v. U.S., Ct. CL No. 114-59. Judgment for defendant,

390 F. 2d 926 (1968) ; remaining aspects compromised.
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J. D. Armstrong Co., 63 I.D. 289 (1956)

J. D. Armstrong, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 490-56. Plaintiff's motion to dismiss
petition allowed, June 26, 1959.

Anquita L. Klienter, et al., A-30483 (November 18, 1965)

See Bobby Lee Moore, et al.

Leo J. Kottas, Earl Lutzenhiser, 73 I.D. 123 (1966)
Earl Al. Lutzenhiser and Leo J. Kottas v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.

1371, D. Mont. Judgment for defendant, June 7, 1968; aff'd., 432 F. 2d 328
(9th Cir. 1970) ; no petition.

Max L. Krueger, Vaughan B. Connelly, 65 I.D. 185 (1958)
Mate Krueger v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3106-58. Complain dismissed by

plaintiff, June 22, 1959.

W. Dalton La Rue, Sr., 69 I.D. 120 (1962)
iV. Dalton La ue, Sr. v. Stewart L. Utall, Civil No. 2784-62. Judgment for

defendant, March 6, 1963; aff'd., 324 F. 2d 428 (1963); cert. denied, 376 U.S.
907 (1964).

L. B. Saimf ord, Inc., 74 .D. 86 (1967)

L. B. Samford, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 393-67.Dismissed, 410 F. 2d 782
(1969) ; no petition.

CharlesLewellen,70 I.D. 475 (1963):
Bernard B. Darling v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 474-64. Judgment for de-

fendant, October 5, 1964; appeal voluntarily dismissed, March 26, 1965.

Milton H. Lichtenwalner, et al., 69 I.D. 71 (1962)
Kenneth McG'ahan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-21-63, D. Alas. Dia-

missed on merits, April 24, 1964; stipulated dismissal of appeal with prejudice,
October 5, 1964..

Merwon E. Liss, et al., 70 I.D. 228 (1963)
Hope Natural Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2132-63.
Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 2109-63.

Judgment for defendant, September 20, 1965; per curiam dec., aff'd., April 28,
1966; no petition.

Bess May Lutey, 76 I.D. 37 (1969)
Bess May Lutey, et al. V. Dept. of Agriculture, BLM, et al., Civil No. 1817, D.

Mont. Judgment for defendant, December 10, 1970; no appeal.

Egin A. McKenna, Executrix, Estate of Patricke A. McKenna, 74 I.D.
133 (1967)

Mrs. Elgin A. McKenna as Eeecutrice of the Estate of Patrick A. McKenna,
Deceased v. Udall, Civil No. 2001-67. Judgment for defendant, February 14,
1968; aff'd., 418 F. 2d 1171 (1969) ; no petition.
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MXrs. Elgin A. Mo~enna, Widow and Successor in. Interest of Patricl A.:
McKenna, Deceased v. Walter J. Hickel, Secretary of te Interior, et al.,
Civil No. 2401, D. Ky. Dismissed with prejudice, May 11, 1970.

A. G. McKinnon,62 I.D. 164 (1955)
A. G. McKinnon v. U.S., Civil No. 9433, D. Ore. Judgment for plaintiff, 178

F. Supp. 913 (1959); rev'd., 289 F. 2d 908 (9th Cir. 1961).

Wade McNeil, et al., 64 I.D. 423. (1957)
Wade McNeil v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 648-58. Judgment for defendant,

June 5, 1959 (opinion); rev'd., 281 F. 2d 931 (1960); no petition.
Wade McNeil v. Albert K. Leonard, et al., Civil No. 2226, D. Mont. Dis-

missed, 199 F. Supp. 671 (1961) ; order, April 16, 1962.
Wade McNeil v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 678-62. Judgment for defendant,

December 13, 1963 (opinion); aff'd., 340 F. 2d 801 (1964); cert. denied, 381
U.S. 904 (1965).

Salvatore Megna, Gua~rdian,Pkilip T. Garigan, 65 I.D. 33 (1958)

Salvatore Megna, Guardian etc. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 468-58. Jdg-
ment for plaintiff, November 16, 1959; motion for reconsideration denied,
December 2, 1959; no appeal.

Philip T. Garigan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1577 Tuc., D. Ariz. Pre-
liminary injunction against defendant, July 27, 1966; supplemental dec.
rendered September 7, 1966; judgment for plaintiff, May 16, 1967; no appeal.

MevA Corp., 76 I.D. 205 (1969)

MevA Corp. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 492-69. Suit pending.

Duncan Miller,Louise Cuceia, 66 I.D. 388 (1959)
Louise Cuccia and Shell Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 562-60.

Judgment for defendant, June 27, 1961; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, 70 I.D. 1 (1963)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 931-63. Dismissed for lack
of prosecution, April21, 1966; no appeal.

Duncan liller, SamweZT W. McIntosh, 71 I.D. 121 (1964)

Samuel W. McIntosh v. Stewart . Udall, Civil No. 1522-64. Judgment for
defendant, June 29, 1965; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, A-30546 (August 10, 1966), A-30566 (August 11,
1966), and 73 I.D. 211 (1966)

Duncan Miller v. Udall, Civil No. C-167-66, D. Utah. Dismissed with
prejudice, April 17, 1967; no appeal.
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Bob 74 Lee Moore, et al., 72 I.D. 505 (1965) Anquita L. Kluenter, et al.,
A-30483 (November 18, 1965).

Gary Carson Lewis, etc., et al. v. General Services Administration, et al.,
Civil No. 3253 S.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, April 12, 1965; aff'd., 377
F. 2d 499 (9th Cir. 1967) no petition.

Henry S. Morgan, et al., 65 I.D. 369 (1958)
Henry S. Morgan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3248-59. Judgment for

defendant, February 20, 1961 (opinion) ; aff'd., 306 F. 2d 799 (1962) ; cert.
denied, 371 U.S. 941 (1962).

Morrison-Knudsen Co., 64 I.D. 185 (1957)

Morrison-Knudsen Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 239-61. Remanded to Trial
Comm'r., 345 F. 2d 833 (1965); Commr's. report adverse to U.S. issued
June 20, 1967; judgment for plaintiff, 397 F. 2d 826 (1968); part remanded
to the Board of Contract Appeals; stipulated dismissal on October 6, 1969;
judgment for plaintiff, February 17, 1970.

Richard L. 0elschlaeger, 67 I.D. 237 (1960)
Richard L. Oelschlaeger v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 4181-60. Dismissed,

November 15, 1963; case reinstated, February 19, 1964; remanded, April 4,
1967; rev'd. & remanded with directions to enter judgment for appellant,
389 F. 2d 974 (1968) ; cert. denied, 392 U.S. 909 (1968).

Oil and Gas Leasing on Lands Withdrawn by Executive Orders for
Indian Purposes in Alaska, 70 I.D. 166 (1963)

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 760-63, D. Alas. With-
drawn April 18, 1963.

Superior Oil Co. v. Robert L. Bennett, Civil No. A-17-63, D. Alas. Dis-
missed, April 23, 1963.

Native Village of Tyonek v. Robert L. Bennett, Civil No. A-15-63, D. Alas.
Dismissed, October 11, 1963.

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-20-63, D. Alas. Dis-
missed, October 29, 1963 (oral opinion) ; aff'd 332 F. 2d 62 (9th Cir. 1964)
no petition.

George L. Gucoer v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-39-63, D. Alas. Dismissed
without prejudice, March 2,1964; no appeal.

Paul Jarvis, Inc., 64 I.D. 285 (1957)
Paul Jarvis, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 40-58. Stipulated judgment for plain-

tiff, December 19, 1958.

Peter Kiewit Sons' Co., 72 I.D. 415 (1965)
Peter Kiewit Sons' Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 129-66. Judgment for plaintiff,

May 24, 1968.

Harold Ladd Pierce, 69 I.ID. 14 (1962)

Dwacan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1351-62. Judgment for
defendant, August 2, 1962; aff'd., 31i F. 2d 573 (1963) ; no petition.
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Port Blakely Mill Co., 71 I.D. 217 (1964)

Port Blakely Mill Co. v. U.S., Civil No. 6205, W.D. Wash. Dismissed with
prejudice, December 7, 1964.

Ray D. Bolander Co., 72 I.D. 449 (1965)
Ray D. Bolander Co. Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 51-66. Judgment for plaintiff, De-

cember 13, 1968; subsequent Contract Officer's dec., December 3, 1969; interim
dec., December 2, 1969; Order to Stay Proceedings until March 31, 1970;
dismissed with prejudice, August 3, 1970.

Richfield Oil Corp., 62 I.D. 269 (1955)

Richfield Oil Corp. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3820-55. Dismissed without
prejudice, March 6, 1958; no appeal.

Hugh S. Ritter, Thonmas M. Bunn, 72 I.D. 111 (1965)

Thomas M. Bunn v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2615-65. Suit pending.

Estate of William Cecil Robedeaux, 78 I.D. 234 (1971)
Oneta Lamb Robedeauo, et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. 71-646,

D. Okla. Suit pending.

San Carlos Mineral Strip, 69 I.D. 195 (1962)
James HEouston Bowman v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 105-63. Judgment

for defendant, 243 F. Supp. 672 (1965) ; aff'd., sub nom. S. Jack Hinton, et al.
v. Stewart L. Udall, 364 F. 2d, 676 (1966) ; cert. denied, 385 U.S. 878 (1966)
supplemented by M-36767, November 1, 1967.

Seal and Co., 68 I.D. 94 (1961)

Seal d Co. Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 274-62. Judgment for plaintiff, January 31,
1964; no appeal.

Shell Oil Co., A-30575 (October 31, 1966), Chargeability of Acreage
Esmbracedin Oil& Gas Lease Offers, 71 I.D. 337 (1964)

Shell Oil Co. v. Udal, Civil No. 216-67. Stipulated dismissal, August 19,
1968.

Sinclair Oil & Gas Co., 75 I.D. 155 (1968)

Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. 5277, D. Wyo. Judgment for defendant, sub nom. Atlantic Rich-
field Co. v. Walter J. Hfickel, 303 F. Supp. 724 (1969); aff'd., 432 F. 2 587
(10th Cir. 1970) ; no petition.

'Southern Paoific Co., 76 I.D. 1 (1969)
Southern Pacific Co. v. Walter J. ickcel, Secretary of the Interior, Civil

No. -1274, D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, December 2, 1970 (opinion);
no appeal.

Southwest Welding and Manufacturing Division, Yuba Consolidated
lndustries Inc. 69 I.D. 173 (1962)

Southwest Welding v. U.S., Civil No. 68-1658-CC, C.D. Cal. Judgment for.
plaintiff, January 14, 1970; appeal dismissed, April 6, 1970.
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Southlvwestern Petroleum Corp, et al., 71 I.D. 206 (1964)
Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5773, D. N.M.

Judgment for defendant, March 8, 1965; aff'd., 361 F. 2d 650 (10th Cir. 1966)
no petition.

Standard Oil Co. of CalifoTnia, et al., 76 I.D. 271 (1969)
Standard Oil Co. of California v. Walter J. H'ickel, et al., Civil No. A-159-

69, D. Alas. Judgment forplaintiff, 317 P. Supp. 1192 (1970); appeal docketed
November 19, 1970.

Standard Oil Co. of Texas, 71 I.D. 257 (1964)
California Oil Co. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 5729, D. N.M.

Judgment for plaintiff, January 21, 1965; no appeal.

Ja'mes K. Tallman, 68 I.D. 256 (1961)
James K. Tallman, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1852-62. Judgment

for defendant, November 1, 1962 (opinion) ; rev'd., 324 F. 2d 411 (1963) ; cert.
granted, 376 U.S. 961 (1964); Dist. et. aff'Id., 380 U.S. 1 (1965); rehearing
denied, 380 U.S. 989 (1965).

Texaco, Inc.,75 I.D. 8 (1968)
Texaco, Inc., a Corp. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 446-68. Judg-

ment for plaintiff, 295 F. Supp. 1297 (1969); remanded, August 19, 1970.

Texas Construction Co., 64 I.D.. 97 (1957). Reconsideration denied,
IBCA-73 (June 18, 1957)

Tereas Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 224-58. Stipulated judgment
for plaintiff, December 14, 1961.

Estate of John Thomas, Deceased Cayuse Allottee No. 223 and Estate
of Joseph Thomas, Deceased, Umatilla Allottee No. 877, 64 I.D. 401
(1957)

Joe Hages v. Fred A., Seaton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 859-581.
- Judgment for defendant, September 18, 1958; affld., 270 F. 2d 319 (1959);

cert. denied, 364 U.S. 814 (1960) ; rehearing denied, 364 U.S. 906 (1960).

Thor-Westeliffe Development, Inc., 70 I.D. 134 (1963)
Thor-Westclife Development, Inc. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5343, D.

N.M. Dismissed with prejudice June 25, 1963.

See also:
Thor-Westoiffe Development, Inc. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.

2406-61. Judgment for defendant, March 22, 1962; aff'd., 314 F. 2d 257
(1963) ; cert. denied, 373 U.S. 951 (1963).

-Richard K. Todd, et al., 68 I.D. 291 (1961)
Bert F. Duesing v. Stewart L. UdaZ1, Civil No. 290-62. Judgment for

defendant, July 17, 1962 (oral opinion) ; aff'd., 350 F. 2d 748 (1965) ; cert.
denied, 383 U.S. 912 (1966).

Atwood, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Nos. 293-627299-62, ind. Judgment
for defendant, August 2, 1962; aff'd., 350 F. 2d 748 (1965) ; no petition.
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Union Oil Co. Bid on Tract 228, Brazos Area, Texas Offshore Sale,
75I.D.147 (1968),761.D.69 (1969)

The Superior Oil Co., et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1521-68. Judgment
for plaintiff, July. 29, 1968, modified, July 31,. 1968; aff'd., 409 P. 2d 1115
(1969); dismissed us moot, June 4, 1969; no petition.

Union Oil Co. of California, Ranon P. Colvert, 65 I.D. 245 (1958)
Union Oil Co., of California v. Stewart L. UdalZ, Civil No. 3042-58. Judg-

ment for defendant, May 2, 1960 (opinion) ; aff'd., 289 F. 2d 790 (1961); no
petition.

Union Oil CoXmpany of California, et al., 71 I.D. 169 (1964), 2 I.D.
313 (1965)

Penelope Chase Brown, et al. v. Stewart Udall, Civil No. 9202, D. Colo.
Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd., 406 F. 2d 759 (10th
Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969) ; rev'd & remanded, 400 U.S.
48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971.

Equity Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9462, D. Colo. Order to Close
Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1067.

Gabbs Exploration Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9464, D. Colo. Order
to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, Mareh 25, 1967.

Harlan H. Hugg, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9252, D. Colo. Order
to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Barnette T. Napier, et al. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 8691, D.
Colo. Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd., 406 F. 2d 759
(10th Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969); rev'd. & remanded,
400 U.S. 48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971.

John W. Savage v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9458, D. Colo. Order to
Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

The Oil Shale Corp., et al. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 8680, D.
Colo. Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F Supp. 954 (1966) ; aff'd., 406 F. 2d 759
(10th Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969); rev'd. & remanded,
400 U.S. 48 (1970) ; remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971.

The Oil Shale Corp., et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9465, D. Colo.,
Order to Close Files & Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Joseph B. Upleby, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil'No. 8685, D. Colo.
Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966) ; aff'd., 406 F. 2d 759 (th
Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969) ; rev'd. & remanded, 400 U.S.
48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971.

Union Oil Co. of California, a Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9461, D.
Colo. Order to Close Files & Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Union Oil Co. of California, 71 I.D. 287 (1964)

Union Oil Co. of California v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2595-64. Judg-
ment for defendant, December 27, 1965; no appeal.
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Union Pacifec R.R., 72 I.D. 76 (1965)

The State of Wyoning and Gulf Oil Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, etc., Civil
No. 4913, D. Wyo. Dismissed with prejudice, 255 P. Supp. 481 (1966) ; aff'd.,
379 F. 2d 635 (10th Cir. 1967) ; cert. denied, 389 U.S. 985 (1967).

U.S. v. Alonzo A. Adawms, et a., 64 I.D. 221 (1957), A-21364 (July 1,
1957):

Alonzo A. Adams, et al. v. Paul B. Witmer, et al., Civil No. 1222-57-Y,
S.D. Cal. Complaint dismissed, November 27, 1957 (opinion); rev'd. &
remanded, 271 F. 2d 29 (9th Cir. 1958); on rehearing, appeal dismissed
as to Witmer; petition for rehearing by Berriman denied, 271 F. 2d 37 (9th
Cir. 1959).

U.S. v. Alonzo Adams, Civil No. 187-60-WM, S.D. Cal. Judgment for plain-
tiff, January 29, 1962 (opinion) ; judgment modified, 318 F. 2d 861 (9th Cir.
1963) ; no petition.

U.S. v. E. A. Barrows and Esther Barrows, 76 I.D. 299 (1969)
Esther Barrows, as an Idividual and as Eceecutria, of the Last Will of

B. A. Barrows, Deceased v. Walter J. Bickel, Civil No. 70-215-CC, C.D. Cal.
Judgment for defendant, April 20, 1970; aff'd., 447 F. 2d 80 (9th Cir. 1971).

U.S. v. Aice A. & Carrie H. Boyle, 76 I.D. 61, 318 (1969). Reconsidera-
tion denied, January 22,1970.

Alice A. & Carrie H. Boyle v. Rogers C. B. Morton. Secretary of the In-
terior, Civil No. Civ-71-491 Phx WEC, D. Ariz. Suit pending.

U.S. v.Ford M. Converse, 72 I.D. 141 (1965)
Ford M. Converse v. Stewart Udall, Civil No. 65-581, D. Ore. Judgment for

defendant, 262 F. Supp. 583 (1966); aff'd., 399 F. 2d 616 (9th Cir. 1968)
cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1025 (1969).

U.S. v. Alvis F. Denison,.etal.,71 ID. 144 (1964), 76 I.D. 233 (1969)
Marie W. Denison, Individually & as Ewecutrim of the Estate of Alvis F.,

Denison, Deceased v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 963, D. Ariz. Remanded, 248
F. Supp. 942 (1965).

Leo E. Shoup v. Stewart L. UdalZ, Civil No. 5822-Phx., D. Aris. Suit
pending.

Reid Smith v. Stewart L. Udall, etc., Civil No. 1053, D. Ariz. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Everett Foster, et ac., 65 I.D. 1 (1958)
Everett Foster, et al. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 344-58. Judgment for

defendants, December 5, 1958 (opinion) ; aff'd., 271 P. 2d 836 (1959); no
petition.

U.S. v. Henau7t Mining Co., 73 I.D. 184 (1966)
Henault Mining Co. v. Harold Tysk, et al., Civil No. 634, D. Mont. Judgment

for plaintiff, 271 F. Supp. 474 (1967) ; rev'd. & remanded for further proceed-
ings, 419 F. 2d 766 (9th Cir. 1969) ; cert. denied, 398 U.S. 950 (1970) ; judg-
ment for defendant, October 6, 1970.
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U.S. v. Charles H. Henrikson, et al., 70 I.D. 212 (1963)

Charles H. Henrikson, et a. v. Stewart L. Udall, et a., Civil No. 41749,
N.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, 229 F. Supp. 510 (1964); aff'd., 350 F.
2d 949 (9th'Cir. 1965) ; cert. denied, 384 U.S. 940 (1966).

U.S. v. I'ndependent Quick Silver Co., 72 I.D. 367 (1965)

Independent Quick Silver Co., an Oregon Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil
No. 65-590, D. Ore. Judgment for defendant, 262 F. Supp. 58 (1966); appeal
dismissed.

U.S. v. RichardDeanLance, 73 I.D. 218 (1966)

Richard Dean Lance v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 1864, D. Nev.
Judgment for defendant, January 23, 1968; no appeal.

U.S. v. Mary A. Hattey, 67 I.D. 63 (1960)

U.S. v. Edison R. Nogueira, et a., Civil No. 65-220-PH, C.D. Cal. Judg-
ment for defendant, November 16, 1966; rev'd. & remanded, 403 F. 2d 816
(1968) ; no petition.

U.S. v. Kenneth MlcClarty, 71 I.D. 331 (1964) ,76 I.D. 193 (1969)

Kenneth McClarty v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 2116, E.D. Wash.
Judgment for defendant, May 26, 1966; rev'd. & remanded, 408 F. 2d 907 (9th
Cir. 1969) ; remanded to the Secretary, May 7, 1969; vacated & remanded to
Bureau of Land Management, August 13, 1969.

U.S. v. Frank T Wanita Melluzo, et al., 76 I.D. 181 (1969). Recon-
sideration, 77 I.D. 172 (1970)

WJM Mining & Development Co., et al. v. Walter Hickel, Civil No. 70-679,
D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant, November 9,1971.

U.S. v. New Jersey Zinc Comnpany, 74 I.D. 191 (1967)

The New Jersey Zinc Corp., a Del. Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.
67-0-404, D. Colo. Dismissed with prejudice, January 5, 1970.

U.S. v. J. R. Osborne, et al., 77 I.D. 83 (1970)

J. B. Osborne v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. 1564, D. Nev. Suit pending.

U.S. v. E. V. Pressentin and Devisees of the H. S. Martin Estate, 71
I.D. 447 (1964)

B. V. Pressentin, Fred J. Martin, Admin. of H. A. Martin Estate v. Stewart
L. Udall Charles Stoddard, Civil No. 1194-65. Judgment for defendant
March 19, 1969; no appeal.

U.S. v. Ollie Mae Shearman, et al., 73 I.D. 386 (1966)

U.S. v. Hood Corp., et al., Civil No. 1-67-97, S.D. Idaho. Suit pending.
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U.S. v. C. F. Snyder, et al., 72 I.D. 223 (1965)

Rth Snyder, Adn'r [] of the Estate of C. F. Snyder, Deceased, et al. v.
Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 66-C-131, D. Col. Judgment for plaintiff, 267 F.
Supp. 110 (1967) ; rev'd., 405 F. 2d 1179 (10th Cir. 1968); cert. denied, 396
U.S. 819 (1969).

U.S. v. Southern Pacift Co., 77 I.D. 41 (1970)

Southern Pacific Co., et al. v. Dept. of the Interior, et al., Civil No. S-2155,
E. D. Calif. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Clarenee T. IHary D. Stevens, 77 I.D.97 (1970)

Clarence T. & Mary D. Stevens v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. 1-70-94, D.
Idaho. Judgment for defendant, June 4, 1971.

E. A. Vaughey, 63 I.D. 85 (1956)

E. A. Vaughey v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 1744-56. Dismissed by stipula-
tion, April 18, 1957; no appeal.

U.S. v. Alfred AT. Verrme, 75 I.D. 300 (1968)

Alfred N. Verrue v, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 6898 Phx., D. Ariz.
Remanded, December 29, 1970; appeal docketed February 23, 1971.

U.S. .v. Vernon 0. & If 6a C. White, 72 I.D. 522 (1965)

Vernon 0. White Ina C. White v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1-65-122,
D. Idaho. Judgment for defendant, January 6, 1967; aff'd., 404 F. 2d 334 (9th
Cir. 1968) ; no petition.

Burt A. Wackerli, et al., 73 I.D.280 (1966)

Burt & L-ueva G. Wackerli, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 1-66-
92, D. Idaho. Suit pending.

Weardeo Construction Corp., 64 I.D. 376 (1957)

Weardeo Construction Corp. v. U.S., Civil No. 278-59-PH, S.D. Cal. Judg-
ment for plaintiff, October 26, 1959; satisfaction of judgment entered Febru-
ary 9, 1960.

Estate of Mary Ursula Rock Wel known, 78 .1. 179 (1971)

William T. Shaw, Jr., et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, et al., Civil No. 974,
D. Mont. Suit pending.

Frank Wnegar, Shell Oil Co. e& D. A. Shae Inc., 74 I.D. 161 (1967)

Shell Oil Co., et al. v. Udall, et al., Civil No. 67-C-321, D. Colo. Judgment
for plaintiff, September 18,1967; no appeal.
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Fstate of Wook-KaA-Nah, Comanche Allottee No. 927, 65 ID. 436
(1958)

Thomas J. Huff, Adm. with will annexed of the Estate of Woolo-Kah-Nah,
Deceased, Comanche Enrolled Restricted Indian No. 1927 v. Jane Asenap,
Wilfred

Tabbytite, J. . Graves, Etnminer of Inheritance, Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Dept. of the Interior, Earl R. Wiseman, District Director of
Internal Revenue, Civil No. 8281, W.D. Okla. Dismissed as to the Examiner
of Inheritance; plaintiff dismissed suit without prejudice as to the other
defendants.

Thomas J. HBuff, Adin. with will annexed of the Estate of Wook-Kah-
Nah v. Stewart 1. Udall, Civil No. 2595-60. Judgment for defendant, June 5,
1962; remanded, 312 F. 2d 358 (1962).
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39 L.D. 162, 225).

Garrett, Joshua (7 C.L.O. 55); over-
ruled, 5 L.D. 158.

Garvey v. Tuiska (41 L.D. 510); modi-
fied, 43 L.D. 229.

Gates v. California and Oregon R.
Co. (5 C.L.O. 150) ; overruled, 1 L.D.
336.

Gauger, Henry (10 L.D. 221); over-
ruled, 24 L.D. 81.

Glassford, A. W. et at. 56 I.D. 88 (1937)
overruled to extent inconsistent, 70
I.D. 159.

Gleason v. Pent (14 L.D. 375; 15 L.D.
286) ; vacated, 53 I.D. 447; overruled
so far as in conflict, 59 I.D. 416, 422.

dohrman v. Ford (8 C.L.O. 6); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 4 L.D. 580.

Golden Chief "A" Placer Claim (35
L.D. 557) ; modified, 37 L.D. 250.

Goldstein v. Juneau Townsite (23 L.D.
417) ; vacated, 31 L.D. 88.

Goodale v. Olney (12 L.D. 324); dis-
tinguished, 55 I.D. 580.

Gotebo Townsite v. Jones (35 L.D. 18)
modified, 37 L.D. 560.

Gowdy v. Connell (27 L.D. 56) ; va-
cated, 28 L.D. 240.

Gow,%dy v. Gilbert (19 L.D. 17) ; over-
ruled, 26 L.D. 453.

Gowdy et al. v. Kismet Gold Mining
Co. (22 L.D. 624); modified, 24 L.D.
191.

Grampian Lode (1 L.D. 544); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 495.

Gregg et al. v. State of Colorado (15
LD. 151); modified, 30 L.D. 310.

Grinnel v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co.
(22 L.D. 438) ; vacated, 23 L.D. 489.

*Ground Hog Lode v. Parole and Morn-
ing Star Lodes (8 L.D. 430); over-
ruled, 34 L.D. 568 (See R. R. Rous-
seau, 47 L.D. 590).

Guidney, Alcide (8 C.L.O. 157); over-
ruled, 40 L.D. 399.

Gulf and Ship Island RR. Co. (16 L.D.
236) ; modified, 19 L.D. 534.

Gustafson, Olof (45 L.D. 456) ; modi-
fied, 46 L.D. 442.

Gwyn, James . (A-26806) December
17, 1953, unreported; distinguished,
66 I.D. 275.

Hagood, L. N., et a., 65 I.D. 405 (1958)
overruled, Beard Oil Company, 1,
IBLA 42, 77 I.D. 166 (1970).

Halvorson, Halvor K. (39 L.D. 456) ,
overruled, 41 L.D. 505.

Hansbrough, Henry C. (5 L.D. 155);.
overruled, 29 L.D. 59.

Hardee,.D. C. (7 L.D. 1); overruled so
far as in conflict, 29 L.D. 698.

Hardee v. United States (8 L.D.-391;
16 L.D. 499) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 29 L.D. 698.

Hardin, James A. (10 L.D. 313) re-
voked, 14 L.D. 233.

Harris, James G. (28 L.D. 90); over-
ruled, 39 L.D. 93.

Harrison, Luther (4 LD. 179); over-
ruled, 17 L.D. 216.

Harrison, W. R. (19 L.D. 299); over-
ruled, 33 L.D. 539.

Hart v. Cox (42 L.D. 592) ; vacated,
260 U.S. 427 (See 49 L.D. 413).

Hastings and Dakota Ry. Co. v. Christ-
enson et al. (22 LD. 257) ; overruled,
28 L.D. 572.

Hausman, Peter A. C. (37 L.D. 352);
modified, 48 L.D. 629.

Hayden v. Jamison (24 L.D. 403) ; va-
cated, 26 L.D. 373.

Haynes v. Smith (50 L.D. 208) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 54 ID. 150.

Heilman v. Syverson (15 L.D. 184);
overruled, 23 L.D. 119.

Heinzman et al. v. Letroadec's Heirs et
al. (28 LD. 497): overruled, 38 L.D.
253.

Heirs of Davis (40 L.D. 573); over-
ruled, 46 L.D. 110.

Heirs of Mulnix, Philip (33 L.D. 331)
overruled, 43 L.D. 532.

*Heirs of Stevenson v. Cunningham (32
L.D. 650) ; overruled so far as in con-
flict, 41 LD. 119 (See 43 LU.D 196)-

Heirs of Talkington v. Hempfiing (2
, D. 46); overruled, 14 L.D. 200.

Heirs of Y radenberg et at. v. Orr et al
(25 L.D. 232) ; overruled, 38 L.D. 253.

Helmer, Inkerman (34 L.D. 341) ; modi-
fied, 42 LD. 472.
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I-Ielphrey v. Coil (49 L.D. 624) ; over
ruled, Dennis v. Jean (A-20899), July
24, 1937, unreported.

Henderson, John W. (40 L.D. 58)
vacated, 43 L.D. 106 (See 44 L.D. 11
and 49 L.D. 484).

Hennig, Nellie J. (38 L.D 443, 445)
recalled and vacated, 39 L.D. 211.

Hensel, Ohmer V. (45 L.D. 557); distin-
guished, 66 I.D. 275.

Herman v. Chase et al. (37 L.D. 590)
overruled 43 L.D. 246.

flerrick, Wallace HI. (24 L.D. 23); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 113.

Hess, Hoy, Assignee (46 L.D. 421);
overruled, 51 L.D. 287.

Mickey, M. A. et al. (3 L.D. 83); mod
ified, 5 L.D. 256.
ildreth, Henry (45 L.D. 464); va-
cated, 46 L.D. 17.

Hinadman, Ada I. (42 L.D. 327); va-
cated in part, 43 L.D. 191.

Hoglund, Svan (42 L.D. 405) ; vacated,
43 L.D. 538.

Holden, Thomas A. (16 L.D. 493);
overruled, 29 L.D. 166.

Holland, G. W. (6 L.D. 20) ; overruled,
6 L.D. 639; 12 L.D. 436.

Holland, William C. (M-27696) ; de-
cided April 26, 1934; overruled in
part, 55 I.D. 221.

Hollensteiner, Walter (38 L.D 319)
overruled, 47 L.D. 260.

Holman v. Central Montana Mines Co.
(34 L.D. 568) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 47 L.D. 590.

Hon. v. Martinas (41 L.D. 119) ; modi-
fied, 43 L.D. 197.

IHooper, Henry (6 LD. 624) ; modified,
. 19 L.D. 86, 284.

Howard v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(23 L.D. 6); overruled, 28 L.D. 126.

Howard, Thomas (3 L.D. 409) (See 39
L.D. 162, 225).

Howell, John H. (24 L.D. 35); over-
ruled, 28 L.D. 204.

Howell, L. C. (39 L.D. 92) (See 39
L.D. 411).

Roy, Assignee of Hess (46 L.D. 421)
overruled, 51 L.D. 287.

.*Hughes v. Greathead (43 L.D. 497);
overruled, 49 L.D. 413 (See 260 U.S.
427).

Hull et al. v. Ingle (24 L.D. 214) ; over-
ruled, 30 L.D. 258.

Huls, Clara (9 L.D. 401); modified, 21
L.D. 377.

Humble Oil & Refining Co. (64 I.D. 5);
distinguished, 65 I.D. 316.

Hunter, Charles H. (60 I.D. 395) ; dis-
tinguished, 63 I.D. 65.

Hurley, Bertha C. (TA-66 (1r.)),
March 21, 1952, unreported; over-
ruled, 62 I.D. 12.

Hyde, F. A. (27 L.D. 472) ; vacated, 28
L.D. 284.

Hyde, F. A. et al. (40 L.D. 284); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 381.

*Hyde et al. v. Warren et al. (14 L.D.
576; 15 L.D. 415) (See 19 L.D. 64).

,`Ingram, John D. (37 L.D. 475) (See
43. L.D. 544).

Inman v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co. (24
L.D. 318) ; overruled, 28 L.D. 95.

*Instructions (32 L.D. 604) ; overruled
so far as in conflict, 50 L.D. 628; 53
I.B. 365: Lillian M. Peterson et al.
(A-20411), August 5, 1937, unre-

ported (See 59 I.D. 282, 286).
Instructions (51 L.D. 51) ; overruled so

far as in conflict, 54 I.D. 36.
Interstate Oil Corp. and Frank 0. Chit-

tenden (50 L.D. 262) ; overruled so
far as in conflict, 53 I.D. 228.

Iowa Railroad Land Co. (23 L.D. 79;
24 L.D. 125); vacated, 29 L.D. 79.

Jacks . Belard et al. (29 L.D. 369)
vacated, 30 L.D. 345.

Jackson Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific Ry.
Co. (40 L.D. 528) ; overruled, 42 L.D.
317.

Johnson v. South Dakota (17 L.D. 411)
overruled so far as in conflict, 41 LBD.
22.

Jones, James A. (3 L.D. 176); over-
ruled, 8 L.D. 448.

Jones v. Kennett (6 L.D. 688); over-
ruled, 14 L.D. 429.

[ackmann, Peter (1 L.D. 86); over-
ruled, 16 L.D. 464.

Kanawha Oil and Gas Co., Assignee (50
L.D. 639) ; overruled so far as in con-
flict, 54 I.D. 371.
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Kemp, rank A. (47 L.-D. MU) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 60 I.D. 417,
419.

Kemper v. St. Paul and Pacific R.R. Co.
(2 C.L.L. 05) ; overruled, 18 L.D.
101.

Kilner, Harold E. et al. (A-21845)
February 1, 1939, unreported; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 59 I.D.
258, 260.

King v. Eastern Oregon Land Co. (23
L.D. 579); modified, 30 L.D. 19.

Kinney, E. C. (44 L.D. 580); overruled
so far as in conflict, 53 I.D. 228.

Kinsinger v. Peck (11 L.D. 202) (See
39 L.D. 162, 225).

Kiser v. Keech (7 L.D. 25) ; overruled,
23 L.D. 119.

Knight, Albeit B. et al. (30 L.D. 227);
overruled, 31 L.D. 64.

Knight v. Heirs of Knight (39 L.D. 362,
491) ; 40 L.D. 461; overruled, 43 L.D.
242.

Kniskern v. Hastings and Dakota R.R.
Co. (6 C.L.O. 50); overruled, 1 L.D.
362.

Kolberg, Peter F. (37 L.D. 453) ; over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 181.

Krighaum, James T. (12 LD. 617);
overruled, 26 L.D. 448.

*IKrushnic, Emil L. (52 L.D. 282, 295)
vacated, 53 I.D. 42, 45 (See 280 U.S.
306).

Lackawanna Placer Claim (36 L.D.
36) ; overruled, 37 L.D. 715.

La Follette, Harvey M. (26 L.D. 453)
overruled so far as in conflict, 59
I.D. 416, 422.

Lamb v. Ullery (10 L.D. 528) ; over-
ruled, 32 L.D. 331.

Largent, Edward B. et al. (13 L.D.
397) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
42 L.D. 321.

Larson, Syvert (40 L.D. 69) ; overruled,
43 L.D. 242.

Lasselle v. Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Ry. Co. (3 C.L.O. 10) ; overruled, 14
L.D. 278.

Las Vegas Grant (13 L.D. 646; 15 L.D.
58); revoked, 27 L.D. 683.

Laughlin, Allen (31 L.D. 256); over-
ruled, 41 L.D. 361.

Laughlin v. artin (18 L.D. 112)
modified, 21 L.D. 40.

Law v. State of Utah (29 L.D. 623)
overruled, 47 L.D. 359.

Layne and Bowler Export Corp.,
IBOA-245 (Jan. 18, 1961), 68 I.D. 33,
overruled in so far as it conflicts with
Schweigert, Inc. v. United States,
Court of Claims No. 26-66 (Dec. 15,
1967), and Galland-Henning Manu-
facturing Company, IBCA-534-12-65
(Mar. 29, 1968)..

Lemmons, Lawson H. (19 L.D. 37)
overruled, 26 L.D. 398.

Leonard, Sarah (1 L.D. 41) ; overruled,
16 L.D. 464.

Lindberg, Anna C. (3 L.D. 95); modi-
fied, 4 L.D. 299.

Linderrnann v. Wait (6 L.D. 689; over-
ruled, 13 L.D. 459.

*Linhart v. Santa Fe Pacific R.R. Co.
(36 L.D. 41) ; overruled, 41 L.D. 284
(See 43 L.D. 536).

Little Pet Lode (4 L.D. 17) ; overruled,
25 L.D. 550.

Lock Lode (6 L.B. 105) ; overruled so
far as in conflict, 26 L.D. 123.

Lockwood, Francis A. (20 L.D. 361)
modified, 21 L.D. 200.

Lonnergran v. Shockley (33 L.D. 238)
overruled so far as in conflict, 34 L.D.
314; 36.L.D. 199.

Louisiana, State of ( L.D. 126) ; modi-
fied, 9 L.D. 157.

Louisiana, State of (24 LD. 231) ; va-
cated, 26 L.D. 5.

Louisiana, State of (47 L.D. 866) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.B. 291.

Louisiana, State of (48 L.D. 201); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D.
291.

Lucy B. Hussey Lode (5 L.D. 93); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 495.

Luse, Jeanette L. et al. (61 I.D. 103)
distinguished by Richfield Oil Corp.,
71 I.D. 243.

Luton, James W. (34 L.D. 468); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 35 L.D.
102.

Lyman, Mary 0. (24 L.D. 493); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 43 L.D. 221.

Lynch, Patrick (7 L.D. 33) ; overruled
so far as in conflict, 13 L.D. 713.
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Madigan, Thomas (8 L.D. 188); over
ruled, 27 L.D.-448.

LMaginais, Charles P. (31 L.D. 222)
overruled, 35 L.D. 399.

Maginnis, John S. (32 L.D. 14); modi-
fied (42 L.D. 472).

Maher, John M. (34 L.D. 342); modi-
fied, 42 L.D. 472.

AMahoney, Timothy (41 L.D. 129); over-
ruled, 42 L.D. 313.

lIakela, Charles (46 L.D. 509) ; ex-
tended, 49 L.D. 244.

Makemson v. Snider's Heirs (22 L.D.
511),; overruled, 32 L.D. 650.

lMalone Land and Water Co. (41 L.D.
138); overruled in part, 43 L.D. 110.

Maney, John J. (35 L.D. 250); modi-
fied, 48 L.D. 153.

Maple, Frank (37 L.D. 107) ; overruled,
43 L.D. 181.

Martin v. Patrick (41 L.D. 284) ; over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 536.

ML\Iason v. Cromwell (24 L.D. 248) ; va-
cated, 26 L.D. 369.

Masten, E. C. (22 L.D. 337) ; overruled,
25 L.D. 111.

Mather et al. v. Hackley's Heirs (15
L.D. 487) ; vacated, 19 L.D. 48.

Maughan, George W. (1 L.D. 25) ; over-
ruled, 7 L.D. 94.

Maxwell and Sangre de Cristo Land
Grants (46 L.D. 301) ; modified, 48
L.D. 88.

McBride v. Secretary of the Interior
(8 C.L.O. 10) ; modified, 52 L.D. 33.

McCalla v. Acker (29 L.D. 203) ; va-
cated, 30 L.D. 277.

McCord, W. E. (23 L.D. 137) ; over-
ruled to extent of any possible in-
consistency, 56 I.D. 73.

Mc~ornick, William S. (41 L.D; 661,
666) ; vacated, 43 L.D. 429.

aCraney v. Heirs of Hayes (33 L.D.
21); overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L.D. 196).

:McDonald, Roy (34 'L.D. 21) ; over-
ruled. 37 L.D. 285.

*McDonogh School Fund (11 L.D. 378)
overruled, 30 L.D. 616 (See 35 L.D.
399).

34cEadden et al. v. Mountain View Min-
ing and. Milling Co. (26 L.D. 530)
vacated, 27 L.D. 358.

McGeQ, E dward D. (17 L.D. 285) ; over-
ruled, 29 L.D. 166.

McGrann, Owen (5 L.D. 10) ; overruled,
24 L.D. 502.

McGregor, Carl (37 L.D. 693) ; over-
ruled, 38 L.D. 148.

Mclearry v. Stewart (9 L.D. 344) ; crit-
icized and distinguished, 56 I.D. 340.

MeKernan v. Bailey (16 L.D. 368)
overruled, 17 L.D. 494.

*McKittrick Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific
R.R. Co. (37 L.D. 243) ; overruled so
far as in conflict, 40 L.D. 528 (See
42 L.D. 317).

McMiken, Herbert et al. (10 L.D. 97;
11 L.D. 96) ; distinguished, 58 I.D.
257, 260.

McNamara et al. v. State of California
(17 L.D. 296) ; overruled, 22 L.D. 666.

McPeek v. Sullivan et al. (25 L.D. 281)
overruled, 36 L.D. 26.

*Mee v. Hughart et al. (23 L.D. 455)
vacated, 28 L.D. 209. In effect rein-
stated, 44 L.D. 414, 487, 46 L.D. 434;
48 L.D. 195, 346, 348; 49 L.D. 660.

*Meeboer v. Heirs of Schut (35 L.D.
335) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L.D. 196).

Mercer v. Buford Townsite (35 L.D.
119) ; overruled, 35 L.D. 649.

Meyer v. Brown (15 L.D. 307) (See 39
L.D. 162, 225).

Meyer, Peter (6 L.D. 639); modified,
12 L.D. 436.

Midland Oilfields Co. (50 LD. 620)
overruled so far as in conflict, 54 I.D.
371.

Mikesell, Henry D., A-24112 (Mar. 11,
1946) ; rehearing denied (June 20,
1946), overruled to extent inconsis-
tent, 70 I.D. 149.

Miller, D. (60 I.D. 161); overruled in
part, 62 I.D. 210.

Miller, Edwin J. (35 L.D. 411); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 181.

Miller v. Sebastian (19 L.D. 288); over-
ruled, 26 L.D. 448.

UIilner and North Side R.R. Co. (36 L.D.
488) ; overruled, 40 L.D. 187.

Milton et al. v. Lamb (22 L.D. 339);
overruled, 25 L.D. 550.'
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Milwaukee, Lake Shore and Westerr
Ry. to. (12 L.B. 79) ; overruled, 29
L.D. 112.

Miner v. Iariott et at. (2 L.D. 709);
modified, 28 L.D. 224.:

Minnesota and Ontario Bridge Com-
pany (30 L.D. 77) ; no longer fol-
lowed, 50 L.D. 359.

*31itchell v. Brown (3 L.D. 65) ; over
ruled, 41 L.D. 396 (See 43 L.D. 520).

Monitor Lode (18 L.D. 358); overruled,
25 L.D. 495.

Monster Lode (35 L.D. 493) overruled
I so far as in conflict, 55 I.D. 348.
Moore, Charles H. (16 L.D. 204) over-

ruled. 27 L.D. 482.
Morgan v. Craig (10 C.L.O. 234) over-

ruled, 5 L.D. 303.
Morgan, Henry S. et al (65 I.D. 369)

overruled to extent inconsistent, 71
I.D. 22 (1964).

Morgan v. Rowland (37 L.D. 90); over-
ruled, 37 L.D. 618.

Moritz v. Hinz (36 L.D. 450); vacated,
37 L.D. 382.

Morrison, Charles S. (36 L.D. 126)
modified, 36 L.D. 319.

Morrow et al. v. State of Oregon et at.
(32 L. 54); modified, 33 L.D. 101.

Aoses, Zelmer R. (36 L.D. 473) ; over-
ruled, 44 L.D. 570.

Mountain Chief Nos. 8 and 9 Lode
Claims (36 L.D. 100) ; overruled in
part, 36 L.D. 551.

Mt. Whitney Military Reservation (40
L.D. 315) (See 43 L.D. 33).

Muller, Ernest (46 L.D. 243) over-
ruled, 48 L.D. 163.

Muller, Esberne K. (39 L.D. 72) modi-
fied, 39 L.D. 360.

Mulnix, Philip, Heirs of (33 L.D. 331);
overruled, 43 L.D. 532.

Myll, Clifton O., 71 I.D. 458 (1964) ; as
supplemented, 71 I.D. 486 (1964), va-
cated, 72 I.D. 536 (1965).

Nebraska, State of (18 L.D. 124) ; over-
ruled, 28 L.D. 358.

Nebraska, State of v. Dorringto (2
C.L.L. 647) ; overruled, 26 L.D. 123.

Neilsen v. Central Pacific R.R. Co. et at.
(26 L.D. 252) ; modified, 30 L.D. 216.

Newbanks v. Thompson (22 L.D.490);
overruled, 29 L.D. 108.

Newlon, Robert C. (41 L.B. 421) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 43 L.D.
364.

New Mexico, State of (46 L.D. 217)
overruled, 48 L.D. 98.

New Mexico, State of (49 L.D. 314)
overruled, 54 I.D. 159.

Newton, Walter (22 L.D. 322); modi-
fied, 25'L.D. 188.

New York Lode and Mill Site (5 LD.
513); overruled, 27 L.D. 373.

*Nickel, John R. (9 L.D. 388) ; over-
ruled, 41 L.D. 129 (See 42 L.D. 313).

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. (20 L.D.
191) ; modified, 22 L.D. 234; over
ruled so far as in conflict, 29 L.D.
550.

*Northern Pacific R.R. Co. (21 L.D. 412;
23 L.D. 204; 25 L.D. 501) ; overruled,
53 I.D. 242 (See 26 L.D. 265; 33 L.D.
426; 44 L.D. 218; 117 U.S. 435).

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Bowman
(7 L.D. 238) ; modified, 1S L.D. 224.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Burns (6
L.D. 21) ; overruled, 20 L.D. 191.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Loomis (21
L.D. 395) ; overruled, 27 L.D. 464.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Marshall
et al. (17 L.D. 54 5); overruled, 28
L.D. 174.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Miller (7
L.D. 100) ; overruled so far as in con-
flict, 16 L.D. 229.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Sherwood
(28 L.D. 126) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 29 L.D. 550.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. . Symons
(22 L.D. 686) ; overruled, 28 L.D. 95.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Urquhart
(S L.D. 365) ; overruled, 28 L.D. 126.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Walters
et al. (13 L.D. 230) ; overruled so far
as in conflict, 49,L.D. 391.

Northern Pacific R.H. Co. v. Yantis (8
L.D. 58) ; overruled, 12 L.D. 127.

*Northern Pacific Ry. Co. (48 L.D.
573) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
51 L.D. 196 (See 52 L.D. 58).

Nunez, Roman C. and Serapio (56 I.D.
363) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
57 I.D. 213.
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INyman v. St. Paul, Minneapolis, and
Manitoba Ry. Co. (5 L.D. 396) ; over-
ruled, 6 L.D. 50.

O'Donnell, Thomas J. (28 L.D. 214)
overruled, 35 L.D. 411.

Olson v. Traver et l. (26 L.D. 350,
628) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
29 L.D. 480; 30 L.D. 382.

Opinion A.A.G. (35 L.D. 277) ; vacated,
36 L.D. 342.

Opinion of Acting Solicitor, June 6,
1941; overruled so far as inconsistent,
60 T.D. 333.

*Opinion of Acting Solicitor, July 30,
1942; overruled so far as in conflict,
58 I.D. 331 (See 59 I.D. 346, 350).

Opinion of Associate Solicitor, M-36512
(July 29, 1958) ; overruled to extent
inconsistent, 70 I.D. 159.

Opinion of Associate Solicitor, M-36463,
64 I.D. 351 (1957) ; overruled, 74 I.D.
165 (1967).

Opinion of Associate Solicitor, Oct. 22,
1947 (M-34999) ; distinguish, 68 I.D.
433 (1961).

Opinion of Chief Counsel. July 1 1914
(43 L.D. 339) ; explained, 68 I.D. 372
(1961).

Opinion of Secretary, 75 I.D. 147
(1968) ; vacated, 76 I.D. 69 (1969).

Opinion of Solicitn)r, October 31, 1917
(D-40462) ; overruled so far as incon-
sistent, 58 I.D. 85, 92, 96.

Opinion of Solicitor, February 7, 1919
(D-44083) ; overruled, November 4,
1921 (1-6397) (See 58 I.D. 158, 160).

Opinion of Solicitor, August 8,1933 (M-
27499) ; overruled so far as in con-
flict, 54 I.D. 402.

Opinion of Solicitor, June 15, 1934 (54
I.D. 517) ; overruled in part, Febru-
ary 11, 1957 (-36410).

Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 25, 1934, 55
I.D. 14, overruled so far as incon-
sistent, 77 I.D. 49 (1970).

Opinion of Solicitor, May 8, 1940 (57
I.D. 124) ; overruled in part, 58 I.D.
562, 567.

Opinion of Solicitor, August 31, 1943
(M-33183) ; distinguished, 58 I.D.
726, 729. 2

Opinion of Solicitor, May 2, 1944 (58
I.D. 680) ; distinguished, 64 I.D. 141.

Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 22, 147
(TI-34999) ; distinguished, 68 I.
433 (1961).

Opinion of Solicitor, March 28, 1949
(M-35093); overruled in part, 64 I.D.
70.

Opinion of Solicitor, 60 I.D. 436 (1950)
will not be followed to-the extent that
it conflicts with these views, 72 I.D.
92 (1965).

Opinion of Solicitor, Jan. 19, 1956 (1-
36378) ; overruled to extent incon-
sistent, 64 I.D. 57.

Opinion of Solicitor, June 4, 1957 (M-
36443) ; overruled in part, 65 I.D. 316.

Opinion of Solicitor, July 9, 1957 (M-
36442) ; withdrawn and superseded,
65 I.D. 386, 388.

Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 30, 1957, 64
I.D. 393 (M-36429) ; no longer fol-
lowed, 67 I.D. 366 (1960).

Opinion of Solicitor, 64 I.D. 351 (1957)
overruled, 1-36706, 74 I.D. 165
(1967).

Opinion of Solicitor, 64 I.D. 435 (1957),
will not be followed to the extent that
it conflicts with these views, M-36456
(Supp.) (Feb. 18, 1969), 76 I.D. 14
(1969).

Opinion of Solicitor, July 29, 1958 (M-
36512) ; overruled to extent incon-
sistent, 70 I.D. 159 (1963).

Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 27, 1958 (M-
36531); overruled, 69 I.D. 110 (1962).

Opinion of Solicitor, July 20, 1959 (-
36531, Supp.) ; overruled, 69 I.D. 110
(1962).

Opinion of Solicitor, 68 I.D. 433 (1961)
distinguished and limited, 72 I.D. 245
(1965).

Opinion of Solicitor, 21-36767 (Nov. 1,
1967) (Supplementing M-36599), 69
I.D. 195 (1962).

Opinions of Solicitor, September 15,
1914, and February 2, 1915; overruled.
September 9, 1919 (D-43035, May
Caramony) (See 58I.D.149, 154-156) .

Oregon and California R.R. Co. v. Puch-
ett (39 L.D. 169) ; modified, 53 I.D.
264.
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70 I.D. 159.
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ruled, 2 L.D. 854.

Phillips, Alonzo (2 L.D. 321); over-
ruled, 15 L.D. 424.
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573) ; overruled, 39 L.D. .93.

Pieper, Agnes C. (35 L.D. 459) ; over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 374.

Pierce, Lewis W. (18 L.D. 328) ; va-
cated, 53 I.D. 447; overruled so far
as in conflict, 59 I.D. 416, 442.

Pietkiewicz et al. v. Richmond (29 L.D.
195) ; overruled, 37 L.D. 145.

Pike's Peak Lode (10 L.D. 200); over-
ruled in part, 20 L.D. 204.
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Premo, George (9 L.D. 70) (See 39
L.D. 162, 225).

Prescott, Henrietta P. (46 L.D. 486)
overruled, 51 L.D. 287.

Pringle, Wesley (13 L.I) 519) ; over-
ruled, 29 L.D. 599.

Provensal, Victor H. (30 L.D. 616)
overruled, 35 L.D. 399.

Prue, Widow of Emanuel (6 L.D. 436);
vacated, 33 L.D. 409.

Pugh, F. M. et a. (14 L.D. 274); in
effect vacated, 232 U.S. 452.

Puyallup Allotment (20 L.D. 157);
modified, 29 LD. 628.

Ramsey, George L., Heirs of Edwin C.
Philbrick (A-16060), August 6, 1931,
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ID. 272, 275, 290.

Rancho Alisal (1 L.D. 173); overruled,
5 L.D. 320.

Rankin, James D. et al. (7 L.D. 411);
overruled, 35 L.D. 32.

Rankin, John M. (20 L.D. 272) ; re-
versed, 21 L.D. 404.
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cated, 40 L.D. 420.

Reid, Bettie H., Lucille P. Piplin (61
I.D. 1); overruled, 61 I.D. 355.

Reliable Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 50, 78 I.D.
199 (1971), distinguished, Zeigler
Coal Corporation, 1 IBMA 71, 78 I.D.
362 (1971).
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L.D. 44) ; overruled, 37 L.D. 250.

Rico Town Site (1 L.D. 556) ; miodified.
5 L.D. 256.

Rio ATerde Canal Co. (26 L.D. 381) ; va-
vated, 27 L.D. 421.
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Road Co. (19 L.D. 591) ; overruled,
31 L.D. 174.

Robinson, Stella G. (12 L.D. 443); over-
ruled, 13 L.D. 1.
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Rogers v. Atlantic & Pacific R.R. Co. (6
L.D. 565) ; overruled so far as in con-
flict, L.D. 165.

Rogers, Fred B. (47 L.D. 325) ; vacated,
.53 I.D. 649.

Rogers, Horace B. (10 L.D. 29); over-
ruled, 14 L.D. 321.

*Rogers v. hukens (6 .D. 111); over-
ruled, 8 L.D. 110 (See 9 L.D. 360).

Romero v. Widow of Knox (48 L.D.
32) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
49 L.D. 244.

Roth, Gottlieb (50 L.D. 196) ; modified,
50 L.1. 197.

Rough Rider and Other Lode Claims
(41 L.D. 242, 255); vacated, 42 L.D.
584.

St. Clair, Frank (52 L.D. 597); modi-
fied, 53 I.D. 194.

*St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Ry. Co. (8 L.D. 255) ; modified, 13
L.D. 354 (See 32 L.D. 21).
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Co. v. Fogelberg (29 L.D. 291) ; va-
vated, 30 h.D. 191.
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Co. v. Hagen (20 L.D. 249); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 86.

Salsberry, Carroll (17 L.D. 170); over-
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Sangre de Cristo and Maxwell Land
Grants (46 L.D. 301); modified, 48
3.D. 88.
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(39 L.D. 442) ; overruled, 41 L.D. 383.

Satisfaction Extension Mill Site (14
L.D. 173) (See 32 L.D. 128).

*Sayles, Henry P. (2 .D. 88); modi-
fied, 6 L.1. 797 (See 37 L.D. 330).

Schweitzer v. Hilliard et l. (19 L.D.
294) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
26 L.D. 639.

Serrano v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co.
(6 C.L.O. 93); overruled, 1 L.D. 380.

Serry, John J. (27 LD. 330) ; overruled
so far as in conflict, 59 I.D. 416, 422.

Shale Oil Company (See 55 I.D. 287).
Shanley v. Moran (1 L.D. 162); over-

ruled, 15 L.D. 424.
Shineberger, Joseph (S L.D. 231); over-

ruled. 9 h.D. 202.

Silver Queen Lode (16 L.D.'186) ; over-
ruled, 57 I.D. 63.

Simpson, Lawrence W. (35 L.D. 399,
609) ; modified, 36 L.D. 205.

Sipchen v. Ross (1 L.D. 634) ; modified,
4 L.D. 152.

Smead v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (21
L.D. 432) ; vacated, 29 L.D. 135.

Snook, Noah A., et l. (41 L.D. 428);
overruled so far as in conflict, 43 L.D.
364.

Sorli v. Berg (40 LD. 259) ; overruled,
42 L.D. 557.

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (15 L.D.
460) ; reversed, 18 L.D. 275..

Southern Pacific R.R. Co.. (28 L.D.
281) ; recalled, 32 L.D. 51.

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (33 L.D. 89)
recalled, 33 L.p. 528.

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Bruns (31
L.D. 272) ; vacated, 37 L.D. 243.

South Star Lode (17 L.D. 280) ; over-
ruled, 20 L.D. 204; 48 L.D. 523.

Spaulding v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(21 L.D. 57) ; overruled, 31 L.D. 151.

Spencer, James (6 L.D. 217) ; modified.
6 L.D. 772; L.D. 467.

Sprulli, Lelia May (50 L.D. 549) ; over-
ruled, 52 L.D. 339.

Standard Shales Products Co. (52 L.D.
522) ; overruled so far as in confliet,
53 ID. 42.

Star Cold Mining Co. (47 L.D. 38) ; dis-
tinguished by U.S. v. Alaska Empire
Gold Mining Co., 71 I.D. 273 (1964).

State of California (14 L.D. 253) ; va-
cated. 23 .D. 230.

State of California (15 L.D. 10) ; over-
ruled, 23 L.D. 423.
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cated, 28 L.D. 57.

State of California (22 L.D. 428) ; over-
ruled, 32 L.D. 34.
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and 46 L.D. 396).

State of California (44 L.D. 118); over-
ruled, 48 L.D. 98.

State of California (44 L.D. 468); over-
ruled, 48 .D. 98.

State of California v. Moccettini (19
L.D. 359); overruled, 31 L.D. 335.
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11S) modified, 2 L.D. 854.
State of California v. Smith (5 L.D.

543) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
18 L.D. 343.

State of Colorado (7 L.D. 490) ; over-
ruled, 9 L.D. 408.

State of Florida (17 L.D. 355) ; re-
versed, 19 L.D. 76.

State of Florida (47 L.D. 92, 93) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D.
291.

State of Louisiana (S L.D. 126) ; modi-
fied, 9 L.D. 157.

State of Louisiana (24 L.D. 231) ; va-
cated, 26 L.D. 5.

State of Louisiana (47 L.D. 366) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D' 291.

State of Louisiana (48 L.D. 201) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D. 291.

State of Nebraska (18 L.D. 124) ; over-
ruled, 28 L.D. 35S.

State of Nebraska v. Dorrington (2
C.L.L. 467) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 26 LI). 123.

State of New Mexico (46 L.D. 217)
overruled, 48 L.D. 98.
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overruled, 54 I.D. 159.
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48 L.D. 98.

*Stevenson, 1leirs of . Cunningham (32
L.D. 650); overruled so far as in coIn-
flict, 41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L,.U. 196).

Stewart et al. v. Rees et al. (21 L.D.
446) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
29 L.D. 401.

Stirling, Lillie E. (39 L.D. 346); over-
ruled, 46 L.D. 110.

Stockley, Thomas J. (44 L.D. 178, 180)
vacated, 260 U.S. 532 (See 49 L.D.
460, 461, 492).

Strain, A. G. (40 L.D. 108) ; overruled
so far as in conflict, 51 L.D. 51.

Streit, Arnold (T-476 (Ir.)), August
26, 1962, unreported; overruled, 62
I.D. 12.

Stricker, Lizzie (15 L.D. 74); overruled
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vacated, 42 L.D. 566.
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(20 L.D. 394) ; overruled, 28 L.D. 174.
*Sweet. Eri P. (2 C.L.O. 18) ; overruled,

41 L.D. 129 (See 42 LID. 313).
Sweeten . Stevenson (2 B.LY?. 42)

overruled so far as in conflict, S L.D.
248.

Taft v. Chapin (14 L.D. 593), over-
ruled, 17 L.D. 414.

Taggart, William M. (41 L.D. 282),
overruled, 47 L.D. 370.

Talkington's Heirs v. Hempfling (2 L.D.
46) ; overruled, 14 L.D. 200.

Tate, Sarah J. (10 L.D. 469) ; overruled,
21 L.D. 211.
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June 27, 1939, unreported; overruled
so far as in conflict, 59 I.D. 258, 260-

Taylor v. Yates et al. (8 L.D. 279)
reversed, 10 L.D. 242.

*Teller, John C. (26 L.D. 484) ; over-
ruled, 36 L.D. 36 (See 37 L.D. 715).

Thorstenson, Even (45 L.D. 96) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 47 L.D. 258.

Tieck v. McNeil (48 L.D. 158) ; modi-
fied, 49 L.D. 260.

Toles v. Northern Pacific Ry. Co. et al.
(39 LD. 371) ; overruled so far as
in conflict, 45 L.D. 93.

Tonkins, H. H. (41 L.D. 516); over-
ruled, 51 L.D 27.

Traganza, Mertie C. (40 L.D 300)
overruled, 42 L.D. 612.

Traugh v. Ernst (2 L.D. 212); over-
ruled, 3 L.D. 98.

Tripp v. Dumphy (28 L.D. 14); modi-
fied, 40 L.D. 128.

Tripp v. Stewart (7 C.L.O. 39); modi-
fied, 6 L.D. 795.

Tucker v. Florida Ry. & Nav. Co. (19
L.D. 414) ; overruled, 25 L.D. 233.

Tupper a. Schwarz (2 L.D. 623; over-
ruled, 6 L.D. 624.

Turner v. Cartwright (17 L.D. 414)
modified, 21 L.D. 40.

Turner v. Lang (1 C.L.O. 51) ; modified,
5 L.D. 256.

Tyler, Charles (26 L.D. 699); over-
ruled, 35 L.D. 411.
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Ulin v. Colby (24 L.D. 311) ; overruled,
35 L.D. 549.

Union Pacific R.R. Co. (33 L.D. 89)
recalled, 33 L.D. 528.

United States v. Bush (13 L.D. 529)
overruled, 18 L.D. 441.

United States v. Central Pacific Ry. Co.
(52 L.D. 81) ; modified, 52 L.D. 235.

United States v. Dana (18 L.D. 161)
modified, 28 L.D. 45.

United States v. McClarty, Kenneth, 71
I.D. 331 (1964), vacated and case re-
manded, 76 I.D. 193 (1969).

United States v. Mouat, M. W. et al. (60
I.D. 473); modified, 61 I.D. 289.

United States v. O'Leary, Keith V., et al.
(63 ID. 341) ; distinguished, 64 I.D.
210, 369.

Utah, State of (45 L.D. 551) ; overruled,
48 L.D. 98.

Veatch, Heir of Natter (46 L.D. 496)
overruled so far as in conflict, 49 L.D.
416 (See 49 L.D. 492 for adherence in
part) .

Vine, James (14 L.D. 527) ; modified, 14
L.D. 622.

Virginia-Colorado Development Corp.
(53 I.D. 666) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 55 I.D. 289.

Yradenburg's Heirs et al. v. Orr et al.
(25 L.D. 323) ; overruled, 38 L.D. 253.

Aagoner v. Hanson (50 L.D. 355) ; over-
ruled, 56 I.D. 325, 328.

Wahe, John (41 L.D. 127) ; modified, 41
L.D. 637.

Walker v. Prosser (17 L.D. 85) ; re-
versed, 18 L.D. 425.

Walker v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (24
L.D. 172) ; overruled, 28 L.D. 174.

Wallis, Floyd A. (65 I.D. 369) ; over-
ruled to the extent that it is incon-
sistent, 71 I.D. 22.

Walters, David (15 L.D. 136) ; revoked,
24 L.D. 58.

Warren v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co. (22
L.D. 568) ; overruled so far as in con-
flict, 49 L.D. 391.

Wasmund v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(23 L.D. 445); vacated, 29 L.D. 224.

Wass v. 'Milward (5 L.D. 349); no
longer followed (See 44 L.D. 72 and
unreported, case of Ebersold v. Dick-
son, September 25, 1918, D-36502).

Waterhouse, William W. (9 L.D. 131)
overruled, 18 L.D. 586.

Watson, Thomas E. (4 L.D. 169) ; re-
called, 6 L.D. 71.

Weathers, Allen E., Frank N. Hartley
(A-25128), May 27, 1949, unreported;
overruled in part, 62 I.D. 62.

Weaver, Francis D. (53 I.D. 179) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 55 I.D. 290.

Weber, Peter (7 L.D. 476) ; overruled,
9 L.D. 150.

Weisenborn, Ernest (42 L.D. 533)
overruled, 43 L.D. 395.

Werden v. Schlecht (20 L.D. 523)
overruled so far as in conflict, 24
L.D. 45.

Western Pacific Ry. Co. (40 L.D. 411;
41 L.D. 599); overruled, 43 L.D. 410.

Wheaton v. Wallace (24 L.D. 100)
modified, 34 L.D. 383.

White, Anderson (Probate 13570-35)
overruled, 58 I.D. 149, 157.

White, Sarah V. (40 L.D. 630) ; over-
ruled in part, 46 L.D. 56.

Whitten et al. v. Read (49 L.D.. 253,
260; 50 L.D. 10); vacated, 53 I.D.
447.

Wickstrom v. Calkins (20 L.D. 459)
modified, 21 L.D. 553; overruled, 22
L.D. 392.

Widow of Emanuel Prue (6 L.D. 436)
vacated, 33 L.D. 409.

Wiley, George P. (36 L.D. 305) ; modi-
fied so far as in conflict, 36 L.D. 417.

*Wilkerson, Jasper N. (41 L.D. 138);
overruled, 50 L.D. .614 (See 42 L.D.
313).

Wilkins, Benjamin C. (2 L.D. 129);
modified, 6 L.D. 797.

Williamette Valley and Cascade Moun-
tain Wagon Road Co. v. Bruner (22
L.D. 654) ; vacated, 26 L.D. 357.

Williams, John B., Richard and Ger-
trude Lamb (61 I.D. 31) ; overruled so
far as in conflict, 61 I.D. 185.
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V2Willingbeck, Christian P. (3 LED. 383)-;
modified, 5 L.D. 409.

Willis, Cornelius et al. (47 L.D. 135)
overruled, 49 L.D. 461.

Willis, Eliza (22 L.D. 426) ; overruled,
26 L.D. 436.

Wilson v. Heirs of Smith (37 L.D. 519)
overruled so far as in conflict, 41 L.D.
119 (See 43 L.D. 196).

Witbeck v. Hardeman, (50 L.D. 413);
overruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D.
36.

Wright et al. v. Smith (44 L.D. 226)
in effect overruled so far as in con-
flict, 49 L.D. 374.

Zimmerman v. Brunson (39 L.D. 310);
overruled, 52 L.D. 714.

NOrm.-The abbreviations used in this title refer to the following publications: "B.L.P."
to Brainard's. Legal Precedents in Land and Mining Cases, vols. and 2; "C.L.L." to
Copp's Public Land Laws edition of 1875,.1 volume; edition of 1882, 2 volumes; edition
of 1890, 2 volumes; "C.L.O." to Copp's Land Owner, vols. 1-18; "L. and R." to records of
the former Division of Lands and Railroads; "L.D." to the Land Decisions of the Depart-
ment of the Interior, vols. -52; "I.D." to Decisions of the Department of the Interior,
beginning with vol. 53.-1EDITOR.
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DECISIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

ORION L. FENTON

IBA 70-61 Decided January 4,1971

Surveys of Public Lands: Dependent Resurveys.
In making a retraement or dependent resurvey, the corners established should

be located if possible by considering all the relevant evidene and not simply
one or two factors.

Surveys of Public Lands: Dependent Resurveys
A protest against an accepted plat of a dependent resurvey is properly dis-

missed where -the dependent resurvey is based on a detailed evaluation of
the physical evidence of a disputed corner and of the corners of that and
other surveys while the protestant relies upon one call from one feature,
which the U.S. surveyors could not find, to establish the rest of the survey
by courses and distances without reference to any other features described
in the field notes or other. recovered corners.

BOARD OF LAND, APPEALS

Orion L. Fenton has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision dated April 7, 1969, of the Chief, Division of Cadastral Sur-
vey, Bureau of Land Management, which affirmed the dismissal of his
protest against the official acceptance of the plat of dependent resurvey
of section 26, T. 1 S., R. 15 E., Mount Diablo Meridian, California.

Fenton is the owner of the Criss Cross patented lode mining claim
and a restaurant-service station and other improvements in the NEl/4
section' 26, same township and range.

In 1964, the manager of the Sacramento district office requested that
a survey. be made of the southwest boundary of Mineral Survey 5131,
which had been made in connection with the patenting of the Criss
Cross, to determine whether the improvements were a trespass on the
public domain. Fenton asserts that they lie within his patented land.

Special instructions, January 24, 1964, Group 505, directed the es-

78 I.D. Nos. 1 & 2
1

419-S51-71---1
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tablishment and dependent resurvey of the boundaries of the Criss
Cross Lode Mining Claim Mineral Survey No. 5131. Supplemental in-
structions, dated November 30, 1965, authorized the retracernent and
dependent resurvey of the north, south, and east boundaries of section
26. In the course of the work, boundaries of mineral surveys of other
patented mining claims adjoining. the Criss Cross were also reestab-
lished, The field work was completed in October 1966.

During the course of the field work and the preparation of the field
notes and plat, Fenton raised a series of objections to the reestablished
lines and corners. The points he raised were discussed in letters and in
person by representatives of the Bureau. On August 3, 1967, the Chief,
Division of Engineering accepted the plat showing the boundaries of
section 26 and Mineral Surveys 5131, 5416, and 5759 and portions of
Mineral Survey No. 4043.

The plat reestablishes the boundaries of section 26 and of several
patented mining claims. It depicts a group of five claims in the El/,2,
-mainly in the NEl/4. The Criss Cross is a rectangular claim with its
long axis running northwest-southeast. Its southeast corner, No. 1, is
'common with the corner No. 2 of the Relief claim which adjoins its
:southeast end line and with corner No. 5 of the Tiger mine whose
northeast line depaits ,at this point at a slight angle from the south-

-West line of the Criss Cross. The rest of the northeast line of the Tiger
abuts the southwest line of the Relief. Its southeast end line is com-
mon with the northwest end line of the Buffalo quartz claim which also
abuts the south line of the Relief.

The southwest line of the Criss Cross runs N 49°14' W. 22.25 chains
(1468.50') from corner No. 1 to corner No. 2. Fenton's improvements
are located less than 60 feet south of line 1-2 in an area about 200 feet
from corner No. 2. 

Jn a letter dated September 11, 1967, the State Director, Bureau of
Land Management, California State Office informed Fenton that the
plat had been approved. He also discussed Fenton's latest objections to
the resurvey and found them to be without merit. He then dismissed
Fenton's protest and allowed him the right of appeal to the Director.-

1 While the resurvey was being conducted, a mining contest was instituted against
Fenton's Desire quartz lode claim on which the land office said the improvements were
located. The claim was held invalid. United States v. Orion L. Fenton, A-30 621 (January 9,
1967).
: The records also show that on July 3, 1963, the 11/2 acres containing Fenton's Improve-
ments, described as a portion'of lot 2. sec. 26, were classified under the Small Tract Act of
June 1, 198S, as amended, 4 U.S.C. 682d (1964), for lease for residential purposes.

Later in a letter dated July 18, 1967, the State Director wrote Fenton:
"We are in the process of lotting the land on which your improvements lie. This land is

not needed for any government programs and is suitable for transfer. The present use of
-the area can be resolved by your acquiring the parcel you are occupying."
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In his appeal Fenton reviewed at length- his rationale for justify-
ing the location of the mining claim in the position he says it lies and
repeated his criticisms of the dependent resurvey.,

The Director's decision noted that the critical issue is the location of
corner No. 2 of the Criss Gross claim and listed the several reasons why
the survey had correctly located it. Briefly, they are the recovery of the
root crowns of two buckeye trees and the courses and distances given
in 1914,,the date of the original survey, as accessories to the corner; the
notation of this point as corner No. 2 in a survey made in 1952 of part
of the Criss Cross claim;, the similar relation of the corner No. 2 to
Cub Gulch in both MS 131 and the dependent resurveys; and the
recovery of corners on the Relief lode, which had been surveyed in MS
5131 simultaneously with the Criss Cross lode, that agreed very well
with the original survey. The decision also said that the dependent
resurvey is corroborated from direct evidence of the locations of MS
5416 (91 8), and MS 5759 (1924), which with MS 5131, form an inter-
related block of mineral surveys, namely,.a distinctive discovery tunnel
on the Tiger mine lode (MS 5416), and a corner on Grizzly Gulch lode
(MS 5759), identified by a bearing tree whose fragments were found
in 1967, showing an axed face and part of the scribe marks.-

All of the evidence, the decision went on, offered by Fenton had been
carefully considered and found not to be helpful. It particularly
noted the diagram prepared for Fenton by a Walter S. Hardgrove,
which indicated the Criss Cross an'd Relief claims to be in a more
southerly location sufficient to place the improvements north of the
southwest line (line '12), of the Criss Cross. Hardgrove, it said, had
accepted rotted wood in rock mounds as corners No. 2 and No. 3 (the
northeast corner), on the basis of close agreement of course and dis-
stance to those returned in the original survey and on the basis of
ties from corner No. 1 and 2 of the Criss Cross and corner No. 1 of the
Relief to the corner conon to, sections 23, 24, 25 and 26. He did not,
however, it 'went on, describes what he found at corner No. 1 of the
Criss Cross or, corner No. 1 of the Relief. It also found Hardgrove's
references to "caved. tunnels" on the Criss Cross and Relief unpersua-
sive because the government surveyors could not locate these tunnels.
It then stated: .

From the detailed evaluation of the physical evidence remaining of the orig-
inal geological location of Cr. 2 of Criss Cross Lode, M.S. 5131, and other
corners of this. And interrelated mineral surveys we conclude that our depend-
ent resurvey of Sec.. 26, T. 1 S., R. 15 D, MM.1VL, California, was correctly
executed and the original boundaries of the lode el-aims shown have been prop-
erly identified according to the beast available evidence. Therefore, no action will
be taken to either cancel the plat or suspend the official filing of the plat.
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In his appeal to the Secretary, Fenton says the primary question
is the location df corner No. 2 of the Criss Cross lode. Hardgrove, he
asserts, fouiid the6orner comho i to the.Relief (No. 1), Buffalo Quartz
(No. 2), and Tiger Mine (No. 6), by courses and distances from a
tuinel on the Relief lode, as described in the field notes of US 5131
and from there the etablishment of the corners of the Criss Cross
'Was merely' .a matter of rnning out courses. and distance. He then
disputes the assertion that corner No. 2 was originally shown as being
on or near the bottoi'of Cub Gulch. Finally, he says Hardgrove's sur-
vey is correct and the accepted one is clearly in error.

in making a dependent resurvey, the government undertakes to re-
trace and reestablish the lines of the original survey in their true orig-
inal position according-to the best available evidence of the positions
of the original corners, and the lines of the dependent resurvey in
themselves represent the best possible ientification of the true legal
boundaries of lands patented on the'basis df'the original survey.
United States v. Sidney . and Rsther M. Her, 75 I.D. 14, 18
(i968). In making the retracernent or dependent resurvey the corners
Iestablished`shold be ldcated, if possible, by considering all the rele-
vant evidehce and not simply one or two factors. Rubicon Propertics,
Inc., et a., A-30748 (May 6, 1968).

A review of the record demonstrates how carefully and thoroughly
the dependent resurvey was conducted and how well it is correlated
with the corners of this and other interrelated surveys. In rebuttal the
appellant offers only two contentions. The first depends on the exist-
ence of a tunnel which the government surveyors could not find and
a reconstruction of the entire mineral survey from this one point. It
makes no rference to any other corners and ignores all other calls in
the field notes to other natural features. As the Director pointed out,
there are other features more easily and other corners more persua-
sively recognizable which support the dependent resurvey.

Fenton's other objection bears on the dependent survey's insistence
that corner No. 2 is "in Cub Gulch,"-meaning a narrow, well de-
fined channel-and not 120 feet on the hillside above it, where Hard-
grove's diagram places it. The original field notes refer to Cub Gulch
quite specifically several times in such notations as "crossing Cub
Gulch." The dependent resurvey places corner No. 2 at about the same
distance from Cub Gulch as did-the original survey. This evidence is
persuasive.

Thus appellant's objections to the plat do not justify the cancella-
tion of the plat or the suspension of the official filing of the plat.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
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Appeals by the Secretary o the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081), the decision of the Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

MARTIN RITV, Member.

WE CONCUR:

EDWARD W. STUTEBING, Member.

FRANCIS E. MAnRuE, Member.-

UNITED STATES
V.

PAUL M. THOMAS ET AL.

IBLA 70-46 Decided January 12, 1971

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals: Generally-Mining Claims:
Discovery: Marketability

To satisfy the requirements for discovery on a placer mining claim located
for a common variety of pumiceous material before July 23, 1955; it must
be shown that the exposed material could have been removed and marketed
at a profit on that date, as well as at the present time; where such a
showing is not made, the claim is properly declared null and void.

Mining Claims: Discovery: Marketability
Where it appears that some material was removed from a mining claim

and marketed prior to July 23, 1955, but it also appears that the market for
such material terminated before that date, and where there is no positive
evidence of the removal thereafter of any significant quantity of material
from the claim for purposes other than fill material, it is properly con-
eluded that the material was not marketable on July 23, 1955.

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals: Special Value-Mining
Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals: Unique Property.

The fact that pumiceous material may occur in nature in pieces having
one dimension of two inches or more does not, by itself, establish that the
material is "block pumice" which is excluded by statute from the category
of common varieties of pumice.

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals: Special Value-Mining
Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals: Unique Property

To determine whether a deposit of pumiceous material is a common vari-
ety, there must be a comparison of the material in that deposit with other
similar-type materials in order to ascertain'whether the material has a
property giving it a distinct and special value; where the material can be
used for purposes for which common varieties of other materials. can be
substituted, and where it is not shown that it has any advantage over such
substitute materials which is reflected in a higher price in the market place,
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it is properly determined that the material is a common variety not subject
to location under the mining laws of the United States after July 23,1955.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Paul M. Thomas, Gilbert E. Olson and Ida L. Thomas, executrix
of the estate of Roger C. Thomas, have appealed to the Secretary of
the Interior from a decision dated March 21, 1969, whereby the Office
of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, affirmed a
decision of a hearing examiner rejecting their application, Arizona
033071, for patent to the Bill Williams No. 4, Aluminum Oxide Nos.
1, 2, and 4, and a part of the Aluminumn Oxide No. (amd.), placer
mining claims and declaring the claims to be null and void.

Appellants' claims were located during the period September 19,
1947, to September 8, 1954 (Exs. 24, 25). They are situated approxi-
mately 13S4 to 3 miles south of Williams, Arizona, and embrace lands
in secs. 9, 15 and 16, T. 21 N., R. 2 E., G.&S.R.M., Kaibab National
Forest, Coconino Couinity, Arizona. According to appellants' patent
application, filed on November 7 1963, the claims contain "a valuable
deposit of pumice and cinders which has been and is being marketed
as a mineral aggregate."

Upon the recommendation of the Forest Service, United' States
Department of Agriculture, a contest complaint was filed in the Ari-
zona land office on June 8, 1966, on charges that:

1. A valid mineral discovery, as required by the mining laws of
the United States, does not exist within the limits of the Bill Williams
Placer Mining Claim.#4, Aluminum Oxide #'s 1, 2,4, and Aluminum
Oxide No. 7 (amd.) placer mining claims.

2. The land within the limits of the said placer mining claims is
nonmineral in character within the meaning of the mining laws.

A hearing was held at Phoenix, Arizona, on. February 1, 2, 3, 6
and 7, 1967. From the evidence developed, the hearing examiner found,
in a decision dated May 21, 1968, that, although most of the con-
testees' witnesses consistently referred to material exposed on the
claims as pumice, the contestant's expert witness, Robert E. Wilson,
as well as the contestees' expert witness, George A. Kiersch, Chairman
of Geological Sciences at Cornell University, described the material
as "pumiceous material." Since pumiceous material is not a true pum-
ice, the hearing examiner said, it caniot be classified as "block pumiced
which is expressly excepted by section 3 of the act of July 23, 1955,
as amended, 30 U.S.C. sec. 611 (1964), from the category of common
varieties of pumice. He further found that deposits of pumiceous ma-
terials are of widespread occurrence in northern Arizona, that the
pumiceous materials on the claims are suitable for many uses, includ-
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ing lightweight aggregate, concrete block, precast concrete products,
acoustical plaster and base course, but that none of the unusual charac-
teristics ascribed to' them by contestees' witnesses.had 'been shown to
render the materials suitable for -uses over and above the normal uses
of. the general run of such deposits.. The fact that production from
the adjacent patented Alumini-u Oxide'No.' 5 claim was phased out
in 1954, he stated, and that- scoria volcanic cinders were used there-
after in the manufacture of. concrete, showed clearly-that, cinders
could be substituted for pumiceous material in such products. He
concluded that the pumiceous materials on the claims are of com-
mon variety, not subject to mining location after July 23, 1955, and
in order to establish the validity of the claims, the deposits on'. the
claims must be shown to have been marketable-prior to 'that date.

The hearing examiner found the testimony of the Government's
witness, Wilson, that no cinders had -been removed from the claims,
to be unrefuted by specific evidence. He also determined that signifi-
cant amounts of material had been removed from only two. places-
the "Massey pit" on the Aluminum Oxide No. 1 claim and the "pumice
pit" in the extreme northeast corner of the Aluminum Oxide No. 4
claim. There was no positive evidence, he found, of the use of any sig-
nificant portion f the material removed from the Massey pit after
1954 in the manufacture of concrete or for any purpose other than as
fill.' Nor did he find evidence of removal, after that time, of pumiceous
aggregate, the bulk of which had been supplied, from the patented
Aluminum Oxide No. 5 rather than from the contested claims. The
market which, previously had existed, the hearing examiner found,
was supplied after 1954 from other. cinder deposits in northern Ari-
zona. From'these findings he concluded .that the deposits 'were not
marketable on July 23, 1955, and declared the claims null and void
for lack of a valid discovery.2 . .:

The Office' of Appeals and Hearings concurred in the findings of
the hearing examiner, rejecting arguments raised'by appellants be-
fore the Director, Bureau of Land Management, that the hearing ex-
aininer had erred in applying the act of July 23, 1955, and that the

Material which is valuable primarily for fill use has:never qualified as a mineral subject
to location under the mining laws. United States v. Geoye TV. Black, 64 LD. 9.3 (1957), and
cases cited; United States v. EB. A. Brrows and Esther Barrows, 76 I.D. 299 (1969),
aff'd, Esther Barrows v. Walter J. Hicke, Civil No. 70-215-F, 'in the United States District
Court for the Central District of California (April 20, 1970), appeal doeceted,- No. 25944,
9th Cir., May 6, 1970.

The hearing examiner also found. that Public Land Order No. 3417 -of July 30; 1969
(Ex. 1), withdrew the lands embraced in, the Aluminum Oxide Nos. 4 and 7 claims -and
the north half of the Aluminum Oxide No. 2 claim from mining entry as of July 29, 1955,
the date on.which the application for withdrawal was filed in the Arizona land office. The
fact of the withdrawal is inconsequential unless the validity of those claims rests upon a
discovery of an otherwise-locatable mineral after July 23,' 1955.
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proceedings before the hearing examiner had been so onerous and un-
fair as to deprive the contestees of due process of law.

In appealing to the Secretary appellants argue, in substance, that:
(1) All of the contested mining claims were located before July 23,

1955, and there is, therefore, no requirement that the mineral deposits
on the claims be other than common varieties in order to constitute a
valid discovery; -

(2). The pumice on the claims is "block pumice" which 'is expressly
excluded from the category of common varieties of pumice; .

(3) The mineral deposits on the claims have properties which give
them a "distinct and special value" which removes them from the
category of common varieties;,

(4) The evidence shows continued marketability and production of
material from te claims prior to, during and subsequent to July 23,
1955; and

(5) The decisions of the hearing examiner and the Office of Appeals
and Hearings are not supported by the evidence and are, therefore, a
denial of administrative due process to appellants.

In challenging the applicability of the act of July 23, 1955, to min-
ing claims located prior to that date, appellants assert that the legisla-
tive history of section 3 of the act "clearly shows that the Congress had
no intention of changing the mining law of the United States so as to
affect rights under existing valid mining claims." (Italics added.) We
have no quarrel with appellants over that assertion. However, appel-
lants assume one of the critical facts in issue, i.e., the validity of the
claims on July 23, 1955.

Appellants' contention is one which has, been urged and rejected
many times.. In United States v. Charles H. Henrikeson and Oliver Al.
Henri7lson, 70 I.D. 212 (1963), aff'd, Henrikson v. Udall, 350 F.2d 949
(9th Cir. 1965), cert. denied, 384 U.S. 940 (1966), as well as in numer-
ous other decisions (see, e.g., United States v. Keuneth F. and George
A. Carlile, 67 I.D. 417 (1960); United States v. Fisher Contracting
Comzpany, A-28779 (August 21, 1962); United States v. William M.
Hinde et al., A-3Q634 (July 9, 1968); United States v. E. A. Barrows
and Esther Barrows, supra, n. 1), the Department has held the validity
of a mining claim located prior to July 23, 1955, for a common variety
of sand, gravel or other material specified in the act of that date can be
established only by showing the requirements of a discovery were
satisfied before the date of the act. Those requirements include a show-
ing that the material on a claim could have been profitably mined
and marketed on that date. United'States v. Alfred Coleman, A-28557
(March 27, 1962), a/f'd, United States v. Coleman, 390;-U.S. 599 (1968).

Appellants' attempt to avoid the consequences of the ruling in the
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Henrikson case, supra, by arguing that, although the-Department's
decision was affirmed by the,.United States, District Court for the
Northern District of California in Henrikson v. Udall, 229 F. Supp.
lO (1964), the court "clearly did not affirm the Secretary's erroneous

application of 30. U.S.C. sec. 611 to mining claims located prior to the
1955 Act."

Appellants' position is untenable. The Hermieson case, supra, also,
involved the determination of the validity of a mining claim located
prior: to July 23, 1955, for a material (sand and gravel) of common
variety. The. primary distinction between that case and the one before
us lies in the fact that, whereas in this case there is a question with
respect to the marketability pf. the material on the claims on July 23,
1955, in Henrieson. the question was whether sufficient work had been
done by that date to ascertain the existence of 'sand. and gravel in
sufficient quantity to constitute a valuable mineral deposit. The De-
partment's determination in the Henrikson case that the claim was
invalid could be'sustained only upon acceptance of the premise that
the location of a mining claimi for a deposit of a common variety of
sand, gravel or other mineral named in the 1955 act, unperfected by a
discovery prior to the date of the act, established no rights against the
United States. Accordingly, appellants were properly required to
demonstrate a discovery on each of the contested claims prior to July
23, 1955, if the materials found thereon are common varieties of
pumice, cinders or other material.

If the materials on appellants' claims are not "common varieties," of
course, the significance of a discovery' before July 23, 1955, is immate-
rial.. However, it must be shown, in any event, that there was a valid
discovery on each claim at the time of the application for patent. That
is, irrespective of the date on which a discovery may have been made,
the claims are now invalid if because of exhaustion of the deposits, a
change in economic conditions, cessation of a market for the material,
or some other equally cogent factor, the value of the minerals will not
justify further expenditures for the development of a mine. See, e.g.,
Best v. Humboldt Placer inin Co., 371 U.S. 334 (1963); Adams 'V.
United States, 318 F.2d 861 (9th Cir. 1963); Mulern v. Hammitt, 326
F.2d 896 (9th Cir. 1964); United States v.. B. TV. Wing/ield, A-30642
(February 17, 1967); United States v. Evelyn M. Higgins et al., A-
30827 (July 12, 1968); United States v. WarrenE. Wurts and James
E. Harmon, 76 I.D. 6 (1969).

We note at this point that it was not alleged in the contest com-
plaint that the materials found on appellants' claims were "common
varieties." Nor was it expressly charged that a discovery had not been
made prior to July 23, 1955. It appears, in fact, that the contestants'

f.9
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basic premises in contesting the claims were that the materials for
which the claims were alleged to be valuable do not occur in sufficient
quaitity to sustain a commercial operation and the materials cannot
-now be produced and sold at a profit (see Tr. 27-28).- C i

Without making any findings with respect to the quantity of the
mineral materials present on the claims or their present marketability,
as we have seen, the hearing examiner concluded from the evidence
that the materials shown to exist are common varieties for which no
market existed on July 23, 1955. This conclusion is not necessarily in-
congruous, however. The first charge of the complaint (that a
"Valid discovery, as required by the mining laws of the United States,
does hot exist" within the limits of the claims) could be sustained upon
*a finding either that (1) the materials found on the claims cannot
presently be mined and marketed at a profit or (2) the materials are
common varieties of pumice, or! other substance, for which there was
'no market on July 23, 955.

I'Ve turn now to the question of whether or not the niaterials on the
claims are, in fact, common varieties of pumice, cinders or other mate-
rial removed from operation of the mining laws by the 1955 act. We do
not find it necessary to determine whether, as the hearing examiner
and-the Office- of Appeals and Hearings found, "pumiceous material
is not a true pumice." Even if we assume that there is no clear distinc-
tion between "pumice" and "pumiceous material," it does not neces-
sarily follow that pumiceous material occurring in nature in pieces
having one dimension of two inches or more is "block pumice."

3 The 1955 act expressly excepts from the category of "common varieties" deposits of
"so-called 'block pumice' which occurs in nature in pieces: having one dimension of two
inches or more." 30 U.S.C. § 611 (1964). The statute does not define "block pumice." Nor
have we found the term in any glossary of technical terms. It seems clear, however, that
the drafters of. the statute contemplated a material of fairly definite specifications which
had a. recognized use in industry. Thus, in reporting the bill which ultimately became the
act of July 23, 1958, the I-ouse Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs stated that the
clause excluding; "block pumice" from common varieties of pumice "recognizes a class of
.pumice having distinct and special properties." H.R. Rep. No. 730, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. 9

It is reported in Bureau of Mines Bulletin 630, Mineral Facts and Problems (1965), that:
'Uuder various conditions pumice competes as a lightweight aggregate with expanded

clays and shales, expanded perlite, exfoliated vermiculite, slag, cinders, and diatomite.
"As a abrasive in block form, pumice competes in the market with brick made from

'silieot carbide aluminum oxide, and natural rock such as- novaculite and sandstone.
"Pumice used as a concrete aggregate, railroad balast, and for road surfacing is sold

in a low-price market and must compete with many substitutes. Hence the market area
for any deposit is limited by transportation costs and thez availability of competitive
materials. As abrasives,, pumice sells at a much higher average unit price; transportation
is a sialler part of the total cst, and' shipments are made over much greater distances.
High-quality pumice is imported from foreign sources in crude form .for processing domesti-
cally for abrasive purposes." P.'736 (italics added).

It may reasonably be inferred that the "block pumice" which is not a common variety
-must be of'abrasive grade and the term was not intended to embrace all pumiceous materials
ocurring in nature in pieces having one dimension of two inches or more. There is no
evidence that the material found ;on2 appellants' claims is marketable as an abrasive.
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:As the decisions below stated, appellants' witness, Kiersch, after de-
fig. pumice (Tr. 351) and acknowledging that many materials are
pumiceous but may not necessarily meet a specific geologic classifica-
tion of pumice. (Tr. 365),, stated that he "would prefer" to, call. mate-
rial from the claims "pumiceous material" (.Tr. 366-367). Although
other witnesses referred to material from the claims as pumice, no
witness described any of the material as "block pumice." In the absence
of. competent evidence to that effect we cannot conclude.that "block
pumice" has been shown. to exist anywhere on appellants' claims.

Even if the material is not "block pumice," appellants, argue, it is
an uncommon variety of pumice because of properties which give it
a distinct and special value. The properties. which allegedly do this
are:

(1) The material is stronger than common pumice;
i (2) 'Itis less absorbent than common pumice;.
(3) It is more coarse and does not generate fines as does common

pumice;
(4) 'It can be run through a crushing cycle without powdering;
(5) It can be used as a lightweight concrete aggregate; and
(6) It has an extraordinary insulation quality. (
The Department has held that, in order to determine whether or not

a, deposit of stone, or other material, has a unique property which
gives it a distinct and special value there must be a comparison of the
material under consideration with other deposits of similar materials.
It must then be shown that the material under consideration has some
property which gives it value for purposes for which. other materials
are not siLted, or, if the material is to be used for the same purposes
as other materials of common occurrence, that it possesses. some prop-
erty which gives it a special value for such uses, which value is re-
flected by the fact that it commands a higher price in the market place.
Differences in chemical composition or physical properties are im-
material if they do not result in a distinct economic advantage o f one
material over another.. United States v. U.S. Minerals Developnent
Corporation, 75 I.D. 127 (1968); United States v. Gene De Zan et al.,
A-30515, (JuIy I, 1968); United States v. Alice A.. and Carrie- .
Boyle, 76 I.D., 61 (1969), as. supplemented, 76 I.D. 318. (1969). More-
over, the. comparison is not limited to other deposits of the same mate-
rial. That is, it. may not be enough to. show that pumice from a par-
ticular, deposit. can be used for. purposes for which ordinary pumice
cannot be used. If the special use t which it may be adapted is one
for which comnon. varieties of other materials are equally. adaptable,
and if the price commanded by the pumice is no greater-than that
paid for other materials, pumice must still be considered a common
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variety. See United States v. Norman Rogers, A-31049 (March 3,
1970). Assuming that material from appellants' claims has all of the
characteristics attributed-to it and the Williams deposits are, as indi-
cated 'by appellants' witness, Gilbert Olson, the only source off pumice
in the State of Arizona suitable for the manufacture of concrete
block (Tr. 101-104), what is the special and distinct value derived
from these propertiesi-

As noted, the hearing examiner found the pumiceous materials on
appellants' claims are suitable for a number of uses. Whether or not
other pumiceous materials found in Arizona can be used for all the
purposes for which appellants' materials reportedly are adaptable,
it is clear from the record that other materials are used for all of the
listed uses. There is, in fact, no evidence that material from appellants'
claims can be used for any purpose for which a common variety of
some material is not already being used or that the material from
appellants' claims has any advantage over other materials with which
it must compete which is reflected in the market. price which it can
bring. Accordingly, we cannot conclude from the showing appellants 
have made that their "pumice" has a distinct and special value.

Appellants suggest that, if the Secretary is not convinced that the
pumice from the contested claims commands a higher price at the
market place than material not having such special properties, he
should remand the case for the development of more complete and full
evidence on this issue. The Secretary has, in several recent decisions,
remanded cases for the development of additional evidence relating
to the market price of material where the evidence bearing upon that
question was inconclusive. Appellants, however, have not offered any
evidence that material from their claims commands a better price than
other materials used for the same purposes. In the absence of an offer
of proof, there is no reason for further inquiry into the question.

In support of their contention that the decisions below constitute a
denial of due process, appellants argue that there must be support
in the record for a decision. The decisions appealed from, appellants
charge, clearly are not supported in the record and are, therefore, a
denial of administrative due process.

There can be no doubt that an administrative decision must have
support in the record. However, there is an enormous gulf between
the acceptance of that rule and the conclusion that a particular deci-
sion is not supported by the record. Appellants have attempted to
bridge that gulf with a single giant step which we are unable to
duplicate.

Having concluded that the provisions of the act of July 23, 1955,
are applicable in this case and the evidence does not establish the
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uncommon nature of the materials found on appellants' claims, there
remains only the question of whether or not the deposits. were, by
virtue of the then-existing market, aluable mineral deposits on July
23, 1055. -;;i ; :: : ;

Careful review of the record is conclusive that the hearing exam-
iner's factual findings, which have previously been set forth, are sup-
ported by the evidence. Those findings justify his conclusion that a
discovery, within the meaning of the mining laws of the United States,
has not been shown on any of the claims in question. Accordingly,
the claims were properly declared null and void.

Appellants have petitioned the Secretary to grant an opportunity
to present oral argument in this matter. They have not, however,
shown wherein such argument would serve a useful purpose, and
the petition is hereby denied.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals, by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM. 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081), the decision appealed from is affirmed.

MAREN Rrrvo, Member.
WE CONC:R

EDWARD W. STUBBING, Meer.

FRANCIS E. MAyHuE, Member.

CARLSON OIL COMPANY, INC.

I1BLA 70-680 Decided January 15, 0 0971

Rules of, Practice: Appeals: Dismissal
An appeal to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, 'will be dis-
missed where the appellant did not timely file the notice of appeal in the
proper office.

OARD OF LAND APPEALS D

Carlson Oil Company, Inc., has appealed to the Director, Bureau
of Land Management,1 from decisions dated June 24, 1970, by the
Bureau's State Office for Alaska which rejected its noncompetitive
oil and gas lease offers F 12530, 12531, 12532 and 12533, because the
description of the lands sought in each offer did not meet the regula-
tory requirements.

The decisions were received by Carlson on June 26, 1970. Carl-
son's combined notice of appeal, addressed to the "Director, Depart-

1 The Secretary of the Interior, in the exercise of his supervisory authority, transferred
jurisdiction over all appeals pending before the Director, Bureau of Land Management to
the Board of Land Appeals, effective July , 1970. Circular 2273; 35 F.R. 1000.9, 10012.
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ment of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management," accompanied by
the requisite filing fees, was filed in the Departmental mail- room,
Washington, D.C., on Jiuly 6, 1970.'

The Department's rules of practice in effect at the time of the State
Office decisions provided that appeals to the Director, Bureau of
Land Management, be filed, together with payment of a filing fee,
in the office of the officer who made the decision appealed from. Each
decision here involved specifically directed that any appeal must be
filed in the Alaska State Office within 30 days from date of receipt
of the decision. When no appeals were received in the Alaska, State
Office during the period allowed, the cases were closed of record and
refunds of the advance rental payments were directed.

The Board of Land Appeals received the notice of appeal by Carl-
son on July 14, 1970, but did not ascertain that the document should
have been filed in the Alaska State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, until after July 2, 1970.
- The Department has many timnes been confronted with cases under
its rules of practice where the appellant erroneously filed in one office
documents which should have been filed in another office, and, by the
time the documents had been forwarded to the proper office, the time
for filing had expired. Consistently in such cases the' Department
held that the appeal has not been timely filed. Malcolia C. Petrie, 67
I.D. 220 (1960); Wilbert Phillips et al., 64 I.D. 385 (1957); United
States v. August Ebbert and Verdabelle Ebbert, A-30984 (June 3,
196,8).

This appeal was improperly filed with the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, and by the timhe it was ascertained that the document
should have been filed in the Alaska State Office, Bureau of Land
Management, the period for filing the notice of appeal had expired.
As the appeal was not- forwarded to the proper office so as to be timely
received there, it must be dismissed. 43 OFPR 1842.4 (i).

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to; the, Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of-the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F. R.
:12081) , the appeal is dismissed.

FRANCis E. MAYHuF, Member.

VE CONCUR:

MARTIN RITVO, Member.

EDWARD W. STUBING, lHember.
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W. A. HUDSON, II
W. A. HUDSON

EDWARD R. HUDSON

IBLA 70-334
70-335 Decided January 15, 1971
70-336

Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands: Consent of Agency
The Secretary of the Interior exercises discretion in determining whether or

not acquired lands under his jurisdiction should be opened to prospecting
for sulphur, and where it is determined by the Bureau of Reclamation that
lands under its administrative jurisdiction should not be opened to such
prospecting because of potential damage to its surface works, and where
the Geological Survey concurs in such recommendation, applications for
sulphur prospecting permits on such lands will be rejected in the absence
of compelling reasons otherwise.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Separate appeals to the Director, Bureau df Land Management1

have been filed by W. A. Hudson, II (IBLA 70-334), W. A. Hudson
(IBLA 70-335), and EDWARD R. HUDSoN (IBLA 70-336), from sep-
arate decisions by the Chief, Branch of Minerals, New Mexico land
office, Bureau of Land Management, dated March 25, 1969, which re-
jected their respective applications for sulphur prospecting permits on
1,386.29 acres of acquired lands of the United States in Tom Green
County, Texas, within the San Angelo Project because the Bureau of
Reclamation, the agency exercising jurisdiction over the surface of
the lands, has refused to give consent to issuance of such permits.
Because the three appeals involve identical issues concerning the cdn-
sent f an agency to an acquired lands, prospecting permit, and a
joint statement of reasons for the appeals has been submitted, the
appeals have been consolidated for the purpose of this decision.

Appellants state that the Bureau of Reclamation refused to con-
sent to issuance of the permits because it feared interference with its
surf ace use of the lands due to subsidence from removal of sulphur
at depth. They argue to the contrary, stating: L

It is the writer's understanding, based on a reading of attached letters and
conversations with geologists familiar with the area, that free sulphur, if it
exists on the subject tracts, has been deposited by percolating sulphur-rich
ground water in preexisting pore spaces (vugs and Fractures) in the Clearfork
limestone. Further, that prior to and during this secondary deposition, the over-
burden which was supported by the Clearfork formation was greater than it
is today, due to subsequent diminution by erosion. Thus, even assuming a super-

1 The: Secretary of the Interior, in the exercise of his supervisory authority, transferred
jurisdiction over all appeals pending before the Director, Bureau of Land Management,
on July 1, 17m, to the Board of Land Appeals, effective the same date. Circular 273, D
F.R. 10009, 10012.
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rich concentration of 25o free sulphur, its removal by Frasch process would leave
intact the original host rock skeleton, with little or no reduction in its
competence.

Sulphur core drilling has occurred in this area, and the largest areal extent
of probable commercial sulphur.encountered is four to five acres. Mining such
a deposit or a somewhat larger one would not cause a threat of subsidence. In
the improbable event of encountering a deposit substantially larger than this,
further engineering and geological work would be possible based on atual
known and existing conditions prior to issuance of the actual lease. A decision
based on such information and the probable value of the sulphur to the operator
and royalty owner could be made at that time.

Their position is buttressed by written statements from Harry A.
Miller, Jr., a geologist, and from Clyde S. McCall, Jr., a consulting
engineer.

A supplemental report. from the Commissioner of Reclamation
agrees generally with the subsurface petrologic data submitted by
the appellants, but suggests:

Extraction of sulphur would create voids in a highly skeletonized pattern fol-
lowing fractures, joints, and porous vuggy bedding in the rock. Porosity and
permeability would be greatly increased. At the relatively shallow depths of 309
to 1,500 feet, the multitude of voids reated by sulphur removal would cause
relaxation of the structural framework and weakening of the rocks. This relaxa-
tion and weakening would probably result in opening up vertical joints extend-
ing downward to depth of sulphur removal. Eventually, surface subsidence might
occur. However, more surely, gaping joints and fissures would develop; those in
vicinity of Bureau-constructed works and privately owned building would result
in damages. Equally important would be pollution of Twin Buttes Reservoir
by following artesian sulphur water and salt water welling up along joints and
fissures.

The Commissioner indicates that normal prospecting activities could
be detrimental to the Bureau of Reclamation programs:

Prospecting, developing, and producing sulphur requires drilling of test holes
and wells for injection and mining. Test holes may or may not be permanently
cased; moreover, when abandoned they may or may not be effectively sealed
permanently. Injection and production wells normally have permanent steel cas-
ing cemented in place;, nonetheless, over periods of years, steel casing corrodes
and fails and furthermore, over the long term cement deteriorates under the at-
tack of sulphur water. Serious pollution problems of flowing sulphur water and
salt water from abandoned test holes and wells cannot be discontinued.

He then reiterates his original recommendation that no prospecting
permits for sulphur should be allowed for acquired lands in the Twin
Buttes Dam and Reservoir area.

The Director, Geological Survey, after reviewing both the appel-
lants' contentions and the Commissioner's supplemental report, states:

In short the Bureau of Reclamation contends that sulfur prospecting or min-
ing operations on these lands could cause damage to surface installations by
ground subsidence as well as pollution of reservoir waters by sulfur and other
saline compounds.
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We recognize that sulfur mining operations in the United States which utilize
the 'Frasch process do cause surface subsidence' in some instances. Whether or not
this would happen on the lands under application is difficult to predict with the
information presently available. However, since a possibility of surface sub-
sidence under the reservoir and only a mile from the dam does exist, we believe
that the public interest would not be served by the issuance of sulfur prospecting
permits which would entitle the permittees to a preference right lease if valuable
deposits of sulfur were discovered on the lands.

We feel it would, at this time, be much more equitable to reject the permit ap-
plications at the onset rather than to deny or strongly circumscribe subsequent
preference right lease applications after time and money have been spent pros-
pecting and sulfur deposits may have been discovered on the lands.

It is within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior to issue
leases or prospecting permits on acquired lands of the United States,
subject to the limitations imposed by the Mineral Leasing Act for Ac-
quired Lands, 30 U.S.C. sec. 351, et sea. (1964). Alexander Grinstein,
A-27037 (March , 1955).

Even if it could be determined that exploration for and extraction
of sulphur from the subject lands would not interfere with surface
use thereof by the Bureau of Reclamation, engender subsequent water
pollution problems through subsurface seepage, or cause subsidence to
the detriment of the adjacent Twin Buttes Dam and other surface
structures, and even though the Secretary of the Interior clearly has
authority to issue the requested permits, he is not required to do so.
His discretionary authority to refuse to issue a prospecting permit is
well established. Pease v. Udall, 332 F.2d 62 (9th Cir. 1964) ; Duesing
v. Udall, 350 F.2d 748 (D.C. Cir. 1965), cert. denied, 383 U.S. 912
(1966) ; of. Thomas D. Cace, 72 I.D. 266 (1965).

It has not been shown by the appellants that any compelling public
interest requires the issuance of the prospecting permits, nor has it
been shown conclusively that impairment to Bureau of Reclamation
structures will not occur if prospecting activities are undertaken. Re-
jection of the applications was well within the Secretary's discretionary
authority. The Secretary of the Interior may, in the exercise of his
discretion, refuse to issue prospecting permits for lands which are
subject to permit and lease under the Mineral Leasing Act for Ac-
quired Lands, supra, where such prospecting may cause hidden or
latent damage to Bureau of Reclamation structures or projects for
which the lands were acquired by the United States. Cf. . T. Birr,
IIl, et a., A-27947 (July 23, 1959) ; John R. Rodeice and C. Calvert
Knugdsen, A-29044 (March 1, 1963).

419-351-71-2
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Therefore, pursuant to the authoity,.delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R.
'12081), the decisions appealedfrom are affinred.

: C -n: ;0NEWTON FRSD X;aa??a
WE CONcUR::

MARTIN RITVo, Menber.

EDWARD W. STBING, Member.

APPLICABILITY OF THE WHOLESOME; MEAT ACT OF 1967 ON
INDIAN RESERVATIONS

Indian Lands: Generally-Statutes-Act of December 15, 1967

The Secretary of Agriculture. is not authorized or required to conduct
meat inspection programs on Indian reservations under the provisions of
the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967, 81 Stat. 584, 21 U.S.C. secs. 601-691 (Supp.
IV. 1965-1969).

Indians: Civil Jurisdiction-Indians: Criminal Jurisdiction-Indian Lands:
Generally-Statutes-Act of August 15, 1953-Act of December 15,
1 1967-Regulations: Generally-Act of February 15, 1929

States which have assumed the requisite jurisdiction over Indian country
iunder Public Law 280 (Act of August l, 1953, 67 Stat. 588, as amended, 18

V U.S.C. sec. 1162 and 2& U.S.C. sec. 1360), or under the Civil Rights Act of
1968 (Act of April 11, 1968, 82 Stat. 77-81, 25 US.C. secs. 1821-1322 ('Supp. V.,
4965-1969)) are required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 to enforce
their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations if the enforcement does
not involve the regulation of property held in trust by the United States
for. the benefit of the Indians. States which have not assumed the afore-
lmentioned jurisdiction over Indian country are not authorized or required
by; the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 to enforce their meat inspection laws
on Indian reservations unless the 'Secretary of the Interior were to enact
Iregulations authorizing such enforcement under the authority granted him
by the Act of February 15, 1929, 45 Stat. 1185, as amended, 25 U.,S.C. sec. 231.

M-36811 February 1, 1971

Mr. EDWARD M. SHIULIAN, General Counsel,
United States Defartmrent of Agnculture,
Wa~s~ngton, D.C. 20250.

DEAR IR. SHULMAN:

- We have considered your letter of February 25, 1970, requesting our
opinion 'on the applicability on Indian reservations of the Wlholesome
Meat Act of December 15, 1967, 81 Stat. 584; 21 US.G. secs. 601-691
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'(Supp. V. 1965-'169) (originally enacted as the Act O'f March 4, 1907,
34 Stat. 1260-1265, as amended, 4 U.S.C. sees. '71-91). You raise two
questions which for convenDience we shall consider in reverse order.

1. Does the Whotesone Meat Act of 1967 regire the Secretary of
Agriculture to conldut meat ipection programns on Indian
reservations?

Nowhere in the act or in its legislative history is there any reference
to Indians or Indian reservations, thus raising the question of whether
legislation which makes no mention of Indians or Indian reservations
applies to them. There is case law which indicates that general acts of
Congress do not apply. to Indians unless Congress has manifested an
intent to include them.' However, the recent trend indicates that gen-
eral acts of ongresi applying to 'all persons includes Indianis and their
property interests.2 There is, however, limiting. langage in 2I U.S.C.
see. 601(g) and (h) which indicates that the Secretalry of Agricilture
is not authorized or required to conduct meat inspection programs on
Indian reservations.

The act provides that the Secretary of Agriculture must appoint
inspectors to condLet ante-mortem and post-mortem examinations and
inspections of various animals and meat food products prepared for
"commerce" in any slaughtering, meat-canning, salting, packing, ren-
dering or similar establishment. 21 U.S.C. secs. 603, 604 and 606. In
the definition, section 21 U.S.C. sec. 601 (,h) provides:

The term "commerce" means ommneree between any State, and Territory, or
the District of Columbia, and any place outside thereof; or within any Territory
not organized with a egislatwe body, or the District of Columbia. (Italics added)

The act defines "Territory" in 21 U.S.C. sec. 601(g), which states:
'The term "Territory" means Guam, the Virgin Islands of the United States,

American Samoa, an ay ether territory or possession of the United states,
excluding the Canal Zone. (Italics added)

We do not read these definitions as including Indian reservations.
Ext Pare Morgan, 20 Fed. 298, 305-306 (W.D. Ark. 1883) ; In re Lane,

'Elk v. Wilkins, 112 U.S. 94, 100 (1884) , McCandless v. United States e re7. Diabo,
25 F. 2d 71 (3d Cir. 1928), fqFg sb nom, United States e rel. Diabo v. McCandless 18
P. 2d 282 (.D. Pa. 1927): United States v. 5,677.94 Acres of Land, 162 F. Supp. 108,
li-11 (D. Mont. 1958) ; Seneca Nation of Indians v. Brucker, 162 F. SupP. 580. 581-582
(D. D.C. 1958), a'd; 262 F. 2d 27 (D.C. Mir. 1958), cert. denied, 360 U.S. 909 (1958) ; and
Nicodenas v. Washington Water Power Co., 264 F. 2d 614, 517 (9th Cir. 1959).

The Cherokee Tobacco, 78 U.S. (11 Wall.) 616 1870) ; Choteau v. Burnet, 23 U.S.
691 (1931) ; Suverinteadent v. Commissioner, 295 .S. 418, 420 (1'935) ; Federal Power
Commission v. Tuscarora Indian Nation, 362 U.S. 99, 115-118, 120 (1960) ; Navajo
Tribe v. N.L.R.B., 28 F. 2d 162, 164-165 n. 4 (D.C. Cir. 1961)., cert. denied, 366 U.S. 928
(1961); Commissioner v. Walker, 326 F. 2d 261, 263 (9th dir. 1964); Collifower v. Garlnd,
842 F. 2d 369, 376 (9th Cir. 1965) ; Holt v. Commissioner, 364 . 2 38, 40 (8th Cir.
1966), ert. denied, 386 U.S. 931 (1967) ; and Hann v. United. States, 399 F. 2d 672, 673
(9th Cir.1968)..
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135 U.S. 443, 447-448 (1890). Since, an Indian reservation is not in-
cluded within the definition of "Territory" under 21 U.S.C. sec. 601 (g),.
the definition of "commerce" in 21 U.S.C. sec. 60i'(h) " * * corn-
nerce between any * * * Territory * * * and any place outside

thereof * * *" cannot mean commerce flowing from or to an Indian
reservation and any place within the same state but outside the
reservation.

In the exercise of its plenary power over Indian affairs and prop-
erty, the Congress has assigned the management of Indian affairs to
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, under the direction of the Secre-
tary of the Interior. 2 U.S.C. sec. 2; Reorganization Plan No. 3 of'
1950, 5 U.S.C. 1332-15, note. If Congress had intended, through the
Wholesome Meat Act, to give the Secretary of Agriculture any regula-
tory authority'over Indian reservations, we think it would have done
so by a specific grant of power in the act.

For these reasons, we conclude, that the Secretary of Agriculture is
not authorized or required to conduct meat inspection programs on
Indian reservations under the provisions of the Wholesome Meat Act
of 1967, except as hereinafter provided.

2. Does the Wholesomn~e, Heat Act of 1967 require the states to
conduct meat inspection programs on Indian reservations wit7tin their
borders?

'The relevant provisions are contained in 21 U.S.C. sec. 661. This
section authorizes the Department of Agriculture to cooperate with
appropriate state agencies in developing and administering a state
meat inspection program in any state which has enacted a meat inspec-
tion law imposing mandatory inspection and sanitation requirements:
for intrastate operators, at least equal to the 'Federal requirenients
Linder 21 U.S.C. ch. 12, sbch. I. 21 U.S.C. sec. 661(a))(l). Section
661(c) (1) provides for the extension of the Federal standards to,
intrastate operations' and transactions within two years after enact-
ment of the Wholesome Meat Act, if the Secretary believes that a state
has failed to develop or is not enforcing with respect to all establish-
ments wvithin its furisdietion', requirements at least equal to those im-
posed under 21 U.S.C. ch. 1i, subehs..I and IV. The adequacy of the
state system would be determined by the Secretary after consulta-
tion with the governor, and the provisions of 21 U.S.C. ch. 12, subchs.
I and IV, would become applicable to intrastate transactions 30 days
after publication in the Fedcral Register of the Secretary's designa-
tion of the state. If the Secretary has reason to believe that the state
will activate the Irequirements within one additional year, he may delay
the designation for that period of time. If the state subsequently estab-
lished a system equal to Federal standards, the designation'could be
revoked. 21 U.S.C. sec. 661 (c) (1). After the initial period, the Fed-
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eral system could be made applicable or inapplicable as required by
the adequacy or inadequacy of the state system.

As far as the breadth of the state inspection is concerned, the crucial
wording is contained in the first part of 21 U.S.C. sec. 661(c) (1):

If the Secretary has reason to believe, by thirty days prior to the expiration
of two years after enactment of the Wholesome Meat Act, that a State has
failed to develop or is not enforcing, with respect to all establishments within
its jurisdiction. (except those that would be exempted from Federal inspection
under subparagraph (2)) * * * requirements at least equal to those imposed
under subehapters I and IV of this chapter, he shall promptly notify the Gov-
ernor of the State of: this fact. If the. Secretary determines, after consultation
with the Governor of the State, or representative selected by him, that such
requirements have not been developed and activated, he shall promptly after
the expiration of such two-year period designate such State as one in. which
the provisions of subehapters I and IV of this chdpter shall apply to operations
and transactions wholly within such State: * ". (Italics added)

Since a state must develop and enforce requirements at least equal
to the Federal standards on all establishments within its ju7sd&ct01n
-the question is whether such an establishment, if located on an Indian
reservation, is within the jurisdiction of the state? A categorical
answer cannot be given.

The Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat. 588, as amended, 18 U.S.C.
sec. 1162 and 28 U.S.C. sec. 1360 (commonly referred to as Public
Law 280), invested those states which were granted or have assumed
jurisdiction thereunder with civil and criminal jurisdictiton over the
persons. and private (non-trust) property of Indians within the
Indian country.'

This Department has recently held that Public Law 280 invested
the State of California with jurisdiction to enforce its health and
sanitation laws and regulations against the person of Indians' in the
Indian country. Howev6r, we concluded that the State of California
does not have' authority,' directly or indirectly, to enforce such laws
against property held in trust by the United States for the benefit of
the Indians. See Solicitor's Opinion, M-36768 (February 7, 1969),
copy enclosed. On page 28 (Unpublished) of that opinion we stated:

In our view both the language of Public Law 280 and its legislative history
make quite clear 'that it was not intended to invest the states with jurisdiction
over trust property. This- .Department consistently has held that the statute
furnishes no basis for the application of state or local zoning,; construction, or

States can no longer unilaterally assume urisdiction over Indian country under Public
Law 280. since this power was repealed by the Act of April 1l, 1968, 82 Stat. 77, 79, 25
U.S.C. § 1323(b) (Supp. V, 1965-1969) (commonly known as the Civil Rights Act of 1968).
However, this act does grant states the right-to assume civil and criminal jurisdicti6n over
Indian country, but only with the consent of the Indian tribe. 25 U.SC. §§ 1321, 1322.
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other land use laws, regulations, or standards to trust property. Authority with
respect ito such property is reposed exclusively in the Federal and tribal gov-
ernments. See 25 CUR 1.4 and .30 F.R. 8722 (No. 131, JVuly 9, 1965).'

Accordingly, those states which have assumed urisdiction over In-
dian country under'Public aw 280 or under the Civil Rights A-et
of 1968 are required- by the Wholesome Meat Act to einforce their meat
inspection laws on Indian reservations, if the eforcement does not
involve the regulation of trust property in any significant way. In
these states, and these states only, we conclude that the operation of
ineat processing establishments on Indian reservations is within, that
state's jurisdiction as contemplated by 21 U.0S.C. see. 661(c) (1).
X What if a state, which has jurisdiction over Indian reservations,
refuses to enforce its meat inspection laws on the reservation? Section
61(c)'(l) makes it clear that the Secretary of Agriculture can desig-

nate that state as one in which the provisions of 21 U.S.C. ch. 12, subehs.
I and IV would then become applicable. Since subehs I and IV re-
quire affirmative action on the part of the Secretary of Agriculture,
he would have jurisdiction over the Indian reservations in these states
to the extent specified in the aforementioned subchapters. To hold
otherwise would mean that there would be no penalty for a state
which refused to enforce its laws on a particular Indian reservation.

What about states which have not assumed the requisite jurisdic-
tion over Indian country ?

Congress has given the Secretary df the Interior discretionary au-
thority to allow state agents to enter upon Indian reservations for the
purpose of making inspection of health and educational conditions
and enforcing sanitation and quarantine regulations. Act of Febru-
ary 15, 1029, 45 Stat. 118'5, as amended, 25 U.S.C. sec. 23'1. We believe
that meat inspections come withini the scope o'f this section. We do not
believe Congress intended, by the passage of the Wholesome Meat
Act, to limit the powers already granted to the Secretary of the Inte-
rior under 2'S U.'S.,C. see. 231. The law does not favor repeals by impli-
cation. United States v. Healey, 160 T.S. 136, 146-147 (1895) ; United
States v. Greathouse, 166 U.S. 61, 605-606 ('1897); and Washington
v. miler, 235 U.S. 422, 48 (9114). :

We, therefore, conclude that the Secretary's authority under 25
U.S.C. sec. 231 controls in those states which have not assumed the

4 See also Snohomish Counti v. Seattle DIsposal Co., 425 P.2d 2 (Wash. 1967), berti
denied, 389 M&.1016 (1967).

'A caveat is in order here. Both Public Law 280 and the Civil Rights- -Act of 1968
provide forpartial as well as full assumption of state jurisdiction over Indian country.
A state, which has only assumed partial jurisdiction may not have obligated itself to enforce
meat inspection laws or laws of a similar nature on the reservations. These states must be
treated in the same manner as those which have not assumed jurisdiction under the
aforementioned acts. , m,
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essential jurisdiction over. Indian country under Public Law 280 or
under the Civil Rights-Act of 1968. Since the Secretary has not
adopted any regulations implementing the provisions of this section,'
these states are without authority to inspect meat processing establish-
ments on Indian reservations within their borders. We could, however,
recomnend that the Secretary of the Interior adopt such regula-
tions authorizing state agents to enforce such meat inspection stand-
ards on Indian reservations as the Secretary of Agriculture deems
necessary. Your Department's jurisdiction over those states would
then be equivalent to that possessed over states which have assumed
jurisdiction under Public Law 280 or under the Civil' Rights Act of
1968.

Conclusion

In summary, we are of the opinion that the Secretary of. Agricul-
ture, except as hereinafter provided, is not authorized or required to
conduct. meat inspection programs on Indian reservations under the
provisions of this act. States which have assunied jurisdiction over
Indian country under Public Law 280 or under the Civil Rights Act
of 1968 are required by 21 U.S.C. sec. 661 (c) (1) to enforce their meat
inspection laws on Indian reservations, but only if the enforcement
does not, directly or indirectly, involve the regulation of trust prop-
erty in any significant way. The Secretary of Agriculture can enforce
the provisions of 21 U'S.C. ch. 12, sbehs. I and IV, in any of these
states which may refuse to enforce their laws on the reservations.

States which have not assuied the aforementioned jurisdiction over
Indian country are not authorized or required, by the Wholesome
Meat Act, to enforce their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations
within their borders. However, we could, if your Department so
desires, recomnend that the Secretary of the Interior enact regula-
tions authorizing-state agents to enforce such meat inspection stand-
ards as the Secretaryof Agriculture deems necessary.

For your convenience, we have enclosed a list of the states which
have assumed some measure of jurisdiction over Indian country under
Public Law 280. This list must be reviewed periodically, however, as
retroessions: of and additions to state jurisdiction may occur at any
time. -X : :

Sincerely yours,

RAYMOND C. COUiT2,
Deputy Solicitor.
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STATES HAVING CIVIL OR CRIHINAL JURISDICTION OVER
INDIANS ON THEIR RESERVATIONS

I ; Reservation

All Indian country .

All Indian country, except
that on Annette slands,
the Metlakatla Ind. Com-
munity may exercise juris-
diction over offenses corn-
mitted by Indians in the
same manner in which such
jurisdiction may be exer-
cised by Indian tribes in
Indian country over which
state jurisdiction has not
been extended.

AU Indian tribal lands, reser-
vations and allotments.

All Indian country

All Indian reservations

All Indian country (as
defined in 18 U.S.C.
§ 1151).

Sao and Fox

All Indian reservations .

D 0 Type of jurisdiction

Civil .

Criminal 0 I I

Enforcement of state laws relating to
air & water pollution. 

Civil and criminal
o I , 

Civil and criminal

Civil and criminal enforcement of
laws concerning the following
matter:

A. Compulsory school attend-
ance.

B. Juvenile delinquency and
youth rehabilitation.

C. Dependent, neglected and
abused children.

D. Insanities & mental illness
E. Public assistance

- F. Domestic relations
G. Operation & Management of

motor vehicles upon high-
ways & roads maintainedby
the county or state, or politi-
cal subdivisions thereof.

Criminal (except U.S. courts retain
Jurisdiction over offenses defined
bythelaws of the U.S. committed
by. or against Indians on Indian
reservations).,

Civil - --------------------

Criminal (except U.S. courts retain
jurisdiction over offenses defined
by the laws of the U.S. committed
by or against Indians on Indian
reservations).

- Authority

Public Law 280,
67 Stat. 588,18
U.S.C. § 1162 &
28 U.S.C. § 1360.

Act of Nov. 25,
1970, 84 Stat.
1358.

A.R.S. §§ 36-1801,
1865 (pursuant
to Public Law
280). 

Public Law 280,
67 Stat. 588, 18
U.S.C. § 1162 &
28 U.S.C. § 1360.

I.S.A. § 285.16;
PL. 280.

Idaho Code § 67-
5101 to 67-6103.

Act of June 0,
1048, 62 Stat.
1161.

L.C.A. §§ 1.12.
1.15 (pursuant
to. ublic Law
280).

Act of June 8,
1940, 54 Stat.
249.

State

Alaska

Arizona

California-

Florida-

Idaho

Iowa ------ e

Kansas-
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. Reservation 

All Indian country except the
Red Lake Reservation.

Flathead

All Indian country within
the state. However, 
Nebraska retroceded all
criminal jurisdiction over
that part of the Omaha
Indian Reservation lying
in Thurston County except
offenses involving the
operation of motor vehicles
on public roads or high-
ways. 35 F.R. 16598 (1i70).

Winnemucca Colony, Battle
Mountain, Elko Colony,
Ruby Valley, South Fork,
Odgers Ranch, Ely Colony,
Goshute, Reno Sparks
Colony, Washoe Tribal
Farm, Pine Nut allotments,
Dresserville Colony,
Carson Colony, Duck-
water, Yomba, Lovelock
Colony.

All Indian reservations-

All Indian reservations-

. Type of jurisdiction 

Civil & Criminal .

Criminal-

Civil and Criminal

Civil and Criminal over all Indian
country. However, prior to the
effective date of the Nevada stat-
ute (90 days after July 1, 195), a
county may petition the governor
to exclude the Indian country
within that county from state
jurisdiction. The governor may
then exclude such Indian country
from state jurisdiction if he issues
a proclamation to that effect he-
fore the effective date of the
Nevada statute. Any area of
Indian country so excluded may,
by subsequent proclamation of
the governor at the request of a
county, become subject to state
jurisdiction.

Civil and Criminal - -

New Mexico claims jurisdiction over
Indians committing the following
offenses, whether on or off the
reservation:

A. Murder.
1B. Manslaughter.
C. Rape.
D. Assault with intent to kill.
E. Arson.
F. Burglary.
G. Larceny.

The validity of this assertion of
jurisdiction Is questionable since
Congress has made these crimes
committed in Ind. country triable
in the federal courts, thus pre-
sumably excluding state jurisdic-
tion. 18 U.S.C. 1153 (1964).

Authority' -

Public Law 280.

R.C.M. § 83-801
(pursuant to
Public Law 280).

Public Law 280.

N.R.S. §41.430
(pursuant to
Pubhlc Law 280).

Act of July 2, 1948,
62 Stat. 1224, 25
U.S.C. § 232
(1964); Act of
Sept. 13,1950,
64 Stat. 945, 25
U.S.C. 5 233
(1964).

N.M.S.A. (1953)
§ 41-21-7.

State

Milnnesota

Montana.-

Nebraska-

Nevada-

New York-

New Mexico

- l

D 7 . .
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Reservation

Cherokee - :

All (no reservations, trust
allotments only remaining).

All Indian country except the
Warm Springs Reservation.

Chehalis .

Lower Elwha- .
Muckleshoot .
Nisqually .
Port Gamble .
Quileute -- --------
Squaxin Island .
Skokomish .
Suquamish ------ --i--
Tulalip ------- ---
U01vice
Swinomish
All others

Quinault. Washington retro-
ceded all jurisdiction over
the Quinault Reservation
except as provided under
Chapter 36, Laws of 1963
(ROW37.12.010-37.12.060).
34F.R. 14288 (1969).

All reservations .

> - ~ . Type of jurisdiction

,Civil and Criminal-

Civil and Criminal-

7 

Civil and Criminal _-.

Civil and Criminal

----do-------- 77--
do
do
do
do
do
do

~do

-- -d o - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

-- -do - - - - - -

no
Criminal only .
Civil and Criminal only on non-

trust land and on trust land in the
the following areas:

A. Compulsory school laws.
B. Public assistance.
C. Domestic relations.
D. Mental illness.
E. Juvenile delinquency.
P. Adoption proceedings.
G. Dependent children.
H. Operation of motor vehicles

on public roads.
Civil and Criminal

Authority

In re MCoy, 233
P. Supp. 409 (E.
D.N.C. 1964),
& authorities
cited therein
including the
Treaty of New
Echota of 1835,
7 Stat. 478.

See Departmental
letter of 8-17-42
to Justice Dept.
& letter from
Governor of
Okla. in 1963 (in
Pub. Law 280
legislative files).

Public Law 280.

Ch. 240, Wash.
Laws of 1967;
Public Law 280.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Ch. 36, Wash.
Laws of 1963,
Public Law 280.

Public Law 280.

State

North
Carolina.

Oklahoma ...

Oregon --.

Washingtona -

Wisconsin
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M-36768 Feblruary 7, 1969

To: ASSISTANT SEcETARY, PuBLC LAND MANAGEMENT.

SUBJECT.:- APPLICABILITY OF HEALTH AND SANIrATION LAWS oYr THE

STATE OF QAIaFORNIA ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS.

This is in response to- our request for an opinion on the' questions
raised in the letter of' March 26, 1968, from Jan Stevens, the Deputv
Attorney General of Califonia, to the Secretary. Mr. Stevens raised
the same questions directly with this office by a letter dated August 21,
1968. We are advised that representatives of the California Attor-
ney General's Office have also discussed the subject with the Regional
Solicitor, Sacramento.

In' his letter of March 26, 1968, Mr. Stevens requested the views of
this Department on whether the health and sanitation laws and regula-
tions of the State of California are'applicable on Indian reservations
and trust lands, and whether county health officers may enter such
reservations andlands for the purpose of enforcing such laws and reg-
ulations. He directed attention to Public Law 280 (Act of August 15,
1953, 67 Stat. 589, as amended, 18 U.S.C. 1162 and 28 U.S.C. 1360).

Also germane is the Act of February 15, 1929, 45 Stat. 1185, as
amended, 25 U.S.C. 231, which provides:

The Secretary of the Interior, under such rules and regulations as he may
prescribe, shall permit the agents and employees of any State to enter upon In-
dian tribal lands, reservations or allotments therein (1) for the purpose of mak-
ing inspection of health and educational conditions and enforcing sanitation and
quarantine regulations. i

Generally, it is the position of this Department that Public Law 280
invests the states, which were granted or have assumed jurisdiction
thereunder, with civil and criminal jurisdiction over the persons
and private (non-trust) property of Indians within the Indian
country.

Jurisdiction over trust property, including authority to regulate its
use, was largely unaffected 'by the Act and remains as and where it was
prior to its passage. Snohoniish County v. Seattle Disposal CompaIny,
425 P.2d.'22 (Wash. 1967), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 1016 (1967). Such
'property, whether real or personal, is owned by the United States and
held and administered for the benefit of individual Indians or groups
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of Indians for the purpose of carrying out the p6licies and discharging
the responsibilities of the National Government.

Under and subject to the Constitution, Congress possesses plenary
power over Indian affairs and property. The trust relationships which
exist between the National Government and the Indian people, both
groups and individuals, are devices created by Congress to assure that
property granted to or reserved by Indians will be preserved in such
manner as to be capable of conveyance to the beneficiaries upon ter-
mination of the trust free and clear of burdens and impediments.
Congress has assigned principal responsibility and authority to the
Secretary of the Interior to secure this objective and to discharge the
special obligations which the Nation has undertaken to its -Indian
citizens.

In our view both the language of Public Law 280 and its legisla-
tive history make quite clear that it was not intended to. invest the
states with jurisdiction over trust property. This Department con-
sistently has held that the statute furnishes no basis for the application
of state or local zoning, construction, or other land use laws, regula-
tions, or standards to trust property. Authority with respect to such
property is reposed exclusively in the Federal and tribal governments.
See 25 CFR 1.4 and 30 F.R. 8722 (No. 131, July 9,,1965).

On the other hand, it is equally clear that the statute grants compre-
hensive jurisdiction to the states over the persons and private property
of Indians in the Indian country where it is applicable..

Accordingly, the question whether Public Law 280 authorizes the
application of 'California health and sanitation laws and regulations
to Indians i the Indian country cannot be answered categorically.
The answer must be that such laws and regulations may be enforced
against Indians to the extent they operate upon the person. Except as
authorized by the Secretary of the Interior, they may not be applied to
Indians if their enforcement, directly or indirectly, would impact or
involve the regulation of trust property in any significant way. Act of
February 15, 1929, suprc. E

As power to enforce is an incident of jurisdiction to legislate, the
authority of state officers to enter upon trust lands depends upon
whether the entry is made for the purpose of enforcing laws or regula-
tions to which Indians are legally subject. We perceive no impediment
to a state health officer's entry upon trust land for the purpose of en-
forcing a state law against the person of an Indian. But such officer
would be without authority to enter for the-purpose of taking action
which would interfere with the use or possession of trust land or other
trust property. - X
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Needless to say, the state and its ,officers in the guise of enforcing state
laws-and regulations against persons cannot take actions which in fact
expend themselves upon trust property or affect its use or enjoyment
in any substantial way.
- The. Secretary of the Interior has been given broad powers with
-respect to Indian trust property in aid of his responsibility to dis-
charge the Nation's. trust obligations, including the power to make
regulations governing its use. 43 U.S.C. sec. 1457; 25 U.S.C. sec..2.

Section 231 of Title .25 supra, was formerly implemented by a regu-
lation which appeared as 25 CFR 84.7r8 (1949 ed). It provided:

ENFORCEMENT OF STATE HEALTH LAWS. State health ahthorities are
authorized to enter upon Indian tribal lands, reservations or allotments within
the respective States for the purpose of making inspection of health conditions
looking to the enforcement, except as hereinafter provided, of sanitation and
quarantine regulations of the particular State in like manner as such regula-
tions are enforced in the surrounding territory. In connection with and prior to
such proposed enforcement, the physician in charge of each reservation shall
schedule the State sanitation and quarantine regulations which ought to be en-
forced upon the reservation together with a statement of any limitations and
conditions which should govern the application of such State regulations. Tribal
authorities and individual Indians shall be afforded ample opportunity to sub-
mit protests or recommendations with respect to specific State regulations thus
proposed for extension to the reservation. It shall be the duty of the Superintend-
ent to transmit to the Secretary of the Interior through the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, the schedule of State regulations thus posted, together with any
protests or criticisms made by the Indians with respect thereto. Such State
regulations as are approved by the Secretary of the Interior shall thereafter be
in force upon the reservation subject to such conditions as the Secretary may
prescribe. No State law shall be applied within the jurisdiction of any organized
tribe. which is in conflict with any ordinance or resolution of the tribe. (45 Stat.
1185; 25 U.S.C. 231.)

This regulation was revoked on July 1, 1955, as part of the action
taken to effectuate the Act of August 5, 1954, 68- Stat. 674, which pro-
vides in part:

* * That all functions, responsibilities, authorities, and duties of the De-
partment of the Interior, the Bureau of Indian Affairs * * r relating to the
maintenance and operation of hospital and, health facilities for Indians and the
conservation of the health of Indians, are hereby transferred to, and shall be
administered by, the Surgeon General of the United States Public Health Service,
under the supervision and direction of the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare * * *

This statute has never been construed as transferring any jurisdic-
tion over trust land to the Department of Health, Education and-Wel-
fare. Such power as exists to regulate the use of such land in aid of
health and sanitation- remains in the Secretary of the Interior. The
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statute is not self executing and in the absence of implementing regula-
tions cannot serve as a source of authority to enforce state health and
saaitationlaws in Indian country. Solicitor's Opinion, 57 I.D. 162
(1940); tuperior Sandand Grael Mining Co. v. Territory of Alaska,
224YF.2d 623 (9th Cir. '1955)yh;Dredge Corporation v. Penny, 362 F.2d
889 (9th Cir. 1966.).

It is within the autlority of the Secretary to adopt health and saai-
tation regulations respecting trust property. le cannot, however, pro-
vide for the enforcement of laws or regulations against trust land by
the creation'of liens or similar encumbering devices. :

Our conclusion is that Public Law 280 invests the State of California
with jurisdictionl to enforce ito health and'sanitation laws and. regula-
.tions against the person of Idians in the Indian country, but does
not authorize the State, directly or indirectly, to enforce such laws
against property held in trust by the United States for the benefit of
Indians.

Rich~mOND F. ALLAN,

Deputy Solicitor.

NINA R. B. LEVINSON
and

'CLARE R. SIGFRID

IBIA 70-49 Decided February X, 1 .971

Color or Claim of Title: Generally

An application to purchase public land under the Color of Title Act is
properly rejected when the applicant is unable to show possession under some
'claim or color of title derived from some source other than the United 'States
and where the claim wa-s initiated while the land was withdrawn as part
of a national forest.

Surveys of Public Lands: Generally

Surveys of the United States, after acceptance, are presumed to be correct,
'and will not be disturbed, except npon clear proof that they are fraudulent or
grossly erroneous. Where a public land applicant challenges the validity
of a dependent resurvey he must establish by clear and convincing evidence
that the resurvey is not an accurate retracement and reestablishment of
the lines of the original survey in order to sustain his position.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Nina R. B. Levinson and Glare L. R. Sigfrid appealed to the Secre-
tary of the Interior from a decision of the Office of Appeals and Hear-
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.in1gS, Bureau of Land Management, dated April 4,1969, which 'affirmed
a decision of: the Bureau's Denver, Colorado, land office, rejecting ap

,pellants' class l. color of title applicatWion.
On August23, 1968, Eppellants filed a class 1 application (Colorado

4636). pursuant toi the Color of Ti Act of December 22, 1928 as
amended, 43 U.S.C. sec. 1068. (1964), to. acquire SE1/4 NE1/4 sec. 27,
,. 12 N., B-. 82 W., 6th P.M., Colorado. Appellants asserted in their
, application and appeals that the 40 acre tract described- as the SE1/4
NE 14 sec. 27, T. 12 N., R. 82 W., Eth- P.M., is in fact:the same 40 acre
tract- described as the SW'-VAVNA4 sec. 26, in the,. same township,
which: was originally conveyed to, their Lather, Codke Rhea, June ,6,
1924, by patent No. .939550. Appellants inherited the SW1/4 , NW'/4

:from their father in 1933, and assert that theyl have continuously oc-
oupied the tract, adding improvements :of approximately 1 mile of
fence of $500 value.

Appellants first learned there was a conflict over the land they had
,-occupied as the.SAV/ 4 NW/ 4 sec. 26, ii July of 1957.when a dependent
resurvey was conducted by the Bureau of Land Management. Since
then they have consistently maintained that the confusion in the legal
description of the tract they have applied for is a direct- result of error
in the dependent resurvey. They submit that discrepancies between the
resurvey, and the original. survey have resulted in the mislocation of
their patented 40 acre tract causing a westward shift of the tract from
its record position into the Routt National Forest.

In a ;decision of December 18, 1968, the Denver land office rejected
appellants' application stating the applicants had failed to meet two
basic requirements for a -color of title application: (1) that possession
must be based on- a claim derived from a source other than the United
States and evidenced by a written instrumnent purporting to convey

. title, and (2) that the SE1/4NEIA sec. 27 was withdrawn in 1904 for
a forest reserve and is still withdrawn for national forest purposes
and a color of title application cannot be initiated while the land ap-
plied for is withdrawn. -

-The Office of Appeals and Hearings affirmed the land office rulings
as to these two ba-sic deficiencies in this- color of title application. The
decision -also emphasized -appellants had not presented substantial or
convincing evidence that there is any gross error or. fraud in the 1882
survey or the 1957 resurvey or that the SE/ 4 NE/4, sec. 27 became
the land patented to their ancestor. It concluded appellants had not
refuted the fact that the 195T resurvey represents the restoration of
the 1882 survey corners and lines substantially in agreement with the
original 1882 survey.
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Upon a complete review of the circumstances of this case we find
appellants have failed to establish a proper basis for the relief they
seek under the Color of Title Act' spra. An 'application under the
Color of Title Act, supra, is not a proper vehiele for appellants to
quiet title to lands they have occupied pursuant to a patent issued from
the' United States. The basic premise upon which appellants rely is
that the resurvey of 1957 is erroneous and they already hold good title
to the applied for lands as described and conveyed within the four
corners of the patent to their father. Their argument against the re-
survey is inconsistent with the filing of a claim under the Color of Title
Act, supra. If appellants had successfully proved gross error in the
resurvey to the point of establishing that their father did acquire title
to all of the land they have been occupying as the SWl/4NW1/4 sec.
26, then the United States would have already divested itself of all
right, title and interest in this land. Consequently, a colior of title appli-
cation Could not properly be maintained for land in which the United
States would have no interest.

Departmental decisions hold that color of title within the meaning
of the act cannot be derived from a patent, but 'must originate in a
source other than the United States. SyZan A. Hart, A-30832 (De-
cember 1, 1967); Bernard J. and Myrle A. Gaffney, A-30327 (Oc-
tober 28, 1965); I Zngrid T. Allen, A-28638 ('May 24, 1962). Color
of title by definition is based upon a writing which "upon its face
professing to pass title but which does not, either through want of
title in the grantor or a defective mode of conveyance." See BLACK'S
LAW DICTIONARY 332 (4th ed. rev. 1968). A patent from the
United States conveys title to all the land described in the patent. It
is a well established principle that a patent in which land is described
in accordance with the plat of survey conveys all the land within the
limits so specified. Wildman v. Mhfontgonery, 20 L.D. 230 (1895).

In the instant -case patent No. 939550, issued to appellants' father
on June 6, 1924, did in fact vest -title to the SW1/4NW/4 see. 26, in
the patentee for that tract as described in accordance with the official
plat of survey. That document cannot now serve as a source of color of
title for additional lands that appellants may have occupied outside
the limits of the land described as the SW/ 4NWIl/4 sec. 26. Under
similar circumstances the Department has specifically held that a claim
or color 'of title cannot run to land outside the area described in the
deed on which the claim or color of title is based, even though the

'A suit for judicial review of the Gaffney case resulted in a stipulated dismissal
without prejudice, anuary 17, 1969. BernardJ. Gaffney and Myrle A. Gaffney:v. Stewart
Udail, Civil No. 3-66-22. (D. Minn.)
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claimant and. his predecessors in title believed ingoocifai that it was
covered by the description in the conveyance. Storm Brot7hers, A-29023
(October 8, 1962). .

The Department's regulations implementing the Color of Title Act,
supp a, define a class 1 claim.-or color of title as "one wich has -been
held in gooid.-faitlh and in peaceful adverse possessiol by.a claimant,
his ancestors,.or grantors .ncier claiim or color of title for more than
20 years, on which valuable improvements have .been placed, or on:
which 'some'part of the landhas been rediced to cultivation." "" * * A
claim is not held in peaceful adverse possession* where; it was
initiated while- the land was withdrawn or reserved for Federal pur-
poses.: 43 CFR 2540.i-5 3F. H. 9592 (formerly 43 CFR 2214.1- (b))

Appellants have.failed to show that.they have held possession of the
SE1/4NEi/4 sec. 27 under a proper claim or, color of title initiated prior
to the inclusion of that tract in a national forest. For reasons herein-
after more fully discussed, teir case agilst the dependent resurvey
of 1957 is insufficient to negate the fact that the land is in the Routt
National Forest. The SE'/4 NE% of sec. 27, T. 12 N., R. 82 W., 6th
P.M., Colorado, was included within the boundaries of the Park
Range&Forest'Reserve by Presidential Proclamation of June 1.2,1905;
changed to the Hayden- National Forest July 1, 1908,. by- Executive
Order No. 839 of June 25, 1908: and transferred to the Routt National
Forest by Presidential Proclamation No. 1888 of August 2, 1929. Even
if there were no other objections to this application, appellants cannot
establish the fact of peaceful adverse possession as required bv the
law and the regulations. As the Bureau correctly pointed out a color
.o title application cannot be approTed or allowed for land which.was
reserived. and set apart as a public reservation of forest land before the
initiation of theclaiis described in the application. Lester J. Hammel,
74 I.D. 125 (1967)',.and cases cited therein.,,

While the foregoing discussion is dispositive of this matter, the crux
of appellants'case rests on their challenge of the dependent resurvey
of T. 12 N., R. 82 W., 6th P.M., Colorado, as executed by Clyde Duren
Jr., in July of 1957, and accepted by the Bureau October 7, 1958. Here,
We must first' point -out that where appellants base their claim on a
contefltion that a government survey is incorrect they have the burden
of proving wherein the survey is erroneous. It has long been estab-
lisbed by the Department that surveys of the United States, after ac-
ceptance, are presumed to be correct, and will not be disturbed, except
upon elear proof that they are- fraudulent or grossly erroneous. George
S. Whitaer, 32 L.D. 329 (1.903); State of Louisiana, 60 I.D. 129

4I9-351-71 3
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(1948); Ralph E. May, C. S. AGhee, A-29014 (January 30, 1962).
Appellants have not met this 'burden. They have completely failed to
establish gross error or fraud in the Duren resurvey. Thy have not
shown by clear and convincing evidence that the resurvey is not an
accurate retracement and reestablishmentof the original lines of survey
for T. 12 N., R. 82 W., 6th P.M., Colorado.

The Duren resurvey of T. 12' N., R. 82 W., was initiated at the
request of the Forest Service, U.S. Department oht Agriculture. It was
conducted in accordance with the established rules of survey as set
forth in the U.S. DEPA RTMENT OF INTERIOR, BUREAU OF
LAND MANAGEMENT, MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR
THE SURVEYING OF PUBLIC LANDS OF THE UNITED
STATES, (1947), hereinafter referred to as the "Bureau's Survey
Manual." The purpose of a dependent iesurvey; as specified in see. 400
of the Bureau6 Survey Manual is:

to accomplish a restoration of what purports to be the original condi-
tions according to the record, based, first upon identified existing corners of the
original survey, and other recognized and acceptable points of controi, and sec-
ond, upon the restoration of missing corners by proportionate measurement in
harmony with the record of the original survey.

In this case it appears from the record that the surveyor followed
procedures consistent 'with accepted surveying practice in order to
achieve this purpose.

' The resurvey wah not intended to change the boundaries of pri-
vately owned lands described and patented according to the original
survey of T. 12 N., R. 82 W., as executed by Henry G. Gilbert in 1882.
The Department has continually adhered to the proposition that the
Federal Government is without power to affect, by means of a second
survey, the property rights acquired under an official survey.;0. R.
Willians, ;60 I.D. 301, 30'3 (1949) ; Nelo;n D. Jay, A-27468 (Decem-
ber 4, 1957); United States v. 'Sidney M. and Estheid'M. Heyser, 75
I.D. 14, 18 (1968).

We have thoroughly reviewed all the evidence presented by appel-
lants 'inl: conjunction with thec official record's tfthe plats of survey
and the corresponding field notes having a directbearing on'this case.2

These records do not 'suppoft appellanits' interpretation of the surveys.
A-ppellants" right to the SNWT/4 NW/4 sec. 26 1. 12. N., R. 82 W., 6th

2 Official records of field notes, and plat of survey, were examined for survey of the
south boihdryahdsi~bdivisin of T. 12 N., ' hw-; h .'lXGieny 'Gffibert,
1882,; Dependent Resurv'ey of th6 west boundar yof 12 N.; R.>. 1 W;,J 6th Pad Colorado,
6hn M. Tufts, 1938; Survey of the.,Colorado-wyoming State Boundary, A. V. Richards,

1872; iand'Dep'tdent Resurey-ni';T. i'2N.-, R. 82 ., '6th'P :I., CodraTo, ydeUDuren, J.,
.1957.,
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P.M., Colorado, as described and conveyed in the patent to their
father according to the official plat of survey have not been affected
by the dependent resurvey in question.

The field notes of the Duren resurvey, 309 Colorado Fieldnotes,
p. 441, indicate that Duren first began his resurvey by retracing the
boundaries of the original Gilbert survey of T. 12 N., R. 82 W., in an
effort to identify any existent corners. Although he was unable to
locate the original section corners he did successfully identify and
recover an original monument on the south boundary df the survey
at the quarter section corner of secs. 2 and 35, Ts. 11 N., and 12 N., R.
82 W., 6th P.M.i He retraced the Colorado-Wyoming state line on the
north boundary of 'T. 12 N., R. 82 W., identifying mileposts 131, 133
and 134 from the original survey of the state- line of A. V. Richards.
Ie completed the resurvey of the south boundary of T. 12 N., R. 82
W., reestablishing the section corners at record courses and distances
from the identified quarter section corner of secs. 2 and 35. He reestab-
lished the latitudinal positions of all of the remaining corners in the
township based upon proportionate measurement between the de-
pendently resurveyed south boundary of the township and the Colo-
rado-Wyoming state line. The longitudinal positions of these same
corners were determined by record distances from the resurveyed east
boundary of the township. It is to be noted that the beginning point
of the measurements of all the longitudinal positions of these corners
was the common range line between T. 12 N., Rs. 81 and 82 W., where
IDuren had located and remarked the monuments for the common
boundary as originally set by John M. Tufts in his dependent resurvey
of T. 12 N., R. 81 W., in 1938.

By using this accepted method working from these various fixed
points of reference Duren was able to reestablish the position of the
section corners in almost the exact position of the-original survey
corners.

'The subdivision of the fractional township was completed in the
normal order prescribed in the Bureau's Survey Manuca in secs. 15-
182. Beginning with sec. 36 at the southeast corner of the township,
IDuren worked from south to north reestablishing the position of each
section in order, closing on the Colorado-Wyoming state line. He re-
surveyed the adjacent sections, working from south to north, also
intersecting the state line. His closing corner positions on the state
line were determined in the regular manner from the recognized mile-
posts of the original boundary survey.

Examinatioi; of the plats of survey in light of intformation of record
confirms the power relative position of the Duren resurvey. The clos-

419-351-71 4
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ing corners on the north boundary of T. 12 N., N., R. 82 W., appear on
the original Gilbert Survey along the Colorado-Wyoming state line
in sec. 22 at a point 29.80 hs. (chains) east of the 133rd milepost, in
sec. 23 at ,a point 29.65 chs. east of the 132nd milepost, and in sec. 24
at a point 30.10 chs. east of the 131st milepost. As the Bureau of Land
Management has previously indicated, these same closing corners are
established on the state line on the Duren resurvey at distances "sub-
stantially in agreement with those shown on the official plat of the
original survey." On the Duren resurvey these same closing corners
appear in sec. 22 at a point 29.64 chs. east of the 133rd milepost, in
sec. 23 at a point 29.49 chs. east of the reset 132nd milepost, and in
sec. 24 at a point 29.87 chs. east of the 131 st milepost.

In comparing these critical measurements there is little difference
between the original and the resurvey closing distances, no nyore than
.23 hs. (15.18 ft.) in any one measurement. Certainly, such a slight
variance could not be interpreted as gross error, nor could it possibly
have resulted in a westward shift of appellants' patented tract over
a distance of a quarter of a mile. In addition, a check against the plat
of the Tufts' resurvey of the adjacent township in 12 N., R. 81 W.,
verifies the proper east-west position of the Duren resurvey. The
closing corner of 12 N., R. 81 W., which is also the northeast corner
of 12 N., R. 82 W., appears on the Colorado-Wyoming state line at
a point 29.91 chs. east of the 131st milepost. This favorably compares
to the same measurement by Duren for the corner common to both
townships at a point 29.87 chs. east of the 131st milepost. The differ-
ence between the two surveyors' measurements is only .04 chs., less
than a distance of 3 feet.:

Turning next to appellants' specific charges of discrepancies be-
tween the surveyors, we note they refer to the position of the Conti-
nental Divide on the original survey of the Colorado-Wyoming
boundary, by A. V. Richards in 1872. They maintain the divide ap-
pears on the Richards' survey approximately 31/2 miles east of the
133rd milepost. In their own comparison of the Duren resurvey they
conclude that the 133rd milepost "is very considerably further east
of the top of the Continental Divide than 31/2 miles." First, these are
merely general statements of appelants' own approximations of dis-
tances which are unsupported by on-the-ground measurements of
a qualified surveyor. Appellants' theoretical comnparisons will not con-
trol over more precise measurements taken from other fixed points of
reference as set forth on the official plats of survey. Second, the Con-
tinental Divide has no proper relation to the patented tract on the
surveys in question. It was not involved in the area of these surveys
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and was not used as a reference point for any location of boundaries
in T. 12 N., R. 82 W. Therefore, there are no official measurements
on the plat of survey or in the field notes that could be compared or
verified from the 133rd milepost to the Continental Divide.x

Appellants also point to the location of the Town of Pearl, Colorado,
stating "The 1957 resurvey places the Town of Pearl in Range 82." The
significance of the alleged position of Pearl is not entirely clear from
appellants' brief. However, they have apparently attempted to corre-
late the alleged change in position of their patented land to. the loca-
tion of the Town of Pearl on general reference maps of the State of
Colorado and on a private survey of Pearl.3 Their argument is both in-
effective and confusing. The Town of Pearl does not appear within T.
12 N., R. 82 W., on the plat of resurvey. Appellants have apparently
misconstrued the location of a reference on the plat to U.S.C. and G.S.
triangulation station "Pearl" (S. 63006':52" E., 33.71 chs.). This refer-
ence places the triangulation station of Pearl in T. 12 N., R. 81 W.,
33.71 chains from the corners of secs. 25 and 24 on the east boundary of
T. 12 N., R. 82 W. This fact is borne out from an examination of the
surveyor's field notes p. 442 where he expressly states:

The direction of all lines were determined by both the transit and solar
methods, with the initial azimuth obtained from the U.S.C. & G.S. second order
triangulation station "Pearl", located in the NW'14 of section 30, T. 12 N., R. 81
W. (Italics added.)

It is a well settled principle that lands are granted according to the
official govermnent Survey. The plat, itself, with all, its notes, lines,
descriptions, and landmarks, becomes as much a pait of the grant or
deed by which they were conveyed, and controls so far as limits are
concerned, as if such descriptive features were written out upon the
face of the deed or the: grant itself. aragin v. Poivell, 128 U.S. 691
(1888). Also see Alaska United Gold Mining Co. et al. v. Cininnati-
Alaska Mining Co. et al., 45 L.D. 330 (1916) and cases cited therein.
Therefore, in order to determine the limits of the area passed under a
patent it is proper to look to the official plats of survey to determine the
true location of the patented land. The alleged location of that land or
any adjacent landmark on unofficial sources such as these reference
maps or a private survey cannot affect its true location on the ground
as depicted in the official government survey.

3Appellants have submitted copies of maps of parts of the State of Colorado including
an. unidentified map of Nell's Colorado of 18S7 a General Land Office map of the State of
Colorado of 05, and a map of the Hayden National Forest, Forest Service; U.S.D.A., 1926.
They also submit a plan of the Town of Pearl, Larimer County, Colorado, prepared by J.
Phelps Pim. ining Engineer, December 1900.
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Appellants refer to the location of "Beaver Creek" which they state
crosses the tract they have occupied from the southwest corner to the
northeast corner and appears in the same location on the original
Gilbert survey. A stream does appear to cross the SW/4 NW/ 4 see. 26
on the Gilbert survey plat. The same stream appears to cross from
the SE14 NE1/4 of sec. 2 continuing into the SW',/4 NW' 4. This
topographical feature is not specifically identified in Gilbert's field
notes as "Beaver Creek." 4 If appellants had occupied land outside
the area of their patent into the SE/4 NELL of sec. 2, the stream
would also cross the total area of the occupied land in the same rela-
tive position, running in a direction from the southwest to the
northeast.

The omission of the stream on the resurvey, by itself, does not nec-
essarily prove appellants' theory of the case. The records indicate the
two surveys were conducted at different times of the year (the orig-
inal survey in February, the resurvey in July). It would not be unusual
for a stream to dry up in the summer months. Accordingly, there might
not be a topographical reference on a survey to a stream during that
season of the year. Going a step further, this one omission does not
prove the resurvey to be grossly erroneous or fraudulent. This is a ref-
erence to an item of topography which would not be controlling in
this matter in the face of conflicting measurements of courses and
distances from fixed monuments. It has long been accepted by the
Department that "items of topography in the interior of sections" are
"based upon estimates by the surveyor, rather than upon actual meas-
urements," and represent only an approximation of the actual posi-
tions of natural monuments and are not to prevail over courses and
distances. J. M/. Beard (On Rehearing), 52 I.D. 451 (1928). While the
absence of this one topographical reference is a point well taken, the
clear preponderance of the evidence supports the validity of the
resurvey.

With respect to appellants' request for a hearing, there is no require-
ment that a hearing be held prior to an adjudication by the Department
of an application under the Color of Title Act, supra. Appellants have
had ample opportunity to submit evidence they deemed pertinent to
their case and have offered nothing to contradict the facts upon which
the Bureau of Land Management determined this matter. There being
no apparent justification for a hearing the request is denied.

' Gilbert refers to crossing a stream, 3 links wide, course N.E., at a point 45.20 chs.
from the corners of sees. 26, 27, 34; 35, while going north between sees. 2 and 27 in his
field notes, 156 Colorado Fieliaotes, p. 368.
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Therefore; pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5 ; 35 F. R.
12081), the decision of the Bureau of Land Management is affirmned.

FRANCIS E. MAYHUE, Member.

WVE CONCUR:

MARTIN iRrrvo, Member.

JOAN B. THOMPSON, Alternate Member.

APPLICABILITY OF THE LIQUOR LAWS OF THE STATE OF
MONTANA ON THE ROCKY BOY'S, RESERVATION

Indians: Criminal Jurisdiction-Indians: Law and Order-State Laws
The modification of the Federal Indian liquor laws, permitting the introduc-

tion, possession and sale of intoxicating beverages on the reservation with
tribal consent (act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat. 586, 18 U.S.C. sec. 1161 (1964))
does not make Montana liquor laws applicable to the Chippewa Cree Tribe
or tribal members on the Rocky Boy's Reservation. Rather, this act requires
the state liquor laws to be used as the standard of measurement to define
lawful and unlawful activity on the reservation. Actions not in conformity
with the provisions of applicable state law would subject a tribal member
to prosecution only in the Federal courts, not in state courts. Non-Indians
would be subject to prosecution in the Federal and state courts, assuming
a double jeopardy question is not presented.

Indian Tribes: Generally-Indians: Law and Order-State Laws
A subordinate tribal entity or tribal member licensed by the Chippewa Cree

Tribe to operate a liquor establishment on the Rocky Boy's Reservation does
not have to obtain a state liquor license.

M-36815 February , 1971

To: COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

SuIBECT: SALE OF LIQUOR-ROCKY Boy's RESERvATION, MONTANA.

We have received your request for our opinion on the Montana
Liquor Control Board's authority over the sale of intoxicating bever-
ages by the Chippewa Cree Tribe on the Rocky Boy's Reservation in
Montana.

Before 1953, Congress, through the passage of the Federal Indian
liquor laws, prohibited the introduction, possession or sale of intoxi-
cating liquor in "Indian country." 18 U.S.C. secs. 1154, 1156, 3113,
3488, 3618 (1964). In 1953, Congress made the Federal Indian liquor
laws inapplicable to:

* * * any act or transaction within any area of Indian country provided sch
act or transaction is in conformity both with the laws of the State in which such
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act or transaction occurs and with an ordinance duly adopted by the tribe hav-
ing jurisdiction over such area of Indian country, certified by the Secretary of the
Interior, and published in the Federal Register. (Italics added). Act of August 15,
1953, 67 Stat. 586, 18 unS.C. § 1161 (1964).

The Chippewa Cree Tribe passed Ordinance 1-70 which was certi-
fied by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs on June 16,1970, and pub-
lished in the Federal Register on June 25, 1970, authorizing the in-
troduction, sale or possession of intoxicating beverages on the Rocky
Boy's Reservation (35 F.R. 10384 (1970)). The tribe then requested a
liquor license from the Montana Liquor Control Board. The Attorney
General of Montana, in answer to inquiries from the administrator of
the Montana Liquor Control Board held that 18 U.S.C. sec. 1161 re-
quires the tribe to comply with all the liquor laws of Montana, includ-
ing the licensing law and quota system prescribed in secs. 4-403 and
420, R.C.M. 1947. Vol. 33, Opinion No. 23, Attorney General of Mon-
tana, June 29, 1970. Since there are no licenses available under the
aforementioned quota system, the tribe cannot receive a license from
the Montana Liquor Control Board.

The first issue presented is the interpretation of 18 U.S.C. sec. 1161,
which makes Federal Indian liquor laws inapplicable to acts or trans-
actions "* * in conformity * * * with 'the laws of the States in which
such act or transaction occurs **

We do not believe Congress, in enacting this law, intended to make
state liquor laws applicable to the tribe or tribal members on a reserva-
tion when a tribe wished to terminate Federal prohibition. If Congress
had intended to impose state law here with state enforcement jurisdic-
tion, we think Congress would have expressly granted jurisdiction to
the states under 18 U.S.C. sec. 1161, which it did not do. Rather, we be-
lieve the intent was merely to require the state liquor laws to be used
as the standard of measurement to define lawful and unlawful activity
on the reservation.'

If, for example, a tribe has terminated Federal prohibition, and a
tribal member commits an act or engages in a transaction in intoxicat-
ing beverages which is not in conformance with state law, the member
would be subject to prosecution in the Federal courts for violation of
the applicable Federal Indian liquor law. See 18 U.S.C. sec. 1154
(1964). However, the tribal member is not subject to prosecution in
state court since Montana has not assumed the requisite jurisdiction

1Warren Trading Post Co. v. Arizona Tax Commission, 380 U.S. 685 (1965), contains
dictum from Mr. Justice Black who, in discussing the applicability of state laws on Indian
reservations, states in footnote 3 on page 687: "Compare, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 1161 (1958 ed.)
(permitting application of state liquor law standards within an Indian reservation under
certain conditions); 45 Stat. 1185, as amended, 25 U.S.C. § 231 (1958 ed.) (permitting
application of state health and education laws within a reservation under certain condi-
tions; * * ." (Italics added.)
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over the Rocky Boy's Reservation under either Public Law 280 (act
of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat. 588, as amended, 18 U.S.C. sec. 1162 and
28 U.S.C. sec. 1360), or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (act of
April 11, 1968, 82 Stat. 77-81, 25 U.S.C. sees. 1321-1322). In such a
situation, state criminal law does not apply to an Indian in "Indian
country." Federal Indian Law (1958) 319-322, 512-513.

However, if a non-Indian does not conform with the liquor laws
of Montana while on an Indian reservation, the Federal courts and
the state courts may both have jurisdiction over him for violations
of separate state and Federal law, assuming a question of double
jeopardy is not presented. It is well settled that non-Indians are sub-
ject to state law when committing crimes within "Indian country."
United States v. HeB rratney, 104 U.S. 621 (1881); Draper v. United
States, 164 U.S. 240 (1896) ; New York ex rel. Ray v. Martin, 326 U.S.
496 (1946).

The question. remains as to whether the Montana liquor licensing
laws apply to a liquor establishment on the Rocky Boy's Reservation.
The. power to license subordinate entities is one of the attributes of
any sovereign body, including Indian tribes. Solicitor's Opinion,
M-36781 (August 25, 1969) ; 42 C.J.S. Indians sec. 12 p. 665 (1944).
We believe the tribe, in the exercise of its inherent powers of sov-
ereignty, can license a subordinate entity or tribal member to operate
a liquor establishment on the reservation. In such a case, where the
liquor establishment is not owned by a non-Indian, a license from the
state would not be required. A non-Indian, however, would be re-
quired to obtain a state license, whether licensed by the tribe or not,
since state laws still apply to him even while on a reservation, United
States v. MeBratney, supra; Draper v. United States, supra, New York
ex rel. Ray v. Martin, spra, unless the business, being conducted is
subject to exclusive Federal regulation, Warren Trading Post v.
Arizona Tax Commission, spra. If the State of Montana insists that
a subordinate tribal entity or tribal member obtain a state license,
this would be an unlawful infringement on the right of reservation
Indians to make their own laws and be ruled by them. Williams v.
Lee, 358 U.S. 217 (1959); Organized Village of Kake v. Egan, 369
U.S. 60 (1962); Littell v. Nakai, 344. F.2d 486 (9th Cir. 1965), cert.
denied, 382 U.S. 986 (1966) ; Arizona ex rel. Merrill v. Turtle, 413 F.2d
683 (9th Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 396 U.S. 1003 (1970)..,

The legislative history of 18 U.S.C. sec. 1161 contains a letter from
the Assistant Secretary of the Interior to the Director, Bureau of
Budget, dated August 7, 1953, recommending passage of H.R. 1055
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(which eventually was enacted as 18 U.S.C. sec. 1161), in which the
Assistant Secretary stated:

If the Indians on a given reservation wish Federal prohibition to continue
on that reservation, all they have to do is refrain from adopting an ordinance to
the contrary. If, on the other hand, they wish to terminate Federal prohibition
in whole or in part, they have only to adopt an ordinance specifying what
transactions in intoxicating liquors they wish to permit on their reservation.
These transactions will thereupon cease to be subject to the Indian liquor laws
if, and only if, they are permitted by the liquor laws of the State where the
reservation is situated. Thus, the bill recognizes the principle of tribal self-gov-
erinent, but requires that it be exercised n a Planner consistent with the pub-
lic policy of the state. (Italics added).

If the tribe is required to obtain a license from the state, we do not
think that the principle of naintaining tribal self-government in con-
junetion with supporting the public policy of the state would be rec-
ognized as contemplated by the Assistant Secretary in his letter. So
it seems clear that the tribe would decide what transactions in in-
toxicating beverages would be permissible and those transactions
alone would have to conform to state law standards. Thus, the policy
of state laws covering such items as hours for sale of liquor and legal
age limits for sale must be followed, and if they are not the offender
would be subject to prosecution for violation of the Federal Indian
liquor laws because the act or transaction would not be in the lan-
guage of 18 U.S.C. sec. 1161, "in conformity with the laws of the
State."

We are aware of the Montana Attorney General's reliance on
State e rel. Kennerly v. District Court, 466 P. 2d 85 (Mont. 1970),
for the proposition that Montana has jurisdiction in certain instances
over the affairs of Indians in Indian country. On January 18, 1971,
the Supreme Court of the United States vacated the judgment of the
Supreme Court of Montana in the Kennerly case and remanded it for
further proceedings. Kennerly, et al. v. District Court, No. 5370,
October Term, 1970.

The petitioners in the Kennerly case were members of the Blackfeet
Tribe and residents of the reservation, who purchased groceries on
credit at a store located on patented land in the incorporated town of
Browning, Montana, but within the exterior boundaries of the Black-
feet Indian Reservation. In a suit to collect the debt, filed in state court,
the petitioners moved to dismiss on the ground that state courts had
no jurisdiction because the defendants were members of the Blackfeet
Tribe and the transaction took place on the reservation. The trial
court overruled the motion and the State Supreme Court affirmed,
relying in part on a tribal council enactment which purported to give
state courts concurrent jurisdiction with the tribal court over all
actions in which a tribal member is a defendant.
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The Supreme Court of the United States, in a per curiam opinion,
held that the Montana courts had no jurisdiction because Montana
had neither been given nor had assumed by affirmative legislation,
with respect to the Blackfeet Reservation, the civil or criminal juris-
diction provided for by the act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat. 590, as
amended, and Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, 82 Stat. 79,
25 U.S.C. secs. 1321-1326 (Supp. V, 1965-1969).

Montana has not been given and has not assumed civil or criminal
jurisdiction over Rocky Boy's Reservation and we are convinced that
the Kfennerly case is authority for our conclusion that it may not re-
quire a state license for sales of itoxicating liquors by the tribe or an
Indian tribal licensee within the boundaries of the reservation. Being
convinced also that Federal law does not require that a state license
be required, but only that the acts or transactions be "in conformity
with" the standards prescribed by state law, we believe that the tribe
can, under the circumstances here considered, permit the sale of liquor
on its reservation without violating Federal law.

We realize that the Chippewa Cree ordinance indicates that all laws
governing the sale of intoxicating beverages in Montana apply on the
Rocky Boy's Reservation. However, this tribal interpretation of law,
with which the tribe now apparently disagrees, cannot confer juris-
diction on the State of Montana.

In addition, we note that a former Solicitor, in a letter to Mr. John
IW. Stilley of the Arizona State Legislature, dated March 26, 1954,
stated in answer to a hypothetical question that an Indian desiring
to operate a bar on a reservation would have to obtain a state license.
This letter, which does not purport to be an official opinion, was writ-
ten before the landmark cases of the Supreme Court protecting the
right of reservation self-governmenlt were decided and must be weighed
inthat context. See Williams v. Lee, supra, and Organized Village of
Kake v. Egan, supra. In any event, the views expressed in the 1954
letter of the Solicitor will not be followed to the extent that they
conflict with any of the statements and conclusions contained in this
opinion.

In summary, we believe that the Chippewa Cree Tribe may liceese
a liquor establishment owned or controlled by the tribe or tribal mem-
bers on the Rocky Boy's Reservation without obtaining a license froi
the State of Montana or abiding by the prescribed quota system. If
a tribal member commits an act or engages in a transaction not in
conformance with Montana law he may be subject to prosecution for
violating the Federal Indian liquor laws. In the case of a violation by
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a non-Indian, the Federal courts and the state courts would have
jurisdiction over him.

MITCHELL MELICH,
Solicitor.

APPEAL OF THE BREZINA CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.

IBCA-757-1-69 Decided February 17, 1971

Rules of Practice: Generally-Rules of Practice: Hearings

A motion for reconsideration, requesting a new hearing because of an en
parte communication contrary to the Board's rules, which occurred 18 months
prior to the issuance of the principal decision and was not objected to until
after that decision was rendered, is denied because appellant has failed to
allege or show any error of law or fact in the principal decision, or that any
actual prejudice to it resulted from the ex parte communication.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

Brezina Construction Company,. Inc., has filed a timely motion for
reconsideration of the Board's decision of November 20, 1970, which
found in its favor and awarded an equitable adjustment, based on a
jury verdict, of $25,000. The motion for reconsideration requested a
new hearing because of an ex parte communication during the course of
the hearing between the hearing official and an employee of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. The hearing was held June 19-20, 1969, but the
Board was not advised of the ex parte communication until Decem-
ber 23, 1970. Such an ex parte communication would be in violation of
the Board's rules of conduct if it concerned the merits of the appeal
(Rule 4.33, Standards of Conduct). Xi

The communication in question, which did occur, consisted of one
or more telephone calls made by the hearing official during the course
of the hearing to an administrative official in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. The phone call, or calls, were an attempt by the hearing of-
ficial to gain the agreement of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to a set-
tlement of the appeal. There is a conflict among the various state-
ments and affidavits as to what amounts were discussed. The value of

1 At the time the appeal was docketed the comparable provision in our rules read as
fellow~s

'Sec. 4.3 Standards of Conduct. No member of the Board shall consider an appeal if,
he has participated in the awarding or administration of the contract in question. There
shall be no communication between any party to an appeal and a Board member or
Board employee concerning the merits of the appeal, unless such communication.is also.
formally served upon the other party to the appeal, or is made in the presence of the
other party. The Board also shall exercise care to avoid receiving, except as part of the
formally established appeal record, any information having a substantial bearing upon
an appeal from persons who do not represent a party in the appeal, but nonetheless have
an interest in the decision to be rendered. [31 F.R. 9866, July 21, 1966.]"
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a claim certainly concerns its merits. Accordingly, Rule 4.33 was indeed
violated.

It is the Board's opinion, however, that under the circumstances
of this case a new hearing is not warranted. By letter of January 11,
1971, appellant was asked to respond to eight questionS.2 The letter
response dated February 8, 1971, by appellant's counsel fails to specify
any error of fact or law in the decision, and does not identify any new
evidence which may be introduced at a new hearing. In the usual
situation this alone would be enough to deny the motion.' Appellant
has simply failed to show in what way it was prejudiced either pro-
cedurally or substantively by the e prte communication.

Appellant's real complaint is lodged in the following paragraph in
its letter of February 8, 1971:

However, Brezina's position is that the amount granted to it by the Board's
Decision of November 20, 1970 is inadequate. The rationale of that Deci-
sion, contained in the very last paragraph, explicitly indicates that the $25,000
being granted is "a jury verdict award." No basis is given for the computation
nor of the factors and circumstances which were taken into account in reaching
that result. The award is without explicit factual or legal underpinnings. It
could have just as easily been in a greater amount and not a single word of the last
paragraph would have required revision. Because it was a jury verdict award, it
is reasonable to assume that it relied upon or was shaped by information gleaned
through the en parte communications but, as noted, Brezina is not-and cannot
be expected to be-in a position to provide any specific information in this regard.

This paragraph implies that the amount of the award was possibly
shaped by the e parte communication.

In this case, the hearing official prepared a rough draft of the deci-
sion. This draft was extensively rewritten in the part dealing with

The eight questions are as follows:
"1. Quote all findings of fact in the decision of November 20, 1970, which you consider

in error because of e parste communications. Explain why the quoted material is in error.
"2. Quote all conclusions of law in the decision of November 20, 1970, which you

consider in error because of ex parte communications. Explain why the quoted material
is in error.

"3. Quote all findings of fact in the decision of November 20, 1970, which you consider
not based upon substantial evidence in the present record. Give transcript or record
citations to contrary evidence of greater probity.

"4. Quote all findings of fact in the decision of November 20, 1970, which you consider
fraudulent, arbitrary, capricious or so grossly erroneous as necessarily to imply bad faith.
State whether the quoted material is fraudulent, arbitrary, capricious or so grossly erro-
neous as necessarily to imply bad faith, and the reason why.

"5. What evidence available to appellant at the time of the hearing held on June 19-20,
1969, in Omaha, Nebraska, was not presented at the hearing. Explain why such evidence
was not presented at the hearing,

'6. Was appellant prejudiced in his presentation of evidence at the hearing because
of ecx arte communications if so, explain how.

"7. What evidence, in addition to that already in the record, would be presented at a
new hearing.

"8. Explain why the allegation of improper conduct by the hearing official was: not
brought to the attention of the Board until after the issuance of the decision of Novem-
ber 20, 1970."

SSee e.g., South Portland Engineering Go., IBCA-771-4--69 (January 29, 1970), 70-1
BCA par. 8092.
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liability. It was also rewritten in the part dealing with quantum after
a review of the record by the designated author of the opinion. The
quantum part of the hearing official's draft was considered unsatis-
factory because it selected $1 per cubic yard as appellant's cost of
moving certain amounts of materials with no basis in the record for
such a figure. A jury verdict, despite its recognized shortcomings, is a
better vehicle for overcoming inadequate proof of costs than resort
to unsupported cost assumptions which would not be in accord with
Wunderlich Act standards. Contrary to the implication of the letter,
the amount of the award was in no way influenced by ex parte
communications.

In our view a mere ex parte communication such as occurred here,
without any allegation of actual prejudice, is not sufficient basis for a
new hearing. In Charles P. Parker Construction Co. and Paciftc
Concrete Co. v. The United States, Ct. Cl. 168-66, decided November 13,
1970, the CoLrt denied a de novo review, requested because of alleged
ex parte communications between Board members and agency person-
nel, on the grounds that questions of law were reviewable de novo in
any case, and that under Wunderlich Act standards, there would be
review on the record of any tainted questions of fact. It seems to us
that -ulder the rationale of the Parker case some specific allegation
of actual prejudice because of the ex parte communication with respect
to some findings of fact or law should be prerequisite to the granting
of a new hearing. Because of appellant's failure to specify error or
actual prejudice, we find no basis here for a new hearing.

We can well understand appellant's unhappiness with the amount
of the award. Perhaps his feelings from tinle to time are shared by
other contractors. But we feel that appellant itself is responsible for
the disappointment in view of its inadequate proof of costs related
specifically to the rainstorm damage.4 The total cost theory, disfavored
by both Boards and Courts, is not an acceptable substitute for such
proof.

Conclusion

The motion for reconsideration is denied.

ROBERT L. FONNER, MeMber.
WE CONCUR:

WILLIAM F. MCGRAW, Chairman.

SHERMAN P. KIMBALL, HeMber.

SPENCER T. NISsEN, Hemner.

4R. C. ughes Electric Co., ate. ad Donovan Construction o., IBCA-604-11-66
(June 17, 1969), 69-1 BOA par. 7707.
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DAVID H. EVANS

RALPH C. LITTLE

IBLA 70-9 Decided Febjruary 19, 1971

Homesteads Ordinary: Military Service -Reclamation Homesteads:
Generally

The credit for military service which an heir of the original reclamation
homestead entryman may use may be applied to both the obligation under
the homestead law to cultivate and under the reclamation law to reclaim
'4 of the irrigable area within three full irrigation seasons.

BOARD O LAND APPEALS

In David H. Evans v. Ralph C. Little, A-31044 (April 10, 1970),
the Department set aside a decision of the Branch of Land Appeals,
Bureau of Land Management, which affirmed the cancellation of rec-
lamation homestead entry Idaho 01073 of David H. Evans; it then
remanded the case to a hearing examiner for a determination of
whether Walter R. Cupp, the original entryman, was entitled to
at least one year's credit for cultivation for his service in the armed
forces of the United States.

In lieu of a hearing, Little has submitted evidence which estab-
lishes that Cupp served more than 17 months on active duty with the
armed forces of the United States from July 15, 1916, to October 20,
1916, and from September 10, 1918, to November 29, 1919. Evans does
not dispute the facts of Cupp's service, but asserts that such service
does not warrant any change in the determination that Little's entry
should be canceled.

The Department's decision held that if Cupp had enough service
to substitute for one year's cultivation the credit could be supplied
by Little as his heir to the third year's obligation, the one year, the
decision had found, for which the statutory requirements had not
been satisfied. For a reclamation homestead entry subject to the Rec-
lamation Extension Act of August 13, 1914, 43 U.S.C. 440 (1964),
the entryman must satisfy not only the cultivation requirements of
the homestead act, but must, in addition, reclaim one quarter of the
irrigable area of his entry within three full irrigation seasons.

Evans points out that the decision of the Department cited regula-
tions in effect as of its date and asks that the effect of Cupp's service
be determined by the regulations in effect from 1949 through 1953. The
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pertinent regulation then in effect was 43 CFR 181.2(b) (1949 ed.).' It
states descriptively the same information cited, to wit:

A soldier * * with more than 12 and less than 19 months service * * must
cultivate one-sixteenth of the area the second year;

The regulation sets out requirements based on the assumption that
the entryman will file final proof as soon as he can. If he does not, he
must show that the equirements for residence and cultivation have
been met or satisfied by military service for each year of the entry
until final proof is filed, but he can apply the service credit for cul-
tivation to any year of the entry. BulVin1d4Vogler, 63 I.D. 172
(1956); Earl D. Deater v. John C. Slagle, A-28121 (May 24, 1960).
So here, Little can allocate Cupp's credit for one year's cultivation to
the third entry year. Thus Little has been protected from the con-
sequences of failure to cultivate. in the third irrigation season. There-
after Little's own military service relieves him of any obligations to
cultivate the entry so long as he remains on active duty.

In addition to the cultivation requirement imposed by the home-
stead law, Cupp was, as we have seen, also obligated to reclaim at
least 14 of the irrigable land in the entry within three full irrigation
seasons, a period ending on October 15, 1953. David H. Evans et al.,
63 I.D. 352, 355 (1956). The pertinent regulation provides that while
credit for military service may be claimed in connection with entries
made under the reclamation law, the entryman will not be entitled to
receive a final certificate or patent until the requirements of the rec-
lamation law have been met. 43 CFR 230.53 (1949), now 43 CFR
2515.7(c), 35 F.R.. 9578 (formerly 43 CFR 2211.7-6(c) (1970)). In
other words, an entryman who is entitled to credit for military service
must meet the reclamation requirements but he may postpone his
obligation by reliance upon credit for military service. It would in-
deed be anomalous to excuse an entryman from the requirement that
he cultivate 1/8 of the entry in the third entry year and yet require him
to reclaim 1/4 of the entry that year, particularly when reclamation
encompasses cultivation and more. 43 CFR 2515.7 (g), 35 F.R. 9579
(formerly 43 CFR 2211.7-6 (g) (1970)).

Since Little can avail himself of Cupp's service credit and apply it
to the third year's obligation of both cultivation and reclamation, the
entry cannot be in default for failure to meet either requirement. Thus,
a contest based on a charge that the entryman failed to reclaim 1/4 of
the entry within three full irrigation seasons must be dismissed.

The contestant also asks that it be determined whether Little was

'Now 48 CPR 2096.1-4(b) (2), 35 F.R. 9543 (formerly 43 CPR 2033.1-4(b) (2) (1970)).
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granted an extensiol of one year within which to begin Work on the
entry. The prior decisions assumed that he had, although, the record'
was not complete.

It is unnecessary to resolve this point more exactly. As the heir of a
deceased reclamation entryman, Little was relieved of the cultivation
and residence requirements of the homestead law. 43 CFR 2515.6(a),
35 F.R. 957T (formerly 43 CFR 2211.7-5 (a) (1970) ). There was there-
fore nothing he was bound to do the second entry year. His first re-
quirement, to reclaim 1/4 of irrigable land within three full irrigation
seasons after entry, did not mature until October 15, 1953. As has been
ruled above, he may substitute Cupp's military service for one year of
that obligation. Accordingly, it is of no consequence whether or not
Little received an extension.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081), the depa rtmental decision of April 10, 1970, is vacated; the
Bureau of Land Management decision is set aside, and the contest is
dismissed.

MARTIN Rrrvo, Member.
WE CONCUR:

ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS, Member.

FRANCIS E. MAmUE, Member.

WILLIAM R. WHITE ET AL.

IBLA 70-127 Decided Febrry19, 1971.

Rules of Practice: Protests-Sodium Leases and Permits: Leases
A protest against a waiver of thelate filing of a sodium preference right lease

application is properly dismissed where the protestant has not persuasively
demonstrated that the waiver under the provisions of 43 CFR 1821.2-2(g)
would be in violation of any express exception therein.

BOARD O LAND APPEALS

Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation (Kerr-McGee), formerly Amer-
ican Potash & Chemical Corporation,' has appealed to the Secretary
of the Interior from a decision of the Office of Appeals and Hearings,
Bureau of Land Management, dated February 24, 1970. The decision
appealed from dismissed Kerr-McGee's protest of the Bureau's de-

1American Potash & Chemical Corporation, subsequent to filing its appeal, changed its
corporate name to Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation.
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cision of October 16, 1969, which remanded to the Riverside district
and land office sodium preference right lease applications R '31, 34 and
35 of William R. White, Mauritz J. Kallerud and Howard J. Winter-
bottom, respectively. It authorized issuance of the applied for leases
and approval of the pending assignments of the prospecting permits
to Occidental Petroleum Corporation (Occidental) in the absence
of objections other than the late filing of the applications for the pref-
erence right leases. The protest was dismissed because of failure to
establish any error in the protested decision.

Sodium prospecting permits R 31, 34 and 35 were issued effective
November 1, 1966, for a two-year period to White, Kallerud and Win-
terbottom. On July 25, 1968, assignments of record title to each permit
were filed by Occidental, together with requests for'their approval
and approval of excess acreage. The land office took no action on the
latter requests. On October 16, 1968, Kerr-McGee filed a protest against
approval of the assignments to Occidental, essentially contending
Occidental failed to comply with-the Tederal regulations governing
sodium. By decision of February 18, 1969, the land office dismissed the
protest because Kerr-McGee failed to serve a copy of the protest on
Occidental or the other persons named as being involved in the pro-
tested leases or permits. Kerr-McGee did not appeal from that decision.

A sodium permittee who discovers valuable deposits before his per-
mit expires is entitled to a preference right lease. 30 U.S.C. 262 (1964).
The regulations allow a prospecting permittee 30 days after expira-
tion of his permit within which to file an application for a preference
right lease. This was formerly provided in 43 CFR 3152.5, and is now
substantially repeated in 43 CFR 3520.1-1 and 3521.1-1 (35 F.R. 9502,
9513, 9514). The two-year term of the subject prospecting permits ex-
pired on October 31,1968. Preference right lease applications were filed
on December 13, 1968, by White and Kallerud, and on December 18,
1968, by Winterbottom. The lease applications were for less than the
total acreage in the respective permits. The land not included in the
lease applications was indicated as being included in an application
for a right-of-way for a solar pond, referenced by serial number.

Kerr-McGee on January 20, 1969, and other later dates, filed sodium
prospecting permit applications and other applications for lands with-
in the area included in the sub ject preference right lease applications.

The land office on February 20, 1969, held that the subject prospect-
ing permits had expired, rejected the preference right lease applica-
tions 'as not having been timely filed,'and declared the assignments to
Occidental as moot because the permits expired. Appeals were taken-
by each perinittee and Occidental..
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.While the appeals were pending, upon request the Director, Geo
logicalSurvey, in a memorandumdated October 3, 1969, reported that
timely valuable discoveries of sodium deposits were made on the lands
involved in the subject permits and recommended the issuance of
preference right leases to the applicants.

The Office of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, in -a decision rendered October 16, 1969, remanded the cases to the
Riverside district and land office, holding the lateness of the filings for
preference right leases should be waived and the applications a cepted
within the purview of 43 CFR 1 82 1.2-2 (g). That regulation, in per-
tinent part, provides:

When the regulations of this chapter (except Parts 1840 and 1850) provide
that a document must be filed * within a specified period of time, the filing of
the document * * after the expiration of that period will not prevent the au-
thorized officer from considering the document as being timely filed ' * * except
where:

1. The law does not permit him to do so.
2. The rights'of a third party or parties have intervened.
3.- The authorized officer determines that further consideration of the docu-

ment * * would unduly interfere with the orderly conduct of business.

It is against this decision of the Bureau that Kerr-McGee filed its
protest. A -subsequent decision of February 24, 1970, by the Office of
Appeals and Hearings,- Bureau of Land Management, acting for the
Director, dismissed the protest of Kerr-McGee, and is the basis for the
present appeal to the Secretary. V ;

The decision below, after discussing fully each of the arguments
asserted by the protestants, found the review of the land office action
on appeal was a proper function under the supervisory- authority of
the D1irector, and was not contrary to any regulation or precedent.
Kerr-McGee's application for sodium prospecting permits on the
lands included in the preference right lease applications a did not cre-
ate any third 'party rights within the context of 43 CFR 1821.2-2(g).
It could not be asstmed that the adverse decision by-the land office was
based -on-a determination :that acceptance ofthe late. filings -Vould un-
duly interfere with the orderly conduct [of business' in the, office,: and
it was: not improper, to reniand, the cases for acceptance of the late fil-
ings under the circumstances presented. The records before -that
office contained no later assignments, but they did contain information
that Searles Lake Chemical Corporation (SLCC) is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Occidental, which is recognized as the primary party in
interest. When the Bureau's decision of Octobr '16, 1969; w'as istsued,
each case file did contain a notice that a discovery of sodium had been
made within the permitted area during the life of the permit. There-
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fore, since each permittee had earned a statutory right to a sodium
lease, late filinigs for suich leases under 43 CFR, 1821.2-2 (g) shouldhave
been accepted. The land ofi&ce, after action on the preference right- lease
applications has'been concluded, should adjudicate all pending appli-
cations' for sodium prospgectingperm its aff cting lands contained in
the preference right leases. Finally, the action diredted by the Bureau
decision of October 16,1969, is consistent with past Bureau practice
in similar ircumistances.

The 'arguments presented! on appeal to the Secretary'are essentially
the same as'those set forth in the protest considered below. We have
carefully colsidered the decision of' the Offi e of Appeals and Hear-
ings, Bureau of Land Management, acting for the Director, which dis-
cusses in detail the points raised by the protestant and find, that the
discaissidlns and findings ae correct. Any further discussion of them
would serve no usefiul purpose.

Protestant's argument, relying ni Sup)erior Oil Comnpay v. Udcdl,
409 F.2d 1115 (D.C. Cir. 1969), that the land office manager was the
"authorized officer" and his decision to rej ect the subject lease applica-
tions was final and'not subject to review by the Director, Bureau of
Land MalIagement, was properly rejected by the' decision below. It is
noted that pursuant to an agreement of the parties, 76 I.D. 69 (1969),
a joint motion was filed-to withdraw the opinion and vacate the judg-
ment in, Superior, Osupra. On consideration of the joint motion the
Court of Appeals ordered the cases remanded to the District Court
to dismiss the cases as moot. Superior Oil Co?,pany v. ickel, 421
F.2d 1089 (D.C. Cir. 1969).

In conclusion,'it has not'been persuasively demonstrated by the pro-
testaittlat a waiver of the untimely filing of the subject sodium pref-
erence right lease applications under the provisions of 43 CFiR 1821.2-
2 (g) would be in violation of any' express exception therein. Accord-
ingly, the protest was properly dismissed.

faTherefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F. R.
12081), the decision appealed from is affirmed and the case is remanded
to the Bureau of Land Management for appropriate action on 'the
sodium preference right lease applications consistent with this
decision.

FRANcIS E. MAYiTE,; Member.
AA E CONUR:

MARTIN RITvo, Member.

EDwARD W. STUEBING, Member.
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APPEAL OF ETS-HOKIN CORPORATION

IBCA-842-6-70 Decided March 1, 1971

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal-Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Notices-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Timely Filing

Where appellant's claim for excavation was presented over five years after the
work was done and two years after completion of the contract,. the Govern-
ment's motion to dismiss for failure to give timely notice of the claim was
denied on the present state of the record in the absence of a clear showing of
prejudice to the Government.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

The Government has filed a inotion to dismiss claimNTo. 13.195, one
of three claims which are the subject of the above-captioned appeal,
on the gTound that the contractor's claim is untiely. 

Claim No. 13.195 is made in the alternative: (1) that the Govern-
ment's classification, of excavated material was erroneous in that. a
quantity of rocktwas classified and paid for as common, and (2) that
even if the Government's classification were correct, the ratio of rock
to common in the monthly estimates varied so greatly froin the ap-
proximations in the bid documents on which the. contractor relied, as
to entitle the contractor to an equitable adjustment. Respecting the
first alternative, dismissal is sought by the Government on the ground
that the claim is untimely, being presented 5 to 6 years after the actual
excavating work and two years after completion of the contract work.
It also alleges prejudice because of the present impossibility "to deter-.
mine from an investigation of the site of the work if the classifications
had been correct."

The Government further contends that the last subparagraph of
Specifications paragraph 52;' provides for the classification of ex-
cavated materials under the cognizance of both parties, the procedure
for the contractor to object if he disagrees with any monthly estimate,.
and a waiver of all claims of incorrect classifications if he does not ob-
ject under this procedure; and that the appellant's claim is barred by
his failure to give timely notice of his objections as provided in Spec-,
ifications paragraph 52.

Respecting the second alternative, the Government's position is that

1 "The Government's representative and contractor or the tontractors 'representative
shall be present during classification of material excavated. On written request of 'the con-
tractor, made within 10 days after the receipt of any monthly estimate, a statement of
the quantities'and classifications of excavation between successive stations or in otherwise
designated locations included in said estimate will be furnished to the contractor within
10 days after the receipt of such request. This statement will be considered as satisfactory to
the contractor unless specific objections thereto, with reasons therefor, are filed with the
contracting officer, in writing, within 10. days after receipt of said statement by the con-
tractor or the contractor's representative on the work. Failure todfile such written objections
with reasons therefor within said 10 days shall be considered a waiver of all claims based
on alleged erroneous estimates of quantities or incorrect classificatica of materials for the
work covered by such statement."

78 I.D. No. 3
422-964--71
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the contract language in Specifications paragraph 4, entitled, "Quanti-
ties and Unit Prices"1'2 pts appellant oh. notice that the bid schedule
quantities will be measured and paid for at the unit price bid-and
again, that the notice requirements of Clause 4 of the General Provi-
si'ons entit!e& "Changed Coditions" (t mdard Form 23A, April
1961 :Edition), were not complied with' to the prejudice of theGovernment. . i..
I The Board has not been inclined'to sustain motions for dismissal
based' solely on the absence of formal notice, where prejudice of the
Government's interest is not shown,4 and in the absence of compelling
circumstances otherwise operating to :bar the, claim.

The Board is not convinced from the present state of the record that
all. of the issues raised by appellant's Claim No. 13.195 could be re-
solved only' by a ph~ysIcal examination of the site of the 'excavation
or that such a physical examination is essential to determine all of the
issues raised by the appellant in conection therewith. The record does
not show such prejudice as would warrant precluding appellant's
right, 'if requested, to a hearing and, to have considered any appro-
priate evidence that will add to the factial situation of the case.

In a recent decision5 the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
addressed both the question of appellant's delay in presentation of his
claim and the question of prejudice to the G6vernment's interests re-
sultiing from such delay. There, the Board held that. appellant's claim
was not barred by lacies. Notinig that appellanfit's claim was based on
the theory of construictive change for which there was no specific
time limit for its assertion, the Board stated.:'

It may be argued that delay in the assertion of a claim inevitably causes prej-
udice in some degree. However, we are loathe to bar completely a claim on a
basis which is dehors the contract. * (Citing Kaiser Alnminurn and Chem-
ical Corportaion v. Vhe United States, 181 Ct. Cl. o2, 906-907 (1967)).

Accordingly, the Government's motion to dismiss is denied without
prejudice to the continued assertion of the lack of timely notice as a
defense to the claim on the merits.

RUSSELL C. LYNcH, Member.
WE CONCUR:

WILLIAm, F. MCGRAw, Cha-;rman.
SHERMAN P. KI1M2BALL, MYember.-

2 The'quantities noted in the schedule are approximations for comparing bids, and no
claim shall be made 'against the Government for excess or deficiency therein, actual or
relative. Payment at the prices agreed upon will be In full for the completed work and will
cover materials, supplies, labor, tools, machinery, and all other expenditures incident to
satisfactory compliance with the contract, unless'otherwise specifically provided."

3 Monarch Lnmber Company, IBCA-217 (May 18, 1960), 60-2 BCA par. 2674.
4 Erie Controls, Ino., ICA-350 '(November' 7, 1963) 1963 BCA. par. 3924; Korshoj

Construction Co., IBCA-321 (August 27, 1963), 1963 BCA par. 3848; Accord: B H
Construction Co., ASBCA No. 10142 (October 29, 1965), 65-2 BOA par. 5181. :

D Hensel Phelps Construction Co., ASBCA No. 12976 (December 24, 1970), 71-1 BCA
par. 8652.
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IBLA 70-11 . :-Decided March 4,1971

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals-Rles of -Practice: Appeals:
Timely Filing..

An appeal to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, 'from a' decision
''of a' hearing examiner which is received after the'period set by the rules of

procedure for grazing cases, will not be dismissed solely forthat reason,.but
the circumstances surrounding the appeal will be examined to determine
whether in the exercise.of*discretion the late appeal should be accepted.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals-Rules of .Practice: Appeals:
* Timely Filing

An appeal to the Director, Bureau of Land, Management, from a, decision
of the hearing examiner which is mailed, within the appeal. period and
received one. day late will be- accepted 'where there is no prejudice to the
other parties and where the filing party 'derived fo advantage from his
tardiness.

Grazing Permits and' Licenses Adjudkion-Grazin . Permits and
Licenses: Appeals'

The applicability of regulation 43 CER 4115.2-1 (e) (13) (i). precluding
the right 'of a' licensee or other: user of the range to 'demand a readjudication
of grazing privileges, after they ha've been held for a period of three years
is not limited to situations where an adjudication of the unit has been made
as:set- out. in 43 CFR.4110.0-5(r), but is also applicable where adjudications
of licenses in the unit have been made over a long period of time on the basis

'of information available 'and not challenged by other licensees.

Grazing. Permits and Licenses, Apportionment of Federal Range,
A permittee or licensee has no right to, any particular area of the Federal

.range under theTaylor Grazing Act or the Federal Range, Code and, although
historical use is a factor to be considered in the determination of grazing
privileges, the selection of the particular area in w'hich the range user may
exercise his grazing privileges is; a 'matter comitted to the discretion of

.'the Department.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Eldon L. Smith has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision dated August 6,1968, of the Office, of Appeals and Hearings,
Branch of Land Appeals, Bureau of Land Management, which af-
firmed a' decision of a hearing examiner allocating grazing privileges
to him on public lands in rizona..

Delbert and George Allan have also appealed to the Secretary of
the Interior from the'sarme decision which disinissed their appeal from
the dedision of the hearing examiner on the ground that it was not
timely filed.

We shall consider the Allans' appeal first. The facts are not in dis-
pute. The normal time for filing an appeal to the Director of the
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Bureau of Land Management from the decision of the hearing ex-
amniner was extended until the Allans could obtain a complete copy
of the-transcript of the testimony. The record sholws that they received
it on March 26, 1968. Under the Federal Range Code procedural rules,
they then had thirty days fron that date, or until April 25, 1968, to
file their appeaI to the Director in theOffice of the Director. 43 C)lF
1853.7 (b). The appeal was received in the Director's office on April 26,
1968-7nor one day late.;
-The Departinent has consistently held that a notice of appeal filed

later than the 30-day period 'set by the Federal Range Code regu-
lation will be dismissed. neBR.'Snapp, A31146 (JuIe 26, 1969)
Royal B. Woolley, A-30936 (March20, 1968):

The Allans contend that the regulation can be waived under proper:
circumstances and that the circumstances in the ease justify a deter-
mination that theirappeal was timely filed.

* sto the circumstances, they- assert that the appeal was mailed on
April 23, 1968, at Minden, Nevada and that a letter mailed before 5:00.
p.m. and handled in accordance 'with regular pickup and airmail
schedules should have arrived in Washington on the following morning
and been ;delivered to the Bureau of Land Management at some time
on the 24th.

The Allans' account of the' mailing procedure is somewhat incom-
plete since the affidavit of their' attorney's employee who mailed the 
appeal does not-state the time at which it was deposited at the Minden
post office. If it were mailed after 5 :00 p.m. or so close to then that it
missed the Reno pickup, the suggested selario could not have been
followed. '

In any event, the':Departmnent has stated repeatedly that unexplained
'delays in the handling of mail do not excuse a late filing. Chares F.
Mo>;Cuskey,'63 I.D. 22 (1956)1; Gehrd venson, 63 I. 331 (1956).

The regulation" governing appeals procedures moderates the strict
rule by providing for a grace period of 10 days for documents mailed'
before the last day for filing but not received on time. 43 COFR 1840.0-;
6 (b). 'However, it also states explicitly that the grace period does
not apply to Subpart 1853 except to 1853.7'(c)7-that is, it applies in
grazing cases only to appeals to the Secretary from a' decision of the
Director, but not to appeals to the Director from a decision of a hear-
ing examiner .2

lHereafter, appeals arising under the Federal Range Code for grazing districts will be
referred to as "grazing appeals" and others as "non-grazing appeals."

2 Effective July 1,-1970, the Secretary:of the Interior created the Board of Land' Appeals,
authorizing it to render final decisions for the Department on appeals in public land cases.
Circular 2273, 35 R. 10009;' Intermediate appeals 'to the Director, Bureau. of Land
Management, in cases other than grazing cases were abolished. In the exercise of his super-
visory authority, the Secretary transferred jurisdiction over appeals to the Director, taken
'from decisions arising from the administration of grazing districts, to the Board of ILand

: -- f ; u; ; \ T: , , > C. , : S? :: D f : 
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It would seem, then, that under, the 'regulation as interpreted and
applied, in many decisions the dismissal of the Allans' appeal was
correct.

However, the results of several court decisions applying an essen-
tialy sinilar provision of the rules-relating to 'appeals in non-grazing
casesrequire areexaminationioftheDepartment'sconclusion.

Before. examining these decisions, it may be well to compare the two
types of appeals. The non-grazing appeal regulations require that a
notice of appeal must befiled within 30 days from the date on which the
appellant received the decision he is appealing (43 CFR I842.4(a)).
While no extension of time will be granted for filing the notice of I
appeal (43 CFR:1842.4(b) 35 F.R. 10010 (1970).; formerly 43 CFR
1842.4(c) (1970), the notice, if late but transmitted timely, may be
accepted as filed timely under the provision; for a grace period (43
CFR. 840.0-6(b)).

The appellant must then file a statement of reasons, if he did not
file' one with the notice of, appeal, within 30 days from the date on
which he filed the notice of appeal (43 CFR 1842.5-1, 35 F.R. 10010;

* formerly 43' CFR 1842.5-1 (1970)). Again, the grace period provisiou
applies to the filing of a statement of reasons. Id.

: In grazing cases a notice of intention to appeal is filed within 10
days of service of te hearing examiner's decision followed by. the
appeal within 3.0 days after receipt of the hearing examiner's decision.
Since in either case the statement of reasons for the appeal may.be filed

i th or. in lieu. of the first notice, either type of appeal can be a one or
two stage proceeding. The only difference is that the period for.coin-.I.
pleting a grazing appeal' to the Director is at most 30 days.(unless a
request for a copy of the transcript has been made), while other appeals
have 60 days. .

In Pressentin et al. v. Seaton et al., 284 F. 2d 195 (D.C. Cir. 1960),
the Court dealt with a non-grazing appeal which a unose under the rules:
of practice before the period provision had been, added. Te;T -
Court held that the ,Secretary had 'abused his discretion by refusing to
entertain an appeal wherethe statement of reasons wasfiled after:the 
30-day, period had elapsed. It said that the language of the regulation i
sayig th'at.such appeals "will be subject to summary dismissal";did
not make .dismissal .mand'atory but left the disposition of the appeal to

.tile Sec3riary'idciscretion.:.-: i t . ::. :0 ; -
'On March,22, 1958, the rules were modified by the addition of the:

Appeals for final decision. Id4 p. 10012. Since theappealsin the instant cases, were filed
pursuant to the rules in effect pior to July 1,' 1970,. the discission herein :relates to the
procedural distinction between appeals to the Director and to the Secretary prevailing at
that time.' - . . ---

3 Amended by Circular, 2273, 35 P.R. 10009 10010 (1970), to reflect the changes in the
procedure on appeals following the establishment of the Board of Land Appeals.

55] . 57
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"grace period" which granted relief in some circumstances to appeals
that would otherwise have been found not to have been timely filed.
Circular 1997,23 F.R 1929, l930 (958).

The-Department in considering the new provision ruled it so changed
the filing procedures that the Pressentin case, spra, was not controlling
and dismissed appeals filed even one day later under th new rule.

In one of these cases, Tatala v. Price, A-30715 (November 10; 1966),
the statement of reasons was mailed one day after the 30-day period.
Upon judicial review the United States Court of Appeals for the 9th
Circuit'held that dismissing an appeal because the statement of reasons 
was late, absent ai exercise of discretion, was improper. It held, citing
Pressentin, that the Director or Secretary must examine the circum-

* stances of each appeal to determine whether it should be dismissed or
the late filing. accepted. Tagca v. Gorsuch, 411 F. 2d 589 (9th Cir.
1969).

Two United States Courts of Appeal haviig held that the rules of
practice cannot .be read as requiring dismissal in all cases of late filing
of the statement of reasons for appeal, the Department accepts the
courts' interpretation as the correct construction of those rules.

The Court decisions treated appeals arising from non-grazing pro-
ceedings in the Department. As we have seen the appeal procedure in
grazing cases differs in some particulars from that prescribed for
other matters. Yet they are comparable and 'where they differ, the
grazing rules are the more stringent. For. example, a grazing appeal to
the Director must be completed in 30 days as compared to 60 for non-
grazing appeals and the grace period provisions do not moderate the
time requirements for grazing appeals to the Director as they do in
non-grazing cases.

The grazing regulation does not contain a specific provision dealing
with the consequences of a late filing. Paragraph 1853.7(b) dealing
with appeals to the Director states, however, that: "The appeal in other
respects shall be made in accordance with Part 1840, except that no
filing fee is required." Whether this provision was intended to incor-

' porate the summary dismissal authorized by 1842.5-1 and 1840.0-7 is
*not clear. These provisions speak of "notice of appeal" and "statement
of reasons," terms which have no direct counterpart in the grazing
proceedings. They can be made applicable if "notice of appeal" and
"statement of reasons" are read to include, respectively, "notice of
intention to appeal" and "appeal and brief" of the grazing proceed-
ings procedure. See Stanley Gartho'fner, et a., 67 I.D. 4 (1960), e'd,
Carthofner v. Udall, Civil No. 4194-60, in the inited States District
Court for the District of Columbia, Nbvember 27, 1961. If the terms
are interpreted in this manner, then the Circuit Court decisions are
applicable to them and the dismissal of the Allans' appeal would then
have to be examined in accordance with their hol'dings.
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If the two procedures are not merged on this point, there is no
specific provision in the grazing appeal regulation governing-the con-
sequences of 'late filingsi The Secretary may nonetheless impose a
reasonable penalty for the infraction of a mandatory .reglationt for,
which no specific penalty is provided. Cf. Celia R. K nmernian e al;,
66 I.D. 255, 262, 263-(1959). In grazing appeals the Department has
held that the failure to file an appeal within the time allowed by the
provisions of the governing regulation warrants dismissal of the ap-
peal. Bert and Paul Snith, 67 I.D. 300 (1960). The issue becomes
whether the Department should apply the same treatment to late filing
in both grazing and non-grazing appeals. Up to now the practice has
been the same and no strong considerations occur to us to justify a more
stringent practice in the one case than in the other. Under the ruling in
the Tagala case the Department will not summarily dismiss a late'filing
of a statement of reasons in a non-grazing case. A similar policy will
be followed for grazing cases. Therefore, the Allans' late appeal will
not be dismissed outright, but the circumstances will be examined to
determine whether in the exercise of discretion it should be allowed or
rejected and the appeal dismissed.

On the facts, as we'have seen, the appeal was mailed within the
appeal period, but arrived in Washington one day late. If this had
been a non-grazing appeal, it would have been accepted as timely filed
in accordance with'the "grace period" provision. If it is desirable, as
we think it to be, to keep the appeal procedures si milar where possible,
then the late filing should be waived here too. Furthermore, there
appears to have been no actual prejudice to the other parties involved
in the proceeding nor did the Allans, having mailed their appeal several
days before the last day for filing, derive any advantage from the delay
in transmission. We conclude, then, under the circumstances that the
Allans' appeal is to be received as timely filed and, considered on the
merits.

'We now turn to the substantive issues raised by the appeals.
The hearing examiner set out the history of the disputed area as

follows:
The District Manager's decisions from which the appeals were taken allocated

among various applicants a grazing area in northwestern Arizona in Townships
32, 33, 34, 35; 36 and 37 North, Ranges 14, 15 and 16 West, Gila and Salt River
Meridian. The area was established as a part of the grazing district by order of
the Secretary of the Interior,'dated June 9, 1935 (exhibit G-14).4

The public'land involved in this proceeding was governed by a Special Rule
signed by the Director on March 23, 1940 (F.R. Doe. 50-2798, filed April 4, 1950),
and was thereafter known as the Pakoon Special Rule Area. The Special Rule

The Government's exhibits, are identified by the letter "G"; the Allan exhibits by the
letter "A"; the Anderson exhibits by the letter "B"E; and the Smith exhibits by the
letter "C".

.t
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provided that base property within the meaning of the Grazing Regulations should
not bei a requirement or recognized for grazing privileges in the area and that
grazing privileges should be allowed, first to applicants who had or- whose prede-
cessors in interest had, since the establishment of the grazing district, made
substantial use of the area, and secondly, to applicants who had not or whose
predecessors in interest had not, since the establishment of the. grazing district,
made'substantial use of the area.

For several years preceding the Special Rule, Appellant Anderson and Inter-
venors Esplin, Heaton Brothers, and the Brinkerhoffs grazed sheep in the Pakoon
Area. The sheep, which were brought principally from base properties in Utah,.
grazed during the winter and spring months. The area was also grazed by cattle
owned by Max C. Layton, Ed Yates, and Wayne Yates, who had adjacent base
properties. In 1949, two individual allotments were established by the Bueraa. for
the exclusive use of Ed and Wayne Yates pursuant to an agreement signed by
them. One of these allotments, consisting of about 29,900 acres, is adjacent to and
on the western boundary of the Special Rule Area, and the other allotment,
consisting of approximately 40,600 acres is two miles to the south. Licenses were
thereafter issued to the Yates which restricted their livestock operations to their
allotments, except for normal drift into the Pakoon Area. In 1956, the Yates sold
*the base properties upon which their northern allotment was based to Delbert
Allan' (exhibit A-8), who transferred a one-third interest to George Allan the
following year (exhibit A-10). In 1963, the base pr6perty upon which the Yates'
southern allotment was based was sold to Appellant Smith (exhibit G-9C).
Licenses issued by the Bureau to Appellants Allan and Smith also restricted
their F ederal range use to their respective allotments except for natural or
reasonable drift into the Pakoon Area.

The Special Rule Area was -deficient in water. The sheep operators used what
pot holes were available and obtained water from adjacent livestock operators.
In 1956, pursuant to authorization issued by the Bureau, Appellant Anderson and
Intervenors Esplin, Heaton Brothers and the Brinkerhoffs drilled two wells in
Pakoon which provided sufficient water for their sheep operations.

The Direetor of the Bureau of Land Management issued an order revoking the
Special -Rule in 1964 (F.R.: Doc. 84-11878, filed November 19, 1964). The order
stated that, "The establishment of base property requirements, the apportion-
ment of grazing privileges, and administration within the area; will be. in accord-
ance with theapplicable provisions of 43 OFR, Part 4110." The District Manager
then* made his adjudication of the Pakoon Area pursuant to the provisions of
:these Grazing Regulations.
IThe Arizona Strip District is classified as water base. Grazing licenses and
permits are issued on the basis of ownership or control of a full time- water (43
CR 4111.2-1(b) ). A full time water is water which is suitable for consumption
by livestock and available, accessible and adequate for a certain number of live-
stock during those months of the year for which the range is classified as suit-
able for use. (43 CFR 4110.0-5(o)). Owners of prior or.. class 1 waters have a
preference right under the regulations in the allocation of the Federal range
(48 CFR 411L1.-1(d) (2) ). A prior water is one used as a base for a livestock
operation during the priority period from June 29, 1929, to Tune 28; 1934 (43 OFR
4110.0-5(p) ). When the Pakoon Area was adjudicated, the District Manager
concluded that all class I preference rights had been satisfied. This had been
accomplished through signed agreements, and the restlting allocations-of indi-
vidual allotments.

In making the adjudication, the District Manager solicited from all livestock
operators applications showing the waters that each operator owned or controlled
and upon which he was making a claim for an allotment of the Pakoon Area.
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The waters owned or controlled by Appellants Allan and Smith, upon which their
individual allotments were based, were considered as class 2 in competition with.
full time water of other applicants. These waters were considered to have in the
aggregate additional water value above that necessary to support all livestock,
which could properly use their respective allotments.

The mechanics used in allocating Federal range in a water base district is to
designate on a map the location of all of qualified full time waters listed in
applications of competing applicants and to draw circles from, those waters on
the basis of a five-mile radius (the standard service area adopted by the Distriet
as being proper for grazing the Federal range from a stock water). Where the
circles from competing waters overlap, the arcs are drawn from the intersecting
points of the circle so as to divide the Federal range equidistant from the two.
competing waters. The boundaries of areas thus delineated are modified to form
boundaries of a grazing area on a practical and usable basis. The boundaries are
also further modified where a natural barrier exists which would inhibit normal
grazing operations of livestock from a given qualified water.

* The District Manager followed this standard procedure in making the allo-
cations of Pakoon to the competing applicants Max Layton was awarded an
area of approximately 3,200 acres in the northwest portion of the Special Rule
Area on the basis of his ownership or control of the water known as the Black
Knoll Tank.. Intervenors Layton and Cloyd H. Brinkerhoff were awarded an
adjacent area of approximately 4,700 acres in the northeast portion on the basis
of their ownership or control of a water known as End of the Pipeline. Appellant
Anderson and Intervenors Esplin, the Brinkerhoffs and Heaton Brothers were
awarded an area of approximately 43,900 acres in the central portion of Pakoon
on the basis of ownership and control of water designated as Upper and Lower
Wells. Appellant Eldon L. Smith was awarded an area of approximately 53,700
acres in the southern portion on the basis of his ownership or control of Grape-
vine Springs, Whiskey Springs, Seven Springs, Gyp Wash Reservoir, Tasi Springs,
Pigeon Reservoir and Upper Pockets. One water listed by Smith, Yates Tank, was
not considered because it was not in serviceable condition at the time of the
lifting of the Special Rule. Appellants Allan were awarded an area' of approxi-
mately 1,780 acres on the northeast border of: their previously allotted area of
use and an area of approximately 2,110 acres on the southwest border based upon
two waters, Wayne's Well and Allan's Lower Well. One of the Allan waters
Pakoon Springs, was not considered in the adjudication because a ridge between
it and the Pakoon Area constituted a natural barrier impeding the movement
of livestock. Two portions of the Pakoon Area were unallotted because they were;
not within the service area of a qualified water.

- The appellants objected to their areas of use thus designated.,,Their appeals
set forth objections in very general terms. At the hearing, the Government and
the appellants agreed that the following issues were raised by their various
appeals:

Appellant Anderson:
1. Whether Appellant Charles C. Anderson and Intervenors Heaton Brothers,

Esplin, and the Brinkerhoffs are entitled, under the Grazing Regulations, to the
exclusive use of the Pakoon Area lying north of their designated area of use.
(This would include the area of use assigned to Intervenor Layton and Inter-
venor Brinkerhoff Estate and part of the area assigned to Appellants Allan.)
(Tr. 11).

2. Whether Appellant Anderson is entitled to change his operation from sheep
to cattle and to have a cattle allotment (Tr. 12, 13).
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Appellants Allan:
1. Whether the District Manager followed the procedural requirements of the

Grazing Regulations in' the award of grazing privileges 'to Delbert and George
Allan (Tr.17,18).

2. Whether the District Manager was arbitrary and capricious in awarding
grazing privileges and an area of use to Delbert and George Allan (Tr. 18, 19).

Appellant Smith:
1. Whether Eldon L. Smith had' been awarded all of the Federal range which

was: in the service area of his base waters as may be modified by competing
waters (Tr.-24, 25). , 1 : I . -. -'; 4 I 0 . I

2. Whether any parties, other than 'Layton, 'the;Allans, and Smith, have
grazingiprivileges within the Pakoon Area (Tr. 25, 26).

3 Whether the District Manager was arbitrary andcapricious in awarding
grazing privileges to Eldon L. Smith (Tr. 25, 26).'

The' hearing examiner found that the class 1 preference of the base
waters of: Smith and: the Ailans' had been satisfied by the award to
them of individual allotments pursuant to. an agreement 'entered into
by their predecessors, the Yateses, in April- 1949. He then held that
appllants, in any event, could not' now raise the issue as to the class
1. demand of theirbase waters because they h d not appealed from
decisions restricting them to the use of the allotments agreed upon.
He pointed out that the grazing regulation provides that base prop-
erty qualifications in whole or in' part will be'lost for failure for any
two consecutive years to include'th6 entire base qualifications in an
applicatioin for a license, permit or renewal' (43 CFR 4115.2-1(e)
(9)). Furthermore, he said,- the. regulation also provides that no
adjudication of any license or permit will be made upon the claim of
an applicant with respect 'to' the qualificati6ns' of the base property
where such qualification or allotment has been recognized and a license
or permit issued for a period of three, consecutive years or more. (43
CFR 4115.2-4(e) (13)) Under either of£these provisions, he con-
cluded, the appellants are precluded "from challenging thei adequacy
of their allotments to satisfy 'the class 1 demand of their properties.

'Hei t 'held' that an aplicant does not- acquire a right 'to Use a
particular portion of the federal range on the,,ground that he has
used it in the past. He next dismissed the appellants' objection to
awarding class 2 grazing privileges to Anderson, Esplin', "Heaton
Brothers and the'Brinkerhoffs on the basis of the upper and lower
wells drilled in 1959. He said there was no logical reason why the
challenged waters could not compete on an equal basis.

He then considered the several water sources offered as qualified
base water which the range manager-had refused to accept. He agreed
that Smith had not presented any, evidence to 'show that either "Ed's
Tank' or "ower Pock ts` was qualified or full time water, while
the Govermuent's evidence proved that "Ed's Tank" was not in serv-
iceable condition at the time of the lifting of the Special Rule. As to
the Allans, he also found that the manager properly refused to assign
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a service area to "Pakoon Springs", which would compete with Lower
W~ell for a small area of range, because it was separated from the
Pakoongrazing :area by a sharp decline -whicli foried a natural

He then held that Anderson was properly denied an individual
allotment carved out of the community allotment but concluded that
there was no, reason -why Anderson'could not change his operation
from sheep to~cattle. d Smith's

On appea, the Bureau of Land Management dism s
appeal and affirmed- the hearing examiner's decision as to the other
parties.

The appellants assert that the allocation of grazing privileges
denies them a preference right based on their past use of: the area.
The decisions below correctly pointed out that a grazing permittee
has no 'right to any particular area of the federal range, absent an
arbitrary or caprIious alloc t Iprn, Dis base qualifications
are satisfied. Thomas Omuacea, and Michael P. Casey, 73 I.D. 339
.(1966). As to preference right, the statute and the regulation give
'equal weight to owners of water as to owners of land. 43 U.S.C. sec.
315(b); 43 C;FR 4111.3-1(c), '(d). The appellants can show no better
rigl than the other; parties to privilegesj based on class.2 water nor
have they: offered any evidence that the allocation was arbitrary or
capricious..i . -- - - '

The Allans' allege that they 'did not receive an equitable portilon
of the area made available for allocation upon the revocation "of the
Special Rule. Thy pi out t th they were awarded: only3,800
acres whereas-the others were awarded up.to 53,700 acies. They also
contend. that. the "sheep- operators" were, permitted to develop the
-wells on whicbh their: claim to grazing privileges depend very late -in

the life of the Special Rule, and that 'they and Layton were denied
the rig ht to develop additional water before the Special Rule -was
terminated. These, assertions .are vague and: general., Appellants do
not -contend: that there was no authority to permit wells to be de-
veloped in the Special- Rule aea, but only that the drilling 'was
allowed v'er'theiir protests. Their assertion that they weredenied
an opportuity to evelop additional *water resources i based only:

.on an informal conversation with the range manager, who, said such
a move by the Allans would cause tension in the area (Tr. 817-818).5

The Allansi also assert-that the usebf lafive'nile service area is con-
tradicted 'by the testimony that the cattle drifted 'naturally much
further. The five mile rule, however, is based- upon the general prac-
tice in the -district that has been accepted 'as a guide in allocating
grazing privileges. The fact that at certain times of the year cattle

This and similar references are to the transcript of the hearing.
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may go further when forage conditions or the availability of water
in temporary water holes are favorable 4oes not invalidate the use
of an average radius based upon the usual behavior of cattle (Tr. 46.
47,55,246,Ex. G-17, pp. 4,5).

Finally the Allans urge, as does Smith, that their base waters -are
entitled to class 1 privileges in the special rule area, or, in other
words, that their class 1-preference had not been satisfied by the award
of individual allotments to their predecessor.

Perhapsthe clearest expression of what was intended to be accom-
plished by the establishment of individual allocations i th eSpecial
Rule- area. is found in the memorandums from the Acting- Regional
Administrator to the Director and from the Director to the Secre-
tary recommending the special rule ( Exhibit A-7).

In the first, dated November 10, 1949, the Acting Regional Admin-
istrator wrote:

There is transmitted a proposed special rule for the consideration of the
Secretary under the provisions of the ederal 'Range Code for grazing districts:
(43 C.F.R.,. Sec. 161.5) with respect to sasonal grazing use in the Pakoon Area
of the Arizona Strip Grazing District.

The Pakoon Area has long been recognized and used as a sheep range for
intermittentshort periods in the Spring during favorable years. It is a rough
broken desert. area in the southwest corner of Arizona District 1 Perennial
vegetation is principally unpalatable black brush 'and assorted desert shrubs
In years of favorable precipitation annual weeds provide: good sheep grazing
for periods of from 2 to 6 weeks. The area does not contain livestock water,
consequently is suitable for sheep use only during the time when succulent
green weeds are available. This type of sheep use antedates the establishment
of the grazing district.,
'At one time it was decided that.grazing privileges within the Pakoon Area
should be adjudicated on a land base because of the lack of water to service
the'area. A careful study has convinced us that at this time there are no base
lands which can qualify as "dependent by use" or "dependent by oeation" for
grazing privileges in the Pakooa Area: without seriously disrupting the existing
livestock industry of the district.

Since the. establishment of the Arizona Strip Grazing District, grazing privi-
leges in this area have been allowed under temporary licenses, generally on
the basis of priority' of use, without consideration of' either land or water as
base property. We have had numerous discussions with the Advisory- Board
during the past 3.years relative to the need for a special rule, and have exhausted
all possibilities of administering, the area under the Code without a special
rule. The proposal we are now sbmitting will, in our opinion, stabilize as far
as possible and practicable such grazing use of the area as has been recognized.
through the issuance of temporary -licenses since the establishment of the

25 district. ' ' . -' f ; 7 X i
The area described in Advisory Board resolution. of June '10, 1949, makes a

substantial reduction from the original Pakoon Sheep Area-to. eliminate any
possible competition with existing base properties. -

The iDirector on March 23, 1950-, after sumnmarizing that
memorandum said:.
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The Advisory Board'has recommended the special rule and in its resolution
of June 10, 1949, described the area to be adinistered thereunder which are&
has been substantially reduced from the Pakoon Allotment to eliminate any
possible competition with ftseexisting base properties * * '. (Italics added.)

These mem orandums iake it clear that the Special Rule area was
considered to be an area not subject to class 1 rights and that the class 1
rights of the adjacerit cattleimen Iad been taken care of in their in-
dividual allocation.6

Since the allotments were unfenced-, the Yateses were allowed a
normal drift of cattle from their allotment int6 the adjacent Spedial
Rule area.

The allocation and the normal drift were intended to satisfy all of
the Yates' class rights. Wayne Yates testified that he had accepted

* the range line agreement as representing the full qualified demand for
Pakoon Springs in which the Allans operate (Tr. 298). They accepted
this determination over a long period of years and they or their suc-
cessors cannot now challenge it. The grazing regulation precludes a
grazing licensee from demanding a readjuldicatiol of grazing privi-
leges after they have been held for three years (43 CFR 4115.2-1 (e)'
(13) (i)). The regulationapplies not only to formal adjudications

:made pursuant to 43 CFR 4110.0-5(r), but also to "adjudications"
made on the basis of' availlable information 'and adhered to over a long
period of time. Malvin Pedroli et al., 75 I.D. 63, 6, 69 (196.8).

There remain the objections to the application of the rule for deter-
m; iing service areas and to the recognition of water sources on whicl:
theapplicationoftheruleisbased.

The Allans objected to the service area as signed to Pakoon Springs.
The hearing examiner pointed out that the line used to set ofr the
Allans' area from the Pakoon grazing area follows a slarp decline,
which constitutes a natural barrier to te movement of cattle. It is,..
he said, halfway between Pakoon'Springs and the4Lower Well, the
c ompeting water, and is a natural division point. The'Allans have not
pointed out any error in this reasoning, and, we find none. ,

Smith, in turn, contends that a reservoir known as "Ed's Tank" and
another water source known as "Lower Pockets" were incorretly re-'
fused recognition as qualified base water. The district manager testi-
fied that 'neither one was in a serviceable condition as a water source on
the day the Special Rule was revoked. (Tr. 119, 120, 126, 923, 1133.)

eIn a letter dated August 29, 1961, to a realty company, the Acting District 'Range
Manager; Owen S. Wright, said that'the base class 1 waters were satisfied prior to setting
,up the Pakoon SpecialRule area. (Yates file)

Again, in a summary of minutes of a meeting held on July 29, 1960, to discuss the ditision
of the Special Rule area on a class 2 basis, at which Yates and his son-in-law, Gentry,
were present, the District Manager wrote: "Mr. Gentry brought up the subject of the
fYates base water and ask[ed] why there was no 5 mile radius applied. It was pointed out
that Mr. Yates' class 1 allotment was adjudicated by agreement and that he was given the
range he requested at the time * * *." (Yates file) See aeso Tr. 108, 109.
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Ed's Tank was repaired some time in 1956 and was in service at the
time of the hearing (Tr. 123,1113). It, however, had been out, of repair
for sfveral years before the revocation date (Ti. 122),. andonly waters
serviceable as of that, date were considered.

Accordingly, it was proper not to base. any. service areas on the,
possibility, that they might be made serviceablein the future.

Therefore, purs iant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of, the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081), the decision of the Bureau of Land Management, dismissing
the Allans' appeal is reversed, the. decision of the, hear ing examiner
as, to the Allans' appeal is affirmed, and the decision of the Bureau of
Land Management as to Smith's appeal is affirmed.7

MARTIN RITvo, MVembher.

WE CONCUR.

FRANCIS MAYIuu-n, AHember.-,

JOAN B. TnOMPsON, Alernate Member.

ESTATE OF LUCILLE MATHILDA CALLOUS IEG IRELAND

IBIA 714- . Decided March 19, 1971

Indian. Probate: Rehearing: Generally

Regardless ,of procedural technicalities involved in the. adjudieation of
petitions, for rehearing in administrative proceedings, administrative tri-
bunals should give the same priority toward securing a, "just result" as is
required of the court's in their proceedings.

Indian Probate: Hearing Examiner,,
In the ceourse of conducting an adninistrative proceeding, the Hearing

Examiner should not assume the role of an adversary or advocate; but he
.owes a duty, as judge and inquisitor, particularly when a party is not rep-
resented by counsel,, to elicit for the record all the material facts, both
favorable and unfavorable, bearing on the contentions of that party.

Indian Probate: Code of Federal Regulations: Interpretation and Construc-,
, tion:.;.....:.-; . R,. . ..

The requirement .of ela' and convining: proof of a promise to pay for
,,eare and support, umder 25 OFR 15;23(d), may be fulfilled by oral testimony
without the corroboration of documentary evidence.

In an action entitled Smith v. Hickel, et al., Civil No. 69-245 Pet., in the United States
District Court for the District of Arizona Smith sought review of the Bureau's decision
of August 6, 1968, and another, matter. Defendant's motion to dismiss was granted on
Vebruary.3, 1970.
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Indian Probate: Administrative Procedure Act: Applicability to Indian
-Probate

The requiremeit of the Administrative Procedure Act, that all decisions
of an Examiner shall include a statement of findings and conclusions, and
the reasons or basis therefor, on all the material issues of fact, law, or dis-
cretion presented on the record, is mandatory and applicable to all decisions
of Examiners in Indian probate proceedings.

BOARD OF INDIAN APPEALS

The probate of the estate of Lucille Mathilda Callous Leg Ireland,
of the Standing. Rock Indian Reservation, was the sbject of a hear-
ing, held October 29, 1968. The Examiner determined that the estate of
the decedent should be awarded to her only heir, Phyllis K. Ireland,' a
daughter, and denied a claim filed by .Mrs. Laura Silk, the appellant
herein, based on an alleged promise to pay for the care and support of
Phyllis. The primary questibn raised by 'this appeal is whether Mrs.
Silk, an unsophisticated person not previously represented by' counsel,
has been given adequate opportunity and assistance-in stating and sup-
'porting her claim. We think she has not.'-

' Mrs. Silk's claim was presented by an Affidavit in Suppbrt of 'Claim
prepared by illing in blanks onf a mimeographed form and attaching
thereto three paragraphs in the handwriting' of' the Claimant. The
handwiritten attachment states:

I have taken car of phyllis Ireland since she was 2 years old April 1953.
2 drunken women bought :her to'my home one evening and lft her there.

one woman said she don't waiit her because she eats too much and the' other
woman said she was going to Montana and she don't bother with her. so the
next morning I took her to the Welfare Sioux County Welfare. and they told
me to keep her for 3 days and 3 days, 3 mo. 3 years. so the Sioux County Welfare
start paying me for care, broad &-room for 10 years and the 'last'O years I
support her and now she is 18 years old. and she is not well. she is deaf on one
ear.TB. saton oneearand1958theyremoved hereardrum. 

The last 6 years I took care for $60.00 a mo The mother 'Lucille Callous
Leg Ireland' promise to pay and she never paid. and I am still taking'care of
her. (sic)

The Claimant, whose, full Indian name is Laura Yellow' or Fast
Horse Silk, appeared at the hearing in person without counsel and
was questioned exclusively by the Examiner. The only questions and
answers relating to the merits of Mrs. Silk's claiminitially appearing
in the record are as follows:

Q. Youhave'been the foster-mother of Phyllis Ireland: is that true? 
A. Yes.. E

Q. Is it correct that she'was born April 4,1950?
A. She was born April29.-
Q. We will change the date to April 29.
Q. 'She is the daughter of Lucille Mathilda Callous Leg Ireland? -

A. Yes. ' '
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Q. The record will show that Mrs. Laura Silk has filed a laim for care
at $60 a month for Phyllis from the time she was 12 until she became 18 years
of age, for a total amount of $4,320. There is no agreement on filet; there is an
allegation by Mrs. Silk that the mother, Lucille, promised to pay, but there is
nothing to show how much she promised to pay. ' * *

After the hearing, on November 13, 1968, the Examiner published
an Order Determining Heirs, by which the claim of Laura Silk was
disallowed, "for the reason that no proof was offered of an agreement
with: respect to compensation" for the board, room, and general care
of Phyllis K. Ireland, daughter of the decedent.

A Petition for Rehearing, signed and filed by'Mrs. Silk on Jaln-
uary 10, 1969,:' indicated that her allegation of a promise or agree-
ment to pay for Phyllis's care and support could be: substantiated by
the testimony of two witnesses. Although her. Petition noted that she
was'submitting the "depositions" of these two witnesses, the docu-
ments were actually in the form of affidavits. The affidavit of one
of the witnesses, George Afraid of Hawk, recites his personal knowl-
,edge of the family of the decedent and strongly corroborates the
position of the claimant that an 'agreement did in fact exist. The
affidavit states that the decedent had asked the affiant to sell some
land in which both he. and the decedent had an interest, so that a
settlement could be made between the decedent and Laura Silk for
the care of: Phyllis. The affidavit of te second witness, one Leo
Cadotte, appears neither to corroborate nor discredit the claimant's
allegation.

An Order Denying the Petition for Rehearing was issued on April
14, 1970. This order, in the form of a decision, contained the following
analysis:
* In her claim filed prior to the hearing, the petitioner asked $60 a mouth
for 6 years or a total of $4,320 and stated therein that the decedent promised to
pay her but did not do so. Her petition for rehearing asserts an entirely different
claim-that the decedent had agreed to pay $22.25 per month from April 1953
to June 1968, or 194 months, or a total of $4,316.50. She gives no explanation for
the changed amount per month- and the changed period of time as bases for
the claim.. Would the petitioner have us believe that she and the decedent entered
into alternative agreements?

Neither affidavit in support of the petition corroborates the petitioner's asser-
tion of an agreement such as alleged by the petitioner. Her assertion, as corrobo-
rated by the affidavit of George Afraid of Hawk, that the decedent was going
to pay for the care of the child out of proceeds from a land sale was not
mentioned at the hearings. It is a new allegation.

It is stated in 25 OFR 15.17(a) that if the petition is based upon newly dis-
covered evidence, it must state a justifiable reason for the failure to discover
and present the evidence at the hearing. The petition failed to give any reason
for not presenting such evidence at the hearing. Accordingly, it is not under
consideration in this order. The petition is without merit.

In passing, it may be observed that the petitioner received adequate compen-
sation from other sources for the care given decedent's daughter, a fact she
deigned not to mention -until confronted therewith at the hearing.
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The Examiner said she denied the'petitio for rehearing; in fact,
refused to consider it, because it did not state a justifiable reason for
the failure to discover and present evidence at the hearing. We con-
sider such denial to be unduly harsh here. It is obvious that the claim-
ant was not aware of the technical requirements and procedures nec-
essary for a proper preparation or presentation of her claim, and was
not so advised by the Examiner. It appears that claimant first learned
,of these techniical, requirements from the Examiner's order denying
her claim. Then, when claimant attemipted to comply upon a petition
for rehearing, the Examiner- ruled" that no justifiable reason was
given for not presenting her evidence properly at the first hearing.

The United States Supreme' Court, in Ford klor Company v.
National Labor Relations Board, 305 U.S. 364. (1939), said, among
other things, that it (the court) may adjust its relief to the exigencies
of the case in accordance with equitable principles governing judicial
action, and that; "the purpose of the judicial review is consonant with
that of 'the administrative proceeding itself-to secure just result
with a minimum of technical requirements." See also James J. Wl-

* ha, Inc. v. United States, 241 F. Supp. 535 (E.D. Wash. 1965) ; NAa-
tional Bus Tffia Association v. United States, 212 F. Supp. 659
(N.ID. Ill. 1962); and Flemng v. Federal Communications Conmis"
sion, 225 F. 2d 523, 525, 6 (D.C. Cir 1955).

I Tiline with the reasoning of the foregoing authorities, we hold that
this record, in toto,4meets the justifiable reason requireinent of 25 CFR.
15.17(a). The claimant simply did not have the requitite knowledge,
background, or understanding and was not represented by counsel.
U:nder such circumstances the specific allegations technically required
by the regulations may be inferred from the petition, the record, and
the subsequent incidents and circumstances of the case.

Wenote also that the Examiner did not ask the basic questions of
the claimant which would tend to corroborate the validity of her claim.
For example, the question was not asked of claimant -whether other
persons had knowledge of a promise by decedenit to pay for ;the care
and support of the child, Phyllis Ireland. The 6laimant was not queried
on the matter of how the amount of claim was, determined. In fact
there seems to have been no question of a probing nature asked which
might have helped establish material facts supporting the claim of
Laura Silk.

The Examiner who conducts an Indian probate hearing, just as an
examiner in any other administrative proceeding, has a duty to develop
a conplete record. When necessary, he must assume the role of inter-
rogator. as well as'judge, particularly when a party is not represented
hy counsel, and be extra careful to see that all relevant facts and cir-
cumstances,'both favorable and. unfavorable to a party orclaimant be
brought out. He has a duty, without assuming an advocate's role, to

422-964-71-2
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elicit from the witnesses any and all testimony which will allow a full
and complete determination of the claimant's contentionsii CoyZe v.
Gardner, 298 F. Supp: 609 (D.!'Hawaii 1969); Hodge v. Celebrezze,
232 F. Supp. 419 (W.D. Ark.-1964):.

In the present cases substantial evidence was offered supporting the
existence of a promise or agreement to pay for care and'support. Wheni
all the facts are known, the evidence may fully meet the requirement of
"clear and convincing"* proof showing that the care. -was given on a
promise of compensation and that'compensation was expected; if not
for the amounts previously claimed, perhaps for some other amount
(see 25 CFR 15.23 (d).). Th6' Examiner may have assu med that as a
matter of law, an agreement for compensation'must be in writing or
supported by written documents.: The pertinent regulation does not
require written evidence. "Clear and convincing proof" 'does-not neces-
sarily mean uncontradicted' proof, and it' is sufficient if there is proof
of a' probative and substantial nature carrying weight of evidence
sufficient to convince ordinarily prudent-minded people. Clemens v.
Richards, 304 Ky. 154,' 200' S.W. 2d 156 (1947). It isa higher degree of
proof than is required under the ordinary rule of a preponderance of
the evidence, but may not be stretched to require written evidence.

' The -initial decision below; and also' the order denying rehearing,
lack clearly enunciated findings of fact and conclusions of law.'As dis-
cussed above, it is unclear whether the Examiner concluded that Mrs.
Silk's claim, unsupported by written evidence, could not be considered.
The order denying Irehearing also criticizes the showing made by Mrs.
Silk on the grounds thather offer of supplemental evidence (affidavits)
was untimely, and' observes "in passing" that Mrs.'Silk had received
adequate compensation from other s6urces, But whether these passing
observations were intended by the Examiner to be findings or conclu-
sions is uncertain.

Findings of fact and conclusions of la'w should be clearly and suc-
cinctly incorporated in every examinbr's decision in order to show the
factual and legal support for the result'reached. Our regulation, 25
'CFR 15.15, not only'requires this, but'it was heldin Estate of Charnes
White, 70 I.D. 102, that Indian probate adjudications fall within the
provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act. The pertinent part
of that act, S ITS.X.A. sec. 557, provides.X

(c) * * *All decisions, including initial, recommended, and tentative deci-
sions, are a part of the record and shall include a statement of-

(A) findings "and conclusions, and the reasons or- basis therefore, on all
material issues jof fact, law, or discretion presented on the record; and

(B) the appropriate-rule, order, sanction relief, or denial thereof.

Wherefore, pursuant to the authority vested in-this Board by dele-
gation from the Secretary, 35 F.R. 12081 (July 28, 1970), we reverse
the order of Examiner denying claimant's petition' for rehearing and
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remand this case for fu rther proceedlngs consistent with this decision,
but limited to the claim of Mrs. Laura Sik against the subject estate.

D;VIDOANh ,1Ateat-eTMem r.baP.

JAMES M. DAY, Director.

UITITED'STATES'
~V.

WILLIAM- A. McCALL, SR.',
THEDREDGE CORPORATION,

ESTATE OF OLAF H. NELSON, Deceased,
SMALL TRCT APPLICANTS ASSOCIATION, Intervenor

IBLA 70BD09 DecidedMarchk2,1971
through 70-329

Milling Claims: Discovery: Marketability-Mining Claims: Common
Varities7 of Minerals: Generally.

To satisfy the 'iequirements for discovery on 'a placer. mining claim
located for common varieties of sand and gravel before July 23, :1955, it
must be shown that the materials within the limits of the claim could have
been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit as of that date. Where
the evidence shows that there is 'an abundant supply of similar 'sand and
gravel in'the-area'of the claim, 'that sand and''gravel, as'being produced
and sold in: the area on July':23, 1955,. and that no' sand andg- ravel had
been or was being marketed from the claim as of' that date, the fact that
the material on the claim is sufficient both as: to. quantity and quality, as
is the abundant supply of similar material found in the area, is insufficient
to. show that material from this particular claim-could have been profitz
ably' removed and marketed on July 23, 1955, and' the laim is properly
declared null and void.

Minn Claims: DiscoveryMa
inang ' aketability

:To satisfy the requirement that deposits of. minerals of widespread. occur-
rence be "marketable" it is not enough that they are only theoretically
capable of being sold but it must be shown 'that the mineral from the par-
ticular deposit could have been extracted, sold, and marketed at a profit.

Mining Claims: Discovery : Marketability- ining, Claims: Location
To hold that a mining claim located for a common variety of sand and gravel

prior'to July 23, 1955, must be perfected by a discovery (including market-
ability) made hefore that date is pot to give retrospective application to
the act of July 23, 1955,-which bars locations thereafter made for common
varietiesof sndand gravel. . '

Mining Claims: Discovery: Marketability
To satisfy the requirements of discovery on a placer mining claim located

for sand and gravel prior to July-23, 1955, it must be shown that the de-
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posit could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit as of
that date' and notas of -some prospective date: and where claimants i fail
to make such a showing the claim is properly declaied null and void.

Rules of Practice:Hearings-Mining Claims: Hearings:

It is proper to allow a third party to intervene in a proceeding where an
interest of the intervenor may be affected by the outcome of the proceeding.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

William A. McCall, Sr., and the other contestees have appealed to
the Director,: Bureau of Land Management, 1 from a decision dated
August 15, 1968, whereby a hearilg examiner declared the Las Vegas
Nos. 3 through 6, 8 through 17, v19 through 23,25 and 26 placer min-
ing claims null and void on the ground that the sand and gravel for
which the claims were located are common varieties within the mean-
' ting of section 3 of thef Actf of July 23, 1955, 30) U.S.CD. sec. 6(11 ( 1964) ,;
and there was no discovery of a* vailable mieral deposit on any of
the claims because there was no market for the mineral material found
on the claims as of the' date of the Act. The decision also rejected the
application for mineral patent Nevada 012928,' and denied, the motions

* by thetcontestees to dismiss the contest under the aet of March 3,1891,
43 .U.S.C. sec. 1165 (.1964), and to deny intervention by 'the Small
Tract Applicants Association.

The Las'Vegas group -of placer mining claims was located March
20, 1948, by' Vernon D. Bradley, John W. 'Bonner, N. C. Bradley,
and G. C:. Bradley. Each claim includes 80 acres, and in toto. these
contested claims encompass, 1,680" acres, described as all section- 15,
W1/ 2 , Wi/2 SE/4 sectioli'22, S1/2 section 27, Sl/2 NE'j4 , N /2S/2 'sec-
tion 28, S/ 2SEl/ 4 'section 29, T. 20 S.-, R. 60 E., M.D.M., Clark County,
Nevada. The claiis are adjacent to the'boudary of Las Vegas City,
and are approximately 5 iles from the Clark County Courthouse
inthe centerof Las Vegas.

By an instrument dated June 1, 1948, the four original locators
released and quit claimed their interests in the Las Vegas group' of
claims to Olaf R. Nelson, who subsequently quit claimed an undivided
one half interest in these claims' to 'William A. McCall, -Sr., in an
instrument dated September 24, 1952. Nelson and McCall filed appli-
cation Nevada 012928, on March 27, 1953, for patent to the Las Vegas
group of placer mining claims. The land office manager at Reno, I
Nevada, issued a final certificate on these claims on October 8, 1954.2

"1The Secretary of the Interior in the exercise of his supervisory authority transferred
jurisdiction over all- appeals pending before the Director, Bureau of Land Managemeht, to

the Board of Land Appeals, effective July 1, 1970. Circular 2273, 35 P.R. 10009, 10012.
2 Mineral patent application Nevada 012928, filed March 27, 1953, included Las Vegas .

1 through 23, 25 through 27 placer mining claims In sections 15, 22, 27, 28 and 29, T. 20 S.,
R. 60 E., M.D.I., Clark County, Nevada. The land office manager issued a certificate
October 8, 1954. Patent 1211178 was issued August 4; 1960, for 40 acres described as
5W',M NEI5 section 22, T. 20.S.,' R. 0 1., :A.D.M., in Las: Vegas 7,\ supplanting' other
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The Las Vegas number 23 claim was cOnVeyed to the -Dredge Cor-
.poration by a qUit claim dee ddated March27, 1959.

Tlie; present proceedings arpse, fiom complaints, Nevada' 3092-
095, 3097-3106, 3108-3113, issued March 18; 1960, bythe land office

manager against the Las Vegas Nos. 3 through 6, 8 through 17, 19
through. 22, 25 and 26 placer mining claims, charging that the land
within tle. limits of each claimn is nonmilneral in character and 'that
no discovery. of valuable mineral has beenj made within' the limits of
the claim's because the materials preseht cannot be marketed at
a profit and it has not been shown that there 'xists an actual market
for these materials.:Complaint Nevada 3224 against the LasVegas
No. 23 claim, issued June 1, 1961, charged that the land embraced
within'the claim is nonmineral il character, and that no discovery of
a valuable mineral has been m'ade within the limits of the claim
because no actual market for the mineral materials claimed existed
before July 23, 1955, and that these minerals are not considered a
valuable riineral deposit under section 3 of the Act of July 23, 1955;
therefore; any market for such materials developed after that date
does not constitute a. valid discovery within the mining laws. The
Las Vegas No. 23 claim was consolidated, into patent application
Nevada 012928 by the' Secretary's decision, United States v.. McCall
etaZ. A-29161 (July 30, 1962).:

The contestees filed timely. answers denying the. charges. On
April 20-23, 1965, a hearing on all the complaints was held at Las
Vegas, Nevada, before a hearing examiner who set forth hi;findings
and conclusions in the decision 5of 1:AufaSt1 i968 the subjecet of
this appeal.

The. appellants contend essentially that the hearing jexaminer's
decision is contrary to the evidencej that the provisions of the act of
July 23, 1955,0 U.S.C. sec.' 611 (1964), do not apply to these mining
claims which :were'located in 1948, that it is illegal to apply the rule
of "marketability at a profit," that the contests are barred by 30' U.S.C.
sec. 38, and that it was illegal to allow intervention by the Small Tract
Applicants Association. .

*0 The contestant fild .a brief in support of the hearing examiner's
decision generally, and the intervenor filed a brief in support of, the
hearing examiner's decision insofar as it permitted the. intervention.

As the appellants contend the hearing examiner's decision is;contrary
to the evidence, and the appellee to the opposite effect, we shall set
forth the salient points adduced at the hearing.

patent 1211178 inadvertently issued on the same date.for 400.acres, bing all of the land
in Las Vegas 1, 2, 7, 18 and 27. Patent 27-65-0095 was issued September 2, 1964, for
190 acres described as SE14/E14, SI 2NEISF4, NEyNU/E4sE/ 4 section 22. (in Las Vegas

: 1), SE AN'/l 4, Ey2 NEA NE 1/ section 22 (in Las Vegas 2), sysy 2 Nw'4, NE1Y4 SED' /4 NE'A
section 27 (in Las Vegas 18), and SENE1/4NW1/ section 27 (in Las Vegas 27).
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Witnesses appearing for the contestant were George 0. Scarfe, Jr.,
a valuation engineer (mining)-, employed 'by the Bureau of Land Man-
agement, and, Lewis G.'Chichester, the a'ssistant land office manager
for the Brani~chof l'Minigevada lando Ace each qualified as an
expert witness. Scarfe testified that he, by. himself, had made' several
examinations of the Las Vegas group of placer mining claims in June,
July and August'`959, and 'again ini the c omp'any of Chichester in
July 1963 and January 1965. He escribed the claims, identified by
reference to established and found eadastral survey corners, as lying
on an alluvial fan- at an elevation of approximately 2500 feet with
a generai slope of 2 percent toward the .east. The alluvium is mostly
liiestone fragments, ranging in size from boulders to silt, and with

sone aeolian deposits in the top on'e foot. 'A calkhe'capping is present,
varying from exposure at the surface to a depth. of four feet. There is
loose sand and. gravel above the caliche throughot the area;' of 'the
claims, as well as rework gravel in the washes which cross the claims.
Scarfe described the caliche as a calcaraeous cement on the limestone
deposits, formed by evaporation of the' ground water. The caliche
capping can be broken by blasti and, after treatment, the rock can
be used as ordiary gr'avel. Thematerial on, these claims'is similar to
that found extensively in the .L"s 'V VaU'y a-d is suitable for
base course filling in highway construction, bituminousmux, and con-
Crete aggregate. Scarfe submitted a sketch map of sections 15,22, 27,
and 28, T.. 20 S., R. 60 E., (Ex. G-14), showing the location of the
Las Vegas claims, depth of surface sand and'gravel above the caliche
layer, development workings such as shafts, trenches and bulldozer
cuts on each claim, and surface improvements such as'roads and
power lines, as they existed on September 20, 1959. 'He described the
shafts as h8aving been. dug bm ans ofblasting. and backhoe excava-
tion, and the trenches as having'been dg by hand. He stated that there'
was no evidence whatsoever of any mining on the contested. Las Vegas
claims before his examinations in 1959. He submitted another sketch
map, Ex. G 15, showing tle same area as Ex. G-14, depicting the loca-
tions of 64 pits which had been dug'as additional development work-
ingsby July 31,, 1963. His examination of the new shafts showed

uch silt-like lacustrine deposits in the Las Vegas Nos. 3, 4, 0, and
6 claims. The caliche-coated material exposed in the shafts could be
mined, but. would require ore;:treatment at a greater expense to
make it satisfactory for use as aggregate. He described a pit which
had been opened on the,, Las Vegas Nos. 12. and. 13 claims, in which
'considerable mining had beeniidone +ecently, with the material screened
and stockpiled on the laims, although there had been some hauling
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of fiished material during his examinantin. The screening, had de-
veloped.a large amount of "fes," which do not.meet road specifica-
tions. The, pit operation in the LasVegas~ Nos. 12 and 13 claims had
been blasted throughthe calihe,, with the excavation about.20 feet
deep, where another layer of dense cementation was encountered. The
gravel,. however,, was mineable. Scarfe stated his opinion that most
of the material on the contested claims, exceptingthela7ke-bed material
and the caliche capping, would make specification gravel, le stated
that anyr, operaton prior to 1959 would have been compelledto break
the caliche, by drilling and blasting before ,excavation-would be pos-
sible, and these things would have increased, greatly the overall cost
tQobtain usable gravel., The competitors operating in neghboring
pits are mining gravels having much less caliche-cement. Overall,
though, the material on the Las Vegas claims is very much similar
to that found 'widespread throughout the Las Vegas Valley area.
The material onthese contested claims has no special orI distinct
characteristics or properties which make the deposits. unique. Scarfe
said that one shaft on each claim was sampledfor, gold,, with negative
results from each. claim. He stated that he recommended the contest
proceedings asit .was his opinion, consideri~ng.both th "prudent man
rule" and the "mrarketability rule" and the Act of July 23, 195 5, supra,
that a valid discovery of a valuable mineral depo.t had not beenmade
onanyofthe'claims. -
' Chichester testified, that he had accompanied Scarfe, in July 1963

to examine the laims, and having heard all. the Scarfetestimony,.he
declared he would have giveim substantially the same, answers in re-
sponse to the questions asked. He then testified as to Las Vegas No. 23
claim, which.Scarfe had not examined, stating that insufficient explora-
tion work had'been d6ne bythe claimants.This claim, in the ,S/ 2SE/ 4
section 29, cornering on the Las Vegas No. 22 c alaim, is dissected by a
major wash some 35 feet deep. Cemnted gravels derived from lime-
stone'i and. dolomite are present. He defined "'caliche" as "cemented
gravels., le gave his opinion that each.: claim 'lacks a valid discovery,
and added that except for the provisions and limitations of 'Public Law
167, act of July 23, i955, siupia, the Las Vegas Nos. 5, 12 ald 13 claims
mightbe considered valid locations as they can be operated, profitably
in the present Las Vegas area market for. sand a d-L gravel. All the
other claims ave too much blow sand and caliche cementation to sup-
port any profitabIe operaions, even if presently, subject to mining
claim location.,
' Several witnesses appeared on behalf of the. 6ontestees. Vernon D.
Bradley, one of the original locators of the Las Vegas group of claims,
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testified that in 1948 he was the major producer of sand and gravel
in the Las Vegas Valley, and'hl had located the Las Vegas group of
claims as future reserves for his plant' on the Best Bet placer mining
claim in S2NE/ section 7, T. 20 S., R. 60 iR. This claim has since
been patented. He stated he had done the necessary discovery work on
each claim and had removed perhaps 50 'to 100 yards of material from
each claim. He sold the Las Vegas claims fo' Olaf Nelson, and other
adjacent claims to William McCall and to Wells Cargo Company. He
was unable to' state that Nelson had removed material froi the con-
tested claims, although mtich material was take from the Las Vegas
Nos. 1, 2 and 7. He said he as hired in 1956 or 1957 by Nelsom and
M: tc(:all to dig exploratory holes on each 10-acre subdivision of each of

* the contested Las Vegas claims. The excavated material was run
through the plant ont he Best Bet claim, and was used Ol a job at the

*V: 0 Las Vegas City Jail. Bradley stated that before washing plants were
installed in the area, most gravel excavation was done in the bottom of
dry washes where there was no excess of fines. On cross-examination,
Bradley stated that he did not know of the removal of any significant
amounts of material from the contested claims although Nelson did
take lots of material from the, Las Vegas Nos. 1,2, T and i8. (Patents
have since been issued for all or parts of these claims.) He said he
had done no exploratory work on the Las Vegas Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12,

* 13 and 14 claims while e owned them, but in 1957 he had dug small
pits on each of these claims at the behest of Nelson. The Las Vegas
claims have been used as dumping grounds for excess unusable ma-

* terials from other sources in the past. He stated the Las Vegas claims
w ere located as a source of good gravel close to the City of Las Vegas,
but were not operated because the Best Bet provided all the materials
he needed for his operations in 1948, although he did take small
amounts of surface gravel in the washes on ome of these claims, for
use in blending with Best Bef gravels.

Stanley Hansen, vice president and general. manager of Wells-
* ,Stewart Construction Company, highway contractors, testified that

his company had been operating on the Las Vegas Nos. 12 and 13
claims since 1963, but had done no 'work on the claims prior to 1963.
He stated that some 400 000 tons of material had been extracted from
these claims in 1964. He said that material on these claims cold be
processed into Type 1 and Type 2 material fo'r roads, and for plant
mix surface, but fromn 3 to 7 percent was wasted as fines in screening
for Type; 2 material. He testified that hauling costs are a very im-
portent factor in supplying aggregate for road construction, and that
his company tries to keep the hauling distance under three miles.0 : V 7 V ~~~~~~~c D .r C: tree.i:
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Joe W. Wells, president of Wells Cargo Company, a construction
firm, testified that he had obtained title to the Best Bet claina in 1949
for a source of sand and gravel for local use, and that he had an agree-
ment dated March 24, 1959, with Nelson and McCall to obtain a 20
percent interest in the Las Vegas group of claims after doing the
exploration work on each 10-acre subdivision of each claim. The
exploration work cost approximately $25,000. He said that the material
on the Las Vegas claims would be processed into sand and gravel
meeting all specifications for both highway and building construction.
He 'said he was aware of operations on the Las Vegas claims since 1948,
but he had -no specific knowledge as to work on any individual claim
in this group.: He stated that the cemented gravels could be broken
by shootifig and then processed to meet any standard specification.
Stich processing is more expensive and therefore little production of
Csuch gravel occurred in the period prior to 1959, but now a big ripper
mounted on a heavy "cat" can break the cemented gravels. Water
soaking is efficacious to dissolve the "cement," and smaller cats can
be used for ripping after such soaking. He stated it is cheaper to drill
a water well and soak the cemented material in place than it is to
shoot or dry rip. The economics of the situation precluded much blast-
ing to break the cemented gravels prior to 1957. He predicted a niuch
greater need for sand and gravel in the Las Vegas area in upcoming
years 'so that the Las Vegas claims are ideaIlly situated to' supply'.
future construction needs in the area.

Howard Geer, an employee of J. M. Murphy Construction Companv,
testified that Murphy had operated a plant from 1948 to 1952, produc-
ing Type 2 base material on the Las Vegas No.18 claim, but he could
not state that material was extracted from any other of the Las-Vegas
claims for that operation. He said that al of the contested Las Vegas
claims have sand and gravel.

Eton 'Stout, a contractor, testified that he is operating a hot mix
plant on the patented Homnesite claim N/2NE/ 4 section 27, with his
pit some 35 feet deep. He is of the opinion that the pit could be deep-
ened another 75 feet through good gravel, bt such' a depth would
damage the property 'for other uses, leaving only a large hole. Also,
he stated the costs of raining would be increased by the lifting haul
from the bottom of 'such a deep pit. He said he had tested inaterials
On the Las Vegas Nos. 19, 20, 25, and 26, finding a'little hardpan on
top, but very good: gravel below He stated the hardpan' had been
sucecessfully broken by a D-9 cat with a ripper. Inhis opinion, the
Las Vegas Nos. 3, 4, 5,6, 11, 12,13 and 14 in section 15 would be
easier to mine as thereis less hardpan in that area, and the gravel ma-
terial is similar to that found throughout the whole area of the claims.
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He stated there is no caliche on any of these claims, as caliche. is never
gravel. The cemented gravels' are not caliche. They an.be broken by
ripping, with or without watr. soaking, and then' run thrdugh'a
crusher and screened into the type material desired.

iEvin. Hitch6ck,' 'formerly employed by' Vernon. Bradley, testified
that he had heard all of; Biadley's testimony and, that if asked the
same questions on examination or cross-examination, he would give
substantially the same answers.

William C. Hartman, vice president of Wells. Cargo, stated that he
superintended the drilling of the pits on each 10-acre subdivision of
the Las Vegas claims, excepting Las Vegas No. 23, after Wells Cargo
had bought a 20-percent interest in'the claims in 959. The pits were
drilled to a depth of 10 feet and shot, then cleared by a backhoe. The
resulting pits were from 7 to 10 feet wide, 20 to 25 feet long, and at
least 12 feet deep. Sand and gravel were found in every hole, but with
variations accordig to the location of the pit on the alluvial fan';
that is, some pits had coarser deposits, some finer, but all were sub-
stantially sand and gravel from top to bottom. The gravels from
these claims are still able.'to meet the more stringent specifications
now imposed. In his opinion, Hartman. stated the cemented gravels,.
after crushing, are equally as good as the loose gravels for' either
road or other construction. At the present time, horticulture provides
a market for the excess fines recovered from screening operations.
Hartman defined caliche as a tightly cemented calcereous fine material,
very dense and with no rocks. Cemented gravel is variable in compo-
sition. The highly cemented gravel is actually a variable conglomerate
and resembles ordinary concrete when broken.. There are no true
caliches in the Las Vegas claims, only cemented gravels.

Howard Greene, one of the intervenors, testified relative to the small
tract applications which had been filed for some of the lands em-
braced in the Las Vegas claims, but submitted nothing bearing on
the question of the validity of the mining claims.

The basic principles of law. applicable to this case are now well
established and need no extensive elaboration. For a mining claim to
be valid' there must be discovered on the claim a valuable mineral
deposit. A discovery exists

[W]here minerals have been found and the evidence is of such. a character
that a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in the further expenditure
of his labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in developing a
valuable mine. * C * Castle v. Womble, 19 L.D. 455, 457 (1894); United States
v. Cole/man, 390 U.S. 599 (1968).:

This test, the prudent man rule, has been refined to require a showing
that the mineral in question can be extracted, removed, and presently
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marketed at a profit, the so-called marketability test. nit6d States v.
Coleman supra. This present marketability can be demonstrated-bv
a favorable showing as to such factors as the accessibility of the deposit
bona fdes in .developmient, proimty to market, and the existeice of
a present demand The marketability test has been specifically held
to be applicable in determining the validity of sand and gravel claims
in the Las Vegas. area. Palmer v. Dredge Corporation, 398 F. 24 791
(9th Cir. 1968), ert. denied, 393. U.S. .1066 (1969) ; Foster v. Seaton,
271 F. 2d 836 (D.C. Cir. 1959); Osborne v. Hammit,Civ No. 414,
D. Nev. (August 19, 1964).
- Furthermore since Congress withdrew co mnon varieties of sand

and gravel from location under the mining' laws on- July. 23, 1955,
30 U.S.C. sec. 611 (1964), it is incumbent upon one who located a
claim prior to that date fora common variety of sand and gravel to
show that all the requirements for a discovery, including a showing
that the materials could have been extracted, removed, and marketed
at a profit, had been met by that date. Palmer v. Dredge Corporation,
supra; United States v. Barrows, 404 F. 2d 749 (9th Cir.- 1968) cert
denied, 394 U.S. 974 (1969).

There is no contention that any of the claims has an uncommon
variety of sand or gravel,'and, indeed, the evidence shows clearly that
the mineral material present is of an ordinary nature and common
variety, similar to that found widespread throughout Las Vegas Val-
ley. We turn, therefore, to a consideration of the evidence bearing on
the marketability as of July. 23, 1955, of the sand and gravel fromt
these contested claims.

The ' Government's expert witness, Scarfe, testified 'that he found' I
no evidence of any mining activity when he examined the claims in)
1959,. and that the caliche-coated material probably could not have 
been mined,, crushed, and processed into material usable for fill except
at a much greater cost than would be required to extract and process 
the unconsolidated sands and gravels on other mining claims in the
near vicinity.

'Testimony was given that larger equipment now available can break
the cemented gravels, so that they are suitable for common usages of
sand and gravel, and that water soaking can be employed and the
gravels mined with smaller equipment.

The original locatorof the Las Vegas claims, a leading purveyor of
sand and gravel in the Las Vegas market in 1949, testified that he had
satisfied the demand for sand and gravel from other claims adjacent to
these 'contested Las Vegas. elaims and from sources elsewhere in Las
Vegas Valley, and that he had located these Las Vegas claims as a
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reserve for future operations, but had taken some small arnoLuts of
surface material flom the wasliesthatcrossthese claims.

Testimony was.given to the effect that the demand for sand and
gravel in the Las Vegas area. was increasing so there .as a growing
need for the materials from these laims. But'it was 'adduced that road
contractors, who need large amounts of material,' try to find sources of
gravel for fill within three miles of the construction area, as haulinob~~~~~~~~~~~~
costs make up a large part of the cost of sand and gravel, and hauling
beyond three miles limits the imarketability of sand and gravel'for road
construction purposes.:

Much of the testimony relating to operations and production of sand
and.gravel prior to Jlly 23, 1955, related to the Las Vegas NoS'1 2, 7,
18 and 27 claims, rather than to the Las Vegas claimsincluded in these
contests.

The best that can be said for the testimony on'behalf of the contestees
Is that there was a general demand for san dand gravel in the Las Vegas
area of .the type present on these claims, but nothing was. addLced to
indicate that the cemented gravels prevalent on these claimst could
have been mined, processed and marketed at a profit before July 23,
1955. The testimony was insufficient to show; a discovery because, to
satisfy the 1present marketabilityi test theclaim ants must show the
existence of a demand for the material on the specific claims and not
simply;a general lemand for the type of material in question United
States v. aro.d, Ladd Pierce, 75. I.D. 270 (1968); United States v.
1 Everett Foster, 65Ji.D. 1, (1958).; affd in Foster v., Seaton, 271 F.2d 

836 (D.C. Cir 1959); Unite Statesvv. Loyd Ramxstad and EditAb Rain-
stad, A-30351 (September 24, 1965); United' States v. J. R. Osborne,
77 I.D. 83 (1970); United States v. Wiliam A. Mcall and R. J.
KIaltenborn, IBLA-70-379 (Ihov. 25, 1970; United States v. Neil

0Sewartet a.,IBA70-42 (Dec. 9, 1970). 0$f ' 0 
The claimants cont6nd the siccessfui miniig operations on similar

mineral materials in the jacent Las Vegas Nos. 1, '2 , and27
:claims and in other laims nearby, before July 23, 1955, is adequate
proof that these claims could 'also have been operated ata profit in that
period. This is the same type of theoretical evidence which the cotrt in
Osborne v. Hainint, tupra; found-'to be insufficient to satisfy 'the mar-
ketabilir test as to simnilar placer m'ining claims in the Las Vezas area.
A further discussion of Osbone v. Hnt isgiven in Uited Stotes v.
Osborne, supra, United States v. Ramstad, supra, and United States v.\ 4eith.J. Hunmpries, A-30239 (April 16, 19'5).

Obviously the claimants have failed to show that by reason of present
demand`, bona fldes in development, proximity to market and accessi-
bility, and other factors, the deposits on these:,Las Vegas claims-were of

: 4 a X. ff - f R -R ; i ; 7:fE : 70 itA: - :V e :s cl i s .of: :
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such value that they could have been mined, removed and disposed of 
at aprofit as of July 23,1955.

The hearing examiner correctly found; fron the evidence that' no
discovery of any valuable mineral deposit had been made on any of
thesecontestedmining claimspriortoJuly23 1955.

The contention that it was improper to admit the intervenors into
these proceedings is without merit. Although the present rules of
practice of this Department do not specify the procedure for interven-
tion, we deem it proper to allow third party intervention where an
interest of the intervenor may be afected by the outcome of the pro-
ceeding. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 24. The hearing examiner was not in error
to permit intervention by the Small Tract Applicants Association in
these proceedings.

The contention that the Las Vegas claims are valid under Rev. Stat.
sec. 2332, 30 U.S.C. sec. 38 (1964), has no merit.; This section provides:

Where such person or association, they and their grantors, have held and
worked their claims for aperiod equal to the time prescribed by the:statute of:
limitations for mining claims of the State or Territory where the same may be
situated, evidence of such possession and Working of the claims for such period
shall be sufficient to establish a right to a patent thereto under this'ehapter, in
the absence of any adverse claim; but nothing in this chapter shall be deemed
to impair any lien which may have attached in any way whatever to any mining
claim or property thereto; attached prior 'to the issuance of a patent.

*; 0 07 The contestees asser t that they have satisfied all the requirements of
the statute. Under consistent rulings of this Department and of the

- courts, a valid discovery of a valuable imineral deposit is essential to
establish the validity of a mining claim, even in view of section 2332,

* . Revised Statutes, 30 U.S.C. sec. 38, Cole v. Ralp, 252 U.S. 286, 307
(1920); United States v. Alice A. and Carrie H.Boyle, 76 ID. 318
(1969). Under circumstances as in these proceedings where the evi-

*V-0X dence. falls far.short of that required to establish a valid discovery as of
July 23, 1955, the claims were properly declared null and void.

i; V itS :Similarly the appellants' contention that they are entitled to a patent
pursuant tothe provisions of section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26
Stat. 1098) as amended, 43 U.S.C. sec. 1165 (1964) is without merit for -
that section does not apply to the mining laws. Pamer b v. Dredge
Corporation, s8upra.

The contention that the hearing exaniner submitted a draft decision
to the Department for approval prior to promulgation is not supported
by the record. Whatever may have been intended-in the hearing ex-
aminer's letter of Jaiuary 12, 1967, to Howard Greene, with copies to
the attorneys for the contestant and for the contestees, the decision of
August 15, 1968, is the independent conclusion of the hearing examiner
made without prior review by the Department.
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Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior'(211 DM 3.'; 35 F.R.
12081), the decision a&ppealed from is affirmed.

M;ATIN RITVO, Member.

WE CNCUR 

FlRANcIS MAIUE emb er.

EDWARD W. STUEBING, Membrer.

: SOUTHWEST SALT, COXPARY

IBLA 70-59 Decided March 24, 1971

Sodium Leases: Rentals'

Where a sodium lessee files a relinquishment of lthe ease after accrual
but before payment of the rental for that calendar year, the Secretary
is empowered' t6 determine whether the lessee demonstrated reasonable
diligence so as to obtain the benefit of proration of rent on a monthly
basis pursuant 'to the'act of November 28, 1943; but the act does not
confer authority to relieve the lessee of liability for rental accrued for
those months prior to the filing of the relinquishmnlt.

Federal Employees and Officers: Authority To; Bind Government

ErroneouVs advice giveni' by personnel of the Bureau of Land Management
cannot confer a right not authorizedby law.

Words and 'Phrases

"GCaiendar yeaor fraction thereof" as that term is employed by the act of
December 1, 1928, refers' to a period beginning on January 1 and ending
on. December 31 of the same year, both dates inclusive.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS'.

Southwest Salt Company has appealed from a decision of the
Office of Appeals and llearings, Bureau of Land AManagement, dated
May 23, 1969, affirming as modified' a decision of the Riverside
district and land office dated January 24, 1969. The decision below
affirmed that sodium leases LA 01'58996 and 0159227 'were each in
default for lease rental payments due January 1, 1969. In the case
of' lease LA 0158996, the lessee 'was directed to pay retal' for the
calendar year 1969 in the amount of $2,563.' In mnodifying the decision.
of the' Riverside district, the Bureau directed 'payment of prorated
rental for LA 0159227 computed at'$214.50, one-twelfth of the annual
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rental of $2,574, based l rlinquishment of that lease fled on Jan-
ua~ry 30, 1969. 

Oli June 9, 1969, imediately after receiving a copy of the Bu-
reau's decision, appellant filed a .Petition foi. Relinquishment of
Sodium Lease LA 0158996with the Manager, Riverside district and
land office.

The record'shows that each of the subject leases was issued to
Danbyr' Salt Corporation' as a preference right lease based ol dis-
covery of sodium under a prospecting permit.Lease LA 0158996 was
issued effective fibr'1, 1964; lease LA 0159227 was. issued effec-
tive Februaiy 1, 1963. Assignment of record title to each lease was
approved.to Southwest Salt Company' effective January 1, 1969.

Although the leases were prepared on different editions of the
same Bureau form (Form 4-1134), each- provides it is issued pur-
suant to and subject to the terms and provisions of the Act of Feb-
ruary 25, 1920 (41' Stat. '43:7), as aniended, and to all;reas6nable reg- 
uations of the Secretary of the Interior now or hereafter in force

when not inconsistent with any express and pecific provisions of the
leases.

Lease LA 0159227 is on Forn 4-1134 (Dec. 1958) and provides
iii section 2(b) forepayn of srantal mannuallyin advance for the
first calendar year or fraction thereof at the rate of $.25 per acre or
fraction thereof for the second, third, fourth and fifth calendar
years, respectively, at the ratof $.50 per acre; and for the sixth
and each succeedng year of the lease term at the rateof $1 per acre.
Lease LA 0158996 is on Form 41134 (Mar. 1964) and provides in
section 2(c) for payment of rental annaily in advance at the same
respective rates of. .25, $.50, and $1, but does not refer to payment
on a calendar year basis. "

The pertinent part of section 24 of the Mineral Leasino Act, as
amended, suprt, ' provides and has provided since the amendment,
approved' December 11, 1928 (45 Stat. 1019,. 30 1.S.C. 262), that all
sodium leases shall be conditioned upon payment in advance by the
lessee of a rental of $.25 per acre for the first calendar year or fraction
thereof, $.50 per care for the second, third, fourth, and fifth calendar
years, respectively, and $1 per acre per amum thereafter during the
continuance of the lease..

Each lease file shows that the land office has been sending to the
lessee an advance courtesy billing notide fo reach calendar year start-
ing with January 1, 1964 for lease LA 0159227, and with January 1,
1965, for lease LA 0158996, and that the annual rental on a calendar

1 The current form for sodium leases, orm 3150-2 (Oct. 1966), provides for rental
payment in advance on a calendar year basis.
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year basis has been paid by the lessee on or before the first business
day of Januaryof each year to and including January 1968. No rental
for calendar year 1969 has been paid for either lease. The billiing'
notices for calendar year 1969 were sent to the then lessee of record,
Danby Salt'Corporation, in November 1968.

In its appeal, Southwest Salt Company raised questions concern-,0
ing the following issues: (1) The due date under which rental is
payable with respect to Sodium Lease No. LA 0158996; (2)' The appli-
.cability of the doctrine of estoppel against the agents of the Depart-.
h ent of the Interior; (3') The petition for' relinquishment on Soditun;
Lease No. LA' 0158996 is timely and that payment, due (if 'any) should
be prorated to February 1,1969.

In its appeal to the Director, adopted by reference in this appeal,
* Southwest Salt Company alleges, among other matters, that in re-

spouse to a telephone inquiry by their counsel n January 16, 1969,
an employee of the Riverside district and land office had declared
that a relinquishment of lease LA 0158996 filed before Novembei 1,
1969, would be timely. The appellant further contends that it finds
itself in the present predicament principally because of failure of
the Riverside district and land office to act promptly on the assign- 
ments perfected September 30, 1968, and thereafter to communicate
accurate information relative to the rental status of Lease LA 0158996.

Even if completely substantiated without other mitigating factors,
the facts on which appellant bases his arguments fall. far short of
the standard required for the invocation of the doctrine of estoppel.
The cases cited by appellant merely serve to emphasize thatthdse who
deal with government agents are extremely limited' as to the informa-
tion upon which they can rely, if the advice given conflicts with
statutory requirements. 'As stated 'by Justice Frankfurter in Federal
Crop Insurance Cor. v. Merrill, et al., 332 U.S. 380, 384 (1947):

* * Whatever the form in which the: Government functions, anyone entering
into an arrangement with the Government takes the risk of having accurately
ascertained that he who purports to act for the Government stays within the
bounds; of his authority. The scope of this authority may be explicitly defined
by Congress or be limited by delegated legislation, properly exercised through the
rule-making power. And this is so even though, as here, the agent himself may
have been unaware of the limitation upon his authority. * *

Moreover, the Department has specifically provided by regulation
in Title 43 CFR that it will not be bound or estopped by the errors or
delays of its employees in the performance of their duties, as follows:
§1810.3 Effect of laches; authority to bind government.

(a) The authority of the United States to enf orce a public right. or protect a,
public interest is not vitiated or lost by acquiescence of its officers or agents, or
by their laches, neglect of duty, failure to act, or delays. in the performance of
their duties.
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i(b) The United States is not bound or estopped by the acts of ts officers or
agents when they enter into an arrangement or agreement to do or cause to be
done what the law does not sanction or permit.

(c) Reliance upon information or opinion of any officer, agent or employee or
on records maintained by land offices cannot operate to vest any right not author-
ized by law.

Further, departmental decisions have consistently held that the errors,
delays or omissions pf employees cannot confer a right or benefit hot
authorized by law. Harold E. and Alice L. Trowbride, A-30954
(January 17, 1969), and cases cited therein.

With respect to the contention that annual rental for the sodium
lease LA 0158996 is not due on or before January 1 of each year, we
look to the language of the statute which is clear and unambiguous in
its requirement that rental for a sodium lease be paid in advance on a;
calendar year basis. 30 U.S.C. see. 262: (1964). The decision below was
correct in affirming the land office decision that rental for calendar year
1969 was in default.

Tle majority of those jurisdictions which have considered the phrase
have construed "calendar year" to mean a period beginning on Janu-
ary 1 and ending on December 31 of the sane year. 6 WORDS AND
PHRASES § 17, and cases collected therein. With specific reference
to the term as it is employed, in section 24 of the Act, spra, we may
refer to the maxim nositur a sociis. SUTHERLAND STATUTORY
CONSTRUCTION (3rd ed.) sec. 4908. By association of the phrases
"calendar year" and "or fraction thereof" the legislative intent is made
manifest. If we construed the words "calendar year" to mean merely
a period of 365 consecutive days from the effective date of a lease, for
example, September 1, there could be no "fraction thereof" in the regu-
lar term of a lease issued for a given number of full years. This would
be to deny meaning to the phrase, which we clearly cannot do. On the
other hand if "calendar year" is construed to mean from January 1 to
December 31, both days inclusive, we instantly; discern a foutr-month
"fraction thereof" in our hypothetical lease beginning on September 1.
It is apparent to us that this is the intended meaning.

Therefore, appellant's failure to relinquish prior to January 1 sub-
jected it to liability for additional rental.

*With respect to appellant's arguments concerning its petition for
relinquishment of Sodium Lease LA 0158996 we think it informative
to review the Bureau's decision concerning, a similar petition for re-
linquishment of Lease 'LA 0159227. In, allowing appellant's request
that rehtal be prorated for the period of '1969 prior to the'time of filing
of the relinquishment, the decision below noted that this was in accord-

422-964-71-3
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ance with the act of November 28, 1943, 30 U.S.C. .sec. 188a. (1964),
which., provides that -where.relinquishment of. a, lease. i filed after
accrual but before payment of rental, the rental; may be prorated on a
monthly basis when it is fonid that the lessee's failure to file a timely
relinquishment prioi< to the ac'crual of'rental''was not du'e tolack of
reasonable diligence. We agree with the decision below that the lessee
did not show lack of reasonable diligence in filing the relinquishment
of Lease LA 0159227,' and therefore is entitled to the benefits of the
Act of November 28, 1943, supra.

For the reasons stated in that decision, as outlined above, we believe
the- filing of the petition for relinquishnent for Lease LA 0159227
should permit proration on a monthly basis- of rental for the period of
1969 prior to the filing of the relinquishment, on the premise that the
reliquishment was filed as soon as possible after it was affirmed that
the rental had accrued. Accordingly, the rental payment required is
$1,281.50, being six-twelfths of the calendar year. In rejecting appel-
lant's contention that the proration should be from February 1, 1969,
we find that the statute empowers the Secretary to determine whether a
lessee has shown reasonable diligence in filing a petition for relinquish-
ment so as to obtain the benefit of proration, but it does not confer
authority to relieve the lessee of liability for rental accrued for those
months prior to the filing of the relinquishment.

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081), the decision of the Chief, Office of Appeals and Hearings is
affirmed asmodified.

EDWARD W. ST EBING, Member.

WE CONCUR:

ANNE POiNDEXTER LEwIs, Member.'

FRANCis MAYKuE, Member.

DAVID ABEL ET AL.

IBLA 70-25
IBLA 70-26
IBLA 70-28 Dpecided March 26, 971

Grazing)Permits and Licenses: Adjudication-Grazing Permits and Licenses:
.. Range SurveysX..f

Where a grazing allotment includes both private and federal range lands, the
Bureau of Land Management may properly determine the grazing. capacity
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of all of the lands in the allotment and require, as a condition to the issu-
ance of a permit or license to graze the federal range, that tip number of' ive-
stock using the private lands' 'be limited to the recognized- capacity of-the
lands. e

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Range Surveys

A determination of the carrying capacity of a unit of range by the BureaU of
Land Management will not be disturbed in the absence of positive evidence
-of error.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Generally-Grazing Permits and Licenses:
Exchange of Use

Where grazing privileges have been exercised in the past on the basis of an
agreement whereby the use of private lands, in one pasture has been ex-
changed for the use of federal lands in another, the agreement may properly
be construed- either as an exchange of :the use of an area of land for the
privilege of. using another designated area of land for grazing, or as an
exchange of the use of the first area for the privilege of grazing a specified
number ofanimals on the second. 

Grazing. Permits and Licenses: Apportionment of Federal Range

Where an apportionment of grazing privileges is made among livestock oper-
ators upon the basis of past authorized use, as: shown by the records of a
state grazing: district, and one of the operators denies that he exercised or
was allocated the grazing privileges which the records indicate he. exercised
in a partfcular year, the case will be remanded for the development of fur-
ther evidence relating to the allocation of grazing privileges in that year.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

David Abel, Nick Janich and John Propp have separately appealed
to' the Secretary of the Interior from decisions dated January 14,
January 6, and January' 9 ,1969, respectively, whereby the Officeof
Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, affirmed de-
cisions of a hearing examiner dismissing their respective appealsIfrom

'tdcisions of the Billings, Montana, district manager adjusting their
grazing privileges with respect to numbers of animals permitted to be

:grazed and' areas and seasons of use. Because the issues arealmost
identical in 'all three cases, the appqals are consolidated hare. ' -

Appellants 1r4 all livestock operators who utilize federal lands
which were, at the time these proceedings were comienced, adfnin-
istered through the Buffalo Creek Cooperative State Grazing District,
an organization of livestobk operators created under the Montana
Grass Conservation Act, Sections 46-2301 to 46-2332, Revised Codes

422-964-71 it
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of: Montana, 1947.1 The controversies here arise from reductions in
theazing privileges imposed as a result of a range survey conducted by
the.Bureau of a Management i1964 and 1965. The backgrounds
of the appeals are as follows:

IBLA 70-25-David 1Abe

*:"!In an applicatlion dated :Decemn~ber 30, 1966, Abel requested a license
or permit authorizing graizng use totaling 4,530 animal-unit months
(AUM's) during the 1967 grazing eason in the Upper.Buffalo Com-

mon, Home Ranch, Section 19 Brooks, Holding, Turley. Place and
Heifer pastures. The pastures embrace an area of about 21,165 acres,
of which approximately 6,536 acres, or 23' percentare federal land
(see Abel Tr. 48-52; Ex. A-I).-

By a decision of March13',.1967, the Billings district manager ap-
proved the application as to 3,613 AUM's, while rejecting it as a 91T
'A M's. Upon Abels appeal from the' district manager's-decision a
hearing was held at Billings, Montana, on'April 9; £68, to deter-
mine, asthe-hearin exkaminer found:

1. Whether the Government is bound by agreemets of February 4,
1964, and April 8,1966, between Abel and the State Grazing jDisttict,
which'were ap roved by the Bureau of Land Management; and

- The lands ddministered by the Buffalo Creek-Cooperative State Grazing District
consist of intermingled private lands, state lands and, federal lands (public domain and
acquired "LU" or "Land Utilization" lands), and lands owned or directly cintrolled by the
District itself.'The conduct of livestock:.opera:tiondin 'the District has entailed the execu-
tion of numerous formal and iiiformal eichafge of use agreements among operators, the
District and the Bureau of Land Management, resulting in some,instances: in the creation
of complex patterns of land ownershiP anduse.'
. On January 2S, '1963 the Bureau and ,the State Grajzing District entered into an agree-
. ment which provided, inter alia, that the Bureau would establish and fix, in ':cooperatidn

with the tate District,' the grazing' capacity of the federal and District land, thatit
* would issue to the District an-annua license or term permit for-the. grazing-privileges that
may be utilized on the federal land by the Distrit's lieenlsees and certify, t the District
4 ist of applicants qualified' to uset the federal land and the 'extadi ':f the privileges to e 
'wch 'ch h is entitled and that the District would use tr permiti the usof thfederal land
for grazing-purposes, in accordance with the terms of the agreemert :fixing sbj'ect to
apprdvaI of the Bureau, the numbers and kinds of livestock to, be grazedi' on th federal

:landf not. in excess of the grazing capacity and, the seasons' of use. That agreement, was
terminated by ,theBureau, effective September 2S, 1968, upon the; failure of the Distric to

.conform its 1968 allocations to the Bureau's certificatioh'dfter the Bureau had conducteda
range survey which resulted in a determin ation that the capacity of the federal range was
substntially; less than the previously. authorized use. The authority of te Bureau to
determine the capacity of the federal range; without the concurrence of the District, 'and
thepropriety-of the Bureau's actions following that. determination were judicially recog-
nized in Buffalo Oreck Cooperative State Grazing District vLTysk, 290 ' Supp. 227:(D.
Mont. 1968).

while it would appoear that theter-mination 'df .the agreement'ray haye some effept
on other contractual relations established in the past, it does not appear that the issues
raised in the present appeals are directly affected by the Bureau's action.

2 References to hearing transcripts and exhibits are identified by the names of the
appropriate parties, except where the absence of possible ambiguity makes such identification
unnecessary.'
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2. What is the carrying capacity of the Upper Buffalo Common,
Home Ranch, Section 19, Brooks and Turley Place pastures.3

In a decision dated June 3, 1968, the hearing examiner held the first
issue to be imaterial, inasmuch as neither agreement purported to
specify the extent of the grazing use which would be authorized by the
Bureau of: Land Management. From the vidence developed.at the
hearing, he concluded that the carrying capacity of the appelant's
allotmentswas as disclosed by therange survey and dismissed the
appeal.

IBLA 70-26-LNick Janich

By application dated January 6, 1967, Janich requested authority to
use 5S33 AUM's of forage-on federal land in the South-K-Henry allot-
ment, in addition to 232AUM's on private land in the same pasture.
The pasture consists.of 51/ sections of land, of which 3 8 sections are
federal land (Janich Tr. 6; Ex. A-1).

In a decision dated March 13, 1967, the Billings district manager
approved the application for 276 AUM's, rejecting it for the balance.4

At a hearing held at Billings on April 18, 1967, pursuant to Janich's
subsequent appeal from the district maniager's decision, the parties
agreed that two issues were raised by the appeal: 

1. What is the appellant's customary use: and
2 What is the carrying capacity of the South-K-Henry allotment:.
In a decision dated August 9, 1968, the hearing examiner found that

Janich had entered into an oral agreement With the State District to
trade the use of land which he owns in the Central-KTHenry allot-
meit for a specifed area of federal land in the SouthI k-Henry allot-
ment, and the use of a reservoir which he owns in the North-K-Henry
allotment for a license to graze IOfcattle for 8inonths in the South-K-
Henry allotment. He found that Janich also owned 720 acres of land
in the South-K-HInry allotment. ;Ptior to thed district inanager8 deci-
sion, the hearing examiner detennined, Janich was authorized "to
graze in the South-K-Henry allotment livestock deemed sufficient to

Abel was granted the full use applied for in the Holding and Eeifer pastures (60 AiiM's
and 250 AIM's, respectively), and thereis no question before us relating to those particular
areas.

In a "Notice of; Allocation of Grazing Privileges and.-Allotment Boundaries," dated
January 17, 1967, the district manager. advised Janich that.his: federal range demand and
adjusted grazing privileges in, the South-ICHenry allotment were as follows:

Federal range demand-5 -_____ -_0 AUM's
-, Active ---------------------- ------ 39 AIM's

Suspended -nonuse __ _-_-__-__ _ -- __ _ 41 AUlM's
The district manager then advised Janich-that his application wasapproved for 46 cattle
from May to October 30 (276 AUM's) and rejected for 43 cattle for the same period. (260
AUM's). Those figures were recited again in the decision of March 1, 1967, without further
explanation.
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harvest the forage produced on the exchange federal and private land
and an additional 10 head." le further found that Janich's authorized
use during the "customary use" period 5 averaged 778 AUM's, that all
of this use was based on self-furnished ralge, for which reason Janich
was not charged the customary grazing fee, and that Janich, there-
fore, was not and never had been a "regular licensee." 6 The hearing
examiner concluded that the district manager had awarded Janich his
"customary use" of the range in the South-K-Henry allotment, ad-
justed to conform with the capacity of the allotment, that no error
had been shown in the Bureau's determination of the range capacity,
and that Janich had been awarded all of the grazing privileges to which
he was entitled.

IBLA 70-28-Johu Propp

By application dated December 29, -1966, Propp sought grazing
privileges for the 1967 grazing season totaling 400 AUM's, 320 of
which were to be in the Mill Creek Common allotment, which Propp
uses jointly with E. T. Brown, and the balance of which were to be in
the Propp Individual allotment.

t The "priority period", used in determining, the "customary use" which serves as the
basis for the award of grazing privileges under the Federal Range Code, is defined as:

* * * "the five-year period immediately preceding June 28, 1934, except that if such
Federal range was placed within a grazing: district after June 28, 1938, or added to an
existing grazing district by boundary modification after the latter date, the priority period
shall be the five years immediately preceding the date of the order establishing such district
or effecting such addition, as the case may be." 43 CPR 4110.0-5(k) (1) (see similar
language in 48 CFR 4110.0-5 (p) (1)).

The hearing examiner found that all of the federal lands within the boundaries of the
Buffalo Creek Cooperative State Grazing District were added to the administrative area
of the Billings District of the Bureau of Land Management by Public Land Order 2586 of
January 15, 1962, 27 F.R. 580, to be administered, pursuant to regulation 48 CR 4111.3-
2(d), as "lands additionally available." The priority period for determining "customary use"
was therefore found to be the years 1957 through 1961.

6 The Federal Range Code provides that:
"e * * Regular licenses and permits will be issued to qualified applicants to the extent

that Federal range is available in the following preference order and amounts:
"(i) To applicants owning or controlling land in class 1 dependent by use or full-time

water], licenses or permits to the extent of the dependency by use of such land; to appli-
cants owning or controlling water in class 1, licenses or permits to the extent of the priority
of such water.

"(ii) To applicants owning or controlling land or water in class 2 [dependent by loca-
tion], licenses or permits for the number of livestock for which range is available and
which can be properly grazed in connection with a livestock operation which involves the
use of such land or water." 43 CFR 4111.3-1(d) (2).

The Code also Provides for the charging of fees for the grazing of all livestock on public
lands, except for that authorized under a free-use license, including a minimum charge
of $10 on all regular licenses and permits (43 CrFR 4115.2-1(k)). Therefore, to the extent
that Jahich was not a regular licensee his right to use federal lands in the South-K-Henry
allotment was derived from an exchange of the use of his land outside the allotment, or
from an exchange of water for grazing privileges (as all of it appears to have been), rather
than from a recognized privilege of utilizing federal lands in addition to his own grazing
lands, for Which a fee Is exacted.
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A' decision of the Billing district manager dated March 13, 1967,
approved Propp's application for 168 AUM's in the Mill Creek Com-
mon allotment 'and 49 AUM's in the Propp Individual allotment, a
total of 217 AUM's. Propp appealed from that decision on the ground
that the pastures had been used at the same stocking rate for the last
22 years without deteriorating and a hearing was held at Billings
on April 17, 1968, to determine the carrying capacity of the two allot-
ments. In a decision dated May 10, 1968, the hearing examiner accepted
the Bureau's determination of the carrying capacities of the lands in
question and, finding no dispute with respect to the allocation of the
available range between Propp and Brown, dismissed the appeal.

In their current appeals to the Secretary, all appellants challenge
the authority of the Bureau of Land Management to regulate the graz-
ing use of private and state lands in carrying out its policies' with
respect to federal lands. They argue that the landowner had the right
to determine the carrying capacity of his own lands, and the State of
Montana has the exclusive authority to determine the carrying capacity
of state lands, and that the State Grazing District has control of
private and state lands within its boundaries. Abel and Propp question
the correctness of the Bureau's determination of the grazing capacity
of the state and private lands involved in these proceedings. It appears
that the dispute with respect to grazing capacity relates only to such
lands, and that neither appellant questions the propriety of the Bu-
reau's determination with respect to federal lands. The third appellant,
Janich, also disputed the Bureau's findings with respect to range
capacity. However, he does not appear now to question the Bureau's
determination of grazing capacity so much as its determination of his
proportionate share of the available grazing privileges in the South-
K-Henry allotment.

Federal lands constitute from 14 to 18 percent of the grazing lands
within the Buffalo Creek State Grazing District (see Abel Tr. 45).'
Appellants point to this disparity in ownership as illustrative of the
inequity of the Bureau's attempt to manage the entire range in accord-
ance with its concepts of how its own small part should be used. There
is no evidence in the record before us that the Bureau is attempting
such broad. management of other people's lands as Appellants' argu-
ments would imply. Moreover, the percentage of federal lands in the
district as a whole has little meaning when we are inquiring into the
propriety of range adjudication relating to individual pastures of
widely-varing patterns of land ownership. For example, in the seven

' Compare Abel Tr. 45 (14%) with Propp brief (1,8%) and Buffalo Creek Cooperative
State Grazing District v. Tslk, supiea, i. (approximately 17%).
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pastures utilized by Abel, the percentage of federal land ranges from
approximately 18 percent in the Turley Place pasture to i00 percent
In'the Heifer pasture, federal lands constituting about 31 percent of
those pastures (Abel Tr. 48-52; Ex. A-i) .Approximately 70 percent
of the land in the Stuth-K-Henry allotment utilized by Janich, is
owned b the United' States (see Janikh Tr. 6; Es. A-i); while 71' per-
cent of the land in the Mill': reek Commoi allotment, utilized by
Piopp, and all of that in the Propp Individual allotmeiit belong to
the federal government (Propp Tr. 10; Exs. Al1, A-2).

nquestion'ably, the administration of the federal 'lands involved in
these cases in accordance with the Bureau's view of proper range man-
agement necessitates the exercise of some control by the Bureau over
the use by graing operators of their own lands- or other 'nonfederal
lands. Therefore, the question raised is what authority the Bureau has
to exercise such control over the lands of others. '

The problem is a practical one. There is no evidene; in the record
of any attempt bv the Bureau to limit a landowner's'use of his own
lands where such uLse would not directly aff ect the use of federal lands.
In each instaiice here the federal lands comprise all' or a part of a tract
which is grazed as a single unit. Ihasmuch as appellants acknowledge
the athority of* the Bureau of Land Management to. manage those
federal lands which have been placed under its jurisdiction, how is
this to be affected if cattle in uncontrolled numbers are permitted to
graze throughout a pasture comprised in part of federal land?

This problem was considered by the Department in the case of
Leandro Muni, Interior Grazing Decision 302, 3.06 (1942). After not-
ing that the license issued to the appellant in that instance included
both federal range and privately owned or controlled lands, the De-
partment stated:

No doubt all licensees feel that they are entitled to make such use of their
private lands as they see fit. This is true in a certain sense, but where such use
of the private lands will result in an excessive use of the Federal range, it would
appear to constitute a violation of the-terms of the license aind' thus warrant
the cancellation of the license if the abuse was substantial.: V

In numerous ther 'cases the Department has, expressly or impliedly,
asserted a right to exercise a 'degree of 'dominion over the private lands
of an individual in exchange for the granting of grazing privileges,
on federal lands intermingled with private lands. See, e.g., Leo Sheep
Oonpany, Interior Grazing Decisioh 629 '(1957) 'Nick Chournos,
A-29040 (November 6, 1962); Alton MorreZi and Sons, 72 I.D. 100, 107
(1965); df J. Leonard Neal, 66 I.D. 215, 217 (1959)', where a grazing
operator,.charged with trespass in his grazing of federal lands arranged
in a checkerboard pattern with private and state-owned lands was.
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granted his'request that a portion of his private land in a separately-
feiced' pasture be withdrawn from a federal grazing district.

:s:: If appellants herein: are willing t6 fence their own lands, and other
nonfederal lands-which they control, in sucha.manner as',to. facilitate
control of access to the federal lands from adjacent private lands, we
cannot deny thir right to graze as many anl!im.s as they wish, for
as many eonths as they see fit on their own lands. However, if private
and federal lands are to continue to be used'in the same manner asin the
past, it is proper for the Bureau of Land Management to insistthat-
such linitations be iniposed upon the totalgrazing use of an ndivindul

pasture as will assure protection against overgrazing of federal lands
in-ciuded in that pasture.

Turning then' to the question of grazing capacity, 'we note appellants
: otedessentially that the Bureau has arbitrarily accipted the deter-
mination of its range experts with respect to tle pacity of the lands
and has given no weight whtsoever to'the festimony of ranchers wh6
know from years of experiene how malny' animals a particular tract
of pastUreland is capable of supporting during a given' season of use.

.We find no merit in this charge.
t appears fromthe record that grazing was authorized throughout

utheB alo ICreek State istrict at the rate of,20 animals per section
land during thei accepted seasons of 'use for somie 'years prior tb the

-tuireau's range survey of 1965-1966 (see Abel Tr. 8, 2-21; Janich
Tr.'16, 36 ; Propp Tr. 14-i5, 34). The Bureau's survey, in, addition to
showing that the total authorized use has exceeded the cacity of the
lands, indicated that there is substantial variation in the carrying
capacities :of inidividual pastures.8 Without attempting to show' that
thelands throughout-the district have a uniforni capacity, appellaits
conted simply 'tht the prolonged acceptan'ce by the ihuge users of
the 2O-'anima1-psectiol scking'rate shfould be persuasive eviden'ce
of its correctness. :

As both the hearing examiner and the- Office of Appeals and Hear-
ings have already pointed out, helI Department has repeatedly hld
that a'determination by'the Bureau'of Land'Manaageent of the graz-
ing :capacity of a unit of the federal range will not be disturbed in tle
:absence of positive evidence of error. As' the I~epartment recognized in
0. J.Cooper et aZ., Redd Rariches, A30974 (April 29,1969)

* There is inherent in * 8 * [the Bureau's range studies] an element of
human judgment which tcannot be eliminated by the most meticulous observance

m tI ihe case of Abel's lands, for example, it appears from the-Bureau's. findings that tle
availablefor age on the lands in te individual pastures ranges ftrom' out 78 AtM's per
section in the Holding pasture (59 AUM's from 502: acres) to 143 AM's per section i i
the 1ome Ranch pasture (590 AUM's from 2,645 acres). *
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of established procedures for measuring range capacity. However, * t *]he
fact that there is error in the Bureau's findings can be' established only by
showing that the Bureau's range survey methods are incapable of yielding ac-
curate information, that there was material departure from prescribed proce-
dures, or that a demonstrably more. accurate survey has disclosed a different
range capacity. * E p. 12.

The. Bureau's findings in these cases were made after a systematic
study of the areas of range here in question, in which accepted stand-
ards were employed. If the standards are valid, and if the survey, was
conducted in accordance with the standards, the conclusion seems
inescapable that its determination of.the grazing capacity of the.lands
was sound.

Appellants have not directly questioned the survey method employed
by the Bureau. They have neither pointed to any error in the anner
in which the survey was conducted nor have they attempted by an
independent survey to. show how much usable orage is produced' an-
nually on the lands in question. Rather, they have inferred from
the fact that greater numbers of animals than the Bureau will now
authorize have grazed on the lands year. after year that thelands niust
produce more usable forage than the Bureau's survey has'disclosed.

We shall not. attempt to debate the logic of appellants premise. We
simply find hat, where, there is conflicting evidence with respect to
the grazing capacity of land, a determination of the quantity of forage
available which is based upon a systematic. study, the results of which
are susceptible ofverification or refutation, is more persuasive than
a determination based upon what has been done in the. past, without
reference to definitive standards of proper range utilization or forage
requirements. Having found, then, that the Bureau has authority t o
determine the capacity of. an entire grazing unit where federal and
nonfederal' lands are indiscriminately used together, we also find
that appellants have failed 'toshow error in the Bureau's determination
of the grazing capacity of these particular tracts of land. Accordingly,
we conclude that the reductions in grazing authorization previously
adverted to halve been properly imposed.

.WVe come, finally, to the question of the allocation of grazing privi-
leges among Janich and other. users of the South-K-Henry allot-
ment. As we have: seen, the hearing examiner found from the evidence
that Jnich's past authorized use of South-K-Henry lands was based
upon (1) his ownership and control of private lands within the allot-
ment,9 (2) the exchange of the privilege of using lands which he owns

.Private lands in the allotment consist of sec.. 29 and the N.Y2 NEI/, see. 80 and E1, sec.
32, T 5 N., P. 2t ., M.P.M. (Janich r. : x. A-i). Federal lands in the.alotent consist
of sees. 19; 20 and '31, the 5'/,NEY4 and 5i see. 30, and the W'/2 sec. 32 (Tr. ST;
D Ex. A-I). ,
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in the Cenitra'l-K-llefry allotment. for the privilege of sing edea
lands inthe South-K-Heiiff allotment and (3) th exchange of the'
use of 'water which 4ie qwns outside of the allotment fo the privilege
'of grazig an additional 10 head of cattle in the allotmeilt for a

peidof 8 mouths per year.
The hearing ex0uniiner accepted as proper the. district manager's

ailtoation of grazing privileges within the allotment' which, in effect,
treated it as two separate allotmenits. The fist Of, these consisted of
Janich's private lands and the federal lands for which he exchanged
the use ohiown and in teCnrlKH ry allotment.' The dis-
trict manager awarded Jankih all of the recognized grazing capacity

ofthose lands withutconsideration f the relationship of the umber
ofanimals now authdriIzed to the number previously allowed to graze

thereon and in disregard of the use made of other lands in'the South-
K-Hfeniry allotment. With resettoteote and inte allotment,
the district manager found that pertaini niumbers of animals had been
authorized to graze on the lands during the years 1957 through 1961,
and he allo~ted the available f'rage on those landsam gth tre
licensed users in direct proportion: to what he found to be their licensed
uiS6& during: the priority period."- In other words, the district manager

10The, eistence of a formal ageement, to which Janich' wasaprtefcig n

exchange, of use. of Janich's lands in the Central-K-Henry allotmnent for Public lands in the
South-K-Henry allotmient ~was not established at the hearing. However, copies of agree-
ments between Degenhart Bros; and the State Grazing District and between R. 0. Robertson
and the tate. District, accepted by the Bureau. of Land Managemnent*~ on. February:21 and
January 3, 1967, respectively, 'were submitted in evidence at the hearing (Exs. G-7, G-8).
Under the terms of those; ageements, the respective rngte users accepte d the use of
privately owned lands in the Central-K-Henry allotmient, consistig of the SE'/ NE',,
E1 /V 4 and WY4p5E%/ see. 17 and'thie E¾2 sec. 1I, T.~ 5 N., R. 27 E., as the, equivalent
of grazing privileges which they had established on . public lands in the outh-K-He6nryi
allotment, consistltg of the' SB'4I sec. 30, all of sec. 31, and the WA e. 32, T. 5 N., R. 27 E.
ln' aditioni; the agreements'recited that the respective range users had additional grazing

privileges, icludinig, in the case of Robertson, privileges in secs. 19 and.20 and the S
NE 1 4 e.' 30, T. N' RH' 27 E., in the South-K-Henry allotment. nasmuch as. the private,
lands described in the Central-K-Henry allotment belong to anich, it was .reasonably
inferred that Janich exchanged the se of' those lands for the privilege of using the
relinquished public lands in the South-K-Henry allotment (see Tr. 69-70). Evidence was also
submitted that dhich 6ntered into a fornial agreement on September 1, 1939, to ermit the.
Grazin~g District ,to' water District-permnitted livestock from a reservoir owned by Janich
in the NE¾I/ sec. 1 T. N., R., 26 E., in exchange for 10 anial unitg 'of preferende within
the district (x. G-3).

The basic sohindnes's of the Bateau's premise, so far as it relates to the nature, of the
agreement for the echange f thie use of Thud in the Central-K-Henry for the use of land
in the Suthi-K-Hehrty, is' substanatiated by statements which Janich makes in his ap~peal
tb the CSecretary (seen. 13 minre). `'I I.II LI

1Historic uie of the lands in sees. 1an 20 ad'the Sy2NE'/4 sec. 30, it was found,
was dvided amnong three operators -Janich, Shirley Haley and R. G. Robertson Janich's
use of these lands during the priority period, as determined by the distric mager',.
amounted to 0 AUM's pelt year (the amount of forage to which he Was entitled to use in
exchange for the fle of hiis 'reservoir), while Haley received an average of 190 AUM's per
year and Robertson received an average of 68. The total available forage on the lands, as
determined by the Bureau, amounted to only 163 AUAM's, approximately one-hall that needed
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found that.Janich had exercised grazing privileges in the past based,.
in pait, upon the- ightto uste 'certai'Ia dI s in the South-K-Jibnry
allotment and, in part, upon the -right to graze a 'speified number of'
animas on other lands in the ttl'otment.'In allocatingfut& grzing
privilegeshe reasoned that Janich's rights §houla not be determiied
by looking solely at the nunber of animals he had been permitted to
-: graze in the'past, but that his privileges based upon areas of Ase and
th tose based upon numbers of'use' should be separately computed.

TJankih, on the other'lland, has contended from the outset that lis
grazing'privileges in the allotmelit must be dtetrmied UpOn th& basis
of the actual grazing use made of all of the 'allotment ltnds during th.
years 1957 to' 1961, which use constitutes "customary use" within thp
meaning of the Department's regulation.'2 If a reduction is to be im-
posed in jac's vie', his share' of the total forage available should
remain proportionately the4 same ashis share of the total fda con- :;

sumed during the priority period.In aadition; Janich charges That the,
Bureau has erred in its compfitati-n of past use of South-K-Henry
lands, 'crediting'Robertson with 176 AUMs in the allotment in 1957
which werte neitheriallocated to nor used by him. .

'The total available forage in the South-k-4enry allotment, as c4-
culated by thb Bureau, amountstd 400 AM s, of which the 276 A'EJM's
;: awarded by the district manager to Janich constitute approximately
69 percent,;13 92 AUM's (23percent) going to Haley' and0 '32 AiUM's .(
percent) to Robertson..Total authorized grazing use in the-S-outh-x:-
IHenry allotment from 1957 through 1961, as determined by the Breau
from. records of the State razing District, was as .follows (see TV.
6-8, 65 66, 102-103; Exs, G6, G-9a th 9d):

to satisLy recognized demand. This forage was divided among the three operatorsin the
same proportions as their shares of the 38S AtJM's which they: were previously permitted
to consume, Elaley receiving 92. A6's (approximately. 56, percent of. the total), anich
receiving 39 AUJM's (24 percent),, and 32 AUIM's .(20 percent) going to Robertson (Tr.
65-66 E Rx.- G-) 6). pr-.VideS

: '2Regulation43 CR 4111.3-2(d).(1). provides that:
* * Any land within the exterior boundaries of a grazing district made available

for administration by the Bureau of Land' Mf anagement, * t Cafter the grazing privileges
in the area embracing the land have been adjudicated, will be administered in accordance,
with customaryuse so far as such administration may be. practicable and consistent with
good range managemennt." ' . . -: .-

13 The 276 AUM's consist of the 39 AUM's awarded to Janich in the lands which he shares
'iith HEaley and Robertson plus those on the lands as to which he was, awarded all of the
avallablefPorage. At the hearing, Duane Whitmer, a natural resource specialist employed by
the Bureau' stated that the available forage on the other, lands amounts. to 234 AUMs
of which 171 AU=M's represent the,.forage on the federal lands which Janich is receiving
in exchange for his lands in the Central-k-Henry allotment and 87 AUM's represent the
amount of forage on his private lands in:,th,e South-K-Henry allotment (Tr. 9-99). 
While some explanation or correction may be needed to reconcile these figures, ..we are
concerned at this time 'only with determining the soundness, of the principles employed
by the district manager., .
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Aver-
AUM's AIJM' AUM's AUM's: AUM's age: Percenit

:; .: ;. ;; 1957: :V1958 ; 1959'\ 1i960J 1961: AUM's of total

JaIch- 880 0 80 0 So 616 779 75
Haley - 248 0 176 176 176 176 190' 18
Robertson 176 __ '_ --- - - 162 68 7'

Total__ 1, 304 976 976 976 954 1037 100

Actual tSe during that periqd, according to Janich, was follOWs (See
Tr.. :1.12 21-25)

--- :: ;:;:X f: : :.a- 5 :Aver-
AUM's AUM's AUM's AUM's AUM's age Percent

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 AIM's of total

JaniChi ' 880 800 800 80 616 779 82
Haley - - '__: "_:. 1 76 i.' 176 176 176 141 15
Robertson- -162 32 '.3

Total ---- 880 9 976 976'' 976 '954 952 100

I In addition to the 176 AUM's which he alleges were improperly credited to Robertson in 1957, anich
excluded from: hise actual use figures 248 AUM's which were aliocated in 1957 to Haley's predecessor, Bur-
check, but which. apparently were taken in non-use (see Tr. 24, 38-40). Although Janich objected in his
brief to the hearing examiner to the rediting of any use to Haley for 1957, it appears that his objection ar
this time relates only to the 176 AUM's credited to Robertsol in 1957. '

Acceptance f Janich's theory of proper -allocation would result in
the award to him of 328 AUMs (82 percent of the 400 AU 's avail-
able) instead of the 276 A U M's allotted by the district manager, with
60 AJM's going to Haley and12 AIUM's to Robertson.' .

- 4 In his appeal to the Secretary Janich asserts, iiter alifa, that:-
"The trade use which, the Appellant had with the State Grazing District of lands.in the

Central-k-Henry pasture was in effect during the customary use period and the lands
exchanged in the trade use were as follows-: The' Appellant -was' trading the E V2 of Section
18 and that portion of Section 17 lying west of the rims (approximately Y2: section, not
all. .of Section 17 as indicated on the government list) and the S1sSEY,4_ NEY4SE/4,
SEi/4 NFI/4 of Section 8, Township 5 North, Range 27 East, for the following government
lands: the SEs4 of Section 0, all of Section 31, and the :WI2 of Section 32 in the same
township and range. ' , * -

"The error is that the government did not give the Appellant cr[el dit for the exclusive
use during the customary use, period for all Sections 19 and 20 in the South-lK-Henry.
pasture. Sections 19 and 20 were not used in common during the period. 't " * Therefore,
during the customary use-period the Appellant would be entitled to the carrying capacity
AUM's on Sections 19 and 20 which were 320 AU's. i - -

"The second error is found in the statement that .' . the- Appellant was not charged
the regular grazing fee since all of this grazing use was based on self furnished range.'
This statement is not true because part of- the Appellant's use was undertaken pursuant
to -his permit for 10 head for 8months or 80 AUM's,- for the development of water outside
the district. This water was outside of the grazing district even though it is inside of the
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The Bureau rejected Janich's theory on grounds that it would give
recognition to the existence of grazing rights independent of any
proper basis for such rights and that it would, in effect, permit Janich
to reclaim the use of his own lands in the Central-K-Henry allotment
while continuing to utilize those lands in the South-K-Henry allot-
ment which he has received in exchange for the use of his lands in
the Central-K-Henry. The soundness of the Bureau's position and
the fallacy in Janich's reasoning are readily demonstrable from the
facts of this case.

It should be obvious that, to the extent to which the grazing privi-
leges Janich exercises on federal lands in the South-K-Henry allot-
ment are based upon an exchange for the right of others to use his
private lands outside of the allotment, his privileges in the South-K-
Henry would terminate upon his reclaiming the use of his, private
lands. Even now, Janich is attempting to avoid application of this
elementary principle.

According to Janich's testimony, a segment of his private land
in the Central-K-Henry allotment was taken out. of that allotment
beginning in 1961. At the same time his grazing authorization in the
South-K-Henry allotment was reduced from 100 animal units (800
A1UM's) to 77 animal units (616 AUM's), the amount of the reduc-
tion presumably reflecting the portion of his South-K-Henry privi-
leges attributable to exchange for the land previously committed to
the Central-K-Henry allotment (see Tr. 25-26). Were Janich now to
be credited with that part of his past use of South-K-Henry lands
which was based upon an exchange for the use of land since taken
from the Central-K-Henry allotment, it would follow that he could
reclaim the use of all of his Central-K-Henry lands while continuing
to exercise all of his "customary use" of South-K-Henry lands. This
cannot be. Clearly, past grazing authorizations an be utilized in
determining future allocations only to the extent that they were
based upon the same qualifications that now exist.

The question before us, in essence, is whether, in allocating grazing
use within an allotment where consideration is to 'be given to his-
torical use, a district manager may, as was done in this. instance, resort

allotment. The water is not even located in the same county as the district lands. This water'
that was outside of the district was the basis for the 10 head for 8 months.

"In addition to this water outside the district the Appellant developed water inside
the district in the North, Central and South-N-Henry pastures, and on Section 19 for
watering Sections 19 and 20. The district allowed Appellant the use of Sections. 19 and
20 for this water development inside the district, and the 320 AUM's were run there every
year during the customary use period. The trade was for water. Not land for land as is
generally the rule. These 320 AUM's for each year should have been adjudicated to the
Appellant because he had the exclusive use of these two sections with the permission of
the district for the customary use period." (Italics in original.) r 

It is not easy to tell exactly what Janich is trying to say, Apart from the fact that his
statements relating to the basis for his; use of secs. 19 and 20 are unsubstantiated by the
evidence and seem to be inconsistent with some of his testimony at the hearing (see Tr.
35), Janich seems to have departed from his original simplistic concept which disregarded
all factors except actual numbers of animals utilizing the lands during the priority years.
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to a formula which recognizes different bases for the historical use of
the lands in the allotment or whether he must reduce all prior use,
regardless of the basis upon which it originated, to a numerical va4e
and then allocate the available forage prortionately among Ithe
qualified users. In other words, the question is whether Janich was
authorized to graze a specified number of animals in the South-K-
Henry allotment in exchange for the use of his lands in the Central-K-
Henry allotment, or whether he was entitled simply to use the capacity
of a designated area of land in the South-K-Henry. Assuming that
the Bureau has, correctly ascertained the bases for Janich's privileges
in the South-K-Henry allotment, it could reasonably be found, as it
was by the district manager, that his historical use of federal lands
in the allotment consisted of the use of a designated area,'5 plus the
grazing of a specified number of additional cattle on other allotment
lands. It could, with equal rationality, be found that Janich's his-
torical use of the federal range in the South-K-Henry allotment con-
sisted of the, number of anima7s which he was permitted to graze in
the allotment in exchange for the use of his Central-K-Henry lands
plus the additional number which he was authorized to graze in ex-
change for'the use'of water. It is conceivable that differing results
might be obtained, depending upon which approach'were taken.

Upon the established facts of this case, we cannot say that the dis-
trict manager erred in electing to take the first approach. This is par-
ticularly so in the absence of any showing that the results under the
second method would be sighificantly different 16 and, if so, that they

: It appears that Janich did, in fact, have exclusive use of sections 19 and 20 during
the priority period and that Haley and Robertson exercised their privileges during that time
on lands which the Bureau found to have been committed to Janich's exclusive use (see Tr.
22, 35, 46-48). However, we do not find' any particular significance in this fact, the
hearing examiner having expressly found that because of the complicated pattern of
land ownership in the area grazing preference of individual users is not necessarily related
to the lands actually grazed in the past. The fact that, by informal agreement, Janich may
have permitted Haley and Robertson to utilize lands committed to his use while he exercised
exclusive control over lands in which the three were licensed to operate jointly would not
alter the extent of the privileges which were exercised.

16 Using the 1957-61 use figures accepted by the Bureau, but adjusting Janich's recognized
use to exclude use apparently based upon the trade of lands no longer offered in exchange
(in other words, applying his 1961 use figure through the 5-year period), "customary use"
during the priority period would have been:

AUM's AIIM's AUM's AIIM's AUM's Average Percent
1957 195S 1959 1960 1961 AUM's of total

Janich-16 616 616 616 616 616 70
Haley .- 248 176 176 176 176 190 22
Robertson -176 ------------------------------- 162 68 9

Total -1040 792 792 792 954 874 100

It will be seen that the results achieved with the use of these figures would be almost
identical with the district manager's determination, Janich received 280 AUM's, Haley
88 AUM's and Robertson 32 AUM's.
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would be more equitable. Although Janich has charged the Bureau with
failure to recognize other bases for the exercise of his grazing privileges
in the South-KZHenry allotment,'the existence of such otherbases is not
established by the evidence. Accordingly, the district manager's find-
ings, to this extent, will not be disturbed.
* The question of Robertson's use of the South-K-Henry allotment'in
1957 is a Adiferent matter. The Bureau'sdetermination-of historical use
of the lands in the allotment.was based upon a sumimary of State Dis-
trict records, which showed that in 1957 the District furnished Rob-
ertson forage for 22 animal units for 8 months in the South-K-Henry
allotment '(see Tr. 62-65 ;.Ex. G-6). In a statement dated-July 30, 1968,:
which was submitted by Janich with his brief to the hearing examiner,
Robertson certified that he did not run any cattle in the South7K-HJnry
pasture during the year 1957, and that all. of his cattle were allocated
in the North-K-Henry pasture prior to the year 1961. Neither the hear-
ing examiner nor the Office of Appeals and Hearings commented: upon
Robertson's statement.

The elimination of the 176. AUM's of use credited to Robertson's use
in 1957 would result in a substantialreduction in Robertson's ecog-
nized privileges within the 'South-K-Henry allotment andin modest
increases in those of Janich and Haley. In view of the conflicting evi-
dence on this point, further investigation should be undertaken to
ascertain whether or not Robertson was, in fact,. allocated any use of
the South-K-Henry allotment in 1957. In the evenft that the facts prove
to be as alleged by Janich,..the recognized grazing privileges of the
respective users of the allotment should be adjusted accordingly.

-Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DMi3.5;.35 F.R. 12081),
the decisions of the Office of Appeals and Hearings relating to Abel

and Propp art aflirmed, the decision relating to Janich is affirmed, as
modified herein, ahdhis case is renianded to: the Bureau of Land Man-
agement frappropriate action consistent with this decision.. S wit sa. i i.n- .. 

MARTIN RiTVO, Mender.

WE CONCUR:

FRAN'cIs E. MAYE1tm Menibe'. ;

NEWTON FRISHBERG, Chairman.
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CRIkINAL 1URISDICTION OF UTAH OVER NON-INDIANS HUNTING,!
ON THE UIflTAk AND OURAY RESERVATION IN VILATION OF
STATE LAW

Statet Laws-Indian Lands: Generlly-Indian Tribes: Generally

Utah game laws apply to non-Indians who hunt, even with the tribe's permis-
sion, on the Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation. Thus, non-Indians cannot
hunt on the reservation without procuring a state license, even though they
may be liensed by the tribe to do so.

M-36813. ., ,March 9,1971

TO: COMMISSIONERr OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

SUBJECT: ELK-IJTE TRIBE, UINTAH AND OURAY RESER-
VATION, UTAH.

We have received your request for our advice concerning the UIte
Tribe's :right toallow nonresidents of Utahto hunt elk on the. Uintah
and Ouray Reservation. YoL indicate: there were elk Oii the original
Uncompahgre Reservation stablished ptior to. Uth's- admission to
statehood. In addition, the UteiTribe recently obtained lOO elk from:
a herd at. Y6lowstoiie National.-Parks paying for their tran'sportation
and. release on the'reservation. We understand that 'the elk from Yel-
lowston'e were allowed toxresume their wild state and were not kept
in enclosures or atteinpted to be tamed ordomesticated. They are, there-

fore,-to.be. r'egarded. the same asotherwild elk forpurposes of .this
opinion.

M . The tribe has apparently cooperated. with state officials in establish-?
ing an elk season for Utah residents in return for Utah's assistance in
thec ropping of these elk. Hdwever, Utah has not been. *illing to w6rk
with the Utes in granting ndnresidents of Utah the privilege of taking
elk- on-.the 'reservation. If these nonresidents cannot hunt :elk on the
reservation, the tribe will be'deprived~of a substantial sour6&of income.
You in diate yvodurbelief that'ithe tribe owns the elk on the: reservation
aud-has tlie'right toallow idnresidents §of Utah to hunt thei whether
or notUtah granfs,the non~reidenltlhunters permihission.h.

Y.ou citethe act of ATpril11, 1968, 82 Stat. .8, 25'U.S.C- sec. 1321 (b),
to support the proposition that' the iidians haseaiithority to control,
': licenseor iighfilate hunfing,trapping aild fishing on their reservationi.
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This provision applies only to states which have assumed some measure
of jurisdiction over Indian reservationsunder this act. Since Utah has
not assumed any- such jurisdiction, 25 U.S.C. sec. 1321(b) is not ger-
mane. Moreover, we do not believe this section g tribes authority,
exclusive or otherwise, to control non-Indian hunting and fishing on a
reservation; it merely preserves whatever powers individual tribes may
have in states which have, been given or have assumed civil or criminal
jurisdiction under the act.

While we do not agree with your statement that the elk on the reser-
vation are the property of the Ute Tribe, we concede there is some
legal authority to support the proposition of tribal ownership of the
fish and wildlife on a reservation. Mason v. Sams 5 F. 2d 255 (W.D.
Wash. 1925); Pioneer Packing Co. v. Winslon", 294 P. 557 (Wash.
1930). However, these cases involved one tribe, the Quinaults, and were
concerned with the interpretation of a treaty. Whatever the present
validity of these two cases as applied to the Quinaults' or other-Indians'
rights to fish in the State of Washington, we do, not consider them to
be controlling, or even persuasive, legal authority in the situation con-
sidered here.

VEven a state'does not hold possessory title to the wildlife within its
jurisdiction, but rather holds them in trust for. the benefit of the people.
Geer V.. Connecticut, 161 U.S. 519, 529 (1896) ; SOLICITOR's OPIN-

ION, 71 I.D. 469, 476 (1964). If the tribe had captured and confined
these elk, the argument infavor of tribal, ownership would be stronger.
However, there can be no individual property in fish, and game so long

* asthey remain: wild, Unconfined, and in; a state: of nature.: 35 Am. Jur.
2d Fish and Game sec. 2 (1967). Title to the game in its natural habitat
belongs to the first person who lawfully reduces it to possession. Geer v.
Connecticut, spra;4 Am. Jur. 2d Animals sec. 5 (1962).

We note in passing that Utah has a statute indicating that all game
not held in private ownership legally acquired belongs to the state.
3 Utah Code Ann. see. 23-1-10 (1969). However, it has been held that
statutes like these are. concerned only with the state's power of regula-
tion, leaving the landowner's interest what it is. McKee v. Gratz 260
U.S. 127,135 (1922) ;.Solicitor's Opinion, supra.

Since the states do not "own" the wild game within their borders,
we do not see how an Indian tribe can hold title to. the game. within
its reservation unless one argues that tribal sovereignty is 'a kind of
sovereignty superior to that of.states or the nationl government, and
we consider this implausible. Therefore, we believe that an Indian
tribe does not; have title to the fish swimming or wildlife running
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free within its reservation, but does have the righttb capture such
game, after which time possessory title rests in the tjribe.

Utah requires all persons to obtain a hunting license before taking
any game. 3 Utah Code Ann. sec. 23-1-12 ('1969). This provision-
also applies to Indians 'who are wards of the Federal Government
when outside an. Indian reservation. 3 Utah Code Ann. sec. 23-1-8
(1969). Utah also has'a statute prohibiting any person from shipping'
game out of the state without having a valid license or permit attached
to it. 3 Utah Code Ann. sec. 23-10-4 (1969). The question thus be
comes whether Utah can enforce-bhese statutes against non-Indians
hunting elk on the Uintah and Ouray Reservation.

Without question, the tribe has authority to require non-Indians to
secure reservation; hunting and fishing permits and observe tribal
conservation rules while on the reservation.- SOLIcITOR'S OPINION, 58
I.D. 331, 333, 346 (1943). It is also well settled that state game
laws do not apply to Indians on trust lands within the Indian reserva-
tion. SOLICITOR'S OPINION, 54 I.D. 517, 520 (1934); In re Blackldrd,
109 F. 139 (W.D. Wis. 1901); In re Lincoln 129 F. 247 (N.D. Cal.
1904).; United States v. Hamilton, 233 F. 685 (W.D. N.Y. 1915).1

However, it must be remembered that Indian country i not regarded
as an area of exclusive Federal jurisdiction, but is politically and
governmentally a part of the state in which state laws apply to the
extent that they do not onflict with Federal Indian law. Fed eral
Indian Law (1958)' 510, 513-514; Surplus Trading Co. v. Cook. 281
U.S. 647, 650-651 (193)). It is also well settled that offenses committed
by a non-Indian against a non-Indian in the' Indian country are
punishable by the state. United States v. HcBratney, 104 U.S. 621
(1881); Draper v. United States, 164 U.S. 240 (1896); New York ex
rel. Ray v. Martin, 326 U.S. 496 (1946).

It sems apparent that a tribe's immunity from state hunting anld
fishing 'regulatiois. is peculiarly Indian in nature and that a tribe
cannot license the immunity to a non-Indian. SOLICITOR'S OPINION,
62 D. 186,194 (1955); Hobbs, Indian Hunting and Fishing Rights
I, 37 Geo Wash. L. Rev. 1251,:1267 (1969). The right is one exer-

'There is a plit of authority on the applicability of state conservation regulations to
an Indian on non-Indian and within the reservation. State v. MaChlire, 268 P: 2d 629 (Mont.
1954) (no); State v. Johnson, 249 N.W. 284 (Wis. 1933) (yes). owever today an
attempt to enforce state conservation regulations against Indians in this situation would
most likely be considered an interference with reservation self-government. Williarns v.
Lee, 358 U.S. 217 (1959).
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cised by members in common with other memibers of the tribe. 62 I.D.
186, 194 (1955) ; see Montana Power Co. v. Rochester, 127 F. 2d 189,
192 (9th Cir. 1942Y.X 

There is authority which indicates that a non-Indian huntig
on the reservation has no immunity from state regulations. State of
Montana, ex rel. Nepstad v. Danilson, 427 P. 2d 689 (Mont. 1967);
Ex parte Crosby, .149 Pac 989 (Nev. 1915); see United States v
Sturgeo et al. 27 Fed. cas. 1357 (no. 16,413) (D. Xev. 1879)3 In addi-
tion, Various Attorneys General have, taken the position that' a state
has jurisdiction over non-Indians who violate state game laws while on
an Indian reservation. 195.0-1952 Opinions of the Attorney General
of Nevada p. 20; 1953-1954 Report of the Attorney General, of New
Mexico: p. 511; 1960-1962 Opinions of the, Attorney General of
Oregon P 11..
* In the Danielson ease, sipra,: a non-Indian killed two elk on the
Crow Reservation. in violation of Montana law., The Supreme Court
of Montana stated at page 692:,

* * we cohelhde that the State of Montana has jurisdiction to. enforce its
fish and game regulations on Indian reservations contained within its boundaries
with respect to: persons who are not tribal Indians unless precluded from doing
so by an act of Congress or uniless such enforcement would interfere with self-.
government on the resertation.

In conclusion, we believe there is ample authority indicating that
non-Indians are subject to state gaine laws while on an Indian reserva-
tion. Of course, Utah may not choose to prosecute nonresident non-'
Indians who may hunt on the Ute Reservation in violation of the state
law. If Utah decides to exercise jurisdiction ovier these non-Indians,
however, we believe the state has both the power and the right to
do so.,

TCHELL MFiLIH,
Solicitor.

2 It is iteresting to look at. the legislative history of the act of July 12, 1960, 74 Stat.
469, 18 U7.S.C. §§ 1164, 1165 (1964); which made it unlawful to destroy boundary markers
and to trespass on Indian reservations to hunt or fish. In; a letter from the Assistant
Secretary of the Interior to the Chairman of the House Committee on the Judiciary dated
February 13, 1958, recommending passage of this bill, the Assistant Secretary said:
"While non-Indians ate subject to State laws when they go o Idian Reservations, many
of the States do not have criminal trespass laws, and in other States the Indians find it
impossible to comply with the requirements of State laws designed to control trespass."
(Itelics added). HELR.: Rep. No. 1686, 86th Cong.,_2d Sess. 4 (1960). See also 68 IAM
4.6.21(1) (c), which indicates that non-Indians who have received tribal consent to: hunt
or fish are also subject to state and federal law. -C
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ESTATE OF OSCAR OUGH, SR.*

IBIA 71-2 Decided March 5, 1971

Indian Probate: Administrative Procedure Act: Applicability to Indian
Probate

The requirement of the Administrative Procedure Act, that all decisions
of an Examiner shall include a statement of findings and conclusions, and
the reasons: or basis therefor, on all the material issues of fact, law, or
discretion presented on the record, is mandatory and applicable to all
decisions of Examiners in Indian Probate ptoceedings.

Indian Probate: Yakima Tribes: Generally;

The amendment to the Yakima Enrollment Act, 84 Stat. 1874 applies to all
cases not closed at the time the amemenent was enacted, and a case on
appeal to the Board of Indian Appeals is considered to be open within the
meaning of the amendment.

BOARD OF INDIAN APPEALS

This is an appeal filed by Oscar Ough, Jr., son of the decedent, from
an order issuedJune 4, 1970, by the Examiner of Inheritance denying
a petition for rehearing and affirming an earlier order determining the
heirs of Oscar Ough, Sr. under the Yakima Enrollment Act, 25 U.S.C.
sec. 607 (1964). Appellant filed his appeal with this Board on August 5,
1970, 'and 'was withii the time requirement prescribed by 25 CFR

In his app'eal, Oscar Ough, Jr. claims that the Dallas Dam Settle-
mnent Funds are not part of the restricted estate subject to th'e Yakima
Enrollment Act, and should therefore be distributed to the children of
the deceased, without reference to whether such persons are eligible
under the Act to take as heirs. On the basis of the record we are unable
to determine if appellant's contention is correct. In the Order Denying
the Petition for Rehearing the Examiner stated that'It has been held
that such funds were subject to this Act," but no basis was given in the
order for reaching this conclusion.

Not in Chronological Order.
' Ben Ough, son of decedent and full brother of Oscar Ough, Jr. has filed an untimely

appeal from this order. Title 25 CFR § 15.19 requires that an appeal be filed within 60 days.
Ben Ough's appeal exceeded this time limit by more than 30 days. We note, however, that
the decision on Oscar Ough, Jr.'s appeal could dispose of the merits of Ben Ough's appeal.
Estate of Edward (Edwin) Thomas, IA-836 (May 2, 1966).

78 I.D. No. 4
424-695-71- -1
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We find that the record before us is incomplete and that a proper
determination cannot be made on the basis of such negligible evidence.

25 CFR 15.15 of the Regulations requires that findings of fact and
conclusions of law shall be incorporated i the Examiner's decisiou.
Also, Indian Probate proceedings arezsubject to the Ad inistrative
Procedure Act 2 which provides in 5 U.S.C. see. 557 (Supp. V, 1970),
formerly ch. 324, sec. 8, 60 Stat. 242 (1946):

(c) 52 * All decisions, including initiall recommended, -and tentative de-
cisions, are-a part of the record and shall include a statement of-* 

(A) findings and conclusions, and the reasons or basis therefor, on all material;
issues of fact, law, or discretion presented on the record; .and

(B) the appropriate rule, order, sanction, relief, or denial thereof.

Therefore we remand this case to the examiner to make findings of
fact and conclusions of law as required by the rtegulati'ons and the Ad-
ininisttative Procedure Act.

'In addition we find that since this case, was considered by the
Examiner the Yakima Enrollment Act has been amended. The amend-
ment passed in Decenmbet: of 1970 affects the class of heirs eligible to
take under the Act (See 84 Stat. see. 1874). The revisions contained
iwithin this-recent amendment pertain to all cases not closed at the time
the amendment was enacted. We consider this case to be open within
the me'aning of the amendment since the assets of the estate were still
undistributed at the time the subject amendment was brought, into
foice,s and' the appeal procedures within the Pepartment have not been
exhausted. In that the Examiner was unable to take this most recent
change into consideration in his original decision and in his denial of
appellant's 'petition for a rehearing, we think it proper to remand the
case to the Examiner for reconsideration of the right'of the appellant
to share in the estate under the amended act.

Under the authority delegated to the Board of Indian Appeals by
the Secretary of the Interior i 35 F.R. 12081, we reverse the Order
Denying the Petition for Rehearing and remand this case to the Exam-
iner for'completion of the record and for further hearings, if necessary,
to determine whether the parties, including the Yakima tribe, have
acquired rights under the amended law.

DAVID: J. MCKEE, Chairman.

I CONCUR:

DAVID DOANE, Alternate Menier.

2 Estate of Charles White, 70 I.D. 102 (1963).
In his letter of July 22, 1966, Richard J. Montgomery Examiner of Inheritance, author-

ized Floyd H. Phillips, Superintendent of the Yakima. Indian Agency to proceed and
distribute one-half of the incone from the land accruing since decedent's death to the
surviving wife because her share was aot in question in this case.
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IBLA 70-14 Decided Apri 5, 1971

Mining Claims: Lands Subject to-Reclamation Lands: Generally-With-
drawals and Reservations: Reclamation- Withdrawals

Land in a second form reclamation withdrawal remains open to mineral
location.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

M. G. Johnson has appealed to the Secretary of the Iterior from
a decision dated October 2, 1968, of the Office Of xHEARINGS AND. AP-
PEALS,- Bureau of Land Management, which affirmed a decision of the
Nevada landoffice declaring null and void ab wiitio t he M. J. B. lode
mining claims Nos. 1 through 6 because the claims were located on
land icluded in a reclamation withdrawal.

The claims were located in May 1957: on unsurveyed land which,
when surveyed, -will probably be secs. 15 and 22, T. 20 S., R. 67 E.,
'.DI.M., Nevada. The records of the Bureau of Land Management
show that all lands in Nevada withini four miles of the Colorado River
were withdrawn on January 3i, 1903, by the Secretary of the Inte-
rior from settlement, entry, or other. forms of disposition under the
public- land laws except the homestead laws. The withdrawal was
made pursuant to section 3 of the act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388;
43 U.S.C. sec.416 (1964)) .

The land office held that the claims' were within the area withdrawn
and that the withdrawaj segregated the land it covered from certain
forms of entry, including mineral locations.i

On appeal, Johnson contended that the claims were outside the
withdrawn area and that, in any event, the withdrawn land remained
open to mineral location. -

The Office of IHnARINGS AND APPEALS, by mnaking certain computa-
tions on the U.S. Geological Survey; quadrangles covering the area
in which the mining claims are located and the one to the west, and
by enlarging the Bureau of Land Management's Nevada protraction
diagram, which includes T. 20 S., R. 67 E., supra,; concluded that the
claims were within the withdrawn area. It also found that Johnson's
exhibit, which located the claims on the same Geologioal Survey quad-
rangle, placed the claims within the' withdrawn area when overlaid
on a transparency of the' BLM projection enlarged to the same scale.

It then held that Johnson's assertion that there is now and was when
the claims were located a distinction between two types of reclamaion
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withdrawal was without merit. It stated that the development of the
reclamation law had wiped out the distinction between withdrawals
and that lands withdrawn for reclamation purposes are closed to min-
eral location unless opened to such disposition by the Secretary tunder
the act of April 23,1932 (47 Stat. 136), 43 U.S.C. section 154 (1964),
which authorizes him- to do so. It concluded that the lands were never
opened to mineral entry in the absence of such a reopening.

On appeal to the Secretary, Johnson asserts that the lands are not
within the withdrawn area. He notes that none of the. documents and
computations on which the Bureau relied were appended to the deci-
sion. As a result, he says, he has not been able to check the accuracy
of the calculations and cannot concede that they are correct.

He then reasserts his contention that the land remained open to
mineral location even if withdrawn. He points out that the withdrawal
left the land open to homestead entry and thus, was a second form
withdrawal. Both court and Departmental decisions; he continues,

hold that lands withdrawn under the second form and open to home-
stead entry are also open to mineral location, citing Loney v. Scott,
112 Pac. 172, (Ore. 1910); Albert M. Crafts, 36 L.D. 138 (1907);
Instructions, 35 L.D. 216 (1906).

We will first consider whether'the lands, even if withdrawn re-
mained open to mineral location, for, if they did, it does not matter
NVhether they are situated within or without the limits of the with-
drawal.

*To begin with, section 3 of the act of June 17, 1902, supra, author-
izes the Secretary (1) to withdraw from public entry lands required
I-or irrigatiohs works, and (2) to withdraw from public entry, except
under the homestead laws, any public lands Ibelieved to be susceptible
of irrigation from such works.;The types o-withdrawal become known
as withdrawals under the first or second form, respectively. Instruc-
tions, 33 L.D. 607, '608 (1905).

As the appellant argued and as the Bureau of Land Management
agreed, a second form withdrawal did not at the beginning close the
land it covered to mineral location. Loney v. Scott, supra; Albert ll.
Crafts, s'u.pra. The Bureau, however, held that later developmeints so
attenuated the difference between the forms of withdrawal that no
reclaination withdrawn land remained open to mineral location. It
reasoned:

Any distinction between forms of withdrawal, founded on patent requirements

under homestead law, could not be made after the passage of the act of June 25,
1910, 43 U.S.C. 436 (1964), because by reason of section 5 of that act there could
no longer be any ordinary homestead entry in a reclamation project. Affirmative
authority to control mineral entry lands withdrawn for reclamation purposes was
granted to the Secretary of the Interior by the act of April 23,1932, 43 U.S.C. 154
(1964).. It provided that the Secretary m'ay, in his discretion, open lands with-
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drawn under the reclamation laws to location, entry and patent under the gen-
eral mining laws. See Associate Solieitor's Opinion, M-36433 (April 12, 1957).
The departmental regulations which implement that act provide for making
application for the opening of lands withdrawn pursuant to section 3 of the
at. of June 17, 1902, supra. 43 OFR 3400.4 (formerly 43 CPR 185.36). The subject
lands were never reopened to mineral entry pursuant to the land and regulation.

By the act of August 4, 1939, as amended, 43 US. . 387 (1964), the Secretary
was authorized to permit the removal of sand, gravel and other minerals, under
grant of lease or license, from lands withdrawn for reclamation purposes. Pur-
suant to that act, a departmental regulation issued in 1955 (Circular 1917, 20
P.R. 5778 (August 10, 1955)), provided for leasing for minerals the lands
surrounding Lake Mead withdrawn for reclamation purposes. 43 OFR Subpart
3326, (formerly 43 CUR 199.70). Subsequent to the passage of the-act of October
8, 1964, which pertained specifically to the administration of the' Lake Mead
National Recrrea'tion Area and included mineral leasing among the permitted.'
activities therein, the regulation was aiended, effective' September 29, 1965 (48
CPR 3326.0-3) to reflect the authority granted under the more recent act.

As the Bureau of Land Management decision recognize d,the De-
partihent and the courts'soon after the' passage of the Reclamation Act
of 1902 held thatnlands withinl a secohd form withdrawal remained
open to mineral entry:'hstrudtidns, 35i LID. '216 (1906); Albert A
Craf ts, aura; Lone v. Scott, auLpra. = :; M.

The first statute that' 'coud have changed this' interpretation, was
section 5:'df the adt to'f June 25 1910,I ch. '40T,' 6 Stat. 835, 836, as
amended, 43 U.S.C. section 436 (1964). As originally enacted, section
5 stated'' "That n ey shall be'hereafter made iand noentryman shall
be permitted to go upon lands reserved.tor irtigation purposes until
the Secretary of the Interior 6all'have established the u'nit of -acreage
and fied water cha'rges aiidth dte when the water can be apple4
and made public announcem'ent 'f 'the amn." As he Department sd
h year laterRoberhtav.Spenhe'r,,40 L.D. 806,309 (19t1):'

The evident purpose of this legislation was to cure a defect in the reclamation
act allowing homestead entries to be made of arid lands within irrigation projects
in advance of the supply of water, which could not be successfully cultivated
in their desert condition. It was well known that it was impossible for the setter
to live on the land and support his family without irrigation, and'in many. eases
great distress resulted in the effort to maintain residence upon such lands. To
avoid the evil consequences that would inevitably result from'the allowance of
entries upon lands within irrigation projects in advance of sufficient progress in
the construction of the works to reasonably assure a sufficiency of water for the
irrigation of the.land, the Department from time to 'time had been, prior to the
passage of said act of June 25, 1910, importuned to withhold such lands from
entry of every haracter as a matter of public policy and in the interest of sound
administratfon until water for the irrigation of the land wxas available, 'which
cduld'not be entertained, because of the &xpress provisions of the reclamation act
allowing entries under the homlestead'law of lands susceptible of irrigation from
the project. See Instructions' (33 L.D., 104).
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The first act of June 25, 1910 (Chap. 407), was designed to cure
these apparent defects in.the reclamation act by withholding lands in'
a reclamation project from' entry of every' character until public.
announceient is made of the date when the water can be applied, and
the, second act of that date (Chap. 432) was itended to relieve entry-
men who, had made. entries prior to the passage of said act aAd prior'
to the supply of water by the' project from the necessity of maintaining
residence upon the land "until water for irrigation is' turned into the
main irrigation canal from whiich the land is to be irrigated." Roberts
v. Spencer, supra. :

On its face section 5 had iothing to do with mineral entry. It has
been suggested, however, that snce the holding that land in a second
form wvithdra'val remained o pento' mineral entry wasbased upon 'the
sconcept that' as long at it was open' to homeistead entry, it had to,
reimain open to miineral locatioii, whentle act of June 25, 1910, closed
such land 'to homestead entry, it in effect also closed then to mineral
location. 'Associate Solicit6r's 'pinion, M-36433 (April12, 1957).

We have not found any departmental decision or. discussion other
thai M-36433 (supra) wlich adopts 'this position, nor have we found,
one which contradicts it. It is somewhat surprising, that if the 1910
act so drastically changed, the theni existing law as to close all the land
in second form withdrawals to mineral location there would be no
reflection of the new status il a decision', instruction, or. regulation.
In its context it ould- as well be restricted to surfade entries as ex-
panded to encompass any possible disposition of the ~4ithdrawvn land.'

The language'of the act itself is not conclusive.
The'difficulty it was meant toresolve whs one occasioned by home-

~~stead entries', not miner~al locations. We note, too, that after the land
is open to homestead entry when. the conditions of the 1910 act have'
been met, it is then suibJect to mieral location. The pertinent regulation
43 C.F.R. 401.24reads:

All homestead entries for farm units described in public notices, wiii be subject
to the laws of the United States governing mineral land, and all homestead appli-
cants under the public notice must waive the right to the mineral content of the
land, if required to do so by the Bureau of Land Management; otherwise, the
homestead applications will be rejected or the homestead entry or entries
cancelled.

'A homestead entry remains sn'bject to cancellation-upon' discovery of
mineral in the land until the entrynfan has earned equitable title by
filing of satitfactory final p'roof, if the requirements of the homestead'
laws and regnations have been met. George R. Pollard, et al. A-27898
A-28007; (Qctober 18, 1960); Solicitor's Opinion, 65 I.D. 39, 44
(1958); Unioq Oil' onnpany'of California, 61 I.D. 106 (1953); cf.

Hilton H. Lichtenwaner, 69 I.D. 71 (1962)'.
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It would be passing strange to pernit mineral location of land after
it is ready for reclamation development, and indeed aftet reclamation
and cultivatioii have beguli, and 'yet bar, milleral location while the
land remains rude and arid. Therefore, we cannot conciude that section
5 of the act of June 25, 1910, spra, of itself closed'laid wthin a
second form withdrawal to mineral location.

Did any subsequent legislation accomplish that result? Tle next
statute cited is the act of April 23, 1932, su7ra. It provides:

That where- publiclands of the Jnited States have been withdrawn for os-
sible use for construction purposes under the Federal reclamation laws, and are,
known or believed to be Valuable for minerals, * the Secretary of the In-
terior, when in his opinion the rights of the United States will not be prejudiced
thereby, may, in his discretion, open the land to location, entry, and ateft under
the general mining laws *

W:: Te note at once that the statute refers to "lands withdrawll for pos-
sible use for construction purposes." That, of course; is the language of
a 'first form withdrawal which refers to "lands required for any irri-
gation works" a's opposed to "laiids believed to be susceptible of irri-
gation from * * [such] works." Section 3, act of June 17, 1902,
82: ( spra. While the legislative-histo'ry of the 1932 act does not differen-
tiate between the forms of withdrawal, it is' plain that the act was con-
ceived in terms of lands withdrawn for the constrftition, operation and

*::: maintenance of irrigation works without 'any refdr6nce to those with-
drawn only because they Were susceptible of irrigation from a recla-
mation project. S. Rep. No. 502,'72d Cong., 1st Sess. (1932). As the
Secretary of the Interior said in a letter quoted in the Senate' Report,
legislation was needed to give the. Secretary an alternative 'to opening
land to unrestricted mineral location without reservation under sec-
tion 3 of the act of June 17, 1902,supra;' by allowing him to restore

* 0t such land subject to appropriate reservation, stipulations, and agree-'
mllnts. Here again, the discilssion is in terms'of -what would seem to be
first foril withdrawals, for in ps6tion 3 the restoration provision is part
of the fiist form'withdra al lause.

'We cannot find in this act any statement persuasive enough'to con-
clude that it first recognized a change if the availability of second form
withdrawal land for mineral location and then ;made provision for

'their reopening tosuch location subject to its terms.'

We note that the pertinent regulation 43 erR 310, 3 PF.. 9744 (formerly 43 FFR
3400.4) enlarging on the act of. April 23, 1932, spra, speaks in terins of- its applicability
--to "withdrwals ade puisuant to section 3.' Whether the regulation meant to include
all withdradwals under section 3 or onlt those under section to whidh the act of' April 23,
1932, pertained, a regulation cannot override the terms of a statute. As the regulation is
broader in language than the statute, to avoid conflict the regulation is to be read as
applying only to withdrawals that have been made "for possible use for construction
purposes."
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We note that a few years earlier in the Boulder Canyon Project Act
of December 21, 1928, 43 U.S.C. sec. 617 et seg. (1964), the Congress
xade perfectly clear its intention to withdraw. irrigable lands ,from.
mineral entry. Section 9, 43 U.S.C. sec. 617h, reads: "All lands of the
United:States found by the Secretary of the Interior to be praoticable
of irrigation and reclamation by the irrigation works authorized
herein shall 'be withdrawn from public entry. * *' *

Here there is no reference to lands needed for irrigation works or for
their construction, inaintenance or operation. When the Congress in-
tended to cover lands to be irrigated from a projedt as distinct from
those used for irrigation' works, it made its-intention perfectly clear
in very simple language-

The next statute cited is section 10 of the.Reclamaticn Project Act
of August 4, 1.939 (53 Stat. 1196) ,43 U.S.C. sec. 387 (1964) .It provides:

The Secretary, in his discretion, may (a) permit the emoval, from lands or
interests in lands withdrawn or acquired and being administered under the
Federal reclamation laws in connection with the construction or operation and
maintenance of any project, of sand, gravel, and, other minerals and building
materials with or without competitive bidding. * * *

The statute again is quite explicit in its reference to lands withdrawn
"in connection with the construction or operation and maintenance.
of any project." It does not refer to lands to be irrigated by the project,
but once more is couched in the language. of a first form withdrawal.

Here, too, as noted in discussing the act.of April 2,3, '1932, a Depart-
mental regulation issued some 17years later with reference to an
application 6f the 1939 act speaks of land withdrawn "for reclamation
puirposes.":43 CFR.1199.70, 20, F.R. 5778, now, as amended, 43 CFR'
3566.0-3. The regulation applied only to Lake Mneadand to a, area
surrounding the lake as shown on the map referred to in the regulation,
depicthig the boundaries.

The act ofOctober 8, i964 (78 Stat.: 1039; 16 U.S.C..sec.460(n)
.et seq. (1964)), dealt solely with the administration of the Lake Mead
Recreational Area and plainly authorizes the.Secretary to issue min-
eral leases for lands within the boundaries of the redefined recreation
area. 1i U.S.C. sec. 460 (n3.'3 (ib). ince'the mining claims werelocated
prior to the enactment of this statute, the, rights of the appellants, if
based on a valid location., would, not be affected by it. Further, the act
itself protects valid rights. 16 U.S.C. sec. 460 (n)-1.

This review of the sources supporting the vie w that land, in a second
form withdrawal, is not open to mineral location leaves us unpersuaded'
of the so udness of that view. We conclude that such land was open
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to mineral location after the withdrawal was made and remained so
through the date on which appellants made their locations.

Accordingly, it is unnecessary to determine whether the claims are
within or without the four-mile limit of the withdrawal. The crucial
issue is whether the claims are valid under the mining laws. Effective
July 1, 1970, the Board of Land Appeals, Office of Hearings and
Appeals, assumed jurisdiction over all appeals before the Director,
Bureau of Land Management, in the exercise of the supervisory
authority of the Secretary of the Interior (35 F.R. 10012, June 12,
01970). f .. - f- : i

Thereforfepursuant to the, authority delegated to tho Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.IR. 12081),
the decision, of the Bureau of Land Management appeale from is
reversed and the case remanded for further proceedings consistent
herewith.;

MARTIN- RITVO, Member.

WE CONCUR'.

EDWARDT W. STUEBIiG, Member.E

ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS, Member.

APPEAL OF PLACER COUNTY, CAIJFORNIA

IBCA-777-5-69 Decided Apiril8, 1971:

Contracts: Disputes; and Remedies: Jurisdiction-Rules of Practice,:
Appeals: Dismissal

Where a contract with . a County requires the Government to build a
replacement road and bridge in eonnection with land acquired for the
construction of the Auburn Dam and Reservoir and the County complains (i)
that in planning for and constructing the replacement road and bridge the
Government.. had failed to adhere to standards proscribed in the contract
and (ii) that it had failed to secure the County's approval for access from
the replacement road to adjacent Government-owned land acquired for
recreational purposes in violation, of the contractual provision requiring
approval of all accesses granted outside of.the project takeline, the appeal
is dismissed since the Board found (i) that the contract contained no
contract provisions under which the wrongs alleged. could be remedied and
(ii) that the Disputes elause itself was not sufficient to confer jurisdiction.

* In reaching this conclusion the Board noted that dismissal of the appeal
on jurisdictional grounds was proper, even though neither party had raised
any question as to the Board's jurisdiction over the claims asserted.

424-695-71-2
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Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Iurisdiction-Rules of Practice: Hear-
ings-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal

Allegations by a County for which a replacement road Was being built:
that the contracting officer had acted in an arbitrary manner and that its
future course of action was to some extent dependent upon the result of the
Board's review of the County's complaints, warrants Board examination
of the complaints in detail even though it concludes on jurisdictional grounds
that it has no authority to finally pass upon the claims asserted.

BOARD. OF CONTRACT APPEALS

At issue ill this appeal is the question of whether the Government
violated its contract with the County by failing to adhere to the stand-
ards prescribed by the contract for the substitute road and bridge re-
quired to be constructed in connection with land acquisition for the Au-
burn Dam and Reservoir. 2 Also in issue is the question of whether the
Government breached its contract by failing to secure the County's
approval for planned access roads from the substitute road in ques-
tion to immediately adjacent land acquired by the Government for
recreational purposes.4

The instant contract was entered into under date of January 16,
1968, for the relocation of a segment of the Auburn-Foresthill County
Road, in connection with the Auburn-Folsom South Unit, American
River Division, Central Valley Project, California. Preliminary to the
statement of the obligations assumed by the parties, the contract re-
cited (i) that the Government proposed to construct, operate and main-
tain the Auburn Dam and Reservoir; 6 (ii) that accomplishment of
this objective would entail flooding, inundation, destruction and ob-

Three of the five complaints presented by -the County in its letter of September 24,
1968, to the Secretary (Exhibit 16), were abandoned at the hearing on this matter because
(i) two of such complaints had become moot and (ii) a third complaint had become merged
in effect with one of the two remaining complaints (Tr. 5, 6) . Except as otherwise indicated
all references to exhibits are to those contained in the Appeal File.

2 Listed as the second complaint of the County in its letter of September 24, 1968 (note 1,
suprs), and thereafter. - . .

PListed as the first complaint in the County's letter of September 24, 1968 (note 1,
supra), and thereafter.

4A dispute as to a planned-access to private property has been resolved to the satisfaction
of the parties and is not an issue in this appeal (Exhibit 800; Findings of April 3, 1969,
pp. 1, 2).

5The contract (Exhibit 32), provides that it was entered into "pursuant to the act of
Congress approved June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388) and acts amendatory thereof or supple-
mentary thereto, all such acts being commonly known and referred to as the Federal
Reclamation laws, and the act of July 14, 1960 (74 Stat. 500) as amended-by the act of
October 23,1962 (76 Stat. 1196) and particularly the act of Congress approved September 2,
1965 (79 Stat. 615)."

' the United States, pursuant to the said Act of Congress approved September 2,
1965, proposes the construction, oeration and maintenance of Auburn Dam and Reservoir
as a feature of the Auburn-Folom South Unit, American River Division, Central Valley
Project; hereinafter referred to as the 'Project,' certain portions of which lie wholly or in
part within Placer County, California S *." (Exhibit 32, pp. 1, 2),
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literation and would require the abandonment and conveyance to the
Government; of such right,. title, interest and equity asthe County
has, or may have, in and to certain interfering portions of the Auburn-
Foresthill Road; and (iii) that the parties desired to compromise all
claims the County might have as a result of the actions described and
to compensate the County for the "taking" by construtcting a substitute
road facility and a bridge. Under the terms of the contract the Gov-
ernment assumed responsibility for preparing plans and specifications
and awarding contracts for the construction of a substitute road and
bridge for that involved in the taking.? The contract also provides for
a joint inspection by the Gdvernment and-the, County of the substitute
road and bridge when completed and-if it is mutually agreed that-the
terms of the plans and specifications have been met-for incorpora-
tion of the substitute road and bridge into the Cojunty's road'system.'0
Following such action the County is required by the contract to ab'an-
don and close to public travel those portions of the Auburn-Foresthill
Road involved in the "taking": and by. quitclaim to transfer to the
Government all of the County's right, title and interest therein concur-.
rently with the conveyance to the County by the Government of rights-
of-way for, and title to,.the substitute road and bridge within the take-
line. of said project." Among the contract terms is: a provision for the
resolution of disputes.2 ::

*a County road designated as PAS 77 which is currently classified as a Federal
Air Secondary route and known locally as the Auburn-Foresthill Road * * (Exhibit 32,
p.: 2).

Bids uder Specifications No. DC-6685, for relocation of the Auburn-Foresthill County
Road, were opened 'on October , 1968 1Exhibit 34). For the Auburn-Foresthill Bridge
Substructure under Specifications No. DC-6728 (Exhibit 33), bids were opened on April 17,
1969. At the hearing in April of 1970, the Project Construction Engineer testified that as of
that time the substitute roadway tself was approximately 85 to 90% complete and that
while the bridge superstructure had not been started,' the piers were 20 to 30% compiete
(Tr. 181).

: "1. The United States shall: (a) Survey, design, prepare plans and specifications and
award contracts for the construction of the said substitute road and bridge, the approximate
alignment and location of which, as proposed by the United States and approved by the
County, is approximately as shown on a print of U.S.B.R. drawing No. 859-245-076, dated
September 14, 1967, stamped Exhibit 'A' attached hereto and made a part hereof. * 5

(Exhibit 32, p. 3).
10 Exhibit 32, Clause 3, pp. 6, 7.
1 Exhibit 32, Clauses 4, 5 and 7, pp. 7-9.

12 "19 (a) Except as otherwise provided in this contract, any dispute concerning a ques-
tion of fact arising under this contract which is not disposed of by agreement shall be decided
by the Contracting Officer, who shall reduce his decision to writing and mail or otherwise
furnish a copy thereof to the County. The decision of the Contracting Officer shall be final
and conclusive unless within 30 days from the date of receipt of such copy, the County
mails or otherwise furnishes to the Contracting Officer, a written appeal addressed to the
Secretary of the Interior. The decision of the: Secretary or his duly authorized repre-
sentative for the determination of such appeals shall be inal and conclusive unless de-
termined by a court of competent jurisdiction to have been fraudulent, or capricious, or
arbitrary, or so grossly erroneous as necessarily to imply bad faith, or not supported by
substantial evidence. In connection with any appeal proceeding under this clause, the County
shall be afforded an opportunity to be heard and to offer evidence in support of its appeal.
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Before proceeding further De wAish to take note of the unusual
manner in which this appeal was prosecuted in its initial stages. Un-
accompanied by any request for a hearing and preceded by neither
a finding by the contracting officer nor by a refusal to make a find-
ing, a letter from the Placer County Board of Supervisors dated
September 24, 1968, requested the then Secretary of the' Interior,
Stewart L. Udall, to intervene directly in the matters in dispute."
Bya letter of October 15, 1968,14 signed by Kenneth Holomh , Assist-
ant Secretary of the Interior, the actions of the:Bureau of Reclama-
tion with respect to the five complaints of the County were- upheld;.
The Board of Supervisors' second letter" to Secretary U dall pro-
duced lthe sam e resulf ' The Notice 'of Apjeal specifically refers
to the' aforementioned letter of September 24, 1968, as constituting
the grounds forthepresentappeal.

On-this record a. question arises as tb whether the action taken at
the Secretarial level at the County's behest had the effet of busting
the Boaid of any jridiction it might otherwisl4lVe had with re-
spect to the matters in. dispute.'8 There isno heedfor us to pass upon
that questionsince- we determin e that- in an y event w e are witho t
jurisdiction ove r theclaihsasasse-rted.

The diflejence .between the parties as 'to the merits of the a ppel-
lant's complaints stem at least in part from the. f at at they ae

Pending final decision of a dispute hereunder the County shall proceed diligently, with theperformance of the contract and in accordance with the Contracting Officer's decision.
" "( p) ThiDis 'D sp tes cause doe e not preclu d consideration of law q uestions in connectioni it disions provided fo in paragraph (a) aove; Provided, That nothing in this con-tract shall e construed as making final he decision of any administrativeotfcial, repre-sentative,.or hoard on a question of law""(Exhiblt 32, the contract, .pp; 13, 14).-.Note 1, upr-a. ("The County and the Director of Region 2 of the Bureau of Reclamationare in dispute with regard to The faithful performance by the United States of the provisionsof the contract.. This letter constitutes an appeal pursuant to the provisions of Section19(a), page 13 of the aforementioned contract. The County believes that decisions of thecontracting officer have heen arbitrary and not in fll compliance with certain provisions

of the contract"). .

,; Exhibit 2. ...Is Exhibit 22; letter of October 29, 198. This letter dide-ontain a regnest for a hearing
befqre the Secretary. .

'- The response to the second letter was signed by Robert w. Nelson, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the Interior (Exhibit 23; letter of November 1, 1968).

17 Exhibit 31; letter of April 0, 1969, p. 2. ("This letter is intended to constitute saidwritten appeal and the County complaints are the same as those in our letter off Septem-ber 24, 968 to Secretary Udall, a copy of which is attached hereto and incorporated herein
by reference")..'s A rn del C orp o ration v. U itei e t S t tes, :96 C t. C L., 77, 114 (1942) ("* It , w aIs thehead of the department who had made the ruling of which plaintiff complains and, there-fore, the provision for an appeal to him from a ruling of the contracting officer hts no appli-cation. The Unit Expert ompany, ASBCA No. 1403 (August 11, 1933) ("Sinceit s obvious that the contractor has had the benefit of the appellate procedure proided, byThe contract, the issue is closed so far as this Board s concerned and the appeal here mustbe dismissed.") Of. Grier-Loscrance Construction Ge., In. v. United States, 98 Ct. Cl. 434,
402 (194(3).
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sharply at odds with one another as to the meaning to be ascribed 
to the following contract provisions:

1. The United States shall:
(a) * * The design criteria and standards of construction of the roadway

to be used by the UnitedStates in the preparation of the plans and specifica-
tions for-the- said substitute road are to be comparable to and at least the equal
of such standards currently used by the" State of, California for roads that
are .to be designed and constructed in a mountainous terrain to accommodate'
a traffic, voiu me in the range of 1,000 to 5,000 vehicles per day. Said range
of traffic volume spans the traffic presently using, said Auburn-Foresthill Road,
as dteritnied by actual traffic count, and such range of traffic vomine has
been used by the United States toJ determine 'the classification of the road to
be replaced. The design of the bridge shall be at least H20-S16.

(e) Acquire permanent easements in,. or fee title to all the lands required
for the construction of said .substitute road and bridge; Provided, However,
That the United States as to roadways to be located outside the take-line for
the said Project, shall not (1) in acquiring interest therefor authorize any
access to such roadways not acceptable to the County, or (2) during the
time between the acquisition of such interest and conveyances thereof' to the
County authorize the use of the roadway by, utilities without the approval of
the County.

2. The County agrees that the onstruction of the said substitute road and
bridge to the standards provided for herein and the subsequent conveyance to
the County of the road rights and interests described inparagraph 4 hereof
will provide the County with a road consistent with the standards and classi-
fication requirements acceptable for inclusion into the system of maintained
Placer County roads, and that any change which would effect an improvement
in the'eapacity ver and-above that provided for herein, and which would
result in' additional 'costs to the' United States, shall constitute a betterment
and if such betterment is requestediby the County and accepted by the United
States for incorporation into United States plans for construction, such-better-
ment shall be at the County's sole cost and expense. No construction based
on such betterment shall be commenced by the United States until the County
has paid to the United States sufficient funds to cover the total amount of the
estimated costs for such betterment construction."-

Resolution of the questions presented would entail interpreting the
quoted contract provisions taking into account the circumstances:
existing at the time the contract was executed and the contempo-
raneous construction placed upon the provisions in question by the
parties themselves prior to the time the disputes with which we are
here concerned arose. In the course of our opinion we shall have
occasion to examine these several matters in the light of the evidence
of record, even though on jurisdictional grounds we are without

8xhibit 32; the Contract, pp: 3-6.:
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authority to make any findings dispositive of the issues presented
by this appeal.2 0 -

Design Standards8Comnparable toState of Califonnia

The County has. stated the issue involved in this, complaint to be
whether the roadway and bridge design comply with .the contract
requirement that the design standards be-comparable to, and at least
the equal of, such standards currently used by the State of Cali-

* fornia.21 In presenting its case at the hearing, the County adduced a
considerable amount of testimony to show that the roadway and bridge
design employed by the Bureau failed to comply with State standards
in current use.

The County witness Pyle 22 testified that the maximum grade allow-
able under: California design standards is 6 % except in unusual cir-
cuinstances; that grades incorporated in the substitute road being built
:by the Bureau are in excess of the prescribed maximum grade; 2 and
that the road in question could not be said to involve unusual circum-
stances thereby permitting a grade in excess of 6% (Tr. 33, 51). Re7
ferrino to; consideration given at one time to building the road in

: question as a portion of State Highway 49, Mr. Pyle also testified that
a route projected::by the State following the same general alignment
as the road being built by the Bureau would have had a maximum
grade of 6 p-ercent.24 Upon cross-examination he acknowledged, how-
ever, that the 6 percent. grade could have been maintained only by
lengthening the: road several hundred feet and by raising the height
of the bridge 46 feet.25 Mr. Pyle also acknowledged upon cross-exam-

0 3MevA corporation, 76 I.D. 205, 223 (1969), at n. 66, 69-2 BCA par. 7838, at 36,428.
Such action woulde appear to serve a useful purpose where, as here, a State instrumentality
has charged a Bureau of this Department with arbitrary conduct (Exhibit 16), and has
indicated that its future course of action may be influenced by the Board's.view of the
matters in dispute (Tr. 156).

:3 Post-Hearing Brief of the County of Placer, pp. 1, 2.
-22 Supervising Highway Engineer in Charge of Geometric Design, :California Division of

Highwyays.
15 Tr. 17-18, 51. Pyle also testified that the bridge widths were Snot wide enough to meet

State standards (Tr. 17). The specific widths he cited as representing.State standards were
taken from pages of the State Planning Manual revised on February 9, 1970, however, or
more than two years after the contract was executed (Tr. 24). i

24 Tr. 18, 28, 52. The route projected by the State: is shown on a map entitled "Project
Map, Auburn Dam Relocation, G 2 line bridge." This document was received in evidence: as
Appellant's Ei xhibit "'" (Tr. 107-109).

23 Tr. 25-27. Mr. Pyle initially testified that he would be unable to estimate the additional
cost involved in these changes. Later, .however, after having had an opportunity to review
cost estimates prepared by the State, he stated. -"Our preliminary estimates indicate that
our projection on the six per cent line would cost 1.6 million dollars more for a 40-foot
wide road * * *" (Tr. 111). Government witness Rolin estimated that the change required
to maintain a 6% grade in the same vicinity would involve an outlay of 3 million dollars
(Tr. 181). The great disparity in these estimates is of considerable importance since Mr. Pyle
indicated in his testimony that at some point the State would conclude that the difference
was sufficient to constitute an unusual circumstance (i.e., represent an exception to the 6%
maximum grade requirement) (Tr. 128-125).
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ination that the road in question was a County. road; that the stand-
ards to which he had testified were fromn the State Planning Manual
and were for State Highways; that the State Highway Division uses
the standards of the American Association ,of State Highway Officials
(AASHO) as a guide in reaching a decision; that he had reviewed
the plans and specifications for the ubstitute road in question in the
light of State Highway standards rather than AA SHO standards;*
and that he had no specific recollection as to provisions contained in
the State's Planning Manual during the latter part of 1967, and the
early part of 1968, with respfect to the desigu and construction of
County roads:' ,

The Government's questioning of Mr. Pyle with respect to the stand-
ards applicable to County roads was a prelude to the GQfIrmnent's
offer into evidence: of. exhibits: 2 purporting to, show that prior to Jan-
uary .31, 1968, the State Planning: lManual did have a section' dealing
with County roads. These exhibits were admitted in evidence over the
objections of County counsel, with the hearing, official secifically
noting that the contract in question was entered ilito on January 16,
1968.28 Shortly after the admission of Government Exhibits and 229

the following. colloquy occurred between Government counsel and
County witness Pyle:

Q. a*;** I'an asking whether the criteria that's contained in Government's
Exhibit Number 1 and 2 are being met by the structure that the Government is
now-has planned and is now building for the County ?

26 Tr. 30, 35-40.
27 Government's Exhibit 1 (Standards for Select System of County Roads and City Streets)

and Government's Exhibit 2 (Planning Manual Change Letter No. 7-19). See Ir. 4045.
2S Tr. 47-45. In the County's Post-Hearing Brief the objection to Government Exhibits 1

and 2 is renewed on the grounds that the statute-upon which the standards for the select
system of County roads were dependent-was repealed on December 7, 1967 (Post-Hearing
Brief, p. 5). Government counsel asserts, however; that the standards in question existed
independent of the repealed statute and for a different purpose (Government Post-Hlearing
Brief, pp. 17-19). We do not consider that the argument by either counsel is persuasive
:(e.g. assuming ergceno that the provisions of the StatePlanning Manual-pertaining to
County roads have no separate existence from the repealed statute that they implemented,
how should that fact affect taking such provisions into account in determining the meaning
to be ascribed to contract terms susceptible of! more than one meaning if negotiations were
Commeneed. long before the statute was repealed?) According to Government witness Rolin
that was the case here (Tr. 175, 179). Cf. the testimony of County witness Pyle with respect
to the construction in 1964 of Highway 120 as reported at page 119 of the transcript
(" * Ct he controls which determined its dsign were basically-both under the on-
ditions that existed in the late 50's.").

9Objection to consideration of these exhibits is also made on the' ground that the road
in question is a FAS Road and has been for the past 10 years (Post-Hlearing Brief, p. 6).
It is asserted that this precludes resort to Standards for-a Select System of County roads.
The requirements of FAS roads were nowhere clearly delineated in the testimony. The
record clearly indicates however, that the grades involved in the substitute road being built
will not preclude participation with FAS funds in a second stage improvement. See Trial
Brief of the County Placer, Exhibit E, letter of July 2, 1968, from Bureau of Public Roads
to MAIr. J. A. Legarra, State Highway Engineer. 
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A. I don't know whether the structure that is now being built meets the
standards included in Exhibits l and 2. The question I was asked to answer
was whether it inet State's standards.3 0'

0fSubsequent witnesses for the County testified at some length on
AASHO standards.: On diredt examillation County witness Kokila
testified that a table in a-n AASHO publication indicated a maximum
grad4 of 1 percent for 'road designed for a speed of 0 miles an hour
in montainous Country; that the substitute road is located in mioun-
tainous country that it has been designed for a speed of 50 miles per
hoar; 31 that the grade on he w'esterly 'approach road to the bridge
was eight percent; and that there is a provisioni in the AASHO maniual
authorizing 2 percent steeper grades for highways of a secondary na-
ture (Tr. 69). Kokila testified, however, that the road in question has
been deSignated as a primary Couluty road. 8 2 Later in his testimony
Kokila noted that another AASIllO publication indicated that warn-
ing sins could hot compensate for safety dficiencies of minimniun
d 9sgh; that the sam6 publication advocated the use of truck escape
ramps; a nd that no escape ramps had been designed into the plans and
Specificationsthatlhe had reviewed. 4 '

3 Tr.- 49. A short time later Pyle stated: "The standards I'm talking about are the
standards in the State's Planning Manual for State Highways." Immediately thereafter
the following colloquy occurred.

"Q. By that statement then you are not in a position to say, whether the plans and-
specifications that the Bureau of Reclamation is using for the construction of this bridge
comes within the AASHO standards? ' i - ' -

"A. No." (Tr. 49-50)
Still later upon cross-examination the following exchange took place:

"Q. * * * in arriving at these conclusions, have you any awareness [of] the contract
that exists e * e between the United States -and the County of Placer?

"A. I read the portion of the contract which provides that the:County-road be redesigned
in effect to State Standards or State Highway with traffic one to five thousand in moun-
tainous range. I'm aware of that much of the contract. .. -

"Q. -Are you familiar with the maps and exhibit that is part and parcel of that contract?
.:,"A. No." (Tr. 59, 60);,.

3 The record does not disclose whetherthe road was designed to this speed because of a
recognized contract requirement. Department counsel eomments: "$ * i. Although the
Bureau proposed and is attempting to blild t a50-mile per. hour better road as
a benefit and- an accommodation to the County as distinguished from any requirement on
the Bureau's part or a right in the County, no design for a speed of 50 miles per hour
is required of the Government * e 8. The speed signs on the -road being relocated, as can
be seen in the pictorial Exhibits (supra) to the Government's Brief, are for less speeds.
For comparison purposes the standards [for] a speed less than 50 miles per hour could be
used and; if so, it would appear even more strongly that the Bureau was more than meeting
the terms of its relocation contract with the County" (Government's Post-Hearing Brief,
p. 17).C

a This testimony was buttressed by- the introduction into evidence of (i) a Resolution
of the Board of Supervisors of Placer County adopted on May 17, 1954 (Appellant's Exhibit
H1) and (ii) a two-sheet map showing the County Road System for, Plater County and
depicting the road to be replaced as a primary County road (Appellant's Exhibit I).

Highway Design and Operational Practices Related to Highway Safety (1967)
Appellant's Exhibit L.

" 5Tr. 7476. On cross-examination Rokila indicated that It Is not the practice for the
State of California to build escape routes into roads it is constructing (Tr. 83).
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Upon cross-examination, Kokila testified-as follows: - -

Q. There is one more sentence tha-t Im not sure whethe'r, you read' into the
record- when you were readinig from page 195 of 'the' A SO blue book. Did
you read the last sen'tence of that paragraph below table-Tumeiral 3-13?
:A. Yes, I did. -:f- :- ; ;0 ,; ,,l, ; ,,,,
Q. Would you read that again for me?
A. The last sentence said, 'Tor low, ,'volume rural highway gades may be

two poeent'steeper." i'

The County's third witness, John Maccoun, Director of Public
Works, Placer County,.3 testified to the negotiations preceding the con-
tract's execution and- the actions taken by himself' or: by t -Board
of Supervisors in connection 'therewith. After testifying o his fa-
miliarity with AASIIO standards,39 Maccoun gave testinony. tat
such standards require carrying full shoulder widths across; bridge-
ways, making medians continuous for separations up to 20 or 30 feet
by 'bridging'the lundergcrossings and' providing for es66-e routes (Tr.
:97-99) . It iS noted,' however, that what are referred ito as AASEO
standards 'are described in the: publication in which they appear. as
:recommeindations.0 : :0: 0 . .< :::,:: D;;0: .:.:

Maccoun testified at some lenoth conerning.the negotiations.in
J anuary of 1968, that culminted in the executiofi.of the contract, now
in issue. A'cording'to his tetimony'tie first couple of days of nego-

tiatiols were spent trying to resolve questions bf engineering'stand-

In a colloquy immediately preceding this exchange Kokila gave the following'testimony'-
"Q. Are' you -aware of the traffic cdiint' average, daily traffic count that's-has been

determined to have been using the road, County road involved in this case? * e *

" A.'Well, it varies, of course, depending upon the'season of'theyear, but the:.average
daily traffic couit is about 1100 atthe present time." (Tr. 80-81)

8 ilThe 100.per day traffic count places'the r6ad' in the'lower rangebf the 1000-5000'
vehicle per day tandard'which is included-in the contract It is-a rural road at least for the
present. : . ** C -, . -;; -

*87 The Importance of his- role is'well illustrated by 'the testimony eli'cfitd from 'Maecon n
by'Countycounsel-

"Q. And you advise the Board on whether certain roadways should be accepted or whether'
certain contracts should be executed regarding such 'roadways s that correct?

"A. Thats correct (Tr. 128)
8 Upon examination by County counsel, he testiied as follows:
"Q During 1967 and the first part of 1968, did you attend all of the"lacer County

Board of Supervisors' meetingswherein. this particular proiect, the substitute road, was
discussedil 

"A. Ican't recall ever missing ameeting at that period of time.
"Q. To your kznowledge, duringth'ai period did the Board at any time at any Board

meeting, take any action to approve a grade in exc'es'of the tate-design standards? Other'
than the seven per cent grade which you submitted Sn your -4 icute ':' 

"A. They did not." (Tr. I141 142)

40Appellant's Exhibit L, note 33 supra, p.'1. Fromi the'inguageemployed in 3xhibit L
with respect 'to the three aifeas referred to in 'the 'text, it'is clear that the 'standards"
represent desired goals rather than mandatory requirements' (See paragraphs 5 and 16
on pages 1 and 3 and the last paragraph on page 19 of the exhibit).

424-695-71 32
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ards for the facility to be constructed. Explaining the manner in
which the impasse was finally resolved, Maccoun stated:

* t * finally I was told by the Bureau people that they'd build this better than
any State Highway and I said, "Well, then put that in the contract and we won't
have to talk about all the detail of the standard," and so we went back and came
back to-the next day drafted what I thought we should have. They reviewed it
and it was finally incorporated in the contract * *.41

Shortly thereafter the County counsel examined Maccoun as follows:
Q. And then your understanding by that the design criteria to be used would

be used by the State in building State Highways ?
A. Yes.
Q. And at that time did you know that the State required a minimum-maxi-

mum six per cent grade in their design criteria?
A. Yes.41
Q. When did you first learn that the Bureau's specifieations showed a grade

of up to eight per cent?
A. I don't recall, except that I'm sure that as soon as I had my first opportu-

nity to review the plans. There may have been some discussion prior to thats
but I can't recall.

Q. When you first* learned-in 'any event, when you first learned the grades
were going to exceed six per cent, did you contact any Bureau representative?

A. Yes, I'm sure I did. (Tr. 139)

In the course of his testimony Maccourt provided a good deal of
information concerning the route initially recommended by the
county.44 This route designated 1-4 was recommended by the Board of
Supervisors of Placer County in a letter addressed to the Regional

41 Tr. 137-138. The contract provision referred to is paragraph 1(a), note 9, supr.
(Tr. 138-139)

41 Tr. 139. It is clear that by early February of 1968, the County knew that the route
selected by the Bureau involved grades of up to 8% for in a letter addressed to the
Bureau's Construction Project Engineer under date of February 8, 1968, Maccoun stated:

"The County would design the 7% grade on the South. and the 81% grade on the North
with two full lanes in each direction and a four-foot shoulder on each side as the require-
ment because of the climbing and slow down hill movement of trucks and automobiles
towing boats and trailers as differentiated from the normal vehicle speed" (Exhibit 9,
p. 2).

43 There in fact had been earlier discussions concerning the use of an 8% grade, as is
clear from the following testimony given by Maccoun upon cross-examination with respect
to why the Bureau abandoned its plan to follow the I-4 route recommended by the County
in late May of 1967::

"Q. Why wasn't [the I-4 route] used?
"A. It went through a subdivision and one of the Board members, anyway, objected to

this and so you people found another location.
"Q. t * * were you advised what the use of this other location would involve with re-

spect to grades and other matters as compared to the L-4 location?
"A. I wasn't directly advised although the Board was advised and I may have been in

their presence or I heard of it shortly thereafter, that you offered another location-this is
the Bureau of Reclamation, wherein you would not disturb any other homes, but you may
have to go to a grade of eight percent, but this wasn't known yet" (Tr. 146-147).

44 Apparently the route was and is viewed by the County as satisfying the State require-
ment for a 6% grade even though for short stretches the recommended road would have had
a grade of 7% (Tr. 129, 141).
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Director under date of May 31, 1967.45 Apparently, as a result of a
preliminary survey by the Bureau in the area to be traversed by the
L-4 route, property owners in the Sylvan Vista subdivision-who ob-
jected to the route going through or adja entto-their propertypiro-
tested to Board Supervisor Joneswho brought their objections to the
attention of the full Board (Tr. 152). He also brought the matter
to the attention of G. Raymond Rolin, the Bureau's Project Construc-
tion Engineer.46 The-objections of the property owners were discussed
at they Board of Supervisors Meeting- on August 1, 1967, at which
Mr. Jones noted that ant alternate to the L4 route was then under
Study by the Bureau.4 7-

For details concerning events which took place from late July until
August 15,196 (the date the Board of Supervisors adopted the resolu-
tion clarifying its position with respect to, the L-4 route), we are
largely dependent upon the testimony of Mr. Rolin.41 He testified that
on July 31, 1967, Board supervisors Jones, Mahan and another super-
visor,49 met with the Assistant Regional Director and himself in the
Regional Office in Sacramento. At that time Rolin presented. two al-
ternatives to the L-4 route. One alternate would still have been in the
Sylvan Vista area but would have required the removal of fewer
houses. The other alternative involved moving the bridge downstream
between 2 and 3 thousand feet with the proposed road encroaching on
an area called Auburn Heights. The day following the Imeeting ini
Sacramento, Board supervisor Jones telephoned Rolin about noon to
say that the Board preferred the Auburn Heights area route. By
August 5, 1967, it became generally known that the location of the
Auburn-Foresthill Road was being changed, however, and interested
groups in the North Auburn Heights area began t6 protest.

-Undertaking to describe the situation he found himself in as a result
oftheturnofevents,Rolinstates: 

* * * the Board of Supervisors found that the people in Auburn Heights did
not want the road in that location, which-sort of left me at an impasse because

- Exhibit 3 ("The Placer County Board of Supervisors submits herewith its recommen-
dation for the relocation of the Auburn-Foresthill bridge and road to be inundated by the
Auburn Dam. * 8 #" (Tr. 129, 175, 176).

40Exhibit ll, Memorandum to Central Files from (. Raymond Rolin, dated May 3, 1968
("By phone call July 29, 1967, County Supervisor Will' Jones notified me that all residents
in the Sylvan Vista area were protesting the routing of the road through this developed
area, that it was the County's desire to make changes, and asked my views as to what could
be done. * *

T Exhibit A to Trial Brief of the County of Placer.
4 In the narrative we shall also rely upon information contained in Exhibit 11, note 46,

supra, particularly with respect to the dates the various events occurred.
49 Tr. 177. Rolin may have been mistaken as to another supervisor being present. The

memorandum prepared by him some two years before (note 46, supra); shows Jones and
Mahan as the only supervisors present.
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I didn't know where to put the road. So I requested a meeting with the Board-
of Supervisors to talk this matter over, which e did told sh a meetmg a:few
days later at the Foothills Restaurant-, and I believe all nemaibers-of the Board
were ptesent pIuh Ar. ,Maecoun * . However, at that time I pointed out to the:
Bbard.'that irfwe cahot go' through Sylvan Vista 'ad we cannot go through
Auburn Heights, the oly other lbation is to g between them In going bhtween
them I pointed out that we4ave-no- means of gettinga location which would sat-
tsfy a six-per cent grade unless the bridge was raised considerablyi

Now, at that time since we.had a location over.here that would cost a certain
nuber o' dollars, and the location over here that would cost approximately. the
same, I was not in any position to say that we will increase that cost for. the
convenience of the County unless te County was willing to absorb the increased
costs. The outcome of that meeting-luncheon neeting was that the Board of
Supervisors: would rather have this intermediate road with an;ieight per cent
grade rather than go to eitherof theother locations 0. :

The Qouity las attempted to meet. the uncontradicted testimoy
given by Rolin by caling 'attention to the fac that the meetilg at the
restaurant occurred long before the contract in issue was signedn and
that Rolin did not attend the negotiation sessions at which the final
terms of the contract were agreed upon1-(Tr. 184). In addition, it
squarely raises the question of the Board of Supervisors' authority'to
bind the County in the manner.relied upon by the Govermnent, stating:

The only action taken by the Placer County Board of Suervisorsduring the
period In question is :shown on the officially certified co-pies 'of the IMinutes of
August, 1st and August 8th * * 

5 'and Resolution' 67-323, dated August 15th
.8 * ''. Nowhere did the Board agree to, or evenrefer to an 8 grade, or any
other grade. * * * '
* 7 The testimony'given by Coufty -witness Maccoun (note 43,' sepr), is entirely con-

sistent with :Rolin's account of the luncheon meeting in the Poothills. Restaurant. The
County offered no' rebuttal testimony. Upon cross exanination the following exchange took
place-with:respectt .the.Board of Stpervisdrs meeting of August 8, 1961 (Exhibit'B to
Trial Brief of County of Placer),: 

"Q. So at that meeting they indicated then that they did not specifically requestthe L-4
route? - : § 7 - : i ; : ' ;

"A. That's correct. In other words, if I remember right at that meeting they indicated
that they'd be happy to have a road -which does not interfere with any houses.

'Q Numper 4?,, ..
" A.Bnt the Board of Supervisors at.that- time-knew that the only other route-wasthe

one I described to them previously' at the luncheon meeting and 'that the route without
hitting any houses would entail an eight per cent grade.

"Q.,-lad you already done all of the engineergstude s onthat, yen knew,theexact
fades and the'exaet outing to be taken?

"A. Yes, ,t* e the grade is dictated by the grade of the-of the, interehange on top there
and the-aud the grade of a bridge whih -would have satisfied the relocation in either L-4.
or through Auburn Reights. -

"Q. Were you present when Mr Pyle testided regarding ,a proposed G-2 route?.: 
~"A. YeEs.`
"Q. That route would have connected, I presume, the Interstate 80 interchange with the

` d: Itwou i dh;ut snmiehouses." (Tr.186, 1 7).
: E Post-lHearing Brief of the County of Placer, p. 10.-: . :

n Triial Brief of the County of Plaeer, p. .7. The authority relied upon is cited on the same
page ina passagereading: -

": * * any such discussion did not involve Board action. To perform an official act
the Board must be regularly convened.' (13 CAL. JUR. 2d, 372). 'Whether or not a board
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--The significance. which-lwould'ordinarily attachto' the fact thiit
0 iolin di~not attiend the a fiial -'ne tiatfion- ssions Tor e cotractin
question is greatly diminished by such circumstances as are present
here,-nanely :. (i) the Minutes-f6r the-Board of Supervisdrs' h:eeting of
August , 1967;: disclose that the Board wals awareithat tot proceeding
with the', L-4 roiute w ld be.likely to entail devtions from stailards'
wich gould have been achieved otherwise; 5 ii) within a iminth o
themeetng intie' restaurant .the Bureauforwarded to the Bbrd of

* Supervisors proposed plans for the roadway in question, refcn the
use of gradesof 7and 8 pereent; 54.(iii) the alignent tf.or the roadway
slown ini Exhibit 'A.".o the contract' as executred reflects' the graded
of 7 and 8 percent'(Tr.196) ; and' (iv) i the record shows that less than
a nonth after the-contract was execited'theDirector of Public Works

* for Placer County was aware that the roadway' the Btreau planned
to build involved'grade'sof 7 and 8 percint, 5̀  but failed too assert in a
timely fashion such grades were in' violation of the State Standard of a
maximum, grade of 6 percent for State Highways except in unusual
circumstances.

Respecting0 the, Board of Supervisors' failure to formally approve
;the 7and 8 percent grades in question,: Governmelt counsel asserts
that because of its conduct the :ounty, is estopped,5 6

:.to assert the lack
of formal approval In the Post-LHearing Brief, Governmlnt counsel
states:

of supervisors has jurisdiction to do an act must' be deterfmined by an examination of the
record of its proceedings. The best and only evidenee of its intention is to be drawn from
this record.' (13 CAL. JTR. 2d, 373)."

3 Trial Brief of the County of Placer, Exhibit B, p. 382 ("A question of the same
standards .being in effect' was brought up by Mr. Barber and the Board concurred. Mr. Radie
pointed out that the standards :cannot be accomplished under Federal, law and should not be
included in. the Resolution. but could be submitted separately and would be considered by
the Bureau of Reclamation as the view of the Board.i) In a letter addressed to the Board
only four days before the contract 'was executed, Mr. kadie stated:.

"s you know, the agreement which we have accomplished for the County replacement
crossing is based on a location sected by your Board. The road grade for a portion of
this replacement Is not,as desirable as bould be .obtained bysome other route. However;
this route does avoid the serious right-of-way problems which are inherent in other routes."
(Exhibit 7; letter to Robert P. Mahan, Chairman, Placer County Board of Supervisors.)

* Exhibit 6; letter of September 7, 1967, to Mr. William S. Briner, Chairman, Placer.
County'Board of Supervisors from R. J. Pafford, Jr., Regional Director, Bureau of Recla-
mation ("5 *:* Location details were discussed with Assistant Regional Director Radie
and'Project Construction ngineer Rolin at the'meeting, of your Board on August 8.
Further discussions between Mr. Rolin and your Board occurred on' August. As a result
of these discussions, the alignment shown on the attachment has been selected. *

(Tr. 176).
E Exhibit 9, note 42, supra. :
Citing, iter a, Farrelz et Oc. v. Placer Cosntii et al., 23 Cal. 2d 624 (1944), 153

A.L.R, 323 and Palo AIto'investmeat CO. . ountystof Placer, 74 Cal. Reptr. 831 (1969).
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* * * This equitable theory applies to municipalities as well as individuals and
would prevent Placer County from avoiding the effeit of its-action by any argu-
rment that there was no documentation in resolutions of the Board of Super-
visors. * * (pp.21-22)

* Before condluding our consideration: of this complaint by the
County, it would perhaps be well to note the materialchange in the
County's; position which occurred between the time the Board of
'Supervisors wrote to the Secretary on September 24, 1968j57 'and the
time the County filed its Trial Brief at the hearing in April 1970. Con-
cerning this .ehange of position Government counsel states:

X T * this Complaint (deviation from standards for California State highways
limiting grades- to 6 percent) is not one included in those initially made by the
County in its letter of Complaint that forms the basis for this proceeding and
i's not the subject matter of any Decision of the Contradting Officer in his deter-
minationof Apriil 3, 1969 * *

Insofar as this opinion is concerned, the principal effect of the
County's change in 'position has been that the Board 'is entirely without
the benefit of any findings by the contracting officer oil such 'crucial
questions as (i) requirements of the State of California, especting
6 percent grades. except. in unusual circumstances, (ii) the tests applied
by the State in determining unusual circumstances, (iii) the extent to
-which the State's own practice conforms to the standards set forth in
its Planning. Manual and (iv) the relationship between primary
County roads and State highways.

Addressing himself to the 'najor question presented by the County
in its letter of Septembero24,19.68 (Exhibit 16), the contracting officer
states: -
. Public Law 87-874, October 23, 1962,mi under which the relocation of the County
Road is being- carried out would not authorize the Bureau; under thefacts and
circumstances of 1this case, to finance onstruction which would change the
classifieation of the road from two lanes to four lane Is. 6-

Immediately thereafter he'- set forth his understanding of the terms,
standards and classification 6 'as used in the statute and in the result-

5 After noting its recommendation that the roadway be: initially constructed as a 4-lane
facility-with a 4-foot center median, four 12-foot travel lanes, and 8-foot shoulders, the
letter continues:

"The County contends that this design criteria is appropriate and that this design criteria
does not constitute a higher standard than described in the contract under Sec. (a),
Pages 3 and 4 * * *." (Language referred to quoted in text accompanying note 19,
supra). Exhibit 16, p. 2.

5 The Government's Post-Hearing Brief, p. 11.
55 Exhibit 2. The act amended section 207 of the Flood Control Act of 1960 (74 stat. 501).

The fiuding is predicated upon the language contained in section 207(c), as amended.
' M Exhibit 30, Findings of April 3, 1969, p. 2.

6' Note 60, spra. ("Public Law 87-874 provides that the head of the agency concerned
is authorized to construct such substitute roads to design standards comparable to those
of the State for roads of the same classification as the road being replaced. The same law
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ing contract.:He also-adverted to the use iby the State of 'California of
the AASHO stanards as a guide, after which he stated:

In designing the bridge Tor the relecateid road, provision is being made in the
piers and in the deck substructures for a future 4-lane road. However, the initial
structure will carry only two traffic lanes. This arrangement is a far as the
Bureau is authorized to go in construction of the bridge. Any further construe-
tion such as adding two additional traffic lanes to 'the bridge and other portions
of the relocated road must be considered a betterment and the cost thereof must,
be borne by other highway authorities?

As the evidence to which 'we have referred discloses, the County has
made a serious effort to substantiate all of the various contentions ad-
vanced in support of its present central thesis that the roadway planned
for and being built by the Bureau is not comparable to and at least
the equal of California standards for State highways, including road-
ways of the type described in the contradt. Concerning the situation
in which the parties find 'themselves, the 'Counity states:

: * Tche hazard caused by this deviation from standards can be corrected
only by redesigning the facility in accordance with State Design Criteria, or
widening the facility to four (4) lanes.' The County will accept either alterna-
tive.Y5 The County cannot be required to accept the facility until this hazard is
correted :

All of, the Coulty's effortsfoqulder, however upon a course of' con-
duct by the; County plainly and consistently at variance with the posi-

also provides that 'traffic existing at the time of the taking shall be used in the determination
of the classification.' In this instance, the relocation contract provids that construction
will be to standards comparable to and at least the equal of such standards currently used
by the State of California for roads in mountainous terrain to accommodate a traffic volume
in the range of 1,000 to 5,000 vehicles per day. This traffic volume does not authorize a
road elassification of more than two lanes * *

62 In letters (-125045), addressed to the Secretary under dates of April 13, 1970 and
September 23, 1970, the Comptroller General found that the Bureau was not authorized
to make such arrangements. In the latter letter the Comptroller General states:

"we * * remain of the opinion that the Department lacks authority under Section
207(c) of the Flood Control Act of 11960, as amended, to -participate in the construction
costs of the heavier substructure and deck truss and recommend that Federal participation
be limited to the cost of constructing a two-lane bridge which will support only two lanes
of traffic.")

"' Note 60, slpra, pp. 2, 3.
6o At page 9 of its Post-Hearing Brief the County asserts:
"AUllof the testimony relating to the necessity for four (4) lanes relates solely to the

need for four (4) lanes due .to safety considerations for present traffic only." (nder-
scoring in original.) This statement is plainly contrary to the following testimony given
by County witness Pyle on direct examination: . .

" * * if you did not consider traffic that Is expected to use the facility, after the
reservoir is in use, would you.still come to the same conclusion? :

"A. If I didn't consider traffic that was expected to use the facility after the road was
constructed I would not conclude that four lanes was [sic] required." (Tr. 16).

6i County witness Pyle testified, however, that a four lane highway would still not
comply with State standards if, as would be the case here, the alternative would involve
an 8% grade (Tr. 20). . i

Be Post-Hearing Brief of the County of Placer, p. 1O.
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tion now asserted. If-as is now '6itended-the contract standards
aippic,,ableto the roadway- to be built required a e f not in excess
of percent *hy was t is'.p sition:t advanedLivhecn, prio. tto con-
tracting, the Bureau atisted the County both orally 67 and: in switing 68

at the roadway-to be built tof accon odatoethe lounty's request-would
3anyolve,the higher grades.: Assuming that the construction'the County
7inow urges be placbdlupofnthe contract nguage 69 would therwise 
tenable 'or even to' b e preferred, that position cannot be maintained
where,:as here, ran exhibit attached to the contractand expressly made a
part thereof shows an alignment for the roadway to be built involving
grades of 7 and'8 .percentY' Th' thes ciimtice'we attach little
weight to County witness Maccdun's testirony th'fhe may' ot have
had sufficient egihee g data available for him to detertiine what
grades vwere 'invoRd in the alignment for the roadway shown in
Exhilbit 'iA"7 to the contract '(Tr. 130). It does not seem that he cuild
properly discharge his respohsiibilities to advise.the'Board of Super-
visors as to whether' to proceed with the execution of 'the contract 71

until he had access to. sufficient engineering data for an informed judg-
ment. There is nothing in this record to indicate that Maccoun was in
any way remfiss in the discharge of hisresponsibilities.
* In the Board's view the situation with which we are concerned
represents a case of one party knowing or having goad reason to know
the interpretation placed upon particular contract language by the
other ,partyr prior to entering into the contract. The law is well-
established that in such circumstances the party who.has knowledge
of I the other paty s interpretation and who fails to, take:-exceptioi'
to it is bouid by the other party's ihterpretation.72 'Since'-the question'
is the 6onsrilcton to be placed upon the contractlanguage eeloyed,,
the fact that Maccoun was without authority to contract on behalf
of the. lunty or that t -Board of Super isors 'nay have -failed to
formally 'approve what they have agr to informally is not disposi-
tive.6f tiheissue presented.`3 'We, therefore, fild that the contract as

-0O7 Note 50, supra, and accommpanylig text.: ' '
Os Note 54, suipra.
69 Text accompanpring note 19, supra.
° Exhibit 32; the Contract, p. 3,'and Exhibit "A"5 thereto r 6)

':$ ' SunVf Shipuidiag'and Dryu Dock 'o'pan et al. v. United States, 183 Ct.Cl. 8358, 76
'(1968)j; Cresswell'v'.United States, 46't. Ci.'119; 127(1959) (iIf one party to'a con-
tract knows the meaning that the other intended- to 'convey by his words, th'en he is bound
by that meaning: Tif'same is true if he had reason, to know what the other party in-
tended. * * *") and Shadrick Coitrii6tin4 CoMpanV, Ind., ASBCA No. 14613. (January 6
1971)', 71-1 BOA par. 647,p. 40,187 ("The law gives legai effect to the words of a con-
tract in accordance with the 'ijieaning' actually given by one of the parties, 'if the other
p'arty knovs of such party's interpretation and. does not manifest any disagreement with
such party's interpretation'before the contract is entered into * j

Cf. Er-us v. United States, 177 Ct. Cl. 108, 118 (1966). ("* * Even If the. inspector
had no authority to supply a binding nterpretation 'of the contract, his asctions constitute
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ehtered into coiteniplaed the se. of grades and 8 percentalong the
a'inmenl 'swi i .iit "AY toe 'bhe coit'ant and that theC int
has faied't& show that the' fcili t being ohs tId 6thewist fails
to comply wIth th standa &presdribed in the contrt.

Appro- , flei ii,;d jbj Acc6 R6 c-ds

: The; gravamen,;of this complaint 'is that :i$i uderogation-'of the ex-
press. terms, of the -contract,74 the Bureau .as authorized. ̀ access it6
areas located outside. the:^. project takeline-without 'securing
the Countys approval, even where. such access is considered' hazardous
by the County.75 For its part the Government has consistently main-
tained that the accesses authorized are "within the project takeline
and that: the contract provision relied upon' by the County is there-
fore inapplicable to the three: access- roads ini question.w' After noting
the County's position as set forth in its letter of September 24, 1968
(Exhibit16),theeontractingofficerfound-:. -

The three accesses to the recreation area on the Foresthill Divide are within
the project 'takeline. These accesses are, to-serve lands acquired by the United
States for project, purposes. Accesses which are subject to approval by the
County under Section 1(e) of the- contract of January 16, 1968, are those pro-
vided outside of the. project takeline to serve ownership remaining after the
acquisition of rights-of-way for the replacement road. The subject accesses,
therefore, are not appropriate for approval bythe Oounty.w

Resolution of the'question presented on the merits would require
a determination of the boundaries-of the project takeline. The testi-:
mony and exhibits oflered by' the Government concerning this_ com-
plaint were designed to show (i) that even prior to authorization
of the project in 1965,78: extensive consideration had been given to
provision for, recreation in- connection, with; the Auburn Dam -and
Reservoir undertalng and (ii) tat the Cuntify was not only aware
that this was so but also had obtained an outside study in 1966 to
determineithe feasibility of'the County and others operating proposed
recreational installations.

highly persuasive evidence of the reasonableness of plaintiff's interpretation.") The
rationale upon which our decision is grunded makes it' Inneces6sry for us to determine
whether the County is estopped to assert the lack of authority of the Board. of Super-
visors to bind the County except at, a regularly convened meeting (See.notes.52 and 56
supra, and accompanying text). '

7 Se'eparagr'aph'1(e),'nn'e19, sssjr. .. 

75 PstHearing 'Brief of thes Countj' 'of Placer, p. '1 ("The design also incorporates
access'roadsforState of California Parks, ioca'td outside the Project Take ine, 'the
designs of which' are onsidered' hazard6us by te County .of Placesr. These' access designs
were appr6ved by the Burau' despite the objection of the Coiutyof Placer")

76 Government's Post-Hearing Brief, p. 7. - '. :
7' Exhibit'30, Findi-ngs, p. 2. :
'78 Note 5, ssPre.
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With respect to the Government's evidence, we note that Govern-
ment Exhibit 3 was printed in 1964 (the year before the project
was authorized), and that Government Exhibit' 4 (Impact Study
for the Counties of Placer and El Dorado and theCity of Auburn)
was apparently transmitted to the County by letter of September
26, 1966 0 (over 15 months before the contract was executed). Gov-
ernment witnesses Turner and Rolin both testified that recreation
was included in the project.8 ' Rolin also testified that lands acquired
for recreation were within the project takeline.8' We note, however,
that neither witness attended the negotiating conferences at which
the contract terms were agreed iipon.83

,Couty witness Maccoun testified at length as to the genesis of the
contract provision requiring County: approval of access outside the
project takeline. It was his testimony that the provision with which
we: are now concerned was included in the contract at his request; that
the request was made because the County wanted to control all access
to the new facility; that the Bureau had advised that they could not
relinquish to the County the right to control. access within the take-
line for the project for dam purposes; that at the time of the final
contract negotiations the takeline for the dam facilities was known
within a few feet; that the- land acquired for' such purposes would
be retained by the. Government; that, insofar as he knew then, the
Government had not acquired any land outside of the dam and reser-
voir takeline; and that it was his understanding any access granted
with respect to future acquisitions not included in the takeline for the
dam would be subject to County review and approval.84 Maccoma

; ilouse Document No. 171, 88th'Congress, 1st Session, U.S. Government Printing Office
(1964).

I In especially pertinent part the letter states:
"The primary objective of this study was to ascertain the feasibility of local government

operation for all or a portion of the recreational facilities proposed in the preliminary
recreation plan prepared by the Auburn-Folsom Interagency Task Force (dated June
1966).

"The conclusion reached as a result of this preliminary study Indicated that except for
marina operations, it appears impractical for the Counties or the City o Auburn to con-
sider operation of the proposed recreational installations."

5' Tr. pp. 1164, 181. Concluding his testimony upon direct examination Turner stated:
"* * * So I would judge from these that the Counties were well aware of the pro-

posals to include recreation on the Foresthill Divide as a part of the Auburn Project"'
(Tr. 165)

52 Tr. 182, 183.
13 The presentation of the Government's case may have been handicapped by the death

of one prospective witness and the absence from the County of another (Tr. 143-144).
The Counsel who presented the case on behalf of the Government did attend the con-
ference but failed to testify. The lot of an attorney with information to impart concerning
a case he is trying is not a happy one, as we have had occasion to note previously. See
American Cement Corporation, IBCA-496-5-65 and IBCA-578-7-66 (December 2, 1968),
75 I.D. 378, 382, 68-2 BCA par. 7390, at 84;365.

so Tr. 131-134. Upon cross-examination Maccoun negated a suggestion from Government
Counsel that his primary concern had been accesses to the relocated road from adjacent
private property, stating:
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also' testified that'he had first learned of the accesses proposed by
the Bureau when he first reviewed the plans some 8 to 10. months
after the contract' was executed; 85 that he, had personally examined
the proposed accesses and' had found them to be hazardousi and'that
thereafter, he had requested that the County be relieved- of respon-
sibility for the accesses in question.86:

:In most cases, the uncontradicted testimony summarized above
would be determinative of the question presented. Here, however, the
weight to be attached to Maccoun's testimony is seriously impaired by
the fact that he was testifying to events which had occurred over two
years prior to the hearing without the apparent benefit of contempo-
raneous notes of -any kind. The recrd discloses that his'memory was
dim with respect to at least some aspects of the final negotiation
SesSi 1S. 1

It should be noted that there are contradictions between Maccoun's
testimony and his letter of February 8, 1968 (Exhibit 9). The assertion
that he did not become aware of the accesses planned outside the take-
line (as Maccoun had defined it) until 8 to 10 months after the contract
was executed,88 is clearly contrary to the knowledge-disclosed by the
aforementioned letterAr9 Also it is significant that in the very same

"* * I was concerned with all access to the road, whether it be private or public * * *"
(Tr. 149). A short time' later responding to an inquiry by Government Counsel as to his
recollection concerning discussions to the effect that regulation by the County over accesses
to Government property or that were to be for the purpose of the Gvernment was-not
within the realm of possibility, Maccoun stated:

"Anything outside of the dam project purpose take-line I asked for control of and I
thought received within the contract * * '" (Tr. 149, 150) : :

:S The following colloquy occurred on direct examination:
"Q. When did you first learn that access had been granted or were planned outside

the take-line?
"A. When I * * first reviewed the plans. : .
"Q. Was it before or after the contract was executed?
"A. This is about-I would say eight-ten months * or longer after the contract

was executed." (Tr. 135) 
se Tr. 135-137.
87 Compare Maccoun's testimony on direct-examination that Mr. King and-he thought-

fr Kadie or Mr. Horton were the Bureau conferees (Tr. 129) with his acknowledgment
on cross-examination that Mr. Robert Smythe and Mr. Gordon Whitaker together with
Mr. King may have been the Bureau representatives (Tr. 143, 144). -

8S Note 85, spra.
SD Exhibit 9; letter of February 8, 1968, from Mr. Maccoun, to Mr. Rolin, pp. 2, 3 ("On

your preliminary layout plans -you have indicated an access on the right at approximately
Station 94. We would request that this access be moved up to opposite- the access- at Station
103+35 3 * 3. Basically, the reason for this is that the right hand traffic will begoing
slow in this area, it is on approximately a 7% grade, and the fast moving vehicles which
would be the predominate cars using this turn-off -would be attempting to pass slow moving
vehicles and then to quickly change lanes to make this turn-off and also it is much more
desirable to establish the traffic control in the left turn slots in one-location and have the
two access roads opposite each other, this is especially true in this area with the high
gradiance of the roadway. We are cognizant of the fact that the plans for the park areas
are not finalized and, therefore, we think that this should be brought to the attention
of the Beaches and Parks State Engineers and be resolved.")
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letter-written only 23 days after the contract was.executed-heclearly 
{haid~~~~~t~~d £ a. -as o-DooevdIac6esa ',, hat the questns heh.ad,raised concerning the proposed

ac'cesse old be resolved',betw!en the Bureau and,.the. California.
Division "of Beahes and Parki.9 This is precisely.hoqw. th eBureauviewed the matter -' , -r - ,

--:Hadwe jurisdiction over the claims asserted, we wouldremand the
case to the contracting officer for a ,:-igon theqgestbim f the extent
to whiich the allegely, hazar~dous condition with respect to the accesses.
propo e4'by the Bureau would haVe,been present, if the,substitute
road 'hadbeen built on the alignment reflected4inthe L . route.In
this conheetioh we nt thatte, Coun isthar(dlyin a, position to
dioinpidift if 'ie allegeedly :hazar ous conditions are a concomitant 92

of the B-ureau' havipg' uilt' the 'suAbstitute road with 'I and percent,
grades 'after firsthaving informed the County that accommodating its:
request to avoid taking any homes in either the Sylvan. Vista or the.
Auburn areas would inevitably result in steeper grades.

Decision

The most basic issue raised bythisappeal concerns our authority to:
provide a remedy for the wrongs alleged. Respecting the jurisdiction
of the boards of contract appeals, the most recent authoritative. state-
'anent i the'Supriee Court's decision in United States v. Utah&; Con-
struction and Mining Co., 384 U.S. 394 (1966), in' which questions
intolvingthe basis for and the eitnt of.the jurisdiction of the several
boards. were examined in considerable detail.

The: guidelines established in Utah have been discussed and applied
by the Board in a number of cases. In American Cement Corporation,
IBCA-49 6-5-65 and IBCA-578-7-66 (September 21, 1966) 93 the
Government vigorously contended. that the claii. by a supply con-
tractor for' loss of commercial business (lost profits) was cognizable
under either the standard Changes Clause or the Extras Clause. We
found otherwise. In'MevA Corporation (note 20, spra), the question
presented was whether the claims by a construction contractor were

§°Note 89- supr.
.:Exhibit 10; letter of April 8, 85,' to the Pfacer County Board of Supervisors, p. 

(. t* *The locations of the turnoffs to serve the recreation areas have been coordinated
with the:Division of Beaches and Parks and they have concurred with our locations.')

2 'The record indicates 'that there is such a nexus, See, for example, the testimony of
County witness Rokila upon direct examination and particularly the following exchange:

"Q; In'your opinion is there any obledtion to the design of these 'access locations?
-"A. Yes, because they a'ppr'roach this 'road at-on a grade of-where the road, Is at

seven per cent. This is on the easterly portion." (Tr. 64) . f- ::
a 7 ID. 266, 66-2 BCA par. 5849.' The dismissal of the claim for lost profits was

affirmed'on reconsideration, 74 I.D. 151 66--22BOA par. 6065 (967).
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cognizable under the terms of the bbitract where the increased costs
claimed were attributed to the refus alof the (Government to pernit'the
&ibstitution of a' diffferent subcontractor than the contractor had listed
- its bid as require&by the ter-lgs of a special subcontractor listing
clause contained in the invitation and in the iresulting contract. We
found that they were not.

Unlike the situations presentin American Cement and.21I1evA, supra,

no question has been raised as to thie'Board's authority to pass upon
the claims asserted. We have previously held, however, that the char-
acterization of a claim as under the contract or for breach of contract
is not determinative, of our jurisdiction.94 Very recently another board

has held that the jurisdictional question mustbe faced even though it
had not been raised by either paty to'th disp-ute.5

This case differs fron A'ntrioa'n C ient and MevA, supra, in an-
other material espect. _Hereneither party'has pointed to any contract
provision under which relief of the type sought by the County'could
be provided upon a proper showing.99 Both the contracting ocer's
decision (Exhibit 30), and the notice of appea (lExhibit 31) refer-to
the contract's Disputes clause.97 The inclusion of a Disputes clause in a
contract does not'convert what would otherwise be'a caim for :Areach
of contract, however, into a claim under the contract. This, is, clear
from UMah in' whichIhei Supreme Court specifically rejected the Gov-,
ernment's all Disputes clause argument.9 8 -

9 Note 98, sapra. .- -

9Jcacorporation, DOT CAB No. 70-6 (November 13,1970), 70-2 BCA.par., 8586, at
89,887 ("Although neither party has raise'd any question as to the Board's jurisdiction.
to hear'and decide this'appeal, -we nevertheless must' face this crucial 'thresholdissue.")

9 The contract contains neither a Changes clause nor any other clause under which the
County's complalnts could be redressed. Cf.. JCM Corporation, note 95,:s prae, at 39,8837
("The jurisdiction of boards, of contract appeals is limited to claims: under specific. contract
provisions authorizihg therelief'sough L *' * *") '
* t Note 12, 'supra. ' ' ' " ... :- . ' '. '

9 See Uiteid .S tates v . Utoh Construction, anr- Miaisng co., cited in the text, in which
at 403-404, the Supreme Court stated:

"* *i c The. Gvernnment reasserts. here its position in the ourt of. Claims that the-
disputes clause authorizes and compels administrative action in connectionwith all disputes
arising between the parties in the. course of completing the' contract. I-its view, the
disputes clause is not limited to, those disputes arising under, other, provisions of the
contract * * that contemplate'equitable'adjustment in prifce and time upon the occur-
rence of'the specified contingencies. * '* "' '

"We must'r'eject -the governmentposition, as did all the judges in the 'Court f Claims.
* * .the short'of.the nattermis that when the parties signed this contract in 1953,,neither
could have understood that' the disputes clause extended to breach of .contract claims
not redressable under other clauses of the contract'*-* * footnotes omitted)."

of. McGraw Edison Company, IBCA-699-2-68' (October 28, 1968), .7.5_I.D. 350, avi7;
68-2 BCA par. 7335, at 34,1I3 ("Neither the cases cited'by the appellant: nor our own
research has disclosed any instance where this Board has had occasion -to pass- upon a,
Government claim for damages in the absence of a specific contract provision or provisions
under whichit Was considtred tobe cgnizahle. * * ") ' ' ' ' " '
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Conclusion

The appeal is dismissed as beyond the scope of our Jurisdiction.

WILLIAM F. MoGRAw, Chairnan.

WE CONCUR:

DEAN F. RATZmAN, Alternate Member.

SHEJRMAN P.: KIMBALL, Member.

MAX TANNER, CROSS (X) RANCH,

WARREN RASMUSSEN; ROSS
WARBURTON, APPELLANTS,

CLARENCE A. ELQUIST, INTERVENOR

IBLA 70-16 DecidedApril 22, 1971

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals

An appeal to the director from a decision of. a hearing examiner which is
received after the period- set by the rules of procedure for grazing cases
will not be dismissed solely for being late, but the circumstances surround-
ing the appeal will be examined to determine whether in the exercise of
discretion the late appeal should be allowed.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Apportionment of Federal Range

Where- the grazing capacity of the federal range has been greatly increased
due to the efforts and expenditures-of the licensee with the cooperation of
the Bureau of Land Management, and the range is to be divided into separate
allotments for that licensee and a group of others, it is proper to allocate the
increased capacity to such a licensee apart from the. allocation of grazing
privileges based on natural forage, especially when the individual licensee
suffers a:greater reduction of his class 1 demand than do the others.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Advisory Boards-Grazing Permits and
Licenses: Apportionment-of Federal Range

Where a proposed line dividing an area into spring/fall and summer use areas
and the criterion on which it is based has been discussed many times before
an advisory board, the district manager may use that line in allocating
grazing privileges despite the fact that it has not been set out in an ad-
visory board recommendation.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Federal Range Code

The provisions of the Federal Range Code dealing with protests to a decision
of the district manager are satisfied if a person. is notified of his right to
protest.from an initial decision; if however, that decision is changed as a
result of another's protest, those dissatisfied with the amended decision do
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not have a further right to a protest hearing, but must take an appeal as
the Range Code provides.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Apportionment of Federal Range

A permittee or licensee has no right to any particular portion of that Federal
Range under the Taylor Grazing Act or the Federal Range ode and, al-
though historical use is a factor-to be considered in the determination of
grazing privileges, the selection of the particular area in which the range
user may exercise his privileges in a matter committed to the discretion
of the Department.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Max Tanner, Cross (X) Ranch, Warren Rasmussen and Ross War-
burton have appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision
of the Chief, Branch of Land Appeals, Office of HEARINGS AND A-
PEALS, Bureau of Land Management, dated October 8, 1968, which dis-
missed their appeal from a decision of a hearing examiner affitming the
establishment by the District Manager of the Elko Grazing District,
Nevada, of the boundary. line between the appellants' group allotment.
and the individual allotment of Clarence A. Elquist on the ground that
their appeal was..not timely filed. The decision also said that if the
appeal were to be decided on the merits, it would uphold the allotments
as established by the district manager.

The hearing examiner's decision is dated February 26, 1968. Under
the provisions of the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts effec-
tive at that time, the appeal, after several extensions had been granted,
ought to have been filed in the Office of the' Director on June 28, 1968.
43 CFR 1853.7(b). It was, in fact, mailed in Salt Lake City on
June 27,1968, and received on July 1,1968.

The Office of. HEARINGS AND APPEALS held that the appeal was filed
late and under the consistent rulings of the Department an appeal to
the Director from a decision of a hearing examiner in a grazing case
filed late must be summarily dismissed.

The appellants contend that the regulations do not require the sum-
mary dismissal of a late appeal and that the Secretary may exercise his
supervisory authority to relieve the appellants of the consequence of a
late appeal.

In a recent decision, Delbert an~d George Allan, 2 IBLA 35 (March 4,
1971) ; 78 I.D. 5, the Department reviewed its rulings on late grazing
appeals. It concluded that since the courts have held that the term
"subject to summary dismissal" in other than grazing cases does not
justify a dismissal of an appeal without the exercise of discretion, it
would follow the same rule for grazing appeals. It then held that a
grazing appeal mailed within the appeal period and received one day
late would not be dismissed solely for that reason, but that the circum-
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stances surrounding the appeal woulcV be examined to determine
-whether in the exercise of discretion the late appeal should be accepted.
It concluded that a delay of one day would be excused where there was
no prejftdice to the other parties anc no advantage to the filingparty.

Here, too, the appellants, having mailed their brief within the appeal
period, have gained no> advantage froniteir 'tardiness. And again,
though the appeal was three days late, two of these'days 'were 'non-
business days, a Saturday- and Sunday. Further, there has been no
prejudice to the intervenor ohi the appeiljants default. Teefore,
fweeoiclu-de that in thecircumstances the late filing will.be waived and
the appeal will be accepted and disposed of on its merit.'

Turning to the merits, we note that the appeal involves the allocation
of grazing privileges in the Grande Range Unit of the Elko District,
an area in the northeast co-rner of iNevada bounded by. Utah on the east
and approaching Idaho to the..north. 'After proceedings before the
Distri t Advisory -ioard, the district manager approved a line dividing
thearea in question into an individual allotment for Elquist and a
group allotment for the*appellants. The dispute arisesfrom the posi-
tifoninng Qf the dividing line., . ,,X0 ;. :.f;;.: -, 0 ? :f

The 'facts as summarized by the hearing examiner are:.

The east portion of the. ,Grande Range Unit embraces 76,1;11 aeres, including
private lands locatedrprimarily, along water ways., The Intervenorowns 4,346
acres of private lands in the unit. Appellant Cross X -Ranch owns 120 acres of
private lands situated within the Appellants' proposed allotment. None of
the other Appellantsown any private lands in the unit.

On-Deember 9, 1965, the district maainager-issued a "Notice of Initial Advisory
Board: Recommendation and Proposed Decision of Distriet Ma'geI on Allotment
of Grazing Privileges" ( . 10). The notice states in part:

2. That the present total Class 1 obligation in the Elquist-Grouse Creek allot-
-:ment i: 8688 AUM's for livestock. Of this obligation,: the lquist proportionate
share is 5913 AUM's or 68% and the Grouse Creek proportionate share is 2775
is 5913: AUMs for 68% and the Grouse- Creek proportionate share' is 2775 AUM's
AUM's or 32%. There is- a wildlife obligation in this allotment of 2000 AUM's. 

3. Thatbased on range survey studies, theestimated grazing capacity of the
Elquist-Grouse Creek allotment is 735Q AUM's for,. livestock and. 50W00 AUM's
for wildlife.

4. That the estimated present and potential forage production of the 'Eluist-
Grouse Creek allotmentis 10,641 AUM'sfor domestic livestock.

5. That the Elquist-Grouse, Creek allotment.he divided intot individuaI and
i group allotments in accordance with 48 [sic] CR 4111.3-2 (c) as. per the at-'
tached map which -shows the location of theseallotments'and the operators
designated to.use them. This division provides for the equitable apportionment
of the allotment considerng the available forage, the developed potential and
the undeveloped potential and is' summnarized as follows: -

1The Bureau of. Land Management Decision commented that the appeal was also de-
fective because the appellants had failed to file proof of service of their appeal on the
adverse parties. The appellants have submitted copies of post 6ffice return receipts showing
;that service was made within the time allowed. 43 CFR 1842.5-2. .
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iElquist Grouse Creek Total

Available'native forage- 4835 AUM's 2515 AUM's 7,350 AUM's
Developed potential2 .1433 AUM's -1,433 AUM's
Undeveloped potential- 1139 AUM's 719 AUM's 1,858 AUM's

Total -7407 AUM's 3234AUM's 10,641 AUM's
Percent of Class I demand- 125 117,D

The map attached to the notice shows: the proposed division line on the east
side, of the- unit extending northerly from the southeast portion thereof to
Meadow Creek. The Appellants' allotment is on the east side of the division line.

By letter dated January 7, 1966, counsel for the Appellants indicated that there
was no reason to protest the division recommended by the advisory board (Ex.
11).- : I : X i . - - L 

TheIntervenor appeared at an advisory board meeting on January 10, 1966 and
protested that the proposed division line set forth in the notice dated December
9,1965 was unsatisfactory in that it prevented the movement of his cattle through
Grooked Canyon. (The division line was on the west side of Crooked Canyon).
He proposed to move a portion of the division line from the west side to the east
side of Crooked Canyon. To compensate the Appellants for loss of the Crooked
Canyon area, the ntervenor proposed to include in the Appellants' allotment
the area north of Meadow Creek, known as the Hardesty area, which was in the
Intervenor's proposed allotment. Mr. Thomas, representing the Cross X Ranch,
and Appellant Warburton indicated that they preferred to use -the Crooked Can-
yon area because the Meadow Creek area was too far from their home ranches.
The advisory board recommended that the new division line proposed by the
InterVenor be adopted. - V -

The district manager's decision of January 12, 1966 established the division
line proposed by the Intervenor, made provisions for providing water for the
Appellants' cattle, and referred to a future transfer of the Intervenor's private
Meadow Creek lands for Federal lands lying within this allotment.

The appellants raised six objections to the proposed divsion:-
1. The Appellants have been denied an opportunity for a proper hearing before

the District Advisory Board.-
2. The proposed division line requires the Appellants to use certain portions

of the Federal range which were heretofore used by others; that such range is
without adequate water; and that the use thereof would require as much as 20
milesof trailing. - - -

3. The proposed division line will require an unreasonable length of fencing,
part of the cost of which must be borne by the Appellants.;;

4. The proposed division line will deny the Appellants their customary and
essential summer use, the denial of which will destroy the Appellant's proper
balance -of grazing use and seriously damage their grazing operations.
- 5. The proposed division line does not give the Appellants their necessary and

equitable share of the available Federal range forage in the Grande unit.
6. The proposed division lines does not provide the Appellants with their neces-

sary and equitable share of the water in the Grande Unit.

2 "Developed potential" describes the condition of the range at which it is producing the maximum
amount of forage for the type of terrain and soil condition involved (Tr. 56). Undeveloped potential describe
(he amount by which the carrying capacity of the range can be increased by mechanical or other mean
tTr. 57).
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At the hearing, the issues were rephrased to three:

1. Does the proposed Appellants' group allotment provide them with a sufficient
amount of usable Federal range forage to satisfy their proportionate share of the
Federal range demand in theGrande Unit?
* 2. Is the establishment of the proposed Appellants' group allotment so arbitrary
or capricious as to seriously impair their livestock operations?

3. Was any provision of the Grazing Regulations contravened by the advisory
board in its consideration of and recommendation on the establishment of the
proposed allotments and, if so, was this contravention so substantial that the
district manager's decision should. be set aside to permit reconsideration by- the
advisory board?

The hearing examiner first pointed out that the Bureau's determina-
tion of the present and potential carrying capacity of the apportioned
land had not been challenged and that there was no evidence in the
record to refute testimony that the carrying capacities of the tCrooked
Canyon Area and the Meadow Creek (or Hardesty) area are den-,
tical, that is, 381 animal unit months. Further, h, said, the record
establishes that the proper season of use for the southern -Kportion of
the unit is summer, that almost all of the Crooked Canyon and Har-
desty areas are designated for spring/fall use, ajid that the appellants
received substantially the same amount of stimmer forage under the
January 12, 1966, decision as they. would have under the proposed
division of December 9, 1965. He pointed out. that the Intervenor's
allotment provided him with approximately-85 percent of his qualified
demand, while the appellants received 91 percent of theirs, and that
the appellants received 677 of the 2212 AUM's classified for smner
use 31 short of their 31 percent proportionate share. He did not find
this shortage significant. He then noted that the intervenor was given
1433 AUM's of developed potential, raising his allotment to 106 per-
cent of his qualified demand. He found it proper to give the ifntervenor
the benefit of the increased grazing capacity resulting from reseeding
operations he carried out, at substantial cost to himself,, with the coop-
eration of the Bureaus and without any contribution whatever from
any of the appellants. He then said that the realization of* the unde-
velop~d potential in the intervenor's allotment and the appellants'
allotment would give the intervenor in all 125 percent of his qualified
demand 'and give appellants 117 percent of their qualified dermand'in
their area. He concluded that it was not arbitrary orcapricious to
base the division of the range on a carrying capacity representing only
the natural forage and found that the appellants' group allotment
provided them with a sufficient amount of federal range forage to
satisfy their proportionate' share of the federal range demand.

In discussing the appellants' allegation that the proposed. allot-
ments would seriously impair their livestock operations, he noted that
appellants contended that their allotment did hot give them sufficient
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forage for their summer use and that it required extensive trailing
beyond their area of customary use. He pointed otut that there is in-
sufficient'summer forage in the unit to satisfy the summer use re-
quirements. f both the appellants and the intervenor and again noted
that the appellants had been allotted the same amount of sunlner use
as in the December 9,. 1965 proposed division Which they had been
willing to accept. He concluded that it had not been shown that ap-
pellants' livestock operations would be seriously impaired by the failure
to allow them all the summer use they desire.

He then disposed of their- objections to the change in the area of use;
by holding that an applicant has no right to the use of any particular
portion 'of the federal range. After stating.that the appellants had been
using for spring/fall grazing, an area now designated for summer use,
he found that despite the necessity for some additional transportation,
there was no evidence-that the appellants could not utilize the Hardesty
area and that its use would not seriously impair their livestock
operations.

Finally, he held that the manner in which the proceedings before
tie advisory board had been ,conducted had not denied appellants an
opportunity for a proper hearing.

On appeal the appellants contend that several actions of the district
manager were in contravention 'of the law and regulations.

First they allege that the Bureau. of Land Management 'huh "sold"
federal Frange forage to the intervenor instead of disposing of it under
the preference provisions of the law and regulation. In essence they
urge that it is improper to allocate to the intervenor the federal forage
resulting from the .improvement of the carrying capacity of the range
over that provided by natural forage. They say such capacity should
be awarded in accordance with the provisions of the regulation gov-
erning class 1 and class 2 applicants.

The provision iin. the regulation which relates specifically to in-
creases in grazing capacity reads:

Increases in grazing capacity, when conditions warrant, and after recommen-
dation of the advisory board and 'approval of the District Manager, will be p-
portioned in a manner that will assist in the stabilization of livestock operations
controlling qualified base property, with emphasis being given to the restoration.
of reductions that have been imposed to reach the grazing capacity of a particu-
lar allotment or range area, and to allocation of increased grazing capacity to
operators or interests whose efforts were responsible for such increases 43 CFR
4111.4-2. 00;; 0 

The regulation establishes a separate method of allocating grazing
privileges arising from increases in grazing capacity. If it had been
intended that sudh increased capacity merely be placed into the com-
mon pot, as appellants would have it, the regulation would have said
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just that in so many words or it would have said that the increase
would be awarded in the inverse order of the procedure for reductions.
43 CFR 4111.4-3.

We have found no cases dealing with the problei nor have appel-
lants cited any. We are left, then, with the guidance of the regulia-
tion directed specifically to the allocation of grazing privileges for
f orage resultmg from increases in grazing capacity.. It offers as guide-
1ines Iemphasis to be given,"to the restoration of reductions that have
been imposed to reach the grazing capacity * * '"' and "to all cation
of increased grazing. capacity to operators or interests whose efforts
were responsible for such increases"

Here the district managerhas relied upon the latter criterion. We
believe he did so properly. The increased capacity reulted fron fenc-
ing and reseeding operations towards which Eluist contributed about
$25,000 (Tr. 99, 122, 252, 289) and the appellants othing (Tr. 99).
The reseeded area lies within the portion of the unit customarily
grazed by Elquist and not bv the appellants (Tr. 161-165). Further,
if the natural forage alone is considered, Elquist has been given only
82 percent of his class 1 demand while the appellants have received
91 percent of theirs (x. 2, Tr. 99). In other words, if Elquist had not
developed some of the potentials he would have been 'entitled to a
larger share of the natural forage-a share which could only come out
of the portion now allocated to the appellants. The appellants, then,
are also beneficiaries of the increased grazing capacity. which Elquist
developed.

In the circunistanceg, the' allocation arrived at will assist in the
staibilizati6n of livestock operations controlling base properties by allo-
cating the increased grazing capdaty to an operation whose efforts were
responsible for the increases. We conclude that thel on is proper.

The appellants. also assertthat the. range code does not sanction a
distinction between carrying capacity based on natural forage and
that based on increasedavailableforage resulting from range im-
provements. As we have just. said, it is our view that the regulation
governing the disposition 6f increases in grazing capacity permits
sudh a separation when the criteria it sets are met.

Next the appellants contend that the proper seasons of use for
the proposed allotments were nlot set in accordance with the regula'
tions. The regulation, 43 CFR 4111.3-1(a), prdvides: 

(a) The District Manager, after recommendation by the advisory board, will
rate the grazing capacity of each unit or area in a grazing district and will classi-
fy each for proper seasons of use and for the maximum period of time for
which any licensee or permittee will be allowed to use the Federal range
therein during any one year.

The appellants say that the line dividing the area into summer and
spring/fall seasons of use did not appear in any way attached to ad-
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visory board actions and was -not presented to the advisory board as
a "particular delineated area" (Tr. 54, 82). They argue that without
such formal action, the line has not been properly established in ac-
cordance with the regulation.

The record, however reveals that the problem of seasonal use was
discussed by the advisory board many times and that the board under-
stood the district manager's proposed disposition and left, to him the
precise location of the line. This procedure falls well within "the re'-
quirement that the advisory board have an opportunity to' recom-
mend the seasons in which areas will be open to hue before the district
manager makes his decision.

The record is quite explicit.
The district manager testified tlat the line was basIed upoli infor-

mation gathered during a range survey conducted in 1965i (Tr. 54,'55)
and took into consideration such factors as vegetation type, eleva-
tions, terrain, and rainfall (Tr. 82,'83). The'report on the-1965 survey
(Ex. 2, p. 4), in commenting on the problem of season use, says:

In order to control cattle improvement and eprevenit improper season of use,
a' drift fence needs to be constructed ailong the base of 't'he'suimmer range.
Under present conditions the-cattle are following the snow melt up the
slopes and grazing: the; forage as it appears. This in. itself is unsound manage-
ment and is indicated byj the increasing number -of undesirable plants.,

Further, the last page of this-report has aif analysis ofthe frange
'capacity- 0by AIM's, part- of which sets out the AUM's of summer
range for' the parties in 'exactly the ratio. dcptd-by the district
manager.

The advisory, board's recorninendatibns, which -wer e adopted by
the district manager as his decision of October 6, 1965, setting up
:allotnents and reducing livestock grazing' use of the parties, referred
to the range survey and stated: - -

m[You may contact the District Manager'to work out specific numbers and
times within the -proper season- of use and within the maximum number of
AUM's cited above.

At the board' meeting of November i9, 1965, at which protests to
the October'6 decision'were voiced, the minutes read:

The board then asked for an explanation of the breakdown of summer' and
spring/fall ranges and what their present use was of the. spring and summer
ranges- * **. - ' i .

The protestants were dismissed and the. Board discussed the issues that
were presented involving private lands, water, season of use, and access.. (Ex.
SP. .):

The minutes of the next meeting held on December 6 and 7, 1965,
contain the following:
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Don Rhea lead a discussion oncerning the proposed allotment of the Grande
Unit. Watering facilities, fencing, customary use, and seasons of use Were dis-
cussed at length. Various aspects of the operations and their requirements were
-brought up. After these discussions, the board recommended that a proposed
line, leaving Clarence Elquist's deeded ground within his own allotment, holding
the Grouse Creek users south of Meadow Creek, keeping Mesquite Land Company,
Inc. out of the Grande Unit, and dividing the: AUM's proportionately' by ad-
justing the line along the western boundary of the Grouse Creek users' proposed
.allotment, 'be approved (see map attached) See addendum #3.

The notices of December 9, 1965 (Ex., 10, 11), also referred the
addressees to the district' manager for a pecise determination of
season of use (paragraph 9), just as the earlier notice had.

The appellants had no seriousobjections to these decisions, saying
in a letter to the Bureau (Ex. 13),

If certain details are worked out * * * our associates see no reason to pro-
test the allotment recommended by the Advisory Board ;* * 0, We think that
a very fair arrangement has been made and certainly the effort to be fair to
all parties is evidenced.

The notices of January 12, 1966 (Ex. 15 ,16), which carried out
the changes in the east boundary in the allotment line made no ref-
erence to seasons of use.

In their appeal, (Ex. 17)4, dated February 11, 1966, from the notice
of January 12, 1966, the appellants objected to the, divisio of the
allotment on the grounds that it denied them "their customary and
essential summer range-ian objection which' indicates they knew
where the line.sepaiating the seasons of use was.

As we said above, a decision of the district manager, made after
so much discussion with the advisory boardis well within the scope
of the regulation.

The appellants' next contention is that the advisory board's actions
adversely; affected their right to present their case. The substance
of their complaint is that they should' have been. given a right to
protest the district manager's decision of January 12, 1966, .(Ex. 15,
16), instead of being directed to appeal if the were dissatisfied. As
the hearing: examiner noted, the appellants were given an opportunity
to protest the decision of October 6, 1965, and the decision of Decem-
ber 9, 1965,. which vacated the former. They had notice that there
would be a protest meeting on January 10, 1966, at which they could
present whatever objections they had.,

The District Manager was not required to.set up another protest
because the decision of January 12, 1966, from which appellants ap-:
peal, modified the decision of December 9, 196.

The regulation does not provide for a succession of protest hearings:;
on the contrary it states that the district manager's decision after a
protest meeting will be his "finaldecision f or purposes of appeal."

It provides:
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Protests; reconsideratiom by advisory boards; service of notice. At the time
and place fixed for the protest meeting, any licensee, permittee, or applicant
may appear, in person or by attorney or other representative, or may file a
written protest w0it the advisory board, which thereupon will reconsider its
previous recommendation in the light- of the protest and will make a final
recommendation to the District Manager. If such recommendation is favorable
to the protestant, and the District Manager approves, he will notify the pro-
testant thereof by ordinary mail, which notice may be the fee billing. If the
recommendation is tof any extent adverse, and the District Manager approves
a notice giving the reason or reasons therefore will be served on the protestant:

- in person or by certified imail, including a reference to the pertinent sections or
provisions of the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts that serve as
controlling factors. Such notice will constitute the District Manager's final
decision for purposes of appeal. 43 CPR 4115.2-1 ().

Therefore we conclude that the procedure followed was proper. 
The appellants also contend that they have capriciously and arbi-

trarily been denied their equitable share of the federal range forage.
Their dbjections to the allocation of the "developed potential" have

been discussed above. They also protest the treatment of "undeveloped
ptential" as equal to and interchangeable with usable carrying capac-
ity presently available for qualified demand. The pvint of this ob-
jection is;bscure, in view of the fact that they have received 91
percent of their qualified demand while the intervenor has been al-
located only 82 percent of his. The itervenor has lost more of his
qualified demand than the appellants and the appellants have all
equal opportunity to develop the capacity of their allotment.

The appellants assert that the federal range allocated.to them is not
usable to the extent of their equitable share. They question whether
the assumptions that the undeveloped otential will be realized, that
water will be available, and that land exchanges will be accomplished
are sound. Without discussing their doubts as to future actions by
themselves, the Bureau of Land Management or Elquist, it is enough
to say that the plan is feasible and that the effect of future events will
be examined as they occur.

Finally they object to the substitution of the Hardesty area for the
Crooked Canyon area. As the hearing examiner stated, a permittee
has no rightto the use of any particular area of the federal range, and
although historical use is a factor, the determination of areas of use
is committed to the discretion of the Department. Delbert and George
Allan, supra;0 Thomas Orsachea and Michael P. Casey, 73 I.D. 339
(1966). Redd Ranches, A-30560 (July 27, 1966). While the Hardesty
area will be less convenient for-the appellants, we agree with-the hear-
ing examiner that they have not shown that they cannot utilize their
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proposed allotment without seriously impairing their livestock opera-
tion. The division of the. range into summer and spring/fall use areas
will in itself require appellants to move their cattle much further than
they have had to under the existing arrangement. The difficulty is that
the appellants have been using what has been determined to be summer
range during the spring and fall and that while they have no great
need of spring/fall use they do need summer range (Tr. 118, 138, 149,
216, 217). The appellants have made no showing that their share of
the summer range is inequitable. We conclude' that the proposed allo-
cation of range use gives the appellants an equitable share, of the
available forage.
.i The appellants also present a discussion of some issues which they
say are irrelevant and immaterial but which they fear have been in-
jected into the proceedings to their prejudice. Of these only ne is
pertinent to this decision. It is offered as a Quotation from the hearing
examiner's decision. : .

[T]he Appellants would, in effect,, benefit from the results of the intervenor's
efforts to improve the range "if they were given a. share of the 'undeveloped
potential' .-

;As we have said earlier, such a result would flow from placing all
the available forage in a common pool for allocationand it is our view
that neither good range practice nor the regulation requires it.
* The other issues need not be discussed.

Accordingly, it is concluded, that the district :mgnager's allocation
of the grazing priileges on the federal range was correct.

Therefore, pursuant -to the authority delegated to, the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 )M 13.5; 35 .F.R.
12081), the decision of the Bureau of Land Management is reversed
insofar as it dismissed the appellants' appeal and the decision of the
lkearing examiner is affirmed.

MARTIN RiTvo, Member.
WE CONCUR:

FRANCIS E. MAYHEMIIU Member.

JOAN B. THOMPsoN, Member.

SOULEN LIVESTOCK COMPANY ET AL.

IBLA 70-31 Decided April 23, 1971

Administrative Practice-Bureau of Land. Management-Grazing Permits
and Licenses: Appeals-Grazing Permits andicenses: Apportionment
of Federal Range

The Director of the Bureau of Land Management, upon review of the evidence
relied on by a grazing district manager as justification for a proposed real-
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location of grazing privileges among licensed users within the 'district, may
properly determine that the reallocation should be held in abeyance pending
further study, even though a licensee or permittee who appeals from the.
district manager's decision setting forth the terms of the proposed realloca-
tion is unable to show that the reallocation is 'inconsistent with principles:
of sound range management or that it would create hardships constituting
such a serious impairment to the licensee's livestock operation as to give
him valid grounds for objecting to the proposal.,

BOARD ̀O LAND APPEALS

Frank Cada, Rudolph Cada,' Leslie West, Earl Craig, Milton
Branch and Weldon Branch'*have appealed to the. Secretaty of the
Interior from a decision' dated January 31, 1969, whereby the Office
of HEAPINGS AND APPEALS, Bureau of Land Management, reversed a
decision of a hearing examiner dismissing the appeal of Soulen Live-
stock' Company' from a decision of the Boise; Idaho, district manager
affecting its grazing privileges in the Boise grazing district (Idaho
No. 1).

By a notice dated January 28, a966, Sonlen Livestock'Company wNas,
advised by the district manager of his decision to shift its use of the
federal range in the AWe grani allotment of the Willow Cteek unit
to the'Little Willow and Lower Crane allotments of the Crane Greek
unit. This shift was proposed as the most acceptable of several alterna-
tives for improving what was described as the unsatisfactory'conclition
of therange in the West Crane allotment.

The district manager stated that the Little Willow and Lower Crane
allotmerls are virtually',individual allotments now that cattle use
zormerly made in common is being fenced into separate use areas and

that ample "forage is avaibsbl& in these allotments to completely
satisfy the recognized qualifications of the Sonlen Livestodk Compapy
in the Crahe Creek and Willow. Creek units." He further foud that,:'

* * Although the recognized federal range qualifications of the Soulen Live-
stock Company in the West Crane. Allotiment was only 1 50 AUM's, as established
by the District Manager's Decision dated April 14, 1961, the actual use licensed
in this allotment as set' out by the above Decision is 1000 sheep, 4/16 to 5/15 and
2600 'sheep li/15 to 12/15, or a total of 600 AUM's. The' 150 AUM's: recognized'
federal range privilege is derivedby applying a 25%,factor for federal range use.;

Soulen'Livestock Company does own 680 acres of land in this allotment which
furnishes 114 AUM's of the above 600. Thus, the correct percentage would be
81%o and the: actual use made of federal range is 486 AUM's rather than 150
AUM's. The way this comes 'about is as a result of past licensing practices for
this Company.: Since 1951, the license for the sheep operation has been written
as 25% federal range over'their entire area of' use: in Crane Creek and Willow
Creek. As more specific use areas are defined and allotments fenced, it is necessary

1 Weldon Branch has not previously been identified as a party to these proceedings.
Inasmuch. as the addition of his name to the list of appellants will have no substantive
effect, we do not find it necessary at this time to ascertain the basis for its inclusion or
to determine whether or not Weldon Branch has any standing to appeal.
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to correct this percentage for each sueh allotment to prevent serioius inequities
from developing.. Thus when allotments are fenced to confine cattle use, where
formerly they roamed at large over a larger area, it becomes necessary to define
the amount of sheep use to be made in each allotment, keeping in mind the com-
pensating factor or effect of restricting the cattle use from areas, formerly
grazedincommonwiththesheep. * C :

The district managelr also suggested that, in order to consolidate pri-
vate land holdings into their respective grazing allotmintS,. Rudolph
Cada should trade his lands in the Lower Crane allotment for Soulen's
lands in the West Crane allotment, any, difference in value to be deter-
mined by a coiimpetent-appraiser and paid in cash. ,

Soulen appealed from the district inanaoer's decision, contending,
in essence, that the proposed ta'nsfer of razing, pri'iileges (1) was.
without due compen ation, (2) would compound cong stion in the
Crane Creek unit and would further aggravate shortag'es of facilities
for management development in the unit and would, in fact, cause a,
reductionfin Soulen's graziiig pr'ivileges, (3) would inip'rove cojidi-
tions in the West Crane Creek allotment at the exp'ense of worsening
conditions in tlie Crane Creek unit to the same extent and (4) would
reduce the stability of the Soulen Livestock COompany, requiring it to
alter grazing and trailing techlniques,' procedures and routies in a
imanner contrary to good aninal husbandry practices and contrary to
good raiige management practices. Pursuant to that appeal a. hearing
was held at Boise, Idaho, o July 13, 1967, at which appellants, repre-
sented by'unmel, participated as iterve ors.

In a decision dated July 30, 1968,'the hearing 'examiner found that
the issue'raised by the appeal, and agreed to tbythe parties at the hear-
ing, was whether the district manager was arbitrary and capricious in
changing Soulen's licensed sheep use from the West Crane alotment to
the Lower Crane and Little Willow all tments. From the esiony
given at the hearing he found that S6ulen owns abouLt 1,00 sheep 
that it has b6en its practice to begin the grazing' of the sheep in the
spring in the Lower Crane allotment, allowing them to trail 'down
through the' Little Wiltow allotmnent, going through the West Crane
allotment and on to National Forest£aiids, and, in the fall, to reverse
t vat pattern. The loss of 50 animal-unit, months (AUM's)0 the hear-
ing examiner found' from the testimony of witnesses for Solen, woul;
not seriously 'endanger the continuance of the sheepeopration, but
'would have an effect on the amo ut of profit.

Pointing out that the burden was upon oulen Livestock Company
to show by substaltial and competent.evidence wherein its rights were
impaired and that an applicantihas noright to demand that a license
or permiit confer grazing privileges in any prticular part of a grazin6g'
district, the hearing examier found ithat Soulen had over 30,000 acregs0
of privately owned land in the Little Willow and Lower Crane allot-
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ments, ;iiitersperhed 1 with .17,34 acres of open aid 220 acres of fenced
federal range land in tle Little Willow allotment and 10,636 acres of
open and 570 acres of fenced federal' iange in the Lower Crane allot-
ment-a total of 58,774 acres, in which'to graze its 10,000 sheep. 'The
area of grazing assigned to Son4len under the district manager's deci-
,sion, he stated, islarger than the area inwhich it was formerly author-
ized to graze and with proper rangem allageinent, should not cause any
congestion in its'sheep grazing operation. The haring examiner fur-
ther found that the Government had presented testimony that there is
sufficient forage available for Soulen's sheep in the Little Willow and
Lower Crane allotmeits, which was not refuted by Soulen, and that
the West Crane allotment 'was overobligated,.the recdgnized demand
having 'been 1,897 AUM's as' against 1,160 AUM's of' available foraae.
It was, in "his opinion, cear from the evideice produced at the learing
that the transfar of grazing privileges was in the interest of good
range management. He' coincluded, therefore, tlhat Soulen Livestock
Company had failed to sustain its burden of proving that the district
manager's decision was 'arbitrary and capricious, and he granted a mo-.
tion of the intervenors to dismiss the appeal.

'The Office of HEARINGS AND APPEALS, uponi consideration of
Soulen's appeal from the decisiofn of the hearing examiner, agreed with
the hearing examiner that the burden 'was upon Souln, as the one'
alleging that it had been wronged, to show wherein, it had been'
wrohged. It 'agreed with.Soulen, however, that, although the pro-
posed transfer of its privileges would not cause it such hardship
as to endanger seriously its continuance in the livestock business: it
would, to a considerable extent, disrhpt and impair its present sheep
operations and would result in asubstantial loss of income.

Observing that the' hearing examiner had' correctly stated that an
applicant for grazing privileges has no right to demand a license or
permit to 'gtaze in'a 'particular part of a grazing district, the Office
of HEARINGS AND APPEALS stated that the more important issue to be
determined in this case is whether the: proposed transfer will be in
the interest of good range management, and.it found the evidence'
bearing upon this question to be unsatisfactory. Although' Soulen
may have 58,774 'acres 'of raiige in the two allotments, it stated, it
calot be determined from the present record what part of that acre-
age is actually'available for grn,. The kind of information that
is needed, the Office of HEARINGS AND APrALs said, can be developed
only: "by use- of the accepted and. approved methods and techmiqies
generally ernpldyed by the Bureau in nakinag range surveys, which
methods were 'clearly hot employed inesurveying the allotments
:involve-d."0': " :'C' ; 0\30000: 0t 0
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The Office of EARINGS AND APPEALS further found that there was
considerable confusion as to the extent of the grzing privileges that
were to be transferre-from the West Crane, allotment. Noting the
hearing examiner's finding that 150 AUM's of federal range use
would be shifted from the West Crane to the Little Willow andLower
Crane allotments, that Soulen's authorized use of the West Crane
allotment was 600 AUM's, ad that, according to. the .district. man-
ager's finding, Soulen's private land within the allotment furnished
only 114 AUM's leaving 486 AUM's, or 81 percent of the total, to
be supplied from federal range, it stated that-the "percentage of
federal'range use is certainly susceptible to a more precise determina-
tion." If the brief filed, by the Idaho State Director in reply to,
Soulen's appeal to the Director, Bureau of Land Management; is to
serve as, a guide the Office of HEARINGS AND APPEALS, found, Soulen has
not enerall utilized its fall privileges in the pst, so that1the only real
beefit which will accrue to the West rane allotment will be the
elimination of the pressure of 1,000 sheep for one month in the spring,
which, on the basis of 25 percent federal range use, amounts to only
50 AUM's and is scant relief..-

The Office of EARINGS AND APPEALS recognized the need for cor-rective action in. the West Crane alltment It concluded, however,that tl'e propsed transfer of oen's ga n the.W~st Crne to te Ti~we ulen'sgrazin pviees romte:We 'I &ane to -the ~er Cranka;nd Little Wilow Nalloaments,_or
any other shifting of egrazing s between theallotnents, Should
be held in abeyance until suh time as more reliable inforinmtio can
be 60bfained withi respect to the actual a ount of , orae available
for livestock on both 'the private and the federal lands involved,
'using approved m ethods for making range surveys. If, on the basis
of the information: developed,,' it said, it is determined that- the. pro-
posed transfer miust be consummated inm te intrest of goodrange
managem ent, th' precise amount of grazing privileges which Soulen
Livestock (Company is entitled to have transfe rred from the West
Gane a] lotmet Ishould;be 'Ascertained, and'an efort should be made
to induce.Soutlen and Rudolph Cada to work out an amicable agree-,
ment for the exchangeof ' tite to l w hich they wn n , the
respective allotments, or the urau should work out suitable exchange-
of-use agreements wti the two, licensees. The Office of HEARINGS AND
APPEALS therefore reversed f the hearing. examiner's i issal oflSoulen's appeal and remanded the case to the district manager for
appropriate action. .-

In challenging the action of the Office of HEARINGS AND APPEALS,
appellants assert that, (1) Soulen Livestock Company failed to sus-
tain its burden of proving by a preponderahce of the evidence t'hat':
the decision of the district manager imposed a serious hardship its
livestock operation, (2) the Office of HEARINGS AND AAPPEALS erro-
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neously imposed upon the dzstrict manager the burden of proving by
a preponderance of the evidence that his decision was the product
of good range management, and (3) it erred in defining and apply-
ing the "lawqf impairment."

The appeal is a two-pronged attack, aimed, for different reasons;
at the B reau's decisio n the instant case; as well as at the language
used in certain past departmental decisions. Appellants' criticism
of the Department's decisions arises from language used in 1938
in the case of National Livestock Comnpany and Zack Cox, I.G.D. 55,
60 (1938), totheeffectthat:

* * [T]he determination of the particular area in which the grazing is to
be permitted is a matter committed solely to the discretion of the Department,
and no permittee can, as a matter of right, be heard to complain if, the lands
upon which he is permitted to graze are different from those which he has used
in the past. Such a complaint could o,1y be entertained upon allegation that
the determination was so arbitrary or capricious as to render valueless the pri-
vately owned land and improvements of the operator adjacent. to the grazing
district and -seriously endanger the possibility of his continuance in the live-
stock business. * * * (Italies added.)

Appellants. are troubled by the italics language which, they
say is patently erroneous. No decision, they assert, can possibly "render
valueless" the operator's private land, and the burden of proof imposed
b the language is impossible to meet. Appellants further-allege that,
while the Department has continued to, pa y lip service to the stand-
ard set forth in the National Livestock Comnpany case, supra, in
practice, it.has not employedthat test. .

Appellants have; reviewed at some length the development of the
law governing the allocation of areas of grazing use. The questionable
language of the National Liestock Compny case, sUpra, they argue,
was not essential to, the disposition of that case and is dictum. More-
over, they Point out that a change: in the Federal Range Code adopted
soon after that decision established the right of. permittees to graze the
areas of their historical use, "[s] o far as consistent with proper range
practices" * * (43 OFR 411.271(e)(4)). Notwithstanding this
provision, they further allege, the Department continued to assert that
the allocation of areas of. use was colmnitted to its discretion, and
that doctrine has been accepted too many years to be changed now.
The standard which has actually been applied,: appellants contend,
postulates that allocations of area of use will be sustained unless an
appellant shows that the area awarded him would create such hard-
ships as to constitute a serious impairment to his livestock operation,
citing, inter alia, Thomas Ormachea and icAhael P. Casey, supra, at
348. : t th f t i dc:

*Appellants point to the fact that in a recent decision Godn-and
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Ekanger et, al., Idaho 1-68-7 8, 10 and 12. (March11, 1969),2 a
hearing examiner dismissed an appeal from a district, manager's al-
location of grazing privileges upon the basis of the Nfational Livestock
language, notwithstanding his finding that under the district man-
ager's allocation, the appellants failed to receive an equitable portion
of the available forage and that the allocation would impose a serious
hardship on the appellants' operation. "In what appeared to be [one

Vi0 .: of] the most obvious cases on record," appellants argue, "e hearing
examiner dismissed the appeal," while in the instant case, where
the district manager's "decision did not impair the appellants' live-
stock operation within any meaning attributed to the term by any
area of- use decision" the Office of HEARINGs AND ArrEArs reversed
the hearing examiner's dismissal of the appeal.

As ppellants contend that the Bureau has given 'no heed to' Soulen's
failure to make the. showing of hardship customarily required to set
aside an allocation of grazing privileges but, rather, has based its
action upon what it deemed to be the interest of good range manage-
inent, ostensibly placing the burden upon the appellant to show that
the proposed transfer of grazing privileges is not good range man-
agement but, in fact, requiring the district manager to prove that it is.
If "it-is now t be the law that 'an area of use may not be changed un-
less the District Manager sustains the burden of proving thlat it is good
range management to do so," appellants conclude, "then it should be
f or the -department to finally lay all aspects of National Livestock
Company atpermanentrest."

We do not find it necessary at this time to attempt a reconciliation
of the language of the NAational Livestock Comnpahy case, saga, and:
the Department's language and actions in other cases or to determine
whether under the proper criteria, Souilen: made such a showing as to
entitle it to prevail in this matter. Before attempting to come to grips
: :with the question of what is the applicable law in this case, it would
seem well to review the major points of the decisions involved in an

: effort to set the actions of the hearing examiner and the Office of
HEARINGsAND APPEALs in better perspective.

As we have seen, the hearing examiner determined from the evi-
dence that Soulen Livestock Company failed to sustain its burden of
showing that the district manager's decision was arbitra4 and capri-
cious'; he concluded that the proposed transfer of grazing privileges
was clearly in the interest of good range management. Although the
Office of HEARINGS AND ArPEALS found that the proposed transfer
would ":disrupt and impair to a cdnsiderable extent" Soulen's, present
livestock business, it did not find that this fact would warrant rejec-
tion of the proposed transfer, and it did not dispute the hearing ex-

2 Aff'd in part, dismissed in part on other grounds by the Bureau of Land Management,
Gordon and Ekanger, Idaho 1-68-7, September 22, 1969; now pending on appeal as Joyce
Livestock 'Co., IBLA 70-96, June 2, 1971.
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aminer's finding that Soulen had failed to show that thle district man-
ager's decision. was arbitrary and capricious. It did not, in fact, recog-
nize any right .on the part of. Soulen to coltinue to graze in' the same
areas' in which its grazing privileges have been .exercised in the past.
The Offic e of -HEARINGS AND, APPE.ALS did, however, take exception to
the hearing exaniiner's.conclusion that "it is clear from the evidence

* produced that the transfer of grazing privileges inthis case is in the
interest of good ranige managemint,"'- ezressly finding that the pro-
posed transfer-."would notbe :good range management'.' or thatat the
least, "the benefit 'to the federal range in the subject allotments that
will be derived from the proposed transfer of razing privileges-is ob-
scure tous at.the present time." It did not, in rea.ching that conclusion,
find that 'Soulen had shown by.lits evidence that the transfer would be
contrary to principles of sound range. management. Rather, it inde-
pendently raised- certain questions relating to the.effect of the proposed
shift of use and, finding no satisfactory answers to those questions in
the evidence submitted by. either party, directed that additional in-
formation be developed before any transfer :'of' grazing' privileges
should be put into effect. In other words, theI Director of the Bureau
of Land Management, acting through the Office of ihASiNGS AND AP-
PEALS9 substituted his.judgment for that of a subordinate as to what
steps should immediately be taken to remedy the pmoblem-of overgraz-
ing in the West'Crane allotment.

The question before us at this time is not what showing a grazing
licensee or permittee is required to make in order to cause::a range
manager's allocation of grazing privileges to .be overturned. Rather,
it is:whether, in the absence of the required showing, the-Director of
theBureau of Land Management may nevertheless substitute his own
judgment for that of a subordinate to whom he has delegated respon-
sibility for the exercise of discretionary authority vested in the agency.
The answer to this, we believe, clearly must be in the affirmative.

It is almost axiomatic that the Director of the Bureau of Land
Management or, in an appropriate case, the Secretary of the Interior,
has authority' at any time, with or without' an appeal, to take up and
dispose of any matter pending in a district. ofice or to review- any
decision of a subordinate officer.- See, e.g:., Public Service Comnpany of
New Mexeico, 71 I.D. 427 (1 964) ; BarneyR. Oolsobn,'70 I.D. 409 (1963),
aff'd Colson v. Hiekel, 428 F. 2d 1046 (5th Cir. 19T0).; Oscar C. Col-
lne, Standard Oil Coapany of California; 70 I.D. 359. (1963) ; Angela
Matthews Boos, A-28712 (September 21, 1962). The authority of the
Director, or the Secretary, in acting upon an appeal extends to the
making of all findings of fact and conclusions of law just as though he
were making the decision in the first instance. United States v.: T. C.

- Middles'wart et a., 6 I.D. 232 (1960), and authorities cited.
The action of the Office of HARINGs ANDAPPEAs in this instance
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clearly was within the scope of the authority of the Director. Although
the Secretary has similar authority of review and could, in appropri-
ate circumstances, substitute his judgment for that of the Director,
such action is not warranted here. As matters -now stand, no substan-
tive rights of any range user have been affected. The problem of over-
grazing in the West, Crane allotment, readily acknowledged by all
parties to exist, remains unresolved. Whether or not the transfer pro-
posed by the district manager represents sound range management, we
cannot say that the Office of HEARINGs AND) APPEALS erred in calling for
the development of additional informationi before the taking of re-
* medial action which could affect the livestock operations of the licensed
users of the allotment. Accordingly, its judgment will be sustained.

One additional point merits comment. As we have seen, the Office
of EARINGS AND APPEALS found that the kind of information essential
to a proper resolution of the problems presented here could be de-
veloped only by the use of standard range urvey methods, and it
directed that a survey be made, using such methods; prior to any shift-
ing of grazing privileges. The Department has, in the past,-held that
such a survey iwas not necessariiy a prerequisit& to action of the type
contemplated here; and it stated- in King Brotthers, il., et al., I.G.D.
114,118 (1938),that: D

* * It is recognized that there is much necessary'inforiation to be obtained
before the licenses in any given grazing district 'ean be adjudicated in a wholly
satisfactory manner. * * * But this does not 'mean that the ating regional
grazier shall be powerless to take any action in regard 'to the areas in which
licensees shall graze their livestock until all of the desired information has been
obtained. On the contrary, it is necessary that he act in as reasonable a manner
as p'dssi'ble and with due regard for the information he has at his disposal, and
if hedoes so, 'his' actions cannot be attacked, especially 'in the absence of an
allegation that the information which is available to him and on the basi of
which he has acted is erroneous..

The instructions of the Office of HEARINCS AND APPEALS are not neces-
sarily inconsistent with the pronouncement of the Department in the
King Brothers case, supra. The fact that,: in a given instance, a range
adjudication might be sustained, even in the absence of some desired
information, does not suggest that itvould be improper to develop that
information bef ore making the adjudication. The instructions given by
the' Bureau in this case' were within the bounds of propriety regardless
of whether the district nanager's decision could have becn sustained
upon the evidence of record.. ' - '; ' ' '

Therefore, pursuait to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 3 FM. 12081), )
the decision appealed from is affirmed

MARTIN RaTvO, iMemiber. ' /
WE CONCUR:

FRANCIs E. MAYHUE, Meber. cr-
ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS, 31Member.
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Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969: Hearings:, Procedure
Rulings on requests for continuance are matters entirely within the Examiner's

discretion and normally are not appropriated for review on interlocutory
appeal. X

Federal Coal Rine Health and Safety Act of 1969: Hearings: Procedure
Initial determination of the situs of a Xhearing generally rests in the dis-

cretion of the Office of Hearings and Appeals Requests for transfer of situs
are within the discretion.of the Examiner. Review-of requests for a transfer
of situs by the Board of Mine Operations Appeals is appropriate only in
cases of mainifest abuse of discretion by the Examiner which would result
in irreparable injury and which could not be corrected in the normal course
of administrative proceedings.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Compensation

A withdrawal order issued for imminent danger; subsequent to voluntary
withdrawal by the operator, is. aproper basis of a claim for compensation
under section 10(a) of the Act.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of: 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Procedure

A, provision for public hearing in a compensation proceeding based upon a
withdrawal order issued for imminent danger, and in the absence of a statu-
tory mandate therefor,.is a proper and reasonable exercise of the Secretary's
responsibility to administer the Act.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969:. Entitlement of Miners:
Compensation

The only questions appropriate for decision under section 110 (a) are those
relating to compensation due under the order. as issued and evidence of.
unwarrantable failure is inadmissible in a compensation case based upon an
order issued for imminent danger.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Actof ;1969: Entitlement .of Miners:
Compensationf

Although only the miners are parties to an application for compensation
proceeding, the miners may be represented by a person or. organization desig-
nated by the miners as a represebtative acting on their behalf.

BOARD O MINE OPERATIONS APPEALS

This' matter is beforb the Board on separate interlocutory appeals
by the United Mine Workers of America, District No. 31 ('UMVA),
and Clinchfield Coal Company (Clinchfield). The UMWA apiaIis

pay,~~~~~~~ ,(q ihfi :di . . i - is..A;

78 LID. No. 5
428-593-71-1
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fromrulings of the Examiner issued on January 25, 191, which
denied its motions for continuance of the hearing and for transfer of
the hearing situs. The response by Clinchfield to UWIV A's request to
file an interlocutory appeal was in the nature of a cross request to take
an interloctory appeal on certain legal and jurisdictional questions
upon1 which' the Examinerr-eserved tuling- intil'after hearing, but.
which, if resolved in its favor, might limit the scope of or eliminate
the necessity for any hearing

By Order of February 1, 1971, we granted permission to take these
appeals and stayed further proceedings before the Examiner: until
further order of the Board. Both parties have filed timely briefs. The
Bureau of Mines, represented by the Associate Solicitor, participated
as avieus curiae in the proceedings before the Examiner and, at the
Board's invitation, has filed a memorandui setting forth the views of
the Bureau on the issues raised by the appeals.'p~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

: The UMWA Appeal

For purposes of clarity and before proceeding to the factual and
procedural setting in which the Clinchfield appeal arises, we think it
best at this point to dispose of the, UMWVA appeal from the Exami-
iner's rulings denying continuance and transfer of situs.

Continuance. Normally, rulings on requests for continuance are mat-
ters entirely within the Examiner's discretion in regulating the course
of a hearing and-are not appropriate for review on interlocutory ap-
peal. In this case the issue became moot upon issuance of the Board's
order staying the proceedings before the Examiner in order to review
the jurisdictional and other issues raised by Clinchfield.

Situs of fI-ecuinS' 'The initial determination of the situs for a hear-
ing generally rests in the discretion of the administrative body-in
this case the Office of Hearings and Appeals, of which both the Hear-
mlg'S Ditisionl and' this Board are a part.'Here again, rlings on;
requests for transfer of situs notmally are not appropriate for inter-
vention or review on interlocutory appeal except in cases of manifest
abuse of discretion which would result in an irreparable injury and
which could not be corrected in the normal course of administrative
proceedings. Generally, 'we concur in'the Bureau's observation 'that if
a hearing would involve. a significantly large number of* safety per-.
sonnel of the Bureau and the parties, it would be preferable when
practicable to conduct the hearing in the field so as to permit them
to return to their jobs as soon as possible. However, in view of our
holding later herein, no raling on transfer of situs is required.

-!lsee General authority of Director, ffic6e of Hlearings and Appeals, at 211 DM 13.1;
35 F.R. 12081 (July 28, 1970).
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Factual and Procedural Background Of the Clinch ftelc Appeal:

Ol April 2, 1970, all explosion occuired at Clinchfield's Colipass
No. 2 Mine in Harrison Couiity, WTest Virginia. Clilhfiel imlledi-
ately ->ithdrew all p-ersoinel fron the-mine. During the succeeding
shift a Bureau inspector arrived and issued an Order of Withdrawal
pursuant to section 104(a) of thc Act (83 Stat. 50),8 based on his
filding that imm finent danger existed. At the sane time-the inspector
issued a Notice of Penalty i: the amount of $500 * * "by reas6n
of the violationk or violations described" * ' in tlie withdrawal
order.' However, no violatiblu or violations were described or charged
in) the withdrawal order and no notice 6r notices of violation were
issuedlpursulant to section 104(c) of the Act.3

On April 2 and 3, other officials of the Bureau, State mine officials,
Clinchfield officials, and IJMWA represenlativbs, conducted cla under- 
ground investigation into the causes of the explosion. An official in-
quiry, including a public hearing, was held, anl completed on April 4.

On Apiil 11, 1970, the withdrawal order was terminated by the inl-
spector after a special inspection of the mine and a finding that the
explosion hazards had been elimiuated.

On April 30, 1970, the representative of the miners at the 'Compass
No. 2 Mine (UMWITA District #31) filed with this Board a claim for
coml1pensatiol to the miners idled by the withdrawal, pirsuant to sec-
tion 110 (a) of the Act, 83 Stat. 758.

On June 16, 1971,' the matter was assigned to a Hearing Examiner
pursuant to Subpart E of Part 301, Title 30, Code of Federal Regula-
tions, and the parties were serv~ed notice of such assignment.

It appears that Clinchfield has paid all employees on the shift dur-
ing which the explosion occurred for the entire shift, and all employees
ol the succeedilg shift for four hours.

On or about July 22, 1970, the Bureau forwarded its Report of Coal
Mine Explosion at the Compass No. 2 1Mine to the parties.

On October 26, 1970, Clinchfield filed with the Examiner a written
Motion to Dismiss for 'lack of jurisdiction and other reasons. No rl-
ing on this motion' has been made.

On November 19, 1970, UMVA filed an Amended Application for
Compensation alleging '"nwarranltable failure" on1 the part of Clinch-
field, and seeking a full week's compensation for the miners pursuant
to the provisiOlis of section 110 (a) of the Act dealing with closure for
an"unwarrantable failure."

8 All references to "the Act" herein are to the Federal Coal Mine Eealth and Safety Act
of 1969; 83 Stat. 742; 30 U.S.C. §§ 801-960 (Supp. V, 1970).

Neither Clinchfield nor UIWA sought review of: the withdrawal order jursuant to
section 103 (a) of the Act
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On November 24, 19709 a pre-hearing conference was held before the
Examiner. largely on the questions of admissibility of evidence of
'unwarrantable failure'' and whether or not the compensation pro-
ceeding properly could be consolidated with the civil penalty proceed-
ing in Docket No. HOPE 71-82-P, arising out of the same withdrawal
order. The Examiner requested the parties and the Bureau to submit
memoranda of law on these points.

On December 15, 170, Clinchfield filed its Answer to the Amended
Application for Compensation, in which it denied (1) that the Secre-
tary (or theBoard) has jurisdiction of the compensation matter under
section 110 (a) of the Act; (2) that TJMWA has standing to maintain
the action on behalf of the idled miners; or (3) that it had failed to
comply with any safety standard or was guilty of any "unwarrantable
failure." On the same day, Clinchfield filed a Motion to Deny consoli-
dation of this proceeding with the penalty proceeding in Docket No.
HOPE 71-82-P, in which it again raised questions of.jurisdiction..

On December 24, 1970, Clinchfield filed a Memorandum Regarding
the Absence of Jurisdiction to Entertain Proof of "Unwarrantable
Failure" in a section 110 (a) Proceeding and renewed its motion that
the proceeding be dismissed.

On January 7, 1971, the Examiner issued a Notice of Hearing, stat-
ing that the hearing would not be consolidated with the penalty pro-
eeeding in Docket No. HOPE 71-82-P; that, without deciding the
admissibility or relevance thereof, UMWA would be permitted to in-
troduce evidence on "unwarrantable failure"; and that Clinchfield's
;motion to dismiss would * * * "also be carried with the rest of the
'case for decision after the hearing," * * which was scheduled for
February 3, 1971.

On January 19, 1971, UMWA filed a Motion for Transfer of Hear-
ing Situs to Fairmont, West Virginia, for the stated reason that a vast
majority of the witnesses and interested persons involved were located
in that vicinity.

On January 22, 1971,I a hearing was held before-theExaminer on
the UMWA motion to transfer the hearing situs. At this conference
UMAWA made an oral motion for an extension of time. Clinchfield
orally opposed the motion for transfer of situs and attempted to again
enter its objections on legal and jurisdictional grounds to the holding
of any hearing under section. 110 (a) of the Act.

On January 25, 1971, the Examiner issued; a decision denying the
UMWA5s motions for transfer of situs and for continuance, but made.
no ruling on Clinchfield's legal objections and challenges to
jurisdiction.

Ox' January 28, 1971, UMWA filed- its request with this Board for
permission to take an interlocutory appeal from the Examiner's rul-
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ings denying transfer of situs and continuance. Clinchfield filed a
response to this request, opposing transfer of hearing situs and again
stating its position that for various legal and jurisdictional reasons
no hearing was either necessary or allowable.
* The Board treated Clinchfield's response as a cross request to file an
interlocutory appeal, and accepted it as such, since it involves sub-
stantial rights of the parties and raises questions of law, the resolution
of avhich will materially advance the final decision.

Issues Presented for Re'vzew : 
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WVether the Hearing Examiner has jurisdictionto conduct a sec-
tion 110(a) proceeding when a coal mine has been closed and the
miners withdrawn voluntarily by the operator prior to the Bureau's
issuance of a withdrawal order under section 104.

II 
Whether the Hearing Examiner has jurisdiction to conduct a

"public hearing" under section 110(a) when a coal mine is not "closed
by an order issued under section lO4 * for unwarrantable failure"
but by an order issued under section 104(a) for imminent danger.

Whether the Hearing Examiner has jurisdiction in a section 110 (a)
proceeding to entertain evidence of unwarrantable failure when a coal
mine was closed by an order issued under section 104 (a) for imminent
danger.

A1l three of the above issues present questions purely of law which
we believe the Examiner should have ruled upon before scheduling
an evidentiary hearing at which the introduction of evidence on un-
warrantable failure was to be permitted. We fail to see how the taking
of evidence would have placed the Examiner in any better position
to rule on these threshold questions. Briefs had been submitted by
the parties and pre-hearing conferences held. Additionally, a full
evidentiary hearing, including evidence on unwarrantable failure,
would have required a significantly large number of safety personnel
of the parties and the Bureau, and a considerable amount of time and
expense to all involved.. Under these circumstances we believe the Ex-
aminer's decision to withhold ruling until after hearing was- prej-
udicial-particularly to the rights of Clinchfield. Consequently, it is
incumbent upon this Board to rule.
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Rulings of the Board on the Issues Presented

The Hearing Examiner has jurisdiction to conduct a sections I 1 0 (a)
proceeding when a coal mine has been closed and the miners withdrawn
voluntarily by the Operator prior to the Bureau's issuance of a with-
dr'awal order under section 104.

Section 110 (a) provides for compensation when "a coal nine * *
is closed by an order under section 104"j an'd the miners are "idled by
such order." Clinchileld argues that since the mine was voluntarily
closed prior to issuance of the order, the miners were not idled by such
order and that, therefore, section 110 (a) is not applicable. We do not
agree. We are in agreement with the Bureau that an Order of With-
drawral is more extensive than the mere withdrawal of miners-it also
confers jurisdiction on the Bureau to p1owhibit reentry "until. al au-
thorized representative of the Secretary determines that " * "'. im-
minent danger no longer exists" (section 104(a) ) or "* * * that the
violation has been abated" (section 104(b) and (c) (1)). Thus the
purpose of a withdrawal order is not only to remove the miners but
also to insure thlat thley reillain withdrawn until the conditions or
dahagers have been eliminated. Regardless of the sequence of events or
the mhethod b which the miners were originally withdrawn, a mine,
01 section thereof, is officially closed upon the issuance of a order
pursuant to section 104, and the miners are officially idled by such
order4 We hold the issuance of the withdrawal order in this case was
a proper exercise of the Bureau's enforcement pwer and that the
miners Autere idled by such order.

: i ; ; 0 ~~II 0 

The Hearing Examiner has jurisdiction to conduct a "public hear-
ing" under sction 110 (a) when a coal mine is not "closed by an order
issued under section 104 * for unwarrantable failure" but by an
order issued under section 104 (a) for inMuinent danger.

Clinchfield argues that a "public hearing" can be held under section
110 (a) only when a coal mine is closed pursuant to an order issued
under section 104(c) (1) of the Act. We read section 110(a) to require
the Secretary to afford an opportunity for a public hearing on com-
pensation only when a 104(6) (1) withdrawal order is involved. We
do not construe. it as barring; the Secretary from holding a public
hearing in other proceedings under that section.

4We recognize the caveat raised by the Bureau's Memorandum that such may not be
applicable in all cases, specifically where an operator closes a mine with the intention of
remaining permanently closed. As correctly pointed out by the Bureau such situation raises
questions of fact, not pertinent here, which may require resolution on a case by case basis.
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Except where a statute specifically requires a particular type 'of
proeedure or hearing the 'iethod employed by an adiinistrative
agency inl reaching and 'rendering 'a decision is imited only' by basic
due process requirements. In the absence of specificstatutory mandate
for a public hearing, e.g., in accordance with section 554 of title 5,
-. S.C., the agency is free to inake its determination in any fashion

-provided it does not do violenlce to due process and instres prot'ection
of the basic rights of 'the partiies. The holding of 'a public hearing
wlrheroone is not required by statute does not' deprive all individual
of due process; indeed it llMay provide a superior forum for protection
of rights than would a less formal type of adjudicatory proeeding.

The administrative procedures established"bytlie'Secretary in 30
C.F.R. Parts 300 and 301 are a: reasonable and proper ekercise of his
power under section 508 of the Act to inkure compliance with section
110 of the Act and to protect the 'rights of the parties. The Act charges
the Secretary with primary enforcement responsibility and provides
for judicial review of the Secretary 's actions. The method selected by
the Setretary to provide for resolution of claims'and disputes between
miners and operators -arising under ;sectioni 110 is reasonabl~y cal-
culated to bring about a higher dogree of uniformity of enforcemnent
of this section than to' leave'the parties to the ordinary judicia].
remedies, presmnably in the state courts.

In sum, we find no merit i the argument that the Secretary or the
Hearing Examiner lacks jurisdiction to conduct a' public hearing
under section 110(a) of the Act where the order givin rise-to-the
cl'aim'was issued pursuant to section 104 (a) rather'than section 104(c)'.

The Hearing Examiner does not have jurisdiction in a section
110(a) proceeding to entertain evidence of unwarrantable failure
when a coal mine was closed by an order issued under section 104 (a)
for imminent danger.

The U_ 'WTA contends that the'miners should receive compellsation
for a period of up to one week for the reason that the minersI were
withdrawn because of an "unwarrantable failure" of the operator-
irrespect ve of the terms of the Bureau's Order of Withdrawal.
Clinchfield contends that since the Swithdrawal order was issued pur-
suant to section 104 (a) of the Act, evidence on the 'question of "un-
warrantable failure" is inadmissible. We agree with Clinchfield.

In order tog place these contentions in proper perspective it is ces-
sary to consider the provisions of the Act under which these claims

35 F.R. 225 (March 28, 1970).
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arise. This proceeding was instituted under section 110(a) of the
Act--"Entitlement, of Miners. The pertinent part of this section pro-
vides for the payment of compensation to miiners by an operator where
such miners are idled by an order issued by the Bureau pursuant. to

,,section 104 of the.Act. An order issued pursuant to section 104 is a
prerequisite. to any claim for compensation under section 110 (a) and
the withdrawal order must be alleged by a mniner or miners seeking
compensation under this,.section. It appears inherent in the terms
of this section that immediately upon .the issuance of an Order of
Withdrawal a claim for compensation arises. Where such. compensa-
tion is not paid by an operator. the aggrieved miners may apply to
this Board for an order requiring an operator to compensate such
*miners for a certain period of time at a determined rate of pay. Thus,
this section provides a method by which miners may enforce the man-
datory payment of compensation provided them by the Act where
they have been idled by an order of withdrawal.

We do not view a compensation proceeding under section 110 (a) as
a review proceeding within the legal sense or purview of a section

*105 review proceeding; nor do we construe this section as providing
an alternate review procedure to that provided in section 105. In these
proceedings no appeal is being made from a decision of a Depart-
mental officer. Any challenge to or review of an Order of Withdrawal
must be accomplished pursuant to section 105 or section 109, where
appropriate, and the procedures established by rule thereunder. There-
fore, a challenge to the withdrawal order by either the miners or the
operator in a section 110(a) proceeding is inappropriate.-It follows,
then, that we cannot accept the argument of IUTMWA concerning the
form the closure order should have taken since the only questions
appropriate for decision under section 110(a) are those relating to
compensation due the claimants under the order as issued. The Bureau
has stated, and it is undisputed by UMWA, that there is nothing in
the record of this case to indicate that a. section 104(c) Notice of
Violation had previously been issued, and we cannot interpret section
104(c) to imply that the basis for a finding of unwarrantable failure
can be established retrospectively for the purpose of determining
compensation under section 110 (a).

As we see it, the intent of section 110 (a) is simply to provide ad-
ministrative enforcement of the statutory provision for compensation
to miners idled as a result of a withdrawal order. Since the contention
of UMWA:is, in effect, a request for review of the pre-existing con-
ditions leading to the order of withdrawal, we hold it is improperly
made in this proceeding and that evidence as to "unwarrantable
failure" is properly excluded.
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Distinction betheen 104(a) and 1041(c) Orders

Since the matter is raised by the pleadings,. we think it well to ex-
press our views on the distinction between 104(a) and 104(c) orders.
An order is issued under section 104 (a) only in those instances where
"imminent danger" is found to exist. "Imminent danger" is the "exist-
ence of any condition or practice in a coal mine which could reasonably
be expected to cause death or serious physical harm before such con-
dition or practice can be abated." i

An order of withdrawal may also be issued pursuant to section
104(c) (1) for an nwarrantable failure of the operator to comply
with any health or safety standard. We, agree with the Associate
Solicitor that the term "unwarrantable failure" as used in the Act is a
"word of art" and has a special meaning restricted by that section.
Under section 104(c) (1) a withdrawal order may be issued only after
the operator has been charged in a Notice of Violation in which an
inspector has found four specified conditions to exist: (1) that there
is a violation of a mandatory health or safety standard; (2) that the
conditions created thereby do not cause imminent danger; (3) that the
nature of the violation is such that it could significantly and substan-
tially contribute to the cause and effect of a mine safety or health
hazard; and (4) that such violation was caused by an unwarrantable
failure of the operator to comply. When such prerequisites are met,
and included in the notice to the operator, a section 104 (c) Order of
Withdrawal may be issued, but only after an inspector finds another
violation caused by the unwarrantable failure of the operator to com-
ply, and such second violation is found during the same inspection
or any subsequent inspection within ninety days after issuance of the
first notice of violation. We view this section as an intention by the
Congress to strengthen enforcement by permitting in certain instances
immediate withdrawal irrespective of time given for abatement. How-
ever, the proper foundation, as outlined above, must first be laid to
support a 104(c) order of closure.

Parties to a Section 110(a) Proceeding

A collateral question has been raised by Olinchfield as to whether
or not the UMVWA has standing to maintain the action on behalf of
the idled miners in this proceeding.

An application for compensation of a miner or miners idled by a
withdrawal order may be brought by such miner or miners, or on

6 Sec. 3(j) of the Act.

428-593-71-2
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bea7f of such miner or miners, by an authorizeqd representative of
Miliers. Tihe parties having a direct interest in the outconie of such
proceeding are, of course, only the miner or miners ad tle operator
aflected by the. withdrawal order. The'miller'or miners affected may
represent themselves, may. be represented by an l attorney, or, if they
so elect, byT a person or organiza tion designated by them to act as
their representative for the purpose of their application. In the latter
case sch representative may prosecute ai applicatioll on behalf of the
mf inlers-not as a party to the proceeding.

Althouglh the caption in this proceeding may be Weisladiug; we
assume that the U7MN)TA appears as: an authorized representative on
behalf of the miners idlel by' the withdrawal order and not on its owl
behalf. If there is a question of whether or not a representatiVe of
millers (in this case the ITMWA/T)' has properly been athorized by
the claimant miners to act in their behalf for-the purposes of their
claim to compensation; it should, of course, be resolved by tlie Exam-
iner. Additionally, if the UTi A desires to participate in this pro-
ceeding iii sone capacity other than Oil behalf of the miners '(e.g. as a
party to. the proceeding), we believe' it properly' should seek inter-
vention. our. reasons are twofold-first, our.iterpretatibn of sectiomi
110 (a) leads to the cicliusion that; the iner or miners idlecd by the
order are the proper statitory parties to ihstitute a pro'eeding for
compensation aind, secondly, we believe any order of the LAxalnin'er: (or
this Board) decting an operator to lrlake payment of compensation
should inake clear that payment is to.:be' made to the idled miners.
Paynents ordered to be made to third' persons for disblursement to
miners, utnless clearly;agreeible to both the operator and the n'ilers,
;could generate further'disputes and lead to 'additional litigatioll over;
Wic h tliis Board (or the Setretary) May have no controL. In any
case, we think the Examiiher (or-'the Board) Ishould takiewhatever
precautions are Iieedd t prote th&ii 'operator by assuring 'that the
: 1miners idlec by' the withdrawaIl order are paid, 'or have been paid, the
proper amounts due tundoer section '110(a) of th6,Act.

Order
IT IS ORDERED THAT this proceedin'g Ls REMANDED to the

Emvamniner for such further proceedings as. necessary and for an Ini-
: :: ial: Decision not iconsistent with the rulings.,set fortll herein.

:C:-. E. ROGERS, JR., Chairinan.

I CONCUR: 7

DAVID DOANE, Member.
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UNITED STATES v. RUSSELL; G. WELLS

IRLA 70-47 Decided May 10, 1971

Homesteads: (Ordinary): Residence-Homesteads (Ordinary): Cancella-
tion ofEntry:

Where the house in which the entryman claims he maintained his residence
is situated in a noncontiguous subdivision more than one-quarter of a
a mile from the nearest entefed. land, it is too far removed froni the entry to
show cmpliance with the residence requirements of the homestead la-w, and
'the entry is properly canceled.

Equitable Adjudication: Substantial Compliance
Equitable adjudication is not available to a homestead entryinan in the absence

of substantial compliance with the requirements of the homestead laws.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

R ussell G. 1WS]ls has appealed to the Secretaryf of tle Interior fro
a decision of April 2, 1969, bf the Office of APPEts and HEARINGS,
Bureal of Lancl MILagan,1ient which affirmed a decision of a hearing
examiner, dated January 17, 1969, caiiceling Wells' stockraising hole-
stead ntry Cheyemne 056130 and his additional stockraising home-
stead entry Cheyenne 0517297 ohl the grounds that the hoiise or cabin
was hot 6n the entered lalnds and was not habitable at the trime of final
proof.

An applicatiolfi filed by0 Russell G. Wells for an original stockraising
homestead etitry embtacilig 319.52 acres described as th E / SW 
sec. 10; S ½ 1%- NE 1/4 se. 3 ; N W SW 1/4 sec. 2 and NE U SE 1/4;
and lot 1 sec. 1, all i T. 39 T., I. 67 W, 6th P.M., Wyoming, was
allow d on Alpil 3, 1934i. A. application filed by Wells for an addi-
tional stockraisihg honestead entry cdvering 320 acres describedas
the SE ½/4 sec. i1 and the SW 1/, sec. 12, all in T. 39 N., R. 67WT., 0th
P.M., Wyomling, was allobvd Oh June 7, 1934. W1ells remained on the
laid luntil 1936, Swhen h3 left to work in Nebraska. He rendered active
service. in the United States Navy: from 1936 to 1957. Filal proof
forhis entries was sdbmitte inJuly 1966.::

:Onl March 1, 1968, the Bureau of Land Mianagenient filed a contest
oniplaint charging that at the tilhe Vappellant submitted fin'al proof

ol the entries (a) the cabli in which contestee clains he maiitained
his residence was not habitable; and (b) the cabin wks not and had
never been located ol: the entry lands. The coutestee filed a timely
answer denying the allegations; of the colplaint id. requesting that
thefinal proof be accepted ald that patents issue.: A hearing was held
on May 21, 1968, on the two issues set forth in the complaint.

The primary qLestion to bei resolved in this appeal is whether the
cabin in which the contestee claims: he maintained his residence was
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on the land at the time he submitted final proof. The Government pro-
duced one witness at the hearing-a qualified :civil engineer and li-
censed land surveyor. His testimony primarily concerned the location
of the cabin in re ation to the entered lands. This witness went into
great detail concerning the procedures used in his survey. H-e con-
cluded from his survey that the cabin is situated in the SE /4 SW /4
sec. 34 in the township north of the township in which the entered
lands are located. Therefore, his survey indicated that the cabin was
1650 feet, or more than one quarter mile, northwest of the south half
of the NE /4 of sec. 3, T. 39 N., R. 67 W., the closest of the several
parcels in the subject entries.

The contestee failed to offer credible evidence to rebut the testi-
mony offered by the Government. Rather, the contestee relied upon
cross-examination of the Government witness. An attempt was made
to discredit the survey and the resulting conclusions by implying that
the method of survey used might nGt have been proper. However, for
the reasons hereinafter outlined, there can be no doubt but that the
contestee completely failed to discredit the survey and the conclusions
reached, either by indirect or direct evidence.

The only evidence in the record which accurately fixes the location
of appellant's cabin is the testimony of a qualified, licensed land sur-
veyor. The, record clearly shows that the survey was properly con-
ducted. The survey began at a known township boundary marker;
during the survey procedure the surveyor found the marker for the
common corner of sees. 2 and 3 and sees. 34 and 35. He testified that
the topographic calls in the field notes of the original survey sub-
stantially agreed with what he had observed during the course
of his survey. There was no speculation on the part of the surveyor,
for he found on the township boundary line two official survey cor-
ner markers which are reliable and acceptable. On the other hand,
the appellant failed to offer anything to show that the Government
surveyor's method was improper or that an accurate result was not
obtained by its use. Mere inferences that there might be error or that
the markers may have been moved at some unknown time in the past
are purely speculative and conjectural. There can be no doubt that
the cabin is not on any of the entered land and is, in fact, more than
a quarter of a mile northwest of the nearest entered land.

The decisions below found that the cabin was neither on the en-
tered lands nor on lands contiguous to the entered lands. An entry-
man is required to have a habitable house on the entered land at the
time of submitting final proof. 43 U.S.C. sees. 164, 292, 293 (1964);
43 CFR 2511.4-1, formerly 43 CFR 2211.2-1. The failure to con-
struct a house on the entered lands is a fatal defect; the entries must
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be canceled for failure to comply with the terms of the homestead
laws. The United States Supreme Court in Great Northern By. Co.
v. Hower, 236 U.S. 702 (1915), noted that even conceding good faith
on the part of the entryman whose house was situated one quarter of
a mile from the nearest entered land, the entryman's settlement was
on a tract of land which was noncontiguous to the tract he undertook
to enter, being separated from it by a 40-acre tract. The court held
that the house was too far removed from the claimed land to entitle
the entryman to the relief sought. The facts and holding of Great
Northern, supra, are controlling in the instant case.

In his brief to the Secretary, appellant attempts to distinguish
Great Northern from the instant case on the basis that the former
involved a contest between private parties and the present case in-
volves a contest between an entryman and the Government. This is not
sufficient reason to conclude that the ruling in Great Northern is in-
applicable here. In Great Northern, the court -was concerned with the
application of the homestead laws where the house was one quar ter
of a mile from the nearest entry lands. Here we are concerned with
the same laws as they apply to a cabin situated more than one quarter
mile from the nearest entered lands. Cases cited by appellant are the
same cases considered by the Supreme Court in Great Northern. The
court refused to apply the cases there; the almost identical fact situa-
tion prohibits us from applying them in this instance. We conclude
that the cabin is too far removed from the entered land to satisfy
the statute.

Having determined that the cabin was not located o the entered
land and that such is a fatal defect, we need not discuss any other
issues presented in this appeal, except appellant's request for equitable
adjudication.

Throughout his various appeals, appellant has repeatedly asserted
that he is entitled to equitable adjudication. Tile general statute con-
cerning equitable adjudication is the act of September 20, 1922 (42
Stat. 857), 43 U.S.C. sec. 1161 (1964). Under the regulations adopted
pursuant to the statute, 43 CF1R 1871.1-1, formnerly 43 CFR 2011.1-1,
equitable. adjudication of entries is permitted where there has been
substantial compliance with the law. From the evidence, we find no
basis for concluding that therehas been substantial compliance with
the requirements of the homestead law, a indispensable prerequisite
to invocation of equitable adjudication. United States v. Lloyd W.
Booth, 6 I.D. 73 (1969).
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Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DAI 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081) , the decision appealed from is afflimed.'

:FNCIS E. MAYHUE, Member.

WE CONCUR:

FREDERICK FISHMAN, fenmbber (concurring6 specially)

MARTIN RITvO, M1em-ber.

Frederick Fishman, concurring specially.
I agree with the result reached in this case, although I differ with a

broad principle, enunciated in the decision.
What concerns me is'the flat statemlent in the decision to the effect

that "[t] he failure to construct a house on the entered lalds is a de-
feet; the entries must be canceled to comply with the terms of* the
homestead laws," citing Great Northern Ry. v. Hower, 236 U.S. T02
(1915). L; t 

A casual reading of Great Northiern would impel such a result. How-
ever, it must. be recognized that Great Northern involves an adverse
claillant to the land, the railroad claiming through its grantor, an-
other railroad, under the act of August 5,1892, Ch. 382, 27 Stat. 390.
The authority of the Secretary of the Interior to grant equitable ad-
judication is limited to situations where it can be granted ' -* * with-
out prejudice to the rights of conflicting claimants." 43 U.S.C. see.
1162 (1964). The same limitation is embodied in the present regula-
tion, 43 CFR 1871.1-1, forvmerly 43 CFR 2011.1-1, which only permits
equitable adjucation where there is "no lawful adverse claim."

My point is that Great Northern implicitly turns on the issue of
an adverse claim by the railroad. Moreover, the existence. of such a
claim made equitable adjudication by the Depaitment improper, as
was the cancellation of the railway's seiection because of the exercise
of equitable adjudicatidn. In that context, the discussion in the de-
cision as to the need for a habitable house on the en try would seem
academic I fully recognize, howevter, that the ratio decidendi of Great
Northern rested upon that issue.

I reiterate that I have no quarrel with the result reached in the case
at, bar. The'purported "habitable house" was situated not only a 
mile fromin the entry, but also on land patented in 1937. The interven-
ing subdivisions were also privately owned, having been patented in
1921. Moreover, the record amply supports the view that the appellant
was casual in seeking to establish the boundaries of his homestead.
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The purpose of this concurrinig opil is to make crystal clear that
I do not subscribe to the doctrine thftt a habitable house must be on 
the lands in the entry, failing in which the entry must be canceled. I
object to the broad sweep of that doctrine; In appropriate cases where
care and good faith have been manifested, in seeking to determine the
boundaries of the entry, or where other extennLatin circumllstances are
present, and the habitable house is reasonably close to the entry on an
adjoining or cornering subdIvision, equitable adjudicatiofi may; be
appropriate. Cf. Everett J. ITide. Fairbanks 012045, approved Febru-
ary 1, 1961, by Assistant Secretary Johln A. Carver, Jr. and Signter
Johnx Jaoob,3on, A-21064 (January 10, 1938). -

RALPH PAGE

IELA 70-65 :Decided May 11 1971

Mining Claims: Patent-Mining Claims:: Withdrawn Land
' To be entitled to a patent to mining claims on public land *ithdrawn from entry
d subsequent to the original location; an applicant other than the. original

locator must show not only that the claims were in fact located prior to
* the date of withdrawal and that the lands claimed are those originally

located, but also that he is the successor in interest to and has an unbroken
chain of title from the original locator.

Mining Claims: Title-Mining Claims: Withdrawn Land
Where the title asserted by an applicant for a p'atent to mining claims is based

on adverse possession commencing after th. lands included in the claims
were withdrawn-from, entry, such title is-of independent origin and relates
back only. to the beginning of the adverse holding and does not transfer to
the applicant the title of.the former owner. Accordingly, the applicant does
not have an unbroken chain of title from the original locator and any rights
obtained by his adverse possession are defeated by the prior withdrawal..

BOARD OP LAND APPEALS

Ralph Page has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a
decision of the Office of APEALS AND HEARINGS, Bureau of Lald
Management, dated May 20, 1969, affirmiig a decision of the Idaho
land pflice, dated September 9, 1965, which rejected in part the appeb7
lat's mineral patent application as to certain lode mining claims
situated in sec. 11, T. 20 N., IR. 4 V., Idaho. The four mining 
claims with which this appeal is concerned are part Qf the Lime Peak
Group described by Mineral Survey No. 3570 and are situated in
Adams County, Idaho.

On June 4, 1965, appellant filed his application seeking mineral
patent to the above-mentioned claims together with other claims not
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considered since they did not include land within section 11. Pursuant
to Power Site Classification No. 78, dated June 18, 1924, section 11
had been withdrawn from appropriation under the, mining laws.
Section 2 of the act of August 11, 1965 (69 Stat. 682), 30 U.S.C. sec. 621
(1964), conditionally opened lands in power site classifications to min-
ing location. Therefore, a mining claim located before August 11,
1955, on land within ani existing power site classification is null and
void a initio because the land was; not then available for mining
location. Armin Speckert, A-30854 (January 10, 1968). Section 11 -was
also included in a first form reclamation withdrawal for the Hells
Canyon Project, effective February 12, 1952. Mining claims located
on land previously withdrawn for reclamation purposes are also null
and void ab initio. Grace Kinsela, 74 I.D. 386 (1967). Both withdrawal
orders remain in effect.

In support of this application for mineral patent, the appellant
submitted an abstract of title which shows that all four claims were
located in the early 1900's. The abstract shows a chain of title to' the
four claims up to September 22, 1934. The chain of title ends at. this
point. In 1945, certain parties named Hill and Mlurphy located foir
different mining claims which are admitted by appellant to have
"jumped" the four claims involved in this appeal. Thereafter, Murphy
conveyed his interest in the four claims in question to Hill and, in
1952, Hill conveyed one-half interest to appellant. In 1957, appellant
filed a forfeiture notice.

The four claims located by Murphy and Hill were null and void
ab initio, as the and was: not then available for location due to the
imposition of the Power Site Classification, 1924. Therefore, the
transfers between Murphy and Hill and Hill and appellant were inef-
fectual and conveyed no interest or title. Similarly, appellant gained
nothing by Hill's "forfeiture." Appellant alleges that he has occupied
and worked the grouhd since June 26, 1952, the date of his 'deed from
Hill. It is important to note that the Hells Canyon withdrawal was
effective more than four months prior to appellant's alleged occupancy.

In April of 1963, appellant filed a complaint in the District Court
of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho seeking to quiet
title in the Lime Peak Group. On July 8, 1963, the court entered its
decree quieting possessory title to these claims' in appellant subject
to the paramount title of the United States. The appellant's support-
ing documentation to his application for patent reflects that the quiet
title action was based on his adverse possession of the claims. He
emphasizes that he is not seeking title by adverse possession under
Revised Statute see. 2332 (1875), 30 U.S.C. sec. 38 (1964), but argues
that the quiet title action was based upon the "lost grant" theory, and
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therefore his adverse possession for the statutory period transferred
to him the good title held by the original owners.

:Under the "lost grant" theory, title by adverse possession is often
said to rest upon a presumed grant or conveyance or on the presump-
tion of a lost grant. In emphasizing that his adverse possession of the
claims passed the title held by the former owners to him, appellant
-argues that the "gap in the chain has been bridged by adverse posses-
sion under Idaho law" and "the adverse possession confirmed by the
court decree operates to transfer the title just as effectively as a deed."
Therefore, appellant states, the real issue in this case is whether his ad-
verse possession of the claims, confirmed by the court decree, served to
transfer to himi the title of the original locators.

The effect of the decree of the Idaho court establishes appellant's
right to possession only. He must still make the proof required by law
to entitle him to patent. Perego v. Dodge, 163 U.S. 160 (1896) ; Duf-
field v. San Francisco Chemical Co., 198 Fed. 942 (D. Idaho, S.D.,
1912), rev'd on other grounds, 205 Fed. 480 (9th Cir. 1913); Alice
Placer mine, 4 L.D. 314 (1886). Under the facts in the instant case, to
be entitled to patent the applicant must show that he is the successor
in interest to the original claimants having an unbroken chain of title
from them. Richard R. Fancher et al., A-30840 (November 13, 1967)
John H. Lawrence et al., A-30321 (February 3, 1965). Therefore, the
crucial issue raised on this appeal is whether the decree of the Idaho
court quieting title in appellant gave him an unbroken chain of title
from the original locators. We are constrained to answer this question
in the negative.

The great weight of authority is that title acquired by adverse pos-
session is a new and independent title by operation of law and is no-
wise in privity with any former title. Pearson et al. v. Hasty et al., 137
P.2d. 545 (Okla. 1943); 3 AM. JUR. 2D Adverse Possession, section
240 at 338 (1963) ; Annot. 14T A.L.R. 232 (1943). Nor is such title based
upon the presumption of a grant from the original owner, notwith-
standing the cases which frequently refer to title by adverse possession
as being "as effectual as a conveyance from the owner," "tantamount
to a conveyance," or "as full and complete as could be conferred by the
owner of the fee." 2 C.J.S. Adverse Possession, section 200 at 804
(1936). Once the title obtained by adverse possession is matured, it re-
lates back only to the beginning of the adverse holding. Davis et al. v.
faines et al., 182 N.E. 718 (Ill. 1932); Lagonda Nat'l Bank of Spring-
field v. Robnett, 147 N.E. 2d 637 (Ohio 1957) ; 3 AM. JUR. 2D Adverse
Possession, section 242 at 342 (1962); 2 C.J.S. Adverse Possession
section 203 at 805 (1936).

42-598--71 3
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The adverse possessor forms a ne w stock of descent. He does not take
through the former owner, G. Thompson, Commentaries on te
Modern Law of Real Property, Section 2541 at 510 (1957 replace-
ment). The ordinary decree quieting title does not have the effect of
transferring to the plaintiff as against a. stranger to the suit the title
theretofore held by the defendant. 4 C.J.S. Quieting Title, section
105 at 160 (1951). Nor did the decree of the Idaho court in the instant
case have such effect.

In any event, the negative effect of the appellant's adverse posses-
sion should not be confused with the positive consequence of a convey-
ance of title by a true owner to an adverse possessor. While his adverse
possession vested him with a possessory title, good against other claims,
it is not effective as against the United States. His title is not derivative
from the former owners, but relates back only to the inception of his
adverse possession. Thus, appellant does not have an unbroken chain
of title from the original locators and the link in the chain cannot be
provided by the quiet title suit brought in state court.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the: Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 3 F. R.
12081), the decision appealed frollnis affirmed. ; 

FRANCIS E. .MAYHIUE, Member.
AVE CONCURV

EDWARD W. STUEBING, member.

MARTIN RITVo, Member.

RICHARD HUBBARD

IBLA 70-665 Decided May 11, 1971

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications: Generally
Where an oil and gas lease offer filed on a drawing entry card in a simul-

taneous filing procedure contains the name of an additional party in interest,
and the required statements of interest, copy or explanation of the agree-
ment between the parties, and evidence of the qualifications of the additional
party are not filed within the time prescribed, strict compliance with the
Department's regulations may not be waived to favor an applicant who
pleads ignorance of the law or inexperience in oil and gas leasing. I

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications Sole Party in Interest
Where an oil and gas lease offer filed on a drawing entry card in a simul-

taneous filing procedure contains the name of an additional party in in-
terest, and the required statements of interest, copy or explanation of
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the agreement between the parties, and evidence of the qualifications of
the additional party are not filed within the time prescribed by the Depart-
ment's regulations, the offer must be rejected.-

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Richard Hubbard has appealed to the Director, Bureau of Land
Management,1 from a decision of the Bureau's Wyoming land office,
dated May 15, 1970, which rejected his noncompetitive oil and gas
.lease offer, NM 11813, filed pursuant to the Miner l Leasing Act se-
tion 17, as amended, 30 U.S.C. sec. 226 (1964). The offer to lease was re-
j ected because of a failure to comply with the requirements set forth
in43 CFR 3123.2(c) (3) (now 43 CFR 3102.7, 35 F. R. 9680) that each
party in interest in the lease ust file evidence of his qualifications to
hold such lease interest, and that within 15 days after the filing of the
lease offer: a statment-must be filed, signed by each party in interest,
setting forth the nature and extent of the interest of each in the offer,
the nature of the agreement between them if oral, and a copy of such
agreement if written.

-Appellant's lease, offer, as prescribed by 43 CFR 3123.9 (c) (1) and
(2) (now, as anended, 43 CFR 3112.2-1, 35 F. R. 9692), was submitted

on a "Simultaneous Oil and Gas Entry Card" (Form 3120-21, Decem-
ber 1968), numbered 206-1111, for inclusion in a drawing of offers
simultaneously filed on May 7, 1970. Hubbard's signature and address
are entered on the front of the card beneath a statement of the condi-
tions applicable to an offer to lease, which contains among its pro-
visions a stipulation that "applicant is the sole party in interest in
this offer and the lease if issued, or if not the sole party in interest,
that the names and addresses of all other interested parties are set
forth on the reverse hereof." On the reverse of the card, under the
heading "Other Parties in Interest," appears the signature of Louis

* B. Parron, the notation "50 percent," and an address identical to that
given for Hubbard. At the bottom of the reverse side is printed the
adinonition: "NOTICE: Compliance must be made with the provisions
of 43 CFR 3123.2.' Appellant's offer was the first drawn for Parcel No.
49, and would have been the Successful bid if the prescribed evidence
of qualifications and statement of interest had been timely filed.

In his appeal, dated May 21, 19/70, Hubbard, admits to failure to file
the required data, but requesfs reconsideration of the land office deci-

'The Secretary of the Interior, in the exercise of his supervisory authority, transferred
jurisdiction over all appeals pending before the Director, Bureau of Land Management, to.
the Board of Land Appeals, effective July 1, 1970. Circular 2273, 35 F.R. 10009, 10012.
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sion on the ground that he and Parron were ignorant of the fll extent
of the applicable law. He states that the parties to the offer have orally
agreed that each is to have a 50-percent interest in the lease, and that
both have qualified as U.S. citizens over 21 years of age.

Under the circumstances, the land office had no choice but to reject
Hubbard's lease offer. The words plainly printed on the reverse of
the entry card constituted sufficient notice to appellant that more was
required than simply the name, address, and percentage of interest
of another party to the lease offer. The regulation cited on the card
provides (43 CFR 3123.2(c) (3); now 43 CFR 3102.7, 35 F.R. 9680):

.If there are other parties interested in the offer a separate statement must
be signed by them and by the offeror, setting forth the nature and extent of the
interest of each in the offer, the nature of the agreement between them if oral,
and a copy of such agreement if written. All interested parties must furnish
evidence of their qualifications to hold sueh lease interest. Such separate state-
ment and written agreement, if any, must be filed not later than 15 days after the
filing of the lease offer. *.

The statements contained in the appeal, filed after the expiration of the
15-day period and signed by the offeror only, cannot be accepted as
constituting compliance with the clear and unequivocal language
quoted above.

Rejection of a lease offer for failure to adhere to the requirements of
the cited regulation is mandatory. ill Oil Company, 2 BLA 18
(March 1, 1971) ; Jesse B. Ormner et al., A-30899 (March 29, 1968)
Timothy C. Lowry, A-30487 (March 16, 1966). The land office cannot
waive strict compliance with the regulations to favor applicants who
plead ignorance of the law or inexperience in oil and gas leasing. In
the words of the decision in Jesse B. Graner et al., spra:

* * This Department has no authority to interpret or apply Departmental
regulations on a different basis depending upon the experience that an applicant
might have in finding oil and gas lease offers. Stephen J. Hlincilc et a., A-30652
(January 18, 1967). It is hoped that Departmental personnel would be-as helpful
as possible to all persons seeking information on filing oil and gas offers, but
such personnel, who deal at times with thousands of applications filed at a single
time, cannot be expected to anticipate and furnish everything that an applicant
might desire if it is not expressly requested. It is not unreasonable to assume
that anyone filing a drawing card which expressly states that compliance must
be made with 43 CFR 3123.2" would ascertain what this reference required by
requesting further clarification from the land office. *

We find that the Wyoming land office correctly rejected the drawing
entry card lease offer submitted by Richard Hubbard for failure to
comply with the regulations cited on the card.
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Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DA 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081), the decision appealed from is affirmed.

ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS, .Member.

WE CONCUR:

EDWARD W. STUEBING, Member.

MARTIN RTvo, Member.

UNITED STATES v. ALBERT B. BARTLETT ET AL.,

IBLA 71-62 Decided Malay 13, 1971

Mining Claims Discovery: Marketability
In order to sustain a placer mining claim located for gypsum, it must be shown

:that the gypsum within the limits of e claim could have -been extracted,
removed, and marketed at a profit when the lands embracilg the 'claib tete
withdrawn as partof a military reservation.

Mining Claims: Discovery: Marketability
The requirement that deposits of gypsum be marketable at a profit prior to the

withdrawal of the lands embracing the claim has not been satisfied where
it is clear that no open market for the product existed, no mining operations
had been conducted on the claim, no sales of gypsum had been made, and no
effort to establish a market for these specific gypsum deposits had been made
by the claimants prior to the date of the withdrawal

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Albert B. Bartlett et a. have appealed to the Secretary of the jn-
terior from a hearng examiner's decision dated September 16, 1970,
which declared their Jeep No. 3 placer mining clailn -to be fill, and
void for want of a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the
limits of the claim.

The facts of record show that the Jeep No. 3 placer nining-claim
which covers the NW 1A sec. 35, T. 7 S., . 67 W. Gth P.M., El Paso
County, Colorado, was located on November 1964,: by appellants
Albert B. Bartlett, Hilary G. Bartlett, Gloy Jett, Wilna Jett, W. A.
McKenney, J. C. McKemey, Glenn K. Rogers, and Mary E. Rogers,
The claim was located -for a gypsum bed which is exposed in the
vicinity of the southwest corner of the claim. However, before any
mining had been performed on the claim and before any sales of
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gypsum had been made, the lands involved were withdrawn from all
forms of entry, including mineral entry, by P.L.O. 3731 which ex-
panded the' boundaries of the Fort Carson Military Reservation on
July 6,1965.

Contest proceedings were initiated by the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment's Colorado land office manager in a complaint of June 7, 1967,
charging that the Jeep No. 3 was not a valid mining claim because no
valuable mineral deposit had been discovered within the limits of
the claim. The parties stipulated at a prehearing conference held on
April 16, 1969, iter alia, that a discovery of a valuable mineral de-
posit (in this case the mineral being gypsum) must have been made
prior to the withdrawal of the lands added to the Fort Carson Mili-
tary Reservation on July 6, 1965, and such discovery must subsist to
the date of hearing. On February 18, 1970, a hearing was held at
Canon City, Colorado.

Evidence presented at the hearing established that the gypsumnis
of extremely widespread occurrence in Colorado, New Mexico, and
other states. The deposits on the Jeep No. 3 are thin, interbedded with
impurities, shale and mudstone, but the gypsum is of commercial
quality.

In his decision, after briefly summarizing the testimony and other
evidence presented at the hearing, the examiner focused on the key
issue in this case, stating, "[T] he only issue for determination is the
legal issue of whether a discovery could have been perfected as of
July 6, 1965, without a showing of 'a market for the gypsum from the
claim as of that date." In discussing the requirements for a discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit, the examiner pointed to the so-called
prudent man test of discovery, first nnounced by the Department in
Castle v. Worble, 19 L.D. 455, 457 (1894), and reiterated in innumer-
able subsequent decisions approved by the courts. He also quoted ex-
tensively from United States v. Coleman, 390' U.S. 599, 603 (1968),
which emphasized that the element of 'marketability at a profit, or the
so called "marketability test" is an inherent part of the prudent man
test. The examiner concluded that the uncontroverted evidence could
only lead to the finding that as of July 6, 1966, and as of the date of
the hearing, a market did not exist for the gypsiun fotind on the Jeep
No. 3 claim. He held that the Coleman case makes it clear that a dis-
eovery of a valuable mineral deposit is not perfected until it can be
shown that the mineral can be extracted, removed and marketed at a
profit.
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On appeal to the Secretary, the contestee takes exception to the
rulings below,- contending (1) the hearing examiner erred in making
a fiding of fact that a market did not and does not exist for the
gypsum found on the Jeep No. 3 claim; (2) the hearing examiner
erred in not finding that a market for gypsum from the Jeep No. 3
claim existed as set forth in Exhibits J and K involving other gypsum
claims l; and (3) the cases applied by the hearing examiner in this
matter are not applicable for the reason that they involve claims for
materials that have been since designated by Congress as common min-
erals in 30 U.S.C. sec. 611 (1964) ; and in those cases the surface of
the mining claims involved would be utilized for purposes other than
mining.

We have reviewed the entire case record, carefully considering the
testimony and evidence adduced at the hearing, and find that the
hearing examiner's discussion of the law and his findings are correct.
The controlling legal principals applicable to the factsof this case
are well-settled precedents. A mining claimant must show a discovery
of. a valuable mineral deposit on the land for the mining claim to be
valid. A discovery exists

*a *0 [W]here minerals have been found and the evidence is of such a char-
acter that a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in further expendi-
ture of his labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in developing
a valuable mine * * *. Castle v. Vomble, spra at 457; accord Chrisman V.
miller, 197 U.S. 313, 322 (1905) ;United States v. Coleman, supra at 602.

The prudent man rule has been refined to require a showing that the
mineral in question can be extracted, removed, and presently marketed
at a profit.. The court in United States v. Coleman, supra, stressed
that the prudent man rule and the marketability test are not two dis-
tinct standards, but are complementary. Present marketability can be
demonstrated by a favorable showing of factors such as the accessi-
bility of the deposit, on fides in development, proximity to market,
and the existence of a present demand. United States v. William A.
l/ cCall Sr. et al., 2 IBLA 64 (March 22, 1971) ; 78 I.D. 71. It is also
well-settled that mining claims must be validated by a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit as determined by an application of the pm-
dent man test before lands are withdrawn. See, e.g., United States v.

1 Contestee's exhibits J and K. consist, respectively, of (1) Patent No. 1237347 to the
Ruby Company for 199.959 acres in. Eagle County, Colorado, November 19, 1964; (2)
Patent No. 49-69-0054 to Dresser Industries, Inc. for 540.95 acres In Big Horn County,
Wyoming, April 10, 1969, and accompanying mineral reports.
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G. C. (Torn) Mulken, A-27746 (January 19, 1959), aff'd ilfuleern v.
Hiamritt, 326 F.2d 896 (9th Cir. 1964) ; United States v. United States
SiliedC- orporation et al. A-30400 (August 24, 1965), ad Sigaplot
Industries, Inc. V. Udall, Civil No. LV 1024 (D. Nev., lune 19,1969).

-In light of the foregoing, it is clear that appellants have failed to
show they had discovered a valuable mineral deposit as of the crucial
date of July 06,1965, i.e., t hat they, in -fact, had established a market
-r the sale and disposal of gypsum fromn the mining claim as of that
clate. Although appellants disagree with the hearing examiner's con-
clusions, they have presented no evidence to substantiate their con-
tentioiis that he; erred in finding that no profitable market for the
gypsum' existed,- ad -no support for their view can be found in the
record.

.Appellants admitted at the prehearing conference that no mining
had been performed on the claim and that no sales of gypsum had
beein made. Since no actual mining operations had been conducted
6n the claim- and no commercial ransactions were carried out in an
Attempt to market specific gypsum deposits from the Jeep No. 3 claim,
appellants rely on the mere possibility of hypothetical future trans-
actions that might have occurred if they had further developed their
claim subsequent to the date of the withdrawal. This is a tenuous posi-
tiol--which is grossly inadequate to establish the necessary fact of mar-
ketability. While the Department has never held that proof of actual
sales- is an indispeiisable element in establishing the marketability
of a mineral from a particular claim, it must be shownithat the-mineral
Could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit before
the eritical date of the withdrawal. See United States v. E. A. Barrows
et-al., 6 I.D. 299 (1969), and cases collected therein, aff'd., Esther Bar-
rows v Walter J. Hickel, 'Civil No. 70-215F (D. Cal. April 20, 1970).
-Appellant's -evidence, viewed at its best, shows no more than further
-development and market research were needed to obtain an outlet for
their gypsum. '
.' A bi'if -review of the testimony of Albert B. Bartlett confirms the
hearing: examiner's conclusion that the gypsum on the Jeep No. 3
claim could not have -beell extracted, removed, and marketed at a
profit as -of the date of the withdrawal. Bartlett admitted on cross-
examinationthat. a market for the gypsum from the Jeep No. 3 claim
did not exist at the time of the hearing, nor did one exist as of July 6,
1965. This, of itself, adequately supports the examiner's ruling. No
existing open market for the gypsum was disclosed by the evidence.
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Appellants contend that the reason for not further testing the deposit
or seeking to develop a market was their advance knowledge that the
Army was going to take over the land. While such forbearance may
have been prudent under the circumstances, we cannot assume infer-
entially tat quality, quantity and marketability would have been
conclusively established had appellants elected to proceed with a nor-
mal development program.

Ave can attribute little significance to appellants' bare reference to
Exhibits J and K involving the patents of other gypsum claims in
Colorado and Wyoming. Appellants do not explain how the circum-
stances of these other claims in other areas relate to the development
of their own site. There was also no indication whether the development
Ol the cited patented claims was similarly subject to a time limit im-
posed by an intervening withdrawal. The facts of these other gypsum
claims, however, are not before us for consideration. Whether or not
patents have properly issued on other gypsum claims, issuance of a
patent in this case is not justified if appellants have not shown a valid
discovery.

Appellants cannot prove marketability for their gypsum either by
reference to other patented claims or by reference to the: successful
mining operations conducted by the Johins Manville Products Corp.
and the Ideal Cement Company, located at Florence, Colorado, some
20 miles south of the claim. Testimony at the hearing established that
neither of these users was in the market for outside gypsum as each
had its own sources. Such references do not indicate that the Jeep
No. 3 claim could have been successfully operated at a profit prior to
July 6, 1965. To satisfy the marketability test appellants must have
shown the existence of a demand for the material on their specific
claim and not simply that the type of material in question is being
utilized in the area. United States v. Harold Ladd Pierce, 75 I.D. 270
(1968); United States v. Everett Foster, 65 I.D. 1 (1958), aff'd., Foster
v. Seaton, 271 F.2d 836 (D.C. Cir. 1959); United States v. Loyd Ram-
stad and Edith Ramstad, A-30351 (September 24, 1965); United
States v. J. R. Osborne et al., 77 I.D. 83 (1970) ; United States v.
William A. IcCall, Sr. et al., supra. Appellants have not met this
burden.

Finally, appellants' contention that the case law applied by the
hearing examiner is limited to claims for material known as "coin-
mon variety" covered by the act of July 23, 1955, 30 U.S.C. sec. 611
(1964), and therefore not applicable to their mining claim, is clearly
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erroneous. The "prudent man" test of discoveryenunciated in Castle
v. Wom72ble, supra; Chrismicnl v. Ml7ler, 19T .S. 313 (1905) ; Best v.
Huiimboldt Placer Mining Co., 371 U.S. 334, 335-336 (1963) has been
universally accepted and applied by the Departmenit as a test for
discovery on all mining claims. Likewise, the Department, for many
years prior and subsequent to the act of: July 23, 1955, spra, has ap-
plied the test of marketability in deterllining whether or not various
materials of widespread occurrence constituted "valuable mineral
(leposits" within the meaning of the mining laws. See, e.g., ayman
et al.: v. Ellis, 52 L.D. 714 (1929), and authorities cited; Big Pine
Mininig Corporation, 53 I.D.-410 (1931) ; United States v. Strauss
et al., 59 I.D. 129, 137 (1945) United States v. E. A. Barrow's at al.,
su&praG. The ruling in Coleian, sztpra, approving the marketability test
employed by the Department, is not restricted to those mineral deposits
considered "common varieties." Contverse v. Udall, 399 F.2d 616 (9th
Ci.1968), cert. denied,393 .S. 1025 2(1969)j. 0f

Moreover, in its specific treatment of gypsum the Department has
held that deposits of gypsui In which could ilot have been marketed at a
profit during the times when the lands containing the deposits were
subject to location under the mining law are not valuable deposits
within the mining law, and claims containing sLch deposits are prop-
erly declared null ad void. United States v. C. C. (Tom) Mulle1ern.
supra.

Accordingly, we conclude that the hearing examiner correctly found
from the evidence that no discovery of a valuable iiiineral deposit had
been made on the Jeep No. 3 placer mining claim prior to the date of
the withdrawal of July 6, 1965.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 PF.R. 12081),
the decision appealed from is affirmed.'

EDWARD W. STUEBING, Member.

W1TE CONCUR:

JOAN B. THOMPSON, Member.

FRANCIS E. MAYHE-E, Member.
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Indian Probate: Wills: Disapproval of Will

The Secretary is authorized to exercise his discretion inAdisapproving a devise
in the will of a* deceased Indian'where approval of such devisd would sanc-
tion a practice permitting the acquisition of Indian lands contrary to the
public policy expressed in the statutory restrictions against the alienation of
Indian lands held in trust.

Indian Probate: Evidence: Generally-Indian Probate,: Wills: Applicability
of State Law

Indian probate proceedings involve considerations which go beyond the con-
ventional issues of a state probate proceeding and evidence may be admitted
in an Indian probate proceeding which would not be relevant to the probate
of a will inla state proceeding.

BOARD OF IDIAN APPEALS

William T. Shaw, Jr. and Richard E. Shaw, devisees under the Last
Will and Testament of the decedent, Mary U. Rock Wellknown, dated
February 8, 1963, havt appealed from the Examiner's Order Approv-
ing Will and Decree of Distribution, dated January 8, 1968, and from
the Examine Ir's Decision After Reheating Affirming Original Decision
and Ordering Partial Distribution, dated February 9, 1970. This ap-
peal was originally filed with the Regional Solicitor. The authority of
a Regional Solicitor to decide an appeal from an order and decision
of an Examiner of Inheritance has been superseded by the Secretary's
delegation of such authority to the Board of Indian Appeals and this
matter is now before us for the final decision of the Department.
35 F.R. 12081, July 1, 1970.

The will of Mary U. Rock Wellknown devised the SW 4, NE/4,
See. 19, T. 9 S., R. 37 E., P.M., Montana, containing 40 acres to "Rich-
ard E. Shaw, a Whiteman [sic], friend," and the S/2, Sec. 24, T. 7 S.,
R. 34 E., P.M., Montana containing 320 acres to "William T. Shaw, Jr.,
* a Whiteman. [sic], a friend." Both of these parcels of land were por-
tions of decedent's allotted lands, Crow Allotment No. 1838. IL addi-
tion, the will devised to William T. Shaw, Jr. all of the decedent's
interest (which constituted a 100 percbut interest) in the allotment of
Charles F. Wellknown, deceased Crow Allottee No. 2765, described
as the NE'/4, Sec. 24, T. 7 S., R. 34 E., P.M., Montana, containing 160

I7')179 3
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acres. The lands devised to the Shaws totaled 520 acres, and represent
almost 30 percent of the assets of the estate based upon the inventory
and appraisement conducted by the agency realty officer.

The decedent died on January 10, 1965. After a probate hearing, at
which the appellants were not present, the Examiner issued an Order
Approving Will and Decree of Distribution, both dated January 8,
1968. The Examiner disapproved the paragraphs of the will containing
the aforesaid devises to William T. Shaw, Jr. and Richard E. Shaw,
and ordered distribution of those lands under the Montana laws of
intestacy, there being no residual clause in the will. After notice of the
Examiner's order, William T. Shaw, Jr. and Richard E. Shaw filed a
petition for rehearing with the Examiner. A rehearing was held after
which the Examiner issued his Decision of February 9, 1970, affirming
his order of January 8, 1968, and ordering partial distribution.

William T. Shaw, Jr. and Richard. E. Shaw appealed the aforesaid
order and decision on April 28, 1970. The, appellees filed a memo-
randum, dated July 15, 1970, in support of Examiner's decision. The
appellants filed a motion to strike appellees' memorandum contending
that it was not timely filed and the appellees wrote the Secretary chal-
lenging appellants' motion to strike.

We agree with the appellants that the appellees.' memorandum in
support of Examiner's decision was not timely filed in accordance
with 25 CFR 15.19(c). Under this rule of Indian probate procedure,
the appellees had sixty days from the filing of appellants' Notice
of Appeal within which to submit written arguments to the Secretary.
We believe that the appellees' failure to file within this time is a suf-
ficient basis upon which to grant the appellants' motion to strike.

The Examiner found that there was insufficient evidence in the
record to conclude that. the decedent had been' subjected to fraud,
duress, coercion, or undue influence exerted by the Shaws in providing
for them in her will. His original order and his decision on rehearing
were based rather upon the following proviso contained in 25 U.S.C.
section 373 (1964), dealing with the disposition of restricted Indian
landsbywill:

* * Provided further, That the Secretary of the Interior may approve or dis-
approve the will either before or after the death of the 'testator, * *.

Exercising the discretion granted the Secretary by the above pro-
viso,' the Examiner disapproved the devises to the appellants primarily

1 The Secretary's athority relating to Indian Probate matters has been delegated to
Examiners of Inheritance. 25 CFR 15.1 (5 P.R. 12081, July 1, 1970).
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on the basis of evidence of Williamn Shaw's gradual acquisition of
Indian lands as a result of devises to him in the wills of four other
deceased Indians. This evidence led the Examiner to conclude that
approval of the devises to the appellants would contribute to the
allowance of a practice whereby a white man could deplete the Indian
ownership of land contrary to the congressional legislation designed
to prevent such occurrence. We affirm the decision of the Examiner.

Appellants contend that evidence introduced at the rehearing re-
lating to the transactions and relationships between William Shaw
and numerous Crow Indians was inadmissible in that such evidence
is not relevant or material to the probate of Mary U. Rock Wellknown's
will.

An Indian probate proceeding involves considerations, as discussed
below, which go beyond the conventional issues of a state probate pro-
ceeding and therefore the Secretary in order to exercise appropriately
his discretion as to the approval or disapproval of an Indian will,
may consider evidence which would not be relevant in a state probate
proceeding. We therefore turn to the evidence which warrants the
exercise of discretion under 25 U.S.C. sec. 373 (1964) to disapprove the
devises to the appellants in the will of Mary U. Rock Wellknown.

The appellant William Shaw has been the postmaster for over 30
years at Lodge Grass, Montana, an incorporated town located within
the boundaries of the Crow Indian Reservation. The town has not
been excluded from the reservation and is, therefore, in "Indian coun-
try." William Shaw became acquainted with the decedent in 1936,.
but it was not until the death of Mary Wellknown's son, Felix, in 1949
that William Shaw commenced a relationship with Mary Wellknown
and her husband, John Wellknown, which involved supplying the
Wellknowns with groceries,,small amounts of cash, transportation, and
other goods and services.

After the death of John Wellknown in 1951, William Shaw, on
many occasions and over a period of many years, advanced money
to Mary U. Rock Wellknown and her family for her care, furnished
her or arranged for her to be furnished food and meals, and provided
various other services for. her benefit. William Shaw claimed that
his basic expenditures toward the welfare of the decedent consisted
of $2,635.84 in cash payments of amounts between $1 and $20 paid
from the years 1948 through 1964; $1,237.37 in checks dated between
1948 and 1964 payable to the order of the deceased or her family; and
payment of grocery bills for the deceased and her family in the sum
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of $2,054.36 starting in 1960 until just prior to the decedent's death.2

William Shaw's testimony was conflicting as to whether these expendi-
tures were considered by him as loans or gifts. He made no effort to
collect for his expenditures ol behalf of the decedent during her life-
time or to preserve his legal right as a creditor in Mary Wellknown's
estate by filing a claim for reimbursement of his expenses..

Richard. Shaw is the sol of William Shaw. He transported the
decedent several times during her lifetime to a medical clinic in

.Sheridan, to the burial place of her son, Felix, from the business area
in Lodge Grass to her home, and to and from other places. On several
occasions he delivered to Mary U. Rock Wellknown food and coal
purchased by his father. Richard Shaw did not file any claim; against
the estate as a creditor.
* Il addition to liis occupations as a postmaster, William Shaw en-

gaged in numerous business transactions with( Crow Indians relating to
personal loans, the sale of their crop shares, and the lease and. sale
of Indian lands.

William Shaw made personal loans to Crow Indians, often accepting
pawned goods as security. Etheline Hill pawned her personal goods
with William Shaw to secure small loans at 25 percent interest.: Wil-
lian Shaw admitted that he would withhold from mail delivery the
per capita checks to an individual! Crow Indian if sucl .Indiah owed
him inoney. X

William Shaw often prepared the contracts or deeds which formal-
ized business transactions involving Crow Indians and; as a notary
public, he often notarized such documents. On one occasion he pre-
pared and: notarized a document which Etheline Hill believed to be
a mortgage on her $6,000 home to secure a $300 loan given to her by
William Shaw as agent for a Mr. C. D. Moore. The document was,
in fact, a warranty deed conveying Etheline Hill's house to. C. D.
Moore. Legal action was required in order for Mrs. Hill to clear her
title upon repayment of.the$300.

William Shaw provided business services to both Crow Indian land
owners and non-Indian lessees. He represented all of the twenty to
twenty-five small operatorsaround Lodge Grass intheir lease ar-
rangements of allotted lands. owned by competent Crow Indians, fur-
nishing them. advice and services in dealing with the Indian allottees.
His non-Indian clients leased about one-half of the total leased land

-The appellants introduced into evidence a edger book which William Shaw claimed was
used to record the cash payments as they were made. Appellants also introduced the
canceled checks and grocery bill receipts:
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inl the Lodge Grass area. Mr. Shaw received a total fee of $1,000 in
1969 for the services he rendered his non-Indian clients, the principal
service being the obtaining of leases from Crow Indian land owners.
He represented 'both the non-Indian tenants and the Indian land
owners in the. same transactions and customarily gave the Indians
"something" when they would sign leases (Tr. p. 68).

In exchange for loans to Crow Indialns, William Shaw entered into
transactions with them whereby he purchased their crop shares in
the lands they owned and leased for. crop raising. In 1956 a bank
loaned money to Martin. Spotted Horse only on the signature of Wil-
liam Shaw and on condition that Shaw would guarantee the crop as
securit y for the loan. Subsequently, Shaw prepared leases between
Martin Spotted. Horse and non-Indian tenants of his land whereby
Shaw purchased portions of Martin Spotted Horse's crop.shalres Lnder
a cr-p-shareagreement..

In 1963 William Slaw, personally and. through his attorney, made:
efforts to obtain a fee patent for Iands held in trust for an enrolled
Canadian tribeswomall, Ila Mae.:Bear All Time, who inherited ap-
proximately 3,000 acres from her husband. If it were established that
Ila Mae Bear All Time was not a. citizen of the -United States, she
would havebeen entitled to ownership of the land free of trust. Wil-
liam Shaw intellded'to purchase this land from her for approximate]y
$40,000 in order to protect the interests of his white tenant clients usillg
this land by insuring that their lneighboring competitors would not
obtain the laid first. The Solicitor :affirned theruling of the Crow
Indian Agency Superinitendent denying issuallce of the fee patents to
Jla] Mae Bear All Time wlio was deemed to be a United States citizen.3

William Shaw'receiv'ed an aggregate of 840 acres of allotted Crow
Indian land by devise under the wills of deceased Crow Iidialls in
four previous instances. Eighty acres of land were received under the
will; dated March 28, 1950, of John F. Wellknowln, the deceased hus-
band of Mary U. Rock Wellknown. His will contained the following
provision: -.

The conveyance of the third devise to William T. Shaw, Jr., is made. to him
for the reason that he has helped my on, Felix F. Wellknown before his death,
and he epressed te desire that I leave 8 acres of land to him, and I wfish to
carryout his wish. (Italics added.)

-William Show inherited 520 acres from Clara White Hip by a will
hmade in 1960. His r.lationshiato.herjwas of the samle nature as his

i re] atioliship to Mary Wellknown in that both regarded him as a Sol.

Letter decisions dated February S, 1965, and April 19, 1965.
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He rendered assistance to Clara White Hip in the form of groceries,
coal, and other goods and services similar to that provided for Mary
Wellknown.

William Shaw inherited 160 acres through the will, made in 1950,
of Pup Plays With Himself with whom' Shaw also had a relationship
similar to his relationship with Mary Wellknown and Clara White
Hip. William Shaw also rendered assistance to Mr. Bull Weasel who
left him 80 acres in his will made in 1954.

William Shaw's aid to Crow Indians was thus directed to those
Indians who were owners of real property. Moreover, in each case,
while the recipients of his assistance owned some lands in which they
owned only a fractional interest, the devises to William Shaw in these
four prior wills were in lands in which the testator owned a full
interest.4 This enabled Shaw to obtain a fee patent to these lands, thus
passing the lands out of Indian ownership, and then to sell the I ands
without restriction. Similarly, in the case of Mary U. Rock Welkilnown,
her fractional interest in several allotments was devised to several of
her heirs, but the devises to Richard E. Shaw and William T. Shaw,
Jr. consisted of either her own allotment or a portion of land in which
she owned the total interest.

We believe that William Shaw's role as a postmaster and a notary
public placed him in a position of public trust.5 However, we find that
his transactions with Crow Indians demonstrated a pattern of dealing
with them for the undisclosed purpose of obtaining personal financial
gain. This finding leads us to conclude that the devises to the appellants
in the will of Mary U. Rock Wellknown were the result of the moneys,
goods, and services advanced by William Shaw to the decedent during
her lifetime for the purpose of acquiring her land by devise.

A non-Indian owner of a fractional interest in land jointly owned by Indians subject to
trust would find himself restricted in dealing with the property. Re cannot, as a practical
matter, manage, use, or lease the land except with the consent and agreement of all his
Indian co-owners. His own Interest, although free of the trust, is virtually unsaleable
unless the trust is lifted as to all of his Indian co-owners upon their request. 25 CFR 121.2.
Partition is provided for by statute if requested by the Indian co-owners. 25 U.S.C. § 378
(1964); 25 CFR 121.8. Allotted lands devised to a non-Indian where the devise is approved
are subject only to a dry and passive trust. The sole remaining power of the United States
as trustee is to issue a fee patent to the non-Indian devisee. See Bailess v.:Paukne, 3.44
U.S. 171 (1952);

The Code of Ethical Conduct for Postal Employees, Ch. 7, Postal Manual; Sec. 742.13
(1968) states:

"The postal service has the unique privilege of having daily contact with the majority
of the citizens of the Nation, and is in many instances their most direct contact with the
Federal Government. Thus, it is an especial opportunity and responsibility for each postal.
employee to act with honor and dignity worthy of the public trust * *
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The question is presented as to whether our findings warrant the
exercise of the Secretary's discretion to disapprove the devises to
William Shaw and his son under the authority of 25 U.S.C. sec. 373
(1964). The resolution of this question requires an examination of the
statutory scheme designed for the protection of Indians.

Federal legislation relating to the allotment of restricted lands to
Indians has been designed primarily for the protection and benefit
of the Indians. See Poafpybitty v. Skelly Oil Co., 390 U.S. 365 (1968);
SqUire v. Capoeqn et ue, 351 U.S. 1 (1956); United States . Daney
et al., 370 F.2d 791 (10th Cir. 1966); Hayes Big Eagle. v. United
States, 300 F.2d 765 (Ct. Cl. 1962).

The General Allotment Act of 1887, ch. 119, 24 Stat. 388 (codified
in scattered sections of 25 U.S.C. (1964)), authorized the President to
allot Indian reservation lands in severalty. Section 5 of the act pro-
vided that the allotted lands would be held in trust for the sole use
and benefit of the Indian or, in case of his death, for his heirs. It was
provided that conveyances of or contracts concerning the allotted
lands made prior to expiration of the trust period would be "absolutely
null and void" and there was no provision whereby an Indian could
devise his trust allotment by will.

By a series of enactments, Congress has gradually eased some of
the restrictions of the General Allotment Act and has given the
Indian more control over the utilization and disposition of his lands.
These statutes, however, have always provided that transactions re-
lating to Indian lands must be with the approval of the Secretary of
the Interior.

The act of May 27, 1902 (32 Stat. 275), 25 U.S.C. sec. 379 (1964),
permitted the adult heirs of any deceased Indian owning interest in a
restricted allotment to sell and convey the lands inherited from such
decedent, subject to the aproval of the Secretary. The act of May 29,
1908 (35 Stat. 444), 25 U.S.C. sec. 404 (1964), provided that the
allotted lands of an Indian may be sold upon the petition of the allottee
or his heirs, and the act of March 1,1907 (34 Stat. 1018), 25 U.S.C.,
sec. 405 (1964), provided for the sale of the allotment of a noncom-
petent Indian. Both of these latter acts provided that the sale must
be on such terms and conditions and under such regulations as the
Secretary of the Interior may prescribe

The Secretary's regulations relating to approval of petitions for the sale of Indian
lands provide:

" * Sales will be authorized only if, after careful examination of the circumstances in
each case, a sale appears to be clearly justified in the light of the long-range best interests
of the owner(s). * * 25 CFR 121.11 (1970)."
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The act of June 25, 1910 sec. 5 (36 Stat. 857), 25 U.S.C. sec. 202
(1964) provides'that:

It shall be unlawful for any person to induce any Indian to execute any con-
tract, deed, mortgage, or other instrument, purporting to convey any land or any
interest therein held by the United States in trust for such Indian,'

A criminal penalty is imposed for violation of this statute..
The general policy to keep Indian trust property in Indian hands is

further exemplified by the act of iNovermber 924, 1942 (56 Stat. 1021)
25 u.S.C. sec. 373a (1964)', which provides that the trnst or restricted
estate of an Indian who dies intestate without heirs escheats, not to
the State or to the United States, but to his tribe..

These statutes exhibit a concern on the part of Congress to protect
Indians against alienation of their lands due to improvident inter vivos
conveyances. This same concern is demonstrated in the statutes relating
to the disposition by will of an. Indiai's landslheld in trust.

The act of June 25, 1910., as amended, 25 u.S.c. sec. 373 (1964),
authorized an Indian allottee to, devise by will property held in trust
for said allottee; but the act qualified this right of dispQsition by the
following language: .X

* Provided, however, That no will so executed shall be valid or have any
force or effect unless and until it shall have been approved- by the Secretary
.of the Interior: Provided further, That the Secretary of the Interior may approve
or disapprove the will either before or after the. death, of the testator,

The act. additionally provided that the approval of an allottee's
will by the Secretary and the death of the allottee shall not operate
to terminate the trust of the land.

Congress has thus entrusted the Secretary'with the role of protecting
Indians against alienation of their lands by either improvident inter
vivos transactions of an allottee or his heirs or by inprovident disposi-
tions' of allotted Indian lands by the will of the allottee. We therefore
believe that Congress intended to give the Secretary flexibility in con-
sidering all the circumstances relating to the potential benefit or detri-
ment to Indians as a result of approving or disapproving a given
conseyance or devise, and we therefore hold that evidence relating
to the transactions and relationships between IWVilliam Shaw and
Crow Indians was properly admissible in this case.

The question remains-is this a proper case for the exercise of the
Secretary's discretion to disapprove a wvill?

The question of the scope of the Secretary's discretion to disapprove
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a will under thoauthority of 925 U.S.C. sec. 33 (1964) was before the
Supreme Court in Too/kippah v. Nickel, 397 U.S. 598 (1970). The
Court there held that the Secretary cannot disapprove a Will based
upon his sibjective opinion that a pproval of such will wxould not
achieve a just and. equitable disposition of: the estate as between the
beneficiaries lder the, will and the decedent's heirs at law. The Court
reco gnuized, however, t hat tle Secretary was au thorized luder 25 L.S.C
sec. 373 (1964)' to disapprove a Will tuder certain circumstances that
m1,ight not otherwise be a alid basis fof' disapproval of a will in a
conventional probate proceeding because. of tle: Secretary's special
role tuder the statutes as the trustee of Indian lands, stating at 609:

* 4'*The power to make testamentary dispositions arises by statute;'here
we d!eal with a special kind ofiproperty right under allotments from the govern-
ment. The ight is not absolute; the allottee is the beneficial owner while the
government is trustee. 25 U.S.C. § 848.

In his concurrinopinion Ju stice Harlan amplified the view ex-
ipressed by Chief Jnlstice Burgerys majority opinion sUITimarizing at
619:;; Xt 000 tS0 

* A will that disinherits the natdral 'object of the testator's bounty should
ibe scrutinized closely. If such a wilt was the, result of overreaching by a bene-
ficiary,- or fraud; if the Will is inconsistent with the decedent's existing legal
obligation of support, or ba sone other way clearly offends a similar public
policy; the Secretary might properly disapprove it (Italic added).

We believe that it is a proper exercise of' discretion for the Secre-
tary to disapprove a devise in the will of an Inidiau allottee 'where
approval of such devise wDouald be contrary to.the piblic policy designed
for the protection-of Indians aaisltt.h6 lniprotident alienation of
their lands.

We -have found that William Slhaw provided Mary U.. Rock Well-
known with financial and other assistance for the purpose of obtaining
a portioll of 'her land through a' devise in her' will and that William
'Shaw'follo'wed this tactic in the case of four other Indian allottees who
owned a full interestt in land. We, do not believe. Congress intended
that Indian lauds were to be -alienated in this manner upon giving
Indians te right to transfer their allotinents throughll testamentary
disposition.::

Approval of the devises to W: .illiam, Shaw and Richard Shaw would
sanction a practice whereby individuals. may obtain Indian lands
'for inadequate consideration. Under such practice, the -value' of the
land devised may well be disproportionate to the valueof the assistance
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which an individual may render to an allottee of Indian lands. This
arrangement may not operate to the dtriinent of the allottee who
receives immediate assistance 'without any obligation to reimburse
the source of assistance during the allottee's lifetime, but the heirs
of the allottee are deprived of the land or the full value thereof which
they would otherwise receive.

We note that nothing prevented William Shaw from filing a timely
claim a a creditor in the estate of Mary U. Rock Wellknown under
the contention that his expenses on her behalf were with the expecta-
tion of reimbursement. This fact indicates that were we to approve
the practice engaged in by William Shaw, an Indian allottee could
devise land to one such as William Shaw with the intent to reimburse
him for assistance rendered, without knowledge on the part. of the
Indian allottee that a creditor's claim would also be filed against his
estate.

We do not decide here whether the value of the lands received bv
William Shaw and Richard Shaw exceeds the value of their services
rendered to Mary U. Rock Welllmown since our holding is based upon
disapproval of the practice per se engaged in by William Shaw. We
do emphasize, however, that such a practice is particularly offensive
to public policy where, as here, it results in the transfer of Indian
lands to a white man who is employed in a federal position of public
trust in the Indian community.

'We hold that this is an appropriate case wherein the Secretary may
exercise his discretion, under authority of 25 U.S.C. sec. 373 (1964),
to disapprove a will.,

The appellants contend that the Examiner did not have authority
to disapprove parts of Mary U. Rock Wellknown's will, but that a
will can only be disapproved in its entirety. Appellant's argument is
contrary to the general rule:

A will which is presented for probate may be valid inpart and invalid in part;
the invalid provisions may be severable from thevalid provisions. In a case like
this, the invalidity of part of the will does not prevent the probate of, at least,
the valid part of the will; and it is error to exclude the whole will from probate
because of such partial invalidity. 3 Bowe-Parker: Page on Wills § 26.111 (New
Revised Treatise 1961).

Since the clauses held invalid by the Examiner are severable, we hold
that he was authorized to disapprove them. See Estate of Milton Hol7o-
way, 6GI.D. 411 (1959).

In their Notice of Appeal, the appellants attached a prior will of
the decedent dated February 12, 1953, and a codicil to that will dated
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April, 21, 1959, each of which indicates a devise to William T. Shaw,
Jr. The appellants contend that these documents indicate.Mary U.
Rock Wellknown's past and continuing intention to devise allotted
lands to William ,Shaw, Jr. Appellants did not offer the prior will and
codicil into evidence but claim on appeal that the Examiner should
have known or could have found out about these documents, and he is
therefore responsible for failing to develop a complete record. We dis-
agree with the appellant's attempt to include such evidence into the
record on this basis, but even so, we find'that the prior will and codicil
are not. relevant because the intent of the testator is not at issue in
this case.

The Decision and Order of the Hearing Examiner are affirmed.
Clauses five and seven of the testatrix's will are disapproved, and
we order that the property described in such clauses be distributed
under the Montana laws of intestacy in accordance with the Examiner's
Decree of Distribution dated January 8, 1968. This decision is final
for the Department. 35 F.R. 12081.

C. E. ROGERS, Jr., AZternate Board Member.

I CoNCTR:.

DAVID DOANE, Alternate Board Member.

. D. ARCHER, ELIZABETH B. EARCHER

IBLA 70-93 Decided May 26, 1971:

Mineral Lands: Prospecting Permits-Act of January 1, 1970
An applicant for a prospecting permit to explore for copper and other hardrock

minerals is properly required to agree to certain stipulations as a condition
precedent to the issuance of the permit when there is no showing that the
requirements are unreasonable, arbitrary, or unduly onerous, and where
those stipulations conform to the Department's, obligations under the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act of:1969.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

J. D.' Archer and Elizabeth B. Arch r have appealed from a decision
dated August 26,1969, by the Office of APPELS AND HEARINGs, Bureau
of Land Management, which affirmed separate decisions both dated.
June 9, 1969, by the Utah land office.
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The land office decisions required the appellants, inter alia, to Sign
a document captioned "General Requirements" 1 as a condition prece-
dent to the issuance of prospecting permits, U 7126 (J. D. Archer)
andU O7130 (Elizabeth B. Archer).

The permit applications relate to copper, lead, ziIc,, molybdenum;i

' The "General Requirements" are as follows E.
"No excessive disturbance or removal of soil or vegetation will be permitted. After

completion of operations or explorations, soil surfaces will be restored to their natural
contour as much as possible.

"No blasting is to be done within 500 feet of wells and springs; 300 feet of Cams and
reservoirs; and 500 feet of dwellings.

"When: blasting along public roads, all shot holes must be a reasonable distance from the
shoulder of the road. Any damage to roadways will be reported at once to the District
Manager, Fillmore District.

"Water shouldnot be taken from reservoirs, wells, springs or other water develobmeuts
on Bureau administered public lands without first obtaining permission .of the District
Vanmiger.
:"All existing improvement located on Bureau administered public lands used will be

maintained in a serviceable condition. Damaged or destroyed improvements will be replaced
or restored to their original condition.

;"Fences on ELM administered public lands shall not be let 'down without special Ier-
mission from the District Manager. Gates should be left open or closed as found or as
directed by attached signs.

"Adequate protective measures shall be provided at any tunnel, shaft, pit, drill hole,
blasting site and storage site to protect the life, safety or property of other persons, and to
protect livestock and wildlife.

"Permittee shall not remove, injure, deface or alter any object of scenic, historic or
scientific interest, including Indian ruins, pictographs and other archeological remains.
Where a question exists as to whether or not an object is of scenic, historic or scientific
interest, submit the matter in writing to the District Manager for final determination.

"The District Manager shall be informed of the location of any drilled holes in which
water was encountered, together with information concerning the depth water bearing
strata were encountered and an estimate of quantity and quality of water. In the event
flowing artesian water is encountered, thel District Manager will be notified immediately.

"During the construction of roads and trails over BLM administered public lands adequate
culverts and dips will be placed at drainage crossings. Fills will not be placed in gullies or
drainage crossings without adequate culvert drainage. Upon termination of use of roadways,
trailways and other cleared areas on BLM administered public lands used and constructed
by the party conducting the mineral exploration, earthen water bars (also known as water-
breaks) shall be constructed at various intervals on sloping areas to divert runoff and
minimize erosion.;

"All areas cleared during the mineral, exploration operations shall be seeded or planteo
as directed by the District Manager. Such areas include roadways, trailways, drilling sites
and similar areas. Seeding and planting criteria to be used are as follows.

(a) Method of seeding or planting to beused :Drilling
(b) Species to be used: Agropyron Cristatum (rested Wheatgrass)V
(c) Seeding rate to be used (lbs. viable sed/acre) :#/acre..
(d) Period seeding or planting permitted: Sept. I5 to Dec. 31.
"Disturbance of authorized livestock use will be held to an absolute minimum.
"To qualify for an extension beyond the 2-year primary period will require at least one

adequate test well by core drilling or comparable prospecting satisfactory to the Regional
Mining Supervisor. ::-7 

"For a preference right lease, .proof of the discovery of a valuable deposit, by more than'
one drill hole or other acceptable prospecting methods, must be satisfactory to the Regional
Mining Supervisor.": .

These provisions were formulated by the Utah State office of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment. In some particulars, e.g. species of grass to be used, seeding rate, and period of
seeding, they reflect local conditions.
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and associated minerals on lands in T. 11 S., Rs. 3 W, and 4 W.,
S. L.M., Utah. 0 - . 0 25 3X. ! , . i 

The appellants contend in essence that the "General Requirements"
are unreasonable. Therefore, they request that they be waived as a
condition to the issuance of permits;

The appellants assert that (1) these requirements impose far more
stringent controls, than the decision by the Bureau of Lan-id Manage-
nient would indicate (2) Vsection 12 of the basic permit form provides
"all of the control necessary to protect the public interest", and (3) the
requirements '"' ' could conceivably be construed to require the
reporting of every blade of grass encountered."

Section 12 2 of the basic permit imposes a duty upon a permittee to
safeguard the environment and other existing values and to restore
the surface of the land to its former condition. The requirements, to
*which the appellant objects, contain specifics drected to the same
goals, e.g., no blasting is to be done within 500 feet of wells and springs,
or within 300 feet of dams and reservoirs; and sets forth the method,

* species, seeding rate and period of seeding, for the purpose of revege-
tating;cleared areas. In addition, they specifically interdict the re-
M noval, injury, defacing, or alteration of any object of scenic, historic,;
or scientific interest, including Indian archeological remains.

As indicated earlier, the appellants do not question the Depart-
ment's autfiority to impose environmental and related requirements
upon a mineral permittee. Their position is simply that the "General
Requirements" are unnecessary and unduly onerous.

2 Sec. 12 reads as follows:
"Surface use restrictions. (a) If any of the land is embraced in a reservation or is

segregated for any particular purpose, permittee agrees to conduct all operations thereon
in conformity with sch requirements as may be made by the Bureau of Land Management
and/or the'agency administering the surface for the protection and use of the land for the
purpose for which it was reserved or segregated, so far as may be: consistent with the use of
the land for the purpose of this permit, which latter use shall be regarded as the dominant
use unless otherwise provided herein or separately stipulated.

(b) Permittee shall take such reasonable steps as may be needed to prevent operations
from unnecessarily: () causing or contributing to soil erosion or damaging any forage and
timber growth ; (2) polluting the waters of springs, streams, wells, or reservoirs; (8)
damaging crops, including forage, timber, or improvements of a surface owner; ' or (4)
damaging range improvements whether owned by the United States or by its grazing per-
mittees or lessees.

(c) Upon any partial or total relinquishment or the cancellation or expiration of this
permit, or at any other time prior thereto when required or when deemed necessary by the
Government, the permittee shall fill any sump holes, ditches, and other excavations, remove
or cover all debris, and, so far as reasonably possible restore the surface to its 'former
condition, including the removal of structures as and if required. The Government may
prescribe the steps to be taken and restoration to be made with respect to lands of the
United States, and improvements thereon."
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Those requirements, inter aia, put flesh on the skeletal provisions
of section 12 of the permit form. They also inpose addtioial tipua-
tions reasonably calculated to protect the land, enviroilmlent', and'
public values. Although the appellants make general assertions, they
have not shown that any specific provision of the "General Require-
ments" is unreasonable. Their contention tat the "General ReqLire-
ments" "could conceivably be cohstjued to require the reporting of
every blade of grass encountered" is disconson:an, with the ollowgine~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e~~~~~~~ el s a X ng
provisions:

No eacessive disturbance or removal of soil or vegetation will be.:permitted.,
(Italics supplied.)

All areas cleared during the mineral exploration operations shall be seeded
or planted as directed by the District Manager.

These requirements implicitly recognize that land may be denuded in
the exploration process.

We have reviewed carefully the provisions of the "General Require-
ments" in the light of the appellants' contentions. We find no basis
to conclude therefrom that such requirements are unnecessary, un-
reasonable, arbitrary, or unduly onerous. On the contrary, such re-
quirements are reasonably related to the environmental ethic of this
Department and to the obligations of this Department under the
National Environiental Policy Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 852), 42 U.S.C.
sees. 4331-47 (Supp. V, 1969). The latter essentially states that every
federal agency shall consider ecological factors when dealing with
activities which may have an impact on man's environment.

The appellants' contention that the "General Requirements" are
not "* * * necessary to protect the public interest" in their view. It
is the Department's responsibility to make that determinations.

Having found that the "General Requiremets` in the light of this
appeal are appropriate and reasonably related to the activities au-
thorized under the mineral perinits sought, we see no basis to disturb
the decision below.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the 'Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R.-12081),7
the decision of the Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

FREDERICK: FISIIAN, M1e7mber-

We concur:

JOAN B. THoMPsON, Member.! r

ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS. Member

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971
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UNITED, STATES
'V

WAYNE WINTERS d/b/a
PIEDRAS DEL SOL MIINING COMPANY

IBLA 70-43 Decided June 2, 1971
Mining Claims: Discovery: Generally

The prudent man test of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit does not
require present profitable mining operations, but it does require evidence of
sufficient mineralization to justify a prudent man in expecting to develop a
valuable mine with profits from sales over the expected cost of the oper-
ation, and the claimant's unfounded conjecture that the price of gold will
increase in the future is not a relevant consideration.

Mining Claims: fDisdovery: Generally
In a mining claim contest, a showing of mineralization which might justify

further exploration for minerals but not development of a mine is not suffi-
cient to satisfy the prudent man test.

Mining Claims: Hearings-Rules of Practice: Evidence-Rules of Practice:
Hearings

Evidence tendered on appeal in a mining contest case may not be con-
sidered except for the limited purpose of deciding whether a further hear-
ing is warranted, since the record made at the hearing must be the sole basis
for decision.

Administrative Procedure Act: Burden of Proof-Mining Claims: Determi-
nation of Validity-Mining Claims: Discovery: Generally

Government mineral examiners determining the validity of' a mining claim
need only examine the claim to verify whether the claimant has made a dis-
covery; tbey are not required to perform discovery work, to* explore or
sample beyond the claimant's workings, or to rehabilitate alleged discovery
cuts to establish the government's prima facie case.

Administrative Procedure Act: Burden of Proof-Mining Claims: Contests-
Mining Claims: Discovery: Generally-Rules of Practice: Evidence

In a government mining contest, where the contestant has made a prima facie
showing of lack of discovery, the burden of producing preponderating evi-
dence of the existence of a valuable mineral deposit sufficient to support a
discovery is upon the claimant, and he cannot secure a determination that the
claim is valid merely. by attempting to discredit and impeach the govern-
ment's witnesses.

Mining Claims: Discovery: Generally -Mining Claims: Hearings-Rules
of Practice: Evidence-Rules of Practice: Hearigs:

New evidence tendered on -appeal is not sufficient to justify further evi-
dentiary proceedings, although it might discredit testimony by government

78 I.D. No. 6

438-307-l L1
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mineral examiners that two of their samples of a placer mining claim were
taken to bedrock, where there is no tender of proof showing that the alleged
greater mineral values at bedrock actually exist and the record does not
show evidence of sufficient gold to warrant a prudent man to anticipate
development of a valuable mine.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Wayne Winters, d/b/a Piedras Del Sol Mining Company, has ap-
pealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision by the Office
of Appeals and Hearings Bureau of Land Management, affirming a
hearing examiner's decision of August 13, 1968, holding Winters' Oro.
Escondido placer mining claim null and void for lack of discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit.

The mining claim was located October 13, 1962, embracing the
SE1/4 SEi4SE1/4 sec. 19, T. 23 S.9 R. 11 E., G. & S.R. Mer., Arizona,
within the Coronado National Forest. Contest proceedings were initi-
ated at the request of the Forest Service. The decisions below con-
cluded that insufficient gold was shown within the claim to warrant a
prudent man to further expend time and money with the expectation
of developing a valuable mine, Castle v. Womb le, 19 L.D. 455,-457
(1894).

Appellant does not dispute the "prudent man test," which has been
approved by the Supreme Court Csmaa. v. Miller, 197 U.S. 313
(1905); Cameron v. United States, 252 U.S. 450 (1920); Best v.
Humboldt Mining Company, 371 U.S. 334 (1963); and United States
v. Coleman, 390 U.S. 599 (1968). He contends, however, that the
Bureau applied the test too stringently to the facts. He asserts that
the Bureau is requiring the claimant to prove that a profitable mine
will'be developed and that this is not required. Appellant contends
generally that the Bureau decisions deny him due process by merely
advocating administrative policies rather than being supported by rec-
ord evidence. He also asserts that the Forest Service failed to establish
a prima facie case that there was not a valid discovery, and that he
proved by preponderant evidence that a valid discovery was made.

On March 3, 1971, on appellant's motion, oral argument was pre-
sented to this Board. It was argued on behalf .of appellant that the
Government's expert witnesses were incompetent to testify with-regard
to the conduct of a prudent man in these circumstances; that they were
not qualified experts on placer gold mining; that they were biased
and neither diligent nor impartial in the taking of samples ; and that,
consequently, their testimony was inadequate to establish a prima facie
case of invalidity. It was- also argued that ample evidence of a valid
discovery was adduced at the hearing. Counsel for the contestant pre-
sented argument in rebuttal.
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The main thrust of appellant's case is an effort to discredit the testi-
mony by the Forest Service's witnesses. Appellant contends that the
Forest Service mineral examiners. gave false testimony concerning
their taking of samples to bedrock. He further adverts to the testi-
mony tending to show that the samples were taken, handled and proc-
essed in such a manner as to lose much of their gold content. Accord-
ingly, he argues that no weight can be given to any of their testimony
aind that the Government thus failed to establish a prima facie case.
In support of this contention, appellant on appeal submitted an affi-
davit from Verne C. McCutchan, State of Arizona mine inspector,
and two photographs identified as sample nos. 3553 and 3556. He al-
leges that this affidavit proves the Forest Service witnesses failed to
sample to bedrock on those sample cuts, contrary to their testimony at
'the hearing.

Appellant's argument, supported by the aforementioned affidavit
and photographs, raises a real doubt that samples 3553 and 3556 were
cut to bedrock, and are, therefore, representative of values which
might otherwise have been disclosed. However, it is not the responsi-
bility of the Government mineral examiners to do the discovery work,
to explore or sample. beyond the claimant's workings, or to undertake
to rehabilitate alleged discovery cuts. It is the duty of the claimant to
keep such discovery points available for inspection. United States v.
Lawrence W. Stevens, 76 I.D. 56 (1969); United States v. Thomas a.
Wells, A-30805 (January. 8, 1968).

Even assuming that the mineral examiners did not sample the two
cuts to bedrock, this is insufficient to show their testimony as to the
other samples and their overall evaluation of the claim was in error
and must be disregarded. To the contrary, such evidence was admis-
sible and, standing unrefuted, must be accorded significant weight.

Where a Government mineral examiner offers his expert opinion
that discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has not been made within
the boundaries of a contested claim, a prima facie case of invalidity
has been made, provided that such opinion is formed on the basis of
probative evidence of the character, quality and extent of the minerali-
zation allegedly discovered by the claimant. Mere unfounded surmise
or conjecture will not suffice, regardless of the expert qualifications
of the witnesses. But an expert's opinion which. is premised on his
belief or hypothetical assumption of the existence of certain relevant
conditions, if eviden-ce is presented that those conditions do exist, is
sufficient to establish a prima; facie. case and to shift the, burden of
evidence to the contestee. The admissibility of expert testimony in a
mining claim contest 'is determined by the hearing examiner, who ex-
ercises a wide latitude of discretion in makring these determinations.
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Concerning appellant's assertion that the Government mineral ex-
aminers were not competent to testify with respect to the prudent man
test, we observe that such is not a new or novel assertion. In fact, ap-
pellant's attorney presented the same line of argument in Snyder v.
Udall, 267 F. Supp. 110 (1967), to the United States District Court,
District of Colorado, and was obviously persuasive. However, the
Court of Appeals reversed, specifically rejecting the notion that wit-
nesses with essentially the same qualifications as those in the instant
case were not competent to testify with respect to the prudent man
test. Udall v. Snyder, 405 F. 2d 1179 (1968), aff'd on rehearing en bane
(10th Cir. 1969).

Appellant contends that the Government examiners' calculations
and estimates of value of the claim are erroneous. He refers to their
estimate of 5,500 cubic yards of channel gravel within the claim. This
computation was based not upon measurements from the two sample
cuts which affiant states were not to bedrock, but on measurements of
samples, numbers 3550, 3555 and 3551, from which estimates of width
and thickness of the material above the bedrock, width of the channel
gallh,: and an average thickness of the gravel were derived. Not only
does the affidavit fail to show these measurements and computations
to be erroneous, but the record discloses no direct refutation of them.
At most, one of appellant's witnesses testified that in order to deter-
mine an exact alluvial deposit there should be adequate test holes
drilled. This is the type of work which a claimant should do to estab-
lish discovery. There is no evidence he made-such tests. In the absence
'of evidence to establish a more accurate estimate of the quantity of
gravel, we cannot conclude that error has been demonstrated in the
Forest Service's estimation. In fact, in some respects their measure-
ments coincide closely with some estimates -given by appellant's
witnesses.

Appellant contends that because of failure of the Forest Service
mineral examiners to sample to bedrock on sample cuts 3553 and 3556,
their calculations of a weighted average of 27.1 cents per cubic yard of
gravel is grossly insufficient and in error. While the weighted average
of all the samples might thereby have been reduced, the values ascribed
to the other individual samples are not affected. Moreover, we note
that the weighted average of 27.1 cents per yard is in fact a grossly
inflated figure. It was provided by the contestant's witness in response
to cross-examination and premised upon the contestee's hypothetical
assumption that (1) the weighted average reported by the examiners
(17.9 cents per. cubic yard) was calculated on the basis of only a 60

percent recovery of the gold from the examiner's samples and (2)
that 100 percent of the gold could be recovered. On redirect the min-
eral examiner estimated that he recovered at least 90 percent of the
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gold from the samples. Disregarding the evidence of values found in
sample numbers 3553 and 3556, the other samples taken yielded the
following values:

#3550 $0. 122

#3551 0.459
#3552 0. 181

#3554 0. 190
#3555 Assay report inconclusive
#3572 0.111
#3573 0. 102
#3574 0. 106

One of the contestant's expert witnesses testified that to move a yard
of- gravel in a small area by mechanical means and put it in a. hopper
of some sort for processing would cost about 40 cents. His opinion was
that an operator on this claim would lose money on just the tanspor-
tation of placer material to the hopper for processing.

Upon reviewing the record and hearing oral argument we find no
error in the application of the prudent man test to the facts of this
case. The test requires evidence of sufficient mineralization to support
a reasonable expectation that a valuable mine might be developed.
and a profit made from sales over the reasonable cost of a mining oper-
ation. See Adams v. United States, 318 F. 2d 861,-870 (9th Cir. 1963)..

The testimony of the Forest Service's witness as to their examina-
tion of the workings of the claims, their, estimates of the quantity of
mineral, the low value of gold shown by assays of samples taken from
the' workings, costs of mining operations, together- with information
showing that the area had' produced little gold over a long period of
time and their opinions that a prudent man would not expect to
develop a profitable mines adequately established a prima facie case.
that there. was not a valid discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.

The burden of presenting a preponderance of evidence to show a
valid discovery developed upon the contestee upon presentation bv
the overnment of a prima facie case. Foster v. Seaton,:271 F. 2d S3:°
(D.C. Cir. 1959); United States v. Frank Coston, A-30835 (February:
23, 1968). Had appellant succeeded in totally destroying the credibility
of all of the evidence adduced by the contestant 'he.would lot thereby
:h lave:'beeni entitled to a finding, that the claim was valid; Absolute im-_
peachment of the Forest Service witnesses would merely have negated
the prima facie .case and supported a motion for.dismissal; of the
contest. No such impeachment was accomplished in this case. Accord-
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ingly, our next concern is whether contestant's prima facie case was
overcome by the evidence adduced by contestee.

* We agree with the findings in the decision below that appellant
failed to show by a preponderance of evidence that there was a valid
discovery. Appellant's witnesses offered their opinions that a valuable
mine might be developed. However, theselstatements were not corro-
borated by specific evidence of positive mineral values or that such
minerals could be extracted profitably. For example, appellant testified
that there was $5,000 worth of gold in a gravel bar on the claim, which
he thought would increase substantially in value by the time he retired
from his present employment of -editing a newspaper, when he ex-
pected to do most of the mining of the claim. His unfounded con-
jecture that the price of gold may greatly increase in that time is
not a relevant consideration here. See -United States v. Estate of Alvis
F. Denison, 76 I.D. 233 (1969). Nor did he offer any specific evidence
to corroborate his estimate of the present value of the deposit.

The decisions below correctly concluded that although there mav
be evidence showing mineralization which might warrant further
exploration, this is not sufficient under the prudent man test, whi ch
requires enough evidence to justify development of a mine.

Appellanit argues, in effect, that the word "exploration," when used
to describe activity on a mining claim, is not automatically and invar -
ably fatal to the claim's validity. He contends that the testimony of
one of his witnesses, which the Bureau interpreted as showing only
that further exploration is warranted, actually described the type of
work indicated after discovery is made, as pointed out in Conrerse
v. -Udall, 399 F. 2d 616, 620 (9th Cir. 1968), ert. denied, 393 U.S.
1025 (1969); see Lange v. Robinson, 148 Fed. 799 (9th Cir. 1906) and
Char7ton v. Kelly, 156 Fed. 433 (9th Cir. 1907). The latter two cases
are not in point. They involved private contests between conflicting
mining claimants. In such cases the burden of proof is less than the
burden upon a mining claimant when the contestant is the Govern-
ment, as Converse indicates at pages 619, 620.

We agree that; a mere reference in testimony to a need for further
"exploration" is not, of itself, determinative of an absence of dis-
covery, but must be considered in the proper context and in the light
of the other evidence adduced. Here the contestee's witnesses indicated
that test holes should be drilled throughout a channel area in order
to adequately measure the quantity of material. This was not done by
the ppellant. It is further argued that it must be assumed that the
claim will contain greater values of gold than shown by the Forest
Service witnesses, because there are greater values of placer gold to be
found at bedrock. As stated by the Court of Appeals for the Ninth
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Circuit in Henault Mining Company v. Tysk, 419 F. 2d 766, 770
(1969), cert., denied, 398 U.S. 950 (1970), "A reasonable prediction
that valuable .minerals exist in depth will not suffice as a 'discovery'
where the existence of those minerals nhas not been physically
established."

Even assuming the- accuracy of the new matter tendered on appeal,
appellant has failed to show the existence of gold within the claim in
quantities sufficient to satisfy the prudent- man test. If, as appellant
contends, there were greater values of- gold at bedrock missed by the
Forest Service witnesses in their sampling, he could easily have offered
evidence of his own sampling to bedrock and assay reports showing the
alleged greater values. This he has totally failed to do. The one sample
alluded to at the hearing by appellant's witnesses was not described
clearly, nor was the assay information sufficient to support the
value claimed. There was nothing to show that its alleged high value
was representative of values to be found throughout the claim. There-
fore, it alone does not establish the existence of a valuable mineral
deposit. See United States v. August Herman, 72 I.D. 307 (1965).

In the absence of more substantial proof, and especially in the ab-
sence of proof tending to show the existence of gold within the claim
in sufficient quantities to justify a prudent mai to expend further time
and money with the expectation of developing a valuable b tmine,
nothing would be gained by further evidentiary proceedings in this
case.

Accordingly, pursuant to the aut delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081), the decision appealed from is affirmed

EDWARD W. STUBBING, Me ber.
WE CONCUR:

NEWTON FRISHBERG, Chairman.

FRANCIS E. MAYHUE, Member.

RELIABLE COAL CORPORATION,

IBMA 71-3 . Decided JU'e 10, 1971

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969: Review of Notices and
Orders

Where the Bureau finds that a violation charged in a noticeissued under see-
tion 104(b) or<(i) of the, Act is totally abated, an application to review such
notice under section 105(a) is subject to dismissal.
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BOARD OF MINTE OPERATIONS APPEALS

In these proceedings, Reliable Coal Corporation (Reliable) seeks re-
view of two Notices of Violation issued pursuant to section 104 (b)
and (i) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.1 The

matter is before the Board on appeal by Reliable2 from separate
orders by the Chief Hearing Examiner which: (a) granted motions
of the Bureau of Mines (Bureau) to dismiss each of the proceedings;
(b) denied Reliable's Motion for Proceeding to be Held in Abeyance
in HOPE 71-50; and () dismissed Reliable's applications for review.
For purposes of this appeal, we have consolidated the proceedings.
The parties filed timely briefs and oral argument was heard by the
Board onApril 13,1971.

Statement of Facts

Docket No. HOPE 71-50

On Septenber 16, 1970, an inspector of the Bureau served Notice
of Violation No. I at Reliable's Masontown Mine, charging a violation
of the mandatory health standard set forth in section 202 (b) (1) of
the act in that the cumulative concentration of respirable dust in mine
section 001 exceeded 3.0 milligrams per cubic meter of air. The Notice
ordered that the condition be totally abated by October 16, 1970. Under
date of Oetober 7, 1970, the inspector issued a Notice of Penalty advis-
ing, Reliable that by virtue of the violation cited in Notice No. it
was subject to a penalty not to exceed $10,000. On October 2, 1970,
Reliable filed an Application for Review of Notice No. 1, pursuant to
section 05 (a) of the act, which, inter alia, denied the existence of the
violation cited in the notice for the alleged, reason that the Bureau's
computations derived from dust samples were incorrect. On October
12, 1970, a notice of total abatement was issued by the inspector on
the basis of a special inspection of the mine.

Docsket No. HOPE 71-66

On October 7, 1970, an inspector of the Bureau served Notice of
Violation No. 3 at Reliable's Kanes Creek Mine, charging a violation
of the mandatory safety standard set forth in section 306(d) of the
act in that four elnpoipary vsplices- were found- in the trailing cable
of a continuous miner and three temporary splices in the trailing
cable of a shuttle car. The notice ordered that the condition be totally

'Sections of the act cited herein as 104, 105, 106, 109, 202 and 306 are to 83 Stat. 742, and
are respectively, sections,814, 815, 816, 819, 842 and 866 of 30 U.S.C. (Supp. V, 1970).2.Although, filing separate notices of appeal in each case, Reliable.filed but a single brief
in support. Likewise, the Bureau filed but a single brief in opposition.

* Th order in each cas: is' captioned by the Examiner: Application: for Review
Dismissed.,"
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abated by October 12, 1970. Coincident with the issuance of Notice
No. 3, the inspector also issued a Notice of Penalty advising Reliable
that by virtue of the violation cited in Notice No. 3 it was subject to
a penalty not to exceed $10,000. On October 13, 1970, following a
special inspection of the mine, the inspector issued a notice of total
abatement. On November 5, 1970, Reliable filed an Application for
Review of Notice No. 3 under section 105(a) of the act,: alleging that
the statutory requirement was unreasonable.

In. response to the filing of each Application for Review, the Bu-
reau moved to dismiss the proceeding on the basis that the conditions
which gave rise to the issuance of each of the notices had been timely
and totally abated. The Bureau's motions to dismiss were opposed by
Reliable. Reliable also moved that the proceeding in HOPE 71-50
be held in abeyance pending the outcome of such proceedings as might
be instituted by the Bureau under section 109 of' the. act with respect
to the Notice of. Penalty issued in connection therewith. On February
5 and 9, 1971, the Examiner separately ordered the applications for
review dismissed. On February 5, 1971, Reliable received a' Proposed
Order of Assessment from the Bureau's Assessment Officer proposing
a civil penalty in the amount of $100 for the violation cited in HOPE
71-50.4;7 0 ' .. 0i 

Issue Presented for Review

Whether in a section 105(a) proceeding ani applioation to review a
noticeizssued pursuant to section 104 (b) or () of the Act is subject
to dismissal where the violation charged in such notice has been totally
cbated.XA

Ruling of the Board 

We hold that where the Bureau finds a violation charged in a notice
issued under section' 104 '(b) or (i) of the act-to be totally abated, an
application to review such notice under section 105 (a) is subject to
dismissal.

The Bureau's Motions to Dismiss and its contentions here are based
upon our opinion in Freeman, issued on October 5, 1970.6 In the pro-
ceedings below, the Chief Examiner concluded that he was constrained
by Freeman to grant the Bureau's Motions to Dismisss holding that a
notice of violation was not reviewable where the violation had been
abated.

Reliable also seeks to find in Freeman authority for its contentions
that its applications for review should not be dismissed. In addition

4 Issued pursuant to 30 CFR, Part 100 (36, F.R. 779-780), effective January 16, 1971.
i As used herein, the term "abated" or "abatement" means that the Bureau has unequivoc-

ally found the violation charged in the notice to be totally abated.
Freeman coal Mining Corporation, 77 I.D. 149 (1970).

438-307-71 2
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to its reliance on our rulings in Freemncan, Reliable asserts a statutory
right of review under section 105 (a), and further argues that if the
Examiner's orders of dismissal are permitted to stand a precedent
will be established whereby: (a) a possibility of vacating or with-
drawing'invalid notices prior to proceedings for the assessment of
penalties would be eliminated; (b) an operator would be required
to "trudge up the procedural hill" in more than one set of proceedings
in order to exhaust its adininistrative remedy; and (c) an operator's
rights of judicial review would be curtailed or delayed.

We do not believe that Reliable has construed properly the meaning
of our rulings in Freeman; nor do we believe Reliable's arguments
oil its other points of contention are sound'. We deal first with the
Freeman rulings.'

I. Meaning of Rulings in Freeman
we' should first point out that at the time of the Freeman appeal

there was considerable uncertainty concerning assessment procedures
created by the Ratliff injunctions That injunction has since been dis-
solved and new procedures for the assessment of civil penalties have
been established by the Secretary (footnote 4' supra) and made ap-
plicableto each notice of violation and withdrawal order issued on or
after March 30, 1970. The new rules provide that formal 'adjudication
procedures are instituted in the Office of Hearings and Appeals only
after the informal procedures therein set forth have been exhausted.
A's a consequence. of',the new assesmenei procedures, the Board, by
Order of February'l, 1971 stayed all penalty proceedings then p end-
ing in the Office of Hearings and Appeals in order to permit all parties
equal access to the new informal procedures, or if they so elected, to
protest 'and file a request for formal adjudication.

The appeal in Free-man was interlocutory and involved eight viola-
tions, only one of which had been totally abated. Although we were
there concerned with a somewhat'different factual and procedural
problem than here obtains, our rulings under the first and fourth issu es
in.Freeman arerelevant to the 'argumentsinthis case.;

"Seeking of a penaZty.7 Under. the first isue in Freemana case,
supra, at page 156, we held t'hat."where the Buteau finds a violation
charged under section 104(b) to be totally abated and does not seek the
assessment of a penalty based oi 'the violation, charged in the notice,
there is no issue appropriate for review by this board. * * *" (Italics
added).

Reliable c6ntends'that inasich as it had receiveda Proposed Order
of Assessment from the Bureau's Assessment Officer, based on the
vidlationchargd'in D C ;t No.HOPE 7150, he Bureau cl is

::f ' ', , ' .c- : , Ci;i A'tin. e'arlA w. a. - i: i 23 asn , 17)
R~atliffv. Hiokel, Civil Action N6:o: 70 -50LA (W.D." Va.; Mie& April 23'and 301,1970).
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seeking the assessment of a penalty in'that case and that, in any case,
exposure to such assessment removes it from our holding inder the
first 'issue in Freeman. We do not think so. The clause "* '* and does
not seek the assessment of a penalty * * *." in our first holding in
Free mwan, supra, wleas: included' because it was a fact unique to that
case. The Bureau was not seeking the assessment of penalties for any
of the eight violations there involved. As a result of the doubt cast by
Ratliff on all penalty proceedings pending at the time of the Freeman
appeal, we thought it best, in remanding to the Examiner, to preserve
the rights and position of the parties there involved with respect to
that question. Therefore, the element of "seeking of a penalty" was not
a controlling factor in. our ruling op this issue. Under present proce-
dures, and as a general proposition, we see no reason why the institu-
tion of assessment proceedings is required for the holding of review
proceedings under-section 105(a) of the act. We think it sufficient if
the Bureau has unequivocally found that a violation has occurred, and
if there exists an issue as to the reasonableness of time allowed to abate.
Section 19 (a) (i) directs th'at an operator who Violates a mandatory
standard or any other provision of the Act, except provisions of Title
IV, shall be assessed a civil penalty. In Freemn, it appeared that
there was' nothing left to be decided in the proceedings before the
Examiner as to the violation which had been abated, and we therefore
held that the Bureau's motion to dismiss the application as to that
violation should have been granted. We remain of that'view.

"Fact of VTioZation.?' With respect to the fourth issue in Freeman,
we held; at page 164, that the scope of review of notices issued pur-
suant to sectioni104(b) rnusf relate to determination of a reasonable
time for abatement. Also, at page 164 therein, we stated that-

We accept, at least for purposes of the issues presently before us, the proposi-
tion- that any time for abatement is an unreasonable time if no violation emists.
Hence the truth of the Bureau's allegations of violation, and the legal sufficiency
of the 'facts~ claimed to- constitute a violation, may be challenged by an appli-
'cant seeking reviews, of a section 104 (b) notice. These same, issues are, of course,
fully reviewable in any proceeding in which the Bureau seeks the assessment of
a penalty based on a' section 104(b) 'violation. We note that the Act itself no-
where expressly preciuidesreview of the -faet of'violation as an element of te
reasonableness of time for abatement in a section 104(b) notice.. (Italics added)

Reliable contends that the above statement has the effect of a ruling
that an. applicant, alth ough the violation has been' abated, has the op-
tion of having the fact of violation" determined either in a section
"109 or a section 105 (a) proceeding. Again, we callnot agree. '

'lolding, a"s wE hiave', that thscope.'6f review of notices must relate
to determination of a reasonable time for' abatement, the above state-
ment in Freeman simply recognized that,' in a. proper case, one of
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the possible bases for a contention by an operator that the time al-
*lowed for abatement is unreasonable is that the violation did not occur.
A proper case for review under section 105 (a) would be one where
-the violation is unabated. If, however, the violation has been timely
abated, there no longer exists an issue appropriate for review under
section 105(a). In such case, the "fact of violation" would be de-
termined in penalty proceedings. Thus, where the violation has been
abated, an applicant does not have an option of having the "fact of
violation" decided either in a section 105 or a section 109 proceeding.
This issue will be decided in one or the other proceedings, but not at
the option of the applicant. Section 10 (a) (3) requires the Secretary
to determine that a violation occurred before assessing a penalty;
whereas section 105 (a) (1) contains no such specific requirement, but,
in contrast, limits review of a notice to the time fixed for abatement.

II. Statutory Right of Review inder Section 105

Our examination of the legislative history of the Act convinces us
that there must be present the question of whether the abatement time
specified in the notice is reasonable in order for a notice to be review-
able under section 105 (a). We call attention particularly to the State-
ment of the Managers on the Part of the House, appearing at page
69 of the Legislative History,8 dealing with sections 104 and 105 as
follows:

Section 104
4 . * * *The conference agreement adopts the Pouse amendment with some

modifications. Under thisprovision, if, based on samples taken, analyzed, and
recorded as provided in section 202(a) or, based upon an inspection, the respi-
rable dust standard is exceeded, the inspector, during an inspection, or some other
delegate of the -Secretary, without an inspection, must issue a notice of vio-
lation and fix a reasonable time to abate the violation. The conference agree-
ment does not-place a time limit here but parallels theprocedures followed in the
case of notices for other health or safety violations under section 104(b). Also,
it does provide, in section 105(a), f or review solely of, the reasonableness of the
time fixed in this notice and other notices issued under section 104 of violations
of the health and safety standards on: application by the operator or the repre-
sentative of the miners. The Secretary or the court cannot stay the application
of such notice while the time fired is being reviewced. (Italics added) 

Section 105
1. The Senate bill and the House amendment each contained provisions under

which all withdrawal orders issued under the act may be reviewed by the Sec-;
retary, except orders issued under section 104(h) which provides separate pro-
cedures for review. The conference substitute adopts these provisions with
.technical changes and with the modification: referred, to above under which an
operator who isissued a notice pursuant to section 104(b). or (i) or the represent-

B8Confetende Report, Statement of the Managers n the Part of the House, MR. Rep. No.
761, 91st congress.
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ative of the miners at the mine may obtain a review of the notice. if he believes
that the period of time fed for the abatement of the violation is unreasonable.
* * * (Italicsadded)

In light of the foregoing, we find no merit in Reliable's contention
that the inter-relationship of the statutory provisions of sections 104,
105(a) (1) and 109(a) (3), supports its view that an operator has a
statutory right of review of the "fact of violation" in a section 105 (a)
proceeding. As we interpret these provisions of the act, and as we
held in Freeman, the Act does not preclude a determination of this
issue in a section 105 (a) proceeding where it is raised as an element
of the reasonableness of time allowed for abatement. Indeed, in such
case, a decision under section 105 (a) on the issue of reasonableness
of time must inherently incorporate a determination that the vio-
lation did or did not occur-and such determination, if final, would
be res judicata within the Department. Thus, the "fact of violation"
would not be litigable in more than one administrative proceeding.
But where a violation has been abated, we can only conclude that the
Congress intended that any challenge to the "fact of the violation"
be made in a section 109 proceeding. In sum, we agree with the Bureau
that an applicant does not have'a statutory right of Secretarial review
of the naked "fact of violation" in a section 105 (a) proceeding.

III. Consolidation of Section 105(a) and Section 109 Proceedings

Reliable has requested in the alternative that we reverse the Ex-
aminer's ruling, in Docket No. HOPE 71-50, which denied its motion
that proceedings in that case be held in abeyance until penalty pro-
ceedings 'are instituted, so that a consolidated hearing may be held
pursuant to subsection (a) (3) of section 109 of the act. The pertinent
provision of subsection (a) (3) is: "* * Where appropriate, the
Secretary shall consolidate such hearings with other proceedings un-
der section 105 of this title." * * * This is not an appropriate case for
consolidation of hearings. We are in full agreement with the Ex-
alniner and the Bureau that the holding in abeyance of the instant
105 (a) proceeding would serve no purpose. As we see it, only in situ-
ations where there are pending before the Hearings Division both the
issue of reasonableness of time allowed to abate and the issue of pell-
alty assessment, arising out of the same violation or violations, would
it be appropriate to consolidate hearings on these issues. In such event,
a motion to consolidate, or to schedule hearings on these issues on the
same date, for administrative ease or convenienet of the parties, lay
be appropriate.9 However, where the violation has been abated, either

"(a) The contractor shall promptly, and before such conditions are disturbed, notify
party whereas the parties to a section 109 proceeding are the Bureau and the party against
whom the penalty is sought.
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within the time specified in the original notice, or as extended by sub-
sequent notice, the reasonableness of time allowed for abatement is no
longer an issue. At such point, the bare issue of the "fact of violation"
is relevant only in a proceeding for assessment of penalty-where the
Bureau clearly has the burden of proving that a violation did occur.

In ruling as we do, it is important to note that we concur fully in the
Bureau's statement that dismissal of the applications herein in no
way constitutes a finding of the existence of a violation, and thatR]e-
liable will be able to litigate this issue to the fullest extent in any fu-
ture proceeding involving either the notices herein, or a different
notice, in which a history of previous violations is relevant. In no case,
therefore, do we see any advantage toa.n operator by staying a 105 (a)
proceeding where the only issue to be held in abeyance is whether the
violation charged in the notice did or did not occur; norsdo we see
how Reliable can be prejudiced by dismissal.'On the contrary we
think dimissal of such a proceeding is entirely proper and in keeping
with section 15 (c) of the act which directs that all review actions of
the Secretary * * shall be taken as promptly as practicable, con-
sistent with adequate consideration of the issues involved."

IV. Adminisrative Review of Notioes-Ewp`dited Heaigs -
Invalid Notices

In holding that an applicant's right of review under section 105 (a)
of notices issued pursuant. to section 104(b) or (i) is limited to situa-
tions where the violation charged in the notice is unabated, we realize
that any meaningful administrative review would have to take place
within the time allowed by the Bureau for abatement. This is particu-
larly significant since section 105 (d) provides that no temporary. re-
lief shall be granted in case of a notice issued under section 104(b) or
(i) of the act. In these cases, therefore, the Office of Hearings and

-Appeals is prepared, upon request, to provide an expedited hearing
and speedy ruling, where need be, to forestall the issuance of an order
of withdrawal if it is determined that no valid basis exists for issuance
of such order. We go further and. say that the Office of Hearings and
Appeals stands ready to provide expeditious review in any case where
irreparable injury may result and time is of the essence to any appli-
cant seeking to exhaust his administrative remedy.

We appreciate, Reliable's concern that, even though it may elect to
protest the Assessment Officer's proposal and request formal adjudi-
cation under section 109, there may be considerable delay, due to the
large backlog of cases, before the Bureau institutes such proceedings,
and that such delay, in itself, may be prejudical to its rights to a fair
hearing on the issue of the fact of violation. As we understand it, the
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Bureau is now hastening these cases, particularly where an operator
is challehging the fact of violation and requests an early hearing. If
there is undue or unreasonable delay in prosecution of such cases, we
recognize that such delay may be prejudicial and do violence to basic
due process requirements for prompt and expeditious resolution-of
such proceedings, in which event remedial orders of an Examiner or
this Board may be appropriate.

Furthennore, if there are cases where it clearly appears that a no-
tice has been mistakenly issued or may be found, without the necessity
of a hearing, to be fatally defective or invalid on its face, such notice
should, of course, be withdrawn canceled, or vacated at the earliest
practicable point in the administrative rocess, notwithstanding the
fact that an application for its review may also be subject to dinnissal
because the condition to which it relates has been abated. If such cases
of patent invalidity'are not rectified at the Bureau level, it is always
within the power of an Examiner (or the Board) to issue rulings and
orders to bring about a prompt, just, and practical disposition of the
matter. Neither of the notices appealed herein appears to fall within
this category.

For all of the above reasons, we do not believe that our decision here
will adversely affect the rights of any party including those of the
representative of miners, to administrative- reviewi of notices under
section 105 of the act. On the contrary we believe that it will result in
a more orderly- and expeditious procedure for all concerned in the
administrative review of notices as well as in proceedings for the
assessment of civil penalties.

V. Rights of Judicial Review

In reaching our decision on the issue before us, we have not been
unmindful of the rights of judicial review prvided in sections 106
and 109 of the act. By the terms of section 109, a U.S. District Court
may determine de qiovo all relevant issues except issues of fact which
were or could have been litigated before a court of appeals under
section 106 of the act. If an applicant is barred from review of the
"fact of violation" under section 105(a), this issue obviously could
not be reviewed under section 106 before a court of appeals. Therefore,
it would be fully litigable under section 109, along with all other re]a-
v-ant issues, in any appropriate U.S. District Court, and, upon request
of the respondent, submitted to a jury. The decision of such district
court would, of course, be reviewable by a court of appeals. On the
other hand, direct review of Departmental decisions by a court of
appeals under section 106 is not de novo and, pursuant to that section,
the findings of the Secretary (Board) 'if supported by substantial
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record evidence would be conclusive. Consequently, we do not believe
our decision herein affects adversely any rights of judicial review. If
anything, it would appear that a trial de novo in a district court on
the "fact of violation" would afford a greater scope of judicial review
of any agency decision of that issue. We think this result is in Con-
forinity and harmony with both the language and legislative intent
of sections 104, 105, 106 and 109 of the act.

Conclusion

Wherefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Mine Operations Appeals by the Secretary of Interior (211 DM 13.6;
35 F.R. 12081), the decisions and orders of the Chief Hearing Ex-
aminer dismissing the applications of Reliable are hereby affirned.

C. E. ROGERS, JR., Chairman.

DAVID DOANE, Menber.

APPEAL OF JOHN M. KELTCH, INC.

IBCA-830-3-7O Decided June 2B, 1971

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changed Conditions

A claim for a first category changed condition is denied where a quick con-
dition actually encountered in excavating for concrete drains did not: differ
materially from what the contractor could reasonably have expected to en-
counter from site examination and the contract indications of subsurface
conditions.

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changed Conditions

Even though appellant pleaded both a first and a second category changed
condition, the Board decides the claim as a first category changed condi-
tion only since the contract contains accurate and sufficient indications of
the subsurface conditions to be encountered citing as support therefor re-
cent Court of Claims decisions.

BOARD OF CONTTRACT APPEALS

This appeal presents a claim for equitable adj ustinent in the amount
of $51,798.17 under the Differing Site Conditions Clause of a. Bureau

1 "4.: DIFFERING SITE CONDITIONS
"(a) The contractor shall promptly, and before such conditions are disturbed, notify

the Contracting Officer in writing of: (1) Subsurface or latent physical conditions at the
site differing materially from those indicated in this contract, or (2) unknown physical.
conditions at the site, of an unusual nature, differing materially from those ordinarily
encountered and generally recognized as inhering in work of the character provided for
in this contract. The Contracting Officer shall promptly investigate the conditions, and if
he Ends that such conditions do materially so differ and cause an increase or decrease in
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of Reclanation contract for the placement of certain tile drains ol the
ColumbiaBasinProjectintheState ofWashingtoin.

The contract called for the placement underground of three main -
lines of 18-inch tile drain, with their subsidiary laterals, draining into
an open drain. Appellant was low bidder, and commenced conlstruc-
tioll on May 26, 1969, at the outlet of the D266 mainline.2 The descrip-
tion of the progress of construction and the site conditions encountered
during onstruction as relted here is drawn primarily from the
testimony of John M. Kelteh, appellant's President given at ahearing
held October21, 22, and 23,1970.

Appellant started excavation with his trencher at the outlet of the
D266 line. Excavation proceeded smoothly to station 5+00 where the
bottom of the 'trench became soft requiring overexcavation by backhoe
and the addition of exira gravel 3 to station 6+03. ]xcavation by
trencher again proceeded smoothly to station 19 +00 where the bot-
tom became exceptionally soft. Here about 150 feet of pipe was laid
ol grade in the evening, but in the morning sdme sections were a foot
high and others a foot low. The Government authorized extra gravel.
The cost of repair of the pipe is included in the claim.

At station 24+50, according :to Mr. IKelte, water suddenly ex-
ploded up from the bottom of the trench to 3 or 4 feet above the pipe
invert. The water was described as boiling up from below. The contrac-
tor managed, however, to get through this area by overexcavating and
using large quantitiesrof gravel with the Government paying for a
yard of excavation for each yard of gravel used. In this maler the
contractor proceeded to station 28 + 00.

At station 28 + 00 the contractor "just couldn't move." At this point
a 7-foot caisson used for installing: manholes disappeared during a
lunch break, and was found later four feet below the invert of the pipe.
Somewhere between 50 to 75 cubic yards of gravel were used trying to
stabilize a stretch of 25 feet, but without sucess. Appellant shut the
job down and dug a large deep ditch parallel to an earlier surface
water drainage ditch in a vain attempt to reduce the water.

Appellant estimated that it would take 2 to cubic yards of gravel
per lineal foot of trench, using the backhoe, to stabilize the bottom, of

the Contractor's cost of, or the time required for, performance of any part of the work under
this contract, whether or not changed as a result of such conditions, an equitable adjust-
ment shall be made and the contract modified in writing accordingly.

"(b) No claim of the Contractor under this clause shall be allowed unless the Con-
tractor has given the notice required in (a) above; provided, however, the time prescribed
therefor may be extended by the (Government.

" (c) No claim by the Contractor for an equitable adjustment hereunder shall be
allowed if asserted after final payment under this contract."

2 The three mainlines are identified as D26, 0265 and D264.
3Additional graded filter gravel for this purpose was paid for by the Government at

the unit price of $4.50 per cubic yard bid by appellant.

438-807-71-S3
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the trench. On his own initiatice Keltch called in'John W. Stang Cor-
poration, a firm specializing in dewatering equipment, for advice. Mr.
0. D. Garrett, an employee of John W. Stang Corporation, water
jetted three test holes at stations 33+00, 38+00 and 43 +00, using 21
feet of 1½-inch pipe plus 40 inches of well point (30-inch screen)
to a depth of 22 feet Where he observed a change in the washings from
a silty water bearing sand to a light sand and gravel. At station 38 + 00,
after disconnecting the jetting hose, water ran freely from the top of
the pipe which was about six inches above the ground srface. The
water was clear and the flow was estimated at 10 gallons- per minute.
A 1/ 2-inch pump brought the flow to 37 gallons per minute. The test
well at station 33 + 00 ran 20 gallons' per'minut"and the well at 43 + 00
ran 25 to 30 gallons per minute when pumnped.i;

On thebasis of these test-well results, on-his own initiative Mr.
Keltch ordered a well-point dewatering system. A well point was in-
stalled every eight feet to a depth of 25 to 27 feet at 10 feet off the
centerline of thtrench. At irst 125 well pints ereinstalled covering
1,0oo linear feet, ant 'were conncted to an 8-inch header pipe with two
8-inch vacuum pumps. After a week of pumping, with the water 42
inches below the surf ace he put in 65 extra well points and added 500
more lineal'feet wlth 85 well points. This system discharged 4,200 to
4,560 'gallonis per minute in a 1,000-f:ot section. 

After pumping appellant adjusted his trencher so that more gravel
could be 'used, and 'then: excavated by trencher to the end of the line
without difficulty. It was observed'by Mr. KeItch that the most trouble-
sore places 'were on 'high ground,' that the 'water problem seemed to
follow the ground contour. Ponded areas could be excavated by
trencher- with no trouble but high spots were very trouiblesome. It is
agreed Xby both' Appellant and the GoVernment that the problem was
ncaused by isurfacewater. 

The-P265 :ine gave no-problms. But on the~'D264 iine, at station
2+50, 'there was "no bottom at all." The' Government instructed ap-
peilant to prceed a'crdingto'specifcations. Akcordingly', using the
backhoe, appellant excavated and laid about 10 feet of pipe using 50
to 60 ubic yards of gravel. Appellant then installed well points for
506 feet,`skipped about 500 'feet of high 'ground, and ell pointed
another 2,000 feet. The omitted 500 feet eventually had to be well
pointed as well. In addition to the D266 and D264 mainlines, appellant
also used-well poiintsto dewater the S-lateral on the DI266 line.

Appellant conducted a pre-bid site exanination. There were erosion
ditches in the D264 and D266 mainline areas, water was observed

4 This paragraph is based primarily on Mr. Gatrett's testimony.
Testimony' of, Mr.. K'eitcllE ' X e''"h

6Tr. 28. ' ' - a: i
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seeping out of the ground in low areas giving rise to a good-sized
stream. Areas of ponding were visible up to station 43+00, but never
over 6-inches deep. The pre-bid examination was conducted around
April 19-20, 1969, and after the irrigation season had commenced.
These visible conditions were taken into consideration by appellant
in preparing its bids.' The pre-bid observation.of a sizable stream of
running water derived from ground water, testified to by Mr. Keltch,
and confirmed by Government witnesses, is itself direct evidence of the
presence of hydrostatic pressure (which should more aptly be called
hydrodynamic pressure).

Government testimony generally confirmed appellant's observations
with respect to the actual site conditions. The Government undertook,
however, to establish the cause or causes of the conditions observed.
We, think first, that.the Government has adequately: demonstrated
that there was no artesian system in the geological,.sense. of a body of
water held under pressure by a confining impermeable stratum.s The
record shows that the word "artesian" was used by appellant simply
as a description of the fact that water rose above the. surface of the
ground in the test well points.. Appellant's claim is based on a "quick
condition in the trench bottom," 9 regardless of cause.

In this case, however, the cause of the observed phenomena is rele-
vant to a determination of- the question. of the adequacy of the
contract indications as to subsurface conditions7 To .phrase the ques-
tion in another way, even though the contract nowhere expressly stated
that. the, contractor would encounter. "quick" conditions, was there
enough information~ given so that the quick effect was reasonably
foreseeable.0

The testimony of a Government witness has established to the
satisfaction of the Board that the phenomena admittedly observed by
Mr. Keltch resulted primarily from the high water table, actingin
conjunction with the kind of material found in the trench.: A3lof the
ponding and free flowing water observed on the surface resulted from
the high water table caused by irrigation.' 1 There was no surface
supply to the area's of the D264 and'D266 dtains, 'but there was a re-
charging subterranean passage of water as- evidenced by the surface
flow I -2

7 Tr. 158.
a Tr. 158. ; . - , :
:9Tr; 277, 289. A quick condition is one where a mixture of soil and water has pre-

dominantly fluid qualities.
10 It is an underlying assumption.. In all changed condition cases considered on their

merits that the field condition was not in fact known or anticipated by the contractor.
Evidende to thu contrary would defeat' the claim.; See e.g. Morrison-Knudsen Co. v. United
StaStes, 170 Ct. Cl. 712, 720; 345 F. 2d 535, 539-540 (1965), :

'Tr'101, Government Exhibits 4A-4F, Tr. 107, 122.
"Tr. 139.
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The "artesianing" effect noticed by both Mr. Garrett and Mr.
Keltch was, according to uncontradicted Government testimony, sim-
ply a function of the downhill gradient of the recharging water
table.'3 If there was no recharge and flow the "artesian" pressure effect
would not have occurred.14

And, more importantly, Government witnesses adequately explained
the observed bubbling up of sand and water in the bottom of the
trench. According to the testimony of Government witnesses the con-
dition at the bottom of the trench was a result of the head of water
in the cut. The deeper the trench, with a water table at or near the
surface, the greater was the pressure in the bottom.'5 Appellant's testi-
mony support this explanation, as the principal difficulties with'qluick
conditions were experienced in the high spots, where the depth of
trench was greatest. When the water table' was reduced almost 31/2
feet by the well-point system, excavation proceeded without difficulty.
In ponded areas, and on the D265 line where no difficulties occurred,
the trench was not as deep with less associated water' pressure.'6 These
conditions would also occur in a flat and static water table.- On this
record substantial evidence supports the conclusion that the quick
condition which occurred at various spots on the D264 and D266 lines
resulted from the depth of cut and associated high water table acting
together in conjunction with the soil type. 8

We now turn our attention to the contract, to describe and interpret
the indications of subsurface conditions contained therein. This we
do as an issue of law for decision by the Board, not as an issue of fact
to be proved by a preponderance of expert testimony, or to be decided
on the basis of appellant's failure to meet a burden of proof. 19

Paragraph 36 of the Specifications 20 calls attention to water con-
ditions. Most significant in this paragraph is the alert sounded 'as to

13Tr. 149-151,159. -
14 Tr. 162.
15 Tr. 171-172,143.
1J Tr. 228, 232, 120.
17 Tr. 143.
18 Tr. 201, 202, 106, 124, 241.
19 Foster Construction .A. and Williams Bros. Co. v. United States, Ct. Cl. No. 417-66

(decided December 11, 1970). 435 F. 2d 873.
20 "Water Conditions and Handling Water
"a. General.-Some ground water, surface drainage, and irrigation water may be

encountered during construction of the drains, and it is anticipated that flow of water
will increase In the existing drainage facilities and tributaries proximate to the, drains
after about April 1 due to irrigation operations.

"Water table elevations and the dates on which water elevations were measured are
indicated on the drawings. During the construction operations,: the water table elevations
may vary widely from those indicated on the drawings.

"The Government does not represent that the above information shows or describes
completely the conditions which may be encountered In performing the work and the
contractor must assume all responsibility for any deductions or conclusions which he
may derive from such information. .

"b. Handling water.-Where the excavation to be performed under these specifications
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increased flows due to irrigation after April 1, and that during con-
struction water-table levels may vary widely from those indicated on
the drawings. Paragraph 36 certainly does not minimize water prob-
lems.

A second alert is sounded in Specification paragraph 41b(1). 1 It
holds out the possibility of unstable trench bottoms, and prescribes a
method for coping with the problem. The prescribed method was in
fact used successfully, even if with difficulty, on the D264 mainline up
to station 28+00 when it was unilaterally abandoned by appellant in
favor of a well-point dewatering system.

Several contract drawings are relevant. These drawings are plan
and profile drawings containing logs of the Government test borings
along the trench alignments. Drawing 222-116-36493 portrays the
P264 mainline. At station 2+50, the lower end of the drain where
appellant found "no bottom at all," the depth of the drain pipe invert
is shown as about 12 feet. The closest boring at Station PA 0 +00
on the centerline of D264B lateral shows the soil at the trench bottom
elevation (approximately 832.5 feet above sea level) to be "Fine sandy
loam; dark brown; wet 8.0'-8.5' saturated 8.5'12.0'; severe caving
S.5'-12.00'; easy boring; no cementation; loose; nonsticky, nonplas-
tic."122 The November 7, 1968 ground-water surface is shown to be
about at the invert of the D264B lateral where it connects with the
D264 mainline at mainline station 0 ± 84 not far from its outlet.

crosses or otherwise encounters ponds or pools of water or where excavation is performed
in material below the ground: water surface or in running water, the contractor shall
provide for controlled drawdown of water during the progress of the work so that
no damage will result to either public or private interests. The contractor's method of
excavation and handling of excavated materials and method for control of drawdown of
the water surfaces, including ground water surfaces, shall prevent drainout of bank
storage at a rate that will cause significant sloughing of the banks, and shall prevent
excavated or loosened material from washing downstream into the downstream waterways
by any amount that in the opinion of the contracting officer, impairs the usefulness of the
waterway.

* * E * - * * - *

"The contractor shall construct and maintain all necessary cofferdams, bulkheads,
channels, flumes, or other temporary diversion and protective works; shall furnish all
materials required therefor; and shall furnish, install, maintain, and operate all pumping
and other equipment necessary to maintain the excavations in good order during construc-
tion. After having served their purpose, all cofferdams or other protective works shall be
removed.

"c. Costs.-The costs of all work required by this paragraph shall be included in the
prices bid in the schedule for excavation."

2n The pertinent part of paragraph 41b () is as follows:
5 * * - * * *

"Where in the opinion of the contracting officer, the character of the material in the
bottom of a drain pipe trench is such as might cause unequal settlement, the unstable
mtaterial shall be removed to such depth as may be directed and the additional excavation
backfilled with graded gravel filter material."

2 Drawing Sheet 222-116-36494.
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Next, on the D264 mainline, at station PA 9 + 80, the soil at the pipe
invert (about 11 feet below ground surface) is characterized as "Loam-
ing Fine Sand: very dark grayish brown; saturated; fluid, severe
caving; easy boring; no cementation; nonsticky; nonplastic." The
water table surface is shown at about 11/2-feet below ground surface
as of November 7, 1968. At station PA 13+76, 24 feet to the left of
the mainline, the soil at the invert depth of the pipe (10 feet below
ground surface) is described as "Silt loam: Dark olive brown; satu-
rated 10.0'-12.0'; easy boring; severe caving; loose, slightly sticky;
nonplastic." The water table is shown essentially at ground surface
during the summer months of 1968. The'test boring at station PA
26+46, at 16 feet left of the D264 mainline shows the soil at the in-
vert level of the pipe (about nine feet below ground level) to be a
"Sandy loam: Light olive brown; saturated; severe caving; easy bor-
ing; loose; nonsticky; nonplastic." The water-table level during the
summer months of 1968 is shown to be about three feet below ground
surface. Finally, at the upper end of the D264 mainline the test hole
at station PA 32 + 00 shows at the drainpipe invert (about nine feet
below ground surface) the soil to be "Loamy Sand: very dark grayish
brown; saturated; severe caving; easy boring no cementation; non-
sticky; nonplastic; sand loam lenses 7.5'-11.0'." The water table sur-
face as of November 7, 1'968, stood- about seven feet below ground
surface. The D264 mainline' profile shows drain pipe rise of about
23.5 feet over a distance of 3,325 feet.

The plan and profile for the D266 mainline includes five test
1)oring logs.23 The first, at station PA 5+ 60, at 10 feet left of the main-
line, shown at the pipe invert depth of 10 feet below ground surface
soil characterized as "Loam: olive brown; saturated 10.0'-12.0'; easy
boring; severe caving; firm; nonplastic; slightly sticky." The water-
table level as of the summer of 1968, stood about three feet below
g round surface. Second, at station PA 9 + 74, 12 feet right of the main-
line, at invert depth of about 7.5 feet, the soil is described as, "Fine
Sandy Loam: Light olive brown; saturated 7.0'-J4.0'; easy boring;
severe caving; very friable; nonsticky, nonplastic." The water-table
surface is shown for the summer months of 1968, at about; 11/2 feet
below ground surface. Third, at station PA 17 + 00, on centerline, the
lo, shows at invert depth of 11 fet, "Very Fine Sandy Loam Brown,
saturated; no caving; easy boring; no cementation; slightly sticky;
nonplastic." The water-table level as of November 15, 1968, is shown
at about three feet below ground level. Fourth, the log at station
PA 25+06, on centerline, shows from top to bottom, "Loamy Sand:
Dark brown; wet 0.0'-1.0'; saturated 7.0'-14.0'; slightly caving 0.0'-

2 Drawing No. 222-116-36503.
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3.0'; severe caving 3.0'-12.0'; easy boring; no cementation, very fri-
able; nonsticky; nonplastic; sand lenses 7.0'-11.0'." The pipe invert
is at 10 feet and the water table is shown at the ground surface on No-
vember 14, 1968. Fifth, at station PA 44 + 75, 50 feet left of certerline,
the 16g shows at invert depth of about 8.5 feet, "Loamy Sand: Light
yellowish brown; saturated 8.0'-10.0'; easy boring; severe caving;
loose; nonsticky; nonplastic." The water-table level during the sum-
mier months is 2 to 2.5 feet below ground surface. The profile for the
)266 mainline shows a rise of 47.35 feet over a distance of 4,500 feet.
Drawing No. 222-116-36510 contains one log pertaining to the

D266-S lateral at station PA 8+00, on centerline. From top to bot-
tom the test hole showed, "Fine Sandy Loam: Brown; moist 0.0'-
2.0'; dry 2.0'-5.0'; moist 5.0'-6.0'; wet 6.0'-8.0'; saturated 8.0'-12.0';
slight caving; easy boring; no cementation; friable; nonsticky; non-
plastic; sand lenses 3.0'-5.0' and 6.5'-10.0'." No water -surface was
found after drilling on November 8, 1968. The pipe invert was at a
depth of about nine feet. The profile shows a rise of 12 feet in a distance
of 800 feet. At about station 4 + 50 the invert of the pipe is almost 16
feet below ground surface.

A comparison of contract indications of subsurface conditions with
those actually encountered, at those places where appellant experienced
its difficulties on the D266 mainline (stations 5 + 00, 19 + 00, 24-+-50
and 28 + 00) shows a high degree of correlation between the-two. Thus,
at station 5 + 00 where the bottom became soft, the contract shows the
pipe invert to be at about 10 feet, located-in a loam with severe caving
and easy boring characteristics, with an associated 7-foot water col-
umn. At station 19 + 00 where the bottom became exceptionally soft
there is an invert depth shown of 10 feet, and extrapolated from the
soil log at station 17 + 00, the soil at that depth would be either a satu-
rated very fine sandy loam, or saturated gravelly sand with severe
caving, under an 8-foot water column. - -

At station 24+50 where the water exploded up, the contract shows
a 10-foot invert depth and the nearest test boring at 254-06 indicates
a loamy sand with severe caving between 3.0'-12.0'. The water table

is at the surface indicating a 10-foot column of water over the invert
level. At station 28+00, where the appellant "just couldn't move," the
contract shows a pipe-invert depth of at least 12 feet. The nearest log
is again at station 25 + 06- and shows soil conditions as noted above.

On the D264 mainline, at station 2+50 there was "no bottom at all."
At this point the contract shows an invert depth of about 12 feet.
The ground-water elevation at station 9+80 is close to the surface, al-
though at a-bout station 0+84 it is at the pipe-invert level. Both water
level readings are in November 1968, and do not necessarily reflect
summer irrigation season levels, which we think would be higher.
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Also, on the D264 line, between stations 7+50 and 12+50 (where ap-
pellant at first skipped using well points, but eventually had to de-
water), the invert lies between 8 and 13 feet below ground surface.
The November 1968 water level at station 9+80 was only a few feet
below the surface. The soil at invert depth -shows severe caving.

On the D266-S lateral, the invert of the pipe varies between 7 and
15 feet below ground surface. No water table is shown in November
1968, although the soil at invert depth is saturated and shows slight
caving.

In conclusion, the contract indications are generally of water logged
unstable soils at invert depths under a water column many feet in
height which would be at its maximum during the period of contract
performance. We conclude that the contract indications are such as
to give ample forewarning of the kind of difficulties actually en-
countered in the field, and that the contract indications described and
predicted with unusual precision the conditions actually encountered
on excavation. In terms of Clause 4, Differing Site Conditions, we
find no material difference between the subsurface conditions at the
site and those indicated in the contract.

Even though appellant pleaded his case as either a first category
changed condition, or as a second category changed condition, we
have considered it as limited to a first category changed condition
situation because of the large amount of data as to subsurface condi-
tions included in the contract. This we believe to be the proper legal
approach following the decision of the Court of Claims in Foster
Construction C.A. and Willians Bros. Co. v. United States.2 " Accord-
ing to that case all that is necessary to place a claim into the first
category is that there be enough of an indication on the face of the
contract documents for a bidder reasonably to conclude that he would
not meet the type of subsurface conditions actually met during
performance. 25

As subsequently elaborated in Pacifle, Alaska Contraotors, Inc. v.
United States,26 the test for a successful claim is that there must be
reasonably plain or positive indications that subsurface conditions
wouald be otherwise than actually found, or stated otherwise, that there

24 Note 19, sapra.
2S Cf. Charles T. Parker Construction Co. and Pacific Concrete, Co. v. United States, Ct.

Cl. No. 168-66 (November 13j 1970). "Under 'Category Two,' in contrast, the Government
has elected not to presurvey and represent the subsurface conditions * * **" (Slip Opinion,
p. 12).

26 et. Cl. No. 294-67 (January 22, 1971), 486 F. 2d 461.
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were indications which induced reasonable reliance by the successful
bidder that subsurface conditions would be more favorable than those
encountered. In the present case, we conclude that the contract indi-
cates substantially and accurately the subsurface condition actually
encountered. There was adequate information in the contract from:
which appellant could have reasonably foreseen the situation
encountered.

Furthermore, the pre-bid site examination observation of sub-
stantial flowing water along the drain alignments substantiated the
contract indications of a most difficult combination of soil and water
conditions. Appellant's evidence does not show that the subsurface
data placed in the contract by the Government were erroneous.2

Appellant also argues that the Government failed to disclose to
bidders pertinent information in its possession, with the consequence
of, misleading the bidders as to subsurface conditions. We find no
merit in this contention. Apparently the Government had a project-
wide water table map, reflecting an underground reservoir28 But
the testimony shows that the "reservoir" alluded to is merely the
fact that the soil below the water-table surface is saturated. It seems
to us that such a map would reveal no more about the construction
area than already revealed in the contract and apparent on pre-bid
visual inspection of the site. There is also testimony that the draw-
ings and specifications' disclosed all that th&e Government knew about
water in the area.29

Lastly, the appellant asserts prejudice because the Government
failed to disclose to bidders that it foresaw a water and soil problem
of the severity encountered.30 The accusation here is that the Govern-
ment did not make known conclusions which its personnel may have
drawn from the data presented in the contract. Apart from the am-
biguity of the testimony as to the pre-bid existence of such conclu-
sions, it is clear that no factual data was withheld, only conclusions
drawn from the same data as were presented to bidders. We do not
think that Helene CurtL8 Industries, Inc. v. United States,3 ' involv-
ing a prejudicial failure to disclose facts, requires the Government to
disclose its opinions.

27 D. J. Mc Question and Son& v. United: States, Ct. . No. 335-67 (March 19, 1971).
2 Tr. 236-237.
29 Tr. 175.
so Tr. 175-176.
31160 Ct. (l. 437 (1963).
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Conclusion

The appeal is denied.

ROBERT L. FoNNER, Member.

WE CONCUR

WILLIAx F. MCGlIAw, Chairman..

RUSSELL C. LYNCH, Member.

C. ARDENI GINGERY,

XICHIKO SHIOTA (GINGERY)

IBLA 70-6 Decided Jne 23, 1971

Act of August 11, 1916-Desert Land Entry: Generally-Reclamation
Lands: Acquisition and Disposal

Where an irrigation.district acting pursuant to the Smith Act of August 11,
1916, has enforced its lien., against public land in an unpatented desert
land entry and has sold the land at a tax sale, the rights of the entry-
man and his successors are terminated and the rights of the purchaser are
determined by the Smith Act.'

Desert Land Entry: Generally-Reclamation Lands: Inclusion and Exciu-
sion of within Irrigation District-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Reclamation Withdrawals .

Land within a desert land entry included in al irrigati n district does not
become subject to a later reclamation withdrawal so long as the entry
subsists.

Act of August 1, 1916-Desert Land Entry: Generally-Reclamation
Lands: Generally-Words and Phrases-

Irrigation Works"' and "Water of the district available for sch land.": For
the purpose of determining whether entered. but. unpatented land can
be disposed: of pursuant to section 6 of the Smith Act of, August 11,496,
the "irrigation. works", referred to in that section are not those neces-
sary on an individual 'entry 'to carry out irigation but refer to facilities:
that serve the irrigation district in general, and "water of the district
available for such land" means only that the entryman has a legally en-
forceable claim to, available water even.though access to it is barred by a
Departmental regulation. :
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Desert Land Entry: Relief Acts
One who has acquired his interest in a desert land entry by purchase

in 1949 cannot. purchase the entry under the provisions of the act of
March 4, 1929, which authorizes purchases only by an assignee under an
assignment made prior to March 4, 1929.

Desert Land; Entry: Suspensions

Since the suspension of desert land entries under the policy announced in
Maggie L. Havens, A-5580 (October 11, 1923), was subject to termination
whenever the Secretary found good reason to do so, the Secretary is author-
ized, when he determines that there is no public purpose to be served by
continuing the suspension of entries suspended for'almost 50 years, to ter-
minate the suspension without notice or hearing and to restore the entries
to the condition they were in on the datelof the suspension.

Act of October 17, 1940

One who acquires an interest in a desert land entry by purchase long after he
entered military srvice cannot derive benefits from the Soldiers and Sailors'
Civil Relief Act of 1940 which are restricted to those who acquire their
interest before entering military service and who file a notice of such entrance
with the land office within six months of such entrance.,

Desert Land Entry: Suspensions

Where part of a desert land entry suspended under the policy announced in
.'Maggie L. Havens, A-5580 (October 11, 1923), has been held by the United
States under lease for use* by the Department of the Navy for purposes
which make it impossiblefor the entryman to reclaim the entry, the ter-
mination of the Havens suspension while the land remains under lease should
not work to the detriment of the entryman and the entry is to remain sus-
pended until it is determined that the United States' occupation has ceased
or is no longer an obstacle to reclamation.

BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

C. Arden Gingery has appealed td the Secretary of:the Interior
from a decision daftd February 27, 1968, Office of Appeals and Hear-
ings, Bureau of Land Management, which affirmed a decision of the
Riverside district and land office rej ectihg his application for an ex-
tension of time in whicli- to submit final proof on desert land entry
LA. 038253; for relief under the provisions of section i4504 of the
Soldiers' and Sailors'.Civil Relief Act of 1940, 50 U.S.C App'sec 564
(1964); or for purchase of the land iin the entry in its entirety under

the actdof'March 4, 1929., 'as d-nended, 43 U.S.C.. see 33.9 (1964), or in
part under the act of June 23, 1910, 43 U.S.C. sec. 441 (1964), or section
6 of the Smith Act of August 11, 1916, 43 U.S.C. sec. 628 (1964).
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Michiko Shiota Gingery has appealed from the decision to the
extent it affirmed the rejection by the land office of her application to
purchase 'part of the entry under section 6 of the Smith Act of August
11, 1916.

The record shows that the desert land entry was allowed to Chris-
topher C. Gingery, the father of appellant Gingery, on June 10, 1907.
The entry, as adjusted, covers the S/2SWI/4 sec. 17, SE'4SE'/ 4 sec. 18,
E/2NE/4 and NEl/ 4 SE'I/4 sec. 19, and'lots 3 and 4 sec. 20, T. 15 S., R.
12 E., S.B.M., California. By dint of several extensions and suspen-
sions the entry remained viable for over 16 years and then on October
11, 1923, it was suspended under the departmental.decision in Maggie
L. Havcens, A-5580 (October 11, 1923). The H1avens case suspended the
Havens entry and all others similarly situated until water for the ir-
rigation of the lands covered by an entry became available or until it
should be found advisable to revoke the suspension for any good reason
arising in the future. See Hazel, Assignee. of Patterson, 53 I.D. 644
(1932).

The record also indicates that on October 19i 1920, the lands in the
entry, along with others, were included in a first form reclamation
withdrawal pursuant to section 3 of the act of July 17, 1902, 43 U.S.C.
.sec. 416 (1964). On February 16, 1921, the Secretary of the Interior
approved an application filed onMay 6,1, bythe Imperial Irriga-
tion District to place the lands under the Smith. Act of August 11,
1916, spra. This. act permits an irrigation district organized and
operated under State law to inipose a lien on unentered and entred
but unpatented public land within the district boundaries for a pro-
portionate share of charges payable for construction, maintenance, and
operation of irrigation works, and authorizes the enforcement of the
lien against unpatented entries by sale of the'land in the same manner
as assessments are enforced against privately owned lands.

By letter dated April 16, 1964, the irrigation district informed the
land office that part of the lands in the entry, the SEI/4SEI/4 see. 18
and a portion of the S/2SW/4 sec. 17, is within the West Mesa unit
that the remainder of the entry is in the Imperial unit, and that water

'The land office concluded that this appellant was married to a man named Gingery
and addressed its decision to her to "Michiko Shiota Gingery." Although the mail receipt
'for the decision is signed "Michiko S. Gingery," the appeals to the Director and to the
Secretary are in the guise "Michiko Shiota (Gingery)." The Director described this
appellant as the wife of C. Arden Gingery. The appellants neither admitted nor denied the
assertion in their appeals to the Secretary.

220,
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is available from the district to the portion of the entry in the Imperial
unit.

A certificate, dated February 16, 1966, by the proper official of the
irrigation district states il eect that all of the entry lying within the
Imperial unit was sold to the district in 1936 for failure to pay assess-
ments; that in 1939, the period for redemption having expired, col-
lector's deeds were issued to it in exchange for the certificates of sale;
and that on April 2, 1952, the district deeded'all its right, title, and
interest to C. Arden Gingery.

XGingery has also submitted a copy of a deed fromhis mother, who
acquired the entire interest in the entry on the death of her husband
in 1931. The deed, which conveys the entire entry to Gingery, is dated
November 30, 1949. It was recorded on Decemtber 26, 1961. The ap-
pellant's mother died on March 11, 1950, leaving Gingery and two
other children as heirs. Gingery has also filed a duplicate original of a
document dated February , 1966, quitclaiming to him the interest of
his brother and sister in the entrv and the land it covers.

It also appears that the land in the entry has been used by the
Department of the Navy as a target range since 1944. In 1952 Gingery
signed a lease wfith the Navy under which the Navy paid him for past
use and agreed to pay him an annual rental of $72.50, renewable: an-
nually through June 30, 1958. Thereafter Gingery granted new leases
to the Navy which continued the Navy's usage through June 30, 1967,
at rentals increasing from $261 per year to $1,914 per year.2

Mrs. Gingery filed an applicati6ii on February 20, 1966, for the
purchase of 99.40 acres described as SE1/4 SAWV1/4, SWY4SW1/ sec. 17,
lots 3 and 4 sec. 20, T. 15 S., R. 12 E., S.B.M., as the subrogee of
Gingery under the tax sale. She alleged that Gingery had failed to
pay the proper manager's fees, commissions, and purchase price as
required by 43 U.S.C. sec. 628 .3

On November 13, 1964, the land office informed Gingery by mail
that, by letter dated April 16, 1964, the irrigation district had informed
it that water was available and that, as a result, the land office was
considering lifting the' Havens suspensionS '

2 The -record does not show whether the'premises were leased after June 50, 1967.
Mrs. S. Gingery's application actually: describes 130.15 acres.e Apparently she intended

to describe only that part of theS2SW/ 4 sec. 17 which is within the Imperial Irrigation
District. This portion covers 40 acres, which with 19.40 acres inlot a and 30.75 In lot
4, sec. 20, totals 90.15 acres. Gingery's acknowledgment of payment to him of the price for
which the lands were sold at the sale compounds the error by referring to the SE% SWy4
and the SW SW',_ sec. 20.
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A little over a year later, the Secretary, on December 2, 1965, issued
a notice to all entrymen whose entries were suspended under the Havcens
case stating that the blanket suspension was revoked. It then said
that water had been available for entries within the service area of
the Imperial Irrigation District or the Coachella Valley County
Water District since March 4, 1952, at the latest, when the All
American Canal was officially declared completed, and that the life
of these entries had begun to run as of that date. The entrymen were
allowed 90 days to submit final proof that reclamation had been accom-
plished within that period. If, however, an entryman could show that
he had actually reclaimed the land, he would receive a patent. If he
were in the process of actually and diligently reclaiming the entry, ie
would be allowed 90 days or, the life of his entry as of March 4, 1952,
whichever was greater, to file final proof. The'entrymen were required
to give notice within 90 days if they elected to take the greater period.
Other entries would have what life was left to them as of the date
of the Havens suspension.

The notice also announced that the Department's regulation gv-
erning grants of right-of-way across public lands was amended by
adding to it a provision prohibiting the allowance of a right-of-way
within Imperial and Riverside counties for the construction of canals
and ditches to effect the agricultural reclamation of: desert lands unless
the appellant could show that the water to be carried would be from
some source other than the Colorado River.

On February 14, 1966, Gingery filed a notice electing to take advan-
tage of the longer period for filing final proof.

He then filed the several applications which were disposed of in the
earlier decisions.

As we have seen, Gingery offers several sources for his interest in the
entry. It may be well to examine this point at the outset in the hope
that the elimination of some of his alternate claims may simplify the
issutes he raises. One of Gingery's sources of title is a quitclaim deed
from the Imperial Irrigation District for 210.15 acres, i.e., a part of the
S1/2 SW1/4 sec. 17, E/ 2NEI/4, NEl/4SE1/4 sec. 19, and lots 3 and 4 sec. 20.
The lien enforcement proceedings carried out by the irrigation district
in accordance with the applicable State law and the Smith Act effec-
tively transferred the rights of the original entryman and his wife or
his'heirs to the irrigation'district and terminated theirrights to .the
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portion of the entry within the district. Clytie HcPherson et al., A-
26440 (October 25, 1954).

Gingery's rights, then, to this portion are only those of a purchaser
or by a tax deed from the irrigation district. These rights, in turn, de-
penci upon whether the land is or is not subject to the provisions of the
Reclamation Act of June 17, 1902, as amended, 43 U.S.C. sec. 371 et seg..
(1964). If it is, as section 2 of the Smith Act, 43 U.S.C. sec. 626 (1964)
provides, his rights are those of an assignee of a homestead entryman
(43 U.S.C. sec. 441 (1964)), and he may receive a patent upon sub-
mitting satisfactory proof of the reclamation, the irrigation, and the
making of the payments required by the Reclamation Act. If it is not,
his rights are controlled by section 6 of the Smith Act, supra, which
authorizes the patenting of lands sold by the irrigation district upon
payment of $1.25 per acre, or such other price as may be fixed by law,
and.otlier fees and a "satisfactory showing that the irrigation works
have been constructed and that.water of the district is available for
such land."

As the land office pointed -out, the entry, having been allowed prior
to the reclamation withdrawal, did not then and does not become sub-
ject to the reclamation withdrawal so long as the entry subsists, George
B. Willoughby, 60 I.D.. 363 (1949); Clytie McPherson et al., supra.
Consequently, section 6 of the Smith Act governs Gingery's rights.

The land office then held that the applications for purchase under
section 6 of the Smith Act could not be allowed because no "irrigation
works" had been constructed on the land in the entry. It found that
"irrigation works" in the. statute refers to works to be constructed on
the entry as well asthose to beconstructed by the irrigation district to
serve all the lands in the district. It also concluded that water was not
available to the land because water can be conducted to the entry only
over public lands which lie between the facilities of the irrigation dis-
trict and the entry, and Department regulations preclude the approval
of a right-of-way for the irrigation of the entry.

The appellants point out that the effect of the land office decision
would be to limit severely the ability of the irrigation district to dis-
pose of public land which it has acquired for nonpayment of water
assessments and, consequently, its ability to realize income from its
assessments.

There are two aspects to this issue: one, whether the land is eligible
for sale; and, two, what its status is if it is not.
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Turning first to the question of what "irrigation works?' are, we find
little help in either the statute or regulations. The term is used three
timnes without definition in section 3 of the Smith Act, 43 U.S.C. secs.
623, 625 (964), as well as' in section 6, 43 U.S.C. see. 628 (1964).
In section 2, 43 U.S.C. sec. 622 (1964), however, there are listed all the
components of an; irrigation project whose cost is to be apportioned
among the lands in the district. These, we note, are "[t]he cost of ac-
quiring, purchasing, or maintaining canals, ditches, reservoirs, reser-
voir sites, water, water right, rights-of-way, or other property incurred
in connection with any irrigation project." While there is no connec-
tion made between these items and the tern "irrigation works," they
do constitute a rather complete category of what would be "irrigation
works. " '

Similarly, the regulation expanding on the statutory requirement
that an irrigation district submit a map explaining the plan of irriga-
tion in a district where the irrigation works have not been constructed
requires that the map show "reservoirs, canals, ditches, power plants,
transmission lines, or other aids to reclamation which are included in
the system" 43 CFIR 2783.14 (d), formerly 43 CFR 2253.1-4 (d). Here.
again the reference is to facilities that serve the irrigation district in
general and not to structures on an individual entry.

Finally, we observe that section 3 of the Smith Act, 43 U.S.C. -sec.
625 (1964), authorizes the Secretary after a certain period has elapsed
to release from the lient authorized by the statute "ant unentered land
or lands upon which final certificate has not issued, for which irrigation
works have not been constructed and water of such district made avail-
able for the land." Since it is highly unlikely that any "irrigation
works" would be placed on unentered land, the section would offer no
protection to an irrigation district if the Neu could be released so long
as there were'no irrigation works o' the nd itself. Thus the "irriga-
tion works" must be those, as section 3 says, constructed for unentered
land or lands upon which final certificate has not issued, not those on
the land itself.

We conclude, then, that th6e "irrigatioin works" referred to in section
6 are not those necessary Oi an individual entry to carry out irrigation,
and the absence of water distributing facilities on an entry is not a
reason to deny an applicant the opportlnity to purchase an entry under
section 6.
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The land office also held that Giigery had failed to meet the other
requirement that section 6 imposes upon an applicant for purchase, that
is, that he-demonstrate the availability of water. Although it was
admitted that water was available for the land from the irrigation dis-
trict, the land office noted that water could not be conducted to the entry
because the Department had issued a regulation precluding the
approval of a right-of-way over intervening public lands. 43 CFR
2871.08, foreWrly 43 CFR 2234.3-1(d) (1).

As we have noted, the Department has held that water was avail-
able to ehtries such as the appellanlts' no later than March 4, 1952. In
fact, it was on the basis of the availability of water within the service
area boundaries that the Department found that the liar es suspen-
sion had expired and that the statutory term of the entries had again
begun to run. The only change that has occurred since then is that the
Department has decided that it will not grant a right-of-way- across
publicly owned lands if the right-of-way is to be used to transport
water origilating in thei Colorado River for use in irrigation. Does
the policy of denying an entryman access to water justify a deterctina-
tionl that water is not available to the entry? The policy was adopted
to prevent or make more difficult the use of Colorado River water for
irrigation. That policy will be as easily enforced by the Department's
own action denying a right-of-way whether title to the land in the
entry is in the Gingerys or the United States.

The question, then, is whether within the meaning of the Smith Act
the water becomes: not "available" when the United States decides that
it will cut off access from the land to the water or whether an applicant
must demonstrate only that he has an enforceable claim to water even,
though access to it is barred.

11 the statute requires is that the "water of the district be available
for such land." There is no dispute that he has a right to water. It is
our conclusion that the water remains "available" despite the difficulty
that the applicant may encounter in utilizing it.

Accordingly; ingery has met the above statutory requirements and
is to be permitted to purchase under section 6 of the Smith Act the land
to which he still retains his right, assuming he meets the other quali-
fications of the act. Similarly, Mrs. Gingery, whether she is an assignee
or subrogee, has established her right to purchase the acreage, which
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she claims in lieu of Gingery, in the entry that is within the same area
of the Imperial Irrigation DistrictV

There remains for disposition the approximately 80 acres in sections
17 and 18 situated outside the service area. Once again we note that
the appellant submitted a deed dated November 30, 1949, signed by
his mother conveying the entire entry to him. While the deed was
ineffective as to the portion of the entry which had passed to the irriga-
tion district by tax sale, it did transfer to Gingery his mother's interest
in the other 80 acres. Since it precedes any interest he would have
gained through inheritance upon his mother's death, it must be con-
sidered as the source of his interest in the entry. Treating the sale as
an assignment, as the regulation provides, 43 CFR 2521.3(c) (2),
formerly 43 CFR 2226.1-2 (c) (2), and assuming that Gingery is quali-
fied to be an assignee, 43 *CFR 2521.3(b), formerly 43 CFR
2226.1-2(b) (c), we may now consider his claim to this land.

First, Gingery's assertion that he may derive benefits from the
Soldiers' and; Sailors' Civil Relief Act is unfounded. The provisions
pertaining particularly to desert land entries, found in section 504, 50
U.S.C. App. sec. 564 (1964), offer relief only to an entryman who
acquired his interest before he entered military service and who filed
notice of his entrance into military service with the land office within
six months after his entrance. Gingery acquired the interest in the
entry by purchase from his mother long after he entered the military
service and he never filed the requisite notice. Thus he is not one whom
the act benefits.

Furthermore, the obligation to reclaim the portion of the entry
outside the Imperial Irrigation District did not begin to run again
until the Havens suspension was terminated by the notice of De-
cember 2, 1965. On that date the appellant had been separated from
the service for over 3 years. His military service, then, did not inter-
fere with his opportunity to reclaim the entry.

Next he asks that he be permitted to purchase this portion of the
entry pursuant to the act of March 4, 1929, as amended, 43 U.S.C.
sec. 339 (1964). That-act, however, permits an assignee to purchase
only if he is a "duly qualified assignee under an assignment made
prior to March 4, 1929. " Since Gingery purchased the entry from his
mother in 1949, he is not an assignee who may take advantage of the
act.

4 Gingery's application to purchase part of the entry under seetion 6 of the Smith Act
describes lands totalling 160 acres including Lot 4 sec. 20 and that part of the SWY4 SWY4
sec. 17 lying within the Imperial Unit. Mrs. Gingery's application also lists Lot 4 sec. 20 and
the SWY4,SW/,_ see. 17. To the extent the applications are in conflict, Mrs. Gingery, as the
subrogee of Gingery, will prevaill.
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What then is the status of this portion of the entry Under the
notice of December 2, 1965, the suspension under which it had lain
for over 40 years was lifted and, in the absence of any reason to the
contrary, the life of the entry began to run. The term of the entry
would then have expired on April 6, 1968.

Gingery raises many objections to the maimer in which the sus-
pension was terminated. Without discussing them in detail, it is
enough. to point out that the entrymen had no right to the original
suspension, that it was an act of Secretarial discretion, and that the
notice announcing it said that the suspension would be ended anytime
for good reason. The Secretary has determined that no useful pur-
pose is to be served by continuing into the indefinite future entries
now some 50 years or more old. There is no requirement for the Sec-
retary to hold a hearing and to take other formal procedures before
acting. Upon the temination of the suspension, the entry reverted to
its status as of the day of the suspension.

The only unusual aspect of the entry is that it has been under lease
by the Department of the Navy for use in connection with everal
naval programs. While the appellant has received substantial com-
pensation for the naval occupation of the entry, it is also true that
the Navy's use was exclusive- and that Gingery could not have re-
claimed his entry while the Navy was in possession. The land office
held that Gingery had disablod himself from reclaiming his entry
by leasing the entry. The Office of Appeals and Hearings, on appeal,
concluded that th lease was a prohibited assignment. In our view
neither of these conclusions is correct. The'strictures against the as-
sigment of an entry discussed in Idaho Desert Land Entries-
Indian fdiZZ Group, 72 T.D. 6 (1965), and United States v. Ollie
Mae Shearnian et .Z. 73 I.D. 386 (1966), 5 cited in the decision ap-
-pealed from; were designed to prvent unqualified persons from
gaining effective control of anentry or to make it illegal for any per-
son to hold more than one entry. They have no pertinency to use of
an entrye by the United States for purposes of rational defense.

The land office view, in turn, ignores the fact that the United States
could have taken its leasehold by eminent domain, if it had so de-
sired. That the appellant cooperated with the Government by making

I Rev'd sub orn. Reed v. Department of the Interior, Civ. No. 1-67-97 (D. Idaho, July
10, 1970), appeaZ docketed, No. 71-1187, 9th Cir., February 9,,1971.2
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legal proceedings unnecessary is not to work to his detriment and he
is not to be deemed to have incapacitated himself by assenting when re-
sisting would have been meaningless.

While the United States occupies the entry, it is impossible to de-
termine with certainty whether the entryman would be able to re-
claim this portion of it by developing his own sources of water. The
final disposition of this land can best be made either when the~ United
States has ceased to use it or when its use is no obstacle to Gingery's
development of it. Until such time,:the only way to avoid the Govern-
ment's use from being detrimental to the entryman is to place this
part of the entry in suspension. Accordingly, that portion of the entry
that was not conveyed to Gingery by the irrigation district is sus-
pended as of December 2, 1965, and is to remain suspended until De-
cember 31, 1971. At that time, the land office will examine the status
of the tract. If the conditions which we have stated as justifying a
suspension are unchanged, then the land office will continue the sus-
'pension for a year. If, in the land office's opinion, the suspension is
no longer justified, it will notify the entryman that the -suspension
has been 'terminated and that the life of the entry has again begun to
run.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35
F.R. 12081), the decision of the Bureau of Land Management is
affirmed insofar as it denied (1) Gingery's application for relief under
section 504 of the Soldiers' and Sailors'. Civil Relief Act (2) his ap-
plication to purchase part of the entry pursuant to the act of March
4, 1929, and (3) his request for equitable adjudication; it is reversed
insofar as (1) it denied the appellants' separate applications to pur-
chase part of the entry under section 6 of the Smith Act, and (2) it
held that the life of that part of the entry now within the Imperial
Unit was to expire on April 6, 1958; and the case is remanded for
further proceedings consistent herewith.

MARTIN RrTvo, Member.'

WE CONcUR:

JOAN B. THomPsoN, Member.

FRANcIs E. MAYn, lMember.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971
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JURISDICTION OF INDIAN TRIBES TO PROHIBIT AERIAL CROP
SPRAYING WITHIN THE CONFINES OF A RESERVATION*

Indians: Civil Rights
A tribal ordinance which prohibits all aerial crop spraying within the confines

of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation because of a history of damage ocea-
sioned by such spray falling upon neighboring lands in the reservation not
intended for such spraying is not violative of the due process requirement
of Title II, sec. 202, subsection (8), of the Civil Rights of April 11, 1968,
82 Stat. 77; 25 U.S.C. sec. 1302 (Supp. V., 1965-1969), even though the
ordinance prohibits the continuation of a recognized and useful occupation,
and may impair the performance of a contract previously made.

Indian Tribes: Sovereign Powers
A tribal council acting in a legislative capacity is not required to provide

interested persons with an opportunity to present their position prior to
enactment of an ordinance.

M-36826 April 19, 1971

Furchner & Anderson
Attention: Mr. James L. Martsch
Attorneys at Law
178 West Judicial Street
Blackfoot, Idaho 83221

Dear Mr. Martsch:
This 'will constitute our decision on the joint appeal that you have

filed on behalf of the Russett Potato Company, Blackfoot Flying
Service, and Messrs. Gary Cordon, Blaine Van Orden, J. Blaine
Shoemaker, and John Yarmngata from a decision dated August 27,
1970, by the Acting Associate Comnnissioner of Indian Affairs. The
decision appealed from refused to recommend rescission by the Secre-
tary of the Interior of Ordinance S6-70, as enacted by the Fort Hall
Business Council and approved by the Superintendent of the Fort
Hall Indian Agency on June 29, 1970 The ordinance prohibits aerial

*Not in Chronological Order.
1Article IV, Section 1 of the Constitution and Bylaws for the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes

of the Fort Hall Reservation of Idaho provides inter alia that the business council shall
exercise the power:

(1) To safeguard and promote the peace, safety, morals and general welfare of the
Fort Hall Reservation by regulating the conduct of trade and the use and disposition of
property upon the reservation, provided that any ordinances directly affecting nonmembers.
of the reservation shall be subject to review by the Secretary of the Interior.

78 ID. No. 7
441-889-71--1

: : : : 0~ ~
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crop spraying within the confines of the Fort Hall Reservation in
Idaho. A copy of the ordinance is enclosed. No appeal has been taken
from that part of the Acting Associate Commissioner's decision which
states that the criminal penalities imposed by the ordinance would not
be applicable to non-Indians, since Indian tribes generally do not
possess criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians. See Solicitor's Opiaion,
77 I.D. 113 (1970), a copy of which was enclosed with the decision
appealed from.

We note that some of the appellants are non-Indians engaged in
farming acreages of allotted or tribal lands within the Fort Hall
Reservation pursuant to lease agreements made with either individual
members of the Shoshone']Bannock Tribes or the Fort Hall Business.
Council. The other appellants are also non-Indians who assert that
the ordinance operates to their detriment, but do not specify the
manner in which it allegedly does so.

The appellants assert that the due process provision of Amendment
XIV of the Constitution of the United States requires that state
legislation be reasonable, and that the due process provision of Amend-
ment XIV governs ordinances adopted by organized Indian tribes.
There has been no judicial interpretation, which holds that the due
process requirements of the XIV Amendment apply to Indian tribes.
However, Title II of the act of April 11, 1968, 25 U.S.C. sec. 1302(8)
(Supp. V., 1965-1969), provides that no tribe in exercising powers of
self-government shall deprive any person within its jurisdiction of
liberty or property without due process of law.

First, it is my opinion that there is no merit to the appellants' as-
sertion that they have been denied procedural due process because
the ordinance was enacted by the tribes without the appellants or
other interested parties such* as they being offered an opportunity
"to present their respective positions to the tribal council" prior to the
ordinance's enactment. As the Supreme Court has stated:

Appellants contend that the legislative action was taken without investigation
and hence must be considered to be arbitrary and beyond the legislative power.
There is no principle of constitutional law which nullifies action taken by a
legislature, otherwise competent, in the absence of a special investigation. The
result of particular legislative inquiries through commissions or otherwise may
be most helpful in portraying the exigencies to which the legislative action has
been addressed and in fortifying conclusions as to reasonableness. Nebbia v. New
York [291 U.S. 502, 516 et seq. (1934) ) . But the legislature, ating within its
sphere, is presumed to know the needs of the people of the State. Whether or not
special inquiries should be made is a matter for the egislative discretion. * * *

Tovwnsend v. Yeomens, 301 U.S. 441, 451 (193T).
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*The appellants also contend that the ordinance prohibiting all aerial
spraying and crop dusting on the reservation is invalid as an unreason-
able and arbitrary act of. the tribal business council. The appellants
concede in their appeal that aerial spraying is a proper subject for
regulation and that the tribal business council has authority to regulate
such activity on the reservation in a reasonable mainer. The appellants
further acknowledge that there have been, problems' in the past and.
there may, be "problems. in the future arising by reason of aerial
spraying within-the confines of the reservation. Although the appel-
lants state that they know of no sickness or death caused on the reserva-
tion by reason of aerial spraying, as recited in a whereas clause of'
the ordinance, they do not deny thatsuch an occurrence is possible. The
appellants ofer no suggestion .in'lieu of the ordinance forbidding all
aerial spraying which they deem practicable. to prevent pollution.
of the areaiwith insecticides and to prevent trespassing by. spraying,.
other than to suggest that the State of Idaho does have procedures
to regulate aerial spraying within the state. Sections 22-2209, Vol. 5
Idaho Code (Republished 1968).

U.However, since appellants concede that the Shoshone-Bannock
Tribes of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation may regulate aerial spray-
ingof their reservation, it is obvious they are not contending that state
law exclusively governs such spraying on the reservation.' The sole
question in this regard, therefore, is ,whether appellants have estab-
lished that Ordinance 56-70 is violative of the due process guaranteed
by 25 U.S.C. see. 1302 (8) (Supp. V., 1965-1969). :

Numerous jurisdictions have found aerial spraying and. crop dust-
ing to be ultrahazardous because of the inherent risk of such activ-
ity. 'Okacar H. Loe et a. v. Jack Lenhart et a., 227 Oregon. 242, 362
P.2d 312 (1961); Gotreauo v. Gary et a., 232 Louisiana 373, 94 So.2d
293 (1957); and cases cited in 6 Stanford Law Review 69 et seg. The
law review article notes that the ability to control the drift of sprays
or dust to a given area is limited by such uncertainties and uncon-
trollable factors as the size of the drops or particles (only the aver-
age size can be predetermined, and the smaller the size the greater the
drift), the air disturbances created by the airplane, and such natural
atmospheric forces as wind and convection caused by: heat from the
sun radiating from the land surface.'The damage done to neighbor-
ing property has been a source of restrictive legislation in 24 states.
Compiled in footnote one. Oscar . Loe et al. v. Jack Lenhardt et aZ.,
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8Wspra, at page 317. Thus Arkansas has declared.to be a; public nuisance
any chemical so distributed which has been determined by the state
plant board to be dangerous to persons, plants or animals. Sections
77-201 to 77-211 Arkansas Statutes Annotated 1947. The use. of air-
craft to distribute, certain chemicals is outlawed in certain portions
of Texas. See Tesas Herbicide Regulation No. 1. California has
blocked out large areas of the state where all applications of certain
chemicals are prohibited from March 15 to October 15 of each year
because of the danger of the chemicals falling on neighboring fields
where crops susceptible to such chemicals are growing. Sec. 2450 (c) (1)
California Ad'rnin. Codes, Title 3. Different states have approached
the problems caused by aerial spraying in various ways, such as re-
quiring pilots to be specially trained in crop spraying techniques,

* issuing permits to limit the activity, requiring specified equipment
(such as the diameter of the nozzles and spray pressure), limiting
activities to certain flying conditions, establishing financial respon-
sibility requirements and strict liability, setting up and operating
laboratories to test chemicals, establishing investigative and enforce-
ment bodies, and prohibiting certain activities at certain times and
places. See the Stanford Law Review article, supra.

Appellants apparently recognize the hazards involved in aerial
V spraying but contend that as it is a recognized and useful occupa-
tion it may only be regulated and not prohibited. The Supreme Court
of the Uniited States has 'specifically rejected such a theory. In Fergu-
son, Attorney-General of Kansas et al. v. Serupa, d/b/a Credit Ad-
visors, 372 U.'S. 726 (1963), the Court held it was not for the courts
to pass on the wisdom of state legislation which prohibited certain
"debt adjusting" business.

* We refuse to sit as a "superlegislature to weigh the wisdom of legis-
lation," and we emphatically refuse to go back to the time when courts used the
Due Process Clause "to strike down state laws, regulatory of business and indus-
trial conditions, because they may be unwise, improvident or out of harmony
with a particular school of thought." Nor are we able or willing to draw lines
by calling a law "prohibitory" or "regulatory." 372 U.S. 731-732 (Footnotes
omitted).

Since th action of the Fort Hall Business Committee is not viola-
tive of due process as being prohibitory rather than regulatory, the
only thing' I have to add in this respect is that I find no reason to
differ with the policy decision made by the tribes.

The residents of the Fort Hall Reservation are rightfully concerned
by the damage which has admittedly resulted from aerial spraying
within the reservation. Their insistance that they and their lands be
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protected from unwanted spraying is reasonable, and whatever restric-
tions may be provided by the Idaho Code governing aerial spraying
sudh restrictions have proved inadequate to stop indiscriminate spread-
ing of chemicals on the reservation. Considering the limited financial
resources of the tribes, and the small acreage involved in relation to
the area embraced within the state, it is clear that the procedures, ex-
pense, personnel and technology involved in administering a compre-
hensive aerial spraying and crop-dusting program on the reservation
cannot feasibly be undertaken by the tribes.

I also find no merit to the appellants' contention that the ordinance
is invalid since it allegedly impairs the performance of certain exist-
ing contracts. The answer to this assertion is that ordinances such
as the one in issue are enacted within the scope of police power, and
ordinances enacted within police powers are valid notwithstanding
they may incidentially prevent the performance of a contract pre-
viously' made. See St. Louis Poster Advertising Company v. City of
St. Louils et al., 249 U.S. 269,. 24 (1919).

Nor do I find merit in appellants' argument that the ordinance is
unreasonable in that it "frustrates" farming the leased lands on the
reservation. The body of .the ordinance expressly provides that noth-
ing therein will restrict the application of approved chemicals to
plants and' soil by conventional means, including any mechanism
except aircraft. Thus, the ordinance does not prohibit the use of chem-
icals for farming reservation land, but merely precludes the one method
of distribution which has proved to be uncontrollable in that the
chemical is placed where it causes damage. The ordinance may make
it more costly, more time consinling, or more difficult to spray the
reservation lands, but the ordinance is careful to provide means for
necessary crop spraying so as to eradicate and control weeds, plant
and soil diseases, and insects that may threaten the productivity of the
lands. As shown by Ferguson, v. Skrupa, supra, a law enacted under
the police power is not invalid merely because some people may suffer
economic loss by reason of its enforcement.

For the foregoing reasons, I find Ordinance S6-70 of the Fort Hall
Business Council is not invalid and should not be set aside. Accord-
ingly,the.decision appealed from is affirmed.:

Sincerely yours,

HARRIsON LOESCH,

Assistant Secretary of the Interior.
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ESTATE OF WILLIAM CECIL ROBEDEAUX

IBIA 71-5 . Decided JulyW2,4971X

Indian Probate: Appeal: Matters Considered on Appeal
The Board of Indian Appeals will not scour, the record in Indian probate

proceedings to find alleged irregularities which are not .specified with at
least some particularity in the appeal.

Indian Probate: Wills: UndueInfluence
In Indian probate proceedings proof. of undue influence in the execution

of a will must be so substantial that the judges of act, having a proper
understanding of what undue influence is, may perceive by whom and in
what manner it has been exercised, ad what effect it has upon the will.

Indian Probate: Wills: Undue Influence
To invalidate an Indian will because of undue influence, it must be

shown: (1) .that the decedent was susceptible to being dominated by an-
other; (2) that the person allegedly influencing thie decedent in the execution
of the will was capable of controlling his' mind and actions; (3)g that such
person, at the time of the testamentary act,: did exert influence upon the
decedent of a nature calculated to induce or coerce him to make a will
contrary to his own desires; and (4) that the'will is contrary to the
decedent's own desires.

Indian Probate: Attorneys at Law: Fees
In general,; the jurisdiction of the Secretary. to deternine and award attorney

fees in Indian probate proceedings will be asserted in two situations: where
the fees are for-representation of Indians in such probate proceedings, and
where the fees are for services rendered in behalf of the decedent during
his lifetime, in which latter- event the claim is of the same genre as those
of other general creditors.

Indian Probate: State Law: Pretermitted'Heir
Absent an act of Congress, the Secretary, in determining the rights of pre-

termitted heirs in Indian probate niatters, will not follow any state statutes
dealing with the subject.

Indian Probate: State Law:' Applicability 'to Indian Probate, Testate
Compliance with state laws setting forth requirements for; the execution of

wills is not required in the execution of Indian wills disposing of trust or
restricted property.

Indian Probate: Wills: Failure To Make Request of'Winiess'
An Indian will is not rendered invalid by the failure of the testator to, specif-

ically request the attesting witness' to sign the' will, since there'is no such
requirement either in the statutes authorizing the disposition by Indians of
their trust or restricted property by will or in the regulations. f
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Indian Probate: Wills: Publication
There is no requirement in the ndian probate regulations or the applicable

statutes that the testator, at the time of the execution of his will, "pub-
lish" the same by openly declaring it to be his last will and testament.

Indian Probate: Wills: Testamentary Capacity
The burden of proof as to testamentary incapacity in Indian probate proceedings

is on those contesting the will, and an Indian is not deemed to be incom-
petent to make a will by virtue of his being unable to' manage his own
property or business affairs or by appointment of a guardian for him.

BOARD OF INDIAX APPEAL

Oneta Ruth Lamb Robedeaux; Lena V. Robedeaux, and their at-
torney, John H. Kennedy, and Houston Bus Hill and Thurman S.
Hurst, attorneys, have appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
the order by Hearing Examiner Kent R. Blaine dated January 21,
1970, approving will and decreeing distribution, and from various
orders of his successor, Hearing Examiner John F. Curran, all dated
August 24, 1970, in which petitions for rehearing filed by said appel-
lants were denied. Hearing Examiner Blaine determined that the
appellant, Lena V. Robedeaux, was not the daughter of the decedent,
William Cecil Robedeaux, and was thus not entitled to share in his
estate as an heir at law. His decision also contained findings that the
decedent's last will and testament, leaving all of his property in equal
undivided shares to his two children, Willis Edward Robedeaux and
Ramona Esther Aulrd, except the sum of one dollar which was left to
his second wife, Oneta Ruth Lamb Robedeaux, met all of the re-
quirements of the Department for a valid instrument; that the dece-
dent had sufficient testamentary capacity; and that the will was not
invalidated by the exertion of undue influence on the testator by his
son, Willis. By the same 'order the examiner denied: (1), the claims
of Houston Bus Hill and; Thurman S. Hurst for attorney's fees total-
ling $8,250 ($6,750 for alleged' legal services rendered in behalf of
the decedent in two 1966 divorce actions between the decedent and
Oneta Robedeaux, and $1,500 for services rendered in connection with
a 1957 guardianship proceeding wherein Willis Robedeaux was named
his father's guardian); and (2) the claim of John H. Kennedy in the
sum of $6,105.63 for legal services in behalf of Oneta Robedeaux in
connection with the same divorce litigation. The claim of Houston Bus
Hill for legal services performed in these probate proceedings, alleged-
ly in behalf of Willis Robedeaux and Ra-mona Esther Auld was not
yet filed and not being in issue, was not mentioned.
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The children and beneficiaries under the decedent's will, Willis
Edward Robedeaux and Ramona Esther Auld, have made no appear-
ance in this appeal proceeding.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

The decedent died on December 16, 1968, at the age of 64 years,
a resident of Oklahoma at the time of his death. He left trust or
restricted property located in the State of Oklahoma under the juris-
diction of the Pawnee Agency of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. He
also left the sm of twenty-three thousand three hundred thirty-
four dollars and eighteen cents ($23,334.18) which was deposited in
his Individual Indian Money Account under the control of the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs.

The last will and testament of Mr. Robedeaux was executed on
March 2,1967, and witnessed by two employees of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, William R. Scott and lenry Sheridan. The decedent's entire
estate was left in equal shares to his son, Willis, and his daughter,
Ramona. Mr. Robedeaux effectively disinherited his wife, Oneta, a
white woman, by leaving her the sum of one dollar ($1). Appellant,
Lena V. Robedeaux, claiming to be a. daughter, is not mentioned in
the will. Willis and Ramona are legitimate children of the decedent
born out of his union with his first wife, Jessie Mae Butler. This
marriage ended in divorce in 1955.

The decedent and the appellant Oneta Lamb Robedeaux, a white
woman, were married on August 10, 1955. From the record we gather
that no children were born of this marriage.. Decedent and appellant
apparently began living apart some time in 1958. On July 1, 1957,
Willis E. Robedeaux was appointed guardian for his father and on
April 14, 1966, Mr. Robedeaux, represented by Houston Bus Hill
and Thurman S. Hurst, commenced a divorce action in Pawnee
County, Oklahoma, Case No. D 2492. On May 16, 1966, Oneta Robe-
deaux, represented by John H. Kennedy, commenced a second divorce
in Oklahoma ity, Oklahoma, apparently on the theory that the
decedent was disqualified from bringing the action himself because
:he was mentally incompetent. The jurisdictional question went to the
Supreme Court of the State of Oklahoma, which held that the court
in Pawnee County had jurisdiction. At the time of the decedent's death
a divorce decree had not been entered, and it is unclear whether either
party was pressing the matter to a final conclusion at that time.

In 1957 Willis Robedeaux was appointed his father's guardian by
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the County Court, Oklahoma County, upon his petition which alleged,
inter alia, that his father was "mentally incompetent to manage his
property." On April 19, 1966, Willis Robedeaux filed a motion for
discharge from his duties as guardian for the alleged reason that
the Bureau of Indian Affairs had actively resumed its supervision
over his father's trust property and income therefrom, and that his
services as guardian were no longer needed. The record does not reflect
that the court ever acted on this motion. It does appear, however, that
Willis Robedeaux did not thereafter exercise any responsibilities as
his father's guardian.

Examiner Blaine, in his Order Approving Will and Decreeing
Distribution, found that the decedent's heirs at law, as determined
in accordance with Oklahoma law, were Oneta Robedeaux, Willis
Edward Rotbedeaux, and Ramona Esther Auld. Had the decedent
died intestate, each would have received a one-third share in his
estate. The Examiner also allowed Oneta's claim in the sum of
$4,200, for monthly support payments of two hundred dollars allowed
by the District Court in the divorce proceedings by order of
April 17, 1966.

Following the filing of petitions for rehearing by each of the
appellants herein, Examiner John F. Curran entered denials of each
such petition in separate instruments dated August 24, 1970. His
rationale in connection with each of these rulings will be taken up
in more detail in subsequent discussion of the various issues raised
herein.

Following denial of their petitions for a rehearing, each of the
appellants filed independent appeals and the matter is properly before
this Board for final decision pursuant to delegation of such authority
from the Secretary of Interior. 35 F.R. 12081 (uly 28, 1970). 2

As grounds for her appeal, Oneta Robedeaux assigns the following
fifteen errors which were originally set forth in her petition for re-
hearing:

1. Said instrument which purported to be the last will of William Cecil
Robedeaux was not signed by the decedent in the presence of each or either of the
attesting witnesses thereto.:

2. The subscription, to said instrument was not acknowledged by said deee-
dent to eaeh or either of the attesting witnesses thereto.

1 Shortly after issuing his Order Approving Will and Decreeing Distribution on Jane
oary 21, 1970, Hearing Examiner Blaine left the Department to accept employment with
another Federal Agency. Mr. Curran was assigned to succeed him.

2 The authority of Regional Solicitors to decide appeals from orders. and decisions of
hearing examiners in Indian probate matters has been superseded by this delegation.

441-339-71 2
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3. The said decedent did not, at, the time of the alleged acknowledgment
thereof, declare said instrument to: be his last will.

4.; The said witnesses to said Instrument did not sign their names thereto
at the request of the decedent nor in his presence.

5.' The said decedent;, at the time f the alleged execution of said instrument,.
was not of sound' mjind or memory, :or in any respect capable of making a dis-
position of his property because he was suffering from chronic alcoholism
that the decedent had been declared incompetent by the Probate Court of Okla-
homa County and was incompetent at the time of the execution of the purported
will; that, he frequently suffered from severe delirious tremens (sic); that, he
did not know 'the extent of his property, and; had been judicially declared
incompetent to manage same; that there was no change in his ondition which
would justify the disposition of his assets to the detriment of the petitioner;
his lawful wife..

6. Said instrument was obtained and the alleged execution thereof procurred
(sic) ' by undue infuene epractised upon the decedent by Willis 'Edward

Rbbedeaux, his son, who''refused to'give the decedent monies or to buy'liquor
for him if he did. not do exactly as Willis- Edward Robedeaux directed.

7. That he did not know the persons, including this petitioner who were the'
natural objects of his bounty: in that he didnot make. a just provision for the
petitioner, nor by; (sic)' his daughter, Lena V. Robedeaux,. by his sister (Effie
Roy, who 'was a witness)', that the decedenit clearly lacked testamentary capacity.

8. Irregularity in the proceedings of the trial examiner and the prevailing
party by which this appellant was prevented from having a fair trial.

9.. Te, conduct of Willis Edward Robedeaux by his threatening manner and
physical gestures toward the appellant, her witnesses, and her attorney in the
course of the trial.

10. That the decision is not sustained by sucient -evidence, and is contrary
to law. ' - :

11. Error of law occurring at the trial, and excepted to by the appellant.
12. Refusal of the Hearing Examiner to accept polygraph examinations by

any reputableexaminerof the Hearing Examiner's choice of Willis Edward
Robedeaux, Juanita Robedeaux (Mrs. Willis Robedeaux), Lena Robedeaux,
Effie Roy, Lewis (ic) LeForee, and the petitioner, the principal witnesses who
testified at the trial of this cas&-The polygraph testswere offered to be paid for
by Oneta Robedeaux and Lena V. Robedeaux, and would have helped the hearing
examiner reach.a- just decision in this case, and should have been- received. The
offer is renewed by this instrument.

13. Newly discovered evidence, material for the petitioner which she could
not, with reasonable diligence, have discovered and produced at the trial which
goes to the competency of the decedent.

14. The Hearing Examiner erred in denying her attorney reasonable attorney
fees because it was through the acts of Willis Edward- Robedeaux that she was
denied all the monies after the decedent became incompetent and when she
attempted to secure sufficient monies for her living; that because of the acts of
the guardian, the decedent.filed suit in Pawnee County, Oklahoma, which re-
quired the petitioner to defend said action. Minimum bar fees should be allowed
her attorney. Decedent was not even a resident of Pawnee County, but was living
with Effle Roy, his sister, in Noble County when said action was filed.
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15. That petitioner was the lawful wife of the decedent for more than 14
years, and no cause exists why she should be deprived of her just share as a
widow; and that the Hearing Examiner should have given her 3 of the estate
of the decedent, and declared the will void and invalid.:

The. appeal of Lena V. Robedeaux is almost identical to that of
Oneta Robedeaux withi'respect to the various allegations of invalid
execution of the will, lack of testamentary 'capaoity undue infiuence,
unspecified irregularities in the conduct of the hearing, newly dis-
covered evidence and unspecifed errors' of the hearing examiner. In
addition, Lena V. Robedeaux alleges' that she is; the daughter of the
decedent, that during his lifetime decedent did not support or educate
her een though she had brain damage, that she is not mientioned by
name in; the decedents last wil, a'nd that the will does 'not indicate that
this omission was intenional. '

EXECUTION OF THE WILL

The various allegationsi of technical irregularities in the execution
of the: will -which appear in. the' appeals of. both contestants, Oneta
Ruth Lamb Robedeaux and Lena V. Robedeaux, fail to contain cita-
tions of specific statutory or.casetauthority. These. allegations appear
to be based on requirements typically found in state laws. It is- well
established, however,; Ithat compliance with the requirements of state
laws in the execution of Indian wills is not required. Blamnet v. Cardin,
as Guardian. of Daylight, a Minor,.et al. 256 U.S. 319 (1921) ; Estate of
Annie Devereaum Howard, IA-884 (December 17, 1959). Because
state laws are inapplicable in deterinining the validity, of wills of
Indians disposing of their trust or restricted property, and since there
is no requirement in; 25. TUS.C. sec. 373 (1964) 3that the Secretary of
the Interior prescribe regulations which precisely describe the form
and manner of execution of such wills,- we must look primarily to the
probate regulations for guidance. The pertinent regulation, 25. CFR
15.28 (a), simply provides that an Indian, of the age of 21 years and of
testamentary capacity, who has 'any right, title, or interest in trust or
restricted pro'perty, may dispose of such property by .a will executed
in writing and attested by two disinterested adult witnesses. In the
case before us, standard-form affidavits'of the decedent and the two
attesting witnesses acco'mpany the will. The decedent's affidavit indi-
cates that the will was prepared by Elmer W. Jeannotte and that the

'T i seto autorze th dotid,, . . P. \ 
SThis section authorizes the disposition-by Indians by. will of their trust or restricted

property.
See Romovich v. Chapman, 191 F. 2d 761 (D.C. Cir., 1931).
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decedent requested the two attesting witnesses, William R. Scott and
Henry Sheridan to act as witnesses thereto. It also states that the two
attesting witnesses heard the decedent publish and declare the same to
be his last -will and testament, that the decedent and the witnesses
signed the will in the presence of each other, and that the will 'was
read and explained to the decedent, or read by him, before he signed
it. Such an affidavit in and of itself constitutes prima facia evidence
that the will was attested to by the witnesses in the presence of the
testator and that the testator likewise signed the will in their presence.
Estate of Joe (Joseph) Sherwood, IA-P-20 (November 19, 1960).

The two contestants, Lena Robedeaux and Oneta Robedeaux, pre-
sented no evidence whatever to establish their allegation that the will
was not signed by the decedent in the presence of each or either of the
attesting witnesses. Indeed, the record clearly shows the contrary.
Thus, the two attesting witnesses, William IR. Scott and Henry
Sheridan, both testified that they were present when the decedent
signed the will. Henry Sheridan testified that both he and Scott were
present when the testator signed the will and that he and Scott attested
the same in the presence of each other. Scott, however, was not certain
that Sheridan was present when he affixed his signature. Even so,
because of the wording of the regulation, the prevailing rule does not
require the two attesting witnesses to be present at the same time.
Estate of Joe (Joseph) Sherwood, supra. Both attesting witnesses did
sign the instrument. There is no requirement in the regulations or
elsewhere that they sign in the presence of the testator, or that the
testator acknowledge his subscription to his will to either or both
of the attesting witnesses, or that he "publish" said instrument by
declaring it to be his last will. It is a rule of general application that,
in the absence' of a statute requiring it, publication is unnecessary.
94 C.J.S. Wills sec. 187 (1956). Nor is there any requirement, as the
contestants contend, that the attesting witnesses sign their names in
response to an overt request of the testator. In 'Estate of Annwe
Devereaua Howard, supra, this question was put in proper perspective:

That portion of regulations applicable to the present situation provides that an
Indian of the age-of 21 years and of testamentary capacity may dispose of his
trust or restricted property by a will executed in writing and "attested by two
disinterested adult witnesses." There is nothing contained in the regulations
requirng that the testatrix shall request the attesting witnesses to sign as such.

We are satisfied from our review of the entire record that the execu-
tion of the will in question was regular in all respects and was fully in
accordance with the applicable regulations.
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TESTAMENTARY CAPACITY

The contention of the contestants, Oneta Robedeaux and Lena V.
Robedeaux, that the decedent lacked testamentary capacity rests chiefly
on his chronic alcoholism and his having been the subject of guardian-
ship proceedings. Aside from the implications one might draw from
the guardianship proceedings, the evidence of the decedent's lack of
testamentary capacity consists of the opinions of the two contestants,
both of whom are parties claiming an interest in the estate, and the
opinion of decedent's sister, Effie Roy. Thus, Oneta Robedeaux, Lena
Robedeaux, and Efflie Roy, each testified that the decedent was not
"competent" to make a willi On cross-examination,, however, Oneta
testified that when the decedent- was not drunk he was "normal", that
he knew who his children were, who she was, who his former wife was,
and that he had money at the Indian Agency. She also testified that the;
decedent, when he was sober, was rational and normal and knew-what
he was doing. X

Lena Robedeaux also qualified her opinion by testifying that the
decedent would have been competent to make a will if he was sober. at
the time, and that she did not know whether or not he was drunk or
sober on March 2, 1967, when the will in question was executed.

Dr. P. R. Reimer, who treated the decedent at various times in 1968,
confirmed that the decedent was an alcoholic and that he had various
diseases including diabetes, heart trouble, hypertension, kidney trou-
ble, and arteriosclerosis. He indicated, however, that while these ail-
inents could affect one's ability to function mentally: and conduct
business, they would not necessarily have that effect, and' in the dece-
dent's case they did not have that effect "as far as he could tell." He felt
the decedent was competent to make a will. Although his opinion is
based on dealings with the decedent after the will was executed, we
may consider the same in determining testamentary capacity at the
time of execution of the will. Moore et al. v. Glover, 196 Okla. 177, 163
P. 2d 1003 (1945).

Willis Robedeaux testified that on March 2, 1967, the date of the
execution of the will, his father was sober, was aware of the extent of
his property, and knew who the members of his family were.

Both attesting witnesses testified that the decedent, at the time he

6 The extreme generality of Effie Roy's testimony is characteristic of that of Lena
Robedeaux and Oneta Robedeaux on this point The following exchange, appearing at
page 5 of the transcript of her testimony, is typical: Q. "Alright, from the time he was
placed under guardianship in 1957 until he died, was he ever competent to draw a will
in your opinion?" A. "I will sayno, I don't think he was."
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executed his last will, was sober and had sufficient mental capacity to
make a will. One of these witnesses, William R. Scott, a social worker
at the Pawnee Agency, testified that the guardianship was necessitated
by the decedent's inability to manage his money and property rather
than mental incompetency. This is corroborated by Willis Robedeaux,
who testified that heas 'appointed guardian for his father's estate in
1957 by the County Court of Oklahoma County because the decedent
was a spend-thrift and because a go-hetweeilbetweenthe decedent and
the Bureau of Indian Affairslwas needed. i

In addition to 'ihe testimony of Willis tinbedeaux, Dr. Rebner, and
the two 'atte sting witnesses, the examiner' iinding of snfficient tsta-
mentary capacity is'supported by the testimony of tWo of: the testators
friends,'Byron'Neal and J. W. Ridley. Theytestified the testator was
able to carry on convrsatibons in a normal, rational manner, and that
he was coefpetit'tom ake a will.

In view of our' old ng herein 'that the will in question ias duly
txeoited, the burden of proof as to 'tettamentary incapacity is on the
two contestants. In the Hattesi of the Estate of Samuel luqh' Wads-
fworth, 273 P. 2d 997 (Okla. 1954) ; 94i;C.J.S.TWils ec. 31 (1956).
?From our reading of the record, we believeit apparent that the testator
knew each of 'his' children and was Otherwise aware of the' natural
objects of his bounty. It is not unusual that he Jihbse to disinherit his
second wife, Oneta Robedeaux, in view of their troubled marital status
and the fact-that' divorce proceedings werebpendingzat the date the
will was signed and at the time of his death. Whether the disposition of
prope'ty' uder a will is natural is deterin'ed by examining the rein-
tionship existing at the time of its execution between deceddnt,'and his
heirs and devisees. Eitate of Edward Leon Petsenoe, IA-T-1O
(April 29, 1968) . Here, the evidence clearly establishes that the marital
relationship between the decedent and Oneta Robedeaux had signifi-
cantly deteriorated and it was perfectly natural and consistent for
him to disinherit'her. The failure of the decedent to mention Lena
IRobedeaux in his will is also entirely consistent with the relationship
which existed between them during his lifetime. While the record indi-
cates that the decedent, from time to time, purchased gifts for Lena,
this is explainable by the fact that she wfats the daughter of his sister.
It does not Inecessarily evidence any indication of intent on the dece-
dent's part to manifest paternal feelings and instincts toward her.

There is no evidence in the record that the decedent's alcoholism
caused any damage to his brain so as to substantially affect his mem-
ory or ability to reason or that he was under the'influence of alcohol
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or otherwise incapacitated at the time he made his will in March of
1967. Accordingly, we find the evidence that the decedent was a
chronic alcoholic, even combined with his other illnesses, is insufficient
to rebut the testimony of the attesting witnesses and other witnesses
concerning his testamentary capacity. Estate of William Bigheart, Jr.,
IA-T-21 (August8, 1969).

The fact that the decedent was unable to manage his own business
affairs does not preclude a findingthat he possessed' testamentary
capacity at the time of the execution of his. will. Estate of Taf-poie
(Tof-poie), A-11413 '(May 9,19.66) ;-Estate of Anna CharZey Kaseca
White, IA-T143 (Jtne 18, 1968) .While an adjudication of a testator's
mental incompetency to anage his property is to be considered in-the
determination of his testamentary capacity, such evidence is not con-
clusive proof thereof. Estate of Woo3k-keah-.nah, IA-855 (Oc-
tober 21, 1958) 65 I.D. 436. A person is not deemed to he incompe-
tent to make a will by virtue of that fact that a guardian has been
appointed. Moore v. Clover, supra; In re Nitey's Estate, 175 Okla.
389, 53 P. 2d 2-15 (1935). A person may require 'a guardian to super-
vise his estate and yet be competent to make a valid will disposing of it
upon his death. In re Bottger's Estate, 14 Wash. 2d 676, 129 P. 2d 518
(1942). . :.

We subscribe to the generally accepted definition of testamentary
'capacity appearing In re Nitey's-Estate, supra, i.e., a state of mental
capacity to understand in a general way the nature of the business then
ensuing, to be able to bear in mind in a general way the nature and
situation' of the property, to remember the objects of one's bounty, and
to p>Ian or understand the scheme of distribution. See also In re Bott-
ger's Estate; supra. We are satisfied that the testator demonstrated a
sufficient capacity to meet these requirements. Accordingly, the deter-
mination made by the examiner on this point will not be disturbed 6n
appeal.

UNDUE' INFLUENCE

The contestants also allege that the will was obtained, and the execu-
tion thereof procured, by undue influence practiced upon the decedent
by his son, WillisRobedeaux. The theory advanced is that Willis
refused to give his father money to purchase liquor unless he did exactly
as directed. We find this allegation to be without merit. Indeed, we
find little correlation between this allegation, of undue influence aris-
ing out of psychological pressure resulting from withholding alcohol,
and the proof presented by contestants. Their evidence, viewed
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in its most favorable light, consists of a showing that Willis
Robedeaux was his father's guardian for a period of time, that
he drove his father to the agency to make the will, that the decedent
stayed with Willis a majority of the time during the six year period
preceding his death, that due to ill health and alcoholism the decedent
was susceptible to undue influence, and that Willis drove his father
to the hospital and other places where the decedent had to go. While
the opportunity may have existed for Willis to exercise undue influence
over his father, there is no proof that he actually coerced or influenced
the: decedent's execution of a favorable will. The fact that decedent
did not have a diver's license accounts for his being chauffeured by
Willis on various occasions. Willis also denied that he discussed the
provisions of the will with his father, although he did admit encourag-
ing his father to make a will.

The position of the contestants is also eroded by the testimony of
Effie Roy that the decedent, during the last six or seven years of his
life, lived with her a substantial part of the time.

Where, as here, it has been established that a will was duly executed,
the contestants have the burden of, proving undue influence. In re
Estate of Wadsworth, supra. To invalidate a will because of undue in-
fluence upon a testator, it must be shown: (1) that he was susceptible
to being dominated by another; (2) that the person allegedly influenc-
ing him in the execution of the will was capable of controlling his mind
and actions; (3) that such person did exert influence upon the decedent
of a nature calculated to induce or coerce him to make a will contrary
to his own desires; and (4) that the will is contrary to the decedent's
own desires. Estate of Louis B. Fronkeier, IA-T-24 (Feb. 24, 1970).
If any one of these elements of proof is missing, an allegation of undue
influence cannot be established merely by showing that an opportunity
ekisted for it to be exerted. Estate of Joe (Joseph) Sherwood, IA-
P-10 (May 9, 1968). Nor can active participation in procuring the
execution of a will be inferred from the fact that the person charged
with undue influence accompanied the testator to an attorney's office
where the will was executed, in the absence of evidence showing that
the testator went there at such person's instigation and that the testa-
tor was not acting in accord with his own desires. In re LingenfeZter's
Estate, DeArmmond v. T ker eta. 38 CaL 2d 571,241 P. 2d 990 (1952).
We find no evidence in the record indicating, or tending to indicate,
that Willis Robedeaux withheld alcohol from his father for the pur-
pose of coercing his father, contrary to his father's own desire, into
making a will with favorable provisions for himself and his sister,
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Ramonla uEsther Auldl. N~or do we find evidence wlich tends to establish
that the decedent was a person susceptible to the domination of his son
or- any other person. There is absolutely no showing that Willis ac-
tually exerted influence on the decedent with respect to specific provi-
sions of the will, or that there wvas pressure of anyl kind operating di-
rectly or indirectly upon the decedent at tbie time of the testamellntary
act. Estate of Chavrotte Davis Ka'ie, 72 I.D. 58 (1965). Furthermore,
since the decedent's1will provides for the disposition of his estate to
lls two children, the natu ral objects of his bounty, w e ffild this to be a
perfectly natural distribution. Generally speaking, no influence upon
a testator is sufficient to invalidate a will unless it was directly COll-;

hected with the execution of tle instrumlent by the testator, and was
present and operating directly upon his mind so as to control his dis-
position of his property under the will. 57! Am. Jur. Wills see. 352
(1948). There is no showingt -that Willis Robedeaux or any other per-

son brouglt pressure to bear upon the decedent in proximity to the
time and place of perfornlance of the testamentary act.

Proof of undue influence in the execution of a will must also be
so substantial that the judges of fact, having a proper understandilg
of what undue influence is, may perceive by whom and in what manner
it has been exercised, and what effect it has upon the will. 57 Ain. Jur.
Mills see. 435 (1948). While most of the authorities support the view

that a presumption of undue influence arises upon a showing that the
person who actively prepared or procured the executioll of a will ob-
tains a substantial benefit to whieh he has no natural claim, this pre-
sumption does not arise here. WAAillis Robedeaux, as a soln, does have a
natural claim to his father's estate, and he only encouraged his father
to make a will and did nlot actually procure the execution of the same.
He did not promote a distribution favorable to himself. 57 Am. Jur.

ils sec. 390 (1948).
Based upon our review of the evidence adduced at the hearings and

our interpretation of the applicable law, we concur with the determina-
tion of the examiner and fild that the sbject will is the product of
deedelnt's free and voluntary testamentaly at.

-PATERNITY

Lena Robedeaux claims that she isthe daughter of the dcedent
by is sisterE ffie Roy and that she was unintentionally omitted from
the will. Effie Roy testified that decedent was Lena's father, that she
gave birth to Lena in 1923 when she was 15 or 16 years old, and
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that she put the name of a friend, Rboy I-Iurst, on Lena's birth certificate
because he had befriended her. She also claims that On the occasion
of Lena's conception her brother attacked her. She did not tell her
father what had occurred but explained the matter away by saying
that she had had a fihlit with her brother in the barn.6

In 1960, in a motor court in Oklahoma City, the decedent allegedly
acknowledged to Effie Roy that he Avas Lena's father. Those present
were, in addition to the testator and Effie Roy, Lena and one Louis
LeForce. Lffie Roy admitted that her brother was "1drunllk at the time,
but she felt he understood what he Was saying. Lena Robedeaux' and
Louis LeForce corroborated Effie Roy's testimony concerning the con-
versation in Oklahoma City in 1960. In addition LeForce testified
that the decedent told him in 1943 that Lena was his daughter. LeForce
Aas "datilig" Lenaat tle time.

Oneta Robedeaux testified that the decedent told her in 1955 7 that
he- was Lela's father and that they discussed the matter "lots of times"
after that.

In his ruling, denying the petition for rehearing of Lena V. Robe-
deaux, the Hearing Examiner took judicial notice of the order approv-
ing will and decreeing distribution dated May 10, 1968, in the Estate
of Carl Bruce Clifton, deceased Otoe Unallottee, noting that:

In that ase the mother of this petitioner testified on March 21, 1968, that Carl
Bruce Clifton was the father of the petitioner. The petitioner made a sworn
statement at that hearing that the testimony of her mother was true. This record
plainly establishes that the decedent in the case at bar is not the father. of the
petitioner.

Uifortunately the record in this case is barren of the records and
transcript of hearing in the Estate of Carl Biwe Clifton. Nor is there
any testimony in the record before us f roin Effie Roy or other wit-
nesses relative to Effie Roy's testimony in that case. The Examiner's
ruling appears to have been primarily based upon the contradictions
in Effie Roy's testimony concerning the paternity of her daughter.
Although not challenged by any of the appellants herein we are con-
cerned with the' propriety of an examiner's taking official notice of
facts and testimony front other turelated files without giving inter-
ested parties an opportunity to contest such information.

As we held i Estate of Luclle M1athilda Callous Leg Ieland,
I IBIA 67, 78 I.D. 66 (1971), Indian probate adjudications fall within

The records of the Pawnee Field Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs reflect that Roy
Hurst is Lena's father. These records also show that Lena is "Illegitimate."

7 Shortly after they were married,
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the provisions of the A:dministrative Procedure Act. In hearings
governed by the Administrative Procedure Act where a decision of
an agenc+ is: based on official notice of a material fact not appearing in
the evidence in the record, any party shall on timely request be afforded
an opportunity to show the contrary, 5 U.S.C. sec. 556(e) (Supp. V,
lOTO) ;. 2 Davis, Administrative Law Treatise, sec. 15.01 (1958). It is
also generally recognized, however, that while an administrative
agency may tale notice of facts known to it, such facts niust be made
to appear in the record in order to support a decision. United States
v. Baltinore and O.S.TT .R.R. et al.. 226 U.S. 14 (1912); 2 Am. Jur.
2d Adinitrative Law, sec. 386 (1962).

Although we recognize that there is sonie conflict in the authorities
as to the propriety; of an administrative tribunal basing its deciSion
upon facts gathered from other files in its possession without intro-
ducing those files into evidence,8 we conclude that it was improper
for the examiner to .se information gleaned from the record in the
Estate of Carl Bruce Clifton without giing the interested parties
herein due notice thereof and an opportunity to contest or rebut the
saine. Such action, however, does not constitute prejudicial error for
two reasons. First, there is other independent evidence in this rec6rd
sufficient to sustain the finding that the decedent was not Lena's father.
Second, in view of our other findings herein, the ultimate result would
have been the same had the examiner ruled in Lena's favor on the
paternity issue. Furthermore, since the point was not raised in the
notice of appeal, it is deemed waiv ed.

Where the examiner has had the opportunity to observe the witnesses
and evaluate their estirloniy on the controverted factual question of
paternity it has been, and still is, the policy of this Department not
to disturb his conclusions thereon. Estates of Josie Carroll Mustache
and John M/ustache, Sr., IA-1262 (April 4, 1966).

Furthermore, having examined this record carefully, we are in-
clined to view the testimony of Lena Robedeaux and the other wit-
nesses in her behalf with considerable reservation. Here, the decedent
and Lena never mainitained the usual father-daughter relationship.;
Nor did the *ecedenit educate or appreciably support Lena during
his lifetime. His actions throughout were not particularly compatible
with an aclnowledgment on his part that Lena was his daughter.
No evidence was produced sholving that the decedent ever acknowlI-

See 2 m. ur. 2d A dnijiserative Law 3S7 (1962).
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edged paternity in Writing. Estates of Josie. Carroll Mustache and
John 1itstaehe, ., spra. We ar also influeed by the fact that
Effie Roy at the time of Lena's conception failed to name her brother
as the father, even to her own fatler, although this is piossibly explain-
able by tthe fact that she was only 15 to 16 years, of age at the time.
Of even stronger persuasion is the fact that another individual, Roy
Hurst, was named as Iella's father not only in Lena's birth certificate
(which was prepared at that time) but also in the records of the Bu-
reau of Indian Afairs which were prepared some years thereafter.
Finally, we-have given some consideration to Lena's admission that she
went by the naame "Lena, Hurst" until 1966. e

Although we agree with the Iearing Examiner that the record
does not establish paternity on the part of thff decedent, even if we
were to assume, argue~do, that paternity was established in this rec-
ord the result in te final aialysis, would be the same. The appellant,
Lena Robedeaux, urges that she is entitled uder Oklahom a law to
share in the estate as a unintentionally omitted child. The applicable
statute cited by appellant, 84 OSA, section 132- provides:

Provisions for children tmintentioaally omitted. When nay testator omits to
rovide in his Will for any of his children or for the is8ie of any deceased child

unless it appears that such omission was intentional, such child or the issue
; of such child, Cmust haethe same share in the estate of the testator, as if he
had died intestate, and succeeds thereto as providedin the preceding section.

Te are, of course, not obliged to follow any state statute in deter-
iniing the righlts of reterilaitted heirs. Charles 0l1nent Richard,

IA-l260 (July 15, 1963). I any event, it appears to us that Lena's
olission. was intentional and that this will is entirely consistent witl
decedent's actions, as well as the relationships which he estoblished
during his lifetime. The facts of tlls case parallel tose in Estate of
George Chahsenah, IA-T-4 (Juie 20, 1967), -a decision in which the
Regional Solicitor reversed Examlliner Blaime. The Regional Solicitor
was reversed by the District Court in Ate'wooftakeewa et al. v. Udall
9277 F.'Sup. 464 467-68 (D.C.W.D. OklIa. 1967) ,9 wherein the court
stated:

The import of the Regional Solicitor's'views is that an inequity will result
should the decedent's estate be permitted to devolve uipon a niece, who had pro-
vided the decedent with a home, and to her children, and thereby is denied to a

: The decision of the District court in this case was subsequently reversed by the 10th
Circuit as reported, Dorita High Horse v. ate, 407! E2d 94 (Oth Cir. 1969). The Court
of Appeals i trn was revesed by the Supreme court sub ssosa. Tooehw iseh (Groosabi),
Adniscihstratrix et al. v. Hickel, 397 U.S. 98 (1970) whIch in effect affirmed both Examiner
Blaine and the District Court.
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putative daughter whose relationship with the decedent was only of the most
casual nature. I find difficulty in following his reasoning to that conclusion.
Moreover, there is danger in that course in that it provides no recognizable
standard, thereby permitting the; Secretary to go las near or as far in the grant
of his sanction as his:sympathies may lead him, in whatever direction, and con-
ceivably could result in all manner of discretionary abuses.

This decedent's will was not an unnatural one in light of the circumstances.
Someone has lost sight of the fact here that Congress has conferred the ight
to make a will:'upon the Indian and not upon the Secretary. The Secretary
can no; more use his approval powers to substitute his will for that of the Indian
than he can dictate its terms. If the will making right is to be meaningful the
Indian must be given a free hand to decide uLpon those persons who shall be the
objects of his bounty without unreasonable Secretarial interference. I find that
the denial of approval of the last will and testament of George Chahsenah lacks
a rational basis and it is unreasonable and arbitrary denial of a right conferred
upon him by Congress.

W6 are satisfied that the omission of Lela fron the decedent's
will was intended and that she would not be eititled to share til
the decedent's estate even if the Oldahonia statute -vere applicable.

Accordingly, we find no error in this respect in the exaniner's
denial of the petition for rehearing of Lena V. Robedeaux entered
August 24, 1970, herein.

MISCELLANEOUS ALLEGATIONS OF ERROR

The tvo contestants, Lena Robedeaux and Oneta Robedeaux, have
alleged, in grossly vague terms, "irregularities in the proceedings of
the trial examiner," "error of law occurring at the trial," and other
error arising out of the refusal of the Examiner to order polygraph
examinations of Willis Robedeaitx and his wife, the contestants, Effie
Roy, and Lonis LeForce. With regard to the general allegations of
error, we will not scour the record to find irregular ti s which are
not specified with at least some particularity in the appeal. This
Board is no different froi t ohller administrative review boards, and
for that matter, from appellate courts, in its lack of clairvoyant
powers. We have absolutely no way of knowing what the appellants,
or their attorney, have in ind in regard to these allegations.

In connection with the refusal of the Examiner to direct polygraph
examinations, there are numerous reasons why this allegation is with-
out merit. To begin with, the Examiner has no authority to order
any of the parties or witnesses to take lie detector tests. Assuming
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some of the parties mentioned by the appellants were willing to take.
such tests, the proper procedure would have been for appellants'
attorney to have had the tests taken prior to the hearing and offer
the same in evidence at the hearing. At this point, the Examiner
would have discretion to accept or reject the evidence, provided a
proper foLudation for the receipt of such evidence had been estab-
lished. Even if the Examiner had accepted such evidence, however,
we would-be strongly inclined to find the receipt thereof to be improper
and prejudicial. The results of polygraph or lie detector tests are
not ordinarily admissible. Aetna Insurance Co. et al. v. Barnett Bros.,
Inc., :289 F. 2d 30 (8th Cir. 1961); 32 C.J.S. Evidence sec. 588(4)
(1964). This is true regardless of whether submission to such tests
is by voluntary agreement, :by direction of the tribiunal, or by coer-
cion. 32 C.J.S. Evidence sec. 588(4) (1964). Such tests simply have
not. gained sufficient standing, scientific recognition, or degree of
dependability. Henderson v. State, 94 Okla. Crim. 45, 230 P. 2d 495
(1951). See also Annot., 23 A.L.R. 2d 1306 (1952).

The two contestants, in raising the question of their right to submit
newly discovered evidence bearing on the "competency of the dece-
dent," attached to each of their appeals al affidavit of one Estanislado
Farias, which contains material relating not only to decedent's com-
petency, but also to the paternity question. While we do not condone
the practice of placing evidence in the record as attachments to an
appeal, we have examined the affidavit of Mr. Farias and conclude
that had his testimony been received in evidence, it would be only
cumulative and would have no bearing on the ultimate decision reached
in this case.

Accordingly, we find no irregularities in the record which occurred
during the conduct of the hearing or otherwise such as, would have
the effect of depriving the appellants of administrative due process
or an otherwise fair hearing.

ATTORNEY FEES

Claim of Jon, H. Kennedy
Mr. Kennedy has submitted his claim herein for attorney fees in

the stm of $6,105.63 for services rendered in behalf of Oneta Robedeaux
in the divorce proceedings described hereinabove.

As a general proposition, the jurisdiction of the Secretary to deter-
mine and award attorney fees in Indian probate proceedings will be
asserted in two situations. First, where the fees are for representa-
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tion of Indians in such probate proceedings, and second, where the
fees are for services rendered in behalf of the decedent during his
lifetime, in which event the claim is of the same genre as those of
other general creditors including judgment creditors. Mr. Kennedy's
claim does not fall within either of these cate ories. In the normal
course of business, his fees would be the responsibility of his client,
Oneta Robedeaux, absent a determination by the Oklahoma court to
the contrary'. .

In the absence of a judgment against the decedent for fees issued
by the divorce court,. similar to. the support money award made by
that court, no fees can be allowed to Mr. Kennedy. Oneta Robedeaux
takes nothing from this estat. under the E xaminer's decision herein
affirmed and neither does his other client, Lena Robedeaux. All pro-
ceedings herein were under the provisions of 25 CFR 15.26, which
remained in effect util April 15, 1971, when the procedure was
revised with the publication of 43 CFR sec. 4.281 in 36 F.R. 198.
Under 2 CFR 15.26 the fees for the attorney representing Oneta
and Lena Robedeaux were collectable only from such interest as they
might take from the estate. Here they took nothing, and no fee can
be allowed against the interests of the other beneficiaries.

Claigms of Houston lus Hill and Thurnan S. Hurt--Di ore and
Guardianship Proceedings

Houston Bus .- ill and Thurman S. Hurst have'filed claims herein
in the total sum of $8,250 for their' representation of the decedent
in the two divorce actions filed in 1966 -and the guardianship
proceeding.

In his order of January 21, 1970, Examiner Blaine, denied this
claim. Examiner Curran, in denying the petition for rehearing of' Mr.
Hill and Mr. Hurst by instrument dated Auglst 24, 1970, stated:

This claim is for the legal services rendered in collateral actions before sep-
arate tribunals. The claim is not for legal services rendered in this probate
proceedings, and the Hearing Examiner has no jurisdiction to adjudicate and
determine the amount of fees where there was no contract for a fixed fee.
This claim is: an unliquidated claim and the Hearing Examiner is without
jurisdiction to adjudicate an unliquidated claim not related etirely and di-
retly to the restricted estate. See Estate. of Thoqnas Umntitch, IA-1157, April 7,
1960; Bennett v. Vordelon, La. App. 146 So. 176.

We disagriee with some of the conclusionhs reached by the Examiner.
First, his jurisdiction'in adjudicating claims for attorney fees is not
limited to claims for services rendered in Indian probate proceedings.
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Claims for ali types of legal services rendered a decedent during his
lifetime could have been recognized as general creditors' claims: pur-

-suant to 25 CFR 15.23, provided 'all the requisites of that seetion were
met. We see 'no generic difference between laims for services of a
legal nature and claims for goods provided or other categories of
services. Where there is no written or oral contract, the reasonable
vaue of such services should be: ascertained by quantun nemrait. We
disagree withthe examiner that the claim in question is "tunliquidated",
in the sense that such term is used to bar allowance of claims sound-
ing in tort not reduced to judgment. Both liability and damages are
jury. questioins in a tort action, whereas the value of 'the serivices of
all attorney i's within the peculiar field of the Examiner. He' may rely
upon his ownt special Imnowledge to' form an independent judgment
of the value of. legal services rendered with 'or- without the testimony
of witnesses. Campell, et al. v. Green, 112 F. 2d 143 (5tli Cir. 1940).

However', it would appear very doubtful that attorney fees in a
guardianship proceeding initiated and conducted etirely under au-
thority of the laws of the State of Oklahoma could be considered:
a general debt- of the deceased inco~npetent. Under the authority 'of
Cairbell, supra, the evalnation of fees -in that proceding wuld.
appear to be within the discretion 'of the judge of the: County Court
of Oklahoma County, Oklahoma, the Court having jurisdiction of
the appointment of the guardian for whom the attorney acted.,

,Since the record and briefs are devoid of ally reference' to this'
rule, it is incumbent, upon the attorney to establish his clain to fees
for services to the guardian as distinguished from services to the
decedent in'the divorce matter. When'the record is complete, the
claims may be indistinguishable, in view of the recitals in M!r.' Hill's
appeal indicating that the guardianship was a continuing status dur-
ing the times the divorce actions 'were filed and carried through the
Supreme Court of Oklahoma and back to the lower court.

Here,'if the claim i's for valuable services rendered to the decedent
during his lifttime, it is as fit a subject for payment as the expense
of the decedent:'*- burial expense,0 doctor's bills, and grocery bills. We
conclude that the liability for and reasonable value of such fees are
within the Examiner's jurisdiction for determinatioh, but only afte 
'the Examiner has first deterInined that the allowance of such fees
was beyond the eclusive jursdiction 'of the County Court of Okla-
homa County, Oklahom-a, in the 'guardianship' proceeding.

vlr.h Hill and' Mr. Hurst contend that the Hearing 'Examiner re-
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fused to permit the introduction of evidence relating to their attorney
fees. Attached as part of their appeal is an affidavit from former
Hearing Examiner Kent Blaine wherein Mr. Blaine affirms- that
prior to the hearing he advised Mr. Hill that, due to other issues and
anticipated extensive evidence, "there would be no evidence taken
at this hearing on these two creditors' claims for legal services." The
Examiner also indicated his intention that at some future time Mr.
Hill's entitlement to attorney fees for services as a general creditor
would be resolved informally "by conference or a special formal
hearing on these matters." Thus, former Examiner Blaine supports
Mr. Hill's contention that he was not permitted to introduce evidence
at the hearing relating to h-is entitlement to attorney fees in this
probate proceeding. Off-the-record agreements and understandings
as to prcedures or those that affect any rights of any party, are diffi-
cult of proof and the subject of controversy in cases. In the event
this matter should again come before this board, the rule will be that
no consideration will be given to any matter alleged which is not a part
of the official record as specified in 43 CFR 4.236, 36 F.R. 7196.

In view of the understanding between Mr. Hill and Examiner
Blaine that there -would be further proceedings to determine attorney
fees in this case, and in view of the questions raised herein, we see
no alternative but to remand this case to the hearing examiner for
such purposes.

In remanding this case for further proceedings, the issues are
strictly confined to the entitlement of Mr. Hill and Mr. Hurst to
attorney fees for services rendered before decedent's death which are
chargeable to this estate, and the amount thereof, if any.

Claim of Houston Bus HiZl-Probate Proceedings-Fes

In addition to the claims which Houston Bus Hill made against
the estate for attorney fees for services rendered to the decedent and
to his guardianship estate, he is now asserting an additional and sep-
arate claim in the amount of $2,500 for services rendered to the prin-.
cipal beneficiaries under the will, Willis Robedeaux and his sister,
Ramona Robedeaux Auld. It is not clear whether Mr. Hill was in
fact authorized or employed to represent these beneficiaries at all.
The transcripts of the hearings held January 16, 1969, and May 8,
1969, do not include an entry of appearance by Mr. Hill on behalf
of the beneficiaries as clients (Mr. Kennedy had duly filed a power
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of attorney from the widow). Mr. Hill had filed no power of at-
torney from his clients as required by 25 CFR 15.7, nor had he filed
the certificate required by 5 U.S.C. sec.. 500 (Supp. V, 1970) ,or even
qualified himself under 43 CFR 1.3. Examiner Curran, in his order
of August 24, 1970, relied in part upon these. omissions as aj basis for
the denial of the application for allowance of fees in the probate.
In the order- of : February 19, 1971 denying Mr. Hill's petition for
rehearing, he said, "A claim for attorney fees'after a final order. has
been entered comes too, late." The following facts are, noted:

: At the time Examiner Blaine issued.the order, of January21, 1970,
wherein he-approved the will, approved the claim for support money
arising outof the order of the divorce court, settled'for heirshi-p rights
of. Leona Robedeaux, and denied' the attorney fee. clains of both Mr.
Hill and Mr. Kennedy, he had only those issues before him and all
were finally disposed of therein., Having decided all of the issues,
his jurisdiction over'.the probate terminated subject only to his au-
thority to grant a petition for rehearing or to enter anorder njnc pro
tune to correct technical errors. Examiner. Blaine 'thereupon resigned
his position on January 6,1970.

On March 7, 1970, Mr. Hill filed his application for attoriey fees
and attempted thereby to reopen the proceedings and to interject
an entirely new issue into the probate without satisfying the require-
ments of 25 CFR 15.18.

A series of petitions for rehearing were separately filed by all the
opposing parties except Willis iRobedeaux S and, his,:sister, Ramona
Robedeaux Auld. Examiner Curran, the successor Examiner, entered
orders denying these petitions on August,24, 19T0. On the same .day
he entered a separate initial order denying Mr. Hill's March 20. 1970,
application for attorney fees.

Mr. Hill filed a petition 'for rehearing'on his probate attorney fee
issue on October, 22, 1970, and the notices of appeal vesting this Board
with jurisdiction asto all matters'eice'ptthe attorney fee issue were
filed in this ofce October.29, 1970. ;A separate appeal on the attorney
fee issue could not be filed at the time since Examiner, Ctirran had
not ruled' and did not rule on such Separate issue until February 19,
1971. The appeal on the separate fee issue, reached the offices of 'the
Board March 25, 1971. Mr. Hill's position on this appeal appears to
be somewhat adverse to the interests.of Willis0 Robedeaux and Ramona
IRobedeaux Auld since they were' not represented by Mr. Hill before
this Board, and since Mr. Hill's appeal concerns itself solely with his
claim for fees rendered in their behalf.
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The appeal of Houston Bus Hill for attorney fees in the amount
.of $2,500 for services rendered is, dismissed for lack of jurisdiction.

ORDER

Pursuant to the authority vested in this Board by virtue of its
delegation from the Secretary, 35 F.R. 12081, the orders of the Exam-
iner dated August 24, 1970, denying the petitions for rehearing of
Oneta Robedeaux, Lena Robedeaux, and John H. Kennedy, respec-
tively, are affirmed, and the appeals of these appellants are dismissed.
The order of the Examiner, dated August 24, 1970, denying the appli-
cation of Houston Bus I-ill, for attorney fees in connection -with his
representation of. Willis.:Robedeaux and -Ramona Esther Robedeaux
in these probate proceedings is affirmed and his appeal is dismissed.
The order of the Examiner dated August 24, 1970, denying the peti-
tion for rehearing of Houston Bus Hill and Thurman S. Hurst in
connection with their claims for services rendered in the divorce and
guardianship proceedings is set, aside, and these proceedings are
remanded for further- hearing in acordance with our: instructions
herein and for the preparation by the Examiner of a further decision
in thismatter. -:

In view of the delay caused by this remand and the potentially
adverse economic effect on the beneficiaries named in the will occa-
sioned thereby, we.see no reason-why partial distribution of the assets
of decedent's estate is not in order, provided sufficient funds. are with-
held to cover the claims of Houston Bus Iulland:Thurman S. Hurst
should such claims be -sustained on this remand. Accordingly, the
Examiner is instructed after first withholding sufficient funds for
payment of the claims of Houstoh Bus Hill and Thurman S. Hurst
in the divorce and guardianship proceedings to enter .an. order of
partial distribution,, providing for; (1) payment of the devise of $1
to Oneta Robedeaux (2) payment of her claim for monthly support
payments in the sun of $4,200, and (3) distribution of the remaining
assets in the decedent's estate, to the.extent possible,.with due con-
sideration as to the type and extent of such: assets, to Willis Edward
Robedeaux and Ramona Esther Robedeaux Auld, in the manner pro-
vided in decedent's will.

DAvID J. MoK, Chairman,
Board of Indian Appeals.

I CoNCUR:

MICTTAEL LASMR,
Alternate Board Member.
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SUSPENSION OF OPERATIONS ON OIL AND GAS LEASES

Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act: Generally
Under his conservation authority the Secretary (or his delegate) may ss-

pend operations on an OCS oil and gas lease while legislation is pending
where such, operations might lead to results inconsistent With the purpose
of the legislation.

Under his conservation authority the Secretary (or his delegate) may suspend
operations on an OCS oil and gas lease to permit the peparation. of an
environmental impact statement on exploratory drilling which will assist him
in the determination of any special stipulations to be imposed on drilling
permits.

When the regional oil and gas supervisor of the Geological Survey directs
the suspension of operations on an OCS lease in the interest of conserva-
tion, the lease will be extended for a period equal to the period of suspension.

M-36831 :July 21,1971

To: SEORETARY

SUBJECT: APPEALS OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA, MOBILE

OIL CORPORATION,.D GULF OIL CORPORATION, AND TEXACO INc.;

HUMBLE OIL AND REFINING COMPANY AND ATLANTIC RICHFIELD
COMPANY; AND STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA, FROM

ORDERS SUSPENDING OPERATIONS ON, OIL AND GAS LEASES IN THE

SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL.

You have asked us to review the appeals by these seven oil com-
panies from the suspension of operations imposed on April 21, 1971,
onl forty-seven of their oil and gas leases in the Santa Barbara Channel.
All leases were issued under section 8 of the Outer Continental Shelf
Lands Act (43 U.S.C. sec. 1337), hereafter called the OCS Act. The
suspension orders were issued by the regional oil and gas supervisor*
of the Geological Survey under 30 CFR 250.12(d) (1) which provides
that "* * * in the interest of conservation the supervisor may direct
* * *the suspension of operations * * 'Y' Another regulation (43
CFR 3305a.4) provides: In the event that under the provision of
30 CFR 250.12(c) or (d) (1), the regional oil and gas supervisor of
the Geological Survey directs the suspension of either operations or
production, or both, with respect to any lease, the term of the lease
will be extended by a period equivalent to the period of suspension."

Legislation to cancel thirty-five orf these leases has been submitted
to the Congress by the Department. Operations on these leases were
suspended from April 21, 1971, to January 2, 1973, to give the Congress
an opportunity to pass the termination bill. On the other twelve leases
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(and on two others not involved in these appeals) operation were
suspended for ninety days from April 21, 1971, to permit the Depart-
ment to complete the preparation of an environmental impact state-
iment on exploratory drilling on the Santa Barbara Channel. The
appellants have challenged the authority of the Department in these
circumstances to issue a suspension of operations on these leases iR
the interest of conservation and to grant an equivalent period of
extension.

Four principal legal questions are raised in these appeals:
1. Does the regional oil and gas supervisor, as a representative of

the Secretary, have authority to suspend operations on an OCS lease
in the interest of conservationi?

2. Were the suspensions of operations on the leases involved in these
appeals made in the interest of conservation ?

3. If the regional oil and gas supervisor has authority to suspend
operations on a lease in the interest of conservation, does the Secretary
have authority to extend the lease for a period equal to the period of
suspensions

4. Does the National Environmental Policy Act affect the Secre-
tary's and lessee's rights in the Santa Barbara situation?

The particular provisions of the OCS Act under which these ques-
tions arise have not been- tested in the courts nor have they been sig-
nificantly construed in administrative decisions of the Department.
Consequeuitly, guidance must come primarily from the legislative:
history of the OCS Act.

Although the appeal is only from the orders of suspension issued
by the regional oil and gas supervisor on-April 21, 1971, the appellants

* also allege that their leases were in effect suspended for periods prior
to the April 21 orders and request the Secretary to grant extensions
and rental ielief for those periods of de facto suspension.

Section 5(a) (1) of the OCS Act (43 U.S.C. sec. 1334(a) (1))'
' authorizes the Secretary to issue rules and regulations to carry out
* the provisions of the Act and states that "the rules and regulations

prescribedby the Secretary * may provide * * *,in the interest
of conservation, for * * *suspension of operations or produc-
tion * * * ." Pursuant to this statutory authority the' Secretary has
issued a regulation (30 CFR 250.12(d) (1)) which authorizes the
Supervisor to direct a suspension of operations or production, or both,
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in the interest of conservation. It is under this regulatory provision
that the suspensions in this case were issued. 

This regulation was issued in 1969 after the issuance of the leases
which are the subject of these appealrs Section 5(a) (1), provides thatt
the Secretary-
may at any time prescribe and amend such rules and regulations as he determines
to be necessary and proper in. order to provide for the prevention of waste and
conservation of the natural resources of the outer Continental Shelf, and the
protection of correlative rights therein, and, notwithstanding any other pro-
visions herein, such rules and regulations shall apply to a11 operations conducted
under a lease issued or maintained under the provisions of this Act. t *

Consequently, the' revised regulation, as- a regulation providing for
the conservation of the natural resources of the outer, Continental
Shelf, became,' upon 'promulgation,applicable to all existing leases,
including the leases involved in these appeals;

The answer to the first question is thus that the Secretary and, by
delegation, the regional oil and gas supervisor, have authority to sus-
pend operations in the interest of conservation on the forty-seven OCS
leases involved in these appeals.

Although the statute autborizes the Secretary to issue regulations
for the suspension of operations in the interest of conservation of
natural resources, the trm "conservation" is not 'defined in the statute,.
nor is there any explicit definition of the term in the legislative history
of the Act. However, conservation is. defined in the dictionary as: "1.
A conserving, preserving, guarding, or protecting; a keeping in Ia
safe or entire state; preservation. 2. Official care or keeping and supei-
vision, as of a river or forest * ' * ." Webster, New Inderacionai
Dictionary (2d ed. 1943). Even if the term'conservation" should be
limited to its use in the mining industry, a similarly broad definition
would be applicable: "conservation: conserving, preserving, guarding,
or protecting; keeping in a safe or entire state; using in an effective
manner or holding for necessary uses, as mineral resources." U.S.
Department of the'Interior,1Bureau of Mines, A Dictionary of Mlfining,.
Mineral, and Related:2Ternms (1968).

The legislative history of the OCS Act clearly indicates that j'con-
servation" was used in the broadest sense and not merely in the sense
of attaining maximum production or of protecting 'only the mineral

1 1n 1968 the comparablepregulations were 30 CFR 250.12(b), 30 OFR 250.20, and-43
CFR 3383.5.
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resource itself. When S. 1901 was. itroduced, the term "conservation".
appeared alone, but the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs reported S. 1901 With the addition of "prevention of waste."
S. Rep. No. 411, 83d Congress, 1st Sess. 17, 24 (1953). The present
text off section 5 (a) (1) was recommended by Secretary of the Interior
McKay in his-letter of June 8, 1953, to Senator:Cordon of the Senate
Interior Committee. S. Rep. No. 411,, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. 26, 2, 29
(1953). In that letter, at age 2 Secretary McKay referred to the
expansiowv of the authority under section 5 to cover "prevention of
waste,

Mr. Duncan, Chief of the Conservation Division, Geological Survey,
testified-in support of the Department's:position before the Senate
Committee on May .21, 1953. Mr. Duncan discussed conservation in
general anod gave examples. of. the conservation regulations of the
Department, one. of which was the regulation of "pollution and surface
damage.'.,' Thus it was.clear to the Senate Committee considering the
bill that. the IDepartment deemed conservation to be a term denoting:
the protection of other interests as well as the attaimnent of maxi-
mun production. Nothing was' written by the Committee or said in
Congressional debate to indicate that the meaning of conservation of
natural resources was to be limited or that the term was to be inter-
preted in any way other than that used by the Department.

Secretary McKay, in his letter- of June 8, 1953, supra, stated, at
page 28 that broad authority in the field of conservation was needed
by the Department'so.that it-would be free to modify its regulations "as
circumstances peculiar to operations.- and actual experience in admin-
istering a leasing program in ther submerged lands made appropriate."
The. Department's conservation authority was to be broad and not to
be .restricted in its actions in the new areas of the outer Continental
Shelf. Secretary McKay's recommendation was adopted. The eventual
terms/of section 5 (a).(1) were largely evolved from the recommenda-
tions of the IDepartinent.2 ,

We hold that the Secretary's authority to, issue regulations for the-
suspension of operations in the interest of conservation is broad and

2 Under any circumstances the determination of the meaning of a term in a statute by
the officer charged with the administration- of that statute is given great weight; "An
administrative official charged with the duty of administering a specific statute has a duty
to determine as an initial and administrative matter the meaning of terms in that
statute." * * Californsi Company v. Udall, 296 F. 2d 384, 388 (D.C. Cir. 1961). The role
played by the Department in proposing statutory language to the Committee gives increased..
importance to the Secretary's interpretation of section 5 (a) (1).
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embraces all aspects of the protection of the natural resources of the
Shelf, and that this was the construction intended by the Congress. The
Secretary's authority is sufficient to permit suspension of operations in
the interest of conservation in the two situations with which these
appeals are concerned.

.(I) Operations were suspended on fourteen leases to permit the
completion of an environmental impact statement on exploratory drill-
ing. Until the statement is completed, the Department will not know
what particular terms and conditions will have to be imposed on
exploratory drilling permits to protect natural resources of the Shelf.
There is no intention, we understand, to prevent exploratory drilling,
but merely an intention to surround it with the safeguards necessary
to protect other resources. This is a clear example of conservation.

(2) Operations were suspended on the thirty-five other leases to
give the Congress time to consider legislation to establish a National
Energy Reserve in which oil and gas and other resources would be
protected for the future. This legislation is a conservation measure.
Operations on these leases while the legislation is pending might have
effects that would frustate the purpose of the legislation. The following
were the possible effects specified by the Geological Survey: (a) ex-
ploratory drilling-may inadvertently lead to a situation where the only
sound conservation practice would be continued extraction; 3 (b) a
plugged well is usually quite safe, but it is not as safe- as if no drilling
at all had been conducted, and consequently there may be a loss of
fluids or damage to the environment after the drilling and plugging
of a well; (c) whenever there is drilling for oil and gas, a blowout or
loss of well control is always possible. The Geological Survey said that,
although none of these events is likely, all three are possible. In the
proper exercise of conservation authority, these possibilities must be
recognized and dealt with. Any one of these results would be com-
pletely inconsistent with the determination to place the oil and gas
deposits in the proposed National Energy Reserve. Consequently, the
only way in which the Secretary or his delegate may be certain of pro-
tecting the natural. resources while the legislation is pending is by
suspending all operations on the leases which he recommends be termi-
nated. The legislation, if enacted, will provide just compensation for
all that is taken. If the legislation fails of enactment, the leases will,

For example, on the Dos Cuadras structure it has proved impossible to stop the de-
velopmental process once begun. As a result of drilling an oil leak developed. The only
way in which to control that leak has proved to be continued extraction. The Department
does not expect that, with its improved controls, a similar situation would occur again, but
the possibility remains.
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under the suspension order, be extended for a period equal to the period
of suspension. Therefore, we hold that the suspension of operations
in these circumstances is a proper exercise of the Secretary's conserva-
tion authority.

; 0 E 0 - 0 f; i? ;III 0 ; 

The appellants have questioned the authority of tle Secretary to
grant extensions equal to periods of suspension, although, they claim
that it would be inequitable if the Secretary could not do so. Section
5(a) (1) authorizes the Secretary to suspend operations in the interest
of conservation. Section 8(b) (2) provides that an "oil- and gas lease
* * * shall ** * befor a period of five years:* *." Congress specifically
granted the lessee five years in which to bring his lease into production.
Although the OCS Act:does not explicitly provide that there will
be a period of extension added to a lease equal to the period of suspen-
sion of operations or production, the statute implicitly grants %n exten-
sion equal to a period of suspension of operations. Duing any period
of suspension of operations order by the Supervisor,.the lessee is effec-
tively deprived by the Suipervisor's act of the ability to do anything
to obtain production on his lease. Consequently, unless an extension
equal to a period of suspension were added to a lease term, a lessee
would not have the full five years granted to him by the statute.

The Secretary is given no authority to reduce the term of a lease.
Unlike theMineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended (30 U.S.C.
secs. 181-263), th OCS Act does not describe in much detail the provi-
sions of an oil and gas lease. Instead the Secretary is given in section
8(b) (4) broad discretion in the terms and provisions which he may
include in a lease. Section 8 (b) sets out only one unqualified limitation
on the Secretary's discretion; the lease must be for a period of five
years and so long thereafter as there may be production in paying
quantities. As to all other matters the Secretary is given some discre-
tion. If there were no extension accompanying a period of suspension,
the Secretary could effectively defeat this specific command of the Con-
gress by suspending operations. and thus depriving a lessee of part of
t he five years given him by statute. For this reason sections 5(a) (1)
and 8(b);(2), when read together, by implication grant a lessee an
extension when the Secretary or his delegate has directed a suspension
of operations.

The legislative hist6ry supports only this construction of the statute.
Section 5(a) '(1) in its first' sentence gives the Secretary broad discre-
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tion to issue regulations to carry out the purposes; of the Act and in
its concluding sentence, "without limiting the generality of the fore-
going provisions", auth6rizes him to issue regulations to achieve spe-
cific objectives. S. 1901, the bill which became the OCS Act, originally
included only the broad grant of authority. H.R. 5134, the House
version, however, incorporated nine sections of the Mineral Leasing
Act. One of these sections was section 39 of the Mineral Leasing
Act, supra, which gives the Secretary specific statutory authority to
suspend operations and production on oil and gas leases in the interest

*of conservation and likewise requires the extension of the term of
leases which have been suspended There is no doubt that the House
version of the bill as originally presented would have required the
Secretary to extend leases on the Outer Continental Shelf which had
been suspended in the interest of conservation..

During the month of June 1953 the Department was asked to sub-
mit comments and suggestions for amendments .to S. 1901 and H.R.
5134. In his report of June 8, 1953, qspra, Secretary McKay recom-
mended the enactment of S. 1901 with amendments to give the Secre-
tary broad leasing authority rather than authority restricted to detailed
provisions. The Congress adopted his recommendation and gave the
'Secretary the broad authority set forth in S. 1901 rather than the au-
thority proposed in H.R. 5134 which was limited to specific provisions
of the Mineral Leasing Act.

However, in asking for broad authority over leasing, Secretary
McKay did not propose to deprive the Secretary of the Interior of any
authority which would have come from the specific provisions of the
Mineral Leasing Act, but to give him all that authority and more. At
page 28, Secretary Mcay said:'

Section 5 of S. 1901 should be amended to expressly authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to deal by regulations with such matters as unitization, pool-
ing, subsurface storage of oil and gas, suspension of operations and production,
waiver or reduction of rentals or royalties, compensatory royalty agreements,
the assignment and surrender of leases, and the sale of royalty oil and gas. This
authorization should, we believe, be provided in general terms rather than more
specifically as in effect provided for in section 5(e) of the Committee Print by
adoption of portions of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended (sees.
17, 17(b), 30(a), 30(b), 36, 39; 30 U.S.C. 1946 ed., secs. 187a, 187b, 226, 226e,
192, 209). If the authority to promulgate regulations on these subjects is cast in
general terms, the Department would be free to incorporate the provisions of
the Mineral Leasing Act on the same subjects, but would also be free to modify
them as circumstances peculiar to operations and actual experience in admin-
istering a leasing program in the submerged lands made appropriate.
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The Committee acted upon this recommendation and used the same
terms in the final version of section 5. Thereafter the Congress adopted
the broad provision recommended 'by the Department. In so doing,
Congress inpliedlly authorized extensions of the primary term of a
lease upon the ordering of a suspension in the interests of conservation.

The Department has always interpreted the Act to give it such
authority to extend lcases.l

The original-,005 regulations issued by the Department provided
that, where there was a suspensioi in the interest of conservation, "the
term; of the lease will ibe extended by a period equal to the period of
suspension." 43. CFR 201.90 (a) (19 F.R. 793 ( 954)). Two years later
in Solicitor's Opinion H-36364, 63 I.D. 337 (1956), the Solicitor, after
carefully examining the bases on: which. a lease under the OCS Act
might be extended, stated, at 63 I.D. 338:.

As I read section 5 of the act, the Secretary's authority to extend leases
granted therein exists only when such extension is indicated as the outgrowth
of a suspension of operations or other action taken in the interest of conservation
and even there the authority must be implied for it is nowhere expressly con-
ferred. That section 8 * * contains express authorization to do certain acts and
the implied authority to extend the terms of leases but is limited by the require-
ment that everything that is authorized must be "in the interest of conservation."

This was the original interprettion the OCS Act, and has
remained the iterpretation since'&that time. However, the appellants
have questioned the authority of the Seoretary to grant. an extension
equal to a period of suspension because of 'a misreading of Solioitor's
'Ofmniln l-3639P, 63 I.D. 406 (1956), which was issued three months'
after M-36364. At 63 I.D. 407 the Solicitor stated "I am unable to find
any authority for. extending section 8 leases in the Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Act. Further, it is my considered opinion that legal
authority must be found before any such lease can be validly extended."
Standing by itself, this remark would appear to be. a conclusive deter-
mination that there could be no extension in such cases'as those under
appeal. However, a reading of the whole opinioii clearly. leads to
an opposite conclusion.' In the case before the Soicitor'in M-36302
there had been no suspension in the interest of 'onservation ad' the
request under consideration was for an extension for another purpose.
'Moreover, in 21-36392 thef Solicitor referred favoiably to M-3634
and the two opinions should be read together.

We conclude that there is statutory authority for 43 CFR 3305a.L
~which provides that a lease will be extended by aperiod 'of time
equal tothe period of any-suspension of operations directed by the
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regional oil and gas supervisor under 30 CFR 250.12 (d) (1) in the
interest of conservation.

IV

Although the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C.
secs.. 4321-4347) does not require the preparation of an environmental
impact statement before the issuance of exploratory drilling permits
for leases which were issued prior to its enactment, procedures under
section 102 (2) (C) of the statute may be used by the Secretary where
he finds them helpful in determining what special terms and condi-
tions should be imposed on any drilling permit approved.

Consequently the preparation of a 102(2) (C) statement in con-
nection with exploratory drilling was not an action required by law
itself, but a step taken by the'Secretary voluntarily to execute prop-

*erly duties imposed on him by the OS Act. This he has authority
to do.

'V

The appellants have argued in their appeals that, although the
Department issued no formal order suspending operations prior to
April 21, 1971, it did in effect suspend operations for long periods
of time between the blowout on the Dos Cuadras structure on January
28, 1969, and the issuance of the order. Therefore, they ask that the
Secretary now recognize those periods of informal suspension and
grant extensions equal to the periods of actual suspension.

Each of these appeals, by its very terms, is, only an appeal from
the orders of the Acting Regional Supervisor dated April 21, 1971. 
That order was a unilateral act of the Supervisor suspending opera-
tions on certain leases, and the only issues which may be raised on
appeal from it are those issues relating to the propriety or legality
of that order.

The issues which appellants raise with respect to alleged de facto
suspensions in the past do not pertain to either the legality or pro-
priety of that order. They instead relate to: (1) previous alleged de-
lays of the Department, described in a most general fashion, in proc -
essing applkitions filed by the appellants; and (2) certain other
orders and statements made prior to April 21,19t1. All these, accord-
ing to appellants, constitute "de facto suspensions." If appellants wish
to raise these issues at the Secretarial level, they have chosen' the
wrong means. If they wish to contest any specific order other than
those of April 21, 1971, they should do so in an appeal from that
other order. On the other hand, if appellants wish to urge that the
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Department issue a suspension order retroactively, thereby acknowl-
edging certain facts to have been a "de facto suspension", they should
first apply to the regional oil and gas: supervisor alleging with par-
ticularity those facts which constitute a "de facto suspension." If the
supervisor's action on such a request is unsatisfactory to the appel-
lants, then and only then will an appeal to the Secretary in which these
issues are raised be proper.

Appellants are thus premature in attempting to raise the issue of
a "de facto suspension", at either the Directorial or Secretarial level
without first raising the issue with the regional oil and gas supervisor.
Until appellants do so, the Secretary should not consider any ques-
tions concerning a "de facto suspension" or whether such a thing as a
"de facto suspension is even possible.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the suspension orders issued by the regional oil and
gas supervisor were issued in accordance with the regulations and
come within the provisions of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act.
The scope of the Secretary's conservation authority under that statute
i embraces suspensions of operations to enable Congress to consider pro-
posed legislation to terminate leases and to enable the Department to
determine what specific terms should be included in exploratory drill-
ing permits Any- lease on which operations are suspended will be
extended for a period equal to the period of suspension.

MXITC: ELL MELICH,

Solicitor.

APPEAL OF F.; H. ANTRIM CONSTRUCTION O., INC.

IBCA-882-12--70 Decided July 28, 1971

Contracts: Disputes and Remedies: Jurisdiction
Claims of a construction contractor for; additional compensation because of

increased costs of performance resulting from alleged interference of the
project inspector and, alleged delay by the Government in vacating certain
buildings are based on breaches of contract, which are outside the jurisdic-
tion of the Board to determine administratively.

,Contracts: Formation and Validity: Authority to Maltke-Contracts: Con-
struction and Operation: Changes and Extras

Absent a showing that a project inspector has been given greater authority
than included in an express delegation, actions clearly outside the delegation
will not be recognized as binding on the Government.
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BOARD OF CONTRACTAPPEALS

The Government has filed a motion to dismiss this timely appeal onl
the basis that the stated claims totaling $186,236.37 are clearly claims
for alleged Government-caused delays which are beyond the jurisdic-
tion of the Board.

The contract, awarded on September 25, 1967, in the lump-sum
amount of $2,187,000,1 was for the construction of the Santa Rosa
School facilities at Santa Rosa, Arizona. Prepared on standard forms
for construction contracts, the contract incorporated the General Pro-
visions of Form 23-A (June 1964 Edition), including the Changes
clause2 'and'the Disputes clauses. No Suspension of Work or other pay-
for-delay clause is included in the contract.

Appellant's two claims are for equitable' adjustment nder the
Changes clause. The first claim alleges that the interference of the
project inspector with the work of the flooring subcontractor deprived
the contractor of his basic right to control, and direct the work, thus
creating a 150-day delay. which collstituted; a change. The requested
compensation for the increased cost due to .the alleged change is
$165,796.77. The second claim alleges that the Government's failure
to vacate certain buildings in accordance with the terms of the contract
constituted a delay not contemplated by the, parties and amounts to
a compensable change The resultant cost is claimed to be $20,439.60.

Appellant's complaint. asserts, that the claims, arise from changes
which are within the scope of the. Changes clause.. The Government
in its motion to dismiss states that the claims are founded on delay
which,. if proved, amount to breaches of contract which are outside
the jurisdiction of the Board.

Respecting the first claim, appellant cites Richey Construction Co., 4
for the proposition that improper interference with a contractor's per-
formance of a contract by a representative of the contracting officer
is a constructive change. Appellant appears to-have ignored the dis-
tinction between its claim and the Ricikey Construction Co. case. In
Richey the action of the supervisory engineer in taking control and
direction of the contractor's work was attributable to the Government
because the supervisory engineer was the authorized representative of
the contracting officer. In the instant appeal the limited authority of"

Decreased by Change Orders to $2,176,979.18.
2 Clause 3.
Clause 6.
IBCA-456-9-64 (February 18, 1966), 73 I.D. 63, 66-1 BCA par. 386.
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the project inspector was carefully outlined in the contracting officer's
letter dated October 10, 1967, to the appellant. 5

It is well settled in the area of Government contracts that the Gov--
eirnent is not bound by the actions of unauthorized Government em-
ployees. The basic theory underlying.tlle rule is that Government
officers and agents, possess only the authority expressly delegated to
them. The doctrine of apparent authority is not applicable to those
who may purport to act on behalf of the Government. In Chester
Barrett d/b/a The Agnericam Tan Co.,8 the Board has occasion to
consider the application of this rule to Government inspectors, stating:

The appellant's reliance upon the argument that the Government inspector
was the authorized representative of the contracting officer appears to be based.
upon a misunderstanding of the role of a Government inspector. * * Absent
proof-that an inspector has been given authority to modify .the terms of a contract,.
an instruction received from him having that apparent effect will not be recog-
nized as binding upon the Government.

Absent a showing that he had the authority to act, the actions of the
project inspector would not constitute a change cognizable under the
Changes clause, even if we assumne-as we do for the purpose of the
motion to dismiss-that he acted in the maimer described by the
appellant.-

Appellant has failed, to allege or to establish that it is relying on
any doctrine other, than general agency-principles in asserting that.
the Government is liable for the actions of the project inspector. In
light of the special agency rules which govern the relationship of the
Government and its agents, we regard the. first claim as not one of
constructive change, but rather a claim for breach of contract over
which the Board has no jurisdiction. : ,

Appellant's second claim involves delay in turning over buildings
to the contractor. Appellant urges theI- Board to'find a constructive
change which "arose through respondent's failure to vacate certain
buildings in accordance with the terms of the contract." 10 The particu-
lar provision of the contract cited by the appellant is paragraph 2.b of
Subdivision B of the General Conditions.:"-

5
Ilindings of Fact, Exhibit No. 8.

6 Utah Power and Light Co. v. United States, 243 .S. 389 (1917).
Federal Crop Insurance Corp. v. Merrill, d/b/a Merrill Bros., 332 U.S. 380 (1947).
IBCA-429-5-64 (April 7, 1966), 66-1 BCA par. 503 at 25,776.
Commonwealth Blectrio Co., IBCA-347 (March 12, 1964), 71 I.D. 106, 1964 BCA par.

4136 and authorities cited therein.
l0 Appellant's Memorandum In Opposition, to Motion, par. 8, p. 2.
'1 Appellant's Memorandum In Opposition to Motion, par. 9, p. 3. Paragraph 2.b reads

as follows:
"$ * * The Contractor's work schedule shall redect phasing of all Institutional building

construction at the new Santa Rosa School site completed and ready for occupancy prior

267-
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Paragraph 2.b, however, does not provide for a contract adjustment
in the event that the Government delayed its move. The Court of
Claims has recently held in Edward R. Marden Corporation v. United
States, 2 that "to the extent complete relief is not made available under
a specific contract provision, a controversy is not subject to administra-
tive determination via the Disputes clause *

Our past decisions are contrary to the appellant's contentions.3
The Board finds the claims asserted are for "pure delay" and hence
outside the jurisdiction of. the Board. 14

The appellant has also requested a hearing. Since the Board is with-
out authority to remedy the wrongs alleged, no useful purpose would
be served by holding a hearing. 15

to commencement of buildings Nos. I-6 and 1-7 remodeling work at the Gu:Achi Site. Before
beginning the work on building No. I-6, the Contractor shall allow 10 calendar days for
the transfer of stores, equipment, and provisions from building No. I-6 to the new facility
No: -2, and the relinquishment of the building after all Government property has been
removed." * *

12 No. 154-70 (May 14, 1971).
13 Ideker Construction Co., IBCA-124 (October 3, 1957), 64 ID. 388, 57-2 BCA par. 1441;

Hoak Construction Co., IBCA-363 (January 27, 1965), 65-1 BCA par. 4665. Cf. Blackhawk
cited by the appellant in support of its position. We note, however, that that case involved
a claim for a time extension rather than a claim for additional compensation. We also note
that the time extension granted could have been provided under the clause entitled "Ter-
mination For Default-Damages For Delay-Time Extensions" of Standard Form 23-A.

1
4James Knox d/b/a JfK Bnterprises, IBCA-684-11-67 (February 13, 1968), 68-4 BCA

par. 6854; see Allison & Haney, Inc., IBCA-642-5-67 (February 7, 1968), 68-1 BCA par.
6842, in which at 81,631, the Board stated:

"* * * It thus appears that we are not presently concerned with increased costs in-
curred by the appellant in the performance of the changed work. Rather, appellant is
seeking reimbursement for its standby costs. This is what is termed a 'pure delay' situation.
The Government is charged with the violation of the contractual obligation not to hinder
the contractor in the performance of his:contract.

a"The Changes clause was not designed as a mechanism for the adjustment; of breach of
contract claims. * * *"

'Yorth Star Aviation Corp., IBCA-741-10-68 (May 19, 1969), 69-1 BCA par. 7673.

CONCLUSION

Accordingly, the motion is granted and the appeal is dismissed. For
this reason, appellant's request for a hearing is denied.

RUSSELL C. LYNCH, Member.

WE CONCUR:

WILLIAM F. MCGRAw, Chairma.n.

SHIERMAN P. KIMBALL, Member.
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USE OF STATE CONVICTS IN BLM FIRE-SUPPRESSION
-WORK'

Executive Orders and pProaation- Fire Supession-Cooperative
AgreementsLabor: Generally Act of February 23, 1887-Statutory,
Construction: Legislative Histy

.The prohibition against contracts involving the employment of convict labor
-, .as contained i Elxecutive Order No. 326a does not apply to those cooperatve

agreements entered. into by the Bureau of. Land Management and the several
States which provide fr mergency manpower assistance' for t suppres-
sion of fres, even though, the States may. rely in part upon trained convict
crews for such emergency manpower reserves.

M-36832 A . . '. . Augst 13, 1971

To: DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF LAND ANAGEMENT
THRUGH: ASSISTANT SEC-TARY,' PUB LA
MANAGtEMENT:

Subject: USE OF STATE' CONV CTS' IN BLM' FIRE-SUP-
-PRESSION WORIK

This refers to- the effect of Executive Order No. 325a, May18, 1905,
; prolibting, the. einployInent of, convictabor, upon existingand fu-
ture. agre~iemnts, between the BuLeau,6f and- Manement, an the
several States in providing nmanpower- for emergency fire,.fighting.

'While it' -ie larly within the autbn ri of the Secretary to enter 
into reciprocal agreements with the States for the furnishin f fire
protection services on ,the property under his administration, 42 U.S.C.
sec. 1856(.1964,,1 .C. sec. 5.4 (1964), etc., a question arises under,
Execute, rder, N.o. 325a whether the Secretary and ,he Bureau of

Land. Management are prohibited from entering intoqcooperative
a ,greements wit the various, States. for the pLrpose of. providing
emtergency manpower assistance flforithe. suppression of fires, where
; the States mayrly 'in part upon trained convict labor for such emetr- ;;- v
gency manpower reserves. ..

Executive, Order No. 32;a provides:
WS~l~hereas by an Act ibfCongres 'whichreceiverexecutive approvalo Febru-

ary 23j -1887, all: offiers or-agents of the' Uited States were'as- niatter of'public
policy forbidden, und'er-appropriate penalties, thi-re or contract.-out the labor- 
of any eriminals who might thereafter be. confined in any prison,. jail, or other:
place' oincarceration for the violation of any iaws of the Government-of the

United States oi America; 0 .: - - ;: ..8.;.os.8;:.,; s.,w= ; .S $z ti;/ , ' '',' 4 X E , " ss f C.^ i-:?:;::01i8 I.D W s.`8 & :
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IT IS REBY ORDERED, That all contracts which shall hereafter be
entered into by officers or agents of the United States involving the employment
of labor in the States coposing the Union, or the Te0rritories of Je United'
States contiguous thereto, shall, unless otherwise provided by law, contain a
stipulation forbidding, in the performenee'of such contracts the employment of
persons undergoing sentences of.imprisonment at har.d labor which have been
g iosed by courts oaf the severali States, Territories or unicIpte aing
criminal- jurisdiction.,

' 0 ' Although it has been held that this order p i-hibits h llent
6f 'convict labor for non-emergency -servicesas in-'the case of automo--
bil e ortypewriter repair, etc., 32 Conp. Gei. 32, tireiss no authority

-' inditating, tha- th d e pro ion of the use of
conict labor ite event of public emergencieswhere an alternative
labor force is unavailable.

;0 0 A review of tle policy undelying Executive Order, No. 325a is&
useful in determining 'whether tihe President intelded that F a era
agencies could make no use of convict labor in coping, with public
emergencies of' the scope. and' gravity of forest fires. The. order was

promulgaited 'subsequent to the passage of tlie Act of vFebruary 23,0
1887, eh. 213, secs. 1, 2;, 24 Stat. 411, as aendaed 18 U.S.C. sec. 436
(1964), and apparently adopts the policy justifications of that Act.
The 1887 Act priohibits fficers and agents of-the-United States from
-hiring or contracting out the labor of convicts incarcerated for viola-
tiols of Federal law whil the Executive Order prohibits federal con-.-
tracts which invowre the employnient of persons incarcerated for State
or local violations. Althogh the 1887 Act is iXajplicable to the BLM-.
State situation, the public0polidy behind that'At ist'peruasive i.,
deermining the scope of 325a since that policy is' referred to in the,

prefator4 clause of the order. A perusal of the leislative'history ok
the 1881' Act reveals 'that the intent of Congress in prohibiting the.
hiring and contracting out of ]P'ederal convicts was' to- make certain
that -cheap cnvict labor would not be'thrown into the labor market
iii competition with American labor. S. Rep. No. 4691, 49th Cong. 
2d Sess., Jan. 19, 1887; 17 gCoiig ec. 2227 '(1886) (reniarks of'ConA
gressnan James) ; S. Rep. No. 1969, 49th Cong., 2d Sess., Feb. '6, .
1887; I7 Cong. Rec. '6995 (1886}) '(remarks of Congressmnan Tarsney).
S. Rep. No. 1691, suprastates'in relevantpart:

This bill is designed to relieve the law-abiding laborers and producers of thi&
country from the burden of competition with the production now thrown-upon the;
market by combination between private capital, assisted by the State, and
cheap labor, made so by, itsinvoluintnry, servitude for crime.,.

It wouild -seem then 4hat-iiissuing ;Execut/i'e Qrder No. 325a,2the 
seident pnrharyV mtet was to pirotect Ame'ricn -iabor. b

While the order makes no excepton upon its face for the use of
convict aborin'public emergencies where the available labor supply
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is msufcj.en~t tohprote' the interests of the United- States, seem
that in light of the underlying pjublic, policy and in i gMhtof fexcep-
tions made in similar CngressiqnalI enactments, that such an excep
tion is implicit in-the prohibition. Where ongress has had occasion
to consider the matter of the use'ofUconvict labor and convict made
goods, exceptions hav, invariably - been Dmeade, wheret such use would
not be inconsistent with the protection .of American labor or' where,0
the best interests: of the United S'tates demand such an exception.,
In the caseof the employment of Federal convicts, an exceptnn to
the 1887 Act was provided by Congress in theAct of June 25, 1948 
(62 Stat. '852), 18 U.S.C. sec. 4125 (1964) which authorizes the' 
Attorney General to make the services of Federal prisoners available
to, the heads of the several departments for work on public lands.,
- Similarly, the Act of June 25, 1948 (62 Stat. 851), 18 U.S.C. sec.

4122 (1964) allows prisoner iade goods to be sold to departments
or agencies of the United States while prohibiting such sale "to the
public in competition with private"'enterprise" Id. The 1948 Act, 62
Stat. 785, 18 U.S.C. sec. 1761 (1964) also prohibits'the intetstate trans- -

; portation of prisoner made goods except for gove'rnment use. Also,
* Congress hs provided 'an excetion to the p'rohibitioii -gainst' the**
purchase of prison-made goods where such goods are used in emer-
gency cargo ship construction. Act of Fbruary 6,1941 (55 Stat. 6),
46 U.S.C. sec. 1119b (1964). The use of conviet labor for the'protection
of public lands in. cases of pu blic emergency where an alternative man-

* power reserve is unavailable is directly analogous to these exceptions
provided by Congress; and is in lharmOIy with the' public policy, and i:0
purposes of Executive Order No. 325a.

Furthermore, another Federal agency has reviewed the effect of
Executive Order No. 325a in relation to the use of convict labor by a
State in providing manpower assistance for' fire, fighInm an'd has
concluded that the order is inapplicable. The i~epartment of Agri-
culture, National Forest Service maintains:

Executive Order 325a (PSM 6301.16) requires that contractors of the United
States agree not to use services of persons undergoing sentences of imprison-
ment at hard labor. An exception is made when forest fire protection is the major,
objective on the'basis that this is a public emergency and any available labor
maybe usedby a State. Forest Service handbook §l1581.13. -

In accordance withthe foregoing legal analysis and with'outrefer-
ence to additional possible distinctiohs' within the hExecutive 'Order as
between "contract"aid. "Cooperative agreements" and between those
prisoners "undergoing sentences of imprisolimett athard labor" and
those prisoners who se sentences do not provide for hard lab6r;' it is the
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opinion of this office that the prohibitions contained in 325a do not
extend to the formation of State-Federal cooperative agreements for
the purpose f prdoviding eergency'ianpower assistance for the
suppression- of fires,- even though th- State may rely in part upon
trained convict labor for such e1ergency manpower reserves. Accord-,
ihlgly, tose cooperative agreements' between BLM aid the several
States need not contain' a poviso prohibiting the employmen-t of con-
vict labor where the scope of such agreemnents mierely-provides 'for
nautuial manpower cooperation for the suppression of res.'However,
any Federal-State agreems wich provide for non-emergency fire
preventioit activities such as clearing, maintenance, or reforestation
are prohibited by the order and must contain such a proviso.

M'TcHELL IC .:,
Solicito.

STATE DIRECTOR FOR UTA;

EDGARA DUNHA..

3 IBLA 155 Decided Augut 31, 197 -

Grazing Permits land Licenses: Trespas-Tiespas-s: Generally

A grazing trespass will not be deemed clearly willful where two. separate,
almost simultaneous violations of shortduration have occurted followed by
an admittedly wifu violation itolvin,6niy one covwo for one day.

Admiiistrative Procedure Act: Generally-Rules of Practice: Evidence

The Board of Land Appeals has authority to reyerse, the fact fndings of a
hearing examiner even when, not. clearly- erroneous. However, where the
resolution of a case depends primarily upon his findings. of credibility, which
in turn are based'upon his reaction to-the demeanot of the witnesses, and,
: , such findings are supported biy substantial evidence, they will not be dis-
turbed by the Board.

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

The Bureau of Land Management State Director for Utah-has ap-
pealed to the Secrr of the Interior from' a. dision dated June 9
1969, in which the hearing exarmner directed the District' Manager
torefuse to issue the appellee a license or permit authorizing grazing
of livestock upon the'Federal Rangeuitil such:time as dam'agesin the
amount of`$11.1arepaid..

The facts of th controversy are ably set forth in. the decision, which
is attached.
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,The appeLee has been chargedjby theBureau with grazing trespass.
on ,six different days'durilig the period comm

and terminating May 30, 1968. ' ncing Manch 19, 1968,
and onarig May 3 , hed 68. 'The; examiner found that trespasses

had occurred onall the different'dates, but treated the first five tres-'
passes as not willful, and assessed damages therefor at $2 per animal
unit month.-As to the treaspass which occurred ol May 30, 1968, the:
examinier'founL that only one of the six cattle asserted by the Bureau
to be in trespass was in fact trespassing on that date; he assessed
damages or' that trespass at $4 per animal unit month as a willful
tespass. . n - - asa-il-u1

'The appellant asserts that thehearing' examiner erred in not hold-
ing the first five trespasses as willful, and that six head of cattle were
in willfl trespass on May 30,1968.

In addition," the appellantis stance is that the hearing examiner
'"chooses to believe the. Respondent's [appellee's] testimony that: he
placed' 'his attle 'in' authorized areas and they merely drifted to the
unauthorized areas. . . [and appellee's testimony] 'as to number of
trespassing livestock rather than the BLM employee who testified."
Appellant requests, in essence,tlihat we find that all asserted trespasses
occurred to the extent assertedby the State Director; that all such
trespasses be deemed to ofabewillful,; and, that appellee's base property,
qualifica;tions be reduced 25, percent '.fJor, a period. of. two years.

Thus1'the case largely turns upoip the credibility of those testifying
at the hearing and the weight of the: Jearihg q:xaliiner's' findings
thereon, which obviously takes into account the demeanor of the
witnqesses. '':: : ; ' i 0"-' ; '.:. . , '', 

It- is clea~r that th4gelcy, rather thaAe the xarin-r, is theprimary 0
fact finder,: Unted Sttes, v.. 27. C. Mid A esart et; aZ., 6X ,J ,.D. .'232,
(1960). -His ndings:may. be 'reversed: by, the'agency even when no ,t
cle'arly erroneo~us. U3n 'vers'ag Gamaeia -Corp. v."Ayaiona7. :Labor 'Rela-
tions BoB rd, 340 U.S.474,' 492 (19i) .2-UJ. Federd Com ieati oni
Comss-v 'n. Aqbq Zwaxast g.oip.,, 39 US 58 :364
(1 955)3 ; Adinistrative Procedure Act, see. 8, 5 g.SC. sec.,557 (1970).
"' is 'axiomatic that thereare nio, prescribed -rules; or: methods of

evaluatingithe credibility 6f orAl testimnbn. ' Tthe briefi time that the
wi'tnes's 'tesftifes,''itS is diffiullt 'f6r'lthe trierof the 'facts to iscetai 

'1The State Director, through the Regioal S6licitor,, had earlier requeste .a:&30 percent
reduction in base property qualification for two years

'i Rowever' 'iM Universal Camera tlie court' also stated-at 496:' -We intend'only t
recognize that evdence suppofting a conclusionmay-bp less substantial whe-n an impartial,
experienced examiner who has observed the witnesses and lived with the case has drawn
conelusions different from the' Board' than 'when he has reached the sam3e onclusfon.
The findings of the examiner are to be considered along with the consistency and inherent.
probability of testimony. The significance of his report, of course, depends largely on the
importance of credibility inthe particular case." f,,
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whether the witniess is telling the truth. More important in this regard
than 6mowfedge of thmsubstantive law and the law of eviffen is the
n ; - ' latural and acquired shrewdness ad experienceby which an observant
man forms an opinion as to whether a witiess is or is: not telling the
truth. The most acute observer w:uld never be able'to:catalogue the
nuances of voice, the passing shades f expression, or the unconscious
gestures which he had learned to associate with falsehood; and if he
* did, his oblservations would probably be of little use to other& Thiery

man' must learn matters of this sort for himself, and t no sort
of knowledge is as iporant to a hearing ofl er, no rules can be laid
down for its acqnisitioi. No process is gone through the correctness of
which can be independently tested. The judge or hearing oicer has
nothing to trust but' his own nature and acquired sagacity. Stephen,
The Indian Evidence Act with an Iitroduction to the p es of
Judicial Evidence, 41-43.
* Creamer v. Bi'vert; 113 S.W. 1118, 1120-21 (Mo. 1908), illuminates
this concept as follows:

* * *[O]ne witness may give testimony that reads in print, here, as if falling
from the lips of an angel of light, and yet not a soul who heard it, nisi, believed

a word of it; and another witness may testify so that ifreads brokenly and

obscurely in print, and yet there was that about th6 witness that carried con-
viction of truth to every soul~who heard him testify. * ; *

The ipnact of demeanor eviden'e is similarly enunciated in Broiad-

cast Music, ins., et al. v. avana Md Restaurant Corp., 175 F. 2d
77 ,80 (2d Cir. 1949) asfoos:

* * For the demeanor of an orally-testifying witness is "always assumed to

be in evidence." It is "wordless labguage." The liar's story may seem uncontra-,
dicted to -one who merely reads it, yet it may be "contradicted' in the trial court

by his manner, his intonations, his grimaces; his gestures, and the like mat-
teks'which "cold-print doesnt preserve"',and which constitutes "lost evidence"

so far as an upper court is coneerned. For sueh a court, it has been said, even if

it were called a ."'rehearing court," is not a"r.eseeing court.", only [sie] were

we to have "talking movies" of trials could it be otherwise. A "stenographic tran-
script, correct in every detail fails to reproduce tones of voice and hesitations of

speech -that often make a sentefice: mean the reverse of what the Words stgnify.
The best and most accurate record is like a' dehydrated peach; it has neither the
substance nor the flavor of the fruit before it, was dried," 'It resembles a pressed

flower. The witness' demeanor not apparent in the record, may alone have

"impeached" him. * * * [Footnotes omitted.]

' In Nationwa-l:abor RelationA Board v. James Thopson & Co. Inc.,

208 -F.2d 743, 745-46 (2d ir. i953), where the National Labor Rea'
tions Board reversed a credibility finding of an examiner, and the
court in turn reinstated the re~veed, finding, Judge Learned Hand
stated:

This issue seems to us to be one on which the examiner's finding should have

prevailed tinder the doctrine of Universal Oamera Corp. v.; National Labor Rela-
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tions Board, 340 U.S. 474 * ,0 *. As was inevitable, the Supremej Court id not
try to lay!dwn in geeral terms how far the Board should accept the findings
of its ekaminer. Plainly it did not mean them to have the finality elf the findings
of a in6aster in chancery, or of a judge; but it. necessarily left atlarge bow mueh
less reluctance the Board need feel in disregardi them than an appellate court
must feel in doing the, sameto the findgs of a district judge. The difficulty is
., inherent in any review of the findings of a judicial officer who. chooses between
discordant versions of witnesses whom he has seen, because the review does not

bring u that part of the evidence that may'have:determined his choice. Over
and over again we have refused to upset findings- of an examiner that the Board
has afflrmed not because we felt satisfied that we should havetomeout the same
w ' ayhad we seen._the witnesses; but because 6wefelt boundto.allow for,tbe pos-
sible cogency of the evidence that wiords do not preserve. We do not, see any
rational escape irom accepting a finding unless we can say that the orrobora-
tion of this lost evidence could not have been enough' to satisfy any_ doubts
raised by the words; andlit inust be' owned that' ew findings will not survive,

; such atest. ;l .. f:(0 4 i. -. ' .,..'.-: .0 -::;00r0
So tested, it seems to us that the enaminer's finding shuld stand * :

In eniited-State& Steel Co. (Joliet Coke Works) v. ATatio;na Labor
Relations Board, 196 F. 2d 459,467 (th'Cir. 1952), the court, in adopt-
ing the findings of the examiner despite the contrary finding tof the
agency, used the following standard:

* * * [WIe may, not disregard the superior advantages of the examiner who
heard and saw the witnesses for determining their crdibility, and sofo'ascer-
taining the truth.

W'0 Ritnesses are on occasion affected by tfbias, partisanship, over-
* 'ze alousness, and other onstraints.- We do not intend to suggest any

:; failing in the witnesses in the hearing below. We simply must accord>
proper weight to the-fat filndings of a hearwing i where they

::depnd: prmarilyon the credibility o'f 'the witne and'are supported
'.by sbstantial evidence.- As idated above, te ap pellant ashosen

' fin -to make such fins the rava ofhis'a'penl. d': 'w- t a,
In, that '-frame of reference, exinin g the f act: findings of the

'examiner,..w see no compelling reason to reversethem. Admhittedly,

8That the examiner' generally accepted,.the appellee's testimony does not vitiate his
findings of fact. This view is buttressed by NLRB v. Pittsburgk Steamship Co., 337 U.S.
656, 659 (1949): in which the Supremeeurt stated: ' :' -

"First: We are',constrained to reJect the court's conclusion that an objective fibdbr
of fact cl not resolve all factual conflicts arising in a legal proceeding in favor of one-
litigantl The ordinary lawsuit~,civil -or criminal, normally depends for:its resolution"on.
which version of the facts.in' dispute is accepted by the trier of fact. Where the number:
of facts in dispute ;increases,,. the arithmetical chance of their uniform' rcsolution.
diminishes but it does not-'disappear. Yet it is no; mere arithm tical chance which
ccrltrols our present inquiry, for thefacts disputed in litigation are not random unknowns.
in'Isolated equations-they are facets of. related human behavior, and the chiseling of
one facet helps to mark the borders of' the next. Thus, in rk tdetermination of litigated
facts, the testimony of one who has been found unreliable as to one ssue may properly
be accorded little weight as to the neat Accordingly, total rejection of an opposed view
'cannot of itself,;impugn the integrity or competence 'of a trier of fact."
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: the appellee's testimony was not free from contradiction. However,
the 'cold words of 'a recod are no'-iabstitite for the exercise of the

* & examiner's. eval uation of the veracity of the witnesses. We find that
the,.examiner's conclusionsare supported byI substantial evidene e.f7

.Similarly, we are, not disposed to. interfere withi-the;-examiner's
finding that all the trespasses, sav'ethe one-that occurred on May 30,
1968, were not willful. Although the appellant asserts that the tres-
passes were of a repeatedjnature, we believe the exaiminer properly
found that, apart from the trespas.of May 30, itwo separate, almost

simultaneous violations of short duration appear to have occurred.
In these circumstances; we believe' that respondenthas not repeatedly
trespassed upon the' Federal. Range. CfgO.- Euge'c Aler, 67 I:D. 116
t, (1960) ; "Crieznce .Miier, 67' I.D145,147 (160) ' D 

Therefore, pursuant to,..the athority, delegated to; the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior D(211DM 13.5 ;.35
' F:, : 7 ?.iR.; 12081), the 'decision' appealed froE is affrmed.

F:~irn~IncK .ISHMAN, lebe

7WEcocR

ANNE PoINDEX'TER LwIs-,2{mber.

FiIMNCIS: M lAH , MeAmber.

:..:iStteet o the Case

-The tah tate Director,,Bnre~ju.of J euatn,.d nagmn,kissued a
notice on-,December .26, I 9,ejting, pn:ent Edgar Dunham t
appear bqfore a, Hearing ExaniinerC of t,,e, Bureau of iIand 'Manage-

:ment on February 7,1969, at al tah,,to shoy cause .w his
"lcens6 rorbase property quailcations .slo-u' not, be i luced or- -re-
voiked or :rewal thereof, denied- and satisfac,tion f dama gemrade,7'
because of respondent's allegedly "willful, grossly negligent,.- -or
repeated, violations of the dtehns or conditiois of 'TUis] liEl6 of pro.
visions o. the aylor Grazing A df'. Jine 28,C 1934, 'as. '- : (4
Th tS C. eg)anthe, GiaziXigRegulations (43- CFR'410 etc) ."

n:Tce, was0 issued pursual,'to '43CFR' 9239.3-2 e.

The notie "charged that r'nd ent had violated flie. piovisions
of the. act and the regulations by alloging 14 attle to gaze the Fedc
eral range from-March 19, 1968,tlr-ig March' 23,' 1968; ; cattl'
f rngm.March2.2';'.i968, through March 23, 1P68, 5 caeom Marh 28,

1:968' through'April 1, 1968;-7 cattle from' 'pil.2, 1968, through 
April 9 1968,; and, 6cat on y 30, ay'
license or permit.
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i; By agr~e~ement of the partiea hearingwas held at Kanab, Utah
on Febrary 6, 1969, rather than as-specified in the notice.' The Stdate
Director was: represented at the hearing by Mr. Harvey C.. Sweitzer,
.Offic,e o :the:Solicitor, United States Department o the Interir,
Salt LaCity, Utah. Respondent, appeare& 'on his own' behalf..

* .;,: : < -; :. ; The Aineged Tress -

The - R6 eondent was issued a license to graze 13 cattle- and an
exchangeof-use- authorization -fotanadditional 6 cattle ii thhe Cot-

tonwood M-aagement area' <'i: acbordance- with operational Ian
-'t9o batfb'ched to' li se.'" The CottonWood Managemnt plan atta~hed
'to the license provided for grazing these-livestock in Pasture from

ovemberi 1; '_196,'7, to .-Marc.h 31 , 1968.;, in LPasture .1 ;fromA-pril 1
to A;-il -20, 1968; in Pastire 2 from April2l to May -10 '1968 ; and

- fhin 'urie' fiobi May '11'o ha' 31';49'68. These -pastures 'were out-
ined on a ma r ayiwas 'attaiched'+' th'1i&ense.

The spondent was also authorized to gr'aze.a j dofnal 13,,cattle
from Nyember J, wl, to Way 31, 1968, in the, Upper Paria Man-:

: . agementrAa m,~ an alo,mrnt desigiiat:Xat1.9!' :' 
Bift@ea,,;en~ployees visited h'Mah;ieeht. are,,s :ahadj~cnt1l'ed- 

eral rage D': ihje grazing seiason'Thie 'counted'the ffollowling 
livestock:ientifid byhrand eariarigs asR'espon'deff's,'in'are

f where they were not, authorized: *. ............... ;..z. .. 0
- : ; : :: ;0 srusrn~~~~~~~Ziberof

f gna, c:~~~~~~~~~, atl

0~a. 22.) 1968 jS H- -7t-i^dvj-l 

;0 Mar 28 196 i a r - a - i i , i 7 _ _ , I

: f i i, r, t -.- .. ;t f r . . . ! ; i -1 , - . - - -A~~r. .2;' 196g 7 ~i 

Apr.'9, 19 68 * _ __'i__._ _S_ j,'. .a_/ -$_ 1 .7
May '30, -i968i_ 25 a

: Athough 25 cattle were ontedon May. 30, 196, onlun6twere
alleged t d 'in:' 'trepai i Ro it was drimiagn the attle to- ,his s t 
where.su meer r grazing a'earon tlke 'national forest, in accordance winh hIis :'

::. usnal-pratie' 'Hi@'Forest Service 'license dbegan-'on';April 1; 1968, at :
::::the term~ination- o f -h~isFederal 'r'ange lIicenise. The --State: Director, 

thierefore, chrgd 'a tsp'ass''by; o'iy G cattk ,athe d-ifere'fie -bjetwen 
19 :cattle iensed in tie;Cotton w'ood M'fanagemeit' area and teniber

-coun ted. . ' - - ' tt l-, - - -

On nMarch 21,168-, a noce of trespass,coveringthe 1l4 c'atte diis
c' -coered by the M-arch'9count was pesonally served-dnithe~ilespondL- 
: ;'ent: allowiing 'hiiithree' :days -t-o' remnove the tiespas'sing cattle 'andl |0
r;j~qu'esting 'sttlefet' of trespass: damages' within -5 'd.-A not~ice, 

C: 446-26-71'-2 - 0 0 . , 0 X : 
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covering the. 5i head of trespassing cattle discovered on March 28,,
was recgjed by Ith'e)'es'and On An i, 1968 The iotic'e reqnsted

:' reval o th: trspassing ea;tt'lt withn '2 'days 'Ad tl',meht of
trespass damages. Ak notice, covering the'7hea:d f'cfattle. discovered''
on April 2, was rceived biy Respondent 'Ap ri1 1 968 . This ii6 tice
requested' removal of livestock w ih 2 days and set'hent t6

trespass damages.
On June 25, 1968, the State Director sent a letter by certified mail,.

which Respondent refused to accept, requesting settlement of the
trespass damages by payment of $22.88,, which was computed on the
basis of $4 per animal unit month This computation of damages was
pmadepursuanttosec. 9239.3-2(c) (2) (43 CFR9239.3 2(c)W(2)which,
provides, in part:

*g-D; C *T Wtthere the trespass grazingis not deemed tobe clearly wlldfultheforage
value shall be icomputed at the rate of $2 per animal unit month, or at the com- ,
mercial rate if such rateis': the higher; if the district manager. deemsthe tres-
pass grazing to be cIearly wil, grossly negligent, or repeated he shall compute
the forage value at $4 per animal unit month, or at twice the commercial rate if.,
such amount is the higher.

Respondentadmhitted- that some of his livestock had trespassedupon 
the ]Federal range (Tr. 4-49),' but denied that the trespa wsere ot6
willful (Tr. 49).' The issues, therefore, are whether the trespasses
are as extensive as charg ed, and whether tihey. are willful.

The N attre of the Trespasses

The Respondent's testimony concerning the extent of his trespasses.
conflicts with the evidence presented by the' State Director' only with
respect to the alleged' trespass' of 'May 30, 1968 (Tr. 40-49). The live-.
0 -0 stock count w~vas made on'thatdy y Ithree Bureau em pIo s. Ony -the t
Area Manager testified' regarding it. He stated that he counted 25
head which we're "identified by brands ad earmarks, and. were at,
the timebeing driven by'the'Respondent." (Tr. 17).

The Respondent testifiedthat there was actually 28 head thre,and
there was' actually, by count, 20 of mine there in the burch"w (Tr. 47)
The other 8, according to the-Respondent, belonged to other licensees.
No evidence was offered to' rebut the Respondent's ,estiony or to con-
fi the testi'mdny of the Area Manager. The. Respondent's admission
of the othe; alleged'trespasses lends credence to his testimony concern- f,
ing the May 30 incident. I am inclined to believe, and so find, that only
,20 of the-May 20 1968, livestock belongedto the Respondent and that
the Bureau ployees observed Respondent driving cattle, identified
4some'by Respondent's brand, and concluded that all were hig. The live-7
stock were apparently being driven from the Cottonwoo Managemenl t'
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:: Ara' wher e the Respndethad anthh'ization for 19 attl Only one
-.anmal'Thas, therefo re;in re thMay 3, 1tB8; : '

The trespasses, as charged in the violationtniotice and either admitted
or estblished'th evidehce are:

14 cattle, Mar. 19, 1968 to Mar. 23, 1968_____ 2 __ _ _ . 33-
7 cattle, Mar. 22,1968 to Mar 23,1968 _ . 47
5 cattle, Mai. 28, 1968 to Apr. 1, 1968__ __ ___ -_ __ .83
7 cattle, Apr. 2, 1968 to Apr. 9, 1968-_ - ---- 1. 87 -
1 cattle, May 30, 1968- _ --------- 037

Total 5.53

The remaining issue is-whether the trespass was "ciarly willul,
grossly egligent, or repeated," requiring the assessment of damages at
$4 per animal unit month as required by .the grazing regulations.

The: Court, in Goodman v. -Beson, 286 F;2d 896,- 900 (7th Cir.,
1961), stated thata jviolation is willful:

-* ,* if a person1), intentionally does an gact which is prohibited,-irrespec-
tive -of evil motive or reliance On erroneous adtice, or 2) acts with careless
; disregard of statutory requirements * *ft*.0;if V iX ; -t; : : ; X ; tuyr re

The Respondent testified that he put his cattle "Where they were sup-
posed-to have 'been, on those areas, but they'wouldn't tay" (Tr. 41),
because they reverted to their established 'grazing habits (Tr. 40, 46)-.
He stated that Henrieville Valley (allotment 16G-2) in the Upper.Paria
Maiagement Area: is uhfence (Tr. 40) and that where afence did
exist (presumably in the wCottonood Management Area) "the gate

-: w vas broke" (Tr. 45i). He also testified that after receiving a trespass.
notice he "mQved thein cattle * * * where they belonged" (Tr. 44).

No evidence was presented directly contradicting the Respondent's
testimony. The Area Manager did testify that. Pasture No. 5 "ffor the
most part is fenced either by fence or by natural barrier" (Tr. 31). No
testimony was presented as Io the condition of the fence or the natural
barrier or their flectiveness as a barrier to the movement of livestock.

The evidence - loet hot prove that Respondent inehtionally did a
prohibited act or acted in careless disregard of statutory rteolirements,:

* except for the trespass of lMay 30, 1968. Then, he admittedly had -on the::
Federal range 'one cow in excess of his authorized use. 1-Je is presumed,
to know the amount of his authorization. His excess grazing was iten-
tional and, therefore, willful. - -

The State Director also charged that the trespasses were subject to
the: $4 daagp rate 'because they were repeated. The violations occurred
in two general areas. Those of March 19, March 22, and May 30 were
in or'adjacent to the Cottonwood M:anagement Area. The March 28,'
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April 2 and A-pril 9 trespass was in the Upper Paria Management
Area. Rough terrain separates. thetwo areasIt is, therefore, concluded
$that the trespass countedon March' 28, Apr)il 2'and 9 was by livestock
in the Upper Paria Management Area, and that counted on March 19
and 22 was by livestock authorized in the Cottonwood Management

Area.
Omitting the trespass of May 30,. which has been held to be willful

two separate, 'almost simultaneous violations of short duration appear
to have occurred. Under these circumstances, it'camnot besaid'that
Respondent has repeatedly trespassed upon the Fedral rnge. The
forage value is, therefore, to 'be computedat $2 per animal unit month
for the trespasses other than that; of Maly 30, which is to be assessed at
$4 peranmalurit month.Teteldamagesampnitto $l..'

hna ,unxt motRed ion 6f Priviees'

Section 43 CFR- 9239.3-2(e) (2)'provides, in part -
:' If the'alleed violaton is estAblished to the satisfaction of the examiner,

or upon! the failure, withlout proper excuse satisfactory to the examiner, of the
person named.in the notice or his representative-toappear at the hearing, the
examiner will, render a written, decision assessing. the:amount. ofi damnages, inelud-
irg the value of any forage consumed, as determined in accordance with para-
gap'h (c) (2) of '.this section, and directing the district lanager'to 'suspehd,
reduce, or revoke thel iense, permit, eor bkase property qu-ali'cations or-to deny
renewal, if the fa cts'so warrant''"" ,''

' The "State"Director as 'recominenecl a'30 perceit reduction ''in
: 0 ~s'ponldent~i 'base ~propefy qualifidatio'ns for' a pteriod 'of two year.'
'This seems und lV severe. In vie$V of the limited natiire of the tres-
passes aid thliefinding that tiienly ilfil v'iolation; wasifor one 'day
iby' one''- cowi' no redu6tion of Re6pondent' liense or base property
qualiflcatiois is warranted.. ,

~~~~~~~~r '' i' ' i':-O er ;5 7 ; ;r

'The DistrictLManager is directed to, refuse to issuje Re ,pondent a
license or permit authorizng grazing, of jivestok,,uponthe Federal
range ntil such time as daiages in the amount of $11.12 arepaid..,

DENT D. DALBY,
.Hering Exam iner.,
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ESTATE O: 'GEORGE GREEN

1 IBIA 147 i' ' dided -,September £, 21971 ;

Indian Probate: Chi1lren, ,.Adopted: i to Inherit: hild fro Kin
of Adoptive Parents

Under Okdahoma Uniform Adoption Act, a child adopted under: prior awl may
inherit from relatives of adoptive parent where the person from whom in-
lieritance is claimel dies after the date of-ehnactrnet of Uniform.Adoption
Act.'

--Indian-Probate: Iiheriting: -Generally ;

In general, rights of inheritance are determiied by the law in effect on the date,
of death of the person from whom inheritance is claimed.

INTERIOR OARD OF INDIAIN APPEALS

Geoorae Green, the decdent herein, died Decemhber 25, 1964, unnar-
ried' and' without issue. He 'was the son of Albert Green who prede-
ceased him in 1921 His brother; John'Green, died in 1916 leaving two
children, Albert Levi Green, Jr., the appellant herein; and Alice Green

* Masquat. A sister'of the' decedent, Rachel Green, died in 1941 leaving
two children,: George L. Kent' and Eiugenia Kent1 Brand, the present
appelles.

0 The dcedenit's fatlhier, Albert'Greeni, aopted Albert Levi Gieen, Jr.,
on N6v' berb '11, 1`18. bt-Levi' Green, Jr:, claims one-third of the
estate- as an adoptive brother of the decedent, whereas the Examiner
held hiMin t inherit one-fourth 'share as a blood nephew.

D'uring ris lifetimie, eorge Green had executed three wills. The last
will, dated Febrary 2,' 1963, was disapprvedb the' Examiner, whoseX
decision was afliind by the Regional Solicitor in Estate o George 
Green;,' IAT-11 (June , 1968)'.The 'disappro'val f that ill broight'
earlier wills into consideration, i&e., the will' of: May 1951' in which
Olynthia Pipestem was a beneficiary, and the 'will of Decber 14,
1937, in whichl':Albert Green' II, ' a son bf the appellantM, was a
lbenefidiaiy. ' n -i'l e, '--
' Following the Icison in, E.h'ae'6p George Gren,' sups,;the parties
entered into an agre e approved by the Examniner, iderwhich the
'benefici'aries'uinderthe renaini'g~ tw r're i-l gedth£tls wills'ouAald' bnei dspp ed opurported will ag~dh thos"
Ewis woddi''b6edisaOrpr itn returnfor certain stipulated,' sh

amou'nts.' Unld~ this agreementhe rei of the estate was to be

: ~~f - I:;S:f..,,.. 

* '_ 0y0A '- '; 'x'(' ,!, ... .[i ... 

.. , S ; 1s .b - ; ; G. ;,0 !1 :,: , 1 :: . . 0,0 
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distributed to the "heirs at law"' of the deceden. The onlymemoran-
dim of this agreement appearing in the record is a "statement of facts"

issued by Examiner Blaine on DecemhbeI. 5, 1969. In this "stateinent of

facts," however, the Examiner not only outlined the facts of the case
and the terms of the settlbuniht (iicluding the provision that the
remainder would be distributed to the "heirs at law"), bcit wenC on to
t :: make the following statemeiit: :f-S.: 0 , .V -,:,r, 

Albert Levi Green, Jr,, was legally adopted by this decedent's fathe, Albert
Green, and, thus, would also be a brother-by-adoption of this decedent. However,

'in the opision of the [E'aminer],:AlZbert Levi Green, Jr., is not entitled to inhent
asa "brother by adotion under te la& of tOklahoma, thtlsedcb of these.foqsr
.nieces and nephews would i herit 1/4 of tais estate as heirs at law. [Italics
suppled.] .. *.

The Examiner's ruling upon the heirship question, in the context of
this document explaining' th-settleiment, iintroducdan ambiguity into
the record as to the scope of the settlement agreemen itself Didthe
parties'agree to the distribution of the estate to the "heirs at law" as:
determnined 4y the-Eexavnino, or was the question of heirship to be.left
open for further litigation?- 

This question cannot be answered !by consideration of no more' than

the d"statementof facts" itself. If the parties had intended to leav,e
open the question of heirship, there would be no need to recite., as part

* of, a memorandum of that settlement, an actual, finding Of, heiMp.
Such finding would nor ll3y.be a.part of the Examiner's decision in
the case after any necessary argumnents opri biefing, by the parties. On

the other hand if ,the agreement included a stipulation as to the shares
to be takenby the heirs at lawthe Examiner could have so stated in
his: deseriptin of the: agreemen t. Also, in this situation, it iould be
incorrect to state that the parties had agreed that the riemainderj.f
: ; t he estateshould be distributedto the "heirs atlaw,".becase the actual
agreement- would have been toa specified divisionam ly, one-fourth
to each of the blood nieces and nephews..

The appellees contendthatthe appellant is "estoped".from claim-
ing heirship as 'an adopted brother of the decedent because of the agree-
; intent.-This argumnent is apparently based on th.theory that the agree-
ment iLncluded the partes' ,consent to the heirsh iidin of the
.Examiner. The appellees, also contend that, in any event, the Exam-
-mer's .fiuding was correct, under, Oklahoma. law and shouled not be
disturbed. For reasons discussed below, we disagree with both of these
contentions.

On 0 January 20, 1970, Examiner Blaine issued an order captioned
as follows: "Order Disapproving Wills and Determining Heirs at
Law." In this order, the Examilner did in fact determine the heirship
question based on a detailed discussion of the merits of the issue under
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Oklahoma law.,JI light -of, Examiner Blaie's, rniii on te meits
of the-,heirhi -~~ it appears tbat~thie'agreement of tepreswas.
understood. by the E~Amnnr as having left, thi Isu open to, furth~er
consideration. Since the Examiner wasdirectly- invold 4inthe case~ at
the tinme of, the,-parties' settlenrent~ discus~sions and agreement, his
unde ai iofthit a~e ~ 8tis cc ed substantial weight y e.
Board. -utmrt h -Artesb qn-6tto for rehi ringad

in this appeal, have pla cod piayephasisl;on-emriso the heir-
hIlp issue.-i
~Ii this- situat we hold, that the appelllptdis not, barred by vii~tue

fteagrement from pressing his claim as to-the ~xI#4t of his proper
share o f the estate as ain '"heir at law" of the decedent

sectio& JOe(I)rm Aoption c~t'(10 O.. 19'61, secs.

follows: . ,

-- After the Snal decree of~adoption, is! enitered, the, relatiohs oS, chilRid, apirent
shaii thereafter exist betwe ufdotddad the adotve, parents adoting. Suh'r 

finhi uch child and the. Joindred .of. the adoptive Iat.' From tedaeothdiia ecree ot doption, e child shal e iititied o~i er:,e ai -, oi
property, fromn and throuigh, the adoptive parents in accordan e~ W~ith- thes statuites,
of des6ne lt, and distribuiLoni, and- the a idoptive6 -parenxts ,sh all, beentitledj o: iiherit

redi and ersonal roperty.from and. through the c]Al d n Scodac wih said
statue aii [Italn~Ic supiied.]y, , a . r - -- .wit

Thea, iitalics lahnguag -in the above ~quoti nmkesitarcurl

dlear tht~-if thiis satut-4pplie to the iisan cae te apelntwud
inherit- as a~,brother off tedcdn.Under the statute -in e~ffect p-Drior
to 1957, he w~vuld-iiot. -- -t . - -

-In hisl order denying-appellant's Petitionfor-rehearig, the-Examiner~
riledthat under the holdinig of COn'VlMv~Bakke, 400 P. 2d 179 1Okla.:-
1965). aippel'iit could'ro-taea the dben'-adopted brother
~because, the, adoptive paren died before the presient Oklahoma ad-

tion statute wa~,,,nacted. We. believe that this hol4ngiscon~strues the
oniZe case and- the-trn of thellaw of .Oklahoagneal it

relate t tio. - -- - -- -

1-- i t Co-nvin~e case, srpa the. qusinieoeteCutwsth
inth"of'e teestatf 6 pei~ig ta pIrt afi hs se hould
be awarded to the "heirs" of' a' namied person whic he-Ci ,rs wr ob
detemme at~I th~ imf of the deah ftht p i.Spcfcly th
quegtion presente h~s lethekr t e testator would be r 4 ue ohv
Ac~ed witth 1dge that the 19'w of -adoptidi .or. escent and

distriution ere. stibjectt 6 charge,' A wth, thel ' Int ent that such
amendedblawnigh f hd'e aAn th ltidinh fhs sae
was, hedAthat, 'J~eh videnee tondi t show [t h]tsaor
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intended to exclude" adopted children from participating as his heirs,
no-such intehtion would be presumed. ConwileV Bdkke, itp.a, at 11. ;

The c6iurfthen went ol to discuss the'Xexteat to- W'hich the Uniform
Adiopticn Ad 6#anded the -rights,'if persos' adoptedunde previous
-(repeal'd) 'tatustatin g ;'''

Had, the Legslature iieude d-the Act to operate prospectively only d keel
the ld aw in effect as to persons adopted prior to cAukust;27,"1957, this could
have bee ha6conplishe by inclision- o-an exce'ptio- limiting the rights of those
adoptedundeirtheirepealed dstatutes. ?" . [Id. at 1931

In the same. paragraph, the court "decline[dl to ascribe" an inten-i 0

tion to cre'ate Vw ostems of i tanle for adopted chil'depehd-
ing onthe date of adoptin'', ' -

* * toan act of th Legisature Whieh plan evinced acceptance of the; 
niodern, liberl consider ions of p0ubflb y twa the status f adopted chil-

- f dAconYstrcton imust be fadbpt6d which Oprnits uniform oeration
of the statute. " * -

Acceptance of the apprdiees posion ent case w in-
deed create "tw o systems of i eitgoace'8 for adopted chidren, !A result
whi 'woud be in, dct, opp oi tt the Picy exp by the
court in. onville.,

The Examines order also cite Anot, 18 A.LR2d 960 962 -(1951).,
anid the authorities cofitained thevein', as supprig the projos-ition
that the statute "in force on the date of the death of the doptive
parent*: *: .is controlling", for purposes of inheritance (Italihstsup.
plied).! We believe, howvers that the. authoridies cited in 'this nnota-

- tion atuailyiestablish the rule that the controlli g date, for purposes
of inheritance, is:the date of death "of the person from wlho. inheri-
a'2 sisudaiXed.":B rooks&Baed &.Tist, -Co'vRo7baGAe,, 118 CDoma.

-;202>.27,1T7 A. 6655,, .' 1934) talics'.supplied.).. As was explained
in: CWbthel. v. Cmtis, 134 Me., 302, 306-07, I8G A. 669,: 671 (1936)

* decree of adption i `en6redin'accordance with power cofierred by
statute Axes the status if the cbila;! it'divests.the uaturalparents of control
and establishes the rights and obligations of the foster parents.It does not settle
for all time the, child's rightto inheri property. That remaiis as in the ease of
all persis subject to egislative regulation, until it becomes vested by.:the death
of hiSiiu !os6 estatS ma e su1ject tl adlinistfrAttn. ' F *

hn: Thry uahomcases fn wct.>hi ldenindicateJany ,ri

, toptin At ullUi' er the Unfor: : c , ; ; i,, . - of tlieieaning of wo+rc, suc
as uISe i5f [the4p d . lil. See, e.g., Moore v .4ster, 428
P. 2d6 ('O aL '. i9,e: die, Oklahom% 's- indicting ted
inheitanrgh hts'' for TO t,:4t, i'~fficb~, sieethe

g B''-P, P
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relate either to testamentary intent or to previous (now repealed)
statutes of descent and distribution. E.g., Hei v. Hein, 431 P. 2d 316
(Okla. 1967); Noble v. Noble, 205 Okla. 91, 235 P. 2d 670 (1951); In
re Ware's Estate, 348 P. 2d 176 (Okla. 1958). Recognizing that the
issue presented in this appeal has not been squarely confronted by the
Supreme Court of Oklahoma, we also note the recommendations con-
tained in Note, Symposium on Domestic Relations: Adoption, 14 Okla.
L. Rev. 353, 358 (1961), that if the present problem should arise, the
Court should "grant the adopted child a right of inheritance to the
estate of his adoptive parent's relative regardless of when he was
adopted."

Under the authority delegated to the Board of Indian Appeals by
the Secretary of the Interior (211 1DM 13.5; 35 F.R. 12081), the deci-
sion appealed from is REVERSED, and REMANDED to, the
Examiner for such further action as may be necessary to implement
this decision. The decision is final for the Department.

DAVID J. MOKEES, Chairman,
Board of Indian-Appeals.

I CONCUR:

JAMES M. DAY, EX Officio MeMnber.

UNITED STATES
v.

KOSANKE SAND CORPORATION

3 IBLA 189 Decided September 3, 1971

Mining Claims: Discovery: Generally-Mining Claims: Hearings

A decision holding that certain placer mining claims located for silica sands are
null and void for lack of a discovery of valuable deposit of mineral will be
reversed where a preponderance of the evidence adduced at the contest
hearing shows that the sands are of glass quality, that a market for such
sands exists in close proximity and that it is reasonable to anticipate that
such sands can be beneficiated at a cost which will make them competitive
with present suppliers of the existing market.

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Kosanke Sand Corporation has appealed from the September 16,
1970, decision of the hearing examiner rejecting the patent applica-

446-263--71 3
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tion for the following mining claims and holding them to be null and
void:

Earache L, 2, III, 4, Earach 5, Jeff, Pete, and Ray placer mining claims; and
K:O-IC0 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, , 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 lode mining
claims, located in sec. 8, T. 1 N., R. 1 B., M.D.M., Contra Costa County,
California.

It would appear that the contestee is not appealing that portion of
the hearing examiner's decision which limited the number of claims
which remain to be considered in the contest after certain stipulations
were entered into, eliminating some claims contained in the complaint.
The hearing examiner found at page 2 of his decision that:

The KO-KO 1 thru 20 are lode claims and the Earache 1 thru 5, Pete, Jeff
and Ray are placer claims. At the opening of the hearing the parties stipulated
that there were no lode minerals on any of the lode claims and Earache 1, the
S2 of Earache 2, the Earache 4, and the Ray placer claims were void by reason
of abandonment. Later in the proceeding (Tr. 371). the parties stipulated that
the S/2 of the Jeff placer claim was nonmineral in character. Because of the
stipulations these claims are declared null and void.

It therefore appears that the appeal is taken from that portion of
the hearing ekaminier's decision which relates to the placer claims
located in sec. 8, T. 1 N., R. 1 E. M.D.M., which are:
N'/2 of Earache No. 2 N1/2AxVNE /4 :
E arache No. III NE%/,NW C A :
Earach No. 5 NW'/ANW'/4
Pete SW%/4NW,/4
N½2 of Jeff N1SE'/ 4 NW'/4

The hearing examiner found that with reference to this group, lo-
cated in 1963 for silica sand used in glass making and for other special
purposes, the contestee failed to 11et its obligation to affirmatively
establish that the sand at issue can be processed to meet the require-
ments of the glass industry at a price competitive with existing sources
of supply, and that, therefore, the contestee failed to rebut the Govern-
ment's prima facie case that there has been no discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit on the claims. We do not agree .

As noted by the hearing examiner, the parties were in agreement
that silica sand used in the manufacture of glass is not a common
variety, that there is a market for glass sand in the San Francisco Bay
area where the claims are situated, and that the claims are accessible.
He further noted that if the sand could be beneficiated to glass grade
material at a price competitive with other sources, "there is every
reason to believe that the contestee could capture a portion of the
market." He correctly observed that if the sand could not compete
economically, it would not be prudent to extract, remove, process and
sell it. Therefore, he stated, the issue of whether there has been a dis-
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covery of a valuable mineral deposit is dependent on the question of
whether the contestee's process can improve the quality of the sand
on an economical and competitive basis with the existing sources of
supply.

The essential facts are these. The claims are situated 40 miles east
of San Francisco on a massive sandstone deposit known as the
Domengine Formation. They are accessible by road. The mantle of
overburden is thin and the configuration of the deposit is such as to
readily afford surface development. The claims have not been devel-
oped and there have been no sales of the sands by the contestee. Other
areas on the Diomengine Formation near and adjacent to the subject
claims have produced silica sand which was used for glass manufac-
ture as well as for foundry sand. However, in recent years there has
been no production from this area, except for use for the same pur-
poses for which a common variety of sand could be employed.

Foundry sand was mined by the Silver Sands Company on the
Earache 1 claim as recently as 1962 or 1963. That company discon-
tinued operations when its right to do so was successfully contested
by the appellant. The Roberts Sand Company produced from "Pit
No. 4" on Earache 3 and Earache 4. Other silica sand operations on
the Domengine Formation were apparently discontinued by various
producers at intervals between 1946 and 1962, as the deposits being
mined were exhausted or of because the competition from producers
from the lone deposits in Amador County, who began their produc-
tion in the early 1950's. Claims along the east boundary of the subject
claims were worked underground for silica sand from the same forma-
tion, and drifts were driven to the boundary of the contested claims.
This operation apparently was discontinued because the claims were
worked out. Sand from this mine was used for 20 to 25 years for the
manufacture of glass by Glass Containers Corporation, which has one
plant only five or six miles away and another within the market area.

The Governments expert witness estimated the available glass sand
market in the Bay area to be around 600,000 tons annually, although
this figure may not be sufficently encompassing, as the witness indi-
cated that he had no knowledge of the amounts used locally by several
large corporate consumers. Virtually the entire market for glass sand
in the Bay area is being supplied by two plants in Amador County
which are producing from the Tone Formation-the Owens-Illinois
Company, which produces 1800 to 2000 tons per day, and the Inter-
national Pipe and Ceramic Company, producing 700 tons per day.
However, one of the Government's witnesses testified that foundry
sand is being shipped from Overton, Nevada, to the Bay area and to
Los Angeles, and that some foundry sand is being shipped in from
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Illinois. The contested claims are 42 miles from San Francisco,
whereas the one deposits are approximately 126 miles from the city.

Glass manufacturers in the Bay area are combining the silica sand
from olle with eldspathic sands from Monterey County and with
sodium carbonate and limestone. Because of the higher alumina con-
tent of the silica sand from the Domengine Formation, the contestant
contends that it could not be blended with feldspathic sand, which also
contains alumina in large amounts. It was said that users of Domen-
gine sand would have to purchase additional sodium carbonate, which
would increase the cost of the mnix, or batch However, no evidence
was given as to the amount of such increase per ton, if this was to
be attempted.

In addition to the alumina, the iron (ferric oxide) content of the
sands on the contested claims is alleged by the contestant to be so high
as to preclude these sands from economic competition in the market.
Contestant's witness testified that manufacturers of glass demand a
verv low ferric oxide content in the silica sand because they can then
utilize a cheaper limestone, which also contains iron. An excess of iron
produces discoloraton in the glass.

Testimony varied as to the acceptable maxima of iron and alumina
for glass making, as did the reports and bulletins entered as exhibits.
On review, we conclude that ferric oxide can run as high as .10%,
and the alumina can reach 8.0% to 8.5% in inferior grades of con-
tainer glass.- After beneficiation, sands marketed by the Ione plants
run from .02% to .025% ferric oxide and to .5%o alumina. The sands
on the Kosanke claims were extensively sampled by the contestant
and by the contestee. One Government sample consisted of individual
samples taken at 10 foot intervals over 300 feet and analyzed for ferric
oxide. The 30 individual samples thus obtained ranged from .15 percent
to 2.30 percent ferric oxide. The mathematical average of all 30 of these
samples was 1.023 percent Fe2O3. After a wash by an independent
metallurgical laboratory, which employed agitation, but not attrition,
the iron content dropped to .33% ferric oxide, indicating that a sub-
stantial portion of the iron associated with the sand could be removed
by washing. The average aluminum oxide content of this consolidated
sample was 7.12%. Sample splits from six other Government channel
samples were combined for a composite sample and sent to the metal-
lurgical laboratory where analysis showed that the composite col-
tained 1.31% ferric oxide and .5.93 % aluminum oxide.

I However, Exhibit G, a report prepared by a BLM mining engineer, stated that for
sixth quality green container glass and window glass and for seventh quality green glass
the Bay area glass manufacturers specifed . percent Fe2:s .
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-Steven Kosanke, prident of the contestee corporation, appeared-: , . , :e ', . S , _, s iH}, , S~- '' - ., - * .

for it wthot b'enefit of 'coun'sel In the, presentation of his case it
de'voped that G6orge Omo first earnined .and sampled the deposit
in 1962. HEetheni contacted Kosanke, who stakedthe claims, estab-
lished the discovyr poinfts and formed the corporation. Kosanke
then took cnqanel samples at each o the discovery points fromwhichS f*s;{. i ssr .Q.amp=1n. iX, **^S :
- hefat e El mpoiiortionafcolnosite sample,, which he shp,'ed to Om o
atEo'', , T as.,Omo had it analyzed by' El Paso. Testing Labora- 
tories, 'which reported the content to'be 95.90'p-ercent 'slica, 1.2 per-
cent alumina and .47,percent ferric oxide,, plus small, amounts of tita-
nium, oxide and calcium oxide. Omo then personally performed a size,
weight and screen -anal'sis on a proportional represenative portion
: ofthe saimple!sent'to El ,Paso. He also instructed El Paso Laboratories
to perform a simple acid test. They, used a water and ihjydrochloric
acid olution and agitated the sampies for minutes, 15. minutes and
30 minutes. Theii report states that there was a considerable increase
of iron -n the acid after 15 minutes and amuch lsseri'ncrease in the
interval from 15 to 30 minutes. An analysis of the sand afterlyashing
four times with ,water. revealed only minute ttaces o1 iron, in- the
1 to 5 pai ts peimihio~n range, indicating that the acidhad removed
the, iron quiteectively. The silica contIt after' test ;was 96
percent. - ,, '''

Ono'asserted rep ete'tdly that the ir n, presented no. problem; that not
only could it be rempved by a simple, acid bath, bt a by -attrit,
agtaoand a n i ' hat ajre presently in use in glass
sandplants. Oi owns t per cent of:,the- stok o f oseSand

.Thq s ,I. Sharps, presently .senior: geologist in the mining divi-
sion of Vitro' Mineral Corporation, first..earned of the deposit from
Kosanke,, who then, was also, employed there. He test, edtht his com-
pany is intereted' in expanding into the non-metallics field and that
silica sands- were included in its scope of interest. For this reason he
,< 9 - t i I j. , ,A S I t . 1- "' -:4X7wi]s jg iw, i ! ' " -; , . P" I, X !k i ; ' ti ' ~:.? ' ' 6xaiiinhed the claims.i I-e tifi4d that- the sad-e~amine ~ he':s ' ~a t sand cqould'be very easily
and inexpensiyely exploited because .oth,e configration of the claims

at thin covering of verburden. Hie stated that if title to the
property couc& be aqre,, a, p rudent iividual; wouid, most defi-
initpely" ,be iuistifi,ei. intlhef furh e x ofeMoner, eo,xdevelq
:theli statedaiibelef that.'these, §ads could. eapure part

ofmark etthHeet ieat rdogy, that lere akeat least'5 million
to,,ns of -cinerjcia1,saon the 1,,,s 'He further ,tated that he

,anjtliited.,that,-up,n' ,hs-return to his- ?co,?pan',.;fcshanticipatehs anys- liomne, offices he
ould' reco d to e y ! ia, .t~,,,atjt take . , te t in
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the development of these claims, On cross-.examination, Sharps con-
ceded that 'uthie explraion, and evelopent 'were requird. He
stated that by this he ieant conductin a1pilt piatnt study and mar-
ket analysis.'When' askedif'such worlkwould not econsideired e1ora
tion, he acknowledged that it would, stating that exploration does' not
cut o, hiit has to phase from one age ino t-he ;from explo'ra-
tion int6 developmen tan exploitation. On' redWect exAminatibiihea
stated thathe felt that the 'w6ork that he had observed and 'read of
pertainijig to his property'had gon'epast wat is normally' cbnsidered
the raw initial xploration phase. ,

I-;. .: .:osai 'exlaine(d in 'considerable. detail the process pproposed
for the beiieficiation of the sand. He has designed a iiili' suited to'the

topography and the bedded dep"ositstobe mindinitilynid seleced
the sites 'of haul roads 'settling pods, and Ai, areas:i Thi_ eology of
0 : the 'claims has 1been' well 'mapped and delineated. A'detailed report
of the property, describng dthe ds,the mining, milling, of&ation,.
' ti f: S quralityi De~ol, andl marketing 'oprations 'proposed, compete 'ith
detailed coat data aliidflotation test- tesulis;'ias'prep'ardbyos'anke
as a prospectusafor pre ion to mining compaiies. " -'

'Kosanke testified that he developed thie flow sheetformiig -and
0 0 flotation 0at'the:,MIetallurgy :DepartrienitI at the, Iniversity 'of Texas'
where there isa one ton capacity pilot mll. 'e stated 'thatafter mak-
ing his original test of the beneficiation of the sand by attriti'o and
in te silicon' flotation ;cell, hedi. in fact run onsidrable amounts
of material into the pilot mill in an. effort to duplicate 'what would

etaeplace in a normal proucing cle in the flotation, iirinlhe hkd
synhesized 'A chemical analybsis b sed 'upon this experimientation
showed 99.8 percent silicon, 0.12 percent alumina and .023 percent
ferric oxide. Te projected cost per ton for the. Kosanke_ process was
set at $3'.07' based gCupon' m m eost of 93 ents, milling ost of-
$1.85, 'iti an additidhal 29 cents attibuted to qualit -onitrol and

The 'contestant's witiess, George Sfe, -respod to Kosalie's
plain forbefciating thesd with skepicsm. cl wledging that
ti it is dii lt targuewith a flow sheet until 'it is atually i n
0'0 tion, he sted-th\asometimnfs suc 'plans db hot ork 'ut aexpected, 00;

that problems evelo''p soihe'of'Which canb-e inet nd so6e of, +IcI
cainot. He stA'ea that ocessing sand:in a, abrator' is',aa'ly i lr
At from dupliating V ' 'on helr scale in aaua ;: i

mercial mini-ng a mi i -isoperaion. In hi--opinion, a prudnt man
would'be jtified t deeveopmeit oftis'prop'rwith a rea-
sonabl on 6f creaing Ia va lnale mine'only after the +i::
0 i.of hhprdce'tid bNeen proved'brl mning thohsads6f'ito's of ti f
material through a pilot plan,which has not been done in this istance.
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Scarfe also testified at length regarding the sand specifications re-
quired by Bay area glass manufacturers, indicating that<only the
high quality silica' sands. subpied:%from. the Ione deposits could meet '
these requirements. -However, in this connection, the following ex-
change took place on cross-examination:

Q. BYAIR. KOSATN'KE: U3ow many companies have youaskedinyoiur diligent
search about their iron requirements, Mr. Searfe? .

A. You are talking about consuners only?.
Q. Consumers only.,
A. one

Contestants exhibit i149 a C6olorado School ff Mines bulletin dated
::iMarch 1968 entitled "The 'Economics of a Small:.Milling peratiol,"
lists in Table No. 5 a sumar of 'the predesign .operating . cost for-a
typical 500 ton per day flotation concentration'mill. Amortized over an
eight. yearl.period, the estimated cost is $3:.88'per ton. For the, same
plant amnortized over 20 years, the estimated cost is $3.251.per.ton.
However, the author of tle bulletin ackno-wledges that these are merely
rough estimates and that .costs cani vary widely. The mill. design
hypothesized in the bulletin- is substantially different from that pro-
posedby KosankeSanld Corporation.:

The hearhig examiner failed to note that the projeted Kosanke nill
cost: is not merely'an :estimate by Mr. Kosanke, but: rather is'based
on firm bids froim su:,plpliers-which were putin evidence. His projected
milling cost was $1.85'per ton. He estimated his total. cost for.mining,
milling, quality control and sales at $3.0T per ton. But even.if his cost
wfere higher,.even. if actual costs approximated those projected by0 the 
Government, there is no evidece to show that this would make com-:
petition vith the Io e sands impossible. The method of beneficiating
:the Ione sands was not accurately described and no evidence was pro-
vided as to. he cost. It'was therefore impossible to compare the cost 
of the lone oraionwith thie projected eost of the Kosanke operation.
However, there was testimony that the flotation process utilized to

,beneficiate thie Iole s'and is a ."neutral circuiT" (ithout acid), vrhereas.
the 'flo~tatioi 'process pr'oposed :.by :Kosanke 0j iivolves an acid -ash,

which is more costly.
The contestee roduced as exhibit G an approved 90'-page' report

of a minera. exMimimation dated July 29, 1963, prepared''on behalf of
the Burea&6 Sf Lw Management i connection with adi':fferent iatter,
and devoted sol ely the, N½½ sec. 8. IThe mining engineer' who

7 prepardthis repor tstated sfoliows: i."

It is 6t,, epnclusion ;of the e ig ieer that:the Nl/2NIA sec. 8, .,T. 1
N., R.;1:1. M.D.M., is mihlneraLin character because it contains, large reserves of
an uncommon variety of high silicwasand that is suitable for the manufacture of
glass and for use in the foundry industry. The sand is suited to this market
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because of its physical and chemical properties, and production from adjacent
-lands hasi established this flact. The subject lands are accessible, and, there is, -a
larige marketfor the material within aradiusof 40,mhiles.

On fte: ontesant' witness6e :te~stified. hat he .~i fmliarxwith
'where t-he saples listed in thel ieport were taken and hat, noewr
taken on the claims in issue. -In factii he said that, several samples were
taken 'rmthe, Domengine Formnation twenity is- from he~ claims.

The decision hotes that this witness' testimony suggests. that the report
was on he iomnine Formation in eneral-rather than. the land

ocuped by the claims in issue here. We find this io w or rsave
The conclusion quoted-above deals pecisely with a specific 120 ares
-of the 160:acres heiaeat~ issue. The~ contention thtt it deals with the
'Domengine Formaition g enerally is belked iby the very title :Of thle
report: and the lIanguage ' of the cdnciusion~ nd; the suggestione that
the conclusions was.. based upon samples. taken more than 20 miles
distant Iis an insuppi-ortable tax Onl our credulity. Mor'eover, the engineer
who prepare Id the report makes the, matter. qiite: clear on page 57
thereof, stating:

The samples were tkn fo thsadonbes exposed in the old mine
workings in Sec. 5 becausm there were no fresh. exposures of sand~ in: Sec. 8,
-although this formation does outcrop the subject ands,~ and Sampl No. 6~ was
taken, approximately.50 feet north of the section line between Secs.,5,and, 8. The:
bed was well, exposed in Sec. , and these sand beds are fairly consistent init
*f8c] phsca and chemicl pf~roperties over ,a large area. Afind, for this re'ason,
the 'samples taken frbm Sec' 5 should be iidicative lofthe quality of the sanid on

the adjacent subject lands.

The weight to beacrddtstmn and exhibit evidence. 'is a miat-
ter ecuiary, but not exclusively, within. te provinice of the 'hearing

examiner. ow ersince the d ecision apeaed foft is peie
uponith examniner's determilnatio'n. that 'the eidence adduced by
'.contestee was insufficient to rebutithe GoVe'6rineit's primla facie case
we~ are obligedto, ascertain whethie-i' h evidence presented by'oth
sid~s wasaccorde proe egt

'the exa.miner apparently attached considerable ~signilc~atce to tw6o
letters b' ussell E. Man 6ye4 ofl Manley B~ros., a'oncer' which leased
the claimis rm th oak Sad oporation, the' salient portions:
of which were reproduced in his decision. In~ theo first'o these l etters
M4anley declared that te quality of, the sand~ could Ardi fst
qualityg-lass and foundry sand; that he,'1'es~res,.wer excellent, anhd
,that te ecoiijrmic afd market potential ' !tified te'deleopmen of
the claims. In' te second kott, written aft6 rinquishing the ease,

upnpayment. to the contestee-of' $13,000, Manley' sert~i't'ha'tlie
saements' mde inteis, lett rwei e6rn6uk' a hid 'tha he',io longer
beee them to e, true. Mr7Man wa .not ealfe as a wit s~
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his statements were not subject to examination. We therefore have no
'means of knowing on what his judgment of the claims was based,. i.e.,
the nature and extent of his testing, if any, his research into the produc-
tion methods and systems, if any, the cost analysis performed by him,

* if.any, and' so forth. It is. undeniable that the second. Manley letter
negates the first, 'but beyond this they are of small eyidentiary worth.

* The weight which the hearing examineraccorded the testimony of
Steve Kosanke- is expressed in the following quotation. from the' de-
cisionatpage8:.

lr.- losake prepared the flotati6n pla'n,'and expessed the 'opi-nio that it will
work. He then. elimtinated the possi'bility that his opinion could be. ccorded any.
real weight by testifying, that .hewasnota n expert in te field of flotationor
ehlem istry , i0--f>'--dfji-5 

Kosanke-did testify -that hehvwas not expert in these fields. However'
he also testified that he had ;worked as a contract miner forsome seven
year's, that -le subsequently obtaiiedn a Bachelo of Scieneedegtee in
geology from the University of Texasat El Paso, thathes had sta.r.ted:
a gold mineiin Nevada, that hlt had worked. as a consultan in silica
flotation for Arrowhead, Silica, that he had worked a'sjsa consultant in
the feld of" geology' and inetallurgj principally in the'ihire* of F 1W.
Millard and, Son,: that he had .perfornied flotation on silicates for one
of the -heads of the Department of Metallurgy at the University of
Texas at. El.Paso, and that heh hadvisited the .,Ottawa Silica Corpora-
tion in Illimois and, made sugstions regarding their.flotatilon Processes
which- were' subsequently adopted by the company. He testifi'ed that'he'
had designed-plaints'sinjilar tb the one whidh'he proposes, and several
of them have :beh'en:in partial-prductin. Ie'has alsokbeel employed as
a field engineer' servicing m'ning equimen,' and as. an exploration

:geologist-in uranium. We 'arnot knowwhether KosanLke'sdenial'that
he is an expert: Was attributable .to undue modesty- or':to ihoranCe .of
the legal requireninents forexpert qualification. However;in view of itis
stated' experience:and-backgr6und; vwelare-of'tle opinionthat his:testi-
iony shouldhnothvebeensolightly regarded;. '

T he examiner's decision also notes that Thomas Sharps, witness for
the contestee, stated that he has had no previous experience in mining
silica sands-that he is ot. a. metallurgist and not qualife'to make a.
determinationbf whetler the -osanke process'willwork satisfactorily.
Mr..Sharps 'is a graduate geologist Who'has conmplet dsome gradfuat6
:work at 'theC6dlo'rado. School of;Mines. Hehas'done advanced studies
in oceanography: and sedimnentation, he is a registered professional
:engineer by written examination in the State of Colorado, and acerti-
fied professional geologist. He has worked in the 'Colorado School of
'Mines Research Foundation for four years and is the author 'of several
mineral industrial publications. He also conducted' an unsuccessful%
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silica sand search for Coors Brewery, during which he sampled and.
rej ect6A seve\raldeposits in Colorado.

George O1io, witness for the contestee, is a; graduate mining engi-
:neer withi a' numllber. of years of mining consulting and responsible
corporate eipl6ynient in the mineral field. With reference tohisg testi-
mony that a prudentt manIwould, be justified -indeveloping the claims
for silica sand, the' hearing examiner observed that he has had no
experience iinminiig silica sands.

The deficiencies in the backgro'nd and experieheof the contestee's.
witnesses, Lupont which te hearing :examiner remarked, "are 'equally 
attributable to George Scarfe, the, principal witness for the contestant,.
hwol also 'ackirowledged that he is not a flotation expert or a.metallur-I

gist; that he never perforrned any beneficiation of'glass hand,'and that
he has never been employed in the manufacture or fabrioation of glass'
Nevertheless, the examiner relied heavily. on Scarfe's testimony. 

It is apparent that the sands' of the Domengine Formation are suit- 
able for both 'glass manufac'ture: and foundry work, because; they have.
been successfully extracted, marketed and' used for these purposes in
the: past.' It is equally apparent that the sands'from the lone deposits
are of better quality than are those on the losanke claims. The evidence
establishes that the Kosanke sand can be beneficiated to- achieve a
quality that :equals the product marketed from lole, but at somewhat
greater expense. The ,major markets are 40 to 80 miles closer to the'
Kosanke clains, but the. hearing, failed. to develop the extent;'of the
economic advantage that appellant would',derive from this fact. 7

The evidenIce, is clear that if the appellant' can. offer an acceptable
grade of! sand at a price competitive with the Ione samtd, it can capture
a portion of theimarket. The'prie of one sand is $475 f.o.b. the plant

'Current shipping costs from ione tothe.Bay'area buyers is not-found:
in the record,' but certain lysome .eco'nouic advantagemust lie with.
the K6sanke clairs by virtue of their being closer to the market. This:
aspect was not' considered in the decision below. Contestee also elicited
testimony 'that 'barge haulage, which affords extremely cheap freight
to consumers with waterfront facilities, is only three or four miles
fron the property, and' that railroad facilities are also available
nearby.

As noted 'by the hearing examiner, there is, no disagreement that
a substantial market for glass sand exists locally. In fact the claims'
lie virtually in the 'heart of a.large market area with a nuinber of glass
manufacturers in close proximity. Contestee's Exhibit'C, a letter from
Glass Containers Corporation, which is self -explnatory, is set forth
below:: 7

January 26, 1970
Dear Mr. Kosanke::

Subject: Sand Consumption :
In answer to your inquiry of January 22, 1970, we have listed our approximate
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'dq rementsiforisilica sand-tonnage. Wefeel thatthis tonnae could de supplied
.by such an operation as you have prdposed as this deposit has been mined before
for glass sand.-'0' $l'. 0 0 tZ- i0- 

Our present needs amount to approximately 4,000 tons of silica sand per month
at our Antioch plant. Our plant at Hayward consumes a like amount and both
plants are presently being supplied by lone and Del Monte sands. Due to the
ship ing'differential, your company could probably expect to capture this market

* provided, you can maintain the quality reqired and be price competitive. Our
present price is in fthe $4.50 5.00/ton range. Other markets, do exist in the
immediate area and a prudent individual could expect to capture, an additional
tonnage equal to that used by Glass Containers. You mentioned staking your

* claims'in 1963 and I can assure you that the market for silica sand of high purity
existed prior to that time.

We appreciate your interest in our company and do expect to discuss this
matter in detail sometime prior to construction of your plant.

Sincerely yours, .'
/S/ C. H. MEYERS,

Plant 'Manager,
G ass Containers. Corporation.

The milling: and 'flotation process described by Iosanke is similar in
many respects to that in other plants operated for the beneficiation of
glass sands in California and .elsewhere, and is not a bizarre or novel:
concept. The record discloses no basis for assuming that it will not per-
f orm as intended. The unit cost of construction and operation is a criti-
cal aspect, but the figures suppliedby the contestee were not disproven..
Clearly, if the sand could be produced for the cost related by the con-
testee, the profitability of ,the operation wouild be virtually assured. The
weakness of.t)he contestant's. case lies i its failure to offer'any proba-.
tive evidence tiat these costs are 'not. accurately represented, or to dem-.
onstrate at what pointC a -higher cost might dissuade a prudent Man
from reasonably anticipating that he could successfully compete in the

'existing. market. The skepticism expressed by Mr. Scarfe Lmust be
accorded some weight, 'but its .value is severely limited by his failure
to show on the basis of specific. itemized costs that'his opinion :is more
nearly correct than tle contestee's.

The prepondetance of te 'evidence strongly indicates that the sand
,can be be neficiatdeconomically to. meet the lminimum standards for
inferior .orades of glass. Whether it can be upgraded to compete eco-
nomiealywith Ione andsfor use' in first quality optical products and
the better grades of polished plate is more doubtful, but such a possi-
bility has not 'beenprecluded. The evidence adduced by the contestant
in making its j'ima facie case was successfully rebutted by the detailed
showing of the contestee that he has good and sufficient 'reason to

-. believe thatthe sands 'can be produced and sold at a profit in the present
market in competition with existing suppliers.

Appellant submits that the following language from Solicitor.&
.- Opin'?'on 69 I.D. 145, 146 (1962),-is applicable in thisinstance:
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* ~When a nonmetallic mineral is not of extremely wide occurrence and
when a. general demand for that mineral exists, it may be enough, instead of show-
ing an actually existing market for the products of that particular mine, to show
that a general market for the substance exists of a type which a reasonably pru-
dent man would'-be justified in regarding as one in which he could dispose of those
products.

Appellant is not required to provexcertainty of profit or certainty of
future sales or actual- sales. U'hited States v. Clear- 'Cravel Enterprises,
Inc., 2IBLA285i(1971); United States v.IHarold LaddPierce, 75 I.D.
270, 283. '(1968),i'and cases hereim' cited. ' '

In concluding that a discovery of a valuable iineral- A.posit has
been eflected on the claims' in question, thereby -removing a major
obstacle to the issuance of 'a patent, we recognize that the claimant iay
not be able to finaiictle' mi-ll ahd 'flttion plat he'has dcribd:or it
may, after all, prove impossible'to bene.ficiate aid'nirket' the silica
sand at a price competitive with the present suppliers of the market.
But.e are persu eded that aprudent'man would be justified in the fur-
ther expenditure of his labor and means in the reasonable anticipation
that'a valu able mine' can be bdeveloped, and that i s the sole 'ss'ue -or
our 'deterinatibn. ': . ;'-~',' " '4li!i ,,f:. '' , 'i!,''

In: reaching 'this concluision' we have bee: oliged to cofpre our
-action> with 'ti ited S-tafs v.' 21aurice Thival etlt~t 14 1Th V LA 13 (190')',
a case involving very asiila circumstances i twhich this;'Board
reached 'an p'opposite doncliirioi. The essentiali'di tin'ic6n'be wen the
two lies ini the factthaht the andi 'occupied by' th y i"a cla-i s' 'was
withdr'aw'n: from mineral 'loati1o on Jl 18, 19Gb, aild:' it 1 thdre-
fore incumbent upon thei claimants to demonstrate 'avald disovery
ag of that date by showing; that te 'silica sands w:r iria le a:
profit prior to the'date of *ithdrawa. 'Un'ted''Ses v. Unted Ste's
'Silica Corp.', A-30400 (August 24; 1965)'; 'd- #i6b nom. S'Sh4l ::
'Indisties, Inic. v. Udall, Civil -No. LV 1024(D. ev Jue'ne,7 16P)'.
'In the instant case no ithdrawal is involved. " ' :

Accordingly, pursLiant to the' authority delegated tb thi Bo'o]rd of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of thd'Interior (21fDM 13.5; 35'-R.
12081') ,' the decision '!appealed from IS 'afflrined wit'referefice:to the
KO-KO Nos. '1l2X0'lod0 mim'Inig claims, the EarDiithe eS/ 2 of Ea'r-
ache 2, the' Earache 4,' the Ray and'the '8/2 of-the Jeff 'lner' Inining
claims; -the decision is reversed insofar'as it;pertiin toitho reiainig
claims andI portions of craims'''aiid the cas6eis remanded to the tureau 
0of Land' 4anagement for f urther 'action consisent herP' rieth; :

EWABD W muri 1 'nbr~
: F aE -X;: ?- -R : - - .l ID i j ED'RBD W.s -ti EBlVGl

NEWTON FRISHBERG, Chaiaan. r"'-
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Frederick'Fishrinn, concurring.
I agree wth thereasoning and conclusion inthe main decision. I do

feel, thtcertain facets of the ase warrant further discussion.
The rn ing of the, fact finiqngs of tie exaininer accords with

the authority of the Board in making all findings of fact and conclu-
sions off la~wbased upon the record necessary to dcide-the case just as
though, the Secretary were making the decision in the first instance. See
United States v. T. C. ]ffiddlesw art et aZ., 6 I.D. 232, 234-35 (1960),
which quotes from a leading treatise as follows:

The final distillation from the case law is that the primary faet-finder is the
agency, not the examiner; that the agency retains "the power of ruling on

facts* * * in the first instance"; that the agency still has "all the powers which
it would have in making the initial decision"; that the examiner is a subordinate
whoe fiffdings do not have the weight of the findings of a district'judge; that the
relation between examiner and agency is ndt the same as or even closely similar
to the relation between agency andireviewing court 'that the examiner's findings
are, nevertheless to be'taken into account by the reviewing court ard given special
weight whdnthey depend upon demeanor of witnesseg'and that the examiner's
fi ndings probably have greater weight than they did'btore adoption of the APA.
2 Davis, 'Admini ttative Law Treatise' (1958), sec. 10.04.

It is settled laW thata hearing' exainer's findint are not as un-
assailableias.a mnaster's anid may be reversed by theiagency even when
h iot clearly ers u. 'Uniesal Ctcmeri' orp.. fA!tionea-CLabo Rela-

-- : 'js : 0- .S 4 4, 492(195i).-4Pedha hmmunati
lionms Bard,' 40't. S I7 ~ 'Se Feerl onvucto

Conpnisio4,v emowBoadastingSor.,' 349' US. a5e, 364
(-1955~).Setion 8of the Atninistrative.P rocedur Act,5U.U S.C. sec.
557 (b) (1970) -supports thisd.rule byttating: '.. J-' r-

Onappearfrom rtilof te initia decisidi teagency has all the.
* powers which it would have in making'the in itia decision except as it may limit

the issuesoinoica o r byrule; * *ifi S - - ' e -

sinc the igecfncy-a ni evi a hiaritg exairs fdings f -fact
evei whenint dlearly erroneofUs it is obvious that if nis +hat'authdrity
- hbt'claretfIappears. In' i-opition the fact fidin'gbelow were
afforded dconsideration in the Pain ' deisio. J -

a ; r The-Ifabs ol record'ndtheislves to an in ent judgment by
this5-Bo'ard. - Ouirf' chonci6ns, *hiih ovierride "tlhse' df the exaniner
rest upon such facts. We have not second-guessed the examin er'as to
h& ''te" acitY"' and demeanor- of th witnesses. Cf.-Uni4erosa Ca iera
C6 rp. 'v. litonl-q labbr'Re~dtins:oad, 340 U.S. 44 (1951); lNa-

C8oiA4 L;abbt Relfations Boaid v. Jdmhes Thonpson'& Co., 268 F.2d 743
(d dir:'5):' i'' '' - - - ' v- ie' 0-

Although at first blush, my views in this -case may edeni inconsistent
With State Ditetcor fi Utah-v. DEdgja'Dunhanv, 3 IBZA' 155, 78 I.D.
272' (1971f)<-Du-@nlani. is 'cleiarly istiniuisi ,e in that te hearing
ei'aminif'& T fdin4fe5 retn ed largely if not prn'arily;ipon his
detei iniatibh df the er'acity of' tli tne' es. - ; -
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I fully recognize that the main decision in this case appears to, be
disconsonant with the consideration given to minig clin tests in
applying the prudent ian" concept. That concept, enunciated in

V wC aste v.Wom e,9 LD. 455, 457 (1894), and approved in Chrs-
man v. Miller, 19 U.S. 313,322 (1905),is statedas1follows -

Where minerals have been found and the evidence is of such a character that
a person of ordinary prudence would be justiied in the further expenditiure of
his labor anid means, with; a reasonable prospect of saccess, in developsing a valii-
able mine, the re4quirements of:the statute have been met. [Italics supplied.]

The Department in United States v. 'heodore R.'Jenkirns, 76 I.D.
312, 318 (1968) , construed the prudent man rtule as follows:-:

5 *T * The test is not whether there is an operating profitable mine, or whether.
a. prudent man at. some time in the future under more. favorable, circumstances::
might expect to develop a priable mine, but whether under the circumtaq0ces
known at. the tne a profitable mine might be expected to' be developed This
expectation must be based upon prqsent considerations as to the vatueof the
deposit as determined by the extent of saleable mineral within it, and 'the mar- .
ket price for the mineral, and by comparing the expected costsof the mining
operation. [Footnoteo:omitted.] '

TIn United States .v.- E state of:A s% F. Denison, :76I).D 233, 240 0
(1969),the DepartmtconstruedJenkisaaws follo ws:

* As the Jenkns case, supra, further indicates 'the expedtation of future renu-
nerative market prices must be based upon rational eonsiderations, including"."
normal market ups and downs, and not upon conjectures and speculation as to
possiblesharp creases in mhrket prices due to unpredictable changqs in world
political and edonomic conditions or to a Government 'subsidy, oli the unfore-
seen lowering of costs,:because of dratic technological rouh. Thus,
the expectation of future prottaility under the pruden tman 'test must be based'
upon present econoaie circumstances known then and not ypon mere specula-
tion as to pDossible substantial changes in the market place. '

In essence, 'a mining claimants to sustai the validity of his claiim in.
a ' miningcontest (aafter the Government has made .a prima faie case
of invalidtiy); nust show by ,a preponderance of the evidence that
there is a reasonable prospect that he can mine remove, and ma et
the mineral at a profit. See VUnted' States v.: Robrt E. Anderson,. Jr. 
eta., 74:.D. 292 (1967);t Unted !States v Mi haelBatesel, MUie
Batesel et al., Nevada Contest Nos. 062008, 062009-1 and 2, and 062012;
(August 6 1969).:

Other than for Anderson and Batesel, so far as I am aware.Ithere
heve been few, if any, Depaimental or Bureau of and Management
decisions in recent times which.have'recognized as valid those miing
claims from which there have been no actual sales of minerals-wich
are not inherently valuable.

The Department has recognized that- a reasonable prospect of suc-;:
cess "does not mean a sure thing.? United Statesv. C. B. Myers et a&,
'74 I.D. 38,, 3900 (19.67) . Converse v. a, 399 XF.2d 616, 623 (Dth Cir.
1968), cert.: denied, 393 U.S. 1025 (1969), confirms ths conclusion by

o., ,
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approving 'thestandard that "the nucleus of value which sustamns a
discovery must be such that with: actual niinin.g operations uider'
proper management a proftab le venture qay reasonably be expected

.to:-result."': [Italics supplied.]
In United States et al. v. Coleman et al., 390 U.S. 599,603 (1968),

the Supreme Court explicitly recognized the marketability standard
-as simplya refinement of the prudent mn rule, stating:

Finally,' we' think that the Court;of Appeals' objection to the marketability
test onthe ground that it involves the imposition of a different and more onerous
standard on claims for minerals of widespread occurrence than for rarer min-
erals which have generally been dealt with under the prudent-man test is unwar-
ranted. As we have pointed out above; the prudent-man test and the market-
ability test are not distinct standards, but are complementary in that the latter
is a 'refinement of the former. While it is true that the marketability test is
usually the critical factor in cases involving nonmetallic minerals of' widespread
occurrence, this is accounted for by the perfectly natural reason that precious
metals which are in small supply and for which there is a great demand, sell at
a price so high as.to leate little room for doubt that they can be extracted and
-marketed at a profit.

It is noteworthy that the Government stated in the brief' filed by
the Secretary in the rehearing held 'in Colemn, 't al. v. United States
before the Court of Appeals for the Ninth C ircuit:

:The Coleman opinion states several times that the Department has imposed
an "absolute requirement of proof of present markdtabillty lat a profit" (or words
to that effect) as. te'standard of discovery for minerals:of widespread occur-
rence. If the court means that the Department has required a: showing that an
.actual profitable. marketing operation' was in existence on the critical date,
the court has misread. the Department's decisions. All that the Department has
required has been a showing of facts, from Iwhich the conclusion could reason-
.ably be drawn that a profitable mining opertion could have been cohducted
on the pertinent date, not that such an operation was actualy b conducted.
[Italics supplied.]-:

The aplication ;of the marketability test to minerals not inherently-
\-aluable is not a, novel doctrine. In'United States v. C . Strauss et al., 
59 I.D. 129 138 (1945),J th6' De partent stat d

* * * [W]hether particular deposits of these and other mineral substances
of wide occurrence are valuable mineral deposits within the- contemplation of
the mining laws and whether the lands containing them are.therefore subject.
to location and purchase under the mining laws are questions of fact, held to
depend upon the marketability of the deposit. The rule long laid down by both
the courts and the Department requires that to justifyhis possession the mm1

eral locator or applicant must show that by reason of accessibility, bona fides
in development, proximity to market, existence of present demand, and other
factors,- the deposit is of such value that it can be mined, removed, and dis-
posed of at a profit. [Italics in original.] Ices v. Underwood et al.;, 78 App. D.C.

S supplemental and Replacement Brief and Appendix for the United States, Appellee,
and Brief and Appendix for. Stewart 1. 'Udall, Secretary of-'the Interior, Appellee and
Counterclaim. Defendant at 58., Cozemak v. UniteS States, 363 F. 2d 190 (th Cir. 1966).
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396, 141 F. (2d) 546 (1944) 604nion of Acting Soioitor, 5,4 I.D. 294 (1933)

Layman v. Ellis,, 52 L.D. .14 (1929).. In B Pine Mining (orp., 53 ID. 410, 412

(1931), the syllabus said: .,-

"Lands containing limestone or other minerals, which under the conditions
shown in the particular case cannot. pro-aby be sccessfully rnined& and mar-
keted, are not valuable because of their mineral content, nor subject to loca-
tion under the mining law." [Last italics supplied.]i

There is a constant thread in these decisions-the "reasonable pros-
pect of success"' of Castle v. Woimble is the progenitor of the concept
that to sustain the validity of a mining claim, it must be established
that the mineral can "probably be successfully mined and marketed,'"
although in some cases it is suggested that in the absence; of. actual

. sales of the mineral, a presumption of non-marketability arises. See
United States v. Alfred N. Verrue, 75 I.D. 300, 307 (1968), rev'd,.
Verrue v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil. No. 6898 (D. Ariz., filed
December 29, '1970), appeal pending. 

In the-decision below, the examiner postulated the issue of discov-
ery on,"whether the . Kosanke process can iprove the quality of'
:the sand on an economical and competitive basis wih the existing
sources of. supply." The letter of January 26,. 1970,- to the contestee
from ( Glass Containers. Corpoi a tion- suggests ilie feasibility' of con-
testee's plans by stating,,"We feel that this tonnage could be supplied
by such an operation as you have proposed as this deposit has been,
mined beforefor glass sand."

Admittedly, the letter. is something less than a ringing endorsernent
of the c,,ontestee's plan.of operations-itis hwe esething more
than a mere expressioni .of interesti' But the,point is:that there is
insuficient countervalng e'vidence In the record. It seems to me.
that 'the coteste has sccessfullyborne the risk' of non-persuasi6nl;.
ie., he as estabihe1 dy a prep e ce of the evidence that there.
is a reasonable prospect 'that he can mine, remove, aid market th,
mineral at a profit., Hiis showing, does not rest, qpon the premise that
: ",unforeseeable developments ,might ,some day make e depcsi't corn-
m mercially feasible. . .,.' Fos*er,_. Seaton, 271! F. 2d 836,. D38 (DC.
Cir. 1959).

HAROLD 3:. ,NAUGHTON

IBLA '237 Decided Septb6er 13,' 191

sAlaska: Indian ankdI'ative Affairs-Aklaska Laiid0 Gr ntsf and Seletions-
Indian Allotments onPublic Doinain: Lands. bjeot to-Indian Allot-
ments onPublicDomain: Settlement-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Effect of

p. No rights are acquired' under the Alaska NTative AllotmentAct, 48,U.S.C. secs.
357, 35a,1 357bi (1958) by la n'ative Who purportedly commenced his occupa-
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tion of the land at 'a time 'when the land was withdrawn from all for-Ms of
appropriation and where after -the withdrawal was 'revoked,- the land, was
p ovened- only for the filing of State selection applications.

Alaska: Grazing-Indian Allotments on Public Domain: Lands Subject
toIndian Allotments-on Public lomain:- Settlemeiif -

Settlement on land in Alaska which is subject lt a Igrazig, lease -issued, under
: the Alaska Grazing Act of March- 44 1927, 48 XU.S.. secs. 471, 471a-4?1o

(1958), does not create any' rights, by virtue of such settlement, under the
,.Alaska Native Allotment Act, 48 U.S.C. secs. 357, 357a, 357b ('1958),- since
such land is segregated fronm adverse appropriation at least until the Depart-
' mehttakes action to eancel theegraing lease.

Alaska: .Grazing-Alaska: Statehood Act-Alaska:. -Land Grants and
Selections

Although the existence of a grazing lease, issued under th'e Act of March 4, 1927,
48 U,..0. ses. 471,- 471a-471o (1958) is effective to -bar settleMentiof the
land covered thereby, it' does' not preclude the filing 'of a Statteslection

- -application for the Land- which,'#heni-filed, segregates, the- land from ail
appropriations based upon application or settlement or location.;

INTERIOR BOARD OFLAND APPEALS
Harold J. Naughton has;appealed 'o the Secretary' of the Interior

fromt a' decisiohl dated December 29, 1969, by, which-the Office of
Appeals and` Hearin-gj; Bureau,: of Land .Management,? affirined a,
decision of the Bureau's Alaska State Qffice dated 'May 15 -1969
rejecting his native l8l0otment application A 5,'./fled pursuant
-to' the Native: Allotment Act of May 17, 1906; s amended, 48 U.S.C.
secs. 35Y, 357a' 357b (1958)C' -

Tlie basis for tle decision appealed from vas that a portion of the
land sought 'by the appellant. ('hdteinaffer. called the north part)
hadbeen' withdrawnat the:time of' settle4ent, and after'thb withdrawal
was revoked, the land was opened only to$ State selection; and as to
the 'reinainder of the -land (hereinaf-ter -called the south' part) the
rejection wiis 'tstained on the basis that the. land wasina .grazing
lea'se, -issued 'under the- act of March 4, 1927, 48, 1i.0C. sees. 47l
44',a-471o(1958) 'and was not available for settleme 'untti l- so ordeed
by the Bnreau ofILand Management. -'

Appellant's contentions on appeal are essentially' as follows:
'1.'He claims oceupancy of the land froi'-1950, 'which predates the

selection.'of ithe. area 'by -the State of Alaska. . --
2. .Selectionof the landbythe State violates the protection afforded

rights of natives under the Constitution of the, 'Sate of Alaska. 
' 3.'T le 'Apska 'Grziug ct' & March 4' 1927-48 U.S.& s~cs.471,

471a471o (±958) guarantees the 'use of laiid by natives.
4. The State of Alaska conceded that its selections are subject to

native rights.

��l: 301
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Appellant filed his. native allotment application on.Jne-$3, 1968,
for approxiiately. 160.contiguous. acres of land on the shoreof lKalsin
Bay, Kodiak Island, AIaska', together 'with a petition for. deletion of
the land applied for from a grazing lease. According to a map
attached to the application, the:land applied fo covers p'arts of
sections 23-26, T. 29 S., R. 20'W., Seward Mer. .

E. ven, taking appellant's claim o f oCcupancy at its face value it
does not appear, as o belw, thatit vested him ~ith any rights
toite land.
:Th records show that on June 14, 1941 by 13iecutive Order 'No. 8t89,

3 CFR 962 (Cum. .Supp. 1938-19:43) the north portion was withdrawn
from all forms of appropriation. On April 30, 1956, by Public Land
Qrder No. 1297 (21 F.R. 2981) the withdrawal was revok edas tosuch
land, inter a7ia, but the order provided that the lands would not be
open to appropriation until so ordered by the authorized officer of
the Bureau of Land Management. On June' 24, 1968; (Order No.
f.; A A-2717, 33 P.R. 9309), the lands were opened only to the filing

* 0 f;Of State iselection applications. Withdrawn lands' are not subject to
the initiation of rights by settlement under the Indian allotment laws.
See Donald E. Miller, 2 IBLA 309 (1971); Theodore A. Vetanis,
A-30953 (March 7, 1969). Since the lands have not been opened to
settlement, no rights could accrue to the settler until such restoration
takes place. See' Sol. Op.,.ML36078 (May 16, 1951) . Therefore, at no
time during the asserted occupancy did the appellant gain any rights
by virtue of his occupancy of the land.

The south part of the lands sought was withdrawn on February 10, 
1940, by Executive Order No. 8344, 3 CFR 6.18 (Cum. Sapp. 1938-
1943) and they. remained withdrawn from settlement until Decem-
ber 26, 1961, when they were opened to entry generally pursuant to
Public Land Order No. 2417, 26 F.R. 5926 (June 26, 1961). The with-
: dwl precluded the initiation of a settlement right during that
'period. in addition, all the lands- applied for have been in: a grazing
lease, A-7916, issued in 1932 for a term of 20 years, renewed in 1952
for an additional 20 years, and renewed on April 8, 1971, to expire
December 31,- 1997. All of the lands are included in State selection
application; A-062768, filed (as to these lands) on February 15, 1967.

* : r The impact of the grazing lease and State selection application war-
rant discussion. As indicated earlier, the grazing lease is extant and
has been sine 1932.2TI :discussing the effect of such a grazinglease,
issued under the act of. March 4, 1927, the Associate Solicitor for'
Public Lands stated in M-36454 (July 23,1957) in part as follows:

On JulY 23, 1971, appellant filed an.amended legal descrlption.-The difference in the
:: to decripionsis o no onsquence to the decisions rendered elow o oti elln
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It is clear, that under the Act, the potential grazing use of public land in
Alaska was made subor ate to its use for other'more beneficiall purposes and
to developaet'ok'its esoibrces.Butolce a grazing lease had issued, it was the
'Act's purpose to-protect the stocknian 'n his Juse of the land tthe extent indi-:,
cated by the regulations and by the terms of his lease. To provild,esueh 'protection,
and.particularly in view of the provisions of Sections 4 and i'of the Act, the
issuance of a grazing lease,. except as to minng location, must be eonsidered as
an appropration, segregating the leased ands from' the remainder of the pub'
domain o as'topre'eiit ettered entry tereon, at least until adverse action
excluding the'laidfrom the lease had been taken.J[Italics supplied.]

:ee *Wian R. CColley: A306a3 n(y 11, 196) aid 43 CFR
4131.3-: LTha; regulation esnitisa r ats the princple enunci-
ated i thE Asoiate Soicitrs opinion. It follows, therefore, that the
appellant'suse of both the north and' sou:th portions was un h zed
and did not give rise to any rights. As indicated abo te south por-

Itioln would have become available for settlement by PUbaic Land Order
No. 2417of June 26, 1961,:butfor the eistence of the grazing lease.
However, on February 15,'1967, the State of Alaska an ded its selec-'
tion application to. include both the north and' south portions.
Although the, State's application was not operative'as to the north:
portion because itwas' not open -to such application until the order
of June 24,.1968, became effective, the State's application did segre-
gate'tesouth portion fromall appropriations hased'upon application
or settlement or location, by the force of 43 OFR 2222.9-5.(1968),now
43 OFIR 2627.4(b ) . Cf. Udall Iv. Kalerak, 396 F. 2d 746 (9th Cir. 1968),
acet. denied, 393 U.S 1148 (196,9) 

In the light of our earlier holdings, we need not decide whether the
appellant's showing of settlement constitutes satisfactory evidence to
meet the statutory and regulatory criteria.

2 2 The- pertinent part of 43 65'R 2222.9-5(b) (now 43 CFR 2627.4(b)), provides:
"Lands, desired by the State under the regulations of'ithis part willbe segregated from

a31 appropriations based upon application or settlement and location, including. locations
under the mining laws, when the State files its application' for selection in the appropriate
lan'office *' ' * ""' ' . .

* 5 Appellant's claim of occupancy since 1950: is burdened with inconsistencies. Although
he' sub'mitted ttwo :affidavits of 'other' parties'reciting- that the appellant had used 'the area
for' hunting andtfishing"duringf.-the year 1950? and "during the years, 1959 through'
1963', these affidavits have little--probative effect to establish the duration and 'intensity
of the use. '* - ' ' ' ' . " -

'The form':(Form 221.2-8 -'June 1964)) on which appellant filedihis application contains
a number of questions. ' " ' ' -i"

Question No. 8a is: '"om ~hat' date. have you occupied the land applied for?"
A-ppellantleftthesptce'foll6'wing thi questionblank."'' '

Question o. 9 is "Is evidence of, continuous use and occupancy of the land for a
period' of 5 years attached-i 'triplcate?" Appellant: checked the'block, following i'the

' 'questioni, m'ark'ed No '> '"-::" ' ' 2'" E"''' ;4 E : : 
It isioteworthy thatinderthe Act of'IMay 27-'1906 and'4' CR 2212.94(1968), now

48' R! 2561 2, an applicant- for' a n'ative 'allotnent 'must make satisfactory' proof' of
:substantially continuous use and occupancy of the land for a period of five years by him.
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It is our view; that the selection of the land by the State of Alaska
is not violative of the ate's oniution sincethe alppia4,t, has no0
:rightsto the land4, Nor do w e fidthat tdhe Alaska Grazlng A ctgives.

any. guarantee bf oiapproval of his allotment application , coitraryto
appellant's'su gestion :

Appellant also urgdthat atate election 1S subjest 0to a native
el ctuaclaim of qccpac.6In 9er.'in. nfactliaios, is.'viu 'so .6 
See Stcte o f Aask,. v. UrdaZ,: 420D d. 2d938 .(i96), cdt. denel, 397
U.S. 1076 '(1970). Wel need: not decide whether the State's, selection
application is precluded from approval on the issue, of whether the
selected lands inthe case.'at.bar are not 'yao,,ant ,nappriatedand.
' ,unlreserved0 within the amnitof t,he la' St'ateho'odXctec 6(b), -
72 Stat. ,390 (1958),;48 C. note'prec. sec.'21. Our findin-tt h e h
filing of the State selection 'application a' to tie south 'Portion was
effective to segregate the la from othr appr ptiis and the non- 
opening of the north ' 'to ay appropriation - ' Stai~e9elP ton ' o'rtionohe ta
selection~applicai'ons is, 'dios itve of the case. See . ier,
Fairbanks 03186" (July 17, 1b)-. . . ' '

In, view of the .foregoing it is mnnessara this tp pass upon
appellant's.petition'for' cancellation of the grazing iase'to the extent
that it cO'flicts withhis applcaition.,

According y, pursuant to tli authority. delegatedto the Boad of
Land Ap ls bythe cretar ef eriorh ,I ' i 3d f 

slo ApWedfromn is' afred'r21~ .,5FR
0 :12081),the d si' on'ap pedledm iffi rmd.,

FI'IED': ERCe FIsHAi N' M e r.'-

- -/' - i ) ." '.!. " ;ti'-:';:ii'' ' Ut~j WVE CoKcUXj

MARTIN iRITvo, Hember.

FiANIs MAYII le'nber.

4 The petition referred to is the one envisaged by the following regulation . -,,'
:"44411.-iSettlementjIocation, and'dacquisition. ' -'

"Lands! leased under the act are' not subject to settlement, 1catnio, and. acqWuisition
under the nonmineral public'land laws applicable-to Alask, unless and until the authgrized
officer of the.Bureau of Land. Mfnnagemeut d'termines that,.the grasing lease should
be cancelled or reduced In order to permit, in the public interest and without undue ,inter-
ference with-the grazing oerationsj,the' appropriate developmenttand utiliztion- of -the
lands (see § 413L2-7,(e)) and that the lands are suitable for and.othrise; subiect to
the intended 'settlement; location,, entry or: acquistion.r An; application on the appropriate
form or a notice on a form approved 'by .the :Director if applieable- to the cass of entry
contemplated, will -be accepted and treated as, a petition for determlnatlpn'. U'uon. such 
determination o anofter 'nTt.ldses than 8O days'Knotige'thereof to the lessee thegraIng
lease may be cancelled or reduced to permit the settlement, location, entry or, other
acquisition- of. the'lauds'so eliriu'ated'from thelease, and,thepetitionierwill.be aprded

:a,preferenceuright t-o settle upon,;nr';enter: the lands in accordsanee with-thAeternnatlon.
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'0' '' : ALFRED E KOENIG'.0 0 0 ; 0-

4 IBLA 18 Decided October §o6,'1971'- -,

Pub'ic Lands: Special Use PermitsRaihts-of-Way: Genelly i

A q special- laud usepermitwill not be-,grantedwher.e other pronisions
of ,any existing. law, authorize the desired use;, therefoxe,.iti:: properto

,,reje ctan application -f or; a,- special land -use permit to aecommodate an excess0
road to a mining claim where te,-qad is athorized by existing law.

0MininwCiaiCms -Geheraly--Rigts - y enerally ',

: The: United States mining laws give to'the owner of-mining claims as a
.3 necessary incident a- onexclusive-right' xt 8 ac§es5 aross- the public aads
to their.elims for purposes of miaintaiingt the claimsandas'a means d
removing the: minerals. Terefore, an bwner of a mining claim may con-

.. struct and maintainacross the publie lands a nonexelusive road for Cuch
purposes. -

INTERIOR BOARDOF lAND APPEALS

: ; ,A lfred E. Koenig has;appealed from a decsion dated Nomber
: 5, : , i,970, in which the district manager, Glen-wood Springs: District,
Bureau of Land Management, ejeeted his: applicationl -9239 for' a
speciai land- use' perm'it to accormnodate al access road rigt-of-way
across publc domain' ds for a distance. of approxirnately 1082 -fe e t. - ' - ---.' ' ---- ---.. -
':: T-le :, districtnanager refused tolencumsber th:e land wh the specialil

landuse permit on the basis that' the land is. included in a state in-: -

A tde 'nnity Selection. application by the State of Coloradb on hich favorl
,able action was contemplated bytlietureau. - ' -i -

The, 4pelant cnt1 that te road nbdenbuilt lh is necessary
for, access to his mine wIorkin gs. further asserts c that the road

*: affords the only access to hisi mining claim. Tlezexistence of the 'road
is ceonfirmed by a letter 'of Janiuaty 15, 1971, 'from the actilg disti ct 
manager to the appellant. The need for the road' is. inrebutted in therecor. -----
- T'..he tthreshold question is whether:the appellant needs anauthori--1
zation;from the Bureau'of Land M anagelfaent to -construct and main-
tam such an access road on the public lands.': For the reasons indicated
below, if the'road is not exclusive of the general public,' nIo such a -

-thorizations reuired. - -q
78 I.D. No. 10
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In Solicitor's Opinion, ]M+36584,,66 ID., 361, 363-365 (1959), the
question is resolved as follows. - ' i

The genesis and history of the mining laws make, it clear that Congress in-
tended to give the miner free access to minerals in the public lands and to leave
him free to minte and remove them w-ithout. charge. Congress in 'the :1860's failed
to go along with an execufive recommendation for disposing of the minerals by
lease-in order-t6raise revenue. It has consistently sine then let the miner free
and untranumeled 'so fa rat his iineral rights are "concernalS "' #' ' Further,
Congress,:ineffet, onfirmedlthe'miher's rights previously exercised under suf-
ference.a-s much ag'itgrnted mining'rights.' A' '

Congress knew, when it engeted thmining laws, that minercsneessarily.
would have to use public lands outside o the boundaries of their Iaims for'
the r~unningiof'.tannels',and,'for rads.i-In effect, it, provided only fotta proce-
durewhere possession could be maintained and'patent to the. land could be
obtained. Otherwise the elear intent was that the miner should: have the right
to.appropriate the, minerals.,and )convey.them ito* market. Lindley in his 3d
edition on Mines,. volume 2, sections.629:and631, points out that roadways are
necessary as an adjunct to working a claim and as a means toward-removing
the minerals,

The Department hasirecognized' that .roads were necessary and complementary
to mining activities. It early adopted the policy of recognizing work done in the,
construction of 'roads to carrty ore from mining claims as legitimate develop-
ment work accreditable to the claims' as: assessment and patent work. Esniii4
-4ode, 6 La.D. 220 ;(1887)..In Dogglas. and ther Lodes,'34 ED,, 556' (1906), it
held that such roadways were not applicableBut in, Tacoma and Roche Harbor
Lime0o.,- 43 L.D. 128 (1914), after discussing a number of pertinent court and
departmental decisions, the Department adopted the rule'as stated in Lindley
on Mines and allowed credit toward patent expenditures to a trail subject 
to proof of the applicability of the' trial work'tospecific: loations. Thie principle
was applied to am aerial traiway in-jfUtitet Sttes Ev. E Portal MiWng. C-ol9 55
Ii.D.848 (1935) , citingithe, Tacotna, case, p pr. ,These eases obviously recognize
the right of a mining claimant to eonstruct oads across piclands for neces-
sary use in mining operations'even to the point of' crediting expenditures made
in that'cnuiedttoh toward'meetlng' the 'require ents'f o the statut -Ad, as
alreadyi'indibated,'it has preserved that right in expreS terms in' at-least twd
generaIl,iWs providing for.Federaliuse ofpubliclands.' ;'' ' ''; , '1.

Weq may :,rasonably apply here apriciple,.tat the equrts, have freqyuenty
applied in, cases measuring the powers of the Ulited States to legislate in rea-
tionf to matters within the exclusive jurisdiction of a State, and the reverse.
Executive action along the line proposed could be used to completely destr6'th4 I
rihts grailted'by 'ddffges irnddr the mining jaws: It'istr'uzeth'at Wherein) trim-
way-ghttef-way, isgrantedunpder' 1895: ht 'aura, '43 IThS §a_956(17)3ithe;
D I,eparjtp~ent, f,fmor.ythag'',20 yeass,..ha, pharged dannnuwal. renft a.,But, ,ta
charge is made under the discretionary power granted by Congress to the Secre-
tary under the act. uei ligts when granted in'the past ve vest~d 'an ex-
elusive right of user in-the mining claimant. A road constructed bY' dmini'ig

'Cited with approval in United States 9,94j7.71 Acres of Land, etc., 220 F. Supp. 328,
332 (D.C. Nev. 1963).
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claimant for purposes connected with his claim, without the benefit of such
a gra it-is not exclusive and:-thereiis no'sp e law !giving th& Secretary dis-
cretionary authority''to grant thairight-o'fwayi"'nder''e'neal 'regu tioi's' as
under the 1895 act. -

In yiew, offthe,foregoing, it isclear that no authorizatip is needed
for such a.inonexclusive road.2 The recordi indicates that 'apipellant
desires merely "ai ;n6nxclusive; road. Acco'dih:gly; appellant's :con
tinued use of the access road is authorized by.law. In that Posture,
thisdecision is dispositive of the case.

Therefore,. pu'rsuaiit to the, authorityl to e 4Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior,(2114 ,DM, 175; 36 F.R.
12081), the decision below.is affirmed as modified.: -. : ' .: . i : -: ' : , ; i ::.FR-EDERICK FISHNAN, ember.
WnE co39cuR:

NrEWTON FPISBERG, ChAi .

FRANCIS E. MAHUE, 'ember.

ROGER L. MOREHART

4 IBL;A 1'E ' ' ''t D;leided October;6, 197 :, : ti - -;- 

Soho'l Lands': Indenity Selections ' State Selections-Ex&hanges of Land:
Forst Exchanges 

Where a State has received titlerito a schooltlnde6nnityl selection, the' base land
for which t-he ideinnity is taken remains in federal ownership and- where,
after the, State has *1,eceiveq suchJidem Jity land it issu es 
ofconveyance for thejbaie land to a ao !est 'entiiq~fl~l!,~ ;t- P" :riat )partYA, wp conVeysjIt toqwh
conveys it to the'Unite&7States as base for a forest lieu-,selection, wplch is
satisfied, and thereafter the United States issues an indemnity clear list to the
Statetfor the'school land in place: to validate the State's purported conveyance
to A;_,the;.title to the school land in place inures to the United States under
the,.d9etrine of after-acqured title.

2 We note that the State Board ;'of Land: Commissioners, by letter of May 14, ;19T,; stated
that "we have no objection to the granting of a right-of-way for a public road over this
lot * * * i The Boulder County Engineering Department, by letter of May ls;'.,19.7,, asked
that the district. manager "reconsider the granting of any access ,strips.or, lants that might
be used for improper land development purposes without first requiring adherenee to local
planning requirements." In view of our holding, there islpq Alsfretiointhe Department
concerning this matter.

90O7]
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Conveyances: Generally-Conveyances: Interest Conveyed

A federal grant of land to a Statefor the purpose of.validating the State's
purported conveyance of such land to a third party does not vitiate federal
ownership of the land where the United States has received a deed to the
land from the assignee of the State's grantee. Under California law, where
a person purports 'to convey the fe6'sihmple to certain land and subsequently
acquires title to the land so onveyed, thei after-acquired estate inures to
,the'bene'fitofthe oiginal grantee or his successors in interest.

Public Lands: 0enerally

Lands conveyed to the United States under the Act of June 4, 1597, 30 Stat.
11, 36, as a basis for a forest lieu sleionwhich is consummated, are public
landsof theUnited States. ' '

Public Sales: Generally-Public Sales: Apjlications 

Where a'ublilcsale applicationdis rjected on the basis that the land has been
conveyed out of federal ownership, and it is found that the land is public
land, the application will be remanded for further appropriateconsideration.

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS-:-

Roger L. Morehart has appealed from, the decision of. the, Riverside
land office dated, May 10, 1971,:which rejected his public sale appli-
cation.

: R The decision was based on the following 
,* ; 00 On October 10, 1916, the State of Galifornia selected lots I and 2 of See. 16, T.

11 N., R. 29 W., SBM in State Indemnity Selection 'San Francisco 09838. The
selection was-approved December17, 1920 by Clear List No. 86 without a reserva-
tion of any minerals to the United States. Accordingly, ithe land sought in your
petition-application is no longer under the Jurisdiction [sic] of the Bureau of
Land Managementand the petition-application is. rejected.

A letter in-response- to our inquiry "from the Title Officer of the
California Stte Lands Divisioiireeites in part as follows:

The records of this office show that the State-of California +s indemnified for
its entitlement in the subjet Section' 6 as folows.:

- l 0 0 7 4 -Acresi 2 | > Lt} 0; f; 0 ti 0 J i' ' ' ' ' 5 Clear List i:;:ApprosalDate

-160.'00 - 25 SF ' 3/24/1873
280.00 28 SF '- 11/12/1873
23.67. 48 SF 11/16/1882

139.19 -- ; -jt 0 - - 0 V X 0 t ; 54 SF-0 1 11/7/1891 '

602.86
-320.00 State's entitleient

282.86 Overcertification
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The overcertification of indemnity acquired by Clear Lists approved- AFTER
M: iARCH 1, 1877 toihllihg 162.86 acres, wms satisfied by issuance of. State patent.
to the United States on December 7, 1909.' 

Thei overcertifleation of idemnity adquired by Clear Lists approved PR-fOR
TO MARCH 1, 187, totalling 1201 acres, was: satisfiedby -cash payment. Con-
:t. roller's Warrant No. 56;06:was transmitted to the General Land Office, Wash-
ington, D.C. with the State Surveyor General's letter of December 29, 1918. :

The above-mentioned patent and cash paymient reduced the State's acqusition
[sic] of indemnity to 320 acres of land elsewhere within the iState. This: was the
Sthte's actual enitleient-1-

More specifically, the State was indemnified by Clear List No. 25,- San Fran-
cisco Land District, approved March 24, 1873, for the SE Y 4 of the unsurveyed
Section i6. After-approval of the United State piat of survey on May 8, 1885,
the State apparently overlooked the fa'ct that it had pieviously relinquished its
right to any portion of the SE 14 andiprocessed the'application of George Black
to purchase Lots 1 and 2, issuing a patent the'refor on March 2,1903.' '

Whenfthe State selected Lots land 2 of iSection 16,4 T11 N., RT29 W., SB.M.'and
received title thereto by. Clear List No. 86, SaW Francisco Land District, approved
December 17, 1920, our interest had appa'ently heeh cdveyed to our patentee?:

George Black. Ac ding to information- provided this office by Mr. Morehart's
attorney, Mr. Black had conveyed Lots 1 and; 2 to C. W. Armstrong who in turn
exchanged his interest with'the United States for land-in Section 84,T. 5 N., R.
96 W., Sixth PrincipalMeridian,;Colorado. 2

The: file relating to Clear List No. 86 of December 17, 19,20,. which
purportedly vested title to lots 1l and 2- (the lands in issue) in the
State of California states in part asfillows:

[T] he selections were made in accordance with andL pursuant to a basis of
adjustment agreed upon and adopted by officials of the state and of,,the Land
Department of the United States, on June.-16, 1911 and letters. G of this, gfice
dated May 3, 1912 and August 13, 1913, ofor the benefit of the transferees of the
State and to. compensate the United States. for lands certified to the State In
excess of the.quantity to, which it was entitled on account of the sections or
portionsthereofselected intheforegoinglist.,:

Thus it is apparent that the purported conveyance was to protect
the title given by the State of California to its grantees.

As shown above, the State in 1873 .had 'already received indemnity
for the lands inf issue. It thereby abandoned its claim to the schoolland
in place. See Riggio v. McNeeZ, 135 La. 391, 65 So. 552 (1914).

Lots 1 and-2 lie in the SE'4 sec. 16, for which a school indemnity selection would,
lie if the base land did not vest in the State. 43 uS.C. § 851 852 (1970).

This is confirmed by the official records of the Bureau of Land Management. .Armistrong
made lieu selection No. 8142, for which patent No. 108615 issued on February.o10, 1910,
under serial Glenwood 0631. Armstrong had conveyed the landsn issue to the United:
States in 1903.
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In essence the case involves the following facts: The State of
Californica received a qu id pro q f ie ld in 1i873. In 1903
it inadvertently conveyed 'ucli base lands to Black, whQlcornveyed them
to,. A-rmstrong, whoi in turnviconveyed them to tthe United States. In
1920 the'United"'States issued Ha clear list to the State of California

'for such lands;, inter'alia, to make good the grant to Blck.- This'raises
the qustion ofdto whose benefi't theafter' acquired tit6 of the Stateof
Cvalifornilainhres., .. .. i -. . ::-;. 

InBarberiv. Rothhildet al., 7 Cal. 2d 537,61 P. 2d 760,761 (1936),
the court stated' : -!

* . *. : In Clark v. Baker, 14 Ca:l.;62,,627631, 76 Am. Dec. 449,. this court re-
viewed the early cases adopting the common-law rule that, after-acquired title
did not inure to the benefit of the mortgagee and therein expressly rejected that
rule because of the.provision of sections 33 and 36 pf Conveyance Act. (Stats.
550, p.249.) ,Section 33 of that act provided that: "If ,any person shall convey

any real, estate, by conveyance purporting to convey the same in fee simple
absolute," .andshall subsequently acquire the full legal estate, that shall inure
to the benefit of the original grantee. Section 36 defined a eonveyance, as embrac-,
ing,"every. instrument in writing by which any real estate ,or. interest.in real
estate is created, aliened, mortgaged, or assigned, except wills **,"

* *Since the adoption of the Civil, Code, ection 1106 hasread:. "Subse-
quently acquired title'passes by operation of law. Where a person purports by
proper instrument o grant real property in fee simple, and subsequently acquires
any titlej or 'claim of title thereto, the samelpasses by operation of 'law:to the
grantee, or his successors." Section 1215 has defined "onveyance" to embrace
every instrument in writing "by which any estate or interest in real property
is reated, alienec, mortgaged or e uimbeied, or by which the title 'to any
real property may be affected. except'wills." The difference in the language used
in the Conveyane'6 Act and that used iii section 1i66 of the Civil Code is that
the formei rela'tes 'to the one whO "shall convey any real estate" and the latter
t one who "purports by 'proper 'instrument to grant.' Though bbth statutes

add' the words "' fee'simple," it'ws 'said in'the Clark Case' that' this didunot
affect the plain purpose of the statute which <was "to iiovide that the'subse-'
quently-aoquired estate shall-be as e-ompletelyceovered by the instrument, whether
conveyance or mortgage, as if originally,,possessed by the grantor or mortgagor."

See Crne v. Saoqn: 41 Cal. 63 (1871) .Cf. Watkins v. Lynch- 71 Cal.
21, 11 P. 808 (1886); People v.Jaqeoi, 02 Cal. 548 (1881).

-Thus it is clear that under California law after-acquired title by a
purported grantoruincs to tie benefit of his purported grantee.8 Cf.

The 'rationale for the Vre'is supported by 'Jftel"ig e Renegeieer v. Keernie etcta.,
s .:. (1 Eov. 6 64'4'4'(i80) as'follb ws':

"The pindiple ddu'ttible from' these 'suthotities sees 'to 'be that w hatever may be the
form or nature of the conveyance used to pass real property, if the grantor sets forth on
the face.of the instrument, by way of recital or averment, that he is seised or possessed
of a particular estate in the premises, and which estate the deed purports to convey; or,
what is the same thing,'if'the seisin or possession of a particular estate Is affirmed in the
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Daniell .v. Sherrill, 48 So. 2d 736 (Fla. 1950) Annot., 23 A.L.R.2d
1423 (1952); Lobean v. Trustees of Internal Improvement und, 118
So. 2d 226 (Fla. 1960); Charles 0. Martin v. United States, 270 F. 2d
65 (4th Cir.. 1959); Aniots.j 58 A.L.R' 345 (1929) and 144 A.LIR. 544
(1943) ; Elizabeth M. Jones' (On Rehering), 52L-D i411 (1928).

Accordingly, the patent given 'by. the. State of California to Black
inures; to the benefit of his ultimate assignee, i.e., the United States.
The lands are, therefore, federally owndd.4 The records show that they
are not within any' reservation. Since the lands were cohveyed to the
United States as base for a forest lieu selection,, which was consuin-
mated, they are public lands. Cf. Foster Cline et al., Colorado 014505
('August 7, 1957). -Therecords further indieatethat the lands con-
stitute an isolated tract and are therefre subject to, sale under 43
U.S.C. sec.1171 (1970).

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to te Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the, Interior (211` 1DM 13.5; 35 F.R.
,12081), the decision-below is reversed amnd the case is remanded to the
Bureauof Land Management for.frtb r approjriate, consideration.

FR X: i E FISiMAN, Mem~?ber.

NV CONCUR:V

FnAMNCIS E. M E ember

NEWTON FRISHBERG, Cairmai-n. . . . .

deed, either In express terms or by necessary implication,'the grantor and all persons in
privity with him shall be, estopped from ever afterwards denying ,that he was,.so sised
and possessed at the time he made the conveyance. The.,estoppel works upon the estate,
and binds an after-acquired title as between parties 'and privies. 

"The reason is,' that the estate thus affiim'ed to b in the party:,at the time of thi
conveyance must necessarily have induencedlthe grantee in making the purchase, and
hene the grantor and those in' privity with him, in good faith and fair'dealing, should
be forever thereafterprecluded fromgainsayingit,

"The doctrine is founded, when properly applied, upon the highest principles of morality
and recommends itself to the common sense and 3ustice of every one And although it
debars the truth in the partipiilar case, and therefore is not unfrequently characterized as
odious, and not to be favored, still it should be remembered that it debars it only in the
case where its utterande wouid' convict the party of; a previous falsehood, would be the
denial: of. a previous affirmati6n upon the faith of which persons had dealt, and pledged
their credit or expended their money.

"It is a doctrine, therefore, when properly uderst'od. and applied,"that concludes the
truth in order to prevent fraud and falsehood, and impde ':silnce on-?apaity only. ,hen
in conscience and honesty he should not be allowed to speak."

.f It is noteworthy .that the Bureau- of Land Management apparently onsiderdd -the land
'to be federally owned. Despite the 1920 clear list, which did not reserve.minerals.to.the
United States, oil and gas lease Sacramento 042442 (later designated LA 088806) was
issued for the lands effective June 1, 1952. Similarly, oil and gas lease, LA 0134579 was
issued for the lands as of November 1, 1955.
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: CMASONIC HOMES OF CALIFORNIA

4 fIBLAt 23 Decided October 27; 1971

Statutory Construction: Legislative History-Act of July f6, 1960-
Conveyances :Generally-Lieu Selections. /.

A application, for a 'quitclaim deed under sec. '6 of 'the Act f Apiil 28,'
: ;1930, 43 U.S.C.Isec. 872, based upon a.conveyance to the -United States of
land as a basis for lieu selection, Which conveyance was 'made pursuant'to
the Act of June 4,1897, 30 Stat. 11, 36, is properly rejected because the Act of
iJuly 6, 1960, 74 Stat. 334, precludes the Department from utilizing the 1930

.0:t;0act for that purpose.0'' ' ;00 ' : ;0'lr -

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Masonic omes of Clifornia has appealed frol the 'decision 'of. ,te
Director of the Bureau of Land Management, dated April 24, 1'970,
i-which affirineid the decision of'the Sgramento land office rejecting the
application of Masonic Homes for the issuance of a quitlaim deed to
the SWf/4 SEl/4 see. 36,-T. 7 S'., H.R22'E., M.h.M.,California, under
-Ae. 6 of'the Act of April' S8, 1930'(46'Stat. 257')j 43 U.S.C. 8 (1964).

The appellant is the successor in interest of one Hiram M. Hamilton,
who deeded the land to the United States in 1901 as a basis for a lieu

* selection, as was then permitted by the Forest Exchange Act of June 4,
1897 (30 Stat. 11,36).

Hamilton filed three separate selections- of tracts in lieu -of the land
in issue, none of which was accepted by the Government. By Depart-
mental decision A-21005, dated Deceniber8,'1937, H amilton's right of

* reselection was denied on the ground that he had withdrawn his orig-
inal selection application, and that selection rights were thereafter
precluded by the Act o f Marh- 3, 1905 (3 Stat. 1264). The 905
Act preserved selection rights "if; for any reason not the fault of the
party making thef same any peiding slection is' held invalid * * ' C

The Department in A-21005 took the position that a relinquishment:
was not tantamount to an invalidselectio'i.

The statutory background concernitig forest lieu selections and quit-
claims therefor is set fortl in S. Rept. 1639, 86th ong. 2d Sess., in
c connectionl with H.R. 9142, which culminated in the Act of July 6,
1960,74 Stat. 334. That report states in part as follows:

'The 1897 Act P30 Stt.11,36] provided that-t
in cases in which a tract' covered by. an unperfected bona fide claim, or by a

patetft is includedl ithin the lilits of a public forest reservation, the settler 
: S -, - 0 .. .w\ L
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or owner thereof may, if he desires to do so, relinquish the tract to the Govern-
ment, and may select in lieu thereof a tract of vacant land open to settlement
not exceeding in area the tract covered by his claim or patent * *

This act was amended by the acts of June 6, 1900 (30 Stat. 585, 641 [sic], correct
citation (31 Stat. 588, 614), and March 3, 1901 (31 Stat. 1010, 1037), to limit
the permissible lieu selections to-

vacant surveyed nonmineral public lands which are subject to homestead entry
and was repealed by the act of March 3, 1905 (38 Stat. 1264). The last-named
act saved, however-

the validity of contracts entered into by the Secretary of the Interior prior to
the passage of this Act.

and provided, further, that-
selections heretofore made in lieu of lands relinquished to the United States
may be perfected and patents issued therefor the same as though this Act had
not been passed, and if for any reason not the fault of the party making the
same any pending selection is held invalid another selection for a like quantity
of land may be made in lieu thereof.
None of these acts contained any provision for reconveyance of the relinquished

lands and the 1905 act, as is evident, treated the conveyor's rights as con-
tractual rather than proprietary in nature. It was not until the Act of September
22, 1922 (42 Stat. 1017), became law that there was authority for the Secre-
tary of the Interior to make a reconveyance and this was limited to applications
for reconveyance made before September 22, 1927. The 1930 act, which covers
a large variety of situations, reopened the possibility of reconveyances. There is
nothing in the history of the bill that became this act to indicate any awareness
of its effect upon or applicability to the old forest lieu selections problem.

In view of the earlier legislation, the 1922 and 1930 acts must, at least so far as
reconveyances are concerned, be regarded as acts of grace on the part of Con-
gress which vested no permanent or irrevocable right to a reconveyance in their
beneficiaries. Enactment of H.IR. 9142 will thus, in effect, restore the legal situa-
tion to what it was before these acts became law except as to lands which have
been returned to private ownership in the meantime.

The Act of July 6, 1960 (74 Stat. 334) provided, in pertinent part,
that upon demand made within one year from the date of enact-
ment, payment of $1.25 per acre, with interest, would be made for lands
held by the Federal Government (which it had received under the
Act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 11, 36 as the basis for lieu selections),
provided that the person who relinquished such lands, or his successor
in interest, had not theretofore received his lieu selection, a recon-
veyance of his lands, or authority to cut and remove timber. Section 3
of the 1960 act provides:

The Act of September 22,1922 (42 Stat. 1017; 16 U.S.C. 483) is hereby repealed.
No reconveyance of lands to which section of this Act applies shall hereafter
be made under section 6 of the Act of April 28, 1930 (46 Stat. 257; 43 U.S.C. 872).

450-469--71-2
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The appellant contends that, despite the above-quoted statutory
language, the Department has both the power and the uty to issue
the requested quitclaim' deed. The appellant argues (1) that the act
of 1960. by its terns does not apply to the-pending matter; (2) that
the power to issfte qtiitclaim deeds exists independently of the 1922
act, the 1930 act, and the 1960 act; and (3) -the Direetor's decision
would place the Uiited- States inl the osition of taking private land
without compensation.

The legislative history of the Act of July 6, 1960, clearly demon-
strates that the act was intended to cover the case at bar and that
Congress intended to strip the Department of authority to execute
a quitclaim deed in these circumstances. S. Rept. 1639 states in applica-
ble portion:

PURPOSE

The principal purposes of H.R. 9142 are (1) to provide compensation for land
conveyed or relinquished to the United States during the years 1897-1905 under
the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 11, 36), in cases in which the lien lands or other
rights which the owners were entitled to receive under this 1897 act and supple-
mentary legislation-have not-already been given them; (2) to make inapplicable
to the owners, their heirs and assigns a later provision of law directing the
Secretary of the Interior, upon request, to return the original lands; and (3)
thus to correct defects in the law under which such parties are now laying claim
to valuable lands within the national forests and parks and taking them out of
Federal ownership. [Italics supplied.]

With respect to appellant's contention that the denial of his appli-
cation would place the United States in the position of taking private
land without compensation, that report shows that Congress con-
sidered that problem as follows:

* :It seems proper, therefore, that provision be made, as proposed in H.R.
9142, for payment to those who are precluded from exercising their original lieu
selection rights, since lit was never intended that the conveyed or relinquished
lands should be a donation to the Government. The price to be paid ($1.25 per
acre) was the going price of public lands generally at the time the base lands
were relinquished. The interest payment proposed in the bill, as amended, com-
mends itself to the committee as being reasonable and fair both to the original
owner and to the Governm'ent.C

The committee also recognizes that it has been held in some judicial decisions
that until there had been an acceptance of the base lands by the Secretary of
the Interior no rights accrued under the 1897 act. (For examples see Boughton
v. Knight, 219 U.S. 537, 547 (1911) ; Daniels v. Wagner, 205 Fed. 235 (C.G.A. 9th,
-Cir. 1913) .) Understandable as this position was, as of the time and in the light of
the circumstances in which it was taken, the committee does not understand or
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believe that after a lapse of 60 years during which the Forest Service, the Na-
tional Park Service, and other Government agencies have administered these
lands and Congress has appropriated funds for'their managemtent, improvement,
and protection, there can any longer be doubt that they have been, in law as
in fact, fully accepted by the Government and that the former owners' claims
to continued ownership are without merit or equity. ['] The committee notes
that the Department of Justice has examined the bill and reports that it-

is not aware of any basis on which claims could be justified for compensation
under the fifth amendment of the Constitution.

The committee agrees with this view and notes, further, that a continuation
of the present system may well result in unjust enrichment of speculators whose
contentions in this respect are worthless in terms of any usual standards or
[sic] law or equity.

Our view that the 1960 act was intended to remove from the De-
partment authority to issue quitclaim deeds in connection with forest
lieu matters is further buttressed by Udall v. Battle Mountain Co.,
supra, as follows:

Legislative history shows clearly what Congress had in mind in 1960. It was
concerned over the fact that public lands of the United States were being re-
conveyed under the 1930 Act (the successor of the 1922 Act) in "what the
public press, conservation interests and others regard as being virtually a 'give-
away' of public resources approaching a scandal." S. Rep. No. 1639, 86th Cong.,
2d Sess. (1960). The 1960 Act repealed the provision permitting reconveyance.
Instead, claimants were to be compensated at $1.25 an acre. (The 1964 Act [2]

provides compensation on a different basis as an alternative to selection of lands
and includes all who had recorded under the 1955 Act.) Further the legislative
history shows that the extent of recordation under the 1955 Act was carefully
analyzed in order that the cost of such compensation might be anticipated.

In support of its contention that the Act of 1960 does not apply to
the pending matter, the appellant notes that the Act of 1960 does not
apply to cases in which the person who relinquished the land (or his

1 Cf. Work v. Read, 10 F.2d 637 (D.C. Cir. 1925), which holds that relinquishment of
forest lands to the United States, and acceptance thereof by the United States, creates a
contractual relation. Also of. U/dall v. Battle Mountain Co., 385 F'.2d 90, 94, 96 (9th Cir.
1967), cert. deaied, 390 U.S. 957 (1968), which states: "Since the relinquishment to the
United States contemplated a completed exchange of lands an equity in the nature of a
right to rescission remained with the owner of the relinquished land until the exchange
had been completed and it was not until then that the United States might be regarded
as vested with unconditional ownership."

IThe Act of August 31, 1964, 78 Stat. 71, 43 U.S.C. 274 (1964), note, provided in
part for redemption of forest lieu selection rights, which had been properly recorded
under the Act of August 5, 1955, 69 Stat. 534, 43 U.S.C. 274 (1964), note. Under the
1964 Act, holders of such scrip rights were eligible to receive $275 per acre, 43 CFR
2612.1(e) (3) (1971).

A number of claimants did receive such compensation for forest lieu selection rights.
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successor) had previously received a reconveyance of his lands. The
appellant further notes that prior to 1960, the Government had not
only rejected Hamilton's proposed lieu selections, but "returned his
deed and other papers," an action which the appellant views as "tanta-
mount to a reconveyance." In this situation, it is argued, section 3 of
the 1960 act does not apply to deprive the Department of the power
to issue the quitclaim deed requested.

If the appellant's contention that the return of the papers is equiv-
alent to a reconveyance were correct, then there would be no need
for a quitclaim deed. It is, however, generally recognized that the re-
turn of a deed to a grantor does not revest him with title. Mead v.
Pinyard, 1.54 U.S. 620 (1876); Kunto v. Partridge, 65 N.W. 2d 681, 52
A.L.R. 2d 1 (N.D. 1954); Houts v. Hontes, 204 Okla. 215, 228 P. 2d
651 (1951); Valley State Bank v. Dean 9 Co0. 151, 47 P. 2d 924
(1935) ; 23 Am. Jur. 2d, Deeds § 310.

-Under Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2 of the Constitution, Congress
is granted the "Power to dispose of and make all needful Rules and
Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to
the United States...." In Gibson v. Chouteau, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 92,
99 (1871), the Supreme Court stated:

Thiat power is subject to no limitations. Congress has the absolute right
to prescribe the times, the conditions, and the mode of transferring this property,
or any part of it, and to designate the persons to whom the transfer shall be
made. *

Whether the Act of 1960, sup ra, is a proper exercise of this power is
not within the scope of our consideration.

We note, however, that our decision in this matter rests solely on
our findings that the Act of 1960 withdraws, or otherwise negates,
the authority of the Departnent to grant the relief requested. We
reach this conclusion reluctantly in view of the issues implicit in this
case. Cf. Sol. Op., 53 I.D. 427 (1931).

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals b the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081), the decision appealed from is affirmed.

FREDERICK FISHImAN Member.

WE CONCUR:

NEWTON FSHBERG, hairman.

FRANCIS E. MAYHnE, Member.
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4 IBLA Decided Ocober 28, 1971;

Oil and Gas Leases: Generally-Secretary of the Interior

The, Secretary-of the Interior, in the exercise of his discretionary authority
.respecting issuance of ,oil and gas ieases, may rej'uire'aceptahce of special
stipulations as a: condition prededent to issuance of such a lease, where uch
0 stipulations- are designed: to' pi'otect the sot' and surface resoutrces and do

anotunreasonably interferewith the lessee's-rights of enjoynent. ..

Enviroiirental. Policy At f1969-0il andasteases: -enerally

It is proper to require one- making an andgas lease offer to consent to
stipulation deemed necessary to protect:the land and surface resources from
unduedamage y exploratory operations, as aa ondtion precef6nt to issuance
- the lease; pursuant to -thei mandiate of 'Cthe Njongress .kpressetin the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. -

Oil and Gas Leaies: C6nent of Agency: - - '

An applicant for a noncompetitive public land gas lease of lands being
administered by the Forest Service is properly required to file a written

0. -onsent'to stipulatiohs requestedi'that agency as a cndition piecedentto
: isuance of th&: lease,' or face rejeetion -of hisloffer, where- the stipulations

- .. arenet nreasonable and will not:'seriously deter operations for develop-
- ,0ment.othe leased. piland gasdeposits. ,..-

0Oil and Gas Leases: Geneially

An appiant .for a noncomptitive oil and gaI iere on lands included within
- the oil shale areas of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming. as fdefined in the
- - Secretary's Order of June - 1, 1971, is properly required to: accept, in

writing, the special stipulations required by that order or: face rejection
of his offer. .

- - 0 INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Quantex Corporation,- and others' have appealed individually from
decisions in which the Utah -and office, BureaL of Land Management,
required each-of then to agree to special tipulationl as a condition
precedent to issuance of noncompetitive oil and gas leases under sec.
17, Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 30:U.S.C. 8ee. 226 (1970), in response
to their respective lease offers. The stipulations would require the.

1: See Appendix for a listing of IBLA docket numbers, BLM serial numbers, appellants,
and stipulations required for each offer. :
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lessee to notify, in writing, the district manager, Bureau of Land Man-
agenent, or the forest' supe visor, Forest lrvice, of any proposed
operations on the leasehold within their respective areas of jurisdiction
which might damage the' su'rface resources, cause water ollutionscar
the public landsor induce erosion. In addition, the. le.see would be
precluded from use or occupancy of the surf-ace of faids included
in proposd or actual recreational evelopien areas, watershed areas,
or within specified dstanjes from ceta roads and, waters, as specifi-
cally described in. the, sipulation,.. although,, exploitation of the oil
and gas resources uderlying such lands ay be accomplished by.
directional drilling fromn outside'the restricted areas, and the. lessee
would be limited as to his use of lands within the oil shale areas"
established by Exe6utive- Order No. 5327 of April 15 93(0.

,The appelants onend essentially- t,t e reqid t ipulations
will, create unnecessary restrictions aganst, exploration for oil and
gas under the federal leases.

We look first at the requiremen that notice be given- to the BLM
district manager. The Secretary. of the Interior has discretionary
authority t issue oil-a' aas leases .pursilan't othe Mine Leasing
Act of 1920, under.such rules and regulations as he deems necessary.
30 U.S.C. sec. 189 (1970). Furthermore, he .is vested with plenary
Eauthbrity over 'ad ministration oif the 1 ub'lic lands; '.including institu-
tion of measures designed to protect:-these lands and'their resources.
43 U.S.C. sec. 1457 (1970). He exercises these ggeneral powers over the
public lands as guardian of the people. United States ex.reZ. McLennan
V. }T701V ffifj 283.J.S. 414,419k, (1931). Moreoy r, he .is o1h ig'ated to sup-
port and implement the, policy:expressed by theCongress in: the
National Efivironiental Policy Actof 1969.42 U.S:C- sec.4331:1970)..

The responsibility in the Department of the Interior'for inanage-
ment of public land resources, with direction to develop a program,
to provide for protection of the resourcies and for a quality environ- 
ment, has beh delgated to the Bureau of Land Management. The re-
quirements .set forth in the environniental protection; stipulation are
authorized by 43 CFR:310,9.2,-1 (1971). The requirement that notice be
given to; the district manager is. neither, a buse pf the Secretary's
autlority Aor an:impediment of any 'consequence ito exploratory opera-
tions of the lessee ,as alleged Xy appellants. The stipulation is not Un-
reasonable, nor unduly restrictive. Moreover, it comports, with the
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mandate of the Congressin ,the National EnvronbenalI. Policy Act of
:'.1969. E~ach- appellant; isinproperly requirnd to, consent to t'he stipula-
-tion requested by. the 'district manager, BIM, as a condition-precedent
* to issuance of an oil ta gas-leae on public lands,or facerejection of: his
lease offer. : . - -

N-ow looking uat the irequireent that a notice e ,given to the national
-forest supervisor, we-find thaft th Secretary,.of Agriculture has juris- 
diction over ~blic ilaids withdr for iaional forest purposes,
and is under broad .mandates from the' Congress~ to promotoCcon-
servation and.,best use of the ational~ forest lands, ipcluding man-:
agement of watersheds, regulation of streamow and reduction of soil
er-osion. .16 U.S..:sec.' 472. ( A97t),.hAltough the secretary' of the
-Interior has exclusive jurisdictionover oil and. gas leasing of national1
-forest' lands, he cmay onsider the recommendations,of the Secretary
of Agriculture prior to iSSuance of 'ay s'uh oil and gaslease. 43 CFR
31 094-2 (1971),. ' .. -

The stipulation that notice be givento the ,national forest super-
visor has been the subject;of any. appealsbefore tis: Department
in 'the past. 'Selee.,.Duancan ilXerA-3O722 (April14, 1967) ; J. D.
Archer, A-30750 (May 31, 1967). In every case arising from a request
for. thistype, ofstipulation, the Departmuent Ilas held that it sees-no
serious problem'. insofar as operations of, the lessee.are 'concerned
and that 'it has no reason t question the propriety-o the 'stipulation.
We adheore ,to the: position that t-his Departnent will not, issue an oil
and gas lease under sec. 17:. of' the Mineral Leasing Act, supra, -on
national forest,lands .unless theY sti!pulatio n, so longr as we consider
ittob'eonot -unieasonable,is .agreed to. by the io fferr.43 CFR.319.-2
S( 197. 1 ); -D an Migerjs -- 29-70- (S'epte,,i er .18, 1963) ); '' :E. il ?u-

1 nder., :4$2 79. (J~afia~ry"26, 1965) .. Ifiapp~ellant has serious-ques-
tions. about the neaiing of the stipulanionir wants it modified, he
shou[d seek to obtain modification or, clarification fot,. the -Forest
Service. Duncan Miller, A-30742 (December 2, 1966).

Similhrly, the proprdety of the stipulation whereby:the lessee must
agree not to occupy the surface of specified areas set apart fr
recreational development, watershed protection or for aesthetfi values
are beyond question by tlis Department,' unless they so serio sly deter
operations as to prevent development of the oil and gas resources. Even

P~~~~~~. s ;..
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then, -the importance of oil and gas development would have to be
weighel against, the impo ce of the environmental protective
factors in order to etermine whether a Iase should be issued at-'all.
Wh'; lile;adherence to these stiuhitions, in the cases .before us, may
impede ' the, lessee's 'proposd exploratory operation,the overriding
importance to the public interest of the other land values, e;g., recrea-
tion, wate hed" protectbn, aesthetic bauty, otweigh the' possible
inconvenience to the lessee.-The 'appellants where applicable are prop-
erly required, therefore;, 'to consent-to the stipulaio relatingto -di-
rectional drilling as a ondition precelent to issian'ce ofan oil and
gas lease o' publiac lands withdrawn' for hationll frest purposes or
faceirejectionof thleaseofer.

TFianly we6 k6k o at e "oil shalamnds" stipualation. Tis sti-Pula-
tion is required-D pursuant to Secretary's rder kofJune 1, 197,set
forth; at 615 lepart ental Manual 21 This stipulation is mandatory
and must be accepted as4'a- condition' precedent to issuanc of any oil

and gas lease in the "oil shale areas of Colorado, Utah arid Wyoming,"
as toeyare defined in Executive Order No61'5327 su~pra. S eI Vlliano S.
Bur'le8s8, 1 IBLA 180 [(December'24, ±970)'; 'Where' applicable,* the
appellant must accept the' requiredstipuatiolt or face rejection f, 'his
lease offer. ' '

'None of the appellants hasf made any substatiive showing in sp-p_
port of-his objection to the required stipulat6ns' norhat ad'dtfed
cogent arguments that the stipuiatiiis will, ii fact, prevent the orderly
developmen of the oil and gas retoirces in the'lands involved.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the"Secretary of the Interior' (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R. 12081')
the decisioins appealed' from are affirmed. Each appellant'is 'allwed

.30 days from the date of this decision within which'to submit executed
copies of the required 'stipulatiois- to'the Utahland offlce, B-ureau of
Land Managemelit, failing in which lis offers herein discussed will
be rejected without further notice. -

NEWTON FRISHEERO, Chcairan.

WE CONC-UR:

EDWVARD W. STUEBING Member.

MARTIN Riivo, Member.
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Appellant BLM serial

IBLA 72-5 - Quantex Corp

IBLA 72-6- -- 'Milan S. Papulak,
KayiPapu ak

IBLA 72-7. : Geocon, Inc.,
Cameo Minerals,

:0 : 0 tInc. :: 

IBLA 72-12 Malcolm F.: Justice,
Jr.0 

IBLA.72-13 John Oakason :

See footnote at end of table .- . -

U-14493
14494

14795
14796
14797

14798
15092

15093
15094

* 15095
15096

15097

15098
15099

* 14764
14777

14778

14779

14785

* 14786
* 14787

14788
: i4789

14791

14800

BMi , DI)
BLM
BLM

BLM, FS
FS:
BLM

0L-BLM, OS

BLM, OS
BLM, OS
BLM, OS:
BLM, OS
BLM, OS
BLM, OS
BLM, OS

FS, DD
FS, DD :
FS, DD

:FS, DD
BLM FS
FS 
FS, DD
BLM :

"BLM
FS:
BLM, FS, DD

14892 : FS i :

14893 FS, DD
15100 FS, DD ;

14695 FS, DD-

14965 . FS, OS

317]

Docket number
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Docket number Appella , BLM si Stipultio " s*

Dockset number Appellant .I EBfM serial Stipulations* 

IBLA 72-27 John Oakason,-'
,,,; :. <0 eau',o-q da

:~~~~ ka : .8` ? 

IBLA 72-311 'James

/L 7 i ' :
IBLA 72-35, -. John(

A. rumhar

C)Akaso n

OpkasoD: -= 

' -:13976 FS, OS

F15110 ES
5111 ,FS

15112 FS, DD, OS
15113 FS, DD, OS

15114 FS

15132 FS, DD
15133 FS, DD
15134 FS

15135 FS

15136 FS, DD
15137 FS
15138 FS, DD
15139 FS
15140 FS, DD
15141 FS, DD '
:15145 :BLM

.;:'.15146 E ... S, PDD ..

Lsl 14696 BLM

15116 FS

15117 BLM, DD
15118 ES, DI, OS
15127 FS, DD

14849 BLM, FS
15212 BLM

15221 BLM
15232 FS

E'26^ S, PD)--0 0 ̂ -r-

,>..-15237> FSD D
15238 FS, DD
15239 FS, DD

. 5El S 

IBLA 72-36-- Malcolm F. Jus
.i, ,4 , : Jr. , .: : .

IBLA 72-38- E. E. House.-.
See footnote at end of table.

tice, 14128 C FS, DD

15446; BLM, S ,

I ! 1\ 4 Ir
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Docket number Appelant BLM serial, Sipulation

IBLA 72- 47.- Frances Kunkel - U-15311;l BLM, OS,
15312 BLM, OS
15313 BLM, OS

i534 'BLM, O
15315 BLM, OS
15316 BLM, OS

15317 :BLM, OS

15318 FS, DD
15319 BLM

15320 FS, DD
''15321 BLM-:

15322. LM

15323 BLM

15324, BLM
15325 BLM

15326 FS

IBLA 72-52 -. John

L L

,, . ;.E 7

.Oaka$on

8 1 -e ' t 0

: $ '.,i
, ', :

0 ^' izi'i-:0' :

_ .. .

.,, . _ . .

- -t s.;

"I

U,

14591

15261
15447
15448
15480

15481.

15482

15508

15510

"' ,15537-!;
15554

15568

15571

15580
:15581

FS, DD
FS, DD
BLM, OS

BLM, OS
BLI :

BLM
BLM
BLM .;-

BLM
BLM
~BLM

BLM, DD
BLM, FS, DD
BLAI
BLM, DD
BLM

IBLA 72-54' amesA 'tkumhans
14593 IFS

14594: FS: '~~~~~~'See footnote at end of table.
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Docket number .Appellant iLM, serial Stipulations-,

IIBLA 72-58- R. H. C. Cotter, U-15283 FS, DD
. ;L. Felte : 15284' "FS: DD

15337 FS

IBLA 72-60- Jean Oakason- :15327 BLM

IBLA 72-64: Crest Resoures, Inc

IBLA 72-67 .- - James h rmliansL

IBLA 72-68 Frances K.-eC-l

IBLA72-70-Berna - -, - line 

1BLA1,-.1,AA M -era . Cor r: 

15328
15330
15331
15332
15333
15477

15584

14555

15511

15513

15514

15517

15520

15521

15523,

15524
15525
15563

15573
15574

14168.1

14169

0014170 d 

14171.

14172.

14173

IBLA 72-89 'John Oakason - * 15983

-*BLM: Notice to district manager.'
FS:Noticetoforestsupervisor.
DD: Directional drilling requirement.
OS: Oil shale lands involved.

BLM
BLM, Os
BLM, OS
BLM, OS
BLII OS
BLM

BLM

FS, DD

BLM, Os:
BLM, OS
BLM.
BLM,
BLM, DD:-'
BLM

BLM'
BLMI
BLM
'BLM
BLM1
BLM

V BLM:0 3 :

E:S, Os

ES
FS) OS:
FS, OS
ES
FS

BLM :
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ESTATE 0F SAMUEL PICK1OLL (PICKERXELL)V

1 IBIA 168 Decided Novenaber 1, 1971

Indian Probate: Reopening: Waiver of Time Limitation
A petition to reopen filed more than three years after the entry of the;

!order determining heirs and some ten years after the petitioner learned of
his relationship to the decedent without explanation for the; delay, will be
denied for the reason that the petitioner has been dilatory in submitting
his petition.

Indian Probate: Reopening: Waiver of Time Limitationl
The Board of Indian Appeals will not exercise Secretarial discretion duly

delegated to it to waive the three-year time limitation for reopening where
there is no showing of fraud, accident or mistake so compelling in nature as
to require reopening and the petitioner has not shown a capability of estab-
lishing his claim by a preponderance of the evidence even if the matter were
reopened.

INTERIOR BOARD OF INDIAN APPEALS

This matter is before the Board upon the petition of Kenneth D.
Pickernell for the reopening of the Estate of Samuel PiAknoll (Pick-
ernell).1 The petition for reopening was filed in the office of the Ex-

aminer of Ijiheritance, Portland, Oregon, on April 7, 1971.2 Sinde
more than three years had elapsed following the entry of the Order
Determining Heirs, the Examiner of Inheritance properly forwarded
the petition to the Board of Indian Appeals..

The petitioner was born on March 9, 1942, in Eureka, California,
and he alleges that the decedent, Samuel Pickernell, was his father.
In; support of his petition, ir. Pickernell attached a phot6copy of a
birth certificate naming Samuel Pickernell as his father and Hazel
Charlot Bagley as his mother.

In his petition, which was filed neatly eight years after he reached
21 years of age, petitioner alleges that neither he nor anyone repre-
senting him was notified of the hearing which was held on April 18,
1951, at Hoquian, Tashington, to determine the heirs of his alleged
father; that at the time of the probate of his father's estate he was a
minor and uneducated and would not have understood the purport of

'The final order closing the estate, viz., Order Determining eirs, was entered on
October 23, 1952.

k FPro the record before us it appears that at the time of the filing of his petition, the
petitioner was incarcerated in the Washington State Penitentiary, Walla Walla, Wash-
ington. On June 10, 1971, a document entitled "Limited Power of Attorney" was received
in the office of the Examiner of Inheritance in Portland, Oregon, together with a letter from
one Robert J. Riddell. The letter explains that the petitioner might be oved to another
location within the jurisdiction of the institution and that since he is unable to adequately
understand the "legal aspects" of his case, he appointed Mr. Riddell as "next friend." We-
gather that Mr. Riddell Is not a member of the bar.

78 I.D. No. 11
452-132-72
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the notice even had he received one; that during his lifetime, and un- 
til he reached the age of eighteen; he was not-aware of his father's
name; that shortly after his birth, his parents separated and his
mother left California with one Melvin Peterson, taking him and part
of the Pickernell family to Idaho; that he went by the name Peterson 
until he was' eighteen years of age, at which time his mother told
him that his real name was Pickernell so that he might register with
Selective Service that in his youth, he did not live with his mother
at all tim6s but spent periods of time with relatives.:

The petitioner does not explain why he permitted eight years to
pass before filing his petition for reopening. Nor is his petition sup-
ported by affidavits from persons who would be in a position to give
testimony in his behalf should his reopening petition be Lgranted.Y
Furthermore, he makes no allegations or showing that any previous
efforts have been made to procure reopening.

At the 1951 hearing, petitioner's mother testified that seven chil-
dren were born of her union with decedent, but the petitioner was not
one of the seven she named. We quote verbatini pertinent portions of
her testimony:

Q. Were youacquainted withthe decedent?
A. I was his wife. We got married about 1930, according to state lam, in South

Bend. We started divorce proceedings hut I don't know how it aine ot. We
separated and then went back together again. We separated for good in 1939.

S ~ * .: * .L *f * :

Q. Did he have children from you? 
A. Yes.
Q. What are their names; living and de'ad,and did any of the dead ones have

children?
A.: Tessie Marie Pickernell, age 20, living, Nampa, Idaho, William Clarence

Pickernell, age 19, living, Taholah, Wash., % Frank Pickernell, Taholah, Wash.,
Winifred Pickernell, age 16, living, Nampa, Idaho, Emma Jean Pickernell,
age 15, living, Nampa, Idaho, Edward Alexander Pickernell, age 13, living, legally
adopted by Daisy Wiley, 308 W. King St., Aberdeen, Washington, Nathan
Pickernell, age 12, living, % Mrs. Mattie Iloweattle,. Taholah, Wash., Florence
Violet (now Myrtle Lee Sigo), % Florence Sigo, SheltIon, Wash., legally adopted
about 1941, in Port Orchard. That is all.

The decedent's brother, Frpak Pickernell, also testified at the 1951 
hearing., His testimony corroborated that of petitioner's mother.

Since the petition for reopening was filed more than 3 years after
the issuance of the exaininor's Order Determiniig Heirs, and since
the applicable regulation, 25 CFR 15.18, permits an examinerto reopen
petitions filed #+ithiln the th-ree-year peri6d "but not thereafter we

51For.example, in Jetae 0of Alvia Hudson, IA-P-17. (May 29, 1969), reopening', was, .
allowed ,where,the petition was promptlyfiled and supported by affidavits from petitioner's
mother and- first cousin., ..
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must determine if this is a proper case for the exercise of Secretarial
discretion to waive the three-year limitation and permit reopening.4
The question as to. whether a proper basis for reopening exists has
arisen with particular frequency with respect to minors who were not
given the opportunity to be heard'during the original probate proceed-
ings. Estate of Betty May Black Garcia, IA-P-3- (July 21, 1967);
Estate of Jesse Swan, IA-1268 (April 28, 1966); Estate of AZ'vinfHucl-
son,, supra; Estate of George Minkey 1 IBIA 1 (1970), afi'd on recon-
sideration, 1 IBIA 56 (1970).

Generally speaking, requests for reopening filed beyond the three-
year period will be denied wiless it appears that the original decision
was procured by or resulted from fraud, mistake or accident. Estate.of
Betty May Black Garcia, supra; Estate of George Squaw lie (Squally),
IA-1231- (Aplil 5,. 1966). Over the years the Department of the In-
terior has adopted a strict policy of refusing to entertain appeals not
timely filed. Estate of Ralyen or Rab yea Voorhees, 1 IBIA 62 (1971).
This same policy will be applied to petitions for reopening filed beyond
the three-year limitation provided in the regulations, Estate of George
Minkey, supra, and the power of the Secretary to waive and make
exceptions to his regulations in Indian probate matters1 will be exer-
cised only in cases where the most compelling reasons are present.
Estate of. Charles Ellis, IA-1242 (April 15, 1966) Estate of George:
il inkey, .sspra. R erpening willbe permitted only where it pears that
the petitioner has not been dilatory in seeking his remedy. Estate of
Alvin, Hudson, supra; Estate of George Squawlie (Squally), supra;
Estate of Gorge Minkey, supra..

In summary, then, as prerequisites to the exercise of Secretarial dis-
cretion to grant petitions for reopening filed beyond the three-year;
limitation, it must appear from the record, including the petition and
any supporting affidavits or documentation, that: -

(1) .-the petitioner has beenidiligent in asserting hiclaim;
t(2) . the orriginal-probate.determination resulted from fraud, acci-

dent or mistake dfo such a; c mpelling nature that a manifest injustice
will occur ulss reopening is grianted; and

4The Department's regulations., setting -forth procedural rules for Indian probate pro-.
ceedings, including hearihgs, ropendngs, and appeals in such matters, were form'erly codi-
fied i n Subehapter e, Part 15, Title 25-of the Code of Federal R'egulations. The regulations
contained therein were the subject of -recent modification and renumbering .Such. amend-
ments became effective as of-April 16, 1971, the date of their publication n the F'edera
Register (36-F.R. -718. et dq.), and will appear in:Title43, Code of Federal Regulatlb .'
However, since the petiion herein ws filed on.April 7., 1971; it precedes the new regula-
tions ahd will be governed by the 'old procedu rai rules contained in Subehapteir C, Part 
25 CFR. Accordilthe power-of-this Board ta determine the matteisiderted-from
discretionary power retained by the Secretary to waive or make eceptions,-to his regula-
tions, 25 CFR § 1.2, as delegated to the Board of'Indian Appeals in 211 D1 13.7; 3 F.R.
12081. See Estate of Eliza Shield Him, IBIA 80 (197,1).
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(3) there exists the strong possibility that the petitioner, upon
reopening, will be able to carry his burden of proof 'and establish his
claim by a preponderance of. the evidence.
In Hudson, spra, reopening was allowed where the petitioner alleged
he did not learn of his relationship to the decedent until he was 24 years
of age, at which time he: promptly initiated proceedings to establish
his claim. In Sgua Vlie, supra, Secretarial discretion was exercised to
permit reopening where, within fourteen months after expiration of
the three-year period, petitioners sought to reopen on the basis of
newly discovered evidence showing that, they were related to the
decedent. Such newly discovered evidence consisted of earlier probate
determinations of the Department reflecting that the petitioners were
related to the decedent in the sixth degree. As in Hudson, supra, a
specific finding was made that there was no indication that petitioners
were "dilatory or neglectful in their submission of their, petition or
that they could have been more diligent in their pursuit of their
rights."

By contrast, the petitioner here alleges that he first learned of his
father's identity from his mother wheni he was 18 years of age, yet
he fails to explain why .he waited over ten years:to seek reopening...

The public interest requires that Indian problate proceedings be con-
eluded within some reasonable tine i order that the property: rights
of Iegitimiate heirs or devisees be stabilized. Estate of Abel Gravelle,
IA-75 (April' 11, 1952). To hold thlat the property rights of heirs in
the allotted lands be forever open to challenges such as that made
by the petitioner here would, in our opinion, not only constitute an
abuse, but would seriously erode the property, rights of those -whose
heirship in the lands has already been deternined. See Estate of Jesse
Swan, supra. The grounds for reopening must be truly compelling. On
the record before us we are unable to find such grounds. There is no
showing of. fraud, accident, or mistake such as would warrant reopen-.
ing. Petitioner alleges he was born on March 9, 1942, yet his mother

testified. that sheand decedent "separatedfr 'good in 1939." Further-
more, not only has the petitioner failed to diligently prosecute his
claim, but the record developed 'at the 1951 hearing constitutes strong
and substantial evidence of the correctness of the original decision
herein as well as the invalidity of petitioner's contentions. Thus, the
person best qualified to resolve petitioner's paternity by virtue of hav-
ing both a unlique. and exclusive knowledge thereof, his mother, has
already testified adversely to him. In these circumnstances, we are unable
to find that a manifest injustice has ouTred sinceit is unlikely that
petitioner would prevail if reopening were permitted. The original
probte determination willnotbe disbed.
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Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Indian Appeals'by the Secretary of the Interior,. 211 DM 13.7; 35 F.R.
12081, the Petition for Reopening filed herein on: April 7, 1971, is
denied, and the Order Deternming Keirs entered herein on October 23,
1952, by D. H1. Bruce,. Exariner of Inheritance, is affirmed. This £lec-
sion is final for the Department.

DAVID J. McKEE, Chaimnan.

1 Coiqo'uj: :: : 

MICHAEL A. LASHER, AlternateBoard Member.

ESTATE OF CHARLES D)ANIELS

1 IBIA 177 Decided November 19, 1971

Indian Probate: Escheat
After a final order of escheat has been entered in Indian probate proceed-

ings, one petitioning for reconsideration thereof has the burden, of proof to
establish his claim by a preponderance of the evidence.

INTERIOR BOARD OF INDIAN APPEALS

This matter is before the Board for reconsideration of an order of
escheat entered March 20, 1967, by the Associate Solicitor in the exer-
cise of authority vested in the Secretary of the Interior which was
delegated to the Solicitor by the Secretary.' The delegations of author-
ity from the Secretary to the Solicitor, relating to the disposition of
restricted or trust estates of Indians who have died intestate and with-
out heirs, were superseded by the Secretary's delegation of authority
to the Board of Indian Appeals. 35 F.R. 12081 (July 28, 1970).

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND:

The decedent, Charles Daniels, died intestate on December 27, 1941,
at the age of 84 years (approximately). At the time of his deati he was
possessed of trust or restricted interests in five public domain allot-
ments totaling some 560 acres located in the State of California. Sev-
eral hearings were held during the years between 1946 and 1963, the
result of which was the failure of all parties so claiming to establish
any relationship to the decedent.

1210 DM 22a(3) (.c), 24 F.R. 1348 (February 21, 19a9), redelegated to the Associate
Solicitor by Solicitor's regulation 23, 51 F.R. 4631.
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On March 20, 1967, an order of escheat was entered by the Associate
Solicitor, Indian Affairs finding, inter aia, that; decedent's estate col-
sisted of cash and trust or restricted allotments on the public domain
exceeding $i7,000 in value; that none of the traits of land invo1v*d lie
within or adjacent to. an Indian community; and that the evidence
adduced at the hearings failed to establish any heirs of decedeit. It was
ordered that the assets of decedent's estate escheat tothe United States
to become part of the public domain .2 Thereafter, on January 13, 1969,
the petitioners, Grace McKibbon and Dorothy Tardiff, petitioned the
hearing examiner to vacate the order of escheat. On January 22, 1969,
Hearing Examiner Alexander H. Wilson entered an order dismissing
their petition for the reason that he no longerhad probate jurisdiction
of the matter. Petitioners appealed Examiner Wilson's order dismiss-
ing their petition by letter to the Regional Solicitor dated March 20,
1969. Following the creation of the Office of Hearings and Appeals in
the Department of the Interior, and the Board of Indian Appeals
thereunder, the Acting Regional Solicitor, transferred this matter to
the Director, Office of Hearings and Appeals on July 6,1970, pursuant
-to III DM 13.

The Board of Indian Appeals has jurisdiction to determine this
matter under 35 F.R. 12081. On February 17, 1971, by Procedural
Order and Delegation of Authority, the natter was referred to Ex-
aminer Wilson to take and receive testimony and other evidence ten-
'dered by the petitioners in support of their allegations.

i-On July 21, 1971, a special hearing was held at Weaverville, Cali-
fonia,. at which the testimony of the two petitioners' and other wit-
nesses was received. On August 20, 1971, Examiner Wilson issued
Findings and Recommendations in which he held that petitioners had
failed to satisfactorily establish their alleged relationship to the dece-
dent, and recommended that the escheat order of March 20, 1967, be
affirmed. On September 1, 1971, the petitioners filed objections to the
Findings and Reconnendations of the examiner.

2 Since the lands involved here are on the public domain, and are not within or adjacent
to an Indian community, under the controlling statute, 25 U.S.C. § 373b (1970), such
lands become part of the public domain upon escheat and are not subject to the proviso .of
section 373b permitting such lands to be held in trust for such Indians as might be desig-
nated by the Secretary of the Interior or by Congress. In, view of our subsequent holding
herein as to burden of proof we note that trust or restricted estates which do not lie on
the public domain, regardless of value will escheat to the tribe owning the land at the
time of the allotment, or its successor. 25 U.S.C. § 373a (1970). If such tribe is no longer
In existence, the land is held in trust for the benefit of such Indians as the Secretary may
designate. Pursuant to the proviso to section 373b, lands on the public domain which are
within or adjacent to an Indian community and exceed $2,000 in value are held in trust
for such Indians as Congress may designate, and those valued less than $2,000 are held in
trust for such "needy" Indians as may be designated by the Secretary. Thus, in most
Instances where there Is a failure of heirs, the lands will either escheat to a tribe, or be held
In trust for the benefit of designated Indians. E
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Petitioner Grace McKibbon claims to be related to Charles Daniels 3
through her father, Jim Nalton, the son of Ann Nalton,4 who is alleged
to be the sister of both Bob Tewis 5 and Pottis, the alleged father of
Charles Daniels.

Dorothy Tardir claims to be the "second cousin" of Grace McKibbon
based on the allegation that her grandmother Anne Nalton, was the
sister of Jim Nalton (Grace McKibbon's father) and the daughter of
Ann Nalton.6 Technically speaking, if petitioners' theory is correct,
McKibbon is related to the decedent as first cousin once removed in
the fifth degree of relationship and Tardiff' is related to the decedent
as first cousin twice removed in the sixth degree of relationship.

We must initially discuss the presumptions, general law, and rules:
relating to burden of proof, which should govern this matter.

LEGAL. PRINCIPLES INVOLVED

It is a well-settled general rule that escheats are not favored by the:
law. 217 Am. Jur. 2d, Escheat, § 11 (1966). There is also a presumption,
at least in factions initiated by states under specific statutes authorizing
escheat proceedings, that a person dying intestate has left heirs or next
of kin who will succeed to his estate upon his death. 27 Am. Jur. 2d,
Escheat, § 34 (1966). While the presumption is rebuttable, proof in re-
buttal must be of a high degree, 30A C.J.S. Escheat, § 16 (1965). :

Escheat proceedings in state courts are generally provided for
and regulated by statutes which prescribe the manner and procedures
therefor. 30A C.J.S. Escheat, § 8 (1965). The common-law procedure
for enforcing an escheat has been generally superseded by statutory
provisions which provide an exclusive method of procedure. Such
statutes usually provide for the bringing of an information by the
state, whereupon the court issues and causes to be published an order
requiring all persons interested to appear and show cause. why title
should not vest in the state. 27 Am. Jur. 2d Escheat, ,§ 29 (1966) .7 Con-
sequently, it is not unusual that under such detailed statutes the bur-

Sometimes referred to in the record as "Charley" Daniels.
4 Sometimes spelled "A-n-n-e" in the record. For clarity herein, we will refer to the

alleged sister of Bob Tewis and Pottis as "Ann" and to Ann's daughter as "Anne.".
5 The estate of Bob Tewis (who is sometimes referred to in the record as "Buckskin Bob")

was the subject of Indian probate proceedings in 1923 and 1924. This file has a strong
bearing on this case and is part of the record herein..

5 Thus, the key element in the primary theory advanced the petitioners herein is that
Charles Daniels' father was Pottis, and that Pottis had a brother, Bob Tewis, and a sister,
Ann. Ann is the common ancestor through whom both petitioners claim. McKibbon claims
that Ann was the mother of her father, Jim Nalton. Tardiff claims that Ann was her great-
grandmother, i.e., the mother of Anne Nalton (Jin Nalton's sister) who was the mother of
Sally George (Tardiff's mother).

By contrast, in Indian probate cases neither the. controlling* statute involved, 25
U.S.C. § 373b (1970), nor the applicable regulations, 25 CFR, Part 15, provide procedures
for escheat cases. Nor does the Departmental Manual so provide.
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den of proof should rest on the state initiating the action. 27 Am. Jur.
2d Esoheat, § 34 (1966).:

We are concerned, however, with the feasibility of applying such
rule to Indian probate proceedings where, as here, such proceedings
follow the issuance of an order of escheat and the filing of petitions
for reconsideration filed by persons claiming to be heirs. To our knowl-
edge, only one case, Estate of Jackson Searle, A-S-2 (December 9,
1968), has dealt with the subject of escheats in Indian probate pro-
ceedings in a substantial way. In his opinion therein, the Regional
Solicitor in effect applied 'the rule applicable in state courts to our
proceedings holding that:

* W v Where the case concerns the possibility of escheat, the presumption is
even stronger, and the courts hold that the burden of proof shifts to the state
to prove the failure of heirs * : *

In disagreeing with the holding in the Searle case, we are of the
opinion that because of vast differences between Indian probate mat-
ters and escheat actions brought by states the burden of proof should
not be on the government in our proceedings to establish that the

* decedent died without heirs. To begin with the Department is not a
party in Indian probate proceedingss Furthermore, the primary pir-
pose of the hearings conducted by examiners employed by the Depart-
ment is to ascertain the heirs of the decedents, 25 CFR 15.1, and to af-
ford all interested parties the opportunity to establish their claims as
either creditors or heirs. Experience has shown that these proceed-
ings characteristically involve claimants whose ability to establish
heirship have been blunted by time and the effects of their disadvan-
tage. Consequpntly, the purpose and approach of the Department in
carrying out the scheme of Congress has been, and is, to help them
establish their claims, not to defeat such claims or to assert an adverse
claim of title. As an example, we need only point to the numerous
hearings held in the instant case over the last 30 years. While the rela-
tionship of the government to Indian claimants in these cases is not

8 In our proceedings, the nature of the property over which the Department has jurisdic-
tion is trust or restricted property of which the Secretary is the trustee for the benefit of
individual Indians. Thus, the General Allotment Act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388, as
amended by Act of February 28, 1891,'26 Stat. 794, as amended by Act of June 25, 1910, 36
Stat. 855), 25 u.S.C. § 331 (1970), et seq., provides inter alia, for the allotment to Indi-
vidual Indians of specific tracts of land. Title to these lands is held by the United States in
trust for the allottee, or his heirs, during the trust period or any extension thereof.
Although the allottee and his heirs were given possessory rights to the land, their interest
is not a fee simple. Rather, the land is held in trust by the United States for the allottee's
benefit 25 U.S.C. § 348 (970). So long as the legal title to the land-is held in trust, there
al-e drastic restrictions on the alienability of these allotment interests. For example, it is
only by securing the prior approval of the Secretary of the Interior that allottees can sell,
mortgage, or give away their restricted allotments, or make a valid will disposing of same.
Tooahnippah (Gorbi)v. Hiokel, 397U.S. 598 (1970).
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exactly that of guardian and ward, Department of the Interior, Fed-
eral Indian Law (1958), page 557 et seg., it is protective in the sense
that the thrust of the proceeding is to ascertain heirs. Escheat orders
are not the product of special proceedings. They result only where
the Department has determined in ordinary probate proceedings that
there are no heirs.

Because of the unique relationship existing between the federal gov-
ernment and Indians, the trust or restricted character of the lands nor-
mally involved in Indian probate proceedings, the nature of the pro-
ceedings, and the non-adversary role of the government therein, the
*difficult, if not sometimes impossible, burden of proving a negative
fact, i.e., the nonexistence of heirs, should not fall upon the govern-
nent.9 We take the view that in Indian probate hearings, there being
no statute or regulation to; the contrary, the "preponderance of the:
evidence" rule applicable to administrative tribunals as well in judi-
cial proceedings should operate. That is, one. claiming to be an heir of
the decedent must establish his claim by a simple preponderance of
the evidence. 2 Am. Jur. 2d Administrative Law, §§ 392, 393 (1962-).

Furthermore, since our proceedings are governed by the provisions
of the Airministrative Procedure Act, Estate of Charles White, Nez
Perce Allotter No. 66, 70 I.D. 102 (1963) ; Estate of Lucille llathilda
Callous Leg Ireland, 1 IBIA 67; 8 I.D. 66 (1971) ; Estate of William
Cecil Robedeaux, 1 IBIA 106; 78 I.D. 234 (1971),section 7 (c) there-
of is applicable here. It provides that "Except as statutes otherwise
provide, the proponent of a rule or order shall have the burden of
proof." This language has been construed to mean that the party
initiating the roceeding has the general burden of establishing a
prima facie case but that other parties, who are proponents of some
different result, also for that purpose have a burden to maintain. 2
Davis, Administrative Law Treatise, § 14.14 (1958) ; Department of
Justice, Attorney General's Manual on the Administrative Procedure
Act, p. 75, footnote 3 (1947).

Accordingly, to the extent of its inconsistency with this decision,
Estate of Jackson Searle, supra, will not be followed. Let us now ex-
amine the facts of this case in light of the above principles.-"

9 In a similar If not analogous situation, where a deceased veteran left no heirs and the
assets of his estate consisted of nexpended Veteran's Administration pension payments
it has been held that the federal government had no burden of proving, as a condition
precedent to its right thereto, that the decedent left no distributees. In re Regasss Estate,
185 N.Y.S. 2d 350, 18 Mise. 2d 463 (1959).

10 The record herein consists not only of the transcript of hearing held on July 21, 19.71,
but also of transcripts of hearings previously held in 1950, 1951, 1952, 1956, 1961, and 1963,
and the record qf a related probate prqceeding, 2fstate of Bob Tewi& (Red-437), Probate No.
82056-24.:

,5452-132-72-2
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FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

The determinative issues- herin are primarily factual, and turn
largely uon the credibilfty the testimony ofLerI' by the petitioner,
Grace McKibbon.

At the iearing' on July 21, 1971, McKibbon testified that She is a
full-blood Wiltun, born in 1900; that her parents were Sarah and
Jim Nalton; that her grandjarents on her father's side were George
Nalton and Ann Nalton; that Alim alton was the sister of both Bob
Tewis and Pottis; that Pottis had two sons, Charles Daniels and an-
other son who died without issue prior to Charles Daniels; that Bob
Tewis was therefore Charles Daniels' uncle, and her grandmother;
Ann, was Charles Daniels' auit; that her grandmother4 Aim, had three
children: Jim Nalton (her father), another son, Martin, and a'daugh-
ter, Anne; that Anne-married William George; -thatfout children were
born- of this marriage one of which was a daughter, Sally'George; that
Sally George, had three children one of which was Dorothy Tardiff.
McKibbon was nable to name th eparents of Pottis, Bob Tewis, and
Ann Nalton, thus leaving unresolved the question as to whether they
were full-blood or'l hlf-lblood brothers iid sister.
* McKibbon claims that her father told her that Pottis; Bob Tewis
and Ann, were brothers and sistersl but that he did not know the names
of the parents of Pottis, Bob Tewis or Ann. She also testified that the
decedentreferred to her as. C4niece.'i

*The sigLnificaiit portions of Dorothy Tardiff's brief testimony is that
her mother's name was Sally George; that her mother married Thomas
Buris; that her matern'al grandfather and grandmother were Anne
Nalton and Bill George; that she first'met Charles Daniels when she
was 12 or 13; that he referred to her as "cousin and once told her,
"I am your relative, cousin"; and that she has a sister, Ruth Morton,
who is still living."-

The petitioners'presented two witnesses at the July 21, 1971, hearing
in support of their allegations, J. B. Thomas and Wilma Olsen.
Thomas, an eighty year old ri6n-Indian, testified thathe had "heard,"
from a source he was unable to recall, that Charles Daniels was related
to the ThomasBuirnsf family, and that Bob TewisGharlet Daniels aild
Jim Nalton were all related . 2

Thomnas 'also testified, however, that although he was acquainted
with McKibbon, he had never-heard that she was related to Charles

al Unlike McKibbon. Tardiff did not testify at the hearings previously held herein.
MeKibbon, on the other hand, gave testimony In 1951, 1956, 1961, and 1963.

' This is in direct contradiction to Thomas' testimony in 1950 that only Bob Tewis,
Ellen hosendolly and Walter Loomis were related' to Charles Daniels. As noted by the
hearing examainer, Loomis, at the 1963 hearing; disclaimed any relationship to the
decedent.
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Daniels or: Jin Nalton. He emphasized that the only relative Charles
Daniels ever mentioned to him was Bob Tewis.

Wilma Olsen, approximately 71 years of age, testified that she is
acquainted with both McKibbon and Tardiff; that the first time
Charles Dani'els visited her home, he came with Jim Nalton] and in-
troduced him to her mother and her folks as his cousin. Although she
also testified that it was "common kiowledge" that Charles Daniels
and Jim Nalton were related, she did not specify the degree, or nature
(blood or marriage) of the relationship.

Barbara Ferris, an assistant realty ocer at the Hoopa area field
office, testified that Sally George (Dorothy Tardiff's Xmother) was
present at a hearing held on October 15, 924, in the Bob Tewis estate
matter, and that Sally George did not claim any interest in the Tewis
estate 1 3

The theory advanced by the two petitioners is based almost entirely
on McKibbon's testimony. It does not bear up under scrutiny. To begin
with, McKibbon's conclusions that she and Tardiff are related to the
decedent through her grandmother, Am, is not based on any firsthand
personal knowledIge. Onlywhen pressed by the examiner did she fur-
nish the explanation that her father told her that Pottig, Tewis, and
Ann were brothers and sister. There is no corroboration of this vital
point from other witnesses, or by photographs, family documents,
court records, church recrds, or 6ther Indian probate files. McKib-
bon's testimony boils down to little more than a naked assertion on
her part that "this was the way it was." Yet, at the 1951 hearing, after

ibbon had testified that her father's mother was the sister of
Tewis and decedent's father, this exchangef occurred:

,.- Is it not true that the old Indians called their cousins their brothers and
sisters?

A. Yes.

1' This is confirmed by our review of the Tewis file. Sally George's testimony at the 1023
hearing therein s signifieant:

Q. Do you-know an Indian named Bob Tewis?
A. No, I did not know him,
Q. Did you ever hear of him?

;,_A. I think I have;.but I do not know him.
Q. Was Bob, Pewis related to Ve.
--A. oT that I know of.
Q. Are you a daughter of Ann(e) George?

. A. Yes.
-Q.. WhendidAnn(e) George die?
A. About 10 years ago.
Q. who washer father?V
A. George Nalton. He is an old man, heisover hundred years old. He is feebleminded.

Ie livesnear Knob,.Calif. Vi

Q. Who was the mnother of Ann (e) George?
A. I do net knom her. Shedied years ago." (Emphasis supplied.)
Four other witnesses testified at this hearing. Two testified Tewis had no sisters. Of

the two remaining witnesses, Charles Daniels testified that Tewis had 3 sisters, Little
Ellen, Big Ellen and Broomhead; Jim Tye testified Tewis had 2 sisters, Little Ellen and
Big Ellen.
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Q. Is it possible that Charles Daniels father and Buckskin Bob [Tewis] and
Jim Nalton's mother wvere just cousins, instead of brothers and sisters?

A. I don't know. I couldn't tell you that. 4

It is also remarkable that at the 1951 hearing, McKibbon could
not name "Annl" as her father's mother. *lThen specifically asked
the question, she replied: "I don't klow, but she was Mrs. George
Nalton." "Ann" first cropped up in McKibboi's testimony at the 1961
hearillg.6The source of McKibbon's: acquisition of this most crucial
information remains 'a mystery.

Furthermore, the petitioners' claims are not borne out by' the con-
duct of their antecedent relatives. They not only f ailed to assert
any relationship to Bob Tewis in the Tewis probate proceedings, but

Z lso, according to Caroline E. Smith, the nurse who ttended Charles
Daniels for several montis in 1933 and again at the time of his
death, they never visited the decedent during his illnesses. Mrs. Smith
further testified that she asked the decedent if' he had any blood
kindred and that he replied that he "didn't have any."

There is, also evidence in the recoivd that the decedent practiced
the convention of addressing nonrelatives as "cousin." Thus, the fact
that he. so. addressed the two petitioniers is not of' particulai import.'5

In evaluating the evidence' and testimony presented by the two
appellants, we have considered all the evidence previously introduced
in tfhese lengthy probate proceedings, and the nunerous and conflicting
theories of relationships propounded by other claimants therein. There
is substantial evidence in the record frolm impartinl Witnesses that
the decedent left no relatives.: The Bob Tewis file, which-the, hearing
examiner found to'be "the best evidence available" in determining
the relations of Charles Daniels, is of singular importance. It was
determined therein that Tew is died during the month of. January 1923,
at the approximate age of 100 years, intestate, unmarried at time of
death, without issue, father or mother, or brothers or sisters, leaving
surviving as his only heir and next of kin his nephew, Charles Daniels,
sonl of a prior deceased brother, "'Puik-Dow-I-Tay." '6 The entire
Tewis estate passed to Charles Daniels under the laws of California.
As noted heretofore, none of the petitioners' ancestors, through whom
their relationship to both Tewis and Charles Daniels must be traced,

'4 At the 1971 hearing, MeRibbon was most emphatic that the relationship was "brothers
and sisters' and not "cousins." owever, in 1950 she testified they were "half" brothers
and sister.

"o We have no reason to disagree with the sage comment of the hearing examiner on this
point:: "Anyone familiar with Indians, particularly the older ones, is well aware of the
existing custom of them addressing each other as cousin, sister, brother, etc., whenin fact
no relationship actually exists."

iG Presumably the same person as Puik-dow-con-ne" and "Pu-yuk-dow-con-ue."
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claimed to be heirs in the Tewis proceedings. Indeed, McKibbon
admitted being present at the hearing herself but could not oer a
satisfactory explanation why neither she nor her relatives made a
claim.

We agree with John H. Anderson, the Examiner of Inheritance in
the Bob Tewis matter, that if Bob Tewis was an uncle of Aim George,
the mother of Sally George, Ann George must have been a daughter
of a brother or sister of Bob Tewis, vliich, {ts Anderson stated."isl not
borne out by the testimony" taken by him. Anderson pointed out that
Indians "usually refer to a cousin as a brother or sister, and that is
probably the cause of the mixup in this particular case."

fW-e also agree with Examiner Wilson-that the petitioners' testi-
mony that Pottis was the father of Charles Daniels is not supported
by the Tewis probate file. Of considerable importance in this colnection
is the enrollment 'application executed by Charles Daniels ini 1930 in
which he identifies his father as "Pu yuk-dow-coll-le," and his father's
father as"Pot-us."

In view of the foregoing and the testimony of a significant, number
of disinterested witnesses that Charles Daniels had no relatives, we find
that the petitioners have not satisfactorily substantiated their claim
of relationship to the decedent.

Finally, we 'call attention to the fact that the Indian probate regn-
lations contain no provision for further proceedings where the Secre-
tary has determined that an Indian estate shall eseheat. Since the i-
herent power of 'the Secretary to reopen and review final administra-
tive determinations of the Department will be exercised only where
some new factor, such as newl-i discovered evidence, fraud' or mistake
of a, truly compelling nature is brought to his attention,'8 the question
arises whether such a factor is present in this 'ase. We conclude that
there is not. The evidence presented by Grace McKibbon in the hear-
ings on July 21, 1971 (which is relied on by both petitioners) is essel-
tially the samiieas that previously presented by her in the 1951, 1956,
1961, and 1963 hearings -hich preceded the Order of Escheat. We find
that no newly, discovered evidence, or evidence of frand, accident or
other cause of a compelling nature has been presented such as would
warrant the exercise of Secretarial discretion to reopen this proceeding.
Estate of MesAael (Mace) Tipton, IA-41 (January 19, 1951).

Furthermore, with respect to Grace McKibbon, the bar of 25 CFR
§ 15.18 is clearly applicable. It lilits reopenings to an individual who
"had no actual notice of the original proceedings 'and i-ho was not

17 These statements are contained in a letter from Anderson to Violet B. LIehmann, Deputy
county Clerk, iHyampom, California, dated March 11, 1924.

5 Estate of Samoel Picklnoll (Pickerni ell), IBIA S, 7S I.D. 325 (1971).
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on the reservation or otherwise in te vicinity at any time while the
jilbic notices of the hearing were posted : * " See Estate of Philo-
~msnenB(cessie P.) rpente' et a4l., JA-1444 (April 21, 1966).

CONCLUSION AND ORDER

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Indian Appeals by: te. Secretary. of tihe Interior 211 DML 13.7; 35 F.R.
12081, the petition of Grace Moeibbon and Dorothy Tardiff is denied
and the Order of lscheat dated March 20 1967, is affrined. TheB reau
of Indian Affairs'is direted to take a)ropriate action forthwith to
cause tle transfer of the assets of the decedent's estate froin its- juris-
diction, the trust and restricted interests in the allotments, described in
said Order of Escheat to becolme part of the public domain under the
admMistration of the Bureau of Land, Management, Department -of
thle Interior. This decisionl is ial for the Department. : ,: : .. ;

MICHAEL A. LASHR,

Alternate I8oarcd Memner. 3
I CO WOR:

DAvID)J. MCKEE) Chuti'ran.:

APPEAL OF WEST COAST DRE DGING, INC.;

IBCA-906-6-71 Decided Novemnber t26 1971

Contracts: Construction and Operation:: Changes and Extras-Contracts:
Construction. and Operation: . Changed Conditions-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: -Third Persons-Contra ts: Disputes
and Remedies: Burden of Proof

A dredging contractor's claim based upon the non-availability of a spoil
: area and asserted under the Changes and Differing Site Conditions clauses

is denied where the Board finds the contract does not indicate the specific
-' termsupon which the spoil area will be made available and the contractor
has failed to even allege with particularity the assurances purportedly re-
eeivred fnom representatives of both the: Government and the private land-

-, owner prior to, bidding with, respect to the spoil area in question.

INTERIOR BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

The cont actor 'has timely appealed the denial of its claim in the
amount of $4 2,575.76 under the Changes and Differing Slte Conditions
cllauses. ' 
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-Prepared on standard form' for construotion contracts including the
General Provisions set forth in Standard Formn 23 (June 1964 Edi-
ti6n), except asulmended, the contract was awarded to the colltractor
on September 18, 1970, in the estimated amount of $1 52,640 represent-
ilg the lowest bid 2 received i response to the invitation The contract
called for the removal f'sediment from tle Delta-'Mendota Canial
Intake Channel, Central Valley Project, California; with reilburse-
nient o a -nit price or lunmp-sum:3 basis'for work perforned. A p -
construction conference was held on October 1, 1970.YThe notice to
proceed was received by the Conotractor on. Ootober 9, 19.70. The con-
tract work was -completed -within thie time allowed 'as extended.

The gravamen of the complaint is that a spoil area , the contractor'
had contemplated using for the deposit of spoils taken from the Canal
Intake Channel was not made available in accordance with the con-
tractor's understanding of (i) the terms of the invitation and (ii) the
conversations held with representatives of both the Government and

'Revised clauses are substituted for Clause No. 8, "Changes" and Clause No. 4, Chaanged
Conditions" of the 1964 Edition of Form 23A. (Appeal File, Exhibit No. 3.) Unless otherwise
indicated all references to exhibits are to those contained in the appeal ie

2The next low bid was submitted by Shellmaker Inc., an.Francisco,. California, lii the
amount of $201,130. The Engineer's Estimate for the job was $150,560. See Government
Statement of Facts and Supporting Brief; Exhibit No. 5, Government-memorandum dated
September 10,1970.

A memorandum of the conference written the same day states: "Mobilization' is,
expected to be complete by October 8, 1970, and dredging operations are expected to'begin
as soon as spoil areas are developed. Arrangements with other property owners'for spoil
areas are still pending. If any arrangements are made, the contractor -will furnish the'
Governmentwith' a' copy of.the.agreement." 'Government'Brief,-dote 2; supra;':Exhibit
No. 7.

" The inifial claim letter of December 17, 970 (xhIbit "A" to Exhibit No. 1), indicates
thAt-the claim encomtasses' the nonavailability of various spoil areas n private property.
The costs claimed for by the letter dated January 19, 1971 (Exhibit "B"to Exhibit No.-1),
are alltied to the nonavailability of spoil area No. 4, howeveri and this is the -only spoil
area referred to in the Notice of Appeal and in the Complaint. - ; -

'-"When we- received the specifications in the mails., the- availability -of these -private
holdings for, spoiling was confirmed in Special Provisions, Section 31(b), Pra. l."-Claim
letter of December 17,- 1970, note 4, sup. i- - -. - -C

'In the initial claim letter (note 4, supra), the contractor states : .. :
"Persuant sl to Section 29 of the Special. Provisions of the contract, we twice met

with the [sic]. surveyed the area of dredging -and spoiling with personnel from-the Bureau.
ECah tim'e,' we were verbally told that lands under private ownership would be available for
spoih. ERnach visit, we commented that this was -quite important, since the areas- to
spoil, owned by the Bureau, were more difficult to develop and use, and, might prove
insufficient * Our bid proposal was based n the determination from'h'otb' the erbal
conversations and the written specs, that these lands were available for -the contractor's
spoils."
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the owner7 of the land on which spoil area No. 4-the spoils area in
question-was located;

:Neither party having requested.an oral hearing, the case will be.
decided on the basis of the written record.

Central to the esolution of the dispute is the proper interpretation
to be placed upon the following contract provision:

31. GteneraL;* :\X 

b. Spoil areas.-The spoil from station L-17+32 to station L-72+37 shall be
deposited in spoil area Nos. 1, 2, and 3, or the contractor may, at his option, de-
posit the material in spoil area No. 4. Spoil area No. 4 is off Governmenit right-of-
way and arrangements must be made by the contractor with the landowner. The
landowner has been contacted and has indicated that lie would like to have the
spoil from th e. canal to raise the grade of his adjacent land * * *. (Italics
added. ) :

After quoting the language italicized above, the notice of appeal
states:

The contractor, relying upon. this language, discussed the matter with the land-
owner of spoil area No. 4 and was led to believe that the landowner had expressly
agreed to use of spoil, area No. 4 for this purpose?'

Although the claim letter 10o only refers to conversations with Bureau
personnel antedating the submission of the contractor's-bid, both the

The Notice of Appeal refers to the last sentence quoted in note 6, sre, and then
continues
- "By this, the contractor: meant to convey the idea that actual contact had been made

by the contractor with the landowner of spoil area No. 4 or a representative of the
landowner of spoil area No. 4 before the bid had been made and the contractor had been
Informed and advised that the landowner of. spoil area No. 4 had indicated he would
like to have the spoil from the canal to raise the grade of his adjacent land, but at no time
was there any indication prior to the bid by the landowner that the landowner intended to
charge for the use of the spoil area or to make any claim for the use of spoil area No. 4."

ExNhibit:No.8, the contract, Sediment Removal., 
5:9Notice of Appeal, p. 2. Immediately thereafter the contractor quotes the following from

Paragraph 34 of the contract:
"If spoil area No. 4 is used, the contractor shall be responsible for and shall make the

necessary arrangements with the landowner concerning the construction and maintenance
of dikes for the spoil and for return of the tailwater to the Delta-Mendota Canal."

Concerning-the above quote, the appellant states:
'This language, together with the attitude of the landowner, led the contractor to

believe that alithat remained to' be done was to agree upon the manner in which the spoil
area woulld' be used by the contractor with the contractor ubmitting to the landowner
a plan acceptable tothe landowner for these purposes."

1.0 Note 4, sspra. I - I I I I I
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notice of appeal '1 and the complaint 12 refer to contacts or communi-
cations, or both, with the landowner concerned, or with his representa-
tive; prior to bid in an apparent effort to show that the appellant had
: made an adequate site inspection 's within the meaning of Paragraph
29 14 of the contract.

For its part the Government asserts (i) that the language o f the
contract relied upon by the appellant clearly makes the use of spoil
area No. 4 subject to arrangements being made with the landowner
concerned; 15 (ii) that tle contract terms do not limit in any way the
scope of the arrangements to be made; 16 that prior to the award of
contract no Government representative advised the contractor as to
the terms upon which spoil area No. 4 would be made available by
the land owner concerned; 1 and that, according to their sworn state-
ments neither the owner of the land on which spoil area No. 4 was
located nor his son-in-law (who was farning the property at the

n Note 7, supra.
22 "3. That on or before the date when the appellant, WEST COAST DREDGING, INC.,

did submit its bid, contact was made and communications were had with the owner of the
land designated in said specifications as Spoil Area No. 4. As a result of this investigation
and contact and communications, both oral and in writing, appellant, WEST COAST
DREDGING, INC., believed, and on such information and belief, prepared its bid including
as part of its estimated cost the use of Spoil Area No. 4."

'3 Addressing himself to this question in paragraph 4 of the findings, the contracting
officer states:

"@ * * Paragraph 29 of the specifications urges the bidders to visit the work site to
acquaint themselves with existing conditions. Ead this been done by the contractor prior
to submitting his bid, he would have been aware of the arrangements necessary to provide
for the use of spoil area No. 4. * * *" (Exhibit No. 1.)

" "29. Investigation of Site. Bidders are urged to visit the site of the work and by their
own investigations satisfy themselves as to the existing conditions affecting the work to
be done under these specifications. If the bidder chooses not to visit the site he will never-
theless be charged with knowledge of conditions which a reasonable inspection would have
disclosed. Bidders and the contractor shall assume all responsibility for deductions and
conclusions as to the difficulties in performing the work. * 6" (Exhibit No. 3, Local
Conditions.)

'1 Government's Statement of Facts And Supporting Brief, p. 9.
16 "One of the esisting conditions. at the work site was that spoil area No. 4 was

privately owned. The contract required that arrangements be made with the landowner
prior to the use of spoil area No.-4. The contract did not specify what arrangements must
be made with the landowner only that arrangements must be made." (Government Brief,
note 15, supra, p. 7.)

"Government Brief, note 15, supra, Exhibit No. 1.
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time in question) had any conversations with the contractor prior
to award of contract. 18

In his sworn statement Mr. Alan D. Benefiel-Bureau engineer
in charge of the field administration of the contract at the work site-
acknowledges (i) that prior to the preparation of the specifications
forthe contract he conferred with Mr. Floyd Crites, president of the
appellant corporation on one occasion and (ii) that during this con-
ference he advised Mr. Crites that the Government intended to ap-
proach Mr. Furtado, the owner of the land on which spoil area No.
4 was located, with respect to the use of his land as a spoil area.
Concerning other representations made to the contractor prior tot
award, Mr. Benefiel states:

During this conversation I did not indicate to Mr. Grites the terms for the
use of Mr. Furtado's land as I did not know whether Mr. Furtaido would allow
the use of his land as a spoil area or the terms of the use of the land. I further
'stated to Mr. Orites that as of that date I had not talked to Mr. Furtado about
the use of his land and that the successful low bidder would have to make
arrangements with him for the use of his land. 9

Decision

In the Board's view the language relied upon 'by the appellant from
Paragraphs 3Tb 20 and 34 21 fdoes not support the claim. Both para-
graphs clearly inform prospective bidders that arrangements for the

* isAffidavits from Manuel Furtado (the landowner) and Manuel' Costa (the son-in-law)
accompanied the Government's Brief, note 15, supra, as Exhibits Nos. 3 and 4, respectively.
Mr. Furtado categorically states that prior to award of contract he did not talk to any
contractor about the use of his land as a spoil area. Respecting his participation in talks of
this nature, Mr. Costa states:,

" * prior to the award of bid to West Coast Dredging, Inc., I talked to representatives
from two different dredging companies regarding the use of part of our land as spoil area
No. 4. I explained to the representatives that they could use the land if they would pay all
expenses of their operation and in addition, to either agree to level the land after they
had used it or to agree to pay for the leveling of the land after their use. To my knowledge
these representatives were not from West Coast Dredging, Inc., and I didn't talk to a
representative from West Coast Dredging, Inc., until after the award of the bid."

D Note 17, sra. Immediately thereafter and concluding his affidavit Mr. Benefiel states:
"That to :the best of my knowledge, neither I nor anyone else from my office had a

discussion with anyone from West Coast Dredging, Inc., regarding the use of spoil-area:
No. 4 prior to the bid opening other than the above discussed conversation."

20 See text accompanying note 8, supra.
21 Note 9, Supra.
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use of spoil area No. 4 are to be mlade with-the private landowner;
nor do we regard as any way incompatible therewith 22 the provision
-of Paragraph 31b in which the bidders were advised that the land-
owner concerned had indicated that he would like to have the spoil
from the canal: to raise the grade of his adjacent land. The provision
itself leaves open the questionlas: to who must bear the expenses in-
volved or the proportion, if any, in which they will be shared. The
preceding sentence in the same subparagraph specificall states, how-
-ever,- that "'arrangements mnust be made by the contractor with the
landowner."

But the appellant has not been content to rest its case simply upon
the construction to be placed upon the language of the aforemen-
-tioned paragraphs. The question posed is rather whether the language
employed therein supports the appellant's construction of the terms
used when read in the light of conversations the -appellant had with
representatives of both the Government and the private landowner
'during the course of the appellant's site investigation. Even' when
-so viewed, however, the appellant fails to make the required ShOWing.23
Although these conversations are apparently regarded as crucial to
establishing the case for recovery, the appellant has failed to even
allege with specificity what transpired. We note, for example, that
nowhere in the record does the appellant undertake to say what the
Government representative or the landowner concerned (or his agent)
said in the conversations relied upon to establish Government liability.
Instead, we are advised of the conclusions the appellant formed 24

22 We therefore have not considered the application of cases involving obvious inconsisten-
Ces in specifications. Ekg., J. A. Jones Constructien Co. v. United States, 184 Ct. Cl. , 13
(1968) ("** * Where the discrepancy occurs in the specifications themselves, the discrep-
ancy exists from the very start. It is the existence and type of the discrepancy, not neces-
sarily the, contractor's actual knowledge of it, that imposes a burden of inquiry on the
-contractor-in the face of a provision like Article III. * *"). We note, however, that
-General Provisions No. 2 of the contract contains language pertaining to the resolution
of specification discrepancies virtually identical to Article III of the contract involved in.
the Jones case.

2 Hence, we do not reach the question of the authority of a Government agent to modify
the terms of an invitation by representations made prior to bid opening. ee, however,
R d Construotion Company, IBCA-413 and IBCA-458-9-64, 72 I.D. 385 (1965), 65-2
BCA par. -5109. For the same reason, there is no need to consider the application of the
parol evidence rule to the facts presented. Cf. Inter-Helo Inc., IBCA-713-5-68 (Decem-
ber 30, 1969), 69-2 BCA par. 8034, affirmed upon reconsideration, 70-1 BCA par. 8264.

24 See notes 6, 7, and 12, supre.
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from the alleged conversations. The evidence marshalled by the Gov-
ernent indicates, however, (i) that the alleged. conversations with
the private landowner (or his agent) 25 never took place 26 and (ii)
that no Government representative gave the appelllaut. any: assurances
as to the terms upon which spoil area No. 4 would be made available
to the contractor receiving the-award.27 -

In an apparent effort to bridge the gaps in the evidence, the appel-
lant asserts that it has additional evidence to substantiate its positio&28

If this is indeed the case, it is surprising that nor:such evidence was
submitted in response to the Board's settling of the record notice.29 In
any event, it is clearly incumbent upon the parties to present to the
Board whatever evidence they have relevant to the issues in dispute if
they wish such evidence to be considered by the Board 30 in reaching
its decision.

Based upon the record before us we conclude that the appellant has
failed to show that it is entitled to relief under the terms of the con-
tract. It has not shown that the conditions encountered in performing
the work called for by the contract differed materially from the con-

2 The notice of appeal says that prior to bidding the contractor contacted the landowner
or a representative of the landowner. See note 7, snpre.

26 Compare the appellant's version of the conversations with the private landowner or
his agent, prior to submission of the appellants bid (notes 7 and 12, supra), with sworn
statements obtained from the landowner and his son-in-law (note 18, supra).

27 see note 19, supra, and accompanying text.

qs See paragraph 14 of the complaint in which the appellant states:
"Appellant was ready, willing, and able, and is ready, willing, and able, to submit addi-

tional records, documents, information, schedules, and testimony to support the claim
of the appellant and for the purposes of making proof of additional claims as a result of
lost time amounting to Forty-two Thousand, Five Hundred Seventt-dve Dollars and
Seventy-six Cents ($42,575.76). * * S' See also note 12, supra.

> In our letter of August , 1971, counsel for the parties were advised that the record
could be supplemented by additional documents or exhibits submitted to the Board prior,
to September 6, 1971, and that the same would be added to the record if determined to be
relevant and material.

n South Portland Engineering Conpany, IBCA-771-4-69 (January 29, 1970), 70-1 BCA
par. 8092.
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,ditions indicated in the contract when reasonably construed; 3 nor in
the circumstances of this case do we need to give separate 3

2 considera-
tion to the fact that the claim is also asserted under the Changes clause.

The most that can be said for the appellant's position is that con-
ceivably it submitted its bid in the mistaken belief that spoil area
No. 4 would be available to it without incurring any expenses other
than those involved mi hauling the sediment removed from the intake
channel to that area and dumping it. If so, any relief available must
be sought in another forum.83 Since we have found no liability to exist
on the part of the Government with respect to the claim asserted, we
have not reached the question of the appellant's obligation to mitigate
damages. 34

Conldsion

The appeal is denied.

Wnsxir F. MCGRAW, Claurmn.
11CONCUR,

SHERMAN P. KIMBALL, Hlember.

1 The claim would not appear to be covered by the Differing Site Conditions clause in
any event. See John MeShain, Inc. v. United States, 179 Ct. Cl. 632 (1967), where, in
denying the changed conditions claim' there asserted the Court invoked the rule that to
fall within the purview of the Changed Conditions clause the condition must exist at the
time the contract was entered into and not be one occurring thereafter. See also James H.
Clack v. United States, 184 Ct. Cl. 40, 46-47 (1968) ("C * * the 'Changed Conditions'
provision of the contract was intended to authorize an adjustment of the contract price
only with respect to physical conditions that were unknown to, and could not reasonably
be anticipated by, the parties at the time they entered into the contract. * *

32 In this case, as in Pacific Alaska Contractors, Inc. v. United States, 193 Ct; Cl. 850
(1971), the claim under the Changes Clause is inseparable from and grounded upon the
claim of changed condition.

In Pacific Alaska Contractors, Inc. v. United States, supra, the Court stated at pages
866-67:

"C C All the contractor's arguments, under the Changes as well as the Changed Condi-
tions clauses, rest upon the basic assertion that subsurface conditions actually encountered
differed from those indicated in the contract documents and anticipated by the plaintiff.
Since we have determined that there were no such changed conditions there is no inde-
pendent claim under the Changes article left to consider.' (Citation omitted.)

as See Orndorff onstruction Company, Inc., IBCA-372, 74 .D. 305, 357 (1967), 67-2
BC par. 665, at 3,927. To the extent the claim is predicated upon a breach by the
private landowner of a prebid commitment to the appellant involving the use of spoil area
No. 4, we are without jurisdiction in the matter. Bateson-Cheves Construction Co., IBCA-
670-9-67 (August 12, 1968), 68-:2 BCA par. 7167, at 33,260, footnote 21, affirmed upon
reconsideration, 68-2 BCA par. 7289 (October 8, 1968).

3'See Government's Brief, note 15,supra, p. 11.
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ESTATE OF ANDY WILLIAMS

1-IIA 195 Decided Novenber 30, 1971

Indian Probate: Reopening: Waiver of Time Limitation :
A petition to reopen filed more than thirty years after entry of the order

determining heirs and at least seven years after the petitioner acquired the
.belief that she was related, to the decedent without explanation for the
delay will be denied for the reason that the petitioner has been dilatory in
-submitting her petition.

INTERIOR BOARD OF INDIAN APPEALS

This matter is before the Board upon the petition of Messie Mix for
the reopening of the Estate ofAndy Williams, Probate No. 42945-40.1
The Petition for Reopening 2 was originally filed with the Sacramento
Area Office, Bureau of Indian Affairs, and was forwarded to the
Hearing Examiner, Alexander H. Wilson, with the recommendation
that the Estate of Andy Williams be reopened. In forwarding the
petition to this Board, the Hearing Examiner has included trans-
cripts of testimony taken in the related cases of Ella Short Pada,3
Probate No. 49694-38, Conom Pada, aka Connan Pedee,4 Probate No.
F-110-64, cir'oa 1964, and Stella Anita Williams,5 Probate No. F-23-71,
drea 1970. Sincei more than three ears has elapsed following the
entry of the Order Determining Heirs, the Examiner's jurisdiction
was exhausted and he. properly forwarded the.'petitionto this Board
for its determination whether the discretion retained, by the Secretary
to waive regulations should be exercised herein. 6

1 The final order closing this estate, viz., Order Determining Heirs, was entered July 29,
1940.

5 The petition itself is an undated, one-paragraph document, notarized on July 12,1971,
stating: "I, essie Mix, petition the estate of Andy Williams, Probate No. 42945-40 be
reopened on the basis I did not inherit in the estate as a surviving daughter nor did I
receive a notice of the estate hearing to: enable me to attend such a hearing and offer my
testimony about my father and'mother."

3 The petitioner's mother. :
4 The second husband of petitioner's mother, Ella Short Pada. The Summary. of Report

on Heirs in the Ella. Short Pada probate file 'shows Conom Pada to be the petitioner's
father.

> i daughter of the decedent, Andy Williams, by his second wife,' Mamie. Jim StonecoalWilliams. - , ;
Pursuant to 25 CFR 1.2 "the Secretary retains the power to waive or make exceptions

to his regulations * o * in all cases where permitted by law and * * * such waiver or
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The decedent having died intestate, his estate was distributed under
the California law of descent and distibution, in equal shares to tree
children, Evelyn Williams O'Neill, Theodore John Williams, nd
Stella Anita Williams. The estate originally coisisted of four allot-
mnents in California having a total appraised value of $2,371.67. Three
of the allotments have since been disposed of and the only remaining
asset of the estate is the fourth allotment which is presently valued at
$2,200.

The factual question raised by the petitioner is whether the decedent,
An-dy Williams, or Conom Pada, was the petitioners father. No point
would be served by a lengthy recital of the evidence contained in the
various probate files which constitute the record in this proceeding.
Suffice it to say that at the hearing held herein in 1940, substantial evil'
dence was introduced to the effect that Andy Williams had six chil-
dren; 'that he left only the three above-named children living at the
time of his death and that tle other three children died in inf ancy.
The petitioner, Messie Pada, has testified on both sides of the question
relating to her paternity. Thus, at the hearing in her mother's estate
in 1938 the petitioner, who was 22 years old at the time, testified that
her father was Conom Pada and that her mothe had no children by
Aldy Williams. However, at an Indian probate hearing in 1964 in the
Estate of Conom Pada, the petitioner testified that her father was
Andy Williams. She has not indicated, why she changed her testimony
or from what source the most reneht theory of her paternity stenimed,
if there was such a source. We can only conclude that this is a clange of
mind oin her part not produced by "newly discovered" evidence.

We held in Estate of Samue4 Picknoll (Picoeernell), 1 IBIA 168,
X8 I.D. 325 (1971), that as prerequisites to the exercise of Secretarial
discretion to grant petitions for reopening filed beyond the three-year
limitation, it must appear from the record, including the petition and
its supporting affidavits or other documnentation, that:: (1) the peti-
tioner has been diligent in asserting his claim; (2) the original probate
determination resulted from fraud, accident, or mistake of such a com-

exception is in the best interest of the ndihns:" See, Estate of George Minksy, 1 IBIA 1
(1970), aff'd on reconsideration, 1 IBIL 56 (1970) aidEstate of Elta ,iSel Em, 1 I-BIA
s0 (1971). The three-year limitation itself appears in 43 FR § 4.242(d), 36 .R. 7197
(April tis 1971-).

:Ye7 ine Pada, a daughter of Conofn Pada aod:Ella Short Pada wh6se parentage is not in
doubtalsotestifiedthereinthatpetitioner'sfathrwas Coom Pada. * .
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pelling nature that a manifest injustice will occur unless reopening is
granted; and (3) there exists a strong possibility that the petitioner,
upon reopening will be able to carry his burden of proof and establish
his claim by a preponderance of the evidence.

We doubt that petitioner would be able to sustain her burden of
proof if the matter were reopened. The original determination in the
Andy Williams' probate matter in 1940 was supported by substantial
evidence in the record at that time. The record as it now stands also
contains substantial support for the original decision. The petitioner
has made no allegation of or showing of fraud, accident, or mistake.
Nor is the petition itself supported by affidavits or documentation
which indicate that a manifest injustice has occurred or which demon-
strate a likelihood that she would prevail if this ease were reopened.8

Finally, it appears that the petitioner has been dilatory in pursuing
her claim. There is no explanation why she permitted more than 30
years to pass before filing her petition. Even after testifying at the
1964 hearing that she was the daughter of the decedent, she waited an
additional seven years before seeking reopening. In such circumstances,
the original probate determination will not be disturbed. Estate of
/Saamue Picknoll (Pickernelt), suprat; Estate of Abel Gravelle, IA-45
(April 11, 1952).

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Indian Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior, 211 DM 13.7; 35
F.R. 12081, the petition of Messie Mix for reopening is denied and the
Order Determining Heirs enteredherein on July29, 1940, by Oscar L.
Chapman, Assistant Secretary, is affirmed. This decision is final for
the Department.

MICHAEL A. LASHER, Altemnate Member.

I CoNCUm:

DAVuD J. McKmi, Chairman.

8The petition is not supported by affidavits from persons who would be in a position
to give testimony of probative value on petitioner's behalf or by birth certificates, letters,
church records, or similar memorabilia. The file does contain a letter from Mrs. Frances Pada
Martinez, whose relationship to the petitioner is not shown. Mrs. Martinez alleges that her
(Mrs. Martinez') mother and the decedent were both present when the petitioner was
born at Alturas, California, on June 2, 1916, and that her mother told her that the
petitioner was one year and four months when Ella Short married Conom Pada. Mrs.
Martinez also states that the petitioner's birth certificate shows her name to be "Missie
(sic) William Pada."
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THE EIGHTEEN-YEAREOLD, VOTE AMENDMENT
AS APPLIED TO INDIAN TRIBES*

Indian Tribes: Sovereign Powers-Indians: Civil Rights-Indian Re-
organization Act-United States-Voting

The Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the Constitution, providing, inter alia, that
"the United States" shall not deny or abridge the right of eighteen-year-olds
to vote, applies to Indian tribes' elections called by the Secretary pursuant
to the Indian Reorganization Act or other act, but, because of the fundamen-
tal right of a tribe to govern itself, the amendment does not apply to Indian
tribes in purely tribal elections.

M-36840 November 9, 1971

To: COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRs.

SUBJECT: THE EIGHTEEN-YEAR-OLD VOTE AMENDMENT AS APPLIED TO
INDIAN TRIBES.

By memorandum of August 16, 1971, you requested an opinion as to
the applicability of the 'Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the United
States Constitution to Indian tribes. A response requires considera-
tion of: (1) the tribes' fundamental right to govern themselves; and
(2) criteria for determining actions of "the United States" under the
amendment.

The Twenty-Sixth Amendment reads:
Section 1. The right of citizens of the United States, who are eighteen years

of age: or older, to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the.United States or
any State.on account of age.

Section 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appro-
priate legislation.

I 

Two important aspects of tribal sovereignty are: (1)-the power of a
tribe to govern itself; and (2) the inapplicability to Indian tribes
of the United States Constitution and general acts of Congress, unless
;Congress manifests an intent to include them.2 First: A tribe's power

*Not in Chronological Order.
'See, e.g.,. 6oliflower v. Garland, 342 F.2d 369 (9th Cir. 1965) Native American Church

of North America v. Navajo Tribal Council, 272 F.2d 131 (10th Cir. 1959).; Iron Crow v.
Oglala Sioux Tribe, 231 F.2d 89 (8th Cir. 1956) Solicitor's Opinion, 55 I.D. 14, 30-32
(1934).

2 El3k v. Wilkins, 112 U.S. 94, 100 (1884) Metiandless v. United States e rel. Diabo, 25
F.2d 71 (d Cir. 1928), aff'g sub nom. United States e rel. Diabo v. McCandless, 1 F.2d
282 (E.D. Pa. 1927); United States V. 5,677.34 Acres of Land, 162 F. Supp. 108, 110-.111
(D. Mont. 1958) ; Seneca Nation of Indians v. BrA cker, 162 F. Supp. 580, 581-582 (D.D.C.
1958), aff'd, 262 F.2d 27 (D.C. Cir. 1958), cert. denied, 360 U.S. 909 (1959) and-Nicodenus
v. Washington Water Power Go., 264 F.2d 614, 617 (9th Cir. 1959). But see F.P.t3. v.
T.scarora Indian Nation, 362 U.S. 99 (1960).

78 I.D. No. 12
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to govern itself must include "' * * the right to define the powers
and duties of its officials, the manner of their appointment or elec-
tion * * s." Solicitor's Opinion,. 55- I.D. 14, 30 (1934). Second: On its

; 7 0 -face, the Twenty-Sixth Amendment does not purport to limit the power
of Indian tribes to determine for tribal elections 3 the age qualifica-
tions of voters, and there is nothing in the legislative history of the
amendment that would indicate that Congress intended that the
amendment should apply to tribal elections.4

* In other words, even if a tribe's constitution includes a clause such
as the following, for example, from that of the Confederated Salish

* and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reservation, that the tribes:
* * * secure to ourselves and our posterity the power to exercise certain rights

of self-government not inconsistent with Federal, State, and local laws, e * *

it is clear that the Twenty-Sixth Amendment was not intended to cons
stitute, and does not constitute, such an "inconsistent" law; the
Twenty-Sixth Amendment is not inconsistent because it was not in-
tended to speak, and does not speak, to the basic right of tribal self-
government possessed by all recognized tribes.

- . ~~~~~II

Actions of "the United States" under the amendment would include
not only acts of Congress, but also judicial action and administrative
action. See, e.g., for definitions of "state action" under the Fourteenth
Amendment, Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 14 et seg. (1948), and
cases therein cited; Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649 (1944) ; Missouri
erx rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337, 343 (1938); Virginia v.
Rives, 100 U.S. 313,318 (1880).

- The provisions in the Indian Reorganization Act that limit the right.

S Tribal elections refer to those that are authorized under tribal constitutions or other
organic documents. For tribes organized under the Indian Reorganization Act, June 18, 1934
(48 Stat. 984, 25 U.S.C. I§ 461 et-seq.) or other act, this would include elections of officials
and referenda concerned with domestic and internal business, but not referenda, adopting
or amending a constitution. For tribes organized traditionally (those not organized under
the Indian Reorganization Act or other act) this would include all elections of officials and
all referenda, concerning not only domestic and internal business, but also the adoption of
tribal constitutions and amendments thereto.

S E ee, for an analogous example, Groundhog v. Keeler, 442 F.2d 674 (10th Cir. 1971),
in which the.court observes that the Indian Civil Rights Act, April 11, 1968, 82 Stat 77,
25 U.S.C. § 1301, 1302, "* * * is much narrower than the language of the Fourteenth
Amendment, and it omits entirely the: suffrage provisions of the Fifteenth Amendment."
The court thus assumes, as we do, that an amendment restricting only "the United States"
does not, without more (such as a congressional act), restrict also tribal rights of
self-government.
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-to vote in Secretarial elections 5 to those persons 21 years of age or older
constitute acts of "the United States" which "den[y] or abridg[e]",
the right to vote of those Indians between 18 and 21. Such provisions,
and any others that would operate with similar effect, are therefore un-
constitutional as applied in such elections to otherwise qualified In-
dians of at least 18 years of age. The right to vote should therefore be
extended to 18-year-olds in elections called to adopt new Indian Re-
organization Act constitutions or amendments to existing' constitu-
tions, even though that particular existing constitution may impose a
21-year-old voting requirement, and to all other Secretarial elections.

In other words, the Twenty-Sixth Amendment is self-executing,"
which means that all laws and regulations contrary to it are changed
without other action on the part of the Congress or federal agencies.
Thus, for example, the definition of adult Indian in 25 CFR § 52.1 (e)
must be read: "Adult Indian means any Indian who has attained the
age of 18 years." And 25 U.S.C. sec. 479 is, in effect, changed to read:

* * * "The words adult Indians" wherever used in said sections shall be'
construed to refer to Indians who have attained the age of twenty-one years,
except that in reference to voting in Secretarial elections, it shall be construed
to refer to Indians who have attained the age of eighteen years.

Regarding Secretarial elections concerned with issuing charters. of
Bincorporation, 25 U.S.C. sec.' 477 provides:

The Secretary of the Interior may, upon petition by at least one-third of the
adult Indians, issue a charter of incorporation to such tribe: Provided, That such
charter shall not 'become operative until ratified at a special election by a majority
vote of adult Indians living on the reservation.

May 18-year-olds sign such petitions, and thus be counted among
the "adult Indians" for the purpose of this statute? We think that the
petition is a sufficiently integral part of the Secretarial election process
that the 18-year-old vote requirement of the Twenty-Sixth Amend-
ment must apply. See, e.g., Smith v. Allwright, supra.

MITCHELL MfELICHIf

___:_.__-_E Solicitor.
6 Secretarial elections refer to those that are authorized pursuant to statute and coz-

'ducted by the Secretary under his regulations. The primary examples are those authorized
by the Indian Reorganization Act, which provides that any Indian tribe residing on a reserz
vation may adopt or amend its constitution and bylaws, which shall become effective whed
ratified by a majority vote of adult members of the tribe (25 U.S.C. § 476). Adult memb
are defined as those who have attained the age of twenty-one years (25 U.S.C. §479)
Secretarial elections would thus also include elections such as Osage elections, pursuant to
the Act of June 28, 1906, 34 Stat. 539, as amended, and 25 CPR Part 73.

United States v. Arnsden, 6 . 819, 822 (D. Ind. 1881) (regarding the self-executing
nature of the Fifteenth Amendment). n
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MINING IN NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AREAS*

Mining Claims: Lands Subject to-Mining Claims: Withdrawn Land-
National Park Service Areas: Generally-National Park Service Areas::
Land: Use

Areas of the National Park System are withdrawn from location, entry and
patent under the Mining Laws of the United States unless the language
creating the area specifically makes lands within the area subject to the
mining laws.

-T-368a8 November 16, 1971

To: FIELD SOLICITOR, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

;STBJECT: WITHDRAWAL OF NATIONAL PARR AREAS FROM MINERAL LOCA-

ION BY CODE OF FEDERAL REGUTIATIONS.

'In your memorandum of September 2, 1971, you requested our com-
ments on -whether National Park Service areas were withdrawn from
mineral entry and location by 36 C.F.R. sec. 5.14 and 43 C.F.R. sec.
3811.2-2. Specifically, you are concerned that Federal lands within
the .Lake Mead and Bighorn Canyon National Recreation Areas
might be subject to mineral location under the general mining law of
1872, R.S. 2319, as amended, 30 US.C. sec. 22 (1970). he issue is
further complicated because legislation creating some National Park
Service areas [e.g., Whiskeytown, 79 Stat. 1295, 16 U.S.C. see. 460q
(1970) ] explicitly bars mining locations, while the legislation creat-
ing Lake Mead and Bighorn Canyon makes no mention of the matter
in the establishment acts.

The opinion of the Field Solicitor, Billings, Montana, June 22, 1967,
concludes that 36 C.F.R. sec. 5.14 (1971), has the effect of prohibit-
ing mining activities within the Bighorn Canyon National Recreation
Area. While we agree that the Secretary has authority to withdraw
public lands from entry under the mining laws, there is some question
whether the term "park areas" in 36 C.F.R. sec. 5.14 includes the
recently created re6reation areas. Furthermore, we have doubts over
whether an area of the public domain may be withdrawn from the
application of the mining laws by Departmental regulations of a
general application as distinguished from a public land order describ-
ing the; specific lands withdrawn or act of Congress. Executive Order
No. 10355, dated May 26,.1952 (1P F.R. 483) provides:

Section 1. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsections (b), (c), and () of
this section, I hereby delegate to the Secretary of the Interior the authority

- Not inChronological Order.
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- vested in the President by section 1 of the act of June 25, 1910, ch. 421, 36 Stat.
847 (43 U.S.C. 141) i and the authority otherwise vested in hiss to withdraw or
reserve lands of the public domain and other lands owned or controlled by the
United States in the continental United States or Alaska for public purposes,
including the authority to modify or revoke withdrawals and reservations of
such lands heretofore or hereafter made.

(b) All orders issued by the Secretary of the Interior under the authority of
this order shall be designated as publio land orders and shall be submitted to
the Division of the Federal Register, General Services Administration, for filing
and for publication in the Federal Register. (Italics added.)

Under the provision of section 1 (b) of the Executive Order it would.
appear that the withdrawal of an area from the mining laws by execu-
tive action requires a public land order identifying the lands to which
it applies, rather than a general regulation. However, it is not necessary
to belabor this point in that we are of the opinion that authority exists,
for the premise that Federal lands within these two recreation areas-
are not open to entry and location under the mining laws.

By far the largest portion of land within the National Park System
consists of areas withdrawn from the public domain. In most cases
when a National Park Service area is created, the withdrawal language
is contained in the individual act of Congress creating the area or
the proclamation establishing a national monument under the Antiqui-
ties Act of June 8, 1906, 34 Stat. 225, 16 U.S.C. sec. 431 (1970). An
example of the withdrawal language is found in the act creating the
Whiskeytown-Shasta-Trinity National Recreation area which pro-
vides that the public lands within the described boundaries "are
hereby withdrawn from location, entry and patent under the United
States mining laws." See section 6 of the Act of November 8, 1965, 79
Stat. 1298, 16 U.S.C. 4 60q-5 (1970).

The fact, however, that some statutes establishing areas of the
National Park System do not contain such language should not be read
to infer a Congressional intent that the area is open to mineral entry.
In our judgment, just the opposite intent should be inferred. An
examination of the various statutes on this subject reveals that, when-
ever Congress has desired to make lands within an area of the National
Park System open to mineral entry, the establishing act specifically
so states. See: Mount Rainier, Act of May 27, 1908, 35 Stat. 365, 16
U.S.C. 94 (1964), superseding the Act of 1899; Crater Lake, section 4
of the Act of August 21,1916,39 Stat. 522, 16 U.S.C. 127 (1964), super-
seding the Act of 1902; Olympic, section 2 of the Act of June 29, 1938,
52 Stat. 1242, 16 U.S.C. 252 ('1964) ; and Mount McKinley, section 4 of
the Act of February 26, 1917, 39 Stat. 938, 16 U.S.C. 350 (1964). In
addition, mining in four national monuments has been allowed only

' 0353;'.1 s2 
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through specific acts of Congress-Glacier Bay, Act of June 22,1936,49
-Stat 1817; Coronado, Act of August 18, 1941, 55 Stat. 631, 16 U.S.C.
450y (1970) ; Death Valley, Act of June 13,1933, 48 Stat. 139,16 U.S.C.
447 (1970), and Organ Pipe Cactus, Act of October 27, 1941, 55 Stat.

'745, 16 US.C. 450z (1970). These acts indicate that when Congress in-
itends mining to be allowed in National Park System areas, the legisla-
-tion will specifically so authorize. The legislation establishing Bighorn
'Canyon and Lake Mead does not open these areas to mineral entrv and
location.

Secondly, it can be inferred that when an area is reserved for public
use as a National Park System area, it has been withdrawn from entry
under the mining laws. A clear example of this can be seen in the act
creating the Lake Mead Recreation Area. The creating act, 16 U.S.C.
460n (1964), makes no mention that the land is withdrawn from
entry under the mining laws, yet the legislative history and the Depart-
mental report make it eminently clear that the area was created to
afford protection after the termination of the reclamation withdrawal

* X and that mining would not be authorized. 2 U.S. Code, Cong. and Adm.
News, 88th Cong. pp.3918-3923 (1964).

Consistent with this interpretation Public Land Order 5048, 36 F.R.
8149, which revoked prior reclamation withdrawals for the area, pro-
vided that the area shall "remain closed to location, settlement, and
entry under the public land laws, including the mining laws * *

With respect to the Bighorn Canyon National Recreation Area, that
act also indicates a congressional intent that this area be closed to entry
and location under the mining laws. Specifically, section 3 (a), Act of
October 15, 1966, 80 Stat. 914, 16 U.S.C. 460t-2 (1970), provides:

The Secretary shall coordinate administration of the recreation area * *
(3) for management, utilization, and disposal of renewable natural resources in

a manner that promotes, Or is compatible with, and does not significantly impair,
- ~0 public recreation and conservation of scenic, scientific, historic, or other values

contributing to public enjoyment. (Emphasis added.)

* Because this section provides the basic congressional directive by
which the Secretary shall administer this area, and the location of
mineral entries would jeopardize, if not preclude, management of the
renewable resources (i.e., timber, grass and other renewable resources
would be depleted by mining activities), an intent may be inferred
from this section that Congress closed the recreation area to mineral

* entry and location. In addition, the fact that the Secretary has been
given 'authority to dispose of renewable natural resources indicates

* 0 a congressional intent that he is not authorized to dispose of the non-
renewable mineral resources.

*; VWithdrawal by inference is also supported by the decision in
Rawson v. United States, 225 F. 2d 855, 858 (9th Cir. 1955), where

* --- the court found that under the public land laws mineral entries may

[78 I.D.-
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be made only on lands forming part of the public domain, "* * * that
is, public lands of the United States subject to entry, sale, or other-
disposal pursuant to general law." * * * The court notes that there
are exceptions to this general rule where Congress has epressly
reserved the mineral rights even though the land is to be used for
other purposes. Cf. Thompson v. United States, 308 F. 2d 628 (9th
Cir. 1962).

In discussing the application of the language of the Mining Act
of 1872, the Supreme Court in Oklahoma v. Texas, 258 U.S. 574
(1922), opined that it applied only to "public lands," that is, lands
open to entry, location, selection, sale or other disposal under the
general public land laws. The Court illustrated the absurdity of in-
ferring that all public lands are open to mining entry by pointing
to the fact that such an interpretation would allow mining about
the grounds of the Capitol in Washington or within the National
Cemetery at Arlington or the lands in national parks such as Yosemite
or Yellowstone. A recent opinion of the Solicitor, citing the cases
discussed above, reached the same decision with regard to the appli-
cation of the Wilderness Act. Solicitor's Opinion, 74 I.D. 97 (1967)..

In conclusion, we are of the opinion that the acts establishing Lake
Mead and Bighorn Canyon National Recreation Areas withdrew the
lands from entry under the public land laws, and accordingly, the
mining laws are inapplicable. To view these acts otherwise would
allow a use of National Park System lands totally inconsistent with
the stated objectives of Congress in setting aside and protecting these
areas for recreational use by the public.

BERNARD R. MEYER,
Associate Solicitor.

ESTATE OF LUCY HOPE DEEPWATER

I IBIA 201 Decided December 16, 1971

Indian Probate: Rehearing: Pleading, Timely Filing

Where a petition for rehearing was not filed in the appropriate office of the
Department of the Interior until the 61st day after entry of the original
order, the hearing examiner lacked authority to extend the time for filing
thereof and had no jurisdiction to determine the substantive issues raised
in the petition on their merits.

INTERIOR BOARD O INDIAN APPEALS

This matter is before the Board of Indian Appeals on appeal by
Daniel B. Evening, Sr., from an order of Hearing Examiner Alex-
ander H. Wilson denying his petition for rehearing.

;355
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The hearing herein was held ol October 22, 1970. On February 3,
1971, the examiner issued an order approving the decedent's last will
and directing distribution of the trust property comprising the dece-
dent's estate to the beneficiaries named in the will after payment of
certain allowable claims against the estate. On April 6, 1971, Mr.
Evening filed his petition for rehearing at the Fort Hall Agency. On
May 7, 1971, the examiner entered an order denying the petition for
rehearing on substantive grounds. In doing so, however, he specifically
waived the 60-day limitation provided in the applicable regulation in
effect at that time, 25 CFR §15.17(a).' Thus, the Order Denying
Petition for Rehearing states:

The petition, although bearing the date of April 5, 1971, was not actually
filed with the Fort Hall agency until April 6, 1971, thus exceeding by one day,
the 60 days permitted by 25 CFR § 15.17 -(now 43 FR 4.241) for filing for
rehearing. The nominal and insignificant delay of one day in filing the petition
is considered inconsequential and insufficient reason for summarily dismissing*
the petition. (Emphasis supplied.)

On June 28, 1971, the appellant filed his Notice of Appeal, alleging
in general terms that the decedent's will was the product of duress
landv undue influence, and that the decedent lacked testamentary capac-
ity. The Notice of Appeal was supported by copies of two affidavits
which had previously been filed in support of appellant's Petition for
Rehearing.'

In the examiner's Notice to Heirs attached to and accompanying
the Order Approving Will and Decree of Distribution herein dated
February 3, 1971, a copy of which was mailed to the appellant, the

1 So far as pertinent hereto the regulation provides that "any person aggrieved by the
decision of the examiner of inheritance may, within 60 days after the date on which
notice of the decision is mailed to the interested parties (or within such additional period
as the Secretary, for good cause, may allow in any case), file with the superintendent a
written petition for rehearing. Such a petition must be under oath and must state specifically
and concisely the grounds upon which it is based. If the petition is based on newly discovered
evidence, it must state a justifiable reason for the failure to discover and present the
evidence at the hearing, and the petition must be accompanied by the sworn statement of
at least one disinterested person having knowledge of the facts." * * *

2 Approximately 2 months after filing his appeal, appellant submitted by mail an
unsworn statement In letter form from the decedent's attending physician to the effect that
she suffered from a "marked degree of senility" and was "in no condition- * * * to
intelligently review or make a will." We note here our disapproval of the practice of
documenting appeals in stages. Furthermore, the doctor's opinion as expressed in the
letter is too general in nature to be of significant probative value even had it been in
proper form and timely submitted. In this connection it should be noted that in Estate of
William Cecil Robedeass, 1 IBIA 106, 124; 78 I.D. 234, 243 (1971) we expressed our
approval of this generally accepted definition of testamentary capacity: "' * * a state of
mental capacity to understand in a general way the nature of the business then ensuing, to
be able to bear in mind in a general way the nature and situation of the property, to
remember the objects of one's bounty, and to plan or understand the scheme of distribu-
tion." Other considerations aside, a medical opinion such as the one before us stating
conclusions only and having no factual reference to the legal touchstones governing the
issue in dispute is of little evidentiary value.
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parties involved, including appellant, were specifically advised as
follows:

This decision becomes final 60 days from the date of this notice. Any person
aggrieved by the decision of the examiner may, within the 60 days, but not
thereafter, file with the superintendent a written petition for rehearing.

If the petition is based upon newly discovered evidence, it must state the
justifiable reason for the failure to discover and present the evidence at the
hearing, and the petition must be accompanied by the sworn statement of at
least one disinterested person having knowledge of the fact.

The primary issue involved here is whether the examiner's waiver
of the 60-day limitation of 25 CFR § 15.17 (a) is within his power
to effect3

Generally speaking, where statutory provisions or administrative
regulations provide that an application for a rehearing must be filed
within a specified period after the service or entry of an administra-
tive body's order or decision, such application must be filed within
the specified period and the power of the administrative body is
limited by the rule or regulation setting forth such limitation. 73
C.J.S., Public Administrative Bodies and Procedure, § 156b. (1951).

We construe the qualifying language of section 15.17(a), i.e.,
"* * * or within such additional period as the Secretary, for good
cause, may allow in any case" * * * to be merely an expression of
the power reserved by the Secretary in 25 CFR § 1.2 which provides
that "the Secretary retains the power to waive or make exceptions to
his regulations * * * in all ases where permitted by law and the'
Secretary finds that such waiver or exception is in the best interest
of the Indians." It follows that section 15.17(a), insofar as it permits
extension of the 60-day period of limitation, creates a discretionary
power to be exercised by the Secretary only, except as he has dele-
gated it. The Secretary has not delegated to hearing examiners the
power to extend time limitations. He has, however, specifically dele-
gated to the Board of Indian Appeals his authority to decide appeals
from orders and decisions of hearing examiners, including his author-
ity in relation to "extension of time or waiver of time limitations
with respect to rehearings, reopenings, or appeals in proceedings
for the determination of heirs or the approval of wills of deceased
Indians * * * 35 FR. 12081.

In past decisions this Department has consistently held that. peti-
tions for rehearing which are not filed within the 60-day period are
properly denied, Estate of Henry Amauty, IA-879 (July 17, 1959)

If he has no such power the necessity for determining If the Examiner correctly denied
the petition for rehearing on the specific substantive grounds stated in his denial of the'
.Petition for Rehearing arises only if we should otherwise determine that this is a proper
situation for the eercise of the Secretary's discretion to waive the regulations.

357355]
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Estate of Agatha Quiltairre (Qualtier), IA-114 (January 11, 1954),
and that an examiner does not have authority to grant an extension
of the time for filing a petition for rehearing. Estate of Jack Fighter,
71 I.D. 203 (1964); Estate of Jeanette Halfrnoon, IA-120 (May 5,
1954).

Over the years the Department of the Interior has adopted a strict
policy of refusing to entertain appeals not timely filed. Estate of
Ralyen or Rabyea Voorhees, 1 IBIA 62 (1971). This same policy has
been applied to petitions for reopening filed beyond the three-year
limitation provided in the regulations, Estate of George Minkey,
1 IBIA 1 (1970); Estate of Samuel Picknoll (Pickernell), 1 IBIA
169; 78 I.D. 325 (1971), and we see no reason why such a policy should
not apply to petitions for rehearing as well.4 In Estate of Ralyen or
Rabyea Voorhees, supra at 63 where we dismissed the petition for
rehearing filed 67 days after the issuance of the order determining
heirs, the policy was applied although not expressly stated. We did
note, however, that "The language of sec. 15.19 governing appeals is
substantially identical to that governing petitions for rehearing in
,sec. 15.17"' and that " * * the reasons for the rule in sec. 15.17 are
the same as in sec. 15.19 and shall apply equally. * en

In the instant case, the petition for rehearing was not filed in the
appropriate office of the Department until the 61st day. It is thus
untimely and should have been denied by the examiner for that reason
since he had no jurisdiction to make any other determination. Estate of
Henry A nauty, supra.

Nor do we see any reason, on the facts of this case, for this Board
to exercise the discretion of the Secretary duly delegated to it to waive
the time limitation provided in 25 OFR 15.17(a). Such power will be
exercised only in cases where the most compelling reasons are present.

-Estate of Samn'uel Piclenoll (Picekernell), supra; Estate of Charles
Ellis, IA-1242 (April 1, 1966).. Here, the appellant has not met the
requirements of the regulation by virtue of his failure to propound any
"justifiable reason" for not discovering and presenting at the hearing
the evidence which he includes as attachments to his Petition for Re-
hearing and his Notice of Appeal.5 On the basis of 'the record before us

4Admittedly, the effects of strict enforcement of limitations Is sometimes harsh. How-
ever, the efficacy of such rules is based thereon. If, for example, the time could be extended
one day at the discretion of the hearing examiner, why not for another day? The logic
and justification, for extending from the 61st day to the 62d comes more readily than for
extension from the 60th to the 61st, and so on. Nothing would be gained by construing
limitations to be guidelines, 'rather than bars, and by granting examiners discretion to
extend limitation periods. At some point a cut-off date for filing has to be established and
uniformly enforced so that cases come to a conclusion and property rights become stabilized.

In his Petition for Rehearing appellant alleges that he was unable to remain at the
hearing and present evidence because of an emergency involving the "physical well being"
of his family. The hearing examiner, however, in denying the petition noted that "The
petitioner, contrary to his allegation, was present during the entire proceedings, with
the exception of a relatively short period of time prior to the conclusion of the hearing."
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we are unable to ascertain any truly compelling reason justifying an
exception to the regulations. We have carefully reviewed the record
and find that there is ample support therein for the examiner's de-
cision to approve the will and direct distribution of the decedent's
estate according to its terms. Moreover, the evidence submitted by the
appellant in support of his appeal is both vague and conclusionary in
nature and has neither the quality or content which we find persuasive.

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Indian Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior, 211 DM 13.7; 35 F.R.
12081, the appeal of Daniel B. Evening, Sr., is denied and, for the rea-
sons stated in the body of this opinion, the Order Denying Petition for
Rehearing entered herein by Hearing Examiner Alexander H. Wilson
on May 7, 1971, is affirmed. This decision is final for the Department.

MICHAEL A. LASHER, JR.,
Alternate Board Member.

I CONCUR:,

DAVID J. McKlm, Chairman.

RIJAN OIL COMPANY, INC.

4 IBLA 153 Decided December 17, 1971

Oil and Gas Leases: Rentals-Oil and Gas Leases: Termination

The proviso added to section 31(b) of the Mineral Leasing Act by section
1 of the Act of May 12, 1970, 84 Stat. 206, 30 U.S.C. sec. 188(b) (1970), to
except an oil and gas lease from automatic termination in certain circum-
stances where timely annual rental payment is deficient, is curative in effect;
therefore, where a rental payment was nominally deficient as prescribed by
the Act and defined by Departmental regulations and the deficiency was
paid prior to the Act, the lease is not terminated unless a new lease had been
issued prior to May 12, 1970.

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

This appeal by the Rijan Oil Company, Inc. is from a decision of the
New Mexico land office dated November 19, 1969,1 which declared that
appellant's oil and gas lease NM 623 terminated by operation of law be-
cause the annual lease rental for the fourth year had not been paid in
full.

'The appeal was addressed to the Director, Bureau -of Land Management. Jurisdiction
over appeals pending before the Director was transferred by the Secretary of the Interior
to this Board effective July 1, 1970. Cir. 2273, 35 F.R. 10009,10012.

359359]
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The lease issued effective November 1, 1966, for 148.17 acres, with
an annual rental of $74.50 at the prescribed annual rental rate of 50
cents per acre or fraction th ereof. On September 24, 1969, prior to the
anniversary date, appellant submitted a check for $74.09. The land
office decision was based upon the 41-cent deficiency in the rental pay-
:ment, and upon its conclusion that under section 31 (b) of the Mineral
Leasing Act, as amended by section 1(7) of the Act of July 29, 1954,
08 Stat. 585, a lease automatically terminates where payment of the
rental in full is not timely made. and there is no authority whereby a
lease could be reinstated.

The appellant paid the 41 cents with its notice of appeal. It asserts
that the deficiency was due to inadvertence and miscalculation and
suggests that under the doctrine of de minirnis non curat ex the lease
should not be terminated.

At the time the land office decision was rendered, there was De-
partmental precedent for holding that an oil and gas lease termi-
nates under the Act of July 29, 1954, even where a timely rental
payment was only slightly deficient. Duncan Miller, A-30067 (March
12, 1964). Since that time, however, a relief act, the Act of May 12,
1970, 84 Stat. 206, 30 U.S.C. sec. 188 (b) and (c) -(1970), has been
passed to prevent in certain circumstances the automatic termination of
a lease where a timely rental payment was deficient, and to provide
under certain conditions for reinstatement of oil and gas leases ter-
minated for failure to pay rental timely. The only issue which we
need consider then is the effect of this Act upon appellant's lease.

We believe, as will 'be discussed, that appellant's lease is saved under
section I of the Act of May 12, 1970, unless a new lease for the land
had been issued prior to May 12,1970. That section added the following
proviso to the Act of July 29, 1954:

Provided, That if the rental payment due under a lease is paid on or before
the anniversary date but either () the amount of the payment has been or
is hereafter deficient and the deficiency is nominal, as determined by the Secretary
by regulation, or (2) the payment was calculated in accordance with the
acreage figure stated in the lease, or in any 'decision affecting the lease, or
made in accordance with a bill or decision which has been rendered by him and
such figure, bill, or decision is found to be in error resulting in a deficiency, such
lease shall not automatically terminate unless (1) a new lease had been issued
prior to the date of this Act or (2) the lessee fails to pay the deficiency
within the period prescribed in a notice of deficiency sent to him by the Secre-
tary. (30 U.S.C. § 188(b) (1970)).

This case comes within the proviso's first exception pertaining to a
nominal deficiency in the payment. The 41-cent deficiency in the
rental was clearly nominal. As defined in recently published regula-
tions, 43 CFR 3108.2-1 (36 F.R. 21035, 21036, November 3, 1971), a
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"deficiency will be considered nominal if it is not more than $10 or
five percentum (5 percent) of the total payment due, whichever is
more."

Although the payment was deficient and the land office decision
was rendered prior to the passage of the Act of May 12, 1970, it is
apparent that Congress intended this proviso to apply to leases where
rental payments were deficient prior to the effective date of the Act.
This is evident from the language in the proviso that the "amount of
the payment has been or is hereafter deficient," and further language:
expressed in the past tense. The Act then states that "such lease shall
not automatically terminate unless (1) a new lease. had been issued
prior to the date of this Act." By conditioning the exception to the
automatic termination upon whether a new lease had issued prior to
the effective date of the Act, it is obvious that Congress clearly intended
to nullify the effect of the automatic termination provision retro-
actively in these circumstances. The issuance of a "new lease prior to
the date of this Act [May 12, 1970]" could only have been effective if
an old lease had been terminated and the land in the terminated lease
made available in accordance with the procedure prescribed in the
regulations in effect at that time, 43 CFIZ 3123.9 (1969) (now renum-
bered43 CFR 3112.1 (19T1)).

In addition to the express language of the proviso, the legislative
history of S. 1193, 91st Congress, which became the Act of -May 12,:
1970, shows that Congress intended thatleases which would have been
considered terminated under the existing law could be revived by this
proviso. In recommending the inclusion of the provision which denies
relief in cases where a new lease had been issued prior to the enactment
of the Act, the Acting Secretary of the Interior, in a letter of Febru-
ary 11, 1970, to the Chairman of the House Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs, commented:

Upon a further review of the language of section 1 of S. 1193, it appears that
a problem could exist with respect to the interest of a subsequent lessee of land
which had been previously automatically terminated under present law. Sectioni
of S. 1193 provides that a lease shall not automatically terminate where the rental
paid under a lease is either (1) nominally deficient or () paid in accordance
with figures stated in the lease or in a bill rendered. The probable effect of this
language.in S. 1193 would be to reinstate a, lease terminated -under present law
if the specified conditions were met. However, in some instances a new lease
has been entered into based upon, a prior termination on the existence of facts
which are now set forth in (1) or (2) of section 1. The interest of a subsequent
lessee should be protected against the possible revival of a prior lessee's interest
if his termination, resulted from what (1) and (2) of section 1 now make excep-
tions o automatic termination.

361RijAN biL com-jANY, iNc.3D9 ]
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The Committee, reporting on the amendment recommended by the
'Department, described its effect in these words:

* * Also in connection with this section [§1], the committee adopted an
- amendment, suggested by the Department by its letter of February 11, 1970,

which prevents revival of a lease where a subsequent lease was issued prior to
enactment of S. 1193. (.R. Rep. No. 91-1005, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1970)).

In view of this clear manifestation of Congressional intent that
section 1 of the Act of May 12, 1970, has a curative effect, appellant's

-lease will not be considered as having terminated providing, of course,
that no lease issued for the land prior to the date of the Act.2

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081), the decision appealed from is set aside, and the ease is re-

-manded to the Bureau of Land Management for appropriate action.

JOAN B. Tao:MiPsON, Member.

'WE CONCUR: 

MARTIN lrITVo, Member.

wNEwToN FEISHB GRO, hairman.

S Since the appellant had paid the deficiency prior to the enactment of this relief pro-
vision, there is no need for the notice of deficiency contemplated by the statute.

ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY

IA 71 Decided December 930, 19t1

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969: Review of Notices and
Orders

The termination by the Bureau of an order issued under section 104 of the
Act is not a proper basis for dismissal of an application for review of such
order.

Reliable Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 5, 78 I.DL 199 (1971), distinguished..

INTERIOR BOARD OF NINE OPERATIONS APPEALS

J. Halbert Woods and J. Roy Browning, on behalf of Zeigler Coal
Company (Zeigler); Robert W. Long, Associate Solicitor, J. Philip
:Smith, Acting. Assistant Solicitor, and Stanley M. Shwartz, Trial
Attorney, on behalf of the Bureau of Mines (Bureau); Charles L.
XVidman, on behalf of the nited Mine Workers of America
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(UMWA) ; Cuy Farmer on behalf of the Bituminous Coal Operators
Association (BCOA); Wesley C. Marsh, on behalf of The Pittston
Company (Pittston); John 'C. Kinder, on behalf of Youghiogheny and
Ohio Coal Company (Youghiogheny).

Zeigler Coal Company seeks review under section 105 of the Act'
of an Order of Withdrawal issued pursuant to section 104(a) of the
Act. The matter is before the Board upon the Board's initiative, in
accordance with 43 CFR 4.594, 36 F.R. 17342, for review of the Hear-
ing Examiner's Decision on Reconsideration. The decision under review
was issued on August 14, 1971, and affirmed an order of the Examiner,
issued on July 27, 1971, dismissing Zeigler's Application for Review
'of the above-referenced Order of Withdrawal. The Board, in ordering
review, requested the parties to file briefs and invited briefs from
persons having an interest in the subject matter. Briefs were filed by
Zeigler, the Bureau, UMWA, BCOA, Pittston, and Youghiogheny. All
parties, except Youghiogheny, appeared at oral argument before the
Board on November 30,1971.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

On May 7, i971, an inspector of the Bureau issued an Order of
Withdrawal, pursuant to section 104(a) of the Act,2 to the operator
of the Molt (now Zeigler) Coal Company's Murdock Mine. The
order cited the existence of conditions which the inspector believed
constituted imminent danger.3 Two hours after issuing the order,
the inspector terminated the Order of Withdrawal, in accordance
with section 104 (g) of the Act, after finding that the condition or prac-
tice set forth in the order was totally abated.so that imminent danger
no 'longer existed.

Zeigler filed an Application for Review of the Order of Withdrawal
on May 19, 1971, claiming that the conditions, or practices described
in the order did not constitute imminent danger. Prior to the hearing
* the Application for Review, the, Bureau filed a Motion to Dismiss
'he Application on the ground that the volations cited in the Order,

1 All references herein to "the Act" are to the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969, P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742, 30 U.S.C. sees. 801-960 (1970).

2 Section 104 (a) reads, in part: "If, upon any inspection of a coal mine, an authorized
representative of the Secretary finds that an imminent danger exists, such representative
shall determine the area throughout which such danger exists, and thereupon shall issue
forthwith an order requiring the operator of the mine or his agent to cause immediately all
persons, except those referred to in subsection (d) of this section, to be withdrawn from,
and to be prohibited from entering, such area until an authorized representative of the
Secretary determines that such imminent danger no longer exists."

n Section 3(j) of'th4 Act defines imminent danger as: "[T]he existence of any condition
,or practice In a coal mine which could reasonably be expected to cause death or serious
physical harm before such condition or practice can be abated."
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of Withdrawal had been fully abated, thereby rendering moot the
Application for Review. The Examiner granted the Bureau's motion
and ordered the Application for Review dismissed.

Zeigler filed a petition for reconsideration with the Examiner
contending that his Order of Dismissal denied Zeigler' an opportunity
for the hearing provided for in section 105(a) (1) of the Act. The
Examiner affirmed his Order of Dismissal, relying upon this Board's
opinion in Reliable Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 50, 78 I.D. 199 (1971). Al-
though the Examiner recognized that Reliable pertained to a notice
of violation issued under section 104(b) of the Act, whereas the case
before him involved an order of withdrawal issued under section 104
(a) of the Act, he concluded that the arguments and facts in this case
were very similar to the argument and facts supporting the holding
in Reliable. Based upon the finding that Zeigler's Application for
Review was deprived of practical significance after the condition giv-
ing rise to the order was fully abated and the finding that the ques-
tion of whether a violation existed could be fully litigated in any
future proceeding under the Act, the Examiner concluded that dis-
missal of the Application for Review was proper.

ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

Whether an application for review of an order of withdrawal issued
under section 104 of the Aet should be dismissed where the Bureau
has terminated such order.

Zeigler, Pittston, Youghiogheny, and BCOA take the position that
an operator has an absolute right to obtain review of an order of
withdrawal issued by the Bureau, unqualified by the fact that such
order is terminated. The Bureau agrees that an order of withdrawal

-issued under section 104(c) of the Act should be subject to review
after termination of such order, but maintains that it is not proper
to consider an application for the review of an order issued under
sections 104 (a), (b), or (i) where such order has been terminated.
The UMWA argues that any order issued under section 104, whether
terminated or not, should be subject to review, if at all, only in a
proceeding brought under section 109 of the Act for the assessment of
a civil penalty.

RULING OF THE BOARD

We hold that the termination by the Bureau of an order issued
uider section 104 of the Act is not a proper basis for dismissal of
an application for review of such order.

Section 105 of the Act describes the rights of the operator; and
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the representative of miners with respect to the review of an order
of withdrawal:

Section 105. (a) (1) An operator issued an order pursuant to the provisions
of section 104 of this title, or any representative of miners in any mine affected
by such order or by any modification or termination of such order, may apply
to the Secretary for review of the order within thirty days of receipt thereof or
within thirty days of its modification or termination. * * * Upon receipt of
such application, the Secretary shall cause such investigation to be made as he
deems appropriate. Such investigation shall provide an opportunity for a public
heating, at the request of the operator or the representative of miners in such
mine, to enable the operator and the representative of miners in such mine to
present information relating to the issuance and continuance of such order or the
modification or termination thereof * * *

* *. * , * * * *

Section 105(b) Upon receiving the report of 'such investigation, the Secretary
shall make findings of fact, and he shall issue a written decision, incorporating
therein an order vacating, affirming, modifying, or terminating the order, or the
modification or termination of such order, or the, notice, complained of and
incorporate his findings therein.

We find no language in section 105 (or any other section of the Act)
which states explicitly or implies that the Secretary may, not review
an order of withdrawal where such order has been terminated by the
Bureau; nor do we fild anything- in the legislative history of the
Act to indicate such an intent by Congress. The Bureau's Motion to
Dismiss, and the Examiner's ruling thereon, were not based upon their
construction of the Act but. upon what we think is a mistaken view
of our holding in Reliable and What we think is a mistaken view of
the doctrine of mootness..

We held in Reliable that where the Bureau finds a violation charged
in a notice issued under section 104(b) or (i) of the Act to be totally
abated, an application for review of such notice under section 105(a)
is subject to dismissal. There are crucial distinctions between Reliable
and the case before us. Nowhere in Reliable did we state that our
holding was applicable to: a case involving an order of withdrawal.
Our discussion in Reliable of our opinion in Freemaan Coal Mining
Corp., 1 IBMA 1, 77 J.D. 149 (1970) and of the legislative history of
the Act related solely to the provisions for review of a notice of viola-
tion. We emphasized the language in section 105 which limits the
review of a notice of violation to the sole issue of the reasonableness
of the time fixed for abatement.4 This limitation does not apply to

4 Section 105.(a) (1) states in part: "i 8 * An operator issued a notice pursuant to
section 104(b) or (i), of this title, or any representative of miners in any mine affected
by such notice, may, if he believes that the period of time fired in such notice for the
abatement of the violation is unreasonable, apply to the Secretary for review oftthe notice
within thirty days of the receipt thereof...." (Italics added).

454-062-72-2
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the review of an order of withdrawal. In addition, the determinations
relating to the issuance of an order of withdrawal and the consequences
to the operator of the issuance of such order involve considerations,
discussed below, which necessitate a distinction between the review
of a notice of violation and the review of an order of withdrawal. We
find, therefore, that our holding in Reliable does not dictate the result
we must reach in this case.

The Bureau maintains that a section 105 proceeding to review an or-
der issued under section 104(a) of the Act could not afford any prac-
tical relief to an operator where the order has already been terminated.
The Bureau argues that an administrative agency should not decide a
case where no legal or practical remedy can be afforded to the litigant
and thus urges that the doctrine of mootness warrants dismissal of this
case. We disagree.

In the case of an order issued under section 104(a), the determina-
tion of whether conditions found by an inspector constitute imminent
danger is clearly a subjective one.5 Where such latitude in discretion
exists, the need for review of a given order of withdrawal is neces-
sary to insure, against arbitrary judgments by the enforcement arm
of the Department of the Interior. Additionally, there are conse-
quences flowing from the issuance of an order of withdrawal, such as,
loss of production and the operator's liability for compensation to
miners under section 110 of the Act, which require that the operator
be given an opportunity to obtain a decision on review as to whether
an inspector's findings underlying his issuance of an order of with-
drawal were correct. Sueh a decision would help establish guidelines
as to the proper basis for the issuance of an order of withdrawal and
would help to protect all operators from the adverse effects of im-
properly issued orders.

The fact that an order being reviewed has been terminated by the
Bureau is not' relevant to 'the above considerations. We believe that
this type of review was contemplated by Congress and- is in accordance
with case law which recognizes that the doctrine of mootness is not
properly applicable to proceedings involving orders, such as those
issued under section 104, which are of short duration and capable of
repetition. See Southern Pacific Terminal Co. v. ICC, 219 U.S. 498,
515 (1911); Friend v. United States, 388 F.2d 579 (D.C. Cir. 1967);
Meyers v. Jay Street Connecting R.R., 288 F.2d 356 (2d Cir. 1961).

The Examiner concluded that the dismissal of Zeigler's Application
for Review would not prejudice Zeigler's'rights under the Act because

Although the Issue is not presented in this case, another question which could arise
In a proceeding under section 105 to review an order issued under section 104(a), is
whether the inspector correctly determined the area throughout which the imminent danger
allegedly existed.
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-he found that the question of whether a violation existed could be
fully litigated "inany fauture" proceeding under the Act. We need not
not decide whether this finding is correct because even if Zeigler could
.obtain, under another provision of the Act, all the rights of review
,granted by section 105, the opportunity to litigate certain issues under
more than one provision of the Act cannot be the basis for depriving
Zeigler of its statutory right to litigate under a specific provision of
the Act. That such was the intent of Congress is substantiated by the
provision in section 109 (a) (3) of the Act which provides for a consoli-
dation of proceedings under section 109 with proceedings under section
:105.

We believe that our reasoning as to the review of an order of with-
*drawal issued under section 104(a) of the Act, where abatement of
the conditions underlying the order has occurred, also applies to orders
of withdrawal issued under sections 104(b), 104(i) or 104(c). The
issuance of a 104(c) (1) order of withdrawal makes the operator vul-
nerable to an order of withdrawal issued under section 104(c) (2).
Therefore, the operator may obtain relief by havingi'an order issued
,under 104(c) (1) reviewed in a proceeding under section 105 of the
Act, for if such order is vacated the operator will obtain relief from
the possible issuance of an order under 104(c) (2). With respect to'
orders issued under sections 104 (b) or (i), we think that the several
findings which the inspector must make in issuing such orders 6 in-
volve subjective judgments by the inspector which should be subject
to review, even after termination of such an order, for the same reasons
-expressed in reference to orders issued under section 104(a) of the Aet.

Therefore, we conclude that any order issued under section 104 may
-be reviewed under section 105, even after such order has been
terminated.

In view of the foregoing, IT IS ORDERED that the Examiner's
Decision on Reconsideration IS, REVERSED: the Order of Dismissal
IS VACATED; and the case IS REMANDED to the Examiner for'
hearing on the merits.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chairnan.

DAviD DOABE, eHmber.

6 Sec. 104(b) states in part: "* * * If, upon the expiration of the period of time as
originally fixed [in a notice of violation] or subsequently extended, an authorized repre-
-sentative of the Secretary finds that the violation has not been totally abated, and if
he also finds that the period of time should not be further extended, he shall find the extent
of the area affected by the violation and shall promptly Issue an order requiring the operator
,of such mine or his agent to cause immediately all persons, except those referred to in
subsection (d) of this section, to be withdrawn from, and to be prohibited from entering,
asuch area until an authorized representative of the Secretary determines that the violation
has been abated."

' 3673 9z2 '
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ERNEST SMITH
RUTH SMITH

4 ILA 192 Decided December 27, 1971

Mining Claims: Generally-Mining Claims: Lands Subject to

Absent a statutory direction to the contrary, lands acquired by purchase do
not thereby acquire a public land status and are therefore not subject to the
operation of the United States mining laws.

The Act of August 10, 1939, 53 Stat. 1347, adding certain lands to, the 1{aniksu
National Forest, constitutes such a statutory direction.

Statutory Construction: Generally-Statutory Construction: Administra-
tive Construction

It is an elementary rule of statutory construction that effect must be given,
if possible, to every word, clause and sentence of a statute.

Where contemporaneous and practical interpretation of a statute had stood
unchallenged for some 26 years, it will be regarded as of great importance
in arriving at the proper construction of a statute.

Where a statute recites that "jands * 4* * purchased under 4 * *this Act
shall be open to mineral locations * 4'4* ", the statute contains no purchase
authority, but another section of the statute refers to laws under which such
purchases have been made, the phrase quoted will be construed as meaning
"'1ands 4 *'* purchased under < * * the laws set forth in this Act. * * *"

Administrative Practice-Administrative Procedure Act: Hearings-Min-
ing Claims: Lands Subject To-Rules of Practice: Hearings

Mining claims located on lands purchased by the United States under the Act
of April , 1935, 49 Stat. 115, and added to the Kaniksu National Forest by
the Act of August 10, 1939, 53 Stat. 1347, may not be declared null and void
rb ciatio, but the mining claimants must be afforded notice and an opportu-

nity for hearing before the claims are subject to cancellation.

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Ernest Smith and Ruth Smith have appealed to the. Board of Land
Appeals from a decision dated July 7, 1971, in which.the Oregon state
office, Bureau of Land Management, declared the Holt No. 1 and IHolt
No. 2 placer mining claims null and void ab intio, and rejected appli-
cation OR 6177 (Washington) for mineral patent. The decision stated
that the subject lands had been patented to the Northern Pacific Rail-
way on September 4; 1902, were-subsequently reacquired by the United
States through purchase by the' Farm Security Administration on
May 2, 1936, under the provisions of the Act of April 8, 1935, 4 Stat.
115, and were added to the Kaniksu National Forest by the Act of
August 10, 1939; 53 Stat. 1347.'The decision held that reacquisition of
the lands by the United States did not, per se, make them open to
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mining location; it required some specific statutory direction which
was not given by the Kanikin Act, or by- any other statute.

The appellants contend that the wording of section 2 of the Ka-
niksu Act does not support the interpretation given by the state office
decision.

In his report on H.R. 2752, T6 Cong., 1st Sess. (1939) (which cuhni-
nated in the Act of August 10, 1939), the: Secretary of Agriculture
indicated the bill proposedto give "a national forest status to all lands
-of the United States" and to extend the provisions of the Forest
Ixchange Act of March 20, 1922, 42 Stat. 465, 6 U.S.C. sec. 485
,(1970), to all other lands within a described area of approximately
459,400 acres lying between the Colville and the Pend Oreille Valleys
in the northeastern part of the State of Washington The Secretary
stated that "addition of the lands to the national forest will in no way
interfere with legitimate mining activities." Id. p. 2. Ie recommended
that the bill be given favorable consideration so that national forest
-status can be given to the described lands.

Absent a statutory direction to the contrary, lands acquired by pur-
chase and made a part of a national forest do not thereby acquire
a public domain status. See Rarwson v. United States, 225 F.2d 855
(9th Cir. 1955), cert. denied, 350 U.S. 934 (1955), 40 Op. Atty. Gen.
'389 (1945). It is clear, therefore, that unless the 1939 Act contains
'such a, direction, the lands in issue would not be subject to mining
location under the United States mining laws. Thompson v. United
,States, 308 F.2d 628, 631 (9th Cir. 1962); Bobby Lee Moore et al., 72
I.D. .505, 508-510 (1965).

The 1939 Act provides in applicable portion as follows:

[See. 1] That all lands of the United States situated within the area herein-
after described, including those acquired, or in course of acquisition, under the
provisions of the National Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933
(48 Stat. 195), the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act, approved April &, 1935
(49 Stat. 115), or the Bankhead-J'ones Farm Tenant Act, approved July 22, 1937
(50 Stat. 522)', are hereby added to and made parts of the Kaniksu National
Forest, Washington, and shall hereafter be subject to the rules and regulations
applicable to national-forest lands, but claims, entries, filings, or appropriations
under the public-lands laws, or special provisions included in conveyances of
title to the United States, valid and subsisting at the date of this Act and there-
after legally maintained, shall not be affected by this Act.

* * * *4 *4 * *

See. 2. Any of the lands described in the first section of this Act which are
privately owned may be accepted in exchange by the Secretary f the Interior
under the provisions of the Act entitled, "An Act to onsolidate national-forest
Wands", approved March 20, 1922, as amended (U.S.C., title 16, secs. 485, 486').
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All of such lands so accepted in exchange shall thereupon be added to and made
a part of the Kaniksu National Forest in the State of Washington and shall
thereafter be administered under the laws and regulations relating to the na-
tional forests. Lands received in exchange or purchased under the provisions of
this Act shall be open to- mineral locations, mineral development, and patent, in
accordance with the mining laws of the United States.

The fact that section 1 of the 1939 Act provides that these acquired
lands "are hereby added to and made parts of the Kaniksu National
Forest * * and shall hereafter be subject to the rules and regulations
applicable to national-forest lands * * *" distinguishes these acquired
lands from those acquired under the Weeks Act, as amended, 16 U.S.C.
secs. 480, 500, 513-519, and 521 (1970). Section 10 of the Weeks Act,.
March 1, 1911 (36 Stat. 962, 16 U.S.C. sec. 519 (1970)), after providing
for sale of certain agricultural lands at their true value, further
states:

* * And no right, title, interest, or claim in or to any lands acquired ***4
or the products, resources, or use thereof after such lands shall have been so
acquired, shall be initiated or perfected, except as in this section provided.

Section 11 of the Weeks Act, 16 U.S.C. sec. 521 (1970), directs that
the land acquired under its authority "be permanently reserved, held,
and administered as national-forest lands" under the Act of March 3,
1891, as amended, 16 U.S.C. sec. 471 (1970). 7f. 40 Op. Atty. Gen. 389
(1945).

Turning to section 2 of the 1939 Act, we note a dichotomy-the lands
in section 1 are made subject to the "rules and regulations applicable
to national-forest lands," in contradistinction to lands acquired in ex-
change under the Forest Exchange Act of March 20,1922, as amended,
16 U.S.C. secs. 485, 486 (1970), which are to "be administered under
the aws and regulations relating to the national forests." [Emphasis
supplied.]

However, section 2 of the 1939 Act further provides that
** * Lands received' in exchange or purchased under the provisions of this

Aet shall be open to mineral locations,. * ** [Emphasis supplied.]

But the 1939 Act makes no provision for purchase of lands. What
meaning is therefore to be given to the word "purchased" 2

"It is an elementary rule of construction that effect must be given, if
possible, to every word, clause and sentence of a statute." 1 KENT
COMM. 462 (13th ed. 1884). This rule is particularly appropriate
where, as here, the language in question was added to the bill by the
Senate Committee on Public Lands and Surveys. S. Rept. 959, 76th

' Cong., 1st Sess. (1939). Although the matter is not entirely free from
doubt, it would appear logical to read "Lands *** purchased under

:[78 I.D!
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the provisions of this Act" as meaning "Lands*** purchased under
the provisions of the laws set forth in this Act." We believe this con-
clusion comports with the concept of "whole statute" interpretation.
SUTHERLAND, STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION, § 4703 (3d
ed. 1943).

We do not regard the provision of section 1, saving valid and sub-
sisting public land claims, entries, filings, or appropriations as militat-
ing against our conclusion. That provision preserves desert land entries,
homestead entries, scrip locations, etc., on the public lands added to-
the national forest.

Our view of the case at bar is further buttressed by the opinion of
the Solicitor of the Department of Agriculture, No. 5016, of July 8,.
1944, which reaches the same result. Moreover, where contemporaneous.
and practical interpretation has stood unchallenged for a considerable-
length of time, it will be regarded as of great importance in arriving
at the proper construction of a statute. United States v. State Bank of
North Carolina, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 12 (1832). Of. SUTHERLAND,
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION, § 5104 (3d ed. 1943).

It follows, therefore, that mining claims on the purchased lands
within the area described in the Kaniksu Act may not be declared
null and void ab initio for the reasons stated in the Oregon state office
decision. Such mining claims, located after acquisition of the lands-
by the United States and after the date of the Kaniksu Act, must be
afforded due process, including proper notice and an opportunity
for hearing before being subject to cancellation.' Cf. Mrs. Marion E.
Beresford, A-30015 (April 6, 1964).

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of-
Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R.
12081), the decison appealed from is vacated and the case is remanded
to the Bureau of Land Management for further appropriate actionm
not inconsistent herewith.

FREDERICK FISHIAN, Member.
WE CONCUR:

EDWARD W. STUEBING, Member.

NEWTON FRISHBERG, Chairman.

-,; v - 371I3:68]
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APPEAL OF S. S. MULLEN CONSTRUCTION, INC.

IBCA-860-7-7O Decided December ,28 1971

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changed Conditions-Contracts:
Disputes and Remedies: Burden of Proof-Contracts: Disputes and
Remedies: Substantial Evidence-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Burden
of Proof

A claim for a changed condition will be denied when the contractor fails to
present adequate evidence as to what the field conditions were, and fails
to prove that the field conditions differed materially from conditions shown
in the contract documents.

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changed Conditions-Contracts:
Disputes and Remedies: Burden of Proof-Contracts: Disputes and
Remedies: Substantial Evidence-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Burden
of Proof

A changed condition claim will be denied where the contractor fails to show
significant error in the data contained in the contract documents.,

Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changed Conditions

A claim for a changed condition will be denied when the evidence shows
that the overwet condition of borrow material intended for use as compacted
earthdam fill was most likely the result of the use of too much water in
wetting the borrow material prior'to excavation.

-Contracts: Construction and Operation: Changed Conditions

A claim for a changed condition based upon overwet borrow material will be
denied when the contract expressly recognizes the possibility of overwetting
the material and states that the contractor must cover the contingent risk
of overwet material in his unit bid prices.

INTERIOR BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal arises out of a contract for the construction of the
Joes Valley Dam, part of the Emery County Project, Utah, of the
Bureau of Reclamation. Appellant was the successful bidder on the

*contract with an estimated value of $3,562,260 which was awarded on
May 10, 1963. The specific claim at issue, valued at $500,000, arises
from the difficulties experienced by -appellant in the course of construc-
:tion because the borrow material for the impervious core of the earth
fill dam was generally wetter than optimum for compaction in the
:dam.

The contract called for Zone 1 embankment, i.e., the impervious core,
to be constructed of compacted fill which was to be secured from the
"Lowry borrow area," a site some 6,000 feet upstream from the dam.
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The-contract describes Zone material as consisting of a mixture of
clay, silt, sand, and gravel from a uniform cutting from the full height
of the designated face of the borrow pit excavation, and free of cobbles
or rock fragments greater than five inches in maximum dimension.
There is no dispute over these characteristics of the borrow. The dis-
pute germinates in the requirement of specification paragraph 5Tc.,
which specified moisture pre-conditioning of the fill 30 days in 'advance
of excavation operations.

There is little doubt but that the borrow material for Zone 1 embank-
ment was generally overwet for optimum compaction. Appellant's case
is that this condition resulted from the borrow pit area being pre-
dominently a lean clay soil, with greater water holding properties,
rather than a more predoininately sandy soil shown in the contract
specifications, and on which the pre-excavation irrigation was based.
In short, appellant urges a first category ohanged condition under the,
Changed Conditions clause.2

Because of its importance in the case paragraph 57c. is quoted here In full:
"57c. Moisture and drainage.-The moisture content of the Zones 1 and 2 embankment

materials prior to and during compaction shall be in accordance with applicable paragraphs
for placing the embankment. As far as practicable, the earthfill, Zone 1 material shall be
conditioned in the borrow pits before excavation. If required, moisture shall be intro-
duced into the borrow pits for the earthfill, Zone 1 material by irriga-
tion, at least 30 days in advance of excavation operations. When moisture is. introduced
into the borrow pits for earthfill material prior to excavation, care shall be exercised to
moisten the material uniformly, avoiding both excessive runoff and accumulation of water
in depressions. If at any location in the borrow pits for earthfill material, before or
during excavation operations, there Is excessive moisture, as determined by the contracting
officer, steps shall be taken to reduce the moisture by selective exeavation to secure the
drier materials; by excavating and placing in temporary stockpiles material containing
excess moisture; by excavating drainage ditches; by allowing adequate additional time for
curing or drying; or by any other approved means.

"Borrow pits in the Seely borrow area will not require preconditioning by irrigation.
Moisture as required shall be added to the materials on the embankment or at the option.
of the contractor may be added at the separation plant

"The contractor shall be entitled to no additional allowance above the unit prices bid.
in the schedule on account of the requirement for stockpiling and rehandling excavated
materials which have been deposited temporarily in stockpiles; delays or increased costs.
due to stockpiling; poor trafficatdlity on the borrow area, the haul roads, or the embank-
ment; reduced efficiency of the equipment the contractor elects to use; or on account of
any other operations or difficulties caused by overly wet materials.

"To avoid the formation of pools in borrow pits during the excavation operations and
in borrow pits above elevation 6910 after the excavation operations are completed, drainage-
ditches from borrow pits to the nearest outlets shall be excavated by the contractor where,
in the opinion of the contracting officer, such drainage ditches are necessary.

"No direct payment will be made for irrigation or unwatering of borrow areas, for-
addition of moisture at separation plant, for any other operations necessary to condition
the material properly, and the entire cost of such irrigation, addition of moisture, excavation
of drainage ditches, or other operations, shall be included in the unit prices per cubic-
yard bid in the schedule for excavation in borrow areas."

2 "4. CHANGED CONDITIONS
"The Contractor shall promptly, and before such conditions are disturbed, notify the-

Contracting Officer in writing of: (a) subsurface or latent physical conditions at the-
site differing materially from those indicated in this contract, or (b) unknown physical
conditions at the site, of an unusual nature, differing materially from those ordinarily-
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The Government defends along several lines: One, the claim is de-
feated by lack of notice under the Changed Conditions clause; two,
the contract places the risk of overwet materials on the contractor;
three, the facts do not show a changed condition; and four, the over-
wet condition was the fault of appellant's subcontractor for borrow
pit irrigation. The record in this ease compels the Board to reach the
-same conclusions.

Lack of Notice

The first written notice to the Bureau that appellant considered con-
ditions in the Lowry borrow area to be something different than repre-

::sented by the contract consists of a brief letter dated November 1,
1965,3 which stated that the soil characteristics differed substantially
;from pre-bid information. The Government responded immediately,
asking a meeting at the site of work and pointing out that stoplogs
had been installed in the diversion tunnel on November 3, 1965, and

that inundation of some of the borrow area was imminent.4 Appellant
did not respond to the Government's request.

The evidence further shows that all Zone 1 embankment, which in-
eluded 900,000 bubic yard of fill from the Lowry area," was completed

* -on October 18, 1965.6 All dam embankment was completed on Octo-
ber 27,1965.7 Thus, no written notice was given until almost two weeks
had elapsed from final excavation in the disputed borrow area, and

* the soil incorporated into the dam structure. Although the Government
*at this point could have itself investigated the remaining soil in situ
-in Lowry, it had no way of investigating the soil which had been exca-
vated,' transported to the dam, and compacted, in order to ascertain if

-the field conditions in fact differed from the contract indications. It
is the in situ characteristics of the soil used in the dam which is in
issue in this case, and not the characteristics of soil not excavated and

-not used in embankment.
In addition, there is no evidence that the Bureau had actual notice

-that the soil oharacteristics were not as shown in the contract. Bureau

encountered and generally recognized as inhering in work of the character provided for
-in this contract. The Contracting Officer shall promptly investigate the conditions, and If he
-finds that such conditions do so materially differ and cause an increase or decrease in the
-Contractor's cost of, or the time required for, performance of this contract, an equitable
adjustment shall be made and the contract modified in writing accordingly. Any claim of,
the Contractor for adjustment hereunder shall not be allowed unless he has given notice as
:above required; or unless the Contracting Officer grants a further period of time before the
*date of final payment under the contract. If the parties fail to agree upon the adjustment to
-be made, the dispute shall be determined as provided in Clause 6 of these General
-7Trovisions."

2 Appeal file, Exhibit 16.
4 Appeal file, Exhibit 17.

Tr. 97.
eTr. 4S.
7Tr. 91.
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,employees knew that the soil was overwet as early as April 1965, and
indeed, had alerted appollant to this condition" It is nowwhere alleged
,or shown that the Bureau's knowledge of the fact that the soil was
overwet necessarily imparted any knowledge that the soil haracter-
istics were different than shown. The overwet material had previously
Ibeen irrigated by appellant's subcontractor and it was just as meaning-
ful to ascribe the overwet condition to such irrigation.

Appellant's conduct may- also have avoided a timely investigation.
Appellant's Vice President, Mr. Bisordi, made a pre-bid examination.
and looked into three or four open test pits.9 Appellant took a soil,
sample in June 1964, which was analyzed by Woodward, Clyde,. and
Sherard, soil engineers in Denver, for moisture content and compaction
characteristics.10 Some pre-wetted borrow was excavated in the fall
of 1964, and apparently was satisfactory for compaction." When the
Government's Chief Inspector, Mr. Harold Deming, suggested to Mr.
Bisordi, at the end of May 1965,that appellant try some experimental
irrigation in an attempt to meet the problem of overwet materials, Mr.
Bisordi responded that the irrigation subcontractor knew what it was
'doing."

In August 1965, because of its concern with the overwet conaition, 3

appellant secured the services of Mr. George G. Yamane, a qualified
soils engineer, whose report to appellant dated August 17, first referred
to "lean clay." Mr. Yamane investigated and reported only on the over-
wet condition resulting from irrigation. Apparently the question of
different soil characteristics was not even put to him.

The above evidence indicates that appellant itself did not consider
the soil in the Lowry borrow area to be significantly different from that
shown in the contract until it made this claim for the overwet material.
If such is the case, it is a priori impossible to charge the Bureau with
any actual knowledge of a changed condition prior to November 1,
1965.

Accordingly, we believe that the evidence in this case shows that the
Government did not receive notice of a changed condition until receipt
of the letter of November 1., 1965, from appellant despite appellant's
knowledge since May 1965, of the overwet condition. This letter ar-
rived too late for the Government to make any meaningful in situ ex-
amination of the borrow material used in construction of the dam. Al-

Tr. 440-441.
9 Tr. 57.

Government Exhibit 8, Item 16. This sample is classified as "sandy clay."
-Tr. 11, S1, 437-438.

Tr. 440.
Tr. 82-83.
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* though a finding of prejudice to the Government could be made on
this record,'4 we refrain from doing so since we prefer to decide the

* case on the merits of the changed condition issue.

The Changed Condition

There is no dispute but that the Lowry borrow material was gen-
erally wet of optimum. The question is why. Appellant ascribes the
overwet condition to a predominately "lean clay" soil.'5 The evidence
in support of that position was presented by Mr. George G. Yamane, a,
soils engineer with the firm of Shannon and Wilson of Seattle,,Wash--
ington. Mr. Yamane visited the work site for four days, commencing
on August 10, 1965, at the, invitation of Mr. Bisordi. The purpose of
the visit was to investigate the wet borrow material conditions' 6

During his visit seventeen test holes were dug with a backhoe in
order for Mr. Yamane to see the material and to estimate its moisture
content in relationship to optimum.,, He examined the material visu-
ally and hand threaded it to determine if the moisture content was
above the plastic limit.", In addition, he classified the soils by feel into
a three part classification, silty sand, lean clay, and fat clay, by trying
to dry it up in his hand, feeling how tough the soil was, and how hard it
was and how long it took to work it down to its plastic limit.'9 He
concluded that the moisture content was 2-5 percent over optimum.20

Appellant's Exhibits 0 and P were introduced to graphically depict
the results of Mr. Yamane's test pit examinations. These exhibits show
17 test pit profiles. Thirteen of the pits are labeled as clay, either fat
or lean, or both, four pits are predominately labeled silty sand or, "dry
soil." From these pits, Mr. Yamane estimated that 85 percent of the-
Lowry borrow area that was wetted was clay, and 15 percent silty
sand.22

Another basis for Mr. Yamane's conclusion that Lowry material
was predominately clay was the fact that Bureau moisture tests taken
on the embankment material between June 26, 1965, and July 25, 1965,
showed the average water content of embankment material to be 14.T
percent.22 To Mr. Yamane, an optimum moisture of embankment

'4l lefstad Engineering Co., Inc., et l., VACAB No. 522 (June 0, 1966), 66-1 BCA pary
5678. Korshoj Construction Co., IBCA-321 (January 31, 1966), 73 I.D. 33, 6-I BA par.
5339.

S Appellant's Post-hearing Brief, p. 2.
1 r. 253.
17 Tr. 255.
18 Tr. 256, 321. If the soil was above its plastic limit, it was overwet for optimum com-

paction (Tr. 259).
u3 Tr. 258, 261.
20 Tr. 264.
21 Tr. 282-283.
22 Tr. 273, 302. Appellant's ExhIbit U.
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material of 14.7 percent indicated more clay material than shown by
the average optimum moisture of 13.2 percent which can be derived
from contract data.2 3

The third leg of Mr. Yamane's conclusion was based upon a compari-
sol of engineering laboratory tests made by the Bureau on eleven
samples from six test pits.24 The laboratory data was not part of the-
contract specification data, but the logs of the test pit profiles based
-on field classification procedures were.25 According to Mr. Yamane,
.samples from test pits 111, 112, 116, showed significant differences from
the logs; test pits 114 and 115 showed some discrepancies, but not of
significance, test pit 110, showed no difference. The significant dif-
ferences were a higher proportion of fines in the laboratory samples
and a laboratory classification of those samples as clays.28

On cross-examination Mr. Yamane made several admissions and
statements which detract from the probative value of his classifications
of the soils in his test pits, and his estimate of soil type based upon the
optimun moisture of embanlknent material of 14.7 percent. His testi-
.mony on cross-examination also tended to confirm the validity of
Bureau field soil classification procedures.

In response to a question as to why he relied on his own field tests,
and discredited the Bureau's field classifications by referring to labora-
tory tests as better, Mr. Yamane responded hat he used a hand test
for plastic limit because his primary purpose was to see how wet the
material was, and he

* * * went through the test pits real quickly and gave a brief classification
,of the sample * *27

Further, his classification was devised to meet his purpose and that
purpose was quite different from the Bureau's purpose.28 For construc-
-tion purposes he would be more detailed.29

His estimate of 85 percent lean clay in the wetted soils ignored sand
lenses, shown to exist on his own Exhibits 0 and P.30

With respect to his conclusion that the Lowry area had more clay
-than shown in the logs because of the 14.7 percent optimum moisture
content of embankment material, Mr. Yamane admitted that if the
average optimum moisture content of embankment material was

-,shown to be 13.5 percent, he would change his view about the clay.21

Is Tr. 302-303.
24 Appellant's Exhibits S and T.
25 Specification Drawings 304-D-28, and 304-D-29.
26 Tr. 2S5-301, 303, 306, 372, 373.
27 Tr. 321, emphasis supplied.
25 Tr. 325-326.
2 Tr. 827.
30 Tr. 337-338, 374.
al Tr. 320-332.
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By Exhibit 22, and the testimony of its expert witness, Dr. Jack Hilf,
the Government showed that the average optimum moisture content.
of embankment material, based on 417 tests, was 13.5 percent.3 2

Mr. Yamane agreed that in his own work in the Seattle area.
in investigation of foundation material, he used visual and field!
methods of classification, "there is nothing that can beat the field." 33

He agreed that the Unified Soil COlassification System is a good stand-
ard,34 and that it is not necessary to refine classifications based upon
visual and manual methods by laboratory analysis.35 He agreed further
that the data on'ap'pallant's Exhibits S and T was for dan construction
and not for classification, although classification data was there.a

The Government's highly qualified soils expert 3 7 Dr. Jack Hilf,
testified that, as to compaction characteristics, the Government data
in the contract 3s corresponded closely with actual results df embank-
ment tests. There was no significant difference.39 Exhibits S and T
reflect data for compaction characteristics, and only incidentally clas-
sify borrow material, and then only on the basis of the sample, and
not for the entire pit.40 One would not as a matter of practice change
a field classification because of a differing laboratory result; however,
a gross difference would lead one to go back to the pit for another look."
Further, only a little difference in sand content can change a sandy
clay to a clayey sand.42

On cross-examination, Dr. Hilf stated that the Bureau had no
opinion on the predominate soil type in the Lowry area43 and that for
Zone 1 material did not look for material with a lot of clay fines, but
for material that would be impervious and readily available.44 On the
'relationship between the field classification and the date shown on
Appellant's Exhibits S and T (the Bureau laboratory data), Dr. Hilf
maintained that the field classifications were not incorrect, that neither
laboratory nor field report were in error but simply reflected differences
due to sample selection and the different procedures applied to clas-
sify.45 The laboratory sample is a mere microcosm of what is seen and

82 Tr. 484-485.
83 Tr. 351.
84 Tr. 353.
83 Tr. 353, 356, 357.
Go Tr. 31.
7 Government Exhibit 20. Dr. ilf is Chief Design Engineer of the Bureau of Reclama-

tion, with a doctorate in soil mechanics. He has been a specialist in soils engineering
since 1943.

s8 Drawing 308-D-52.
8 Tr 486.
4 Tr. 488.
41 Tr. 488.
e Tr. 489-490.
4 Tr. 418.
£ Tr. 519.
4G Ti. 520-525.
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described in the field.46 In field classification whether a soil is fine grain
or coarse grain is determined visually, 4 7 and, responding to the question
as to whether or not the field people were off as to the quantity of
fines, Dr. llilf pointed out that by definition the fines are too small to
be seen by the unaided eye, so the estimate of fines is done by subtraction-
of the estimated percentage of particles visible to the naked eye from
the total amount of material.48 

On this record, appellant's lean clay theory has no substance; the-
evidence for it evaporates upon analysis. First, Mr. Yamane's soil
classification is at most a simple convenience, and not intended to
classify the soils. Mr. Yamane himself would not use it if his purpose
was soil classification. Second, Mr. Yamane's seventeen test pits can
in no way reflect the predominate situation in Lowry, since 650,000
cubic yards had already been removed and compacted into embank-
uent.4 9 No one can say what that soil was in situ. Third, there is no 0
support for the lean clay theory in the optimum moisture content tests
of embankment material. To the extent Mr. Yamane's support of the
lean clay theory rests on such tests, it is discredited.

There remains the differences between the six laboratory samples
called significantly different from their corresponding field log de-
scriptions. Although we are of the opinion that Dr. Hilf adequately
explained the differences and put them into perspective as not com--
parable to the field data, we will, nonetheless, make a detailed com-
parison of those six samples with the corresponding data in the
contract.

The laboratory data are from six test pits. As to three of these test
pits, Nos. 110, 114 and 115, there is admittedly no significant difference
between the laboratory data and the field descriptions. This eliminates.
five of the eleven samples from considerations We need consider, then,
only test pits 111, 112 and 116. As to only these three test pits has;
any evidence of error een, presented. With respect to the other
eighteen test pits shown in the contract, and as to Specification Draw-
ing 304-D-52, "In place moisture and density in Lowry borrow area,
error is ascribed by iniplication only on the basis of the lean clay theory
which we have found to be evidentiarily inadequate.

Laboratory data for test pit 111, from 1.2-4.6 feet indicates 60 per-
cent fines, 34 percent sand, and 6 percent gravel, with a maximum par-

- Tr. 522.
17 Tr. 530.

- 48 Tr. 31 . : : 
'9 Tr. 342-343. When Mr. Yamne visited theBite, appellant still needed 850,000 cubic

yards out of 1,000,000 for Zone 1 embankment.
SO One could view these.elirhinated'samples as confirmatory of-the correctness of the

field data, just as one Is urged to view the remaining six as showing error in the field data.

379.,
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tide size in the sample of 11/2 inches. The field log profile for test pit
111, 1.2-4.6 feet, describe the soil as silty sand, estimated 15 20 percent
silty fines, sand predominately fine to very fine, occasional thin lenses
and small pockets of fine gravel. The laboratory sample shows 40-45
percent more fines, but is only 10 percent over the dividing line between
clays and sands.

In test pit ll from 5.3-12.3 feet, the laboratory data shows 51 per-
cent fines, 33 percent sand, 16 percent gravel, with a maximum size
particle in the sample of 11/2 inches. The field log describes the same
level as silty sand, approximately 15-20 percent silty fines, fine to
medium, and with occasional angular sandstone fragments to 10 inches.
The laboratory sample has 30-35 percent more fines, but is only 1 per-
cent over the dividing line between sands and clays. We cannot tell
,to what extent the laboratory sample was skewed to the fine side by
exclusion of rock fragments over 1/2 inches.

Laboratory data, for test pit 112, between 1.5-9.0 feet shows 60 per-
cent fines, 38 percent sand, 2 percent gravel, with a maximum particle
size of 11/2 inches. The field log describes the material as clayey sand,
approximately 20-25 percent clayey fines of medium plasticity and
medium toughness, sand is predominately fine to medium. The labora-
tory sample is 10 percent on the fine side of the clay-sand dividing line,
and shows 30-35 percent more fines than indicated in the field
classification.

Another sample from test pit 112 overlaps the one given above. The
second laboratory sample covers.1.5-18.2 feet, and shows 51 percent
fines 37 percent sand, 9 percent gravel, and 3 percent cobbles. The
field log for level 9-18.2 feet estimates 15-25, percent silty fines, sand
fine to very fine quartz, occasional pockets and lenses of angular sand-
stone to 3 inches in size. The overall lab sample reduces the fines by
9 percent, and the sample exceeds the sand class in fines by only 1 per-
cent. Interestingly, the field classification data appears to parallel very
closely the relative proportions of fines between the two layers as
reflected in laboratory data, even though the percentages differ.

The laboratory data for test pit 116 consists of two samples, both
covering 1.0-14.0 feet. The first sample, on appellant's Exhibit T, shows
78 percent fines, and. 22 percent sand, with a maximum particle size in
the sample of 2.38 millimeters (No. 8 sieve). The second sample from
appellant's Exhibit S shows 78 percent fines, 20 percent sand, and 2
percent gravel. The field log for test pit 116. describes the soil-between
1-14 feet as silty sand, estimated 15 percent fines with low to medium
plasticity anld medium dry strength, sand fine medium, with irregular
pockets and thin lenses of fine'clean gravel. The difference in fines
between laboratory sample and field log is high at 63 percent.
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Of these six laboratory samples, two are borderline between sands
and clays. Two exceed sands in fines by only 10 percent. Two samples
from one test pit (116) show a large difference. Taking all samples as
a group we do not find the differences materially significant. Only one
laboratory sample out of the eleven taken shows a marked discrepancy
which could possibly exceed the differences normally expected from
different procedures and sampling techniques. We point out, too, that
the comparison which we have made are not between contract data and
field conditions, as such, but between contract data and laboratory
data. Such a comparison is. only marginally relevant to proof of a
changed condition.

Thus, on this record, we are compelled to conclude that the claim
of a changed condition fails because of a failure to prove what the
actual field conditions were." The only evidence of any merit at all
is Mr. Yamane's identification of the soils in his test pits made during
his four day visit, and, for the reasons already given, his identifications
are inadequate for the purpose of classifying the soils. It is noted
again that no question has been raised, except by broad sweeping
allegation, about the accuracy of the preponderant bulk of the con-
tract indications, and no error with respect to the contract indica-
tions has been proved.52

Although we have focused on the contract soil profiles, contract spe-
cification paragraph 57c 53 is also a contract indication relevant to the
changed condition issue.'4 In our opinion paragraph 5 offers no
additional promise to the contractor that if he irrigates the borrow
area good results will automatically flow. The paragraph expressly
refers to the contingency of the borrow material being overwet and
calls attention to the possible need to excavate selectively, to stockpile,
or to allow additional time for curing and drying. The Government
here clearly sees the possibility of overwet materials, warns the con-
tractor of it, and advises him, in no uncertain terms, to cover the risk
in his unit prices. The situation thus differs drastically from Ray D.
Bo~ander 55 where 'a contract provision for compaction was held to im--
ply that compaction could be accomplished in the normal course of
construction. We find nothing in the contract or its implications that
could have induced in appellant a reasonable reliance that subsurface
conditions would be more favorable than those actually encountered.56

C lark' F. Case and Wait AZloway, IBCA-813-11-69 (February 16, 1971), 71-1 BCA
par. 8712.

S D. J. McQuestion and Son v. United States, Ct. Cl. No. 335-67 (Mareh 19, 1971),
cart. denied, 40 LW 3155.

'M See footnote 1 above, p. 373.
54 Foster Construction G.A. et al. v. United States, 193 Ct. Cl. 587 (1970).
i Ray D. Bolander, Inc. V. United .Ptate8, 186 Ct. Cl. 398 (1968).
w Pacific Ajaska Contractors,.Ino. v. United States, 193 Ct. Cl. 850 (1971).

454-062-72-3
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Irrigation Operations

A large amount of evidence was sulbmitted on the issue of the irriga-
tion of the Lowry borrow larea in order to pre-wet the material. Appel-
lant's position is that the overwet condition was a function of the soil
and that the amount of water applied was not causative. The Govern-
ment, on the other hand, maintains as a defense that the irrigation sub-
,contractor, Industrial Pipelines Intermountain, Inc., simply applied
too much water. We think that the weight of evidence of record sup-
ports the Government's contention and accordingly negates any infer-
ence that a changed condition existed from the mere fact that the
Lowry borrow material was wetter than optimum.

Appellant's evidence was seemingly aimed at proving two proposi-
tions; first, that the irrigation subcontractor, Industrial Pipelines,
Intermountain, Inc. (hereinafter IPI) utilized reasonable expertise in
calculating the amount of water to be applied to achieve optimum
moisture; and second, that the. amount of moisture in 'a soil after
irrigation was beyond control except as to depth of water penetration.
The first point does not need to be labored. It is apparent from the
record that Kirk Bowman, the IPI official who calculated. the amount
of water to be applied, made several errors Which increased the amount
of water.57 Apart from patent arithmetic errors,- Mr. Bowman also
made unwarranted changes in soil classification for certain samples
shown on 'Specification Drawing 304-D-52; basing [his changes solely
on the dry weight of the sample.58 His errors led [him to conclude that
there were an average moisture deficiency of 7.5 percent requiring an
addition of 32.4 gallons of water per cubic yard of 'borrow.59: Approxi-
mately 31 gallons per cutbic yard were in fact applied.60

imr. Yamane appellant's own expert, testified that 6.5 percent was
a more proper figure' utilizing for this purpose Bowman's field carry
capacity figures.6' Dr. Hilf testified that a simple calculation made
from the data onSpecification Drawing 304-D-52 would result in a
4.9 percent added moisture requirement (equal to 14.6 gallons per cubic
yard).62 Dr. Hilf, who also caloulated the amount of water using Mr.
Bowman's procedure, but without Bowman's classification changes,
and 'arithmetio errors, arrived at a' figire of 5.48 percent addedmoisture.8 0

' ' ' . '.

6 See Appellant's Exhibit E; Appeal File Exhibit 27, a letter from Kirk Bowman to
S.S. Mullen, Inc., dated September 23, 1968. ' *. . * -.

58 See Appeal File Exhibit 27., .3Exhibit. "

e Appeal Vile Exhibit 27.
61 Tr. 2. Appellant's Exhibit R.
62 Government Exhibit 21, Tr. 469-471.
n3 Government Exhibit 23, Tr. 496-49:'.
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Government Exhibit 24 shows that the differences, in terms of water
applied, range from 20.8 million gallons (including an allowance for
inefficiency of 1/0.7) for the 4.9 percent figure, to 32 million gallons
"actually" used (Mr. Bowman's letter of September 23, 1968, says 31
million gallons). Mr. Yamane's difference is 6.5/7.5 or about 13.5 per-
cent less than actually used. Even though Mr. Yaniane's calculation
was based on Mr. Bowman's field carrying capacities, his auounit of
water is still, significantly less than that actually used.

The record also shows that IPI made no field tests f or soil moisture
either before or during its irrigation operation.64 It seems IPI simply
set up its sprinklers, ran them- for 96 hours, and then moved ol't. 6

5 It
suggests a lack of prudence on the part of appellait to have allowed
its subcontractor to so proceed'after having been alerted by the Bureau
that the irrigation by IPI was resiulting in overwet material. Further,
IPI used a hot climate efficiency factor in calculating the water re-
quirement,66 but then made no adjustment for the fact that it irrigated
during the fall of 1964 when the weather was cool,7 and during
summer months of 1965 when there was considerable rain and cool
weather 68

Appellant's second position, as mentioned, is that control of moisture
content of a soil cannot be achieved, only the dejpth of penetration can
be: controlled.69 The basis of this position is that the soil will retain
water at its field carrying capacity ,and excess water will drain down-
ward under force of gravity.70 Although there will be further move-
ment of water in the soil subsequent to gravity drainage, these
movements are long term and not of practical significance for a con-
struction irrigation operation. :

Mr. Earl A. Sibly, a Senior Vice President of Shannon and Wilson
in Seattle,. Washington- described the basis for the conclusions. Water
moves through soils in both a saturated and unsaturated state. Unsatu-
rated flow is a function of the forces of cohesion of water to water
and adhesion of water to other surfaces. With an increased volume of
water tensions are reduced until gravity moves the water. Saturatka
flow is the equivalent of free water and occurs when all voids are filled
with wafer. 12 Cohesion and adhesion forces are greater in soils with

Tr. 432, 186.
es Appellant's Exhibits A, B, and C.
66 Tr. 238.
07 Tr. 437-43S.
6 Tr. 439.
9 Appellant's Post-hearing Brief, pp. 9-10.

70 Tr. 108-125.
1 Tr. 390-391.
72 Tr. 379-381.
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small voids such as clays, and the movement of water is slower.73 An
irrigated condition is not a saturated condition. Very little soil in irri-
gation would be saturated and then principally near the surface.?"
Field carrying capacity is reached when essential downward move-
ment has ceased from a practical point of view.75 One can conclude
from this testimony that field carrying capacity is some point of
moisture content just short of saturation, or free downward flow under
force of gravity, and just about at the maximum holding capacity of
the soil through adhesion and cohesion.

The Government established that field carrying capacity is seldom
used in engineering, and that it is primarily an agricultural concept,76

and that there is noi standard test to determine the water holding
capacity of soils.77 In-fact, according to Govermnent evidence, such a
test is impossible.7s Water is constantly moving in the soil because of
capillary phenomena. It is arbitrary to say that field carrying capacity
is reached after gravity drainage ceases because the gravity-capillarity
relationship is a continuous function. 7 9

Dr. Hilf contended that a measure of moisture control can be
achieved, but that one must monitor the subsoil and water content and
amount of water retention80 In the Board's opinion the evidence shows
that it is not.prudent to rely on a vague unmeasurable concept such as
field carry capacity as a guide for achieving a favorable soil moisture
content for engineering purposes. Prudence would indicate that the
contractor monitor the results of irrigation, and adjust his irrigation
operations accordingly. In this case no such effort was made.

Conclusion

The appeal is denied.

ROBERT L. FONNER, Member.

WE CONCUR:

WmrarA F. MoGRAw, Chairman.

RussOra C. LNcn, Member.

73 Tr. 382.
74 Tr. 883.
X Tr. 884.
70 Tr. 392, 475.
- Tr. 394, 478.
78 Government Exhibits 14 and 25.
7 Tr. 482.
80 Tr. 506.
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UNITED STATES

V.

ISEELL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

4 IBLA 205 Decided Deceimber 30, 1971

Mineral Lands: Mineral Reservation-Patents of Public Lands: Generally-
Patents of Public Lands: Reservations

A reservation of all minerals to the United States in a patent of public
lands to the State of Arizona pursuant to 4 U.S.C. sec. 315(g) (1970)
reserves valuable deposits of sand and gravel found thereon. No exception
to this rule applies where those materials comprise all or substantially all
of the land in question because the statute makes provision for the owner
of the surface estate to receive payment for damages caused to the land
and improvements thereon 'by mining operations.

Mining Claims: Discovery: Marketability-Mining Claims: Common Vaxie-
ties of Minerals: Generally

To satisfy the requirements for discovery on placer claims located for
common varieties of sand and gravel before July 23, 1955, it must be shown
that the materials within the limits of the claim could have been extracted,
removed, and marketed at a profit as of that date. Where the evidence shows
that there is an abundant supply of similar sand and gravel in the area of
the claim, and that no sand and gravel had been or was being marketed
from the claim on July 23, 1955, the fact that the material on the claim is
sufficient, both as t quantity and quality, as is the abundant supply of
similar material in the area, is inadequate to show that material from the
particular claim could have been profitably removed and marketed as of
July 23, 1955, and the claim is properly declared null and void.

Mining Claims: Discovery: Marketability-Mining Claims: Common
Varieties of Minerals: Generally

To satisfy the requirements of discovery on placer mining claims located
for sand and gravel prior to July 23, 1955, it must be shown that the de-
posits could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit as of
that date and not as of some prospective date; where claimant fails to
make that showing, the claims are properly declared null and void.

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS

Isbell Construction Company has appealed to the Secretary of the
Interior from a decision dated February 18, 1970, by the Office of
Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Management, which affirmed,
with modifications, the decision of a hearing examiner rejecting min-
eral patent applications AR-032473 and AR-032474 and holding that
the two placer mining claims involved are null and void.
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The contest was initiated by a conplaint issued on December 30
- 1964, alleging separately and collectively that:

1. The Agua Fria No. One and the Agua Fria No. Two placer min-
ing claims were not properly located since title to the sand and gravel
passed to the State of Arizona in 1945 with the surface patent.

2. No discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made within
-the limits of Agua Fria No. One or the Agua Fria No. Two placer
mining claims.

The history of the claims herein at issue can be summarized as fol-
lows: On May 19, 1955, Notices of Location of Ague Fria No. One
-and No. Two placer mining claims were posted. Subsequently, with
respect to Agua Fria No. One, an amended location notice dated Feb-
ruary 23, 1956, was filed with the Phoenix land office, and application
was made for patent on April 15, 1963. With respect to Agua Fria No.
Two, the location notice was twice amended, on February 23, 1956,
and again on April 29, 1963. An application for patent was filed in
the interim on April 15. 1963. Both claims fall within the tracts of
land patented on October 10, 1945, by the United States of Anerica
to the State of Arizona (Patent Number 1120177). By the terms of

* the patent "all minerals" in the lands so granted were reserved to the
United States. Isbell desires to- extract and market sand and gravel
from both claims. It asserts that said sand and gravel fall within the
mineral reservation of the- above patent, and, therefore, the claims
involved ate patentable to it under the mining laws of the United
States.

The record reflects at several points that all, or substantially all, of
the surface of the Agua Fria No. One and No. Two claims is composed
of sand and gravel with little, if any, silt overburden. The record
further reflects that witnesses, both for the government and for Isbell
testified that the sand and gravel deposits composing the claims extend
below the surface, to a known depth o at least twenty feet, and report-
edly "vety deep"as much as 500 to 600 feet. The particular deposits
herein involved, have prspective use as general building and highway
construction materials.. The lands surrounding the claims are of similar
geological character and sand and gravel therefrom are: presently ex-
tracted and marketed for similar uses. Thus, this case presents a situa-
tion in which no meaningful distinction can be drawn between the
mineral composition of the surface and the subsurface of claims sought
to be patented..

The question raised in the first charge of the contest complaint is
whether the common. variety of sand and gravel found on the land
passed to and vested in the State of Arizona in 1945, or whether it was
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reserved to the United States under the terms of the general mineral
reservation recited in the patent, and thereby remained subject to loca-
tion until enactment of the Multiple Surface Resources Act of July 23,
1955, 30 U.S.C. sec. 611 (1964). The hearing examiner avoided the
need to decide this issue by holding that the claims were invalid under
the second charge of no discovery. On appeal to the Director, Bureau
of Land Management, the issue was taken up and decided in favor of
the state's ownership of the sand and gravel. That decision then held
further that due to the absence of a market in 1955 there had been no
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, so that the'claims were invalid
in any event.

Appellant alleges error in the Director's decision in that a deter-
mination was made with respect to the first, charge. of the complaint,
,even though the hearing examiner made no ruling with reference to
that charge. We disagree. 5 U.S.C. sec. 557 (1970). The Administrative
Procedure Act, provides that an agency shall have " * * all the
powers which it would have in making the initial decision." The words
"all the powers" include determinations of law as well as fact and the
agency is clearly free to substitute its judgment for that of the examiner
on any or all questions. K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 10.04
(1958). The Director of the Bureau of Land Management was not
limited in his consideration of an appeal to the particular question
raised by that appeal. Barney R. Colson, 70 I.D. 409 (1963).

Appellant contends that the decision of United States v. Schaub,
163 F. Supp. 875 (D. Alas. 1958),is controlling of this case. We do not
so view the matter. Schaub and others located a claim for low-grade
sand and gravel of common variety in the Tongass National Forest,
Alaska, in 1951. The court merely held that sand and gravel might be
,considered mineral within the purview of the mining law, that the
material in question constituted a valid discovery, and that, under the
mining laws in effect when'the entry was made, the' claim was valid.
The case involved no divided ownership of 'the surface and mineral'
estates and, therefore, it contributes very little to our consideration
'of the first charge. As to the second charge, the issue in SchcAb was
whether the material was a locatable mineral rather than whether' it
had sufficient value to constitute a valid discovery as in the case at hand.

Appellant further asserts that the testimony of contestant's wit-
nesses as to conditions on the claims cannot find support in the record.
It alleges that the two mining engineers called as witnesses for the
government were n'ot physically present on the claims. Our review of
the record establishes to our satisfaction that the determination of the

387
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hearing examiner, upheld by the decision below, was correct in finding
that the witnesses did in fact observe the geological character of the

* claims f rom positions on the claims, utilizing au tomobile speedometers,
compasses, U.S.G.S. topographic maps, terrain features, and aerial
photographs as aids to ascertain their position. Contrary to appellant's
assertion, there is absolutely no record evidence of "denial under oath"
of either of the engineers that they in fact were on the claims at the
times of their respective inspections, and witness Glemmer stated cate-
gorically that he knows that he was on the claims (Tr. 101).

Authority for the imposition of the reservation is found in the stat-
ute, which provides, in pertinent part, that:

When an exchange is based on lands of equal acreage and the selected lands
are mineral in character, the patent thereto shall contain a reservation of all
minerals to the United States; * X *

* * * * * *
* * * Where mineral reservations are made by the grantor in lands conveyed

by the United States, it shall be so stipulated in the patent, and any person who
prospects for or acquires the right to mine and remove the reserved mineral
deposits may enter and occupy so much of the surface as may be required for
all purposes incident to the prospecting for, mining and removal of the minerals
therefrom, and may mine and remove such minerals, upon payment to the owner
of the surface for damages caused to the land and improvements thereon.
(43 U.S.C. § 315(g) ) (1970)

The reservation of minerals to the United States was expressed in the
patent as follows:

Reserving, also, to the United States, all mineral in the lands so granted,
together with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same, as authorized
by subsection 8 [of the Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat 1269)] as amended as
aforesaid.

The issues thus presented by the first charge are: (1) whether com-
mon sand and gravel are "minerals" reserved to the United States, and
(2) if so, whether such deposits which comprise all or substantially all
of the land conveyed and are indistinguishable from the soil itself are
within the ambit of the reservation.

In ascertaining whether sand and gravel are "minerals" reserved to
the United States, we must observe that a diversity of opinion has
emanated from the several jurisdictions which have considered some-
what similar questions. See Annotations, 95 A.L.R. 2d 843. It has
been held that building sand and gravel is not a "mineral" within
the terms of a mineral lease. Praeletorian Diamond Oil Ass'n. v.
Garvey, 15 S.W.2d 698 (Tex. Civ. App. 1929); Shell Petroleum Cor-
poration v. Liberty Gravel and Sand Co., 128 S.W.2d 471, 475 (Tex.
Civ. App. 1939). In other cases from the same jurisdiction the court
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held that sand and gravel are not "minerals" within the ordinary
and natural meaning unless they are exceptional in character or have
a peculiar value. Watkins v. Certain-Teed Products Corp., 231 S.W.2d
981, 985 (Tex. Civ. App. 1950). Atwood v. Rodman, 335 S.W.2d 206
(Tex. Civ. App. 1962). An earlier Alabama case construing a reserva-

tion in a deed, held that the word "minerals" means all substances
in the earth's crust, sought for and removed for the substance itself,
and is not limited to metallic substances but includes salt, coal, clay,
stone, etc. McCombs v. Stephenson, 44 So. 867 (Sup. Ct. Ala. 1907).
In Washington it was held that the word "minerals" as used in grants
and reservations of mineral rights is not a definite term and is suscep-
tible of limitations or extensions according to the language employed,
the surrounding circumstances, and the intention of the grantor, if
it can be ascertained. Puget Mill Co. v. Duecy, 96 P. 2d 571 (Sup. Ct.
Wash. 1939). A recent Minnesota decision holding that sand and
gravel were not reserved to grantors by a deed "also accepting mineral
reservations", stated that the rule that ambiguities in deed must be
resolved in favor of the grantee is modified by the rule that in constru-
ing reservations and exceptions in deeds, the proper method is to deter-
mine the intention of the parties from the entire deed and surround-
ing facts and circumstances. Resler v. Rogers, 139 N.W.2d 379 (Sup.
Ct. Minn. 1965). In Michigan a conveyance of state-owned land which
was subject to a reservation of all "mineral", coal, oil and gas was held
to have reserved the sand and gravel to the state. Matthews v. Depart-
ment of Conservation of the State of Mich., 96 N.W.2d 160 (Sup. Ct.
Mich. 1959). A Pennsylvania court held that, according to the circum-
stances, sand may or may not be a mineral, within the meaning of a
certain state statute which accorded double damages for the unlawful
removal of "minerals." Handler v. Lehigh Valley Railroad Company,
58 Atl. 488 (Sup. Ct. Penn. 1904). A Louisiana court found that "sand"
and "gravel" have been classed "natural resources" as distinguished
from "minerals." Holloway Gravel Company v. McKowen, 9 So. 2d
228 (Sup. Ct. La. 1942). Sand and gravel were described as "non-
metallic minerals" in Foster v. Seaton, 271 F.2d 836, 838 (D.C. Cir.
1959).

The enactment of the Multiple Surface Resources Act, supra, did
not alter the status of reserved minerals. Cf. State Land Dept. v.
Tucson Rook and Sand Co., 481 P.2d 867 (Sup. t. Ariz. 1971).
Solicitor's Opinion, M-36417 of February 15, 1957, contains the fol-
lowing statements:

The removal of sand, gravel and certain other low-grade mineralized sub-
stances from the operation of the mining laws by Public Law 167, 84th Cong.
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(69 Stat. 367, 30 U.S.C. sec. 601, et seq.) has no relation to the question of
whether a reservation of "coal and other minerals" under section 9 of'the Stock-
raising I-Iomestead'Act-(43 U.S.C. sec. 299) includes them. 

- - * E '* : . * E * , * - *

* * * If these mineral materials in a given case meet the standard definition
for "valuable minerals" as applied to low-grade deposits they must be deemed
valuable and being minerals they are "valuable minerals" even though they
are no longer such within the meaning of the mining law. See Solicitor's Opin-
ion, M-36384 (October 19, 1956). * * *

Inasmuch as valuable deposits of sand, and gravel were, for many .
years, regarded as minerals subect to location under the General Min-
ing Law, of 1872, 30 U.S.c. 22, et seq. (1970) and: since the enactment
of the Multiple Surface Resources Act did not affect the mineral
character of these materials, we conclude that valuable deposits. of
common sand and gravel are minerals, and as such would. ordinarily
be reserved to the United States under a reservation of "minerals.";

Having so decided, we. face the question o f whether the circum-
stances of this case warrant a finding that this particular deposit was
not reserved to the United States, but passed to the patentee. Usually
the task of interpretation is solely for the courts, as controversies be-
tween surface owners and mineral claimants pass beyond the jurisdic-
tion of the land department. Berg v. Taylor, 51 L.D. 45 (1925). But
in this instance our jurisdiction has been invoked by the 'necessity of
acting upon appellant's application for patent of the mineral estate.

The extraction of valuable mineral substances does not deny to the
surface patentee the enjoyment of his estate so ong as mining activ-
ities do not devour the surface. American Law of Mining, § 3.26
(Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation). The reservation of min-

erals to the United States should be construed by considering the
purpose of the grant for reservationin terms of the.use intended. By
applying such a construction, the reservation of minerals should be
considered to sever from the surface all mineral substances which can
1e taken from the soil and have a separate value. The majority rule ap-
pears to be that it makes no difference whether the particular sub-
stance was known to be valuable at the time of severance' or becomes
known to be of value as the result of future development of the arts and
sciences. Such an approach would exclude nothing that is presently
or prospectively valuable as extracted substances. Id. However, a
minority rule has also developed which emphasizes that the interpreta-
tion to be given the term "minerals" is dependent upon popular under-
standing of what substances are known as minerals at- the time of
execution of the instrument. New Mexico & Arizona Land Company
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v. Elkins, 137 F. Supp. 767 (D.N.M. 1956). See also, C. Lindley, A
Treatise on the American Law Relating to Mines and Mineral Lands,.
§93 (3d ed. 1914).-

An English court of appeal has held that sand and gravel were not
reserved as "minerals" or "mineral substances" in the vernacular of the
mining world, the commercial world, or landowners, and as sand and
gravel constituted 'the ordinary soil of the district, it would negate
the substance of the-transaction to hold that all sand and gravel which
were generally a part of the soil and subsoil of the farm and obtained
from the 'surface were reserved to the grantor. Taring v. Foden, 1 Ch.
276, 86 A.L.R. 969 (1932).

In Hartwell v. Camman, 64 Am.' Dec. 448, 451 (1854), the New
Jersey Court of Chancery, in construing the terms of a conveyance
granting "all mines, minerals, opened or to be opened," stated:

By the use of the terms "mines" and "minerals,", it is clear- that the grantor
did not intend to include everything embraced in the mineral kingdom, as dis-
tinguished from what belongs to the animal and vegetable kingdom. If he did,
he parted with the soil itself. :

In Mississippi, the court held that the intention of the party con-
trolled the effect of a reservation of "all minerals both liquid and
solid" to the grantor, and ruled that in view of the fact that gravel
was under all of the land conveyed and that oil had been discovered
in the area five years prior to the making of the deed, the reservation
did not include sand and gravel. Witherspoon v. Campbell, 69 So. 2d
384 (Sup. Ct. Miss. 1954).

The judicial opinion most in point is Farrell v. Sayre, 270 P.2d 190
(Sup. Ct. Colo. 1954), rehearing denied in which Sayre conveyed
the surface of the land involved to another, ". . . excepting and
reserving all mineral and mineral rights and rights to enter upon the
surface of the land and extract the same . . ." Some of the area
involved is placer ground but the entire surface of the land so conveyed
is nothing but sand and gravel. In reversing the trial court, the
Supreme Court of Colorado, sitting en bane said that to uphold
Sayre's contention that he had reserved the sand and gravel would be
tantamount to saying that originally Sayre retained all that he.
granted; that the deed served no useful purpose; and that the grantee
received nothing. The court found that at the time of making the deed
Sayre, as grantor, had no intention of reserving to himself that which
he had granted, namely the sand and gravel on the surface of the land,
and held that the grantor had retained no rights thereto by virtue of

7:.

3938al
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the mineral reservation. See Psencle v. Wessels, 205 S.W.2d 658 (Tex.
Civ. App. 1947), error ref.

In a somewhat analogous case, the United States, in the exercise of
eminent domain, provided in its declaration of taking that all gas,
oil and "other minerals" in and under said land were reserved to the
owners of the subsurface estate. The successor in interest to the re-
served minerals later asserted a right to remove gravel which was
found exposed on the surface of the land. The court held that under
the maxim of construction eusdem generis, gravel was not included
within the intent of the reservation and, further, that a reservation of
the subsurface estate did not include gravel which was exposed at the
surface and lying near the surface of the land. Bumpus v. United
States, 325 F.2d 264 (10th Cir. 1963).

The question has been previously considered by the Bureau of Land
Management's now defunct Office of Appeals and Hearings, which
held that where the land which was patented to the State of Arizona,
with a reservation of minerals to the United States, consisted almost
entirely of sand and gravel those substances had passed to the state
and were not reserved, so that the State Highway Department's appli-
cation for a material site should be rejected. Arizona State Dept. of
Highways, Arizona 030560, etc. (November 8, 1961). The appeal by
the Highway Department to the Secretary was dismissed on the
ground that, as the Bureau decision recognized the State's ownership
of the material sought, the state agency had no standing to appeal
from a decision which was not adverse to the interest of the state.
Arizona State Highway Departmenat, A-29325 (October 21,1963).

The Supreme Court of Oregon in construing a mineral reservation,
said:

If we were to hold in this case that the right to extract sand and gravel was
reserved to the grantor, we would have to assume that those who purchase land
subject to a mineral reservation do so in contemplation of the possible destruc-
tion of their interest in the event that gravel lies under the surface of the land
conveyed. We do not believe that parties to land transactions in this state
normally have this understanding of the effect of a mineral reservation. We hold
that the right to the sand and gravel in the land conveyed to defendant passed
by the deed and that plaintiff has no right to recover for their removal. Whittle
v. Wolff, 437 P.2d 114 (Sup. Ct. Oreg. 1968).

The case of Smith v. Hoore, 474 P.2d 794 (Sup. Ct. Colo. 1970)
involved a conveyafice with a reservation of minerals together with
"the right to ingress and egress upon said land for the purpose of
mining said coal, oil and gas and other minerals together with enough
of the surface of the same as may be necessary and reasonable for the
proper and convenient working of such minerals. . . ." Coal had been
mined from the property continuously by underground methods for
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many years prior to, the conveyance. After the conveyance the grantor
determined that underground mining was no longer feasible and that
the coal should be extracted by a stripping operation at the surface.
The, surface owner objected. The owner of the mineral estate con-
tended that; the reservation included the right to destroy the surface
to the extent necessary and reasonable for the proper mining of the
underlying minerals. The court found that the circumstances did not
warrant the conclusion that the parties to the conveyance bargained in
contemplation that strip mining would be necessary and that extensive
destruction of the surfacermight be authorized without compensation,
saying:

If we were to * * * find that the plaintiff has the right to destroy any portion
of the surface' necessary for proper working of the coal without compensation to
the defendants, we would in effect be holding that the grantor retained every-
thing he granted by his deed, and that the grantee received nothing-

While Smith v. Moore, supra, deals with the surface mining of coal
rather than sand and gravel, it enunciates a theme that is conmon to
all of these decisions; i.e., the concern by the several courts that the
grantor, if he prevailed, would have retained dominion over that which
'he purportedly conveyed and' the grantee would be deprived of the
very substance of his bargain without compensation.

It is this aspect of the matter which distinguishes all of the fore-
going cases from the case at hand. Here the statute under which the
conveyance was made, and which provides the authority for the reser-
vation, states: '

* * * Where mineral reservations are made by the grantor in lands conveyed
by the United States, it shall be so stipulated in the patent, and any person who
prospects for or acquires the right to mine and remove the reserved mineral
deposits may enter and. occupy so much of the surface as may be required for all
purposes incident to the prospecting for, mining and removal of the minerals
therefrom, and may mine and remove such' minerals, upon payment to the owner
of the surface, for damages caused to the land and improvements thereon.
43 U.S.C. 315g(d). (Italics added).

Here the Congress has foreseen the possibility of damage to the
surface by reason of the reservation of minerals and has made provi-
sion for the owner of the surface to be compensated. This obviates the
need for special concern where the mineral in question comprises sub-
stantially all of the surface. See discussion and cases collected in 1
Amer. Law of Mining § 3.51..

It is noteworthy that Congress also provided a similar indemnity
to surface owners of land patented with- a mineral reservation pursu-
ant to a stock raising or other homestead entry for surface damages
occasioned by open pit or strip mining. 30 U.S.C. sec. 54 (1970).
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It being our opinion that valuable deposits of sand and gravel are
reserved to the United States, and finding that there is no reason to
impose 'an exception to that rule for the protection of the surface
owner, it is our further-opinion that the sand and gravel deposits here
in. question did not pass to the State of Arizona but were reserved to
the United.States, conditioned only upon a finding that the said
deposits are-valuable. Accordingly, the decision appealed from is
reversed as to its holding with reference to the first charge of the
complaint.

This brings us to the second charge which alleges that no dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made within the claims.
Both claims were located in May 1955. The evidence is conclusive of
the fact that the sand and gravel in question are common. varieties,
principally suitable for construction purposes. See United States v.
Lloyd Ramstad, A-30351 (September 2, 1965); United 'States v.
Mount PinosDevelopment Corp., 75 I.D. 320 (1968).

Since Congress withdrew cownmon varieties of sand and gravel
from location under the mining laws on July 23, 1955, 30 U.S.C. § 611
(1970), it is. incumbent upon one who located a claim 'prior'to that
date for a common variety of sand and gravel to show that. all the;
requirements for a discovery, including a showing that the materials
could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profift had: been
met by that .date..Palmerv..Dredge Corp.. 398 F.2d 79(9thCir. .1968),
cert. denied ,393 U.S. 1066, (19.69); United Statesv. B ar1rot, 404-F.2d
74 (9thCir.1968) ,: cer Ad enied ,39.4 U..S. 974 (1969); United States v.,

William A. McCall, Sr., 2 IBLA 64, 78 I.D. 71 (1971); United Sttes
v. Clear Gravel Enterprises, Inc., 2 IBLA 285 (1971).

In su ar, the eHience, escribed in econsideral detail in the
two decisions below, is that no sand or gravel has been extracted from.
the claims and sold at any time. Appellant did utilize 20,000 tons of the
material in conlstruction of its own properties in' the winter of 1956-57,
6,300 tons in 1963, and 4,200 tons in 1964. Thesewere used in construct-
ing appd' lant's own office, warehouse, dock facilities, airstrip, and other,
improvements.

The evidence presented by both sides makes copious reference to
the activities on the private land adjacent to the contested claims, now
held by Arizona Sand and Rock Company. The company's predecessor,
Phoenix Concrete and Construction Company built a sand and gravel
plant on the property in 1959. This was the first sand, rock and !con-
crete plant in the area. Arizona Sand and Rock Company took over the
property in 1959. In 1R59 Sun City, Arizona,. was built, creating a
market. Beginning in 1959 Arizona Sand and Rock Company produced
from its own properties adjacent to the claim for its ready mixed plant,
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and gained a dominate market position. Lloyd A. Foster, an officer of
Arizona Saud and. Rock Company testified "The latter. part of'59, I
think, is when they started there or had completed their plaming, on
the -Sun City development and actually work, started getting pretty
heavy in-there in the early part of '60." 

R eporting on the subject. claims in,1963, a Bureau of Land Manage-
ment. mining engineer wrote, "It can be assumed-,that a market has
existed in the -vicinity since 1959, hut with reserves held: by Arizona
Sand-an4dGravel (Rock) it would be difficult for a ,'pmpetitor to obtain
an:y of th6- existing market." This view is reinforced by testimony to
the effectthat ArizonaSand and Rock is- capable of serving a- larger
market fnd that it-his sufficientt material on the adjacent land to satisfy
the existing markets for the next 10 to 20 years This,- coupled with -the
fact, that the appellant has made no effort to capture a portion of the
market thatjsince-has comeint~ o being, is indicative of the-impra'cticality
of a colaiurcial 'development of the deposit. However, this decision
does not rest 'up on o'r analysis of thepreset tor potential marketability
of the naterial; tinee our- determination of the status of the claimsinust
be based upon-their validity as- of July 23, -1955.: -

.:The timoay- -of Thurmani B3yars, Vie President of the appellant,
corporation and one- of the original locators of the contestant claims
points up the fact that 'the claiinswere.located .with a view toward
taking advantage of -a trend whichi-ndicated that a future market
would develop 'rather than to enter'a market in.existenee at the time:

Q. At the- time these' claims' were located, rat 'was the reson that 'they were
located in this particular'spot?. - -

A. The reason that they wete ,primiarily located was for- the quality of the
materials, and in, what we considered an area that could probably, beseveioped
later as~a' good market for those matsrlI. (r. 143) ,

t * ' a * - ' * - * . * *

Q. At the t the claims were located in 1955 by Isbell, what market for those
materials existed in that area?

'A. We looked primarily to the-I am going t call it for want of better words,
fringes of how the community were [sic]. expaing to the'northwest, and as been,
stated before, hauls 'often' determine marketability. We felt the area in which the
Community -was moving to the, northwest offered the greatest market for this
particular product. (Tr. 144) ' -

On cross examination, he testified as follows:
Q. And I believe you made the statement that you felt that these two claims

under discussion here today could be developed to handle future market as it came
into being?

A. Yes. (Tr. 164)

This evidence that the claims were located on May 19 1955, in antici-
pation that they were in an area "that could probably be developed later
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as a good market" takes on critical significance in light of the fact that
the claims had to be valid on July 23, 1955, to subsist beyond that
date. There is no evidence that a profitable market for the materials
on these claims came into being in that two-month interval. To satisfy
the requirement of discovery on placer mining claims located for sand
and gravel prior to July 23, 1955, it must be shown that the deposit
could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit as of that
date and not as of some prospective date; where the claimant fails to
make that showing, the claims are properly declared null and void.
United States v. Clear Gravel Enterprises, Inc., supra. What is required
under the "marketability test" for "valuable mineral deposits" is that
there be, at the time discovery is alleged, a market for the discovered;
material which is sufficiently profitable to attract the efforts of persons
of ordinary prudence, and locations based on speculation that there
may at some future date be a market for the discovered material cannot
be sustained. Barrows v. Hickel, 447 F.2d 80 (9th Cir. 1971).

The appellant's removal of sand and gravel from its claims for con-
struction of its own facilities may be regarded as sales, and it may even
be assumed that such use was profitable. However, this cannot serve
to validate the claims for two reasons. First, the initial use of the sand
and gravel came approximately a year and a half after the critical date.
Second, the isolated use for the limited construction of its own facilities
cannot be equated with or substituted for an existing market. Moreover,
it raises the question of why, if a market demand existed in 1955-57,
the appellant made no sales after it had opened the pits on its claims
and brought in the necessary equipment to extract and remove the
material for its own use, particularly since there was no competing
production from the adjacent land at that time.

We are obligated to conclude that no market existed on July 23, 1955,
sufficient to enable appellant to show that 'by reason of bona fides in
development, proximity to market, the existence of a present demand,
and other factors, the deposit was of such value that it could have been
mined, removed and disposed of. at a profit. Foster v. Seaton, supra;
Layman v. Ellis, 52 L.D. 714 (1929).

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R. 12081),
the decision appealed from is affirmed as hereby modified.

EDWARD W. STUEBING, Hember.
WE CONCUR:

MARTIN RITVO, Member.

JOAN B. Tiomsox, Member.
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Words and Phrases
The term "signed and fully executed" as used in 43 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) (1971)

does not interdict the use of a rubber stamp to affix a signature to a drawing
entry card, provided that it is the applicant's intention that the stamp be
his signature.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications: GenerallyL-Regulations: Applicability-
Regulations: Interpretation

Regulations should be so clear that there is no basis for an oil and gas
lease applicant's noncompliance with them before they are interpreted so as
to deprive him.of a statutory preference right to a lease.:

INTERIOR BOARD O LAND APPEALS

Mrs. Mary I. Arata has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision by the Chief, Branch of Mineral Appeals, Bureau of
Land Management, dated May 22, 1969, which affirmed a Utah land
office decision of January 13, 1969. Appellant's drawing entry card
(No. 118-3132) was drawn December 27, 1968, for Parcel No. U 83.
Her offer was rejected because her signatreon the drawing-card was
affixed by a rubber stamp.

The regulation, 43 CR 3123.9 (c) (1970), now 43 CFR 3112.2-1 (a)
(1971), requires the following:

Offers to lease * * * must be submitted on a form approved by the Director,
"Simultaneous Oil and Gas Entry Card" signed and fully executed 2 by the
applicant or his duly authorized agent in his behalf. * * *

The Bureau decision interpreted this regulation as having the same
meaning as 43 CFR 3123.1(d) (1970),now43 CFE 3111.1-1(a) (1971),
which requires that',"each offer must be.* * 0s4gned in ink by the
offeror * * *" (Italics supplied). The Bureau decision cites no legal
authority to support its conclusion.

The Bureau decision also questioned the appellant's statement.that
she personally. stamped the card and that the stamp had never left her
possession, since the drawing card originally had a different name (that
of Mrs. Arata's husband) stamped on one portion of the card..

Appellant's veracity is. not at issue in this matter. Even if it were,
she has filed affidavits stating. that she. stamped the card with the
intention of it being her signature, and there is nothing in the record

'This decision henceforth wili be referred to as the Bureau decision.
2 The term "executed" in the context of the regulation does not affect the consideration

of this case. See 80 C.J.5. Signatures § 1.

454-062-72 4
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to refute her affidavit. The sole question is the interpretation of "signed
and fully executed" as provided in 43 CFR 3112.2-1 (a) (1971).

In considering whether regulations should be interpreted to the detri-
ment of persons who would have a statutory preference to a lease,
the test to be applied is whether the regulations are so clear that there
is no basis for the appellant's noncompliance. If there is doubt as to
their meaning and intent'such doubt should be resolved favorably to
the applicants. A. Z. Shadffer et al., Betty B. Shaffer,. 73 I.D. 293
(1966); Madge v. Rodda, Lockheed Propulsion Co., 70 I.D. 481
(1963); William S. Kil'roy et al., 70 I.D. 520 (1963) X Jack V. Walker
et at., A-29402, etc. (July 22,1963).

.There is an abundance of. legal authority discussing and interpret-
ig the terms7"sign" and "signature." any state and- federal cases
hold that the terms included any memorandum, mark, or 'sig, written
or placed on any instrument or writing with intent to execute or authen-
ticate such instrument. It' may be written by hand; printed, stamped,
typewritten, or engraved. It is; immaterial with, what kind of instru-
ment,!a.signature is made. Joeph Den3.io Ft Co. v. Crane, 79 F.
Supp. 117 (S.D. Cal.1948), vacated-o other gronds 89 F. Supp. 962
(S.)..Cal.,950) ,rev.'d, 188 F.2d-569 (9th Cir. 1951),'eert. denied, 342
UJ.S. 820 (1951)- (contraqt); lP~enens. v. Dddde-Gler, I-no, 244 Md.
b56, 224 A.2d 464 (1966) (Uniform Commercial-Code); Blackburn v.
City of Paducah, 441 S.W.2d 395 (Ky. 1969) (resignation of city offi~
cial); Weiner v.l Mulaney, 59 Cal. App. 2d 620, 140 P.2d 704 (1943)
(trust) ; Bishop v. Norell, 88 Ariz. 148, 353 P. 2d 1022 (1960) (Statute

of Frauds). The law is well settled that a printed name upon an
instrument with the intention that it should be the signature of the
person is valid and has the same effect as though the name were written
in the person's own handwriting. Roberts v. Johnson, 212 F.2d 6T2
(l0th Cir. 1954).

Thus, it appears that a rubber stamp has been an acceptable form of
signature and the words "signed and fully executed" would not be
disconsonant with an applicant's belief that a rubber stamp would
be acceptable, provided it was the applicant's intention that the stamp
be his signature. This conclusion is further' fortified -by the Depart-
ment's own rules of construction which provide that "signature" and
"subscription" include a mark when the person making the same
intended it as such.43 CFR1810.1 (g) (1971).

It perhaps would be better policy to require that the signature on
the drawing card be "handwritten in ink" by the of eror. However, the
regulations do not so state, and we cannot add those words by impli-
cation. If the Department had intended for the card to be' so signed,
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it should have clearly stated.3 As was stated in A. M. Shaffer et al.,
Betty B. Shaffer, supra, at 301, "* * * If it is felt that the practice
followed by the appellants is objectionable, the regulations should be
amended to make the offerors' obligations clear." Therefore, because
of the ambiguity of the regulations, an interpretation favorable to the
applicant is required.

In view of the disposition of this case, the appellant's request for a
hearing would serve no useful purpose and is therefore denied.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 13.5; 35 F.R. 12081),
the decision of the Bureau of Land Management is reversed and the
case is remanded for further proceedings consistent herewith.

FREDERIcK FIsHMAN, member.
We concur:
EDWARD W. STUEBING, Member.

NEwToN FRisHB Ro, Chairman.

3 To make the requirement even more explicit, the regulation, in addition to spelling out
that the signature be handwritten, could have provided that signatures which were printed,
stamped, typewritten, engraved, photographed, or cut from one instrument and attached
to another, would not be acceptable. See 80 C.J.S. Signatures § .
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ACT OF FEBRUARY 23, 1887

Page
1. The prohibition against contracts involving the employment of con-

vict labor as contained in Executive Order No. 325a does not
apply to those cooperative agreements entered into by the Bureau
of Land Management and the several States which provide for
emergency manpower assistance for the suppression of fires, even
though, the States may rely in part upon trained convict crews for
such emergency manpower reserves- -_______ 269

-ACT OF AUGUST 11, 1916

1. Where an irrigation district acting pursuant to the Smith Act of
August 11, 1916, has enforced its lien against public land in an
unpatented desert land entry and has sold the land at a tax sale,
the rights of the entryman and his successors are terminated and
the rights of the purchaser are determined by the Smith Act---- 218

2. For the purpose of determining whether entered but unpatented land
can be disposed of pursuant to section 6 of the Smith Act of
August 11, 1916, the "irrigation works" referred to in that section
are not those necessary on an individual entry to carry out irriga-
tion but refer to facilities that serve the irrigation district in gen-
eral, and "water of the district available for such land" means
only that the entryman has a legally enforceable claim to available
water even though access to it is barred by a Departmental
regulation ___ _ ----------------------------------- _ 218

ACT OF FEBRUARY 15, 1929

1. States which have assumed the requisite jurisdiction over Indian
country under Public Law 280 (Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat.
588, as amended, 18 U.S.C. section 1162 and 28 U.S.C. section
1360) or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Act of April 11,
1968, 82 Stat. 77-81, 25 U.S.C. sections 1321-1322 (Supp. V, 1965-
1969) ) are required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 to enforce
their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations if the enforce-
ment does not involve the regulation of property held in trust by
the United States for the benefit of the Indians. States which have
not assumed the aforementioned jurisdiction over Indian country

: are not authorized or required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967
to enforce their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations unless
the Secretary of the Interior were to enact regulations authorizing
such enforcement under the authority granted him by the Act
of February 15, 1929, 45 Stat. 1185, as amended, 25 U.S.G. section
231 ---------------------------------------- _I_------------_ 18

401
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ACT OF OCTOBER 17, 1940

1. One who acquires an interest in a desert land entry by purchase
long after he entered military service cannot derive benefits from
the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 1940 which are re-
stricted to those who acquire their interest before entering mili-
tary service and who file a notice of such entrance with the land
office within six months of such entrance -------

ACT OF AUGUST 15, 1953

1. States which have assumed the requisite jurisdiction over Indian
country under Public Law 280.(Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat.
588, as amended, 18 U.S.C. section 1162 and 28 U.S.C. section
1360) or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Act of April 11,
1968, 82 Stat. 77-81, 25 U.S.C. sections 1321-1322 (Supp. V, 1965-
1969) ) are required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 to enforce
their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations if the enforce-
ment does not involve the regulation of property held in trust by
the United States for the benefit of the Indians. States which have
not assumed the aforementioned jurisdiction over Indian country
are not authorized or required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967
to enforce their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations unless
the Secretary of the Interior were toenact regulations authorizing

;such enforcement under the authority granted him by the Act
of February,15, 1929, 45 Stat. 1185, as amended, 25 U.S.C. section
231 ---

ACT OF JULY 6, 1960

1. An application for a quitclaim deed under sec. 6 of the Act of April 28,
1930, 43 U.S.C. sec. 872, based upon a conveyance to the United
States of land as a basis for lieu selection, which conveyance was
made pursuant to the Act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 11, 36, is
properly rejected because the Act of July 6, 1960, 74 Stat. 334,
precludes the Department from utilizing the 1930 act for that
purpose ___ __ I--------------------

ACT OF DECEMBER 15, 1967
1. The Secretary of Agriculture is not authorized or required to conduct

meat inspection programs on Indian reservations under the pro-
visions of the Wholesome Meat Act of1967, 81 Stat. 584, 21 U.S.C.
sections 61-691 (Supp: V, 1965-1969) ______ -----------

2. States which have assumed the requisite jurisdiction over Indian
country under Public Law 280 (Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat.
588, as amended, 18 U.S.C. section 1162 and 28 U.S.C. section
1360) or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Act of April 11, 1968,
82 Stat. 77-81, 25 U.S.C. sections 1321-1322 (Supp. V, 1965-1969))
are required by the Wholesome Meat .Act of 1967 to enforce their
meat inspection laws on Indian reservations if the enforcement
does not involve the regulation of property held in trust by the
United States for the benefit of the Indians. States which have not
assumed the aforementioned jurisdiction over Indian country are
not authorized or required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967
to enforce their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations un-
less the SecretaTy of the Interior were to enact regulations author-
izing such enforcement under the authority granted him by the
Act of February 15, 1929, 45 Stat. 1185, as amended, 25 U.S.C.
section 231 ___-- ____-- _________________________________

Page
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312
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ACT OF JANUARY 1, 1970
Page

1. An applicant for a prospecting permit to explore for copper and other 
hardrockminerals is properly required to agree to certain stipula- -
tions as a condition precedent to the issuance of the permit when
there is no; showing that the requirements are unreasonable,
arbitrary, or unduly onerous, and where those stipulations con-
form to the-Department's obligations under the. National En-
ironmental Policy Act of 1969_ _ _ … ___-__ 189

ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE
1. The Director of the Bureau of Land Management upon review of the

-evidence relied- on byia krgazing district manager -as justification'
for a proposed reallocation of 'grazing privileges among licensed
-users within the district, may properly determine that the reallo-
etion: should be held-in abeyance pending further study even
though a licensee or permittee Who appeals from the district
manager's decision setting forth the terms of the proposed reallo-
cation is -unable -to show that the reallocation is inconsistent
with principles of sound range management or that it would create
hardships constituting such a serious impairment to the licensee's

"livestock operation as to give him valid grounds for objecting
to the proposal __ K ----------------- _ 144

2. Mining claims located on lands purchased by the United States under
- the Act of April 8, 1935, 49 Stat. 115, and added to the Kaniksu

National Forest by the Act of August 10, 1939, 53 Stat. 1347, may
not be declared null and void a initio, but the mining claimants
must be afforded notice and an opportunity for hearing before the
claims are subject, to cancellation __- ____-_-___-_____-__-36&-

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT
GENERALLY.

1. The Board of Land Appeals has authority to reverse the fact findings
of a hearing examiner even when not clearly erroneous. How-
ever, where the resolution of a case depends primarily upon his

: findings of credibility, which in turn are based upon his reaction
to the demeanor of the witnesses, and such findings are supported
by substantial evidence, they will not be disturbed by the Board_ 272'

BURDEN OF PROOF

1. Government mineral examiners determining- the validity of a mining..
claim need only examine the claim to verify whether the claiRt
-has made a discovery; they arenot required to pef d y
work, to explore or sample beyond the claimant's U s, or to
rehabilitate alleged discovery cuts to establish the government's

- prima facie case- 19&
2. In a government mining contest, where the contestant has made a

prima facie showing of lack of discovery, the burden of producing 
- preponderating evidence of the existence of a valuable mineral de-

posit sufficient to'support a discovery is upon the claimant, and he
cannot secure a determination that the claim, is valid merely by

- attempting to' discredit' and impeach the government's
witnesses = = - -' 193
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT-Continued
page

HEARINGS
1. Mining claims located on lands purchased by the United States under

the Act of April 8, 1935, 49 Stat. 115, and added to the Kaniksu
National Forest by the Act of August 10, 1939, 53 Stat. 147, may
not be declared null and void ab nitio, but the mining claimants
must be afforded notice and an opportunity for hearings before
the claims are subject to cancellation…8-------------_--------- 368

ALASKA
GRAZING

1. Settlement on land in Alaska which is subject to a grazing lease issued
under the Alaska Grazing Act of March 4, 1927, 48 U.S.C. secs. 471,
471a-471o (1958) does not create any rights, by virtue of such
settlement, under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 48 U.S.C.
§§ 357, 357a, 37b (1958), since such land is segregated from ad-
verse appropriation at least until the Department takes action to
cancel the grazing lease- -__________________-- ---- 301

2. Although the existence of a grazing lease, issued under the Act of
March 4, 1927, 48 U.S.C. secs. 471, 471a-471o (1958) is effective to
bar settlement of the land covered thereby, it does not preclude
the filing of a State selection application for the land, which,
when filed, segregates the land from all appropriations based upon
application or settlement or location… -__-_________________-__-301

INDIAN AND NATIVE AFFAIRS

1. No rights are acquired under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 48
U. S.C. secs. 357, 357a, 357b (1958) by a native who purportedly com-
menced his occupation of the land at a time when the land was
withdrawn from all forms of appropriation and where after the
withdrawal was revoked, the land was opened only for the filing
of State selection applications… ____________________________ 300

LAND GRANTS AND SELECTIONS

1. No rights are acquired under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 48
U.S.C. secs. 357, 357a, 357b (1958) by a native who purportedly
commenced his occupation of the land at a time when the land was
withdrawn from all forms of appropriation and where after the
withdrawal was revoked, the land was opened only for the filing of
State selection applications _________-___-__-_____-____________-300

2. Although the existence of a grazing lease, issued under the Act of
March 4,1927, 48 U.S.C. secs. 471, 471a-471o (1958) is effective to
-bar settlement of the land covered thereby, it does not preclude the
filing of a State selection application for the land, which, when
filed, segregates the land from all appropriations based upon appli-
cation or settlement or location ___________-__-___-___________ 301

STATEHOOD ACT

1. Although the existence of a grazing lease, issued under the Act of
March 4, 1927, 48 U.S.C. secs. 471, 471a-471o (1958) is effective to
bar settlement of the land covered thereby, it does not preclude
the filing of a State selection application for the land, which,
when filed, segregates the land from all appropriations based upon
application or settlement or location… _______-____________-____-301
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1. The Director of the Bureau of Land Management, upon review of the
evidence relied on by a grazing district manager as justification

.for a proposed reallocation of grazing privileges among icensed
users within the district, may properly determine that the reallo-
cation should be held in abeyance pending further study, even
though a licensee or permittee who appeals from the district man-
ager's decision setting forth the terms of the proposed reallocation
is unable to show that the reallocation is inconsistent with prin-
ciples of sound range management or that it would create hard-
ships constituting such a serious impairment to the licensee's
livestock operation as to give him valid grounds for objecting to
the proposal_------------------------- - __ 144

COLOR OR CLAIM OF TITLE

GENERALLY

1. An application to purchase public land under the Color of Title Act is
properly rejected when the applicant is unable to show possession
under some claim or color of title derived from some source other
than the United States and where the claim was initiated while
the land was withdrawn as part of a national forest-_ -- _____- 3

CONTRACTS

(see also Labor, Rules of Practice)

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

Changed Conditions

1. A claim for first ategory changed condition is denied where a quick
condition actually encountered in excavating for concrete drains
did not differ materially from what the contractor could reason-
ably have expected to encounter from site examination and the
contract indications of subsurface conditions…-------------- 208

2. Even though appellant pleaded both a first and a second category
changed condition, the Board decides the claim as a first category
changed condition only since the contract contains accurate and
sufficient indications of the subsurface conditions to be encoun-
tered citing as support therefor recent Court of Claims decisions-- 208-

S. A dredging contractor's claim based upon the nonavailability of a
spoil area and asserted under the Changes and Differing Site
Conditions clauses is denied where the Board finds the contract
does not indicate the specific terms upon which the spoil area
will be made available and the contractor has failed to even allege
with particularity the assurances purportedly received from rep-
resentatives of both the Government and the private landowner
prior to bidding with respect to the spoil area in question…_______ 338-
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION-Continued

Changed Conditions-Continued
page

4. A claim for a changed condition will'be denied when the contractor
fails to present adequate evidence as to what the field conditions
were and fails to prove that the field conditions differed materially
from conditions shown in the contract- documents …_-_-_-_-_-_-_-372

5. A changed condition claim will be denied where the contractor fails
to show significant error in the data contained in the contract
documents 372

6. A claim for a chanked condition will be denied when the evidence
shows that the overwet condition of borrow material intended
for use as compacted earthdam fill was most likely the result of
the use of too much water in wetting the borrow material prior
to excavation- - ______________ _ _____________________ 372

7. A claim for a changed condition based upon overwet borrow material
will be denied when the contract expressly recognizes the possi-
bility of overwetting the material and states that the contractor
niust cover the contingent risk of overwet material in his unit

. bid prices_------- --------------------------------------- 372
Changes and Extras

* 1. Absent a showing that a project inspector has been given greater
authority than included in an express delegation, actions clearly
outside the delegation will not be recognized as binding on the
Government -------------------------------------------------- 265

2. A dredging contractor's claim based upon the nonavailability of a
spoil area and asserted under the Changes and Differing Site
Conditions clauses is denied where the Board finds the contract
does not indicate the specific terms upon which the spoil area
will be made available and the contractor has failed to even
allege with particularity the assurances purportedly received
from representatives of both the Government and the private
landowner prior to bidding with respect to the spoil area in
question ------------------------------------------- _ --___ 33S

Notices
1. Where appellant's claim for excavation was presented over five years

after the work was done and two years after completion of the
contract, the Government's motion to dismiss for failure to give
timely notice of the claim was denied on the present state of the
record in the absence of a clear showing of prejudice to the
Government __ -__ --------------

Third Persons
1. A dredging contractor's claim based upon the nonavailability of a

spoil area and asserted under the Changes and Differing Site
Conditions clauses is denied'where the Board finds the contract
does not indicate the specific terms upon which the spoil area
will be made available and the contractor has failed to even
allege with particularity the assurances purportedly received
from representatives of both the Government and the private
landowner prior to bidding with respect to the spoil area in
question ---------------------------------------------------- 338
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1. A dredging contractor's claim based upon the nonavailability of a
spoil area and asserted under the Changes and Differing Site
Conditions clauses is denied where the Board finds the contract
does not indicate the specific terms upon which the spoil area will

-be made available and the contractor has failed to even allege
with particularity the assurances purportedly received from rep-
resentatives of both the Government and the private landowner
prior to bidding with respect to the spoil area in question… _ 338

2. A claim for a changed condition will be denied when the contractor
fails to present adequate evidence as to what the field conditions
were, and fails to prove that the field conditions':differed ma-
terially from conditions shown in the contract documents … …_ 372

3.. A, changed condition claim will be denied where the: contractor
fails to show significant error in the data contained in the con-
tract documents- -__________-- _______-_- _-_- 372

Jurisdiction

1. Where a contract with a County requires the Government'to build
a replacement road and bridge in connection with land acquired

. for the construction of the Auburn Dam. and Reservoir and the
County complains (i) that in planning for and constructing the
replacement road and bridge the Government had failed to adhere
to standards proscribed in the contract and (ii) that it had failed
to secure the County's approval for access from the replacement
road to adjacent Government-owned land acquired for recrea-
tional purposes in violation of the contractual provision requiring
approval of all accesses granted outside the project takeline, the
appeal is dismissed since the Board found (i) that the contract
contained no contract provisions under which the wrongs alleged
c could be remedied and (ii) that the Disputes clause itself was not

- sufficient to confer jurisdiction. In reaching this conclusion the
Board noted that dismissal of the appeal on jurisdictional grounds
was proper, even though neither party had raised any question as
to the Board's jurisdiction over the claims asserted…________-__ 113

2. Allegations by a County for which a replacement road was being built
that the contracting officer had acted in an arbitrary manner and
that its future course of -action was to some extent dependent up-
on the result of the Board's review of the County's complaints,
warrants. Board examination of the complaints in detail even
though it concludes on jurisdictional grounds that it has no au-
thority to finally pass upon the claims asserted… _-_____-__-__- 114

3. Claims of a construction contractor for additional compensation be-
cause of increased costs of performance resulting from alleged in-
terference of the project inspector and alleged delay by the Govern-
ment in vacating certain buildings are based on breaches of
contract, which are outside the jurisdiction of the Board to deter-

* : mine dministratively _- ------- _ 265
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1. A claim for a changed condition will be denied when the contractor
fails to present adequate evidence as to what the field conditions
were, and fails to prove that the field conditions differed ma-
terially from conditions shown in the contract documents_------ 372

2. A changed condition claim will be denied where the contractor fails
to show significant error in the data contained in the contract
documents -__--_--_______--__________________--_----_-_-__ 372

FORMATION AND VALIDITY

Authority to Make
1. Absent a showing that a project inspector has been given greater au-

thority than included in an express delegation, actions clearly
outside the delegation will not be recognized as binding on the
Government ------------------------------------------------ _ 26&

CONVEYANCES

GENERALLY

1. A federal grant of land to a;State for the purpose of validating the
State's purported conveyance of such land to a third party does
not vitiate federal ownership of the land where the United States
has received a deed to the land from the assignee of the State's
grantee. Under California law, where a person purports to con-
vey the fee simple to certain land and subsequently acquires title
to the and so conveyed, the after-acquired estate inures to the
benefit of the original grantee or his successors in interest-____ 30$

2. An application for a quitclaim deed under sec. 6 of the Act of April
28, 1930, 43 U.S.C. sec. 872, based upon a conveyance to the United
States of land as a basis for lieu selection, which conveyance was
made pursuant to the Act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 11, 36, is prop-
erly rejected because the Act of July 6, 1960, 74 Stat. 334, pre-
eludes the Department from utilizing the 1930 act for that
purpose---------------------------------_-_------------- 312

INTEREST CONVEYED

1. A federal grant of land to a State for the purpose of validating the
State's purported conveyance of such and to a third party does
not vitiate federal ownership of the land where the United
States has received a deed to the land from the assignee of the
State's grantee. Under California law, where a person purports to
convey the fee simple to certain land and subsequently acquires
title to the land so conveyed, the after-acquired estate inures to
the benefit of the original grantee or his successors in interest--- 308

COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

1. The prohibition against contracts involving the employment of convict
labor as contained in Executive Order No. 325a does not apply to
those cooperative agreements entered into by the Bureau of Land
Management and the several States which provide for emergency
manpower assistance for the suppression of fires, even though,
the States may rely in part upon trained convict crews for such
emergency manpower reserves… ____-___________- _________.-269
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DESERT LAND ENTRY

GENERALLY

1. Where an irrigation district acting pursuant to the Smith Act of
August 11, 1916, has enforced its lien against public land in an
unpatented desert land entry and has sold the land at a tax sale,
the rights of the entryman and his successors are terminated and
the rights of the purchaser are determined by the Smith Act---- 218

2. Land within a desert land entry included in an irrigation district
does not become subject to a later reclamation withdrawal so long
as the entry subsists -------------------------- ____ --__ ---_ 218

3. For the purpose of determining whether entered but unpatented land
can be disposed of pursuant to section 6 of the Smith Act of
August 11, 1916, the "irrigation works" referred to in that section
are not those necessary on an individual entry to carry out irriga-
tion but refer to facilities that serve the irrigation district in
general, and "water of the district available for such land" means
only that the entryman has a legally enforceable claim to available
water even though access to it is barred by a Departmental
regulation- - _____--_________---------------------------- 218

RELIEF ACTS

1. One who has acquired his interest in a desert land entry by purchase
in 1949 cannot purchase the entry under the provisions of the act
of March 4, 1929, which authorizes purchases only by an assignee
under an assignment made prior to March 4, 1929 ______-__-219

SUSPENSIONS

21. Since the suspension of desert land entries under the policy announced
in Maggie L. Havens, A-5580 (October 11, 1923), was subject to
termination whenever the Seeretary found good reason to do so,
the Secretary is authorized, when he determines that there is no
public purpose to be served by continuing the suspension of entries
suspended for almost 50 years, to terminate the suspension with-
out notice or hearing and to restore the entries to the condition
they were in on the date of the suspension --------------------- 219

-2. Where part of a desert land entry suspended under the policy an-
nounced in Maggie L. Havens, A-5580 (October 11, 1923), has been
held by the United States under lease for use by the Department
of the Navy for purposes which make it impossible for the entry-
man to reclaim the entry, the termination of the Havens suspen-
sion while the land remains under lease should not work to the
detriment of the entryman and the entry is to remain suspended
until it is determined that the United States' occupation has ceased
or is no longer an obstacle to reclamation… __- ____- ______-219

:EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE

1. Equitable adjudication is not available to a homestead entryman in
the absence of substantial compliance with the requirements of
the homestead laws…… _____---- _-- __-- ___-_- __________-163
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ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT OF 1969
Page

1. It is proper to require one making an oil and gas lease offer to consent
to stipulations deemed necessary to protect the land and surface
resources from undue damage by exploratory operations, as a con-
dition precedent to issuance of the lease, pursuant to the mandate
of the Congress expressed in, the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969- - _--_____----_--___-___-_ _-_-__-317

EXCHANGES OF LAND

(See also Indian Lands)
FOREST EXCHANGES

1. Where a State has received title to a school indemnity selection, the
base land for which the indemnity is taken. remains in federal
ownership and where, after the State has received such indemnity
land, it issues an instrument of conveyance for the base land to
private party A, who conveys it to B, who conveys it to the United
States as base for a forest lieu selection, which is satisfied nd
thereafter the United States issues an indemnity clear list to the
State for the school land in place to validate the State's purported
conveyance to A, the title to the school land in place inures to the
United States under the doctrine of after-acquired title … ___ … 307

EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND PROCLAMATIONS

1. The prohibition against contracts involving the employment of convict
labor as contained in Executive Order No. 325a does not apply to
those cooperative agreements entered into by the Bureau of Land
Management and the several States which provide for emergency
manpower assistance for the suppression of fires, even though, the
States may rely in part upon trained convict crews for such emer-
gency manpower reserves- _ __--_-- _-- _____-__-__-269

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969

ENTITLEMENT F MINERS

Compensation

1. A withdrawal order issued for imminent danger, subsequent to volun-
tary withdrawal by the operator, is a proper basis of a claim for
compensation under section 110(a) of the act… __-_- __-____-153

2. The only questions appropriate for decision under section 110(a) are
* those relating to compensation, due under the order as issued

and evidence of unwarrantable failure is inadmissible in a com-
pensation case based upon an order issued for imminent danger-- 153

3. Although only the miners are parties to an application for compen-
sation proceeding, the miners may be represented by a person
or organization designated by the miners as a representative act-
ing on.their behalf _____________ -- ----------- .153

Procedure

1. A provision for public hearing in a.: compensation proceeding based
upon a-withdrawal order issued for imminent danger, and in the
absence of a statutory mandate therefor, is a.proper and reason-
able exercise of the Secretary's responsibility to administer the
act 1---------------------------153
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FEDERAL COAL, MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Continued
HEARINGS

'Procedure
Page

1. Rulings on requests for continuance are matters entirely within the
Examiner's discretion and. normally are not appropriate for review
on interlocutory appeal…- -- -------------- 153

2. Initial determination of the situs of a hearing generally rests inte
discretion of the Office of Bearings and Appeals. Requests for
transfer of situs are within the discretion of the Examiner. Review
of requests for a transfer of situs by the Board of Mine Operations
Appeals is appropriate only in cases' of manifest abuse of discre-
tiort by the~ Examiner which would result in irreparable inirr
and which could not be corrected in the normal course of admini-
strative proceedings…153r ---- ;--------

REVIEW OF NOTICES AND ORDERS

1. Where the Bureau finds that a violation charged in a notice issued
under section 104(b) or (i) of the Act is totally abated, an appli-
cation to review such notice under section 105(a) is subject to
dismissal…-- - - - - -I - -- - - - - - - - - - 199

2. The termination by the Bureau of an order issued under section 104 of
the Act is not a proper basis- for dismissal of an application for
review of such order…-------------------- 362

FEDERAL. EMPLOYEES AND OFFICERS

AUTHORITY TO BIND GOVERNMENT

1. Erroneous advice given by-personnel of theBureau of Land. Manage-
ment, cannot confer a right not authorized by law…------- 82

FIRE SUPPRESSION

1. The prohibition against contracts, involving the employment of con-
vict labor as. contained in Executive Order No; 325a does not
apply to thbse cooperative agreements entered into by the Bureau
of Land Management and,. the several . States which provide
for emergency manpower assistance- for the: suppression of fires,
even though, the' States may ely~ in part 'upon trained convict
crews for such emergency manpower reserves.…,_ ----- I---- 269

GRAZINGPERMITS AND LICEN SES

GENERALLY

1. Where grazing, privileges:,have been exercised in the past. on the
'basis of an agreement whereby the use of private lands in one
pasture has been exchanged for the~ use of federal lands in another,
the agreement may properly: be construed. either as an! exchange

-of the use of an area of land for; the privilege of-using another
designated area of land for grazing or as an exchange~of the use, of
the. first area for the. privileged of grazing a, specified number. of
animals on the second .77-=7 7---------- I- 87
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GRAZING PERMITS AND LICENSES-Continued
ADJUDICATION

Page
1. The applicability of regulation 43 CR 4115.2-1(e) (13) (i) preclud-

ing the right of a licensee or other user of the range to demand
a readjudication of grazing privileges after they have been held
for a period of 3 years is not limited to situations where an
adjudication of the unit has been made as set out in 43 CR
4110.0-5(r), but is also applicable where adjudications of licenses
in the unit have been made over a long period of time on the basis
,of information available and not challenged by other licensees--- 55

2. Where a grazing allotment includes both private and federal range
lands, the Bureau of Land Management may properly determine
the grazing capacity of all of the lands in the allotment and
require, as a condition to the issuance of a permit or license to
graze the federal range, that the number of livestock using the
private lands be limited to the recognized capacity of the lands-. 86

ADVISORY BOARDS

1. Where a proposed line dividing an area into spring/fall and summer
use areas and the criterion on which it is based has been dis-
cussed many times before an advisory board, the district manager
may use that line in allocating grazing privileges despite the fact
that it has not been set out in an advisory board recommendation- 134

APPEALS

1. An appeal to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, from a deci-
sion of a hearing examiner which is received after the period
set by the rules of procedure for grazing cases will not be dis-
missed solely for that reason, but the circumstances surrounding
'the appeal will be examined to determine whether in the exercise
of discretion the late appeal should be accepted…----------------- 55

2. An 'appeal to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, from a deei-
sion of the hearing examiner which is mailed within the appeal
period and received 1 day late will.be accepted where there is
no prejudice to the other parties and where the filing party de-
rived no advantage from his tardiness _____-- --- _ 55

3. The applicability of regulation 43 CPR 4115.2-1(e) (13) (i) preclud-
ing the right of a licensee or other user of the range to demand
a readjudication of grazing privileges after they have been held
for a period of 3 years is not limited to situations where an
'adjudication of the unit has been made as set out in 43 CFR
4110.0-5 (r), but is also applicable where adjudications of licenses
in the unit have been made over a long period, of time on the
basis of information available and not challenged by other
licensees…… ----------------- _______________________ 55

4. An appeal to the Director from a decision of a hearing examiner
which is received after the period set by the rules of procedure<
for grazing cases will not be dismissed solely for being late, but the
circumstances surrounding the appeal will be examined to deter-
mine whether in the exercise of discretion the late appeal should
be allowed __ _ ----__ ---- _ _____ __ _ _ _ __ 134
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5. The Director of the Bureau of Land Management, upon review of the

evidence relied on by a grazing district manager as justification
for a proposed reallocation of grazing privileges among licensed
users within the district, may properly determine that the reallo-
cation should be held in abeyance pending further study, even
though a licensee or permittee who appeals from the district man-
ager's decision setting forth the terms of the proposed reallocation
is miable to show that the reallocation is inconsistent with prin-
ciples of sound range management or that it would create hard-
ships constituting such a serious impairment- to the licensee's
livestock operation as to give him valid grounds for objecting
to the proposal… ________-- _-- _____-- _---- ________-_ 144

APPORTIONMENT OF FEDERAL RANGE

1. A permittee or licensee has no right to any particular area of the
Federal range under the Taylor Grazing Act or the Federal Range
Code and, although historical use is a factor to be considered in the
determination of grazing privileges, the selection of the particu-
lar area in which the range user may exercise his grazing privi-
leges is a matter committed to the discretion of the Department _ 55

2. Where an apportionment of grazing privileges is made among liVe-
stock operators upon the basis of past authorized use, as shown
bythe records of a state grazing district, and.one of the operators
denies that he exercised or was allocated the grazing privileges
which the records indicate he exercised in a particular year, the
case will be remanded for the development of further evidence
relating to the allocation of grazing privileges in that year_____- 87

3. W\There the grazing capacity of the Federal range has been greatly
increased due to the efforts and expenditures of the licensee with
the cooperation of the Bureau of Land Management, and the range
is to be divided into separate allotments for that licensee and a
group of others, it is proper to allocate the increased capacity
to such a licensee apart from the allocation of grazing privileges
based on natural forage, especially when the individual licensee
suffers a greater reduction of his class 1 demand than do the
others ------------------------------ ______________ 134

4. Where a proposed line dividing an area into spring/fall and summer
use areas and the criterion on which it is based has been discussed
many times before an advisory board, the district manager may
use that line in allocating grazing privileges despite the fact that it
has not been set out in an advisory board recommendation------- 134

5. A permittee or licensee has no right to any particular portion of that
Federal Range under the Taylor Grazing Act or the Federal Range
Code and, although historical use is a factor to be considered in the
determination of grazing privileges, the selection of the particular
area in which the range user may exercise his privileges is a matter
committed tothe discretion of the Department __-___-__-_-_-135

454-062-72 5
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6. The Director of the Bureau of Land Management, upon review of the

evidence relied on by a grazing district manager as justification
for a proposed reallocation of grazing privileges among licensed
users within the district, may properly determine that the reallo-
cation should be held in abeyance pending further study, even
though a licensee or permittee who appeals from the district man-
ager's decision setting forth the terms-of the proposed reallocation
is unable to show that the reallocation is inconsistent with princi-
ples of sound range management or that it would create hardships
constituting such a serious impairment to the licensee's livestock
operation as to give him valid grounds for objecting to the
proposal ---------------------------------------------------- 144

EXCHANGE OF USE

1. Where grazing privileges have been exercised in the past on the basis
of an agreement whereby the use of private lands in one pasture
has been exchanged for the use of federal lands in another, the
agreement may properly be- construed either as an exchange of the
use of an area of land for the privilege of using another designated
area of land for grazing or as an exchange of the use of the first-
area for the privilege of grazing a specified number of animals on
the second…* _____ ___ ---__ -------------- ___ --_______ ----- _ 87

FEDERAL RANGE CODE

1. The provisions of the Federal Range Code dealing with protests to a
decision of the district manager are satisfied if a person is notified

* of his right to protest from an initial decision: if however, that
decision is changed as a result of another's protest, those dissatis-
fied with the amended decision do not have a further right to a
protest hearing, but must take an appeal as the Range Code
provides -_____--____--____________--_____________________ 134

RANGE SURVEYS

1. Where a grazing allotment includes both private and federal range
lands, the Bureau of Land Management may properly determine
the grazing capacity of all of the lands in the allotment and re-
quire, as a condition to the issuance of a permit or license to
graze the federal range, that the number of livestock using the
private lands be limited to the recognized capacity of the lands--- 86

2. A determination of the carrying capacity of a unit of range by the
Bureau of Land Management will not be disturbed in the absence
of positive evidence of error ------------------------ 8-

TRESPASS

1. A grazing trespass will not be deemed clearly willful where two sepa-
ate, - almost simultaneous violations of short duration have
occurred followed by an admittedly willful violation involving
only one cow for one day… - __--- _______________-______-272
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HOMESTEADS (ORDINARY)

CANCELLATION OF ENTRY
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1. Where the house in which the entryman claims he maintained his
residence is situated in a noncontiguous subdivision more than
1/4 of a mile from the nearest entered land, it is too far
removed from the entry to show compliance with the residence
requirements of the homestead law, and the entry is properly
canceled ___ ---------------------------------- 163

MILITARY SERVICE

1. The credit for military service which an heir of the original reclama-
tion homestead entryman may use may be applied to both the obli-
gation under the homestead law to cultivate and under the recla-
mation law to reclaim 14 of the irrigable area within three full
irrigation seasons __--___--_________________-____-_____-____ 47

RESIDENCE

1. Where the house in which the entryman claims he maintained his
residence is situated in a noncontiguous subdivision more than
1/4 of a mile from the nearest entered land, it is too far
removed from the entry to show compliance with the residence
requirements of the homestead law, and the entry is properly
canceled … _163

INDIAN ALLOTMENTS ON PUBLIC DOMAIN

LANDS SUBJECT TO

1. No rights are acquired under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 48
U.S.C. secs. 357, 357a, 357b (1958) by a native who purportedly
commenced his occupation of the land at a time when the land was
-withdrawn from all forms of appropriation and where after the
withdrawal was revoked, the land was opened only for the filing
of State selection applications… _ _ _______ o300

2 Settlement on land in Alaska which is subject to a grazing lease issued
under the Alaska Grazing Act of March 4, 1927, 48 U.S.C. secs. 471,
471a-471o (1958) does not create any rights, by virtue of such set-
tlement, under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 48 U.S.C. secs.
357, 37a, 357b (1958), since such land is segregated from adverse
appropriation at least until the Department takes action to cancel
the grazing lease- -__ 301

SETTLEMENT

1. No rights are acquired under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 48
UJS.C. secs. 357, 357a, 357b (1958) by a native who purportedly
commenced his occupation of the land 'at a time when the land was
withdrawn from all forms of appropriation and where after the
withdrawal was revoked, the land was opened only for the filing
of -State selection applications… ___-____________-______-_- 300

2. Settlement on land in Alaska which is subject to a grazing lease issued
under the Alaska Grazing Act of March 4, 1927, 48 U.S.C. secs.
471, 471a-471o (1958) does not create any rights, by virtue of such
settlement, under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 48 U.S.C. secs.
357, 357a, 357b (1958), since such land is segregated from adverse
appropriation at least until the Department takes action to cancel
the grazing lease__----__--_--___-___--___----___-___-_____-301
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GENERALLY
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1. The Secretary of Agriculture is not authorized or required to conduct

meat inspection programs on Indian reservations under the provi-
sions of the Wholesome- Meat Act of 1967, 81 Stat. 584, 21 U.S.C.
sections 601-691 (Supp. V, 1965-1969)… ___ ___________ 18

2. States which have assumed the requisite jurisdiction over Indian coun-
try under Public Law 280 (Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat. 588,
as amended, 18 U.S.C. section 1162 and 28 U.S.C. section 1360)
or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Act of April 11, 1968, 82
Stat. 77-81, 25 U.S.C. sections 1321-1322 (Supp. V, 1965-1969))
are required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 to enforce their
meat inspection laws on Indian reservations if the enforcement
does not involve the regulation of property held in trust by the
United States for the benefit of the Indians. States which have
not assumed the aforementioned jurisdiction over Indian country
are not authorized or required by the Wholesome Meat Act of-
1967 to enforce their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations
unless the Secretary of the Interior were to enact regulations au-
:thorizing such enforcement under the authority granted him by
the Act of February 15, 1929, 45 Stat. 1185, as amended, 25 U.S.C.
section 231 ____ ---------------------- 18

3. Utah game laws apply to non-Indians who hunt, even with the tribe's
permission, on the Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation. Thus,
non-Indians cannot hunt on the reservation without procuring a
state license, even though they may be licensed by the tribe to
do so ___ 7 ------------------------------------ 101

INDIAN PROBATE

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT
Applicability to Indian Probate

1. The requirement of the Administrative Procedure Act, that all deci-
sions of an Examiner shall include a statement of findings. and:
conclusions, and the reasons or basis therefor, on all the material
issues of fact, law, or discretion presented on the record, is man-
datory and applicable to all decisions of Examiners in Indian
probate proceedings- -_------____--________--__-___ _-_______ 67

2. The requirement of the Administrative Procedure Act, that all deci-
sions of an Examiner shall include a statement of findings and
conclusions, and the reasons or basis therefor, on all the material
issues of fact, law, or discretion presented on the record, is manda-
tory and applicable to all decisions of Examiners in Indian Probate
proceedings …____--_____----_--__----__--_ --____ ---__ -_ 105

APPEAL

Matters Considered on Appeal

1. The Board of Indian Appeals will not scour the record in Indian
probate proceedings to find alleged irregularities which are not
specified with at least some particularity in the appeal …_-_-__-234
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1. In general, the jurisdiction of the Secretary to determine and award
attorney fees in Indian probate proceedings will be asserted in two
situations: where the fees are for representation of Indians in
such probate proceedings, and where the fees are for services
rendered in behalf of the decedent during his lifetime, in which
latter event the claim is of the same genre as those of other
general creditors… ___ 7 _____-_________-234

CHILDREN, ADOPTED

Right to Inherit

Child from Kin of Adoptive Parents

1. Under Oklahoma Uniform Adoption Act, a child adopted under prior
law may inherit from relatives of adoptive parent where the per-
son from whom inheritance is claimed dies after the date of enact-
ment of Uniform Adoption Act______ ____________________ 281

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS (Titled 25-Part 15-Interpretation &
Construction)

1. The requirement of clear and convincing proof of a promise to pay for
care and support, under 25 CF R 15.23 (d), may be fulfilled by oral
testimony without the corroboration of documentary evidence_ _ 66

ESCHEAT

1. After a final order of escheat has been entered in Indian probate
proceedings, one petitioning for reconsideration thereof has the
burden of proof to establish his claim by a preponderance of the
evidence _____________--___--______--___________----______-329

EVIDENCE

Generally

1. Indian probate proceedings involve considerations which go beyond
the conventional issues of a state probate proceeding and evidence
may be admitted in an Indian probate proceeding which would not
be relevant to the probate of a will in a state proceeding…_____-_ 179

HEARING EXAMINER

1. In the course of conducting an administrative proceeding, the Hear-
ing Examiner should not assume the role of an adversary or
advocate; but he owes a duty, as judge and inquisitor, particularly
when a party is not represented by counsel, to elicit for the
record all the material facts, both favorable and unfavorable,
bearing on the contentions of that party… ________-___-_-_-__- 66

INHERITING

(See also Children, Adopted)

Generally

1. In general, rights of inheritance are determined by the law in effect
on the date of death of the person from whom inheritance is
claimed -_________ 281
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1. Regardless of procedural technicalities involved in the adjudication
of petitions for rehearing in administrative proceedings, admin-
istrative tribunals should give the same priority toward securing
a "just result" as is required of the courts in their proceedings--- 66

Pleading, Timely Piling

1. Where a petition for rehearing was not filed in the appropriate office
of the Department of the Interior until the 61st day after entry
of the original order, the hearing examiner lacked authority to
extend the time for filing thereof and had no jurisdiction to
determine the substantive issues raised in the petition on their
merits ________ -------------------- 355

RE OPENING

Waiver of Time Limitation

1. A petition to reopen filed more than three years after the entry of the
order determining heirs and some ten years after the petitioner
learned of his relationship to the decedent without explanation
for the delay, will be denied for the reason that the petitioner
has been dilatory in submitting his petition…------------------- 325

2. The Board of Indian Appeals will not exercise Secretarial discretion
duly. delegated to it to waive the three-year time limitation for
reopening where there is no showing of fraud, accident or mis-
take so compelling in nature as to require reopening and the peti-
tioner has not shown a capability of establishing his claim by a
preponderance of the evidence even if the matter were reopened _ 325

3. A petition to reopen filed more than thirty years after entry of the
order determining heirs and at least seven years after the peti-
tioner acquired the belief that she was related to the decedent
without explanation for the delay will be denied for the reason
that the petitioner has been dilatory in submitting her petition__ 346

STATE LAW

Applicability to Indian Probate, Testate

1. Compliance with state laws setting forth requirements for the execu-
tion of wills is not required in the execution of Indian wills
disposing of trust or restricted property… ________________ _ 234

Pretermitted Heir

1. Absent an act of Congress, the Secretary, in determining the rights
of pretermitted heirs in Indian probate matters, will not follow
any state statutes dealing with the subject… ___- __-___-__-234

WILLS

Applicability of State Law

1. Indian probate proceedings involve considerations which go beyond
the conventional issues of a state probate proceeding 'and evidence
may be admitted in an Indian probate proceeding which would

* . not be relevant to the probate of a will in a state proceeding_-_ 179
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1. The Secretary is authorized to exercise his discretion in disapproving
a devise in the will of a deceased Indian where approval of such
devise would sanction a practice permitting the acquisition of
Indian lands contrary to the public policy expressed in the statu-
tory restrictions against the alienation of Indian lands held in
trust… _____ 7---------------------------_ 179

Failure to Make Request of Witness

1. An Indian will is not rendered invalid by the failure of the testator
to specifically request the attesting witness to sign the will, since
there is no such requirement either in the statutes authorizing the
disposition by Indians of their trust or restricted property by will
or in the regulations - - _-____-_-------------------- 234

Publication

1. There is. no requirement in the Indian probate regulations or the
applicable statutes that the testator, at the time of the execution
of his will, "publish" the same by openly declaring it to be his
last will and testament…_________-_______-------------------- 235

Testamentary Capacity

1. The burden of proof as to testamentary incapacity in Indian probate
proceedings is on those contesting the will, and an Indian is not
deemed to be incompetent to make a will by virtue of his being
unable to manage his own property or business affairs or by
appointment of a guardian for him -__-_-___-_____-__-_-__-__ 235

Undue Influence

1. In Indian probate proceedings, proof of undue influence in the execu-
tion of a will must be so substantial that the judges of fact, having
a proper understanding of what undue influence is, may perceive
by whom and in what manner it has been exercised, and what
effect it has upon the will… ________________-_________-____-234

2. To invalidate an Indian will because of undue influence, it must be
shown: (1) that the decedent was susceptible to being dominated
by another; (2) that the person allegedly influencing the decedent
in the execution of the will was capable of controlling his mind
and actions; (3) that such person, at the time of the testamentary
act, did exert influence upon the decedent of a nature calculated
to induce or coerce him to make a will contrary to his own desires;
and (4) that the will is contrary to the decedent's own desires--- 234

YAKIMA TRIBES

Generally

1. he amendment to the Yakima Enrollment Act (84 Stat. 1S74) applies
to all cases not closed at the time the amendment was enacted,
and a case on appeal to the Board of Indian Appeals is considered
to be open within the meaning of the amendment ----------- _ 105
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1. The Twenty-lSixth Amendment to the Constitution, providing, inter
alia, that the United States" shall not deny or abridge the right
of eighteen-year-olds to vote, applies to Indian tribes' elections
called by the Secretary pursuant to the Indian Reorganization
Act or other act, but, because of the fundamental right of a tribe
to govern itself, the amendment does not apply to Indian tribes
in purely tribal elections…8 _______-__-_-_____________ 349

INDIAN TRIBES

GENERALLY
1. A subordinate tribal entity or tribal member licensed by the Chippewa

Cree Tribe to operate a liquor establishment on the Rocky Boy's
Reservation does not have to obtain a state liquor license -------- 39

2. Utah game laws apply to non-Indians who hunt, even with the tribe's
permission, on the Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation. Thus,
non-Indians cannot hunt on the reservation without procuring a
state license, even though they may be licensed by the tribe to
do so… _______________________-- __------ ________---_-101

SOVEREIGN POWERS
1. A tribal council acting in a legislative capacity is not required to pro-

vide interested persons with an opportunity to present their
position prior to enactment of an ordinance… __-______________-229

2. The Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the Constitution, providing, inter
alia, that "the United States" shall not deny or abridge the right
of eighteen-year-olds to vote, applies to Indian tribes' elections
called by the Secretary pursuant to the Indian Reorganization Act
'or other act, but, because of the fundamental right of a tribe to
govern itself, the amendment does not apply to Indian tribes in,-
purely tribal elections…8 _--_____________________-__-_-___-__ 349

INDIANS
CIVIL JURISDICTION

1. States which have assumed the requisite jurisdiction over Indian
country under Public Law 280 (Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat.
588, as amended, 18 U.S.C. section 1162 and 28 U.S.C. section 1360)
or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Act of April 11, 1968,
82,Stat. 77-81, 25 U.S.C. sections 1321-1322 (Supp. V, 1965-1969) )
are required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 to enforce their
meat inspection laws on Indian reservations if the enforcement
does not involve the regulation of property held in trust by the
United States for the benefit of the Indians. States which have
not assumed the aforementioned jurisdiction over Indian country
*are not authorized or required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967
to enforce their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations
unless- the Secretary of the Interior were to enact regulations
authorizing such enforcement under the authority granted him by
the Act of February 15, 1929, 45 Stat. 1185, as amended, 25 U.S.C.
section 231… ___________________ ------ -------------------…18
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CIVIL RIGHTS
1. A tribal ordinance which prohibits all aerial crop spraying within the

confines of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation because of a history
of damage occasioned by such spray falling upon neighboring
lands in the reservation not intended for such spraying is not
violative of the due process requirement of Title II, see. 202, sub-
section (8), of the Civil Rights Act of Apr. 11, 1968, 82 Stat. 77;
25 U.S.C. sec. 1302 (Supp. V, 1965-1969), even though the ordi-
nance prohibits the continuation of a recognized and useful occu-
pation, and may impair the performance of a contract previously
made ------------------------------------------------------- _ 229

2. The Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the Constitution, providing, inter
aita, that "the United States" shall not deny or abridge the right
of eighteen-year-olds to ote, applies to Indian tribes' elections
called by the Secretary pursuant to the Indian Reorganization Act
or other act, but, because of the fundamental right of a tribe to
govern itself, the amendment does not apply to Indian tribes in
purely tribal elections…--------------------------------------- 349

CRIMINAL JURISDICTION

1. States which have assumed the requisite jurisdiction over Indian
country under Public Law 280 (Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat.
588; as amended, 18 U.S. C. section 1162 and 28 U.S.C. section 1360)
or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Act of April 11, 1968, 82
Stat. 77-81, 25 U.'S.C. sections 1321-1322 (Supp. Y, 1965-1969))
are required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 to enforce their
meat inspection laws on Indian reservations if the enforcement
does not involve the regulation of property held in trust by the
United States for the benefit of the Indians. States which have
not assumed the aforementioned jurisdiction over Indian country
are not authorized or required by the Wholesome Meat Act of
1967 to enforce their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations
unless the Secretary of the Interior were to enact regulations
authbrizing such enforcement under the authority granted him by
the Act of February 15, 1929, 45 Stat. 1185, as amended, 25
U.S.C. section 231 ____ __________________-________ 18

2. The modification of the Federal Indian liquor laws, permitting the
introduction, possession and sale of intoxicating beverages on the
reservation with tribal consent (Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat.
586, 18 U.S.C. section 1161 (1964)) does not make Montana liquor
laws applicable to the Chippewa Cree Tribe or tribal members on
the Rocky Boy's Reservation. Rather, this act requires the state
liquor laws to be used as the standard of measurement to define
lawful and unlawful activity on the reservation. Actions not in
conformity with the provisions of applicable state law would sub-
ject a tribal member to prosecution only in the Federal courts,
not in state courts. Non-Indians would be subject to prosecution
in the Federal and state courts, assuming a double jeopardy
question is not presented… --------------------- -- 39
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1. The modification of the Federal Indian liquor laws, permitting the

the introduction, possession and sale of intoxicating beverages on
the reservation with tribal consent (Act of August 15, 1953, 67
Stat. 586, 18 U.S.C. section 1161 (1964) ) does not make Montana
liquor laws applicable to the Chippewa Gree Tribe or tribal mem-
bers on the Rocky Boy's Reservation. Rather, this act requires
the state liquor laws to be used as the standard of measurement
to define lawful and unlawful activity on the reservation. Actions
not in conformity with the provisions of applicable state law would
subject a tribal member to prosecution only in the Federal courts,
not in state courts. Non-Indians would be subject to prosecution
in the Federal and state courts, assuming a double jeopardy ques-
tion is not presented… __ ----------------- 39

2. A subordinate tribal entity or tribal member licensed by the Chippewa
Cree Tribe to operate a liquor establishment on the Rocky Boy's
Reservation does not have to obtain a state liquor license … ___-__- 39

LABOR

(See also Contracts)

GENERALLY

1. .The prohibition against contracts involving the employment of convict
labor as contained in Executive Order No. 325a does not apply to
those cooperative agreements entered into by the Bureau of Land
Management and the several States which provide for emer-
gency manpower assistance for the suppression of fires, even
though, the States may rely in part upon trained convict crews

: for such emergency manpower reserves- - __-________-_____-_ 269

LIEU SELECTIONS

1. An application for a quitclaim deed under sec. 6 of the Act of
April 28, 1930, 43 U.S.C. sec. 872, based upon a conveyance to the
United States of land as a basis for lieu selection, which con-
veyance was made pursuant to the Act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat.
11, 36, is properly rejected because the Act of July 6, 1960, 74 Stat.
334, precludes the Department from utilizing the 1930 act for
that purpose- -_________ 312 

XINERAL LANDS

MINERAL RESERVATION

1. A reservation of all minerals to the United States in a patent of
public lands to the State of Arizona pursuant to 43 U.S.C. sec.
315(g) (1970) reserves valuable deposits of sand and gravel found
thereon. No exception to this rule applies where those materials
comprise all or substantially all of the land in question because

* the statute makes provision for the owner of the surface estate to
receive payment for damages caused to the land and improvements
thereon by mining operations… __ __-_______-________…_-_-385
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PROSPECTING PERMITS
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1. An applicant for a prospecting permit to explore for copper and other
hardrock minerals is properly required to agree to certain stipula-
tions as a condition precedent to the issuance of the permit when
there is no showing that the requirements are unreasonable, arbi-
trary, or unduly onerous, and where those stipulations conform
to the Department's obligations under the National Environmental
Policy At of 1969… ___-- __---- ____…________ __ _______ 189

MINERAL LEASING ACT FOR ACQUIRED LANDS

CONSENT OF AGENCY

1. The Secretary of the Interior exercises discretion in determining
whether or not acquired lands under his jurisdiction should be
opened to prospecting for sulphur, and where it is determined by
the Bureau of Reclamation that lands under its administrative
jurisdiction should not be opened to such prospecting because of
potential damage to its surface works, and where the Geological
Survey concurs in such recommendation, applications for sulphur
prospecting permits on such lands will be rejected in the absence
of compelling reasons otherwise …_-_____-__-____-__-________- 15

MINING CLAIMS

GENERALLY

1. The United States mining laws give to the owner of mining claims as
a necessary incident a nonexclusive right of access across the
public lands to their claims for purposes of maintaining the claims
and as a means of removing the minerals. Therefore, an owner of
a mining claim may construct and maintain across the public
lands a nonexclusive road for such purposes…8 ______-__-__ 305

2. Absent a statutory direction to the contrary, lands acquired by pur-
chase do not thereby acquire a public land status and are there-
fore not subject to the operation of the United States mining
laws-8 _______________________________________ 368

3. The Act of August 10, 1939, 53 Stat. 1347, adding certain lands to
the Kaniksu National Forest, constitutes uch a statutorydirection …____ --___----______-368

COMMON VARIETIES OF MINERALS

Generally

1. To satisfy the requirements for discovery on a placer mining claim
located for a common variety of pumiceous material before
July 23,, 195-5, it must be shown that the exposed material
could have been removed and marketed at a profit on that date,
as well as at the present time;.where such a showing is not made,
the claim is properly declared null and void…-------------------- 5
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2. To satisfy the requirements -for discovery on a placer mining claim

,,located for common varieties of sand and gravel before July 23,
1955, it must be shown that the materials within the limits of the
claim could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a
profit as of that date. Where the evidence shows that there is an
abundant supply of similar sand and gravel in the area of the
claim, that sand and gravel was being produced and sold in the
area on July 23, 1955, and that no sand and gravel had been or
was being marketed from the claim as of that date, the fact that
the- material on the claim is sufficient both as to quantity and
quality, as is the abundant supply of similar material found in
the area, is insufficient to shown that material from this particular
claim could have been profitably removed and marketed on July
23, 1955, and the claim is properly declared null and void…_______- 71

3. To satisfy the requirements for discovery on placer claims located
for common varieties of sand and gravel before July 23, 1955,
it must be shown that the materials within the limits of the claim
could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit as
of that date. Where the evidence shows that there is an abundant
supply of similar sand and gravel in the area of the claim,
and that no sand and gravel had been or was being marketed
from the claim on July 23, 1955, the fact that the material on
the claim is sufflcient, both as to quantity and quality, as is
the abundant supply of similar material in the area, is inadequate
to show that material from the particular claim could have been
profitably removed and marketed as of July 23, 1955, and the
claim is properly declared null and void- -_-___________________ 385

4. To satisfy the requirements of discovery on placer mining claims
located for sand and gravel prior to July 23, 1955, it must be
shown that the deposits could have been extracted, removed,
and marketed at a profit as of that date and not as of some pros-
pective date; where claimant fails to make that showing, the
claims are properly declared null and void -_________-_-_____-_ 385

Special Value
1. The fact that pumiceous material may occur in nature in pieces

having one dimension of two inches or more does not, by itself,
establish that the material is "block pumice" which is excluded
by statute from the category of common varieties of pumice- 5

2. To determine whether a deposit of pumiceous material is a common
variety, there must be a comparison of the material in that deposit
with other similar-type materials in order to ascertain whether
the material has a property giving it a distinct and special value;
where the material can be used for purposes for which common
varieties of other materials can be substituted, and where it is
not shown that it has any advantage over such substitute mate-
rials which is reflected in a higher price in the market place, it
is properly determined that the material is a ommon variety not
subject to location under the milling laws of the United States
after July 23, 1955 __--_----_--___--____--_________ -- 5
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1. The fact that pumiceous material may occur in nature in pieces hav-
ing one dimension of two inches or more does not, by itself, es-
tablish that the material is "block pumice" which is excluded by
statute from the category of common varieties of pumice…------- 5

2. To determine whether a deposit of pumiceous material is a common
variety, there must be a comparison of the material in that deposit
with other similar-type materials in order to ascertain whether
the material has a property giving it a distinct and special value;
where the material can be used for purposes for which common
varieties of other materials can be substituted, and where it is
not shown that it has any advantage over such substitute mate-
rials which is reflected in a higher price in the market place, it
is property determined that the material is a common variety
not subject to ldcation under the mining laws of the United
States after July 23, 1966… ___________ 7 _____-________ 5

CONTESTS

1. In a government mining contest, where the contestant has made a
prima facie showing of lack of discovery, the burden of producing
preponderating evidence of the existence of a valuable mineral
deposit sufficient to support a discovery is upon the claimant, and
he cannot secure a determination that the claim is valid merely
by attempting to discredit and impeach the government's wit-
nesses …__--_--_--___--__--__________--_____--_______----__-193

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY
1. Government mineral examiners determining the validity of a mining

claim need only examine the claim to verify whether the claimant
has made a discovery; they are not required to perform discovery
work to explore or sample beyond the claimant's workings, or
to rehabilitate alleged discovery cuts to establish the government's
prima facie case …_--_--__--____--_______--______-__-_____-193

DISCOVERY

Generally
1. The prudent man test of discovery of a valuable mineral deposit does

not -require present profitable mining operations, but it does re-
quire evidence of sufficient mineralization to justify a prudent
man in expecting to develop a valuable mine with profits from
sales over the expected cost of the operation, and the claimant's
unfounded conjecture that the price of gold will increase in the
future is not a relevant consideration…1 ____-_______-_____-I93

2. In a mining claim contest, a showing of mineralization which might
justify further exploration for minerals but not development of
a mine is not sufficient to satisfy the prudent man test … ------- 193

3. Government mineral examiners determining the validity of a mining
* claim need only examine the claim to verify whether the claimant

has made a discovery; they are not required to perform discovery
wrk, to explore or sample beyond the claimant's workings, or to
rehabilitate alleged discovery cuts to establish the government's
prima facie case… ___--_______________________-_-193
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4. In a government mining contest, where the contestant has made a
prima facie showing of lack of discovery, the burden of producing
preponderating evidence of the existence of a valuable mineral
deposit sufficient to support a discovery is upon the claimant, and
he cannot secure a determination that the claim is valid merely
'by attempting to discredit and impeach the government's' wit-
nesses ------ _ ----------------------- _____-_____- 193

5. New evidence tendered on appeal is not sufficient to justify further
evidentiary proceedings, although it might discredit testimony
by government mineral examiners that two of their samples of a

* placer mining claim were taken to bedrock, where there is no
tender of proof showing that the alleged greater mineral values
at bedrock actually exist and the record does not show evidence
of sufficient gold to warrant a prudent man to anticipate develop-
ment of a valuable mine -__ --------------------------- _ 193

6. A decision holding that certain placer mining claims located for silica
sands are null and void for lack of a discovery of valuable deposit
of mineral will be reversed where a preponderance of the evidence
adduced at the contest hearing shows that the sands are of glass
quality,'that a market for such sands exists in close proximity and
that it is reasonable to anticipate that such sands can be bene-
ficiated at a cost which will make them competitive with present
suppliers of the existing market-__ - _-_-_____-___________ 285

Marketability

1. To satisfy the requirements for discovery on a placer mining claim
located for a common variety' of pumiceous material before July 23,
1955, it must be shown that the exposed material could have been
reinoved and marketed at a profit on that date, as well as at the
present time; where such a showing is not made, the claim is
properly declared null and void… -------------------- __ 5

2. Where it appears that some material was removed from a mining
claim and marketed prior to July 23, 1955, but it also appears that
the market for such material terminated before that date, and
where there is no positive evidence of the removal thereafter of
any significant quantity of material from the claim for purposes
other than fill material, it is properly concluded that the material
was not marketable on July 23, 1955___________-___-___________ 5

3. To satisfy the requirements for discovery on a placer mining claim
located for common varieties of sand and gravel before July 23,
1955, it must be shown that the materials within the limits of the
claim could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit
as of that date. Where the evidence shows that there is an
abundant supply of similar sand and gravel in the area of the
claim, that sand and gravel was being produced and sold in the
area on July 23, 1955, and that no sand and gravel had been or
was being marketed from the claim as of that date, the fact that
the material on the claim is sufficient both as to quantity and
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quality, as is the abundant supply of similar material found in
the area, is insufficient to show that material from this particular
claim could have been profitably removed and marketed on July 23,
1955, and the claim is properly declared null and void…----------- 71

4. To satisfy the requirement that deposits of minerals of widespread
occurrence be "marketable" it is not enough that they are only
theoretically capable of being sold but it must be shown that the
mineral from the particular deposit could have been extracted,
sold, and marketed at a profit… _-- __________-___-_-_-__-_- 71

5. To hold that a mining claim located for a common variety of sand
and gravel prior to July 23, 1955, must be perfected by a dis-
covery (including marketability) made before that date is not to
give retrospective application to the act of July 23, 1955, which
bars locations thereafter made for common varieties of sand and
gravel…___--___--______--__--_--__ --____ --____--__ --------- 71

6. To satisfy the requirements of discovery on a placer mining claim
located for sand and gravel prior to July 23, 19,55, it must be
shown that the deposit could have been extracted, removed, and
marketed at a profit as of that date and not as of some prospective
date and where claimants fail to make such a showing the claim is
properly declared null and void -_____-_______-____-_-____-_ 71

7. In order to sustain a placer mining claim located for gypsum, it
must be shown that the gypsum within the limits of the claim
could have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit
when the lands embracing the claim were withdrawn as part of
a military reservation …______ ___ __ __-__-173

8. The requirement that deposits of gypsum be marketable at a profit
prior to the withdrawal of the lands embracing the claim has not
been satisfied where it is clear that no open market for the prod-
uct existed, no mining operations had been conducted on the
claim, no sales of gypsum had been made, and no effort to establish
a market for these specific gypsum deposits had been made by the
claimants prior to the date of the withdrawal …_-_-_-___-___-_-173'

9. To satisfy the requirements for discovery on placer claims located for
common varieties of sand and gravel before July 23, 1955, it must
be shown that the materials within the limits of the claim could
have been extracted, removed, and marketed at a profit as of that
date. Where the evidence shows that there is an abundant supply
of similar sand and gravel in the area of the claim, and that no
sand and'gravel had been or was being marketed from the claim
on July 23, 1955, the fact that the material on the claim is suffi-
cient, both as to quantity and quality, as is the abundant supply
of similar material in the area, is inadequate to show that material
from the particular claim could have been profitably removed
and marketed as of July 23, 1955, and the claim is properly
declared null and void -_______--______--____-_______-______- 385
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.10. To satisfy the requirements of discovery on placer mining claims
located for sand and gravel prior to July 23, 1955, it must be
shown that the deposits could have been extracted, removed, and
marketed at a profit as of that date and not as of some prospective
date; where claimant fails to make that showing, the claims are
properly declared null and void…385 ___-- _________---- 3S5

HEARINGS

1. It is proper to allow a third party to intervene in a proceeding where
an interest of the intervenor may be affected by the outcome of
the proceeding…'7 _ _____---- 2

2. Evidence tendered on appeal in a mining contest case may not be
considered except for the limited purpose of deciding whether a
further hearing is warranted, since the record made at the hear-
ing must be the sole basis for decision… __ ___ _ 193

3. New evidence tendered on appeal is not sufficient to justify further
evidentiary proceedings, although it might discredit testimony by
government mineral examiners that two of their samples of a
placer mining claim were taken to bedrock, where there is no
tender of proof showing that the alleged greater mineral values
at bedrock actually exist and the record does not show evidence
of sufficient gold to warrant a prudent man to anticipate develop-
ment of a valuable mine_.… ______________-________-_____-193

4. A decision holding that certain placer mining claims located for
silica sands are null and void for lack of a discovery of valuable
deposit of mineral will be reversed where a preponderance of the
evidence adduced at the contest hearing shows that the sands are
of glass quality, that a market for such sands exists in close
proximity and that it is reasonable to anticipate that such sands
can be beneficiated at a cost which will make them competitive
with present suppliers of the existing market…---------------_ 285

LANDS SUBJECT TO

1. Land in a second form reclamation withdrawal remains open to
mineral location …_______-…-------------------------------- 107

2. Areas of the National Park System are withdrawn from location,
entry and patent under the Mining Laws of the United States
unless the language creating the area specifically makes lands
within the area subject to the mining laws… __________-_______ 352

3. Absent a statutory direction to the contrary, lands acquired by
purchase do not thereby acquire a public land status and are
therefore not subject to the operation of the United States mining
laws- ----- _____________---- _________--__-__ 368

4. The Act of August 10, 1939, 53 Stat. 1347, adding certain lands to the
Kaniksu National Forest, constitutes such a statutory direction__ 368

5. Mining claims located on lands purchased by the United States under
the Act of April , 1935, 49 Stat. 115, and added, to the Ianiksu
National Forest by the Act of August 10, 1939, 3 Stat. 1347, may
not be declared null and void a initio, but the mining claimants
must be afforded notice and an opportunity*for hearing bef6ie the
claims are subject to cancellation… __________-_____________-368
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1. To hold that a mining claim located for a common variety of sand and

gravel prior to July 23, 1955, must be perfected by a discovery
(including marketability) made before that date is not to give

retrospective application to the act of July 23, 1955, which bars
locations thereafter made for common varieties of sand and
g ra v e l - --- --- --- --- - -- -- - --- - -- --- - -- ---- --- --- ---- -- --- -- --…71

PATENT

1. To be entitled to a patent to mining claims on public land withdrawn
from entry subsequent to the original location, an applicant other
thanthe original locator must show not only that the claims were
in fact located prior to the date of withdrawal and that the lands
claimed are those originally located, but also that he is the succes-
sor in interest to and has an unbroken chain of title from the
original locator- -_----____--_--_______--_____---___-____ 167

TITLE

1. Where the title asserted by an applicant for a patent to mining claims
is based on adverse possession commencing after the lands in-
cluded in the claims were withdrawn from entry, such title is of
independent origin and relates back only to the beginning of the
adverse holding and does not transfer to the applicant the title
of the former owner. Accordingly, the applicant does not have an
unbroken chain of title from the original locator and any rights
obtained by his adverse possession are defeated by the prior
withdrawal -____________ e___________-___________-_________-_ 167

WITHDRAWN LAND

1. To be entitled to a patent to mining claims on public land withdrawn
from entry subsequent to the original location, an applicant other
than the original locator must show not only that the claims were
in fact located prior to the date of withdrawal and that the lands
claimed are those originally located, but alsd that he is the succes-
sor in interest to and has an unbroken chain of title from the
original locator- -______--_____________________________________ 167

2. Where the title asserted by an applicant for a patent to mining claims
is based on adverse possession commencing after the lands included
in the claims were withdrawn from entry, such title is of inde-
pendent origin and relates back only to the beginning of the
adverse holding and does not transfer to the applicant the title of
the former owner. Accordingly, the applicant does not have an
unbroken chain of title from the original locator and any rights
obtained by his adverse possession are defeated by the prior
withdrawal- -______________________________ 167

3. Areas of the National Park System are withdrawn from location,
entry and patent under the Mining Laws of the United States
unless the language creating the area specifically makes lands
within the area subject to the mining laws… _-__-___-____-__ 352

454-062-72 6
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NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AREAS

GENERALLY
1. Areas of the National Park System are withdrawn from location,

entry and patent under the Mining Laws of the United States
unless the language creating the area specifically makes lands
within the area subject to the mining laws…------------------_ 352

LAND

Use

1. Areas of the National Park System are withdrawn from location,
entry and patent under the Mining Laws of the United States
unless the language creating the area specifically makes lands
within the area subject to the mining laws… _ ___________-352

OIL AND GAS LEASES

GENERALLY

1. The Secretary of the Interior, in the exercise of his discretionary
authority respecting issuance of oil and gas leases, may require
acceptance of special stipulations as a condition precedent to
issuance of such a lease, where such stipulations are designed
to protect the soil and surface resources and do not unreasonably
interfere with the lessee's rights of enjoyment …8 _ ____-_-___ 317

2. It is proper to require one making an oil and gas lease offer to consent
to stipulations deemed necessary to protect the land and surface
resources from undue damage by exploratory operations, as a con-
dition precedent to issuance of the lease, pursuant to the mandate
of the Congress expressed in the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969- - _____________----_--_--__________________-_-_ 317

3. An applicant for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease on lands included
withia the oil shale areas of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, as de-
fined in the Secretary's Order of June 1, 1971, is properly required
to accept, in writing, the special stipulations required by that
order or face rejection of his offer___ ------------------ _ 317

APPLICATIONS

Generally
1. Where an oil and gas lease offer filed on a drawing entry card in a

simultaneous filing procedure contains the name of an additional
party in interest, and the required statements of interest, copy or
explanation of the agreement between the parties, and evidence
of the qualifications of the additional party are not filed within the
time prescribed, strict compliance with the Department's regula-
tions may not be waived to favor an applicant who pleads igno-
rance of the law or inexperience in oil and gas leasing … -170

2. Regulations should be so clear that there is no basis for an oil and
gas lease applicant's noncompliance with them before they are
interpreted so as to deprive him of a statutory preference right
to a lease_--------------------------_______- -- 397
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OIL AND GAS LEASES-Continued
Page

Sole Party in Interest
1. Where oil and gas lease offers filed on drawing entry cards in a simul-

taneous filing procedure contain the names of additional parties
in interest, and the required statements of interest, copies or ex-
planation of the agreements between the parties, and evidence of
qualifications of the additional parties are not filed within the time
allowed by the Department's regulations, the offers are properly
rejected… ____-- ___-- _______---- _____--__---- '-_____ 170

CONSENT O AGENCY

1. An applicant for a noncompetitive public land oil and gas lease of lands
being administered by the Forest Service is properly required to
file a written consent to stipulations requested by that agency as
a condition precedent to issuance of the lease, or face rejection of
his offer, where the stipulations are not unreasonable and will not
seriously deter operations for development of the leased oil and
gas deposits -__________ _______ 317

RENTALS

1. The proviso added to section 31 (b) of the Mineral Leasing Act by sec-
tion 1 of the Act of May 12, 1970, 84 Stat. 206, 30 U.S.C. sec. 188 (b)
(1970), to except an oil and gas lease from automatic termina-
tion in certain circumstances where timely annual rental payment
is deficient, is curative in effect; therefore, where a rental pay-
ment was nominally deficient as prescribed by the Act and defined
by Departmental regulations and the deficiency was paid prior to
the Act, the lease is not terminated unless a new lease had been
issued prior to May 12, 1970 …-------_____-________-_-___-___-359

TERMINATION

1. The proviso added to section 31(b) of the Mineral Leasing Act by
section 1 of the Act of May 12, 1970, 84 Stat. 206, 30 U.S.C. sec.
188(b) (1970), to except an oil and gas lease from automatic
termination in certain circumstances where timely annual rental
payment is deficient, is curative in effect; therefore, where a rental
payment was nominally deficient as prescribed by the Act and de-
fined by Departmental regulations and the deficiency was paid
prior to the Act, the lease is not terminated unless a new lease
had been issued prior to Mlay 12, 1970- -_________-______-_-_ 359

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF LANDS ACT

(See also Oil and Gas Leases)

GENERALLY

1. Under his conservation authority the Secretary (or his delegate) may
suspend operations on an OCS oil and gas lease while legislation
is pending where such operations might lead to results inconsistent
with the purpose of the legislation _-_____-__-_-__-_-___-______ 256

2. Under his conservation authority the Secretary (or his delegate), may
suspend operations on an OCS oil and gas lease to permit the
preparation of an environmental impact statement on exploratory
drilling which will assist him in the determination of any special
stipulations to be imposed on drilling permits… ______-__-____ 256
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OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF LANDS ACT-Continued Page

Generally -Continued
3. When the regional oil and gas supervisor of the Geological Survey

directs the suspension of operations on an OCS lease in the interest
of conservation, the lease will be extended for a period equal to
the period of suspension --------------------------------------- 256

PATENTS OF PUBLIC LANDS

GENERALLY
1. A reservation of all minerals to the United States in a patent of public

lands to the State of Arizona pursuant to 43 U.S.C. sec. 315(g)
(1970) reserves valuable deposits of sand and gravel found thereon.
No exception to this rule applies where those materials comprise
all or substantially all of the land in question because the statute
makes provision for the owner of the surface estate to receive
payment for damages caused to the land and improvements
thereon by mining operations… ________-_________--------- 385

RESERVATIONS
1. A reservation of all minerals to the United States in a patent of pub-

lic lands to the State of Arizona pursuant to 43 U.S.C. sec. 315 (g)
(1970) reserves valuable deposits of sand and gravel found
thereon. No exception to this rule applies where those materials
comprise all or substantially all of the land in question because
the statute makes provision for the owner of the surface estate
to receive payment for damages caused to the land and improve-
ments thereon by mining operations… ___________-__-__-___-_-385

PUBLIC LANDS

(See also Surveys of Public Lands)
GENERALLY

1. Lands conveyed to the United States under the Act of June 4, 1897,
30 Stat. 11, 36, as a basis for a forest lieu selection which is con- -
summated, are public lands of the United States ---------------- 308

SPECIAL USE PERMITS

1. A special land use permit will not be granted where other provisions
of any existing law authorized the desired use; therefore, it is
proper to reject an application for a special land use permit to
accommodate an access road to a mining claim where the road is
authorized by existing law -_--___--_--___-________-_-__-____ 305

PUBLIC SALES
GENERALLY

1. Where a public sale application is rejected on the basis that the land
has been conveyed out of federal ownership, and it is found that
the land is public land, the application will be remanded for
further appropriate consideration--------------------- _308

APPLICATIONS

1. Where a public sale application is rejected on the basis that the land
has been conveyed out of federal ownership, and it is found that
the land is public land, the application will be remanded for
further appropriate consideration- -___ ____ 30S
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RECLAMATION HOXESTEAfS
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GENERALLY

1. The credit for military service which an heir of the original rec-
lamation homestead entryman may use may be applied to both
the obligation under the homestead law to cultivate and under
the reclamation law to reclaim 1 of the irrigable area within
three full irrigation seasons… ____________-________-_-_ 47

RECLAMATION LANDS
GENERALLY

1. Land in a second form reclamation withdrawal remains open to min-
eral location… ____________-- ________--___------__-_-_____-107

2. For the purpose of determining whether entered but unpatented land
can be disposed of pursuant to section 6 of the Smith Act of
August 11, 1916, the "irrigation works" referred to in that section
are not those necessary on an individual entry to carry out irriga-
tion but refer to facilities that serve the irrigation district in
general, and "water of the district available for such land" means
only that the entryman has a legally enforceable claim to avail-
able water even though access to it is barred by a Departmental
regulation --------------------------------------------------…218

ACQUISITION AND DISPOSAL

1. Where an irrigation district acting pursuant to the Smith Act of
August 11, 1916, has enforced its lien against public land in an
unpatented desert land entry and has sold the land at a tax sale,
the rights of the entryman and his successors are terminated and
the rights of the purchaser are determined by the Smith Act---- 218

INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION OF WITHIN IRRIGATION DISTRICT

1. Land within a desert land entry included in an irrigation district
does not.become subject to a later reclamation withdrawal so long
as the entry subsists… __________________-__-____________-218

REGULATIONS

(See also Administrative Procedure Act)
GENERALLY

1. States which have assumed the requisite jurisdiction over Indian
country under Public Law 280 (Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat.
588, as amended, 18 U.S.C. section 1162 and 28 U.S.C. section
1360) or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Act of April 11, 1968,
82 Stat. 77-81, 25 U.S.C. sections 1321-1322 (Supp. V, 1965-1969))
are required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 to enforce their
meat inspection laws on Indian- reservations if the enforcement
does not involve the regulation of property held in trust by the
United States for the benefit of the Indians. States which have
not assumed the aforementioned jurisdiction over Indian country
are not authorized or required by the Wholesome Meat Act of
1967 to enforce their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations
unless the Secretary of the Interior were to enact regulations-
authorizing such enforcement under the authority granted him
by the Act of February 15, 1929, 45 Stat. 1185, as amended,
25 U.S.C. section 231- - _ ------------------------------ _ 18
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REGULATIONS-Continued
GENERALLY-Continued Page

APPLICABILITY

1. Regulations should be so clear that. there is no basis for an oil and
gas lease applicant's noncompliance with them before they are
interpreted so as to deprive him of a statutory preference right
to a lease… _________-- ____-- _____________--___-____-__-397

INTERPRETATION
1. Regulations should be so clear that there is no basis for an oil and gas

lease applicant's noncompliance with them before they are inter-
preted so as to deprive him of a statutory preference right to a
lease --_____________8-------------------------------------___ 39T

RIGHTS-OF-WAY
(See also Indian Lands, Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, Reclamation

Lands)
GENERALLY

1. A special land use permit will not be granted where other provisions,
of any existing law authorize' the desired use; therefore, it is
proper to reject an application for a special land use permit to
accommodate an excess road to a mining claim where the road is
authorized by existing law… ____--__--________-___________-_-- 305

2. The United States mining laws give to the owner of mining claims
as a necessary incident a nonexclusive right of access across the
public lands to their claims for purposes of maintaining the claims
and as a means of removing the minerals. Therefore, an owner
of a mining claim may construct and maintain across the public
lands a nonexclusive road for such purposes…8------------____ 305

RULES OF PRACTICE

(See also Contracts, Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969,
Indian Probate)

GENERALLY

1. A motion for reconsideration, requesting a new hearing because of an
ex parte communication contrary to the Board's rules, which
occurred 18 months prior to the issuance of the principal decision
and was not objected to until after that decision was rendered,
is denied because appellant has failed to allege or show any error
of law or fact in the principal decision, or that any actual prejudice
to it resulted from the e parte communication…----------______ 44

APPEALS

Burden of Proof
1. A claim for a changed condition will be denied when the contractor

fails to present adequate evidence as to what the field conditions
were, and fails to prove that the field conditions differed materially
from conditions shown in the contract documents…-------------- 372

2. A changed condition claim will be denied where the contractor fails
to show significant error in the data contained in the contract
documents -8------------------------------------------------ 372

Dismissal
1. An appeal to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, will be dis-

missed where the appellant did not timely file the notice of appeal
in the proper office- - ---------- ----- 13
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Dismissal-Continued
Page

2. Where appellant's claim for excavation was presented over five years,
after the work was done and two years after completion of the
contract, the Government's motion to dismiss for failure to 'give
timely notice of the claim was denied on the present state of the
record in the absence of a clear showing of prejudice to the Govern-
ment ---------------------------------------------------- 53

3. Where a contract with a County requires the Government to build a
replacement road and bridge in connection with land acquired for
the construction of the Auburn Dam and Reservoir and the County
complains () that in planning for and constructing the replace-
ment road and bridge the Government had failed to adhere to
standards proscribed in the contract and (ii) that it had failed to
secure the County's approval for access from the replacement road
to adjacent Government-owned land acquired for recreational pur-
poses in violation of the contractual provision requiring approval
of all accesses granted outside of the project takeline, the appeal
is dismissed since the Board found (i) that the contract contained
no contract provisions under which the wrongs alleged could be
remedied and (ii) that the Disputes clause itself was not suffi-
cient to confer jurisdiction In reaching this conclusion the Board
noted that dismissal of the appeal on jurisdictional grounds was
proper even though neither party had raised any question as to
the Board's jurisdiction over the claims asserted …-_-__-_______-113

4. Allegations by a County for which a replacement road was being built
that the contracting officer had acted in an arbitrary manner and
that its future course of action was to some extent dependent upon
the result of the Board's review of the County's complaints, war-
rants Board examination of the complaints in detail even though
it concludes on jurisdictional grounds that it has no authority
to finally pass upon the claims asserted _____-________ 114

Timely Filing

1. Where appellant's claim for excavation was presented over five
years after the work was done and two years after completion
of the contract, the Government's motion to dismiss for failure
to give timely notice of the claim was denied on the present
state of the record in the absence of a clear showing of prejudice
to the Government - - --------------------- 53 -

2. An appeal to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, from a
decision of a hearing examiner which is received after the period
set by the rules of procedure for grazing cases will not be dis-
missed solely for that reason, but the circumstances surrounding
the appeal will be examined to determine whether in the exer-
cise of discretion the late appeal should be accepted … ____ _ 55

3. An appeal to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, from a deci-
sion of the hearing examiner which is mailed within the appeal
period and received one day late will be accepted where there is
no prejudice to the other parties and where the filing party
derived no advantage from his tardiness- - _____ - 55
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1. Evidence tendered on appeal in a mining contest case may not be
considered except for the limited purpose of deciding whether a
further hearing is warranted, since the record made at the hearing
must be the sole basis for decision… ____- _______-___-__-193

2. In a government mining contest, where the contestant has made
a prima facie showing of lack of discovery, the burden of produc-
ing preponderating evidence of the existence of a valuable mineral
deposit sufficient to support a discovery is upon the claimant,
and he cannot secure a determination that the claim is valid
merely by attempting to discredit and impeach the government's
w itnesses --------------------------------------------------…193

3. New evidence tendered on appeal is not sufficient to justify further
evidentiary proceedings, although it might discredit testimony by
government mineral examiners that two of their samples of a
placer mining claim were taken to bedrock, where there is no
tender of proof showing that the alleged greater mineral values
at bedrock actually exist and the record does not show evidence
of sufficient gold to warrant a prudent man to anticipate develop-
ment of a valuable mine__- --------------------------------- 193

4. The Board of Land Appeals has authority to reverse the fact findings
of a hearing examiner even when not clearly erroneous. How-
ever, where the resolution of a case depends primarily upon his
findings of credibility, which in turn are based upon his reaction
to the demeanor of the witnesses, and such findings are supported
by substantial evidence, they will not be disturbed by the Board- 272

HEARINGS

1. A motion for reconsideration, requesting a new hearing because of an
ew parte communication contrary to the Board's rules, which oc-
curred 18 months prior to the issuance of the principal decision
and was not objected to until after that decision was rendered,
is denied because appellant has failed to allege or'show any error
of law or fact in the principal decision, or that any actual.
prejudice to it resulted from the e parte communication …_-___- 44

2. It is proper to allow a third party to intervene in a proceeding where
an interest of the intervenor may be affected by the outcome of
the proceeding- - _---- ___________--__--___--_____ -- 72

3. Allegations by a County for which a replacement road was being
built that the contracting officer had acted in an arbitrary manner
and that its future course of action was to some extent dependent
upon the result of the Board's review of the County's complaints,
warrants Board examination of the complaints in detail even
though is concludes on jurisdictional grounds that it has no au-
thority to finally pass upon the claims asserted…------------- '…114

4. Evidence tendered on appeal in a mining contest case may not be
considered except for the limited purpose of deciding whether a
further hearing is warranted, since the record made at the hearing
must be the sole basis for decision… ___-______-__________-193

5. New evidence tendered on appeal is not sufficient to justify further
: evidentiary proceedings, although it might discredit testimony

by government mineral examiners that two of their samples of a
placer mining claim were taken to bedrock, where there is no
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tender of proof showing that the alleged greater mineral values at
bedrock actually exist and the record does not show evidence of
sufficient gold to warrant a prudent man to anticipate develop-
ment of a valuable mine- - ___-- ____- ___-_-_-___-_-___- 193

6. Mining claims located on lands purchased by the United States under
the Act of April , 1935, 49 Stat. 115, and added to the Kaniksu
National Forest by the Act of August 10, 1939, 53 Stat. 1347, may
not be declared null and void ab initio, but the mining claimants
must be afforded notice and an opportunity for hearings before the
claims are subject to cancellation… __-___________-_____-_______-368

PROTESTS
1. A protest against a waiver of the late filing of a sodium preference

right lease application is properly dismissed where the protestant
has not persuasively demonstrated that the waiver under the pro-
visions of 43 CFlR 1821.2-2 (g) would be in violation of any express
exception therein… ___--___________________--___- 49

SCHOOL LANDS

INDEMNITY SELECTIONS

1. Where a State has received title to a school indemnity selection, the
base land for which the indemnity is taken remains in federal
ownership and where, after the State has received such indemnity
land, it issues an instrument of conveyance for the base land to
private party A, who conveys it to B, who conveys it to the
United States as base for a forest lieu selection, which is satisfied
and thereafter the United States issues an indemnity clear list
to the State for the school land in place to validate the State's pur-
ported conveyance to A, the title to the school land in place inures
to the United States under the doctrine of after-acquired title---- 307

SECRETARY O THE INTERIOR

1. The Secretary of the Interior, in the exercise of his discretionary
authority respecting issuance of oil and gas leases, may require
acceptance of special stipulations as a condition precedent to
issuance of such a lease, where such stipulations are designed to
protect the soil and surface resources and do not unreasonably
interfere with the lessee's rights of enjoyment… ______-_-_-___-317

SODIUM LEASES AND PERMITS

LEASES

1. A protest against a waiver of the late filing of a sodium preference
right lease application is properly dismissed where the protestant
has not persuasively demonstrated that the waiver under the pro-
visions of 43 CFR 1821.2-2 (g) would be in violation of any express
exception therein- -__________----___________-_____-__-_____ 49

RENTALS

1. Where a sodium lessee files a relinquishment of the lease after accrual
but before payment of the rental for that calendar year, the Secre-
tary is empowered to determine whether the lessee demonstrated
reasonable diligence so as to obtain the benefit of proration of rent
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on a monthly basis pursuant to the Act of November 28, 1943; but
the act does not confer authority to relieve the lessee of liability
for rental accrued for those months prior to the filing of the relin-
quishment ___________----_--______--___________--__-_-_____- 82

STATE LAWS

1. The modification of the Federal Indian liquor laws, permitting the
introduction, possession and sale of intoxicating beverages on the
reservation with tribal consent (Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat.
586, 18 U.S.C. section 1161 (1964) ) does not make Montana liquor
laws applicable to the Chippewa Cree Tribe or tribal members on
the Rocky Boy's Reservation. Rather, this act requires the state
liquor laws to be used as the standard of measurement to define
lawful and unlawful activity on the reservation. Actions not in
conformity with the provisions of applicable state law would sub-
ject a tribal member to prosecution only in the Federal courts, not
in state courts. Non-Indians would be subject to prosecution in the
Federal and state courts, assuming a double jeopardy question is
not presented ----------- 3------_-__----------------------9

2. A subordinate tribal entity or tribal member licensed by the Chippewa
Cree Tribe to operate a liquor establishment on the Rocky Boy's
Reservation does not have to obtain a state liquor license … ___ _ 39

S. Utah game laws apply to Non-Infdians whio hunt, even with the tribe's
permission, on the Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation. Thus,
Non-Indians cannot hunt on the reservation without procuring
a state license, even though they may be licensed by the tribeto do so… _--_-- _____-- __________________--________--___-101

STATE SELECTIONS

(See also School Lands)

1. Where a State has received title to a school indemnity selection, the
base land for which the indemnity is taken remains in federal
ownership and where, after the State has received such indemnity
land, it issues an instrument of conveyance for the base land to
private party A, who conveys it to B, who conveys it to the
United States as base for a forest lieu selection, which is satisfied
and thereafter the United States issues an indemnity clear list
to the State for the school land in place to validate the State's
purported conveyance to A, the title to the school land in place
inures to the United States under the doctrine of after-acquired'
title ------------------------------- ---------------------- ---…307

STATUTES

1. The Secretary of Agriculture is not authorized or required to conduct
meat inspection programs on Indian reservations under the pro-
-visions of the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967, 51 Stat. 584, 21 U.S.C.
sections 601-691 (Supp. V, 1965-1969)… ________-__-_____-_- 18

2. States which have assumed the requisite jurisdiction over Indian
* country under Public Law 280 (Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat.

588, as amended, 18 U.S.C. section 1162 and 28 U.S.C. section
1360) or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Act of April 11, 1968,
82 Stat. 77-81, 25 U.S.C. sections 1321-1322 (Supp. V, 1965-1969))
are required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 to enforce their

:: /
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meat inspection laws on Indian reservations if the enforcement
does not involve the regulation of property held in trust by the
United States for the benefit of the Indians. States which have not
assumed the aforementioned jurisdiction over Indian country are
not authorized or required by the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 to
enforce their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations unless
the Secretary of the Interior were to enact regulations authorizing
such enforcement under the authority granted him by the Act of
February 15, 1929, 45 Stat. 1185, as amended, 25 U.S.C. section 231_ is

STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION

GENERALLY

1. It is an elementary rule of statutory construction that effect must be
given, if possible, to every word, clause and sentence of a statute__ 368

2. Where contemporaneous and practical interpretation of a statute has
stood unchallenged for some 26 years, it will be regarded as of
great importance in arriving at the proper construction of a
statute ___--_________--__________8________--__--________-_ 368

3. Where a statute recites that "[1]ands * ' purchased under * * *
this Act shall be open to mineral locations * 0 ' the statute con-
tains no purchase authority, but another section of the statute
refers to laws under which such purchases have been made, the
phrase quoted will be construed as meaning "[lands * * pur-
chased under * the laws set forth in this act * -*"___ 368

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSTRUCTION

1. It is an elementary rule of statutory construction that effect must be
given, if possible, to every word, clause and sentence of a statute-_ 368

2. Where contemporaneous and practical interpretation of a statute has
stood unchallenged for some 26 years, it will be regarded as of
great importance in arriving at the proper construction of a
statute …_______ I--------------------------- 368

3. Where a statute recites that "[l]ands ** purehased under 0 *

this Act shall be open to mineral locations * *", the statute con-
tains no purchase authority, but another section of the statute
refers to laws under which such purchases have been made, the
phrase quoted will be construed as meaning "[l]ands * * pur-
chased under * * * the laws set forth in this Act * *"____-_-368

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

1. The prohibition against contracts involving the employment of con-
vict labor as contained in Executive Order No. 325a does not
apply to those cooperative agreements entered into by the Bureau

- of Land Management and the several States which provide for
emergency manpower assistance for the suppression of fires, even
though, the States may rely in part upon trained convict crews for
such emergency manpower reserves… ____-_________-__-_-269'

2. An application for a quitclaim deed under sec. 6 of the Act of April 28,
1930, 43 U.S.C. sec. 872, based upon a conveyance to the United
States of land as a basis for lieu selection, which conveyance was
made pursuant to the Act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 11, 36, is prop-
erly rejected because the Act of July 6, 1960, 74 Stat. 334, pre-
eludes the Department from utilizing the 1930 act for that
purpose --------------------------- 319
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SURVEYS O PUBLIC LANDS

GENERALLY
Page

1. Surveys of the United States, after acceptance, are presumed to be
correct, and will not be disturbed, except upon clear proof that
they are fraudulent or grossly erroneous. Where a public land ap-
plicant challenges the validity of a dependent resurvey he must
establish by clear and convincing evidence that the resurvey is not
an accurate retracement and reestablishment of the lines of the
original survey in order to sustain his position___________-___-__ 30

DEPENDENT RESURVEYS -

1. In making a retracement or dependent resurvey, the corners estab-
lished should be located if possible by considering all the relevant
evidence and not simply one or two factors… ___________ 1.

2. A protest against an accepted plat of a dependent resurvey is
properly dismissed where-the dependent resurvey is based on a
detailed evaluation of the physical evidence of a disputed corner
and of the corners of that and other surveys while the protestant
relies upon one call from one feature, which the U.S. surveyors
could not find, to establish the rest of the survey by courses and
distances without reference to any other features described in the
field notes or other recovered corners .…_______________________ 1…

TRESPASS

GENERALLY

1. A grazing trespass will not be deemed clearly willful where two sep-
arate, almost simultaneous violations of short duration have
occurred followed by an admittedly willful violation involving
,only one cow for one day- - ____---- ___________-_-_______ 272

UNITED STATES

1. The Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the Constitution, providing, inter
alia, that "the United States" shall not deny or abridge the right
of eighteen-year-olds to vote, applies to Indian tribes' elections
called by the Secretary pursuant to the Indian Reorganization Act
or other act, but, because of the fundamental right of a tribe to
govern itself, the amendment does not apply to Indian tribes in
purely tribal elections… _________--_--______-_________-_____-349

VOTING

1. The Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the Constitution, providing, inter
alia, that "the United States" shall not deny or abridge the right
of eighteen-year-olds to vote, applies to Indian tribes' elections
called by the Secretary pursuant to the Indian Reorganization Act
or other act, but, because of the fundamental right of a tribe to
govern itself, the amendment does not apply to Indian tribes in
purely tribal elections…------------____--_____-__-__ - _ 349
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-WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVATIONS

EFFECT OF

1. No rights are acquired under the Alaska Native Allotment Act, 48
U.S.C. sebs. 357, 357a, 357b (1958) by a native who purportedly
commenced his occupation of the land at a time when the land was
withdrawn from all forms of appropriation and where after the
withdrawal was revoked, the land was opened only for the filing
of State selection applications…-----------------------------__ 300

. RECLAMATION WITHDRAWALS,

1. Land in a second form reclamation withdrawal remains open to min-
eral location- - __________________---- _____________________ 107

2. Land within a desert land entry included in an irrigation district
does not become subject to a later reclamation withdrawal so long
as the entry subsists ____------_----_----___-____… ___-_____-218

WORDS AND PHRASES

1. "Calendar year or fraction thereof." Calendar year or fraction there-
of as that term is employed by the Act of Dec. 11, 1928, refers to a
period beginning on Jan. 1 and ending on Dec. 31, of the same year,
both dates inclusive- - ______________--________-__-____-___ 82

2. "Irrigation Works." For the purpose of determining whether entered
but unpatented land can be disposed of pursuant to section 6 of the
Smith Act of August 11, 1916, the "irrigation works" referred to
in that section are not those necessary on an individual entry to
carry out irrigation but refer to facilities that serve the irrigation
district in general, and "water of the district available for such
land" means only that the entryman has a legally enforceable
claim to available water even though access to it is barred by a
Departmental regulation… ________ -------------------- _ 218

S. "Signed and fully executed." The term "signed and fully executed" as
used in 43 CFR 3112.2-1(a) (1971) does not interdict the use of a
rubber stamp to affix a signature to a drawing entry card, provided
that it is the applicant's intention that the stamp be his signatures- 397

4. "Water of the District Available for such Land." For the purpose of
determining whether entered but unpatented land can be disposed
of pursuant to section 6 of the Smith Act of August 11, 1916, the
"irrigation works" referred to in that section are not those neces-
sary on an individual entry to carry out irrigation but refer to
facilities that serve the irrigation district in general, and "water
of the district available for such land" means only that the entry-
man has a legally enforceable claim to available water even
though access to it is barred by a Departmental regulation_______-218
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